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PREFACE
Egypt from its incorporation into the Persian Empire in 525 B.C. was home to a multi-cultural
society with several strong cultural traditions. An Egyptian majority population lived in contact
(sometimes closer, sometimes more distant; sometimes more frequent, sometimes less frequent)
with non-Egyptian populations who had come to reside in Egypt. By the Hellenistic period these
non-Egyptian populations included large numbers of Greeks and Macedonians who had settled in
Egypt after its conquest by Alexander the Great as well as Jews and other semitic-speaking people
from Syria-Palestine; after Egypt's incorporation into the Roman Empire, Roman citizens and
Roman soldiers from around the Empire appear more and more frequently. Integrated study of the
period from Cambyses to Constantine (a period of almost 1000 years), therefore, requires
knowledge and appreciation of the material remains (documentary, artistic, architectural, and
archaeological) and cultural antecedents of several cultures. The rich documentary and
"archaeological" resources preserved from this period would allow it to serve as a model for
analysis of other multi-cultural societies.
One serious problem in the study of Egypt during this period is that the Egyptian element in this
multi-cultural society has often been undervalued. Classicists, Greek papyrologists, and ancient
historians base their studies overwhelmingly on the extensive Greek materials which come
primarily from a limited geographical area (the Faiyum) or reflect concerns of the literate, ruling
class (in Alexandria). Egyptologists tend to ignore these "late" periods and Egyptian texts,
especially those written in Demotic, are notoriously difficult to read; the majority of such texts
remain unpublished and the richness of literary and religious texts, the wealth of low- and middlelevel administrative documents, and the vast number of private documents (legal and otherwise)
remain underutilized in our analyses.
In recent years the field of Demotic studies has attracted more and better prepared scholars
who are preparing basic resource tools, cataloguing and publishing major text collections, and
incorporating Egyptian materials into historical analyses. As this has happened, scholars in related
fields have become aware of the potential information contained in the Egyptian sources and
serious discussions have begun about the nature and extent of interaction between individuals and
groups with different ethnic or cultural backgrounds.
For this reason, people working on late period Egyptian hieroglyphic and hieratic texts,
Aramaicists, Greek papyrologists, classicists and ancient historians, religious and legal historians,
archaeologists and art historians working on Egypt during the "late" period were invited to a
symposium entitled "Life in a Multi-Cultural Society: Egypt from Cambyses to Constantine (and
Beyond)" held in association with the 4th International Congress of Demotists. Over eighty
scholars participated in this symposium, which took place at the Oriental Institute, the University of
Chicago, in September, 1990. Those whose main scholarly activity involves deciphering,
translating, and interpreting written sources interacted with archaeologists and art historians who
xxiii
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themselves were tying their artifacts to the literate culture which produced them. Specialists in the
various linguistic stages and scripts of the Egyptian language had the opportunity to talk in depth
with scholars working on the massive collections of non-Egyptian papyri, especially Greek, which
have been found in Egypt.
Major focuses of current research in the various fields represented were discussed; how much
each of the "separate" disciplines has to offer to an adequate solution of the problems being tackled
by any of us dominated conversations. Everyone talked about interaction - how much interaction
was there between Egyptians, Greeks, speakers of various semitic languages, and the like; what
did this interaction consist of - among the culturally or politically elite, among the bureaucracy,
among the varied inhabitants of a provincial capital, and so on; what is the significance of the
.amount and type of interaction which did occur? Many people stayed for the more specialized
Demotic meetings of the 4th International Congress of Demotists, where more detailed studies of
individual Demotic texts or text categories, reports on major projects, and discussions of work in
progress were presented.
Most of the papers presented at the Symposium are included in Life in a Multi-CulturalSociety;
the published version has been revised taking into account the formal and informal discussions
which took place there. Each individual paper makes a significant contribution to our understanding
of an important period in world history, but the volume as a whole is more than the sum of its parts.
It shows what a wide range of material and approaches must be considered in the study of complex
societies, especially societies preserving several cultural or ethnic traditions. As such, it may serve
as inspiration for further studies of multi-cultural societies; with the increasing attention being paid
to the multi-cultural aspects of modern societies, this volume has relevance far beyond the
apparently narrow confines of Late Antiquity.

The institutions represented at the Symposium underscore the range and diversity of the
participants:
Australia

Macquarie University

Belgium

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven; Koninklijke Academie van Belgie-

Canada

The University of Toronto

Egypt

Ain Shams University; The Egyptian Museum, Cairo; L'Institut Frangais
d'Arch6ologie Orientale, Cairo; The University of Cairo

England

The British Museum; Cambridge University; Oxford University;
University College London

France

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique; Sorbonne; The University
of Rouen

Germany

Staatliche Museen, Berlin; The University of Bamberg; The University of
Marburg; The University of Tibingen; The University of Wtirzburg

Israel

The Hebrew University

Italy

The University of Pisa; The University of Rome

The Netherlands

The University of Leiden

Poland.

Warsaw University
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United States

Janet H. Johnson
Chicago, Illinois
July 1992
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The American Research Center in Egypt; The Brooklyn Museum;
California State University, Los Angeles; Columbia University; Duke
University; Franklin & Marshall College; The Kelsey Museum of the
University of Michigan; Loyola University of Chicago; Memphis State
University; The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago;
The Society for Coptic Archaeology; Texas A & M University; The
University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania; The University of
Chicago; The University of Michigan; The University of Northern
Arizona; The University of North Dakota; Yeshiva University
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CHAPTER 1

OBSERVATIONS ON CIVIL JURISDICTION IN LATE
BYZANTINE AND EARLY ARABIC EGYPT
SCHAFIK ALLAM

University of Tibingen
For our concern it seems opportune to consider a legal conflict between Egyptians, which is
made known to us by a number of Coptic and Greek papyri closely connected with each other and
extending, as they do, over twenty-five years (for the Coptic Papyrus Budge, see Schiller 1968, pp.
79ff.; for the Greek Papyri BM 2017 and 2018, see Zilliacus 1940, pp. 79ff.; cf. Schiller 1961, pp.
193ff. and 1964, pp. 107ff.; and Allam 1991). All of these documents originally formed part of the
private archive of a certain Philm6n, who lived in Apollonopolis Magna (Edfu) during the first
half of the 7th century of our era (for such archives, see Schiller 1953, pp. 368ff. and 1957, pp.
200f.). The story began in the year 622, in the time of the incursion of the Persians into Egypt; the
story came to its end in 647, shortly after the Arab conquest of Egypt. It affords invaluable insight
into civil jurisdiction in late Byzantine and early Arabic Egypt.
Its subject matter is civil strife over the ownership of a parcel of house-property in Edfu, this
real property being given in security for a loan. About this struggle ample information can
particularly be derived from the Coptic papyrus which the Library of Columbia University acquired
from Sir Wallis Budge in 1932. This lengthy yet outstanding papyrus (of some 286 lines) is a
verbatim report of hearings before a board of adjudicators with respect to the disputed houseproperty. A brief sequence of the events as disclosed in the protracted pleas of the disputants may
be given before we endeavor to give any commentary.
The story starts with the mortgage by a woman, named Thekla, of her portion in a house to
PhilEm6n and his wife in 622 (Schiller 1964, pp. 114f.).' The loan (of one holocot) secured by the
mortgage was for a fixed term. This security transaction gave to the mortgagees, Philam6n and his
wife, the right of rent-free dwelling in lieu of interest, with the title vesting in the couple upon
default in repayment.
Around the time of the Persian incursion, roughly before 629, Thekla left the city to settle down
as far as Heracleopolis Magna, in the northern neighborhood of Oxyrhynchos; she had failed,
however, to repay the loan. The couple PhilEmin then entered into full title and ownership. In order
to secure written evidence of their title, they journeyed north to obtain a title-deed from Thekla.
But she refused, and the couple returned empty-handed.
* An outline of this paper was delivered on 6 September 1990 at the interdisciplinary Symposium "Life in a MultiCultural Society: Egypt from Cambyses to Constantine (and Beyond)" held at The Oriental Institute of The
University of Chicago.
1. The terms employed in the Coptic hearings to designate the pledging of the property in question give no definite
clue to the nature of the transaction involved, for the various expressions are loosely used.
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We are told that she and her son subsequently addressed several letters to her nephew
lohannes and to her ex-husband Tsoker. Accordingly lohannes was to repay the amount of the loan
and take the house for himself in return for the offerings to be given for Thekla upon her death.
Thekla and her son died sometime later.
Thereafter the controversy flared up, as lohannes laid claim to the portion of the said house and
sought to deprive the couple Phil6m6n of their possession. The Arab invasion of Egypt apparently
caused little stir in the local happenings, for the couple Philm6n moved down the Nile again to
Oxyrhynchos apparently with no intervention by public authorities; and there they obtained a deed
of property-transfer (tp&fot) from the heirs of Thekla, sometime in the year 644/645. This deed
has fortunately come down to us in a Greek papyrus now preserved in the British Museum (no.
2018; Schiller 1964, pp. 116ff.). 2
Upon their return to Edfu, lohannes still maintained his claim and refused to surrender
possession to the couple. But after a good deal of controversy the two parties agreed to submit their
case to mediation by some persons; and the trial probably took place in 646.
As to the duration of the proceedings, which came to pass in Edfu before the mediators, a
reference in the address of one party hints at the span of five months. Within this period each party
repeatedly set forth the statement of facts favorable to his cause, while trying to categorically
discredit the arguments of his adversary. Papyrus Budge makes clear that the complaint (narratio)
of the plaintiff lohannes was followed by a rebuttal (contradictio) of the defendant Philem6n. In
fact, Iohannes had to present his claim on three successive occasions, and every time he was
strongly countered by his adversary, Philaman. The record of the hearings, which were a long
drawn-out affair, closes with a confirmation of pleas and counterpleas by the parties, the
renunciation of further proceedings being assured by the signatures of both parties.
The conclusion to the controversy is disclosed by the final document in the series; this is
another Greek papyrus which is also kept in the British Museum (no. 2017). It is a deed of
settlement after adjudication ('AK uXtvil cApttgvea/8t Xoagt),

3

which was issued at the outcome

of the hearings. In this deed lohannes explicitly renounces all his claims and acknowledges the full
rights of the couple Philem6n to the property in dispute. And anticipating that he would be adjudged
to pay heavy damages (costs) if he continued to press his claims, he was obligated to sign this deed
of settlement on the 16th July 647.
From the standpoint of legal scholars, the matter of major concern in this story might be the
recourse of the litigants to a council of mediators in order to bring about an equable and fair ending
of their litigation. Through the final document we come to know namely that the mediation was
effected by the two parties upon selecting two notables of the city, precisely "two illustrious town
councillors" (toi~g t pl XitTot toxt'tc'ujOitvot
trXjTp Ti'q it6X
ro,
apparently not magistrates).
These have to act as judges (StKc{rord); evidently they not only have to hear the pleas of the
litigants, but they also have to examine the proof set out by them and to adjudicate irrevocably on
the disputed house-property.
A crucial point is the total absence of any State trial. Instead, mediation was resorted to for the
determination of the controversy. As a matter of fact, settlement of civil controversies by means
other than State adjudication was current in Greco-Roman and Byzantine Egypt. The evidence in
2. This deed, which apparently proved conclusive later in the trial, was executed in Oxyrhynchos. It contains the usual
enumeration of the rights to be conveyed in such a deed to the addressee, together with the formulae to ensure full
enjoyment of ownership by the addressee and his successors. This deed also divests the heirs of any claim to the
property which had been mortgaged. It results from the supplemental payment of three holocots for the portion of
the house, in addition to the one holocot earlier advanced as a loan. It was drawn up by a notary. The full
transaction thus resembles the deeds of cession of late Byzantine times.

3. Schiller 1957, p. 207, thought a settlement agreement was to be called dialysis, where the division of property took
Ei0.
place; otherwise it was termed &depitV
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the documents clearly illustrates that arbitration as well as settlement after mediation or
negotiation were commonly employed as alternatives to State adjudication; these simple means of
settling disputes had apparently deep roots in the people's mind.
Some criteria can be provided for identifying the various means of ending disputes instead of
State trial. Three methods can be readily discerned: 4 1) When the disputants voluntarily get
together and succeed themselves in terminating their dispute without the intervention of a third
person and embody then the terms of their own settlement in a deed, we may call this negotiation.
2) If, however, one or more outsiders without any official authority are called upon to lend their
good offices in order to get the disputants to come to terms, this is said to be mediation or
conciliation; the suggestion of the mediator is not necessarily binding upon the disputants, since his
task is merely to reconcile them. 3) Where the parties choose an arbiter, who agrees to serve, and a
decision is reached by him upon inquiry and investigation, there is arbitration (see Steinwenter
5
1920, pp. 19ff., 52ff.; Schiller 1935, p. 20; Schiller 1953, pp. 370 ff.; and Schiller 1957, pp. 205ff.).
His decision is supported by the authority vested in him either by the parties who elected him or
because of compulsory arbitration. 6
Settlement of civil controversies by way of negotiation cannot fairly be considered as a
substitute for State adjudication. But the frequency of the other two devices, arbitration and
mediation, in our documentation warrants the conclusion that the inhabitants of Egypt took
advantage of these methods to end their civil differences without recourse to law-courts.
As far as private arbitration in the late Byzantine period is concerned, there is a close similarity
to the familiar device provided by the Roman law for the determination of civil controversies
(arbiter ex compromisso), which reached its full diffusion at that period (see Modrzejewski 1952,
pp. 239ff.; cf. Seidl 1962, pp. 83f.). In our material there are indeed agreements (termed
compromissum or pactum compromissi) concluded before a notary, between the parties in conflict,
by which they jointly sought out an arbiter (or arbiters) and further promise to conform to his
judgement to the substance; they secure this promise by oath or/and penalty clauses (for
damages). 7 The subsequent step of the arbitration process was the agreement between the parties
and the arbiter, in which the charge is accepted by the arbiter himself (receptum arbitri). Such
undertaking is frequently met with in our material as well. 8
As to the mediation/conciliation, its identification in the documents is much less evident. After
a good deal of quarreling, we are often told, the concerned disputants selected an esteemed and
trustworthy personality within the community and petitioned him to aid them in finding a way out of
their dispute. Although it is difficult to distinguish this rather vague procedure from private
arbitration (in the proper sense of the terms pactum compromissi and receptum arbitri), it seems
safe, for the sake of a better understanding of their precise meaning, not to classify them as being
4. In the following demonstration I am generally following the classification of Schiller 1971a, pp. 493ff. There is
some lack of precision, however, when he sees arbitration even in cases where no allusion is made to the relative
procedure (selection of an arbiter, etc.); in such cases there is, to my mind, mediation rather than arbitration.
5. This private arbitration is not to be confused with the public one. In many Coptic documents from the Arabic times
(till the eighth century) some local magistrates (such as dioikites and lashane) in a given village could sometimes
participate in arbitrations.
6. One can reasonably see in the local court dispensing justice in a given locality, such as Deir el-Medineh during the
Ramesside period, a kind of public/compulsory arbitration/mediation, the persons (e.g. chief workmen, scribes,
etc.) being State functionaries and not magistrates. The point requires a fresh analysis of our texts. For an instance
of possible mediation in the times of the Old Kingdom; see Urk. 1,p. 13.
7. For the effects of penal clauses, without which the agreement would not be binding upon the parties concerned; see
Berger 1911, pp. 212ff.
8. For a treatment of the relevant documents coming from Egypt and dating from the 6th-7th centuries A.D.; see K.-H.
Ziegler 1971, pp. 263 ff. and cf. Seidl 1973, p. 112.
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one and the same device, as some scholars hold (cf. Schiller 1971b). It is noteworthy, however, that
in the course of time mediation/conciliation seems to supplant private arbitration, if we may judge
from the increasing reliance on that procedure by the Copts as revealed in many deeds of
settlements from the 8th century (Schiller 1971a, p. 497). It would appear that the rigid system of
private arbitration according to the principles of Roman law had but little effect upon the practice
of out-of-court adjudication in Egypt (cf. Schiller 1971b). It was namely the paramount device of
mediation which continued to prevail, and persisted well into Arabic times. 9 Such is also the
situation in our litigation, the relevant texts, Coptic and Greek, implying neither compromissum nor
receptum arbitri.
To round off the picture of the practice for extra-judicial settlement of civil disputes, we may
draw a sketch of ecclesiastical adjudication (audientia episcopalis).10 It undoubtedly originated in
the concept that Christians should not resolve their legal differences before the pagan State
institutions. The State, on the other hand, seems initially to have taken no notice of such
ecclesiastical adjudication. A turning point came about, however, after Constantine had converted
to the Christian faith. As a matter of fact, Constantine and many emperors following him
promulgated several imperial enactments in favor of the ecclesiastical adjudication over civil
litigations (see Thir and Pieler 1978, pp. 467ff.).
At all events, the Coptic documentation discloses that pious Christians, instead of appealing to
State institutions, set their litigious affairs first before the clergy/bishop. Accordingly in late
Byzantine and early Arabic times the clergy, who also used to play a great part in the local
administration of the secular affairs of the people," were frequently called upon by the laity to help
in settling civil disputes, 12 the more so in Byzantine times, since the central government became
less efficient and local officials were liable to be corrupt so that the population looked up to the
clerics as the most faithful and equitable persons in society. Yet much litigation was brought
directly to State judicial institutions (e.g. Papyrus Princeton 55 [A.D. 481]: Ensslin 1926, pp. 422ff.;
see also Steinwenter 1929-30, pp. 665f.) or to the attention of arbitrators or mediators. In our
litigation too, we do not chance upon any intervention by the church authorities. The contestants
apparently preferred to submit their conflict to secular mediation, though one of them, namely
lohannes, was regularly called "deacon" and might have been of some clerical connection. At any
rate, we are not told whether the contestants
had already approached any local magistrates who
would have formally directed them to settle their controversy before a council of mediators (cf.
Steinwenter 1920, pp. 21, 23, and 56 and Schiller 1935, p. 20).
A final matter of general concern in our discussion is the fact that our dispute was seemingly
terminated without any award rendered by the mediators, though the position of the claimant,
Iohannes, was wholly unyielding throughout the hearings. Instead, the last Greek papyrus

9. In late Byzantine Egypt, after 500 A.D., namely during the century and a half before Arab rule, the resolution of
litigations by means of arbitration and mediation became very widespread. For this reason, combined with the total
absence of positive evidence of trials in civil justice (even after the Arab conquest), Schiller (1971a, pp. 469ff.)
ventured the suggestion that there were no more State courts available for the trial of civil controversies at that
period. However, Simon (1971, pp. 623ff. and 1974, p. 389) has ably demonstrated that a State judicial structure
was in reality extant, but for some reason the indigenous population apparently preferred to resolve their conflicts

extra-judicially. One might well expect that the population would submit disputes to fellow-townsmen and coreligionists rather than trust themselves to the foreign ruling class; cf. K.-H. Ziegler 1971, pp. 201, 272f., and 386.
10. For the audientia episcopalis over civil litigations in general and in Egypt in particular; see Lammeyer 1933, pp.
193ff. For further literature; see Modrzejewski 1952, p. 256, n. 172.
11. For the position of the bishop in society and administration; see the remarks of Schiller 1935, p.
1956, pp. 77ff.

45

and Steinwenter

12. It is to be noted that the resolution of civil disputes by way of arbitration occurred also as an extra-judicial device
within the ecclesiastical adjudication; cf. Krause 1972, pp. 101ff. and Seidl 1973, p. 109.
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amazingly recounts that it was lohannes who voluntarily agreed to abstain from any claims and
spontaneously acknowledged the property rights of the adverse party. This change of mind on the
part of the obstinate claimant is totally unexpected, so that not much trust can be placed in the text
at this point. I have hence no hesitation in assuming that it was only upon a negative outcome of the
trial that the claimant was made to sign the deed of settlement in favor of his adversary.
We do know that the prevalent idea among ancient Egyptians, while sitting at court to judge,
was to refrain generally from the strict utterance of formal judgements. They would rather obligate
the defeated party to give up his point and admit the rightful position of his adversary (see Allam
1973b, pp. 49f. [especially note 90], 67ff., 85, 95; and Seidl 1973, p. 112). This does not mean,
however, that in such a situation no judicial decision whatsoever was to be taken; the defeated
party had to be informed somehow of the judicial determination regarding his trial. It appears
plausible then that in our dispute an award of some kind was made known by the mediators, so that
the losing party should take notice of the consequences of his dealings.13 Our assumption (see
below notes 25-26) is in accordance with other scholars' opinion that the judicial decision was
often made effective by making the losing party execute a deed of settlement in favor of his
adversary. Such a deed essentially reflects the judicial decision, the terms of which are to be
incorporated definitively in the deed (cf. Steinwenter 1920, p. 25 and K.-H. Ziegler 1971, pp.
269f.). Such would seem to be the nature of the Greek papyrus which was drawn up by the
claimant, lohannes, as the result of the proceedings before the council of mediators.
This deed, by which our dispute is settled out-of-court, is expressly termed dialysis
(Vergleichsurkunde). Taking upon itself a strict form, it contains the generic elements common to a
categoryl 4 well attested by a good number of texts, not only of Byzantine but also of Arabic date
(8th century; see Steinwenter 1920, pp. 17 and 20). This instrument which played a prominent part
in common judicial practice merits a special attention in our discussion.
It commences with the invocation of the Holy Trinity; following the indiction date there
appears a clause with the names of the parties. A statement of the facts, namely the history of the
dispute (narratio),occupies the major portion of the olgct of the document; thereafter comes the
complex and long-winded renunciation clause whereby the defeated lohannes agrees not to litigate
any more the controverted matters; this clause is strengthened by an oath; the body of the document
closes with a stipulation and sanction clause in which a considerable sum of money (12 holocots) is
fixed beforehand that shall be the penalty for not refraining from further litigation. The instrument
ends with the subscription of lohannes himself, the attestations of five witnesses and the concluding
words (completio) of a public notary.
Now, it has been observed by scholars that the dialysis-instrument finds parallels in other
civilizations and legal systems (cf. Steinwenter 1920, p. 18; Schiller 1927, p. 439; and Seidl 1964,
13. Steinwenter (1935, p. 86) is of the opinion, however, that in cases resulting in dialysis-agreement the
arbitrators/mediators were but to suggest a way out of the litigation in question; their suggestion became then the
basis of the dialysis-agreement between the parties involved. For the opinion that before a dialysis was agreed
upon ordinary legal proceedings might have already taken place; see Simon 1971, pp. 651f.
14. For the division of a Coptic dialysis-document (of Arabic date) into component elements; see Schiller 1927, pp.
443ff. and 1931, pp. 226ff. His division can generally be applied to our Greek document. In his comment (1927, pp.
440f.), he emphasizes the likeness of the Coptic dialysis-document to the late Byzantine tabellio-document (written
by a particular type of scribe, the tabellio), which was publicly approved in the time of Justinian and persisted
through late imperial and Byzantine times; cf. idem 1932, pp. 6f. and Steinwenter 1935, pp. 77f. and 87. An
intriguing fact to note is, however, that our document is qualified by its notary as 8i6t1xt; / &tpvei 'AK1Autxvf
as though it contained besides the stipulatio Aquiliana an appertaining acceptilatio.This stipulation embraces all
conceivable civil claims which could ever be set up by the stipulating person; in declaring the acceptilatiohe then
renounces the plurality of all his claims at one time; see Kaser 1971, p. 649 and 1975, pp. 446f. Nevertheless,
Steinwenter (1935, pp. 88f.) admits its application in our instance, the acceptilatio being indicated by, or reshaped
in, the form of a renunciation clause.
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pp. 38f.). It has also been noticed that the Byzantine dialysis in Egypt has, regarding form and
phraseology, a striking similarity to what the legal literature informs us about the dialysis as known
elsewhere in the eastern Byzantine Empire, so that one might speak of a standardized pattern for
the dialysis throughout the East, including Egypt, already before the time of Justinian. It has
therefore been suggested that such a very common pattern for the dialysis could have originally
evolved somewhere in the East (Constantinople) where the Roman legal concepts prevailed, and
thence it was introduced later into the Egyptian documentary practice (Steinwenter 1935, pp. 90ff.
and 1951, p. 29)15 In the end, one would be tempted to postulate the Byzantine dialysis in Egypt as
a direct outgrowth of Roman law (Schiller 1927, p. 440; cf. Steinwenter 1951, p. 32 and Springer
1885, pp. 132ff.). All these problems are much too complex to enter into within the scope of the
present paper. We would rather trace the idea and development of the dialysis-instrument back to
its earliest occurrences in the Egyptian materials, i.e. from the Hellenistic period back into the
Pharaonic period.
In an analysis of the formulae used in Coptic and Demotic documents E. Liiddeckens (1972,
pp. 24ff.)1 6 has succinctly treated, inter alia, the relationship between the Coptic dialysis (Streitbeilegungsurkunde) and the Demotic instrument for settlement of legal disputes (ProzeBurkunde/
ProzeBvertrag). He has consequently come to the conclusion that both types reveal a fundamental
likeness, not only in that either employs a similar formulaic wording, but also the same sequence of
formulae. I essentially agree with his view, with the reservation that the Coptic dialysis, like its
Byzantine precursor in Greek, contains some more component elements such as the oath of the
party issuing the document and the penalty (nrp'outgov) for eventually breaching the agreement.17
The fact remains, however, that the clause of renunciation, which is the vital issue in the Coptic
dialysis,18 is equally common to the Byzantine deeds in Greek and to the Hellenistic ones in
Demotic, so that there can be no doubt about the Demotic clause of renunciation as the forerunner
of the Byzantine one. 19
As to the use of the renunciation clause in Demotic texts, our vast material provides
innumerable examples, mostly in connection with business affairs. Yet, some papyri have bearing
in particular on legal proceedings. It emerges from the contexts of these proceedings that such an
instrument was to be drawn up after a lawsuit had been terminated; the defeated party had then to

15. In fact, Steinwenter hesitated first as to whether it was the Egyptian practice being adopted in other parts of the
Empire, or the other way around. He finally took a definitive position, with the argument that the Egyptian notaries
in the Byzantine period cannot have had a higher legal level than others, hence they rather have taken over the
foreign practice; see further Steinwenter 1955, pp. 55f. For his previous view; see 1920, pp. 24 and 59.
16. In fact, Ltiddeckens is developing an old opinion of Steinwenter who, in the literature mentioned above (note 15),
has taken thereafter a totally different position; see further M. Green (1983, pp. 120f.) discussing the preservation
of the Demotic legal formulae in Coptic legal texts.
17. These elements are by no means new to the Egyptian legal practice in general (see notes 21-22, below). But the
requisite to consistently include them in the dialysis was possibly the result of a formal development of the RomanByzantine period.
18. Without this clause the dialysis-instrument would be meaningless.
19. Ltiddeckens (1972, pp. 24ff.) has further established the Demotic origin of another clause recurring in the Coptic
dialysis-document, namely enumerating the possible judicial institutions before which the party issuing the
document might bring an action.
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for all times his claims against his adversary. 20 However, all extant examples of this
go as far back as the Hellenistic period, so that one could argue that the Demotic
might simply have been the offshoot of a comparable Greek one used during the
and early Empire periods, namely the
'uyXoprliy, which obviously has an

extraordinary affinity (cf. Gradenwitz, Preisigke, and Spiegelberg 1912, pp. 6ff.; Steinwenter 1920,
pp. 24, 59; Seidl 1962, p. 62; Wolff 1970, p. 224; and Wolff 1978, pp. 91ff.). We have therefore to
turn to the texts from the Pharaonic era.
In the hieratic material we can indeed trace the renunciation clause back to the Ramesside
period. At that period the clause already had a wide range of usage. It could be employed in
various situations of everyday undertakings (such as sale, division of property rights arising from
succession, and the like). 21 What is significant for our investigation is its frequent application for
judicial purposes, whether the procedure was ultimately conducted by the court personnel or by
way of divine judgement. 22 In court minutes, we currently encounter the defeated party giving up

his position while spelling out this particular clause, thus renouncing all claims to the disputed
matter and acknowledging the rights of the adverse party. 2 3 In some cases his declaration was
separately written down in a detached record. 24 Such a record is basically similar to the dialysisinstrument as known from later periods.
20. Papyrus Berlin 3113 (Thebes, 141 B.c.; Erichsen 1942, pp. 92ff.) yields an informative example. Three men, as a
party who had been defeated before an Egyptian court (n? wpti.w = the judges) in a controversy over the rights to a
one-seventh share in a plot of land, had to draw up a papyrus, which was then written down by a priest (notary) and
attested to by sixteen witnesses. They had expressly to relinquish their claims in favor of their adversary, saying,
amongst other things, the following: "We have no word/contest on earth against you regarding it (the land) from
today onwards; he who will come unto you on account of it in our name, we shall make him abandon you ... " (inn
m-tw . n md nb n pi t i.ir-n =k ii In f n ti 1 p? hrw r-hri; p nti iwf y r.r k r-dl.ti fn rn n, iw nr di.t wif
r.r~k ... ). At present there exist two other examples of this instrument in our Demotic material: Papyrus
Elephantine 12 (= Berlin 13554, 245/44 B.c., with sixteen witness names verso: Sethe and Partsch 1920, pp. 752ff.;
cf. Nims 1948, p. 249 and LA IV, col. 771) and Papyrus BM 10446 (Thebes, 230 B.C., with sixteen witness names
verso: Revillout 1885, p. 15 and pls. 3-4; Andrews 1990, pp. 66f.). Two other Demotic papyri disclose a similar
context and seem to belong to this category: Papyrus dem. Wiss. Ges. 16 (Gebelen, 135 B.c., with sixteen witness
names verso: Gradenwitz, Preisigke, and Spiegelberg 1912, pp. 39ff.; cf. LA IV, col. 885) and Papyrus dem. Wiss.
Ges. 18 (Gebelen, 133 B.c.: Gradenwitz, Preisigke, and Spiegelberg 1912, pp. 49ff.; cf. LA IV, col. 885).
21. For the sale of animals (the vendor renounces his rights); see Ostracon DeM 56 and Ostracon Turin 6672 (Allam
1973a, pp. 82f., 249f.). For division of property rights in immovables (daughters and sons relinquish their claims
and mutually recognize each other's rights); see Papyrus Cairo 58092 (Boulaq 10) verso and Papyrus Turin 2070
verso, col. 11(Allam 1973a, pp. 290f., 327f.; Allam 1985, p. 5). See further Ostracon Florence 2620 (Allam 1973a,
p. 147) concerning the right to a house bestowed on two men. An interesting fact is that the persons concerned in
these cases (except that in Papyrus Cairo) declared their renunciation while swearing an oath. Furthermore, all
persons (except in Ostracon DeM) promised to pay a penalty in case of breaching their agreement. The party (in
Ostracon DeM) affirmed moreover that no other person would violate the agreement.
22. For proceedings by divine judgements (oracles) over disputed rights in immovables; see Ostracon Gardiner 23 and
Ostracon Geneva 12550 (Allam 1973a, pp. 153, 193f.). For ordinary proceedings over a donkey; see Ostracon
Gardiner 182 (ibid., p. 186f.). For making a last will before court, whereby the disinherited person had to relinquish
his claims; see Papyrus Ashmolean Museum 1945.97, col. 5, 12 (will of Naunakhte: ibid., p. 270). It is pertinent to
note that in these cases (except the last but one) the renunciation was asserted under oath. Besides, in Papyrus
Ashmolean Museum a penalty would be paid in case of breaching the settlement, and in Ostracon Geneva, the
involved party ascertained that no third person (relatives) would raise any claim.
23. It is characteristic of this clause that it is constructed by means of the verb mdw "speak/contest" (or the
infinitive/noun thereof), the person involved saying bn mdw= i ... "I shall not contest ..." or m-tw i mdw/pn '-rmdwt ... "If I contest/reverse-(my-understanding-as)-to-contest (it again, I shall be liable to) ... " Identical
constructions are also found in cursive hieratic (ran m-disi mdt nbt ... "I have no contest whatsoever ... ") and
Demotic (see above note 20). Note furthermore that ptq&'voc X6yov Exetv was the corresponding expression in the
Byzantine documents; Steinwenter 1935, p. 88.
24. See my remarks on Ostracon Gardiner 104 (1967, pp. 47ff.). For a similar situation in the Demotic Papyrus Loeb
43; see Nims 1948, pp. 247f.
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We are moreover in a favorable position to establish that such a declaration given at court by
the defeated party became in the course of centuries rich in details and its phraseology grew
considerably. This development is manifest in two papyri successively published by M. Malinine
some years ago. Both papyri, which are written in cursive hieratic, come from Thebes and date to
the 7th century B.C. 2 5 As far as the formulae in general and the renunciation clause in particular are
concerned, both papyri disclose a remarkable similarity not only in relation to each other, but also
to their Demotic counterparts (ProzeBurkunde/Proze8vertrag).
Hence there can be definitively no uncertainty that the species dialysis as known from later
periods (in Greek, then in Coptic) stemmed from an age-old indigenous practice. 26 Under
Roman/Byzantine rule, however, its structure might have undergone a novel development so that it
came to have more elaborate formulae, intermingled with other new elements (such as the
stipulatio Aquiliana and the penalty) 27 in order to produce more effects. 28
As a final point, our study demonstrates, on the one hand, the interrelation of Greek and Coptic
documents; the juxtaposition of Greek and Coptic documents dealing with a single case is far from
common. Our study shows, on the other hand, that in Greek texts the enchoric law may actually be
present, either resuscitated in later periods or latent since Pharaonic times, but undetected as yet.
This gives support to the idea that customary rules of Pharaonic law persisted into later periods; a
cursory reading of Coptic documents even dating from the 8th century of our era would indeed
illustrate this idea.
As to the particular problems posed by the Coptic Papyrus Budge and the related Greek
documents, they warrant the cooperation of scholars from various fields. Their ultimate objective is
not only to specify the formal heritage, but also to determine its component parts whether GrecoRoman or native Egyptian. Lastly, the question of the tie between legal institutions of Pharaonic
Egypt and those reflected in the texts of the following ten centuries squarely places the study of
common law, as indicated in these texts, in the context of a greater problem, namely the evolution
of legal systems within a multi-cultural environment.

25. Papyrus Louvre E 3228c (Thebes, 685 B.C., with copies of six witnesses: Malinine 1951, pp. 157ff.) and Papyrus
Vienna D 12003 (Thebes, 648 B.C., with copies of eight witnesses: Malinine 1973, pp. 192ff.). It is worthy of note
that in both lawsuits the losing party gave his declaration not of his own free will, but by order of the judges. He
had then to affirm his renunciation on oath and further to promise that there will be no claim arising from any third
person or successor in interest.
26. Note finally that the instrument sh-n-wy "writing for withdrawal/abandonment" is not wholly identical with the one
under discussion. That instrument, the wording of which is characterized by the use of the verb wi "be far," did not
come into general use at court for renouncing one's claim on disputed matters, so far as I can see; the documents
determinating lawsuits (referred to in note 20, above) do not employ any formula with the verb wy. Yet in the law
book of Hermopolis (early Hellenistic period) we are told in a section about disputed property rights to a house that
the judges should make the defendant draft a writing of withdrawal from the house in question (Mattha and Hughes
1975, p. 133, s.v. sh-n-wy, particularly col. VII, 10). Also in the well-known trial at Siut (170 B.C.) the lady
Chratiankh, who lost her case, is said to have been compelled to draw up such a written withdrawal in favor of her
brother-in-law (H. Thompson 1934, pp. 54f.; Papyrus BM 10591 verso, col. IV, 7); regarding the text recto col. X,
15; see ibid., p. 33; Seidl 1973, p. 303 and 1968, p. 117.
27. This conforms in principle to the Justinian law. Yet it appears superfluous to provide the dialysis with the formula
of Aquilian stipulation, the written settlement of the dispute in question bringing about the same legal effect. But
such was characteristic of the Byzantine legal style (Modrzejewski 1952, pp. 254f.).
28. A crucial point is that in dialysis agreements, if the clause not to sue was breached, besides incurring the stipulated
monetary fine, the covenantor still remained bound by the settlement, namely by its so-called sal'atorischeKlausel
(Schiller 1927, p. 450; Steinwenter 1935, p. 92; and K.-H. Ziegler 1971, pp. 240f., 270, and 276f.).
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CHAPTER 2

UNPUBLISHED DEMOTIC TEXTS
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM
CAROL A. R. ANDREWS
The British Museum
The Department of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum contains perhaps the greatest
collection of Demotic papyri and ostraca in the world but the vast bulk of them are still, for the most
part, unpublished. By the end of 1990 my Catalogue of Demotic Papyri in the British Museum IV:
Ptolemaic Legal Documentsfrom the Theban Area will be available. It comprises forty-eight entries
incorporating fifty-five texts, all written on papyri, except for one on a pottery ostracon. From
internal evidence they are known to originate from the Theban area, including Hermonthis but
excluding Gebelein which will be the subject of future publications. The earliest text dates to year
6 of Alexander IV (311 B.C.), the remainder are Ptolemaic, ranging in date from 265 B.C. to 119
B.C. Only ten of the texts were known previously outside the Department and even then only from
selective hand copies or translations into French made by E. Revillout or from references to
specific clauses or named persons. The bulk of the texts in the Catalogue comprises sales and
cessions, donations, divisions, transfers and leases of property, whether buildings, land, or tombs,
with a single loan, one acknowledgment of debt, one oath, one receipt and one definite withdrawal
after judgement. As will be appreciated, they provide a wealth of prosopographical, topographical,
linguistic, legal, social, religious, and historical information. This paper will be restricted to those
texts which were previously unknown outside the Department and will not constitute a complete
survey of the contents of the Catalogue.
Papyrus BM 10390 (Cat. no. 33), dated to 136 B.C., is a cession and much of its corresponding
sale, reconstituted from variously accessioned and stored fragments. The property in question is a
room and its adjoining workshop in the southern quarter of Djeme; its location is defined further by
the words hn Pa-ks 'in Pakesy'. In Papyrus Berlin 3101 (118 B.C.) published in S. Grunert's
Thebanisches Kaufvertrdge (1981) the land concerned is described in the Greek subscription as
being situated v H uvet.
A. Bataille in Les Memnonia, 32 (1952), locates Il&icvt; and IlH(tg
close together at Djeme. Presumably, then, Pa-ks is the only Demotic writing thus far noted of that
part of Djeme called by the Greeks Pakeis.
Of further interest is the fact that the property measures fifty-seven square cubits. The difficulty
for the Egyptians of expressing 0.57 land cubits has led to this example, unique so far as can be
ascertained, of less than one land cubit being expressed as a recognized fraction of a land cubit plus
the odd remaining number of square cubits, i. e. half a land cubit plus seven square cubits.
The contractors in this papyrus are both embalmers, using the extremely rare word .ks which has
been rendered in some Greek texts by the term K1rtEg; suggesting that this branch of the
profession was concerned with the cutting open of the corpse and the removal of the internal organs
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and so was particularly antisocial. Certainly, by this time embalming was just another job; indeed,
there is every likelihood that by now it was such a lowly and despised profession that it was mainly
foreigners who worked in it. This is suggested because Papyrus BM 10390 is one of those
extremely rare Demotic texts which records the age and physical characteristics of one of the
contractors, a feature far more common in Greek texts. Panekhati is said to be 'a black man' (rmt
km) surely pointing out that he is a foreigner. Exactly the same term with the same unexpected
spelling is found in Papyrus Berlin 3090/1, dated to 140 B.C. and published in S. Grunert's
Thebanisches Kaufvertrdge. The feeling that he is an exotic is further heightened by the reference
to his having one ear pierced (his right) - 1w py f msd wnm wtf. Panekhati's full description is
'25 years old, average size, narrow-headed (only in the sale); there is a scar on his left temple'
a remarkable thumbnail portrait of a
(1w ;f tn rnp.t 25 _dnf slm did? r t?dn.t hr py Jf sme iby)
man born in 161 B.C.
Papyrus BM 10721/10727/10679A (Cat. no. 9) dated to 182 B.C. are the sale, cession and
abstract for a ruined house in Thebes sold by the man Damon (Tmn), who is termed 'a Greek born
in Egypt' (Wynn ms Kmy) who receives pay among the infantrymen (1lwf p .hbshn n? rmt.w
rd.wy.,t f), of Glwbwls, Ptlwmys, and ?ntrtrs, i.e. Kleoboulos, Ptolemaios, and Andrytos. These
three men were brothers, the sons of Ptolemaios, and proxenoi at Delphi in 188-87 B.C. Indeed,
until this papyrus was read, that was the only record of them but here they are high-ranking military
officers at Thebes. The first thing to ask is was the house ruined as a result of the disturbances
which accompanied the end of the reign of the local native pharaoh Ankhwennefer in 186 B.C.?
The fact that Damon purchased the house at the public auction (hr p5>y' n (pr- 9)1 ) perhaps
confirms these circumstances for it is difficult otherwise to explain how a ruined, ownerless house
came to be standing in the middle of ancient Thebes where land was at a premium.
The text of the sale (Papyrus BM 10721) contains a thus far unique clause: when specifying the
property which now belongs to the purchaser the words used are 'your house which is ruined and
everything which appertains to it and the deposited agreement which has been drawn up for me in
respect of it' (hn ( t gtbwl? r.1irw n.y r.r-f). T? gtbwl? can only be the Demotic rendering of the
Greek, Kcampool, the noun from ca pc3~c
c0, the verb used for 'depositing' agreements in the

public archives. This, then, would presumably be the archival registration made when Damon first
acquired the property. Thus a word has had to be adopted in Egyptian for a purely Greek practice
imposed upon them in matters of buying and selling property.
The sale also has a Demotic subscription recording the payment of the five percent sales tax;
this in itself would be rare enough for comment, although there are two other examples in the
Catalogue. However, this one may well be unique for a house sale in Demotic since it allows the
purchase price to be reconstructed. The amount in question is four deben of silver, i. e. twenty
staters in bronze calculated at a rate of twenty-four obols per kite. Thus the value of a ruined house
at Thebes in 182 B.C. was 100 staters.
An indication of the richness of the British Museum's collection of Demotic papyri and of the
unplumbed nature of its contents is provided by this and the next Catalogue entry (no. 10, Papyrus
BM 10722/3). Each is a sale and cession and both now have an abstract - a rare occurrence which would have been attached originally to the right-hand edge of the sale. Both abstracts
(Papyrus BM 10679A/B) entered the collection in 1933, five years before the main documents and
from a different source. They were not identified until this catalogue was being compiled.
Five papyri are concerned with property located in the northwest quarter of Hermonthis
(Papyrus BM 10386/10387/10407/10410 and 10437, Cat. nos. 35-39) which range in date from 224
to 210 B.C. In all but one (Papyrus BM 10410, which is damaged, and even there restoration is
possible), the location is further defined as being hn ni ptr.w, i. e. 'in the peteru'. The word appears
to be derived from hieroglyphic ptr.t (Wb.1, 565) but it is difficult to be sure of its interpretation
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here. In Papyrus BM 10407, however, it is further defined as being situated 'on the southern
highland' which suggests that a meaning of 'vantage point' or 'observation place' as advocated by
E. Drioton (1944, p. 134) is probably preferable.
Of further interest is the fact that both Papyrus BM 10407 (Cat. no. 35) dated to 224 B.C. and
Papyrus BM 10386 (Cat. no 39) dated to 210 B.C. cite as a neighbor of the house which is the
subject of the transactions the pyramid of Theodoros (p> mr Twtrs). Moreover, by the time Papyrus
BM 10386 was drawn up, another house had been built on what was earlier open ground (wrih) to
be yet another neighbor to the pyramid. The reference is clearly to a pyramid-capped tomb chapel
of the type still being built during the Greco-Roman period. However, the fact that not only is the
pyramid situated in what is rapidly becoming a residential area but its owner has a Greek name is
surprising. To judge by a further reference in a related papyrus (Papyrus BM 10387) to n5 mr.w
there is, as might be expected, more than one pyramid in the vicinity. The only other instance
which comes to mind of tombs and dwellings cheek by jowl is at the workmen's village at Deir elMedineh but that example, for a number of reasons, is not truly analogous. Is perhaps the foreign
nationality of the pyramid-owner of some relevance?
Papyrus BM 10464 (Cat. no. 26) is a cession corresponding to a sale recorded in Papyrus BM
10463 which was published by F. Ll. Griffith (1901). The subject is land in the temple estate of
Amun in the district of western Thebes called Pestenemenophis, the date is 210 B.C. and, of course,
both texts were written by the same scribe, Khensthotes. However, there are some rather startling
discrepancies between the two documents in the listing of the neighbors of the land in question. In
Papyrus BM 10463 the only southern neighbor recorded is a Greek called Ammonios, son of
Kallikrates; in Papyrus BM 10464, however, there is a second southern native Egyptian neighbor.
A similar omission occurs regarding the eastern neighboring property when Papyrus BM 10463
cites only the village called The Migdol whereas Papyrus BM 10464 lists a second eastern
neighbor - the land of Philon, son of Antipatros, which is held by his brother Theodoros. It is not
unknown for a scribe inadvertently to reverse the specified neighbors of a property but these
discrepancies between a sale and cession are unique so far as can be ascertained and caused D.
Devauchelle (1987a) insurmountable problems when he published Papyrus Louvre E 9416.
Although it is dated only four years earlier and deals with contiguous land, Greek-held property
alone is its eastern neighbor and the village appeared to have disappeared completely. It was
tempting at first to wonder if the fact that the vendor was a Greek had any relevance and whether
the text concentrated for his benefit solely on Greek-held neighboring land but that theory cannot
be maintained. Incidentally, the vendor is Nikon, also called Petekhonsis, and so is yet another
example of a Greek with a Greek father (in this case Athenion) bearing a second name which is
Egyptian.
Papyrus BM 10829 (Cat. no. 18) is a division of tombs as a share of an inheritance dated to 209
B.C. with two Demotic subscriptions. The end of the second, which was published out of context
(Zauzich 1986) appears to translate as 'the agent of Agathinos (son of) Sostratos who is in charge
of the aggryn of the nome of Pathyris' (p rd nIgtynws Sstrtws nty hr p? ?ggryn n pi? t n Pr-Hw.tHr). If the end of line 2 (Agathinos [son of] Sostratos) is indeed to be read as suggested, not only is
the filiation missing but the beginning of the father's name is written, most unusually, with two
different forms of s. However, perhaps the initial s of Sstrtws is actually the less common sign for
filiation. If the name is thus to be read Strtws rather than Sstrtws it could still be a Demotic
rendering of Sostratos through haplography. In fact, even the reading of the signs is open to dispute:
perhaps strkws should be read rather than strtws, in which case a writing of 'strategos' becomes a
possibility. Then the first sign is not an s but the possessive article pa and the whole phrase pa
str.kws, 'he who belongs to the strategos,' is a Demotic rendering of the Greek expression beginning
b nxcpi used to designate a subordinate. Equally, ?ggryn would appear to be the Demotic rendering
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of (t 6 ) dyyappiov, 'posting system,' or 'requisition for public service'. Yet the Greek group yy is
normally treated in Demotic as a sequence -ng. It is thus rather tempting to see ]ggryn as the
Demotic rendering of 6pyeov by a process of metathesis, although the reduplication of g for is
still a problem. The arkheion or town hall was the office of the agoranomos, the official before
whom sales were drawn up. The usual Greek expressionrit toi2,v lH Opet &pXio' would
normally be rendered in Demotic by n p5 irgn n Pr-Hw.t-Hr, not by nty hr p ,?rgn. Perhaps the
scribe misunderstood itni as meaning 'in charge of' rather than 'in' which would certainly tend to
confirm P. W. Pestman's (1978) view that some agoranomoi at least were Egyptian in origin and so
not completely fluent in Greek. This papyrus sheds some light on the bilingual situation in the
administration of Ptolemaic Egypt. This text also provides a new earliest date, January 13, 209
B.C., for the joint rule of Ptolemy IV and his son Ptolemy V.
Papyrus BM 10380 (Cat. no. 45) dated to year 16 of Ptolemy III, i. e. 231 B.C., is a cession
after judgment as the text makes clear. What makes this papyrus of peculiar interest is that
attached to the right hand edge is 25 cm of text, the central part of six lines from another document,
now upside-down to the main text and attached to it in such a way that only about 4.5 cm of the last
sheet at the right is visible. An attempt was made to erase what was on it but it is still possible to
ascertain that it was concerned with matrimonial property, dated to year 23 of Ptolemy III, i. e.
August 225-24 B.C., six years after the main document was drawn up. This fragment can only have
been attached to strengthen the exposed edge of the main document although why so much papyrus
was necessary to do so is not clear. One must also assume that the marriage to which it appertains
had broken down irretrievably.
Papyrus BM 1.0372 (Cat. no. 43) is a damaged cession datable to the late 4th to mid 3rd
centuries B.C. - the beginning of the papyrus is lost - in which a man of Aswan (rmt Swn) cedes
20 arourae of land on the highland of Hermonthis to a like-titled man. It was long ago suggested,
though not universally accepted, that this epithet represents not a geographical designation but a
military title based on the long-standing position of Syene as a military enclave. If this is correct,
the appearance of men of Aswan so far away from Egypt's southern frontier should cause no
surprise. However, what makes this text so important is that the plot is specifically stated to be
'your land (held) as a man of Aswan (py,-k .h n rmt Swn), strongly suggesting an office is
intended by this term. Moreover, all the holders of the neighboring land are also men of Aswan
and, in one instance, a man of Afneti which was probably another military post near Aswan. The
same 20 arourae is the subject of the transaction recorded in Papyrus BM 10389 (Cat. no. 44) dated
to 243 B.C. and although the holders of the continuous plots have moved on a generation (they are
the sons of the land holders cited in the earlier papyrus) they are still all men of Aswan and of
Afneti suggesting that this was some sort of military veterans' colony established in Hermonthite
territory. The scribe of this papyrus, Neshor, son of Khapokhrates, is other wise unknown.
Papyrus BM 10831 (Cat. no. 19) is a complete Doppelurkunde, still sealed, dated to year 7 of
the rebel native pharaoh Ankhwennefer, i. e. 194 B.C., which provides a thus far unique example in
a Demotic legal document of a word far better known in hieroglyphs, Coptic, and Greek. The
sealed section was unrolled by the Conservation Department of the British Museum so that the
scriptura interior could be examined; it was then returned to its original appearance. As expected,
the sealed text contained a pr6cis of the main document which records a loan of l artabae of wheat
and 31 artabae of barley. However, the form of its recording was totally unexpected: the scriptura
interior begins with the words w ".t 'rb which can only be translated as 'a surety' or 'a pledge'.
Some of the material in the Catalogue at first sight might appear unrewarding but a single
example will serve to give an indication of the information to be gleaned from what might look to
be an unpromising source. Papyrus BM 10512 (Cat. no. 48) is a rather damaged and apparently
run-of-the-mill sale of a half-share of a house in Hermonthis. The beginning of the text is lost and
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the whole of one line deliberately erased but it can be dated from the names and titulary of the
eponymous priests to year 5 or 6 of Ptolemy VI, i. e. 177-75 B.C. Thus when mention is made in
line 4 to year 26 of an unspecified pharaoh the reference must be to the preceding ruler Ptolemy V
who is usually credited with twenty-five years of reign, May 20 being the last recorded date.
Sometimes, especially in the case of Upper Egyptian documents, the death of the ruler was not
noted immediately: that of Ptolemy VIII took five months to reach the Theban scribes. Or was the
precedent set by the death of Ptolemy V's own father which probably occurred around November
28, 205 B.C. but was kept secret until the summer of 204 B.C.
This is only a small sample of the contents of the Catalogue but even its fifty-five texts are just
the tip of the iceberg so far as the Demotic collection of the British Museum is concerned. The
following examples will give some slight indication of what can emerge in a totally unexpected
fashion when registering previously unaccessioned Demotic papyrus fragments.
First of all three fragments which belong to the Rylands Papyri were identified. There is no
information on when or whence they were obtained but the Manchester collection was acquired in
Egypt during 1898-99. The most interesting of these is now numbered Papyrus BM 10991 and joins
with Papyrus Rylands 19 to reveal that the vendors, known to be more than one in number, are
actually two and one of them a Greek born in Egypt. Papyrus BM 10995 belongs with Papyrus
Rylands 23, a sale of unbuilt land. It does not really provide much more information but it does
make the text more complete than it was, as does Papyrus BM 10999, which is part of Papyrus
Rylands 27, a marriage contract.
However, something far more startling emerged from the fragments released when a made-up
roll of papyrus was relaxed as an exercise by the British Museum's Department of Conservation in
1978. Again there is no record of how or when the roll was obtained but it seems to have
languished for some time in the Departmental Fakes Cupboard. The larger fragments obtained
remained unaccessioned until last year when registration of them began. It was at once clear that
the text on them was of a mathematical nature but it was a total surprise to discover that they
actually joined with Papyrus BM 10399 published by Parker (1972). This part of the text, which
had entered the collection in 1868, concerns the mathematical problem of ascertaining the volume
of a ship's mast of a given height and diameter through water displacement. The section which
Parker worked on contained the solutions for masts of 100 and 90 cubits with only a fragment of
those for 80 and 70 cubits. Thanks to the new fragments the latter two problems are now completed
and most of those for 60 and 50 cubits are supplied.
The British Museum Quarterly for 1931-32 recorded that an important collection of Demotic
papyri had recently been purchased of which most came from Tebtunis, including a series of
documents relating to self-dedication. It concluded tersely that 'two of the documents appear to
contain literary texts of considerable interest.' Although the bulk of this accession was registered in
1931, for some reason the two literary texts were not. They were only identified and registered as
Papyrus BM 10660 and 10661 earlier this year. They are of extraordinary interest.
A preliminary examination of the contents suggested a consultation of Hughes' (1951)
publication of Papyrus Cairo 31222 and then further of Parker's (1959). There is no doubt that
Papyri BM 10660 and 10661 belong to the same genre as those texts and, what is more, appear to
be Ptolemaic in date. There is the same method of forecasting events, usually pessimistic. 'There
will be mourning,' 'misfortune will come,' 'discord will happen in the entire land and among the
children of pharaoh' if certain omina or events are noted. Less often 'good things will happen in the
year in question' and 'weapons of war will be destroyed.' Reference is made in Papyrus BM 10661
to the land of Syria (p? t )l~wr) and more unusually to the ruler of Pelem (p?)wr Plm)
perhaps
the same country or people referred to in H. S. Smith's Saqqara lists, reading there rmt Prm rather
than Srm. However, what the published texts do not have is the mention made in Papyrus BM
-
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10661 in two separate places of the death of the ruler of Persia (p-5 wr Mty mwt) if certain events
occur. Papyrus BM 10660, however, is even more surprising for it contains two clauses beginning
respectively Iw I w dd p5 Ikd and mtw _dd p?,>kd. What can this mean but that here is a fragment of
the original Demotic version of the Potter's Oracle?
All these texts, which are not part of the Catalogue, will be published individually at a later
date.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION OF EGYPT AS
SUGGESTED BY A GROUP OF ENTHRONED
MALE FIGURES FROM THE FAIYUM
ROBERT STEVEN BIANCHI

Brooklyn Museum*
My recent investigations into the nature of the art - both pharaonic and Hellenistic - created
in Egypt during the Ptolemaic period suggested that pharaonic art remained impervious to fundamentally Greek stylistic tenets whereas contemporary Greek art was much more receptive to incorporating into its stylistic repertoire formal elements derived from pharaonic, visual traditions
(Bianchi 1988, pp. 55-81). This analysis of the visual arts suggests a slight emendation to the papyrologists' consensus that the culture of Ptolemaic period Egypt is characterized by two social
groups, the native Egyptian and the immigrant Greek, who more often than not conducted their
lives in separate and unequal spheres of endeavor.' It is clear that the Greeks, but not the
Egyptians, were the borrowers of culture and that more often than not their borrowing of the
pharaonic visual legacy was accompanied by concomitant written epitomes. This phenomenon
adequately explains the commonplace occurrence in Ptolemaic Egypt of large numbers of objects,
the figural decorations of which are clearly pharaonic but whose accompanying inscriptions are in
Greek. The stela of Pasos dedicated to Apollonios in the mid-third century B.C. is both a fitting and
early exemplar of this phenomenon (Cairo JE 44048: Muszynski 1980, pp. 275ff.). To my knowledge no corresponding object, that is one decorated with a classical scene but accompanied by a
hieroglyphic inscription, has been identified. The same phenomenon appears to be operative in the
Faiyum during the early first century A.D. to judge from a group of statues representing enthroned
male figures which are the subject of this paper. These statues stand at the very end of this tradition, and must be briefly presented before one engages in a more detailed discussion about their
importance for a clearer understanding of a significant, and heretofore unnoticed, cultural transformation in Roman Egypt.
DOCUMENT A-1

A STATUE FOR HERODES, SON OF ASKLEPIOS

Cairo JE 49370
Black Basalt
From Kom Ouchim

24 cm in height
Figure 3.1

* Dr. Bianchi now holds a position with the Metopolitan Museum of Art, New York.
1. For a recent assessment of this phenomenon, see now A. E. Samuel 1989.
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The statue is headless and represents an enthroned male figure, clothed in the so-called Persian
wrap-around costume (Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and Miller 1960, pp. 74ff.) 2 and holding an
unrolled papyrus scroll on his lap. The front of the plinth and the back of the throne are inscribed in
Greek:
[An image] of Herodes, son of Asklepios. Peteesis [has dedicated this image of] Herodes,
his savior. Year XI, 16 Epiphi (E. Bernand 1975, pp. 194-95).
DOCUMENT B-1

AN ENTHRONED FIGURE DEDICATED ON BEHALF OF HERGEUS

Alexandria 3199
Basalt
30 cm in height
From Dime
Figure 3.2
The seated statue, recalling Document A-1, lacks its head and upper torso. The nature of the
costume cannot be determined with the exception of the skirt which is scored with a noticeable
double incision, representing its hem, just above the ankles. The open scroll across the lap has been
partially unrolled so that each hand holds a portion of the rolled up papyrus. One assumes that this
statue was inscribed at some interval after its creation because the Greek inscription on the front of
the base continues to the left with its letters accommodating themselves to the damaged area of the
block. A second inscription, also in Greek, has been scratched into the left side of the throne. These
translate:
For Hergeus, Pnepheros, his wife, and children have dedicated this statue
(E. Bernand 1975, pp. 160-61); and
The work of Peteesis, son of Papos [or, Papes] (E. Bernand 1979, p. 76, note 9).
DOCUMENT B-2

THE LOWER PART OF AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3201
Basalt
43 cm in height
From Dime
Figure 3.3
The enthroned figure wears a long skirt and is shown with each hand on each thigh, with the
palm down, the left fisted. The piece is not inscribed.
DOCUMENT B-3

AN UNINSCRIBED, ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3197
Basalt (?)
48 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.4
Each of the fisted hands rests on the thighs, but the remaining details are difficult to describe
inasmuch as the statue is covered in parts with linen which adheres to a covering of "pitch."
Although the exact findspot of this statue is not known, these "bandages" need not be regarded as
evidence that this is a tomb, as opposed to a temple, statue. Temple statues, particularly those of
Osiris, might be so wrapped during the festival of Khoiak. 3

2. This wrap-around garment is attested on pharaonic monuments of Dynasty XXVI (de Meulenaere 1987, p. 139;
Bothmer 1988, p. 56). In my view this skirt may be regarded as a typically native Egyptian garment and one which
was certainly considered to be indigenous by the Egyptians themselves (Russman and Finn 1989, p. 190).
3. C. Ziegler (1979, p. 253) cites the ritual of the cloth in Denderah IV (pp. 109 [7]-10 [3]). Furthermore, one knows
that the temple statues of both ibises and falcons were wrapped in linen (see Smelik 1979, p. 232) based on the

evidence of Papyrus Strassb. 91.4ff.
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AN ENTHRONED STATUE IN A TRIPARTITE COSTUME
DEDICATED TO THE DEITY PRAMENIS

Cairo CG 1190
Basalt
54 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.5
The statue is well preserved, including its inlaid eyes, and represents a male figure in the tripartite costume which is Egyptian in origin and was first represented in the round in stone sculpture
of officials of the Ptolemaic period (Bianchi 1988, pp. 125-27, cat. nos. 30-32). It is significant to
note that this is the only example known to me of a seated stone statue in the round of a private
individual shown wearing this costume. 4 The Greek inscription on the base translates:
Tesenouphis made [me as an offering] for the god Pramenis (E. Bernand 1975, pp. 158-60,
no. 79).
DOCUMENT C-1

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE OFFERED AS A
PRAYER TO THE EMPEROR TIBERIUS

Cairo CG 1191
Basalt (?)
52cm in height
Dime
Figures 3.6-3.7
The statue is exceptionally well preserved, including its inlaid eyes. The costume, a variant of
the tripartite costume worn by Document B-4, consists of a long skirt which reaches to just above
the ankles. The "cuffs" of a long sleeved, round necked tunic appear at both wrists and this is worn
under a cape of sorts which is apparently fastened by a round clasp at the neck. The front of the
base and the left side of the throne are inscribed with Demotic inscriptions which were added to the
statue by a copyist who was himself not intimate with this script, as Zauzich has observed (1987a,
pp. 215-17). These texts translate:
Year 19, 16 Parmuthe. [A prayer (?)] for Tiberius Caesar Sebastos, before Pakysis, the
god, by Horus, the son of Harpagathes, his wife and children, forever; and
Psais and his brother and his [their?] wife and his [their?] children.
On the left side of the throne is a representation of a quadruped, which can only be interpreted
as a camel5 with what has been identified as both a saddle on its back and a bell around its neck. 6

4. Representations are known, of course, in relief, such as those from the Tomb of Petosiris at Tuna-el-Gebel where
officials wearing this costume are shown both standing and seated (Lefebvre 1923, pls. XII [lower register, far left]
and XVI [top left and bottom right]) as well as from temple relief where the king is likewise shown either standing
(Quaegebeur 1988, p. 51, fig. 22; p. 52, fig. 23) or seated (Sauneron 1963, no. 141 = Wessel 1964, fig. 51) in this
costume.
5. Bagnall (1985, pp. 1-6) demonstrates that the camel, already well established in the mid third century B.C., did not
go out of use. Its "disappearance" is dependent upon one's use, or rather misuse, of the evidence.
6. The identification of this beast as a camel is certain by comparing it to other, contemporary representations of the
camel, such as those in terracotta (Berlin 10333: Philipp 1972, pp. 21-22, no. 13, with both bell and saddle, from
the Faiyum, dated to the second century A.D.). This example, listed as no. 24 but identified as inv.nr. 1003, has
been discussed together with other examples by Nachtergael (1989, pp. 287-336). To these examples one should
add yet another from the Sudan: Dunham 1957, p. 127, no. 63 (= excavation number 21-12-63), a bronze figure of
a kneeling camel with similar saddle from the pyramid of Queen Amanitere, wife of Natakamani, who S. Wenig
(1967, p. 43, no. 50,1) dates to the period between A.D. 1-20.
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AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3193
Basalt (?)
53 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.8
This uninscribed statue, although damaged and now missing a major portion of its right shoulder and upper arm, is so close in material, size, coiffure, inlaid eyes, and details of the costume to
Document C-1 that one can reasonably conclude that both are the products of one and the same
atelier (see Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and Miller 1960, p. 182).
DOCUMENT C-3

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3198
Basalt (?)
51cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.9
This uninscribed statue is virtually identical to Documents C-1 and C-2, and is to be assigned to
the same workshop. It is interesting to see how this atelier, working within a formula for the
enthroned male figure, could incorporate elective details into the design. Here the eyes are not
inlaid, but the features of the face have not been significantly altered with the result that they still
bear a striking resemblance to those of Documents C-1 and C-2.
DOCUMENT C-4

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3203
Basalt
57 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.10
This uninscribed statue, although lacking inlaid eyes, appears to be incomplete because of the
blocky nature of the forms, particularly the arms and legs, and the lack of linear adjuncts for the
articulation of the costume which gives the false impression that the individual is wearing a broad
collar. The statue is stylistically close in spirit to Documents C-1, C-2, and C-3, and, although not a
replica, may nevertheless be considered the product of the same or closely related atelier. The
treatment of the hair and of the eyes and mouth, in particular, are stylistically similar to these same
features on Document C-3 (see Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and Miller 1960, p. 182).
DOCUMENT D-1

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Ann Arbor 8281
50 cm in height
Basalt
Figure 3.11
Kom Ouchim
Uninscribed, this image represents an official with a shaven pate wearing both a kilt and a
curious, asymmetrical upper garment which exposes the right side of the chest and shoulder. It may
be possible that this costume is a very late version of the fashion worn by Narmer on his palette in
Cairo (Cairo CG 14716: Saleh and Sourouzian 1987, p. 42, fig. 8a; see Gazda et al. 1978, pp. 4142, no. 35 and Bianchi 1988, pp. 244-45, no. 133).
DOCUMENT D-2

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Cairo CG 1192
Schist (?)
49.3 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.12
Despite its condition, this uninscribed statue bears a striking resemblance to Document D-1,
particularly in the profile views which reveal exact correspondences in the contours of the heads,
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the positioning and details of the large ears, and in the configuration of the kilt. One suggests that
both are the products of the same atelier, created either by different hands or at somewhat different
times. This observation then explains why the statues differ in other respects, particularly in the
shape of the throne and the absence of a back pillar on this example. Of particular note on this
statue are the traces of what can only be regarded as an ankh sign in the left hand (Fischer 1973, p.
27, note 59; see Borchardt 1930, pp. 94-95).
DOCUMENT E-1

AN ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Alexandria 3196
Quartzite (?)
35 cm in height
Dime
Figure 3.13
This uninscribed example is complete together with its inlaid eyes. The costume, somewhat
maladroitly rendered, is perhaps intended to replicate that worn by Document D-1, although admittedly here the kilt is not indicated, and there was some confusion about the rendering of the back
pillar at its intersection with the throne at the rear of the piece. Nevertheless the craftsmen have
paid particular attention to the details of the coiffure, the right nipple, and the toes and fingers,
those on the right hand even have their nails indicated. The extreme disintegration of the whole
and the insistence on observing a rigid frontality, particularly in the rendering of the face, suggest
that this statue is in fact among the most recent in the series. Because it is atypical, this image
ought to be called to the attention of a wider audience but it will not figure prominently in the discussions which follow (Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and Miiller 1960, p. 182).
THE QUESTION OF PROVENANCE
Ten of the twelve statues (Documents B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, D-2, and E-1) are
said to have come from Dime, Soknopaiou Nesos, although the literature does not record any
archaeological mission responsible for their recovery (see, for example, Zucker 1910, cols. 244ff.;
Boak 1935; LA I, col. 1094; and E. Bernand 1975, pp. 212-63). The statues seem to have been collected by Grebaut at some time prior to the publication in 1900 of the catalogue of the GraecoRoman Museum in Alexandria by Botti because there he credits Gr6baut with the discovery of
about a dozen Dime statues which were then divided up between the collections in Cairo,
Alexandria and Berlin.7 One wonders, then, how much weight can be placed on this statement of
their provenance. The same remark can be directed against the two statues, Documents A-1 and D1, said to have come from Kom Ouchim, Karanis. Of these only Document D-l, the male figure in
Ann Arbor, has a documented provenance. 8 The second, Document A-1, is assigned to Karanis, but
is, like the statements made regarding the findspots of the Dime statues, unsubstantiated. 9 It would,
therefore, appear that with the exception of Document D-1, a provenance in the Faiyum for this
group of statues is entirely possible, but any insistence on the exact provenance of either Dime or
Karanis is open to question.

7. Botti (1900, p. 467) relates: "Les numdros 5, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 38 et 40 appartiennent

i une

s~rie de stat-

uettes d'6poque

romaine, partag6e entre Berlin, Alexandrie et Le Caire. De cette heureuse trouvaille faite par M.
Gr6baut, la Direction G6n6rale des Antiquit6s de l'Egypte a bien voulu nous c6der une douzaine des plus
remarquables statues qui en faisaient partie." The registers in the Graeco-Roman Museum which I was permitted
to consult in 1990 do not add any additional information to Botti's text.
8. Gazda et al. (1978, p. 41) report "8218 (28-SG-Q III) from the area west of South Temple; lowest occupation
level."
9. Bernand (1975, p. 194) writes: "Provenance: Kom Ouchim, fouilles de l'Universit6 du Michigan," despite the fact
that I could discover no record of this piece in the excavation records at Michigan when I investigated the issue in

1979.
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However imprecise the data on the findspots of this group of statues may be, it is interesting to
note that the two groups are associated only with northern Faiyumic sites. Furthermore, one seems
to be unable to document any Faiyum portrait panels for mummies (see Parlasca 1966, p. 36, note
138 for Dime; and pp. 36, 54 [note 263], 69, 212, and 287-88 for Kom Ouchim/Karanis) or cartonnage ensembles10 with either Dime or Karanis. This observation may be significant inasmuch as
Dendera, which also produced a number of contemporary stone examples of the striding, draped
male figure'" has, to date, not yielded any panels (Parlasca 1966, p. 38, map b) or cartonnages
(Grimm 1974, p. 194). Whereas both types of funerary items have been found at Tebtunis with its
elaborate archaeological ensemble (Grimm 1974 p. 54 and Parlasca 1966, pp. 35 and 144), one
must explore this architectural phenomenon further in order to determine whether the presence of
stone statuary together with the absence of such funerary items is either causal or coincidental.
THE DATING
Document C-1, dated to the Year 19 of the Roman Emperor Tiberius according to its Demotic
inscription, is the key piece in the series. It is contemporary with Documents C-2 and C-3 because
of their identical, shared correspondences. Taken together, these three statues provide the criteria
with which to suggest that Document C-4 is their near contemporary. These four statues form a unified typology, here labeled Group C, all of the examples of which can be broadly datable to the
first half of the first century A.D.
Document D-1, from Karanis, has long been recognized as standing at or near the end of the
sequence of pharaonic sculpture (Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and MUller 1960, no. 140 and Bianchi
1988, no. 133). Its findspot, the area west of the South Temple in the lowest occupation level, suggest not only its dating, shortly before or after the turn of the millennium, but also its function.
There is no reason to assume that a statue from the Late period, found in what appears to be a
mudbrick habitation context, has been removed from its original archaeological context. Zivie, in
treating the hieroglyphic texts on the statue of Pa-en-merit (Cairo JE 67094), concludes that this
statue was erected in a pr, or house, within a wb>, 12 or temenos, in order to partake of the services
of the daily cult offered to the deities of the sanctuary (Zivie-Coche 1987, pp. 179-80). One might,
therefore, cautiously suggest that Document D-1, the Ann Arbor statue from Karanis, was erected
in a similar chapel. In light of this new evidence the archaeological context of the draped, striding
male figure in London (BM 22750; see Taylor 1988, no. 62), inscribed in Demotic for an official
named Askaikhet,13 could be profitably reinvestigated as well (see Nachtergael 1985, p. 227,
although again misreading the name as "Bakakhuiu"). The close correspondences between
Documents D-1 and D-2 can be taken as evidence that these two also form a typological set, Group
D, which can be more narrowly assigned to the Faiyum and are roughly contemporary with those of
Group C, datable as well to the first half of the first century A.D.
Of the remaining statues, three, Documents A-], B-4, and E-1, are sufficiently well preserved
to warrant a stylistic analysis. An examination of the wrap-around costume worn by the figure
Document A-1 suggests a dating for the statue. Because the treatment of the tuck has been shown
to become more stylized and rudimentary in form as time passed (Bianchi 1988, p. 128), its form on
10. See Grimm 1974, p. 21 for the mention of a mask in a papyrus from Dime; and p. 124, note 219 for a wall painting
from Karanis.

11. Although this group of statues requires further investigation, two of its members have been recently published, see
Bianchi 1988, no. 32 [Detroit 51.83]; and A. Farid 1980, pp. 155-68 [Cairo 6/6/22/5].
12. The objections and alternative interpretation of Wallet-Lebrun (1985, pp. 67-88) do not appear very cogent in this
context.
13. Already read correctly by Stricker (1959, p. 5, fig. 6) but repeatedly cited as "Bakakhuiu," inter alia KaplonyHeckel (1974, pp. 242-43) following the initial incorrect rendering of Petrie (1885, pp. 41-42).
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this statue suggests a dating no later than the fourth century B.C. Statues of this type were apparently the models upon which later enthroned male figures might be based. One can, therefore,
cogently suggest that this particular statue was usurped at some later time when the Greek inscriptions were added. Consequently these Greek inscriptions on Document A-1 are contemporarywith
the statues of Groups C and D, whereas the statue is much earlier.
Although insufficiently preserved to warrant an extended discussion of their details Document
B-1 is stylistically sufficiently close enough both to Document B-2 and to Document B-3 to suggest
that all three are roughly contemporary with one another. These shared characteristics approximate
to greater or lesser degrees the formal characteristics of Groups C and D and, thereby, invite the
suggestion that they too ought to be considered members of a third, although admittedly less homogeneous, typology, Group B, which likewise dates to the same general period. Document B-1 is,
however, somewhat enigmatic because it would appear that its Greek inscription, datable as well to
the first century A.D., was a later addition, although how much later is a matter of speculation. The
statue was apparently sculpted and inscribed only after it was subsequently damaged, as an examination of how the Greek letters of its inscription were accommodated into the breaks of the front
and left-hand side of the base clearly reveals.
The configuration of the head and the treatment of both the hair and inlaid eyes of Document
B-4 are so analogous to these same features in Documents C-I and C-2 as to suggest a dating in the
early first century A.D. for this piece as well. One should note that the cutting of its accompanying
Greek inscription, datable to this same period within the first half of the first century A.D. (E.
Bernand 1975, p. 159, note 291a), is somewhat maladroitly rendered when compared to the
infinitely superior quality of the statue's formal, linear adjuncts.
Document E-l, in Alexandria, is so different in its material and in the treatment of its details
from the remaining statues discussed in this essay to warrant its exclusion from those ateliers.
While the comparanda are far from certain, the treatment of the features of the face as well as of
the hair do in fact bear a striking, initial resemblance to Egyptian works attributed to the Emperor
Caracalla (Bianchi 1988, no. 140 [University Museum E. 976] and J. Hermann 1988, no. 73
[Brooklyn 36.161]) and incline one to suggest, however tentatively, a date in the first quarter of the
third century A.D. If this suggestion is accepted, this statue would be among the very last ancient
Egyptian statues ever sculpted in a pharaonic idiom.
THE DONORS
Of the twelve statues, three (Documents A-i, B-i, and B-4) are inscribed in Greek and only
one, Document C-i, which is admittedly the finest of the series,' 4 is inscribed in Demotic. All are
dedicated to individuals other than the named donors; Documents A-1 and B-1 are dedicated to private citizens bearing non-native names, whereas Document C-1 is dedicated to the reigning
emperor and Document B-4 to a deity. Nevertheless, in each case, the individual claiming responsibility for either the creation of the statue and/or the dedication itself bears an Egyptian name:
Document A-i Peteesis, as donor; Document B-i Pnepheros, as donor, with Peteesis as "artist";
Document B-4 Tesenouphis, as donor and "artist"; and Document C-i Horus and Psais as donors.' 5

14. I concur with Zauzich's (1987a, p. 217) aesthetic appraisal of the piece.

15. The distinct possibility remains that the piece was a simultaneous dedication on behalf of all parties inasmuch as
Zauzich (1987a, pp. 215-17) has suggested that the parties named in the inscription on the side were perhaps relatives of Horus, the donor. Moreover, the individual responsible for cutting the inscription was himself unfamiliar
with the script and was probably working from a copy. Such a set of circumstances inclines one to believe that the
two inscriptions originally may have been part of one which here suffered from an ellipsis on the part of the stonecutter.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ENTHRONED MALE FIGURE

Within the history of Egyptian art, the throne was a sign of rank, originally reserved for
pharaohs and deities but was soon appropriated for private dedications as well. Nevertheless the
throne was used sparingly in statuary of private individuals in the Late period, restricted in time, it
appears, to the Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Dynasties, after which the image of an enthroned
official virtually disappears from the repertoire of types of Egyptian private statuary (Aldred et al.
1980, p. 121), being only rarely encountered thereafter (Bothmer, de Meulenaere, and MUller
1960, p. 182). Furthermore, it appears that for the Ptolemaic period there is only one known example of a seated royal statue, that of a group including Arsinoe II now on view in the sculpture garden at Pompey's Pillar in Alexandria (Sauneron 1960, p. 84, note 1 [Alexandria 11261]). It is
somewhat surprising, therefore, to discover such an inordinately large concentration of statues of
male figures, seated on thrones, not chairs, within the narrow geographic confines of the Faiyum at
the very beginning of the Roman occupation of Egypt.
Since this is the case, one can forcefully suggest that the choice of a male figure seated on a
throne by these native Egyptians as a fitting image for their dedications was both conscious and
purposeful. Von Bissing (1914, text to plate 111:5 [Cairo CG 1191]), early on, perceptively compared the significance of these thrones to that of the image of Chephren in Cairo (CG 14). I would
further his observation by suggesting that each of these enthroned dedications are, to a greater or
lesser degree, indebted to earlier images of intercessors - divine, royal, and human - traditionally depicted enthroned in an attempt to emphasis their status, i. e. distinct and separate from that
of mortals. Among these enthroned intercessors of the Late period, Imhotep is the most prominent
(Wildung 1977 pp. 37-38, no. 15 [Louvre N. 4541, dated to the Twenty-seventh-Twenty-eighth
Dynasties]; pp. 86-87, no. 55 [Brooklyn 37.1356E, dated to the Twenty-sixth-Thirtieth Dynasties];
and pp. 195-96, no. 139 [Amsterdam 7876, dated to the first century A.D.]; cf. note 19). Indeed, this
general impression gains support from the fact that Document A-1 is so close to that statue
inscribed for Imhotep in Amsterdam as to suggest a common source as the model for both, 16 a
model which is evoked as well by the papyrus scroll held by Document B-1. To this observation
must be added a second, namely that the donor of Document A-1, Peteesis, erected his statue to
Herodes, whom he calls his savior (see Quaegebeur 1971b, p. 200, note 2 for the Egyptian equivalent). In such a context, then, the appearance of the ankh sign in the hand of Document D-2 is a
fitting attribute for an intercessor (Christensen 1983, p. 22). Finally, one can regard the dedications
on both Documents B-1 and C-1, to an individual and the emperor respectively, as offerings for
either anticipated or received benefactions shared in common by members of large families in
much the same way in which Tesenouphis (Document B-4) wishes to benefit from his dedication to
Pramenis. These texts uniformly imply beneficial intervention by the honoree on behalf of the
donor.
It would appear, therefore, that individuals, both living in the Faiyum in the century following
the Roman occupation of Egypt and bearing native Egyptian names, consciously elected to usurp
and recreate a statue type, that of the enthroned male intercessor, which in three (Documents A-i,
B-i, and C-i) of the four inscribed cases studied, honored individuals with non-native names. The
motivation for this archaizing phenomenon at this time must be regarded in terms of the intellectual
concerns of the native priesthoods who could and did survey their cultural past in an effort to select
a model appropriate to their current circumstances. So, for example, they could convincingly integrate Augustus into the pharaonic program at Dendur (Winter 1981, pp. 373-82) or select from the
16. Wildung 1977, pp. 195-96. I would, however, question the dating of the piece because the cutting of the hieroglyphs appear to have more in common with a date in the late Ptolemaic period than with those from the Roman
Imperial period at which time the hieroglyphs, if the examples from Dendera are taken as representative (see note
11 above), appear to be scratched onto the surface of the stone, rather than cut as here.
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sculptural repertoire the image of the enthroned male figure. The former integration does not rely
on any glosses for its message, which is entirely pharaonic in form and content. The latter, on the
other hand, is symptomatic of a tendency begun already in the Ptolemaic period and earlier,
whereby a pharaonic image is provided with a non-hieroglyphic legend, more frequently in either
Greek or Demotic, by which the meaning of the image is rendered comprehensible to a wider audience.1 7 This phenomenon has already been identified in the Ptolemaic period and commented upon
by Bingen (1970, pp. 35-36) in his discussion of the stela of Pasos, cited earlier (see p. 15 above),
and by Yoyotte (1969, pp. 127-41) in his treatment of certain funerary stelae from Edfu. From
these discussions it appears that there was a need to provide portable pharaonic images with
accompanying inscriptions in the vernacular so that the images depicted thereon might become
intelligible to those members of the community who were unable to understand the hieroglyphs. In
the case of the twelve statues discussed here, the same process appears to have been operative.
Individuals with non-native names elected to honor others with non-native names with a pharaonic
statue type, that of the enthroned male figure, and elected to accompany this form of dedication
with non-hieroglyphic glosses, in these cases either Greek or Demotic. By so doing, the theme of
the intercessor became meaningful to both native and non-native named inhabitants of this region
of the Faiyum.
THE GROUP OF STATUES AS A REFLECTION OF CONTINUED SOCIETAL CHANGE

As visual, pharaonic images made meaningful, by the addition of a Greek or Demotic inscription, to those members of society not conversant in the hieroglyphs in the Faiyum during the early
first century of the Roman occupation of Egypt, these images of enthroned intercessors can be
regarded as the latest expressions of a process which began earlier in the Ptolemaic period, as the
discussions of the stelae studied by Bingen and Yoyotte, above, reveal.
Such a process must, however, never be considered in isolation because it intricately relates to
a parallel phenomenon in which pharaonic elements, both visual and thematic, are completely
veiled in the classical mantle. The earliest and most significant manifestation of this tendency is, of
course, the cult of Serapis, whose images and rituals completely concealed any of their pharaonic
components. This situation is entirely analogous to that discussed by Quaegebeur (1983b, pp. 4154) in his treatment of Nemesis as a griffin where the fundamentally pharaonic theological statement is presented to a wider audience as a series of classical, not pharaonic, images. I am certain
that other examples of this tendency can be adduced as well. The popularization, for want of a
better term, of pharaonic religious tenets by presenting them clothed in either the vernacular of
classical motifs or pharaonic images with the addition of glosses in either Greek or Demotic cannot
be accepted as evidence for the ascendancy of things classical and the eclipse of things pharaonic.
To do so fails to take into account the strength of an admittedly numerically small but nevertheless
intellectually vigorous native priesthood, whose members throughout the Ptolemaic period kept the
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs alive and built on that foundation in such a way that the profound theological speculation at Esna in the Roman Imperial period was couched in a hieroglyphic expression which only a handful could understand and appreciate (Sauneron 1982). The kind of collaboration, about which both Bingen and Yoyotte speculate, between Greek and native Egyptian intellectuals in the Ptolemaic period continued unabated into the Roman period, as the discussions about
Nemesis reveal. That such putative collaboration did in fact take place can be graphically supported by examining the historical aspects of the Egyptian titularies of the Roman emperors
(Grenier 1987, pp. 8 1-104) and the accuracy with which hieroglyphic inscriptions, some attributed

17. See John D. Ray (p. 273, below), who has identified forty-nine scripts used by various individuals living in Egypt

during this time period.
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to specific Egyptian priests (Fowden 1987, pp. 51-57 and 1986, pp. 54-56, 64-65), on Roman
monuments are cut (Derchain 1987; Grenier and Coarelli 1986, pp. 217-29). Far from retrenching,
the native pharaonic priesthood in Roman period Egypt, content to remain within the confines of
their temples, nevertheless welcomed the opportunity for continued collaboration with non-natives,
thereby spreading aspects of ancient Egyptian culture beyond the boundaries of Egypt herself.
In my view, then, these seemingly irreconcilable tendencies, the one intent on popularizing, the
other on obfuscating pharaonic religious tenets, must be regarded as the product of one and the
same theological impetus. The native priests were simultaneously content to develop profound
theological formulations which might be expressed in the complex subtleties of the hieroglyphs and
to collaborate with non-natives with a view toward making other pharaonic speculations comprehensible to an audience unlettered in the pictograms.
In the process primacy of place was denied to pharaonic sculpture in stone which, after this
period of transition in the early first century A.D., was progressively replaced and virtually supplanted by two-dimensional relief representations in temples. These flat surfaces may have been
deemed the more appropriate medium for such messages, which were primarily intended to be
"read," like scrolls, rather than "interpreted," in the traditional manner in which pharaonic sculpture
was intended to be understood because Egyptian sculpture in the round was invariably integral to
the larger cultic complex of which it was only part. Indeed, realizing that I may be overstating my
case, I will nevertheless suggest that the primacy of the two-dimensional representation is coincident with the primacy of the two-dimensional nature of the hieroglyphs in which the profound theological speculations of the selected priesthoods continued to be made manifest. The implications of
this suggestion must now be explored.
ART HISTORICAL ASSESSMENT
Two of the enthroned images, Documents A-i and B-i, appear to be the works of individuals
named Peteesis according to their accompanying Greek inscriptions. 1 8 Since Document A-1
appears to be a usurped statue, one questions whether it was sculpted by Peteesis, inasmuch as this
"signature" is so maladroitly cut in comparison to the careful details exhibited in the sculpting of
the statue itself. One is tempted to regard this Peteesis as the same individual responsible for the
acquisition of Document B-I, itself a statue with an inscription added subsequent to its manufacture. I would welcome an epigrapher's comments on a comparative study of the letter forms of both
inscriptions. Be that as it may, I think it highly unlikely that an individual named Peteesis did sculpt
Document B-1. I am, rather, inclined to regard Documents A-1 and B-1 as statues procured and
erected by the agency of one or more individuals named Peteesis, neither of whom can be regarded
as the artist responsible for the actual sculpting of the statue bearing his name. I am of the same
opinion as well for Document B-4, ostensibly signed by Tesenouphis, despite the fact that the statue
and the inscription are contemporary. Here again, there is a great disparity between the quality of
the letter forms of the inscription and the linear adjuncts of the statue proper. I wonder, therefore,

whether the Greek verbs epoi(ei) and epoc in these inscriptions might be taken figuratively, in the
sense of the Egyptian it], to encompass all of the processes involved in erecting such a dedication.
One is, nevertheless, justified in speaking of schools of pharaonic sculpture in the Faiyum at the
beginning of the Roman domination. Assuredly, the similarities noted above among the statues
assigned to Group C, on the one hand, and those placed in Group D, on the other, indicate that
native Egyptian craftsmen were still capable of developing and adhering to sculptural tenets,
derived from earlier models, for at least two different formulations of the enthroned male figure.
The relatively small size of each of these images and their strict adherence to the contours ot the
18. E. Bernand (1975, pp. 160-61) accepts both inscriptions at face value as evidence that they represent artists'
signatures.
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blocks of stone from which they were cut may have contributed to the noticeable lack of axial
asymmetry in their designs (Bianchi 1988, p. 71), but the bichromatic effect of their surfaces, particularly noticeable in the unfinished surfaces of Document C-3, are to be expected (ibid., pp. 7172).19 The geometric simplification of their planes is in keeping with the general stylistic development of pharaonic sculpture at the end of the Ptolemaic period (Bowman 1986, pp. 141-42; Kiss
1984, p. 25) as is the practice of inlaying the eyes (Braemer 1984, p. 423, note 10). The
appearance of so many statues in hard stone from the Faiyum during the first half of the first
century A.D. represents a considerable outlay of capital, indicative of the status of an advantaged
class. Their individual financial circumstances, like that of others in the Faiyum in this period
(Hanson 1989b, pp. 429-40), must not mask the fact that the temples of the Faiyum, to judge from
their relatively modest dimensions and from the fact that their walls are almost never covered with
Egyptian relief decoration and accompanying hieroglyph inscriptions, were already disadvantaged
when compared to the thriving religious communities of Upper Egypt. And because customs and
individuals do not automatically expire when political realities are altered, it stands to reason that
the production of temple statuary would continue, however haltingly, into the beginning of the first
century A.D. at which time it virtually disappeared. It is, therefore, interesting to note that after this
period of transition, pharaonic visual expression tends to confine itself to relief decoration,
Document E-1 ranking among the known exceptions. Taken as a whole, this group of statues, in its
own quaint, almost folk art approach to sculpture, is a fitting conclusion to the final chapter of
ancient pharaonic sculpture from Egypt.
This virtual disappearance of pharaonic sculpture for private dedications about A.D. 50 in the
Faiyum is symptomatic of a greater cultural dislocation, namely the progressive distancing of the
native Egyptians themselves from their pharaonic traditions. In addition to the disappearance of
their sculpture, private relief dedications made during the first and following centuries A.D. tend to
cloak pharaonic religious tenets in classical garb; the dedications to Nemesis discussed above are a
case in point. Furthermore, as Thelma Thomas (see pp. 317-22 below) has suggested, the sculptural decoration of private tombs, in some regions of the country, appears to have relied exclusively
upon the classical, and not a pharaonic, visual vocabulary. The virtualdenial, then, of traditional
Egyptian art forms, sculpture in the round and in relief embellished With pharaonic motifs and
hieroglyphs, to the native Egyptians occurs at precisely the same point in time at which they are
denied the use of their language as a written vernacular. That the episode of illiteracy, which Roger
Bagnall (forthcoming) has suggested, did in fact exist accords well with my observation about a
concomitant visual illiteracy as well. The native Egyptians appear, then, to have been denied visual
and literal links with their past.
If we are, therefore, correct in our consensus, which this symposium has brought into sharper
focus, that the native Egyptians, from the time of the first century A.D. onward, were progressively
divorced from their language and art, we must not neglect an overview of the native priesthood
during this very same period. These prelates appear to belong to a small, elite group who apparently confined their activities to select temples throughout the land. Their members were, nevertheless, permitted an as yet undefined, but admittedly unfettered, degree of intellectual freedom which
enabled them to promulgate profound religious expressions which they were then able to translate
into the most complex hieroglyphic expressions known from ancient Egypt. These expressions were
then given visual expression on the walls of their temples which continued to be designed, constructed, and adorned according to millennia-old pharaonic traditions. Moreover, members of this
same elite priesthood then participated in formulating genuine Egyptian expressions employed by
various Roman emperors both in Egypt and abroad in accordance with the specific ideology for
19. This feature does not automatically indicate that the statue on which it was found is unfinished, as suggested inter

alia, by Bowman 1986, p. 126, fig. 75.
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which they were commissioned. The discussions earlier about these titularies and Italian obelisks
are sufficient demonstration of this set of circumstances, however ill-defined their actual mechanisms may currently be. Some of these priests seem to have been active as well in certain funerary
preparations because of the continued use of both the hieroglyphs and of an internally consistent
repertoire of traditional motifs encountered on the types of cartonnage ensembles presented by L.
Corcoran (see pp. 57-61, below). 20 This much is certain.
It remains, perhaps as the subject of one or more future congresses, to inquire about the hows
and the whys. Just what were the forces - societal, cultural, political, religious, and the like - and
their natures which could so fragment a society in such a way that its prelates, safe within their living traditions, could seemingly conspire with the officials of the foreign forces of occupation while
their congregations of impoverished native Egyptians were simultaneously denied access to their
own traditional visual and written truths?

20. This paper is a further development of the points she raised earlier in her Ph.D. dissertation (1988).
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PLATE 3.1

Photograph of Document A- I (Cairo JE 49370)
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PLATE 3.2

Photograph of Document B- I ( Alexandria 3199)
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PLATE 3.3

Photograph of Document B-2 (Alexandria 3201 )
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PLATE 3.4

Photograph of Document B-3 (Alexandria 3197)
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PLATE 3.5

Photograph of Document B-4 (Cairo CG 1190)
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PLATE 3.6

Photogra ph of Documc nt C- I (Ca iro CG 1191 )
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PLATE 3.7

Photograph of Document C- I (Cairo CG 119 1)
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PLATE 3.8

Photograph of Document C-2 (Alexandria 3193)
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PLATE 3.9

Photograph of Doctimcnt C-3 ( Alexandria 3198)
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PLATE 3.10

Photograph of Documnit C-4 ( Alexandria 3203)
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PLATE 3.11

Photograph of Document D- I (Ann Arbor 8281 )
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PLATE 3.12

Photograph of Document D-2 (Cairo CG 1192)
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PLATE 3.13

Photograph of Document E- (Alexandria 3196)
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CHAPTER 4

EGYPTIANS AND GREEKS IN AN EARLY
LAOGRAPHIA ACCOUNT (P. BEROL. 25161)
WILLIAM BRASHEAR
Agyptisches Museum
The document under discussion was assembled from fragments evidently extracted from cartonnage at the beginning of this century and deposited with other unedited cartonnage material in
boxes for safe keeping. The boxes survived the vicissitudes of World War II and eventually landed
in the Agyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung (Staatliche Museen zu Berlin Preussischer
Kulturbesitz) in the western part of the city, where they were rediscovered in the early 1980s during a research project financed by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. (Out of these unedited
cartonnage papyri derived a large part of the Ptolemaic documents making up BGU XIV. The early
Augustan era documents out of the same cache will be published in BGU XVI due to go to press in
1992. The present document = BGU XVI 2577.)
PROVENANCE
The only concrete internal evidence for the provenance is a tally involving the gymnasiarchs of
an unnamed metropolis. The external evidence is circumstantial. Since most of the late Ptolemaic
and early Roman papyri in the Berlin collection (extricated from cartonnage coffins found by the
German excavators at the beginning of this century in Abusir el Melek, site of the ancient Busiris)
come from the Herakleopolite nome, this can be posited with reasonable assurance as provenance
of this text. While it surprisingly turned out that some of the papyri were written in Alexandria
(BGU IV 1050-1060, 1098-1184-synchoreseis contracts, for the most part), most of the documents from the Abusir el Melek find derive from closer to home. Furthermore, possible internal
supporting evidence are two putative Herkunftsbezeichungen in the text itself: line 72: KpqKiTfqg;
line 80: Ovvit'qg for citizens of Krekis (BGU XIV 2437.44; 2439.20, 62) and Onne (BGU XIV
2370.82.86, 2440.44) respectively, both villages in the Herakleopolite nome. The presence of these
indications of origin in a list otherwise devoid of such designations implies that these men were registered as inhabitants of their respective home villages while they were residing temporarily for
one reason or another presumably in the metropolis, Herakleopolis.
DATING
The document commences with a heading of several lines undoubtedly once indicating the
function and purpose of the ensuing listing. Kxmpog, obviously referring to Augustus, appears in
this heading. However, the papyrus is broken off on the left, and the heading is otherwise so
lacunose that the exact year and date as well as any title which once might have indicated the
nature of the ensuing list are lost and forever irretrievable. Since most of the cartonnage documents
41
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from Augustan era Herakleopolis date from the 20s B.C., one can tentatively place this list in that
period. A further criterion for the dating is the paleography. The writing shows striking similarities
to the Laterculi Alexandrini (Diels 1904, with facsimile) but is somewhat more crude and cursive,
befitting its documentary character. The same person who was responsible for this roll may have
also penned another tax list in the Berlin collection (P. Berol. 25185-25186, 16948A-B).
Five non-contiguous fragments 14-19 cm high and 25-52 cm wide constituting the upper part of
a papyrus roll are extant. All told, the remaining portion of the roll measures ca. 160 cm in length.
Since only the uppermost portion of the roll is preserved, its exact height must remain a matter for
speculation; the same is true for its original length. Altogether there are twenty-nine columns and
526 lines.
The order of the major fragments A-C results from various internal chronological data.
Fragment A preserves portions of the descriptive heading for the whole document. Phaophi in the
first line there is undoubtedly the first month for which tallies are recorded in the ensuing lines up
to line 117. The first entries on Fragment B (lines 118-94) must obviously be for the month Hathyr,
since Choiak (line 199) heads the subsequent listing extending to the end of the fragment. Since
Tybi appears in the first line of Fragment C (= line 214), this fragment must obviously follow
immediately after Fragment B. The two remaining fragments cannot be assigned with certainty to
any place in the role. However, since Fragment D includes mostly amounts of four drachmas it
might originally have belonged to Fragment A. Fragment E recording amounts of two drachmas
probably belonged to Fragment C.
Since the beginning of this account with its heading is so lacunose and the end (which might
have contained itemized summaries) is entirely missing, it is difficult to posit any but the most
general statement about its character and purpose. In all likelihood the list once constituted a
month-by-month, day-by-day and even morning-to-evening, KcX' 6vipx list of (exclusively male)
taxpayers for probably the nome capital Herakleopolis. Each taxpayer is identified by name and
(sometimes) father's name, or failing that, his profession (for cross reference in a list of taxpayers
according to occupation?) and the amount he has paid (or is expected to pay?) on an unknown tax.
(See most recently Bogaert 1989, pp. 207-26, on the status quaestionis on the function of tax lists in
Roman Egypt.) The multifarious occupations and professions standing in lieu of the father's name
reflect all levels of society: line 14 ,EKt(OV, 30 uttrOtj'irp1Jg, 43 i nOK6tog, 47 ivwpog, 48 yvagpg,
49 kAx XaonArkqg, 51 ablvtig, 57 nrccaoqp6pog, 58 iunqlg, 59 6vrikXrig, 71 oibo866og, 77
notilv, 83 y&p6tg, 84 XpioxoUg, 110 mptymoat, 161, 427 XuKEh6g, 293 yp(wprXg?), 313 i cp6g,
323 Kepapegg, and 370 cwrKUTE
(see H. Harrauer 1987, pp. 49-173 for these trades and
occupations).
While the criteria are most tenuous and any thesis built upon them highly susceptible to
collapsing, I would like to suggest that the present tax list might record payments on the poll tax in
Herakleopolis in the early years of Augustus' reign. It is particularly regrettable that the date is
lost, since this list might have been one of the earliest attestations to the capitation tax. Although
not a single word in the whole document gives the slightest clue as to which tax is involved here,
the fact that the names are all masculine and the fact that so many occupations are indicated
remind one of the capitation tax lists in the Princeton and Columbia collections.
The sole reference to the laographia in the Heracleopolite nome during the entire Roman occupation of Egypt has heretofore been another Abusir el Melek cartonnage document, BGU IV 1198
(Busiris, 5/4 A.D.), wherein four priests complain that they have been charged sixteen drachmas
apiece for the laographia. Hence, our knowledge of the capitation tax in this area is just about nil.
The ethnic interest of this tax list lies in lines 214-16. This subheading for the subsequent roster
divides the civil population of the political entity involved into catoecs, Greeks, and Egyptians:
Tupt 11C;g Xoyqrc g (I. -ig) (8p.) I / KcXuroifKv MI 'EElvov / KeCi Aiyriov. The indication of ten
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drachmas is obscure, since none of the succeeding payments in the ensuing sixty-some lines ever
exceeds one or two drachmas. One possibility is to assume that the ten drachmas represent the total
sum assessed upon each individual for that year. Another is to associate this amount with the following word and assume the presence of ten-drachma catoecs in the early Augustan era
Herakleopolite nome. However, in that case, one would expect t (8p.) KCortKov and not (8p.) t
KoOiKwov (ten-drachma catoecs are otherwise attested only once in BGU I118 [Arsinoe, 189 A.D.],

regarding which Wallace [1938, 409.40] says, "There is certainly no indication of a 10 dr. rate of
capitation tax in the Arsinoite nome").
According to Montevecchi (1970, p. 23) catoecs in Roman period Egypt are, by and large, an
Arsinoite phenomenon, with relatively few coming from the Hermupolite nome (P. Sarap.) where
the designation seems to be more general and equivalent with ycoSyog (M6autis, 1918, p. 65.1;
Schwartz, P. Sarap. 24.12n.). So far only one catoec is attested in the Heracleopolite nome (P. Oslo
98: 131/132 A.D.) where the designation seems to have a connotation similar to that of the
Arsinoite occurrences. According to the entries in lines 214-16, the catoecs in the Heracleopolite
nome of the early Augustan era are clearly distinguished from the rest of the population consisting
of Greeks and Egyptians. However, in the ensuing list of names no attempt is otherwise made at
designating who is catoec and who is not. Neither does there seem to be any distinguishing feature
between the people paying one and those paying two drachma installments on their taxes.
While Wallace (1938a) argues for the catoecs' poll tax liability, Nelson (1979, p. 38) argues
for their exemption. Since, however, the overwhelming majority of the pitifully few documents
shedding any light on the issue derive from the Arsinoite nome and date, generally speaking,
several centuries later, they afford no help at all in deciding the status of the catoecs here in the
early Augustan era Herakleopolite nome and whether or not they were totally or partially exempt
from the poll tax-provided that this is a poll tax list at all.
Hence, the questions and issues this new tax list raises are for the most part imponderabilia:
what is the status of these early Roman catoecs? Is it the same as the Ptolemaic catoecs or has
Augustus already changed it by this time? What is the difference between the catoecs and the
Greeks? Why are all these three lumped here together in one category? (If there is no difference
among the three in the end, why bother to make the distinction at all unless they are all lumped
together here as payers of the poll tax regardless of the rate?) A point which evokes even such
further questions, impossible to answer, as: What was the poll tax in the early Augustan era? Were
there privileged classes either partially or entirely exempt from paying the laographia? (cf. CPR
VIII 20, a letter of unknown provenance from the 3rd century A.D., which mentions Alexandrians,
Romans, and catoecs.)
In closing and in passing-onomasticians will have a heyday with this tax list, for alongside its
intriguing, but unfortunately all too fragmentary mention of catoecs, Greeks, and Egyptians in
Herakleopolis, this list presents us with some seventy names heretofore unattested, thus providing a
rich, new source of material on nomenclature in the early Augustan era Heracleopolite nome. It is
amusing to see alongside such obviously Egyptian, and for the accountant indeclinable, names as
Otokulis (line 45) or Tualis (line 128) quite stolid and venerable Greek names-hallowed by centuries of tradition-such as Polydeukes (line 53), Kastor, son of Dionysos (line 222), Orpheus (line
232), Diomedes (line 137), Poliantes (line 418), and even an Achilleus, son of Atreus (line 518).

In line 419 one furthermore finds an Ammenneus, son of Pindar -

Pindar in the tax rolls!

Literature on the laographia includes: Wallace 1938a, pp. 116-34; Wallace 1938a, pp. 418-42;
Pr6aux 1939a, pp. 381f.; Pr6aux 1935, pp. 28-33; Bell 1947, pp. 12-23; Braunert 1956, pp. 302-05;
Tcherikover 1950, pp. 187.19-20; D. Samuel 1977, pp. 129f.; Tsiparis, 1979; Hobson 1984, p. 855;
Papyrus Harris 199; Goudriaan 1988, p. 14; Gallazzi 1979, pp. 4-7; Samuel 1981, pp. 389-403;
Omar 1988, p. 288.
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CHAPTER 5

HECATAEUS OF ABDERA'S HISTORY OF EGYPT
STANLEY M. BURSTEIN

CaliforniaState University, Los Angeles
From the Mycenaean period to the end of antiquity contact with Egypt and its civilization was
one of the constants of Greek history. Not surprisingly, therefore, the attempt to understand Egypt
was one of the central themes of Greek historiography as is revealed by the fact that the largest
single section in Felix Jacoby's great Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker (1958, nos. 608a665) is that devoted to the historians of Egypt. Although most of these works survive only in
fragments, it is clear that the historiographical tradition to which they belonged was dominated by
two works, the second book of Herodotus' History of the Persian Wars and the Aegyptiaca of
Hecataeus of Abdera, a work now lost in its original form but of which an extensive epitome
survives in the first book of the Library of History of the first century B.C. universal historian
Diodorus Siculus. 1 Despite their joint responsibility for the formation of the Greek tradition on
Egypt, however, modern scholarly assessments of Herodotus' and Hecataeus' works differ
significantly.
Assessments of Herodotus' achievement in his Egyptian logos tend to be generous, perhaps
because book two is generally agreed to be the earliest portion of Herodotus' History of the Persian
Wars, and, therefore, the account of the kings of Egypt in chapters 99-182 of that book may
represent the first substantial attempt by a Greek historian to reconstruct a portion of the past (cf.
Fornara 1971, pp. 1-23). Thus, after a thorough analysis of these chapters, Lloyd clearly
demonstrated that Herodotus' history of the kings of Egypt "shows no genuine understanding of
Egyptian history," but still concluded that "it is extremely doubtful whether any historian before
modem times could have significantly improved on Herodotus' performance ... " (1988b, pp. 5253). Considerably less sympathetic, however, have been the evaluations of Hecataeus' Aegyptiaca,
the work that superseded it as the standard Greek account of Egypt. In contrast to Herodotus' book,
Hecataeus' Aegyptiaca has been dismissed as an "edifying novel" intended "to establish the
superiority of the kingdom ruled over by [sc. Ptolemy] Soter" (Fraser 1972, vol. 1, p. 504) while his
account of Egyptian history, much of which is preserved in chapters 44 to 68 of Diodorus' work, is
"taken with only the smallest alterations from Herodotus" and is of "no importance, for it is clear
that Hecataeus was not particularly interested in history" (Murray 1970, p. 152).
In part, the denunciation of Hecataeus' work as little more than "warmed over Herodotus" is
probably the result of frustration over a great opportunity wasted, and it cannot be denied that there
1. For the few attested fragments see Jacoby, 3A, 264 Ff 1-6. For Hecataeus as the principal source of Diodorus' first
book see Jacoby, FGrH,3a, pp. 75-87; and Murray 1970, pp. 144-50. The arguments for the use of multiple sources
in Diodorus' first book by Anne Burton 1972, pp. 1-34, are unconvincing in view of the evidence for Diodorus' consistent tendency to rely on a single source for each of his major topics assembled by Hornblower 1981, pp. 22-39.
45
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is some justification for such a feeling. Hecataeus denounced Herodotus as one of those writers
who told "marvelous tales" and invented "myths for the pleasures of their readers" (Diodorus
1.69.7). His work, Hecataeus claimed, however, was based on Egyptian priestly records and
personal observations made during his stay in Egypt in the early years of the reign of Ptolemy I
whom he served as a diplomat. 2 These claims, moreover, are given some credibility by the
remarkable accuracy of his description of the Ramesseum (Diodorus 1.47-49 with the analysis of
Leblanc 1985, pp. 70-82) with its allusions to the reliefs accompanying Ramses II's Kadesh
inscription (cf. Burton 1972, pp. 150-51) and partially correct interpretation of Ramses' titulary
(Leblanc 1985, pp. 76-77). Equally clear, unfortunately, is the fact that the bulk of Hecataeus'
Egyptian history is obviously derived from Herodotus and includes many of his great predecessor's
most notorious errors including his dating of the pyramid kings to the late second millennium B.C.
(Diodorus 1.63-64) and ascription of extensive conquests in Europe and Asia to a king Herodotus
called Sesostris and Hecataeus Sesoosis. 3 Understandably, therefore, scholars have generally
dismissed Hecataeus' claim that his work was based on Egyptian sources merely as "window
dressing" intended to lend credibility to his idealized depiction of Egypt, its culture, and its ties to
Greece. Closer analysis, however, suggests that, to reverse a familiar cliche, this may be a case of
scholars not being able to see the trees because of the forest.
Faced with new evidence, the first reaction of scholars is to attempt to integrate that evidence
into existing historical frameworks with as little disruption as possible as can be seen from the early
attempts to reconcile the new evidence made available by Champollion's decipherment of
Egyptian hieroglyphic writing with the traditional Biblical and classically-based version of
Egyptian history (e.g. Heeren 1838, pp. 439-51). Similarly, ancient critics tended to fault the
details of Herodotus' history, not its general outlines. Thus, Egyptian evidence was adduced to
correct factual errors, not to offer an alternative reconstruction of Egyptian history. Even Manetho,
probably Herodotus' best qualified ancient critic and, in fact, the author of a critique of his work
(Manetho, FGrH, 3C, 609 F 13), did not wholly escape this tendency. Accordingly, while he
rejected Herodotus' dates for the pyramid kings and Sesostris, Manetho did accept his stories about
Khufu's tyranny (Manetho, FGrH, 3C, 609 Ff 2-3a, p. 20) and Sesostris' world conquests
(Manetho, FGrH, 3C, 609, Ff 2-3a, pp. 30-31). The possibility that Hecataeus' treatment of
Herodotus was similar was raised almost a century ago by Fr. W. von Bissing. In a detailed analysis
of Diodorus', that is, Hecataeus', account of the pyramid kings von Bissing (1901) showed that,
although he preserved the main outlines of Herodotus' account, Hecataeus made numerous
changes in detail. 4 Some of these changes, such as the correction of Herodotus' measurements of
the pyramids, could have been the results of his own observations. Others, however, such as the use
of more accurate transcriptions of the pyramid king's names, his identification of the smaller
pyramids at Gizeh as queens' tombs (Diodorus 1.64.10) and his reference to an alternative dating
of the pyramids similar to that adopted later by Manetho (Diodorus 1.63.5), can only be explained
by assuming that Hecataeus used Egyptian sources just as he claimed. A similar analysis of the
whole of Hecataeus' history of Egypt would exceed the space allotted me. Here I can only make a
beginning on that project by considering Hecataeus' revision of Herodotus' Egyptian kinglist so far
as his changes can be recovered from Diodorus and other sources that drew on his work.
The deficiencies of Herodotus' Egyptian history are well known as are the reasons for them. In
book two, chapter 154, Herodotus discounted the accuracy of his account of Egyptian history prior

2. Hecataeus of Abdera, FGrH, 264 T 5 with Jacoby's comment in FGriI, 3a, pp. 33-4. For Hecataeus' claim to have
used priestly sources see Murray 1970, p. 151.
3. Diodorus 1.53-58. For the development of the Sesostris legend see Braun 1938, pp. 13-18.
4. For a similar analysis of Diodorus' account of Sesostris/Sesoosis see Obsomer 1989, pp. 41-43.
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to the Twenty-sixth Dynasty by noting that it was only with the settlement of Greeks in Egypt under
Amasis that reliable evidence became available. The results of this distinction between the two
parts of Herodotus' account of the kings of Egypt are apparent in the uneven distribution of royal
names in his kinglist. Thus, his treatment of the first millennium B.C. kings is comparatively full
with seven or more than a third of Herodotus' twenty purported Egyptian royal names being those
of kings of the Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Dynasties while the remainder of Egyptian history is
represented by only thirteen names, three of which belong to the pyramid kings and two of which,
Pheros and Proteus, are fictitious, the former being the result of an obvious misunderstanding of the
title Pharaoh and the latter an import from Homer. The same disparity is evident in Herodotus'
omission of reports of the lengths of reign for kings prior to the Twenty-fifth dynasty except for the
pyramid kings and his failure to construct an overall chronology of Egyptian history, offering
instead only the observation that, as there had been 341 kings of Egypt prior to the Persian conquest
and as there were three generations to a century, the period of human rule in Egypt had lasted
11,340 years (Herodotus 2.142; cf. Lloyd 1988b, pp. 31-33).
As was true of his account of the pyramid kings, Hecataeus retained the broad outlines of
Herodotus' kinglist, emphasizing the same kings and repeating many of the same stories about
them, but he made numerous changes in detail including offering historical explanations for events
mentioned by Herodotus but left unaccounted for by him such as, for example, the emergence of
Memphis and Sais as important political centers. 5 The most important of Hecataeus' modifications
of Herodotus' account, however, was the creation of a precise chronology of Egyptian history to
replace Herodotus' crude estimate of the length of human rule in Egypt, a chronology whose
dependence on Egyptian sources is clear from its close similarity in structure and detail to that of
Manetho with Hecataeus reckoning that between Menes and Alexander 480 plus kings ruled for a
period of slightly more than 4,700 years and Manetho listing 500 plus kings for something between
5,271 and 5,471 years. 6 Possible additional evidence of Hecataeus' use of Egyptian sources may be
found in a passage of the Roman historian Tacitus that suggests that he used the Sothic cycle to
articulate the main divisions of his kinglist if, as is likely, the Aegyptiaca was the ultimate source of
Tacitus' antiquarian information about Egypt.7 Less obvious but equally significant are the changes
in the number and distribution of royal names in Hecataeus' kinglist.
Twenty-nine supposedly royal names, 8 an increase of nine over Herodotus' kinglist, can be
recovered from Diodorus and other works dependent on Hecataeus. Of these twenty-three are
identifiable as the names of actual Egyptian kings; one, Ketes, is problematic although its position
prior to a king named Remphis, that is, Ramses, suggests Seti I (Diodorus 1.62); another,
Actisanes, is actually the name of a fourth century B.C. Napatan king (Priese 1977, pp. 343-67);
and four, Busiris I and II, Aegyptus and Nileus are fictitious. Even more remarkable than the
increase in the number of names in Hecataeus' kinglist, and it is clear that our knowledge of his
5. In both cases Hecataeus emphasized the commercial advantages of these cities to account for their rise to
prominence (cf. Diodorus 1.50.3 [Memphis] and 1.66.8-10 [Sais]).
6. Diodorus 1.44. It is impossible to exactly determine Manetho's overall chronology of Egyptian history because of
textual variants in the dynastic summaries that closed each of the three books of Manetho's history (cf. Manetho,
FGrH,609 Ff 2-3c, pp. 28-29, 44-45, 54-55). It is clear from Diodorus that Hecataeus also attempted to firm up
his chronicle of Egyptian history by specifying the intervals between kings in terms of generations as was pointed
out already by Heeren 1838, p. 403.
7. Tacitus, Annales 6.28; cf. Jacobson 1981, pp. 260-61, for discussion. Hecataeus is unlikely to have been Tacitus'
immediate source but two facts strongly suggest that he was the ultimate source, namely, the use of forms Sesosis
and Amasis for Sesostris and Ahmose and the reference to the appearance of the Phoenix during the reign of
Ptolemy, the third Macedonian to rule Egypt, who, contra Tacitus, should be Ptolemy I and not Ptolemy III.
8. Omitted in this count are Armaeus and Inaros (Diodorus 1.64.13) because of the uncertainty that the former was
included in Hecataeus' kinglist and the post-Twenty-sixth Dynasty date of the latter (cf. Burton 1972, p. 191).
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kinglist is incomplete, 9 is their chronological distribution. Particularly noticeable is the fact that only
three of the twenty-nine recoverable Hecataean royal names are those of rulers of the Twenty-sixth
dynasty while twenty-six are those of rulers of earlier periods of Egyptian history for which as,
Herodotus noted, only Egyptian sources were available. Further, the expansion of Hecataeus'
kinglist was not limited to the Third Intermediate Period as might be expected but extended over
the whole of Egyptian history. Thus, included among the Hecataean names are two new Old
Kingdom royal names, Chabryes, possibly the Horus name of Ra-djed-ef,10 and Uchoreus," usually
explained as an alternative name for Menes; three additional Middle Kingdom names,
Nencoreus,' 2 that is, Nubkaure, the praenomen of Amenemhet II; and Marrus and Mendes
(Vergote 1962, pp. 66-76), abbreviated forms of Nemare, the praenomen of Amenemhet III; four
further New Kingdom names, Amasis, that is, Ahmose; Ketes, perhaps, as suggested above, Seti I;
Remphis, Ramses II; and, of course, Osymandias, long recognized as a rendering of Usimare, part
of the praenomen of Ramses II (Leblanc 1985, p. 76); and, finally, three Third Intermediate Period
names, Tnephacthus and Bocchoris, that is, Tephnacht and Bakenrenef of the Twenty-fourth
dynasty and Tearco, Taharqa, 13 of the Twenty-fifth dynasty. Finally, and most important, not only
did Hecataeus expand Herodotus' kinglist; he also corrected it in ways that clearly presuppose
Egyptian sources.
Most of Hecataeus' corrections are relatively straightforward, involving either matters of fact
such as assigning the famous Egyptian Labyrinth, most probably to be identified with the mortuary
temple of Amenemhet III, a Middle Kingdom date and a funerary function (Diodorus 1.61.2)
instead of the Third Intermediate Period date and political function suggested by Herodotus
(Herodotus 2.148); or the replacement of Herodotean forms of royal names with more accurate
transcriptions such as: Menas for Min; Chemmis for Cheops, reflecting Knomkhufwey, the full form
of Khufu's nomen (Burton 1972, p. 187); Mencherinus for Mycerinus; Sasychis for Asychis,
probably Shepseskaf (Kitchen 1988, pp. 148-51); Sesoosis for Sesostris, reflecting a more accurate
rendering of the actual pronunciation of Senwosre (Malaise 1966, pp. 247-49); and Remphis for
Rhampsinitus. One correction, however, the alteration of the name of Sesostris' son and successor
from Pheros to Nencoreus, that is, as noted above, Nubkaure, the praenomen of Amenemhet II, is
more revealing of the extent of Hecataeus' knowledge of things Egyptian for two reasons: first, it
presupposes his recognition of the true character of the supposed royal name Pheros, which he
seems to have treated as an "epithet" assumed at a king's accession; and, second, and even more
remarkable,' 4 it clearly reflects an attempt to identify Sesostris/Sesoosis with a specific king of the
Twelfth dynasty, albeit, Sesostris I instead of Sesostris III who was to be Manetho's candidate.

9. E.g. Hecataeus referred to five ruling queens, none of whom are mentioned by Diodorus, and four Ethiopian kings,
only two of which can be identified. Hecataeus' reference to five ruling queens is particularly striking in view of
the fact that modern scholars also increasingly recognize the same number, namely, Nitocris, Sobekneferu,
Hatshepsut, Tewosret and Nefertiti (cf. Harris 1973, pp. 5-13 and 1974, pp. 11-21).
10. Diodorus 1.64.1-2; cf. Burton (1972, p. 188) who notes that Chabryes might represent the Horus name of Ra-djedef, Kheper. Her objection to the identification, namely, that the other Fourth Dynasty kings are represented by the
nomen, is unconvincing.
11. Diodorus 1.50.3; cf. Burton (1972, p. 158) for the suggestion that it is a corruption of 'Oxupcag and represents a
translation of Egyptian Mn, "He who endures." Also possible would be an identification with Userkaf, the founder
of the Fifth Dynasty (cf. Manetho, FGrH,3C, 609 F 2, p. 24, who renders his name as Ousercheres).
12. Pliny, NaturalisHistoriae 36.74. Ultimate derivation from Hecataeus is likely in view of the use of the form Sesosis
for the name of Nencoreus' father.
13. Reference to Tearco occurs in the fragments of the Indica of Megasthenes (FGrH,3C, 715 F 11) but it is likely that
Megasthenes was dependent on Hecataeus for his knowledge of Egyptian history in view of his clear use of the
Aegyptiaca as a model for his own book on India (cf. Murray 1970, pp. 207-08).
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14. Diodorus 1.59.1-3. Comparison with Herodotus 2.111 indicates that the king in question is "Pheros."
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There is no need to pursue this analysis further. Lloyd's assertion that no historian "before
modern times could have significantly improved on Herodotus' performance" is clearly wrong.
Hecataeus did so, and he did so, as he claimed, on the basis of Egyptian sources. The extent-of his
success, of course, was limited. Ignorant of Egyptian, Hecataeus did not always understand his
Egyptian informants as can be seen from the inclusion in his kinglist of alternative transcriptions of
the same royal name as the names of different kings or his ascription of vast conquests in Asia to
Ramses II on the basis of a misunderstanding of the Ramesseum version of Ramses' Kadesh
inscription." Equally important, Hecataeus used his Egyptian sources to revise, not replace
Herodotus' account of Egyptian history so that his vision of the Egyptian past remains essentially
the same as that of his great predecessor, and, therefore, equally unhistorical. Nevertheless, his
revised kinglist was a considerable achievement, an achievement which suggests that a similar
analysis of the fragments of those portions of Hecataeus' work that dealt with Egypt in his own
time would also be worthwhile. That such a study might be rewarding is suggested by Georges
Posener's (1953, p. 107) recognition of a possible bit of the lost conclusion of the story of the
Doomed Princein Diodorus 1.89.3.

15. Diodorus 1.47.6; cf. the similar extension of the geographical scope of Ramses II's campaigns by Manetho (FGrH,
3C, 609, F 9.99). For a plausible explanation of how Ramses' campaign against the Hittites might have been

interpreted as referring to Bactria see Spalinger 1977b, pp. 11-18.
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CHAPTER 6

SOME GREEKS IN EGYPT
WILLY CLARYSSE

Katholieke Universiteit,Leuven
When the Greeks arrived in Egypt in the footsteps of Alexander, they came there to stay. Only
some mercenaries returned to their homeland after the end of their service (e.g. Skopas), but most
Greeks were closely bound to their new land by means of land tenure (the cleruchs were paid in
land by the Ptolemies), investment of capital in immovables (e.g. the misthophoroi) and all kinds
of economic activities (e.g. Zenon) and new family ties.
Such a situation almost of necessity calls for a twofold reaction: on the one hand the colonists
will defend their cultural identity by grouping together, on the other they will gradually adapt
themselves to their new environment. Both tendencies are active at the same time with the same
people, on the conscious as well as on the subconscious level.
The Greeks in Egypt have defended their cultural identity mainly by the continued use of their
language through education at home, in the schools (cf. Maehler 1983a, pp. 191-202), and in the
gymnasion. This national reflex is evident, for instance, in the names of the cleruchic population
until far into the Roman period. Originally the names even reflect the onomastic particularism of
the Greek world at large (Panakestor, Agreophon from Caria, Druton from Crete), in the Roman
period the models may be taken from Greek literature or history (names such as Achilleus, Orestes,
Priamos, Leonidas, Spartiates, and Helladios).
But I do not want to dwell now on the preservation of Greek identity, but rather on the opposite
phenomenon, that of Greek integration in Egyptian society. I want to do this on the basis of three
case studies, each of which can be shown to be typical of larger sections of the population. In fact I
will discuss three individuals or individual families which assimilated themselves respectively on
the sociological, the religious, and the economic level.

1. For Greeks arriving in Egypt the most likely way to become involved with the local
population was through marriage. If some immigrants had married before arriving or could find a
girl in the Greek community within Egypt (e.g. Druton's first marriage), many others no doubt lived
with native girls and married native women. Lists have been made of what scholars call "mixed
marriages" and "abnormal filiations," where the husband or the father has a Greek name and the
mother an Egyptian name (Peremans 1981, pp. 273-81). Apparently they were not very numerous
in the third century B.C. I can now add one more mixed family to the list, a family about which we
know something more than just plain names of father, mother, and children.
In Papyrus Petrie 2 I 1 (= Papyrus Petrie III 1), dated to 238/237 B.C. Maron, an eighty-year-old
Libyan of the epigone (i.e. born in Egypt before 317 B.C.) bequeaths some real estate, among
which is a shrine of Aphrodite Arsinoe and Berenike, mother of the gods, to two Alexandrian
51
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ladies, Musta and Menneia. Both women are accompanied by their respective Mloptot, also
Alexandrian citizens. The guardian of Menneia is Kleandros son of Monimos, of the Alexandrian
deme Andromacheios. He is about seventy years old (and thus born before 300 B.C.), of reddish
complexion, and he has a scar on the right side of his nose. The will is drawn up at Krokodilonpolis
and the context is purely Greek, as is the case with all Petrie wills. Egyptians are only mentioned
among the neighbors of some of the real estate in the order East-South-West-North, which is
completely un-Egyptian (in Egyptian documents the South always comes first and this custom is
found also in the overwhelming majority of Greek documents from Egypt [Posener 1965, pp. 69-78;
Luckhardt 1914, pp. 3-8]).
It came therefore as a surprise to find a certain Monimos, son of Kleandros, certainly a member
of the same family, in a Demotic census list of the later third century as the head of a mixed
household (Papyrus d6m. Lille III 101 column 3 lines 1-4). The patronymic reads Ql1ntrs in
Demotic and was rendered by the editor as Kleinodoros, but there can be no doubt we should
change this into Kleandros (Clarysse 1988, pp. 137-40). Monimos, son of Kleandros, is, I think, a
son of the Alexandrian kyrios in the preceding will. He is married to Is.t-wr.t (Esoeris), who is called
his rmt.t. His daughter has a good Greek name, Demetria (Demeter is one of the few Greek
goddesses who have no Egyptian counterpart) and so does his slave girl Sostrate. Monimos is, as
far as I know, the first Alexandrian (or descendant of an Alexandrian) of whom we know that he
married an Egyptian woman. Fraser's suggestion that Alexandrian immigrants in the chora "are
unlikely to have contracted marriages with Egyptian women" (because this would endanger the
civil status of their offspring [Fraser 1972, pp. 71-72]) is here for the first time disproved. And I
doubt if Alexandrians living in the chora really behaved differently from other Greeks at all.
Monimos was certainly not the only Greek in the village or the town to marry an Egyptian girl;
the same census document substantially augments the number of mixed families known for the
third century B.C.: Stephanos, son of 5 my5 .t, Protarchos, son of Pa-n-Is.t, Peisikles, brother of P5dj.w, and Diodoros, brother of another Pi-dj.w. Protarchos and Diodoros are moreover married to
Egyptian women themselves. Perhaps the scarcity of mixed marriages in our third century
documentation is for a large part due to the types of documents on which modern surveyance is
based (in the Zenon archive for instance "irregular" filiations are totally absent from the 1700
Greek documents, but two are found in the twenty-odd Demotic texts).
One last point should be stressed in this text; though he belongs to an Alexandrian family,
Monimos has to pay the poll tax (salt tax) at the rate of one drachma just like the other Greeks.
Egyptians had to pay an extra obol (the one obol tax) as is clear both from the Demotic Papyrus
Lille III 101 and from CPR XIII 1 and 2, recently published by Harrauer (1987). This is an
important new element, as we have here for the first time clear proof of official discrimination
against the Egyptian part of the population. Such a discrimination, even if the payment involved
was very small, necessitated separate official registers of Greeks and Egyptians. Thus being a
Greek or an Egyptian was not just a matter of personal and community feeling ("ethnicity"), but
also official policy: being Greek involved some privileges that an Egyptian could not claim (pace
Goudriaan 1988).

2. Among the numerous cleruchs mentioned in the Zenon archive few are better known than
Stratippos and his son Neoptolemos. Stratippos was a Macedonian cavalryman belonging to the
company of Antigonos and stationed in the Heracleopolite nome (PSI VIII 976). He owned several
vineyards in the Aphroditopolite nome, one of which was brought into cultivation about 260 B.C.,
i.e. a few years before the dioiketes Apollonios received his famous dorea in Philadelphia. His son
Neoptolemos is already an adult man in 254 B.C., when he styles himself MGK*&WV 'vW Ev
Dtk8Xp flct<K pO)ov (Papyrus Cairo Zenon II 59236). He owns a vineyard near Philadelphia,
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which is exploited by Zenon, and he helps his father growing vines in the Aphroditopolites. All by
all a very typical family of Macedonian military settlers interested in the typically Greek
agricultural activity of growing vines.
In 1986, Thissen published four fragmentary Demotic self-dedications, contracts of individuals
with the god Anubis, in which the people dedicate themselves (and often their children as well) to
the god for the rest of their lives and promise to pay him a monthly sum of five drachmas, in
exchange for his protection against all kinds of evil forces, ghosts and afrits. One of these texts was
written for a certain Neoptolemos (Papyrus Freib. IV Add. 1 = Papyrus Berl. inv. 15791). During a
study-visit in Freiburg-im-Breisgau I found the missing lower half of that text, which gives us the
name of Neoptolemos' father: Stratippos (Clarysse 1988, pp. 7-10).
Thissen located the texts in Memphis because of the cult of Anubis, but we know that an
Anubis cult existed also in Philadelphia. In fact the only Greek inscription from that site is a
dedication stele for Zenon and Apollonios in honor of Anubis (I. Fayoum I 98 = Pap. Lugd.-Bat. XX
text F). Thissen dated the texts to 270/269 because of the dating formula "Ptolemy son of Ptolemy,"
usually attributed to Ptolemy II. If this would be true the Macedonian cleruch of the Zenon archive
would be identical with the man dedicating himself to the Egyptian god of the dead. I have
however very strong arguments to prefer a date after 210 B.C. and to consider Onnophris alias
Neoptolemos as a grandson of the homonymous cleruch. If I am right, the family tree below clearly
shows the gradual integration of the Macedonian settlers into the Egyptian environment:
Stratippos I

Neoptolemos I
Stratippos II

X

Hr- zen

Wn-nfr alias Neoptolemos II
The last scion of the family has a Greco-Egyptian double name, well illustrating his
assimilation into the native society.
Again Neoptolemos is not an isolated case. We now know some fifty similar Demotic selfdedications ("Hierodulieurkunden"). Among those in the British Museum, most still unpublished, at
least two are written for people with Greek backgrounds: Tanebtunis, alias Sarapias, daughter of
Sosipolis and Teuxon, and NN, alias Petesouchos, son of Nikanor and Artemidora.
It is difficult to say what were the practical consequences of these self-dedications. Herbert
Thompson (1965, pp. 497-504; 1940, pp. 68-78) pointed out that often the father's name is
replaced by the formula "I know not his name" and he draws the conclusion that there was a link
with temple prostitution. But some people, among them those with Greek names, do mention the
name of both parents. What did the self-dedication mean to them? My hypothesis is that this was a
kind of insurance against all kinds of illnesses (illnesses were of course caused by demons!); by
paying a small monthly sum to the temple the dedicants received the protection of the god. In
practice this may very well have meant that they received medical treatment in the temple. We
know that temples were often at the same time medical centers (cf. the Greek Asklepieia and
modern Lourdes). If this is true, it shows that some of the Greek immigrants adopted not only
native religious practices, but also took a kind of insurance policy with the Egyptian temples. This
did not prevent the cleruchs among them from paying the hxtptK6v and calling upon a Greek doctor
as well. In this respect the Egyptian temples may have played the role of alternative medicine in

our times.
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3. In 1973 Fr. de Cenival published some sixty Demotic surety documents, dated, with few
exceptions, between 230 and 220 B.C. (de Cenival 1973 = Papyrus d6m. Lille II). In them surety is
offered, usually for small sums of money (five to ten drachmas) by several people in favour of
local artisans (oil producers, washers, but most often brewers), who received the raw materials of
their trade (sesame seeds, natron, barley) from the government storehouses. As is to be expected,
the people involved, both the guarantors and the guarantees, are usually Egyptians. But it is
surprising to find even here a few Greeks, not only among the guarantors, but even among the
guarantees.
If we take the guarantees as a starting point, we find twenty-eight Egyptians versus four
Greeks. The picture is confirmed by Papyrus Petrie III 58e, a list of sureties in which several times
the same people are found as in the Lille cautionnements. Here we find fourteen Egyptians versus
three Greeks and one Hellenized Persian (Perses son of Mithridates).
Both the Greek Petrie papyrus and the Demotic surety contracts show us Greek families of
artisans and merchants living among the Egyptian population in the villages, making contracts with
the Greek government of the Ptolemies by means of Demotic surety documents.
Thus Artemidoros son of Agathon is a washerman at Philoteris and caution is given for him by
the Egyptian farmers Aspheus (Papyrus d6mn. Lille II 76), Phanesis (Papyrus d6m. Lille II 77), and
Marres junior (Papyrus d6m. Lille II 84). He is known also from a Greek Petrie papyrus (Papyrus
Petrie III 117a lines 7-8), where he pays the nitrike tax together with an Egyptian colleague
Semtheus, son of Teos.
Another washerman in the same village is Zenodoros, son of Bd. He is called in the text
(Papyrus d6m. Lille II 95) a "Greek washerman," whatever this may mean, and his patronymic (de
Cenival reads Qd?) does not sound Greek, but it is followed nevertheless by the foreigner
determinative.
Hermaiskos, son of Dionusios appears as a brewer at Theadelphia in Papyrus d6m. Lille II 461
and in Papyrus Petrie III 58e col. 4 lines 14-15, where I now read: Hflot;

oxo~loxtog E~g [8

vEyi
T(1oEv) 'EpCpd]oov Atovoio Oe[ae~8 pegi]. But the same Hermaiskos reappears as an oil
merchant in Papyrus Petrie III 66 passim. Apparently he was the owner of the local village store. In
this case we can even see how the family kept alive a Greek onomastical tradition; the sequence
Dionusios, son of Hermaiskos, turns up again more than a century later in a list of witnesses in the
village Kerkeosiris, some twenty miles south of Theadelphia (Papyrus Teb. I 104 line 39).
The newest addition to this dossier is particularly interesting. It is a small fragment of a surety
contract of the usual type, not more than five cm long, but preserving the essential data of both the
Demotic on the recto and of the Greek on the verso (P. Sorb. inv. 567). Surety is given for an
Egyptian Pasis, son of Teos, by a Wynn ms n Kmj Slwqs p? ntj dd n f Sbk-H (pj, son of Pri], his
mother being ]sytr]. The names of the surety correspond in Greek to

iXe)Ko;

;

K6 KX oVA
O6v10t;

Hoppiou. The man is a farmer (y(opy6g) and both his parents have Greek names. This is one of the
few clear instances of a Greco-Egyptian double name in a purely Greek family. The text is dated to
February-March 223 B.C.
Papyrus Sorb. inv. 567
1
2
3
4

[H .t-sp 23 nty ir h? t-sp 24, ibd-1 pr.t]
[pr- ( Ptlwmys si Ptlwmys irm]
]rsyn , n? ntr.w sn.w n? ntr.w
mnh.w, dd Wynn ms

1. The village name should be read as P?- -sn(.t) instead of P,-'-Itm (so edit. on p. 125 and p. 261). The word sn(.t)

"sister" (or "brother") is written with the divine determinative: "the village of the divine sister" corresponds
exactly to OecVa8iFkp)tc.
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5
6
7
8

n Kmy Slwqs nty iw( w) dd n.fSbkH 'py s? Pry- t mw.t;f sytr?
[n NN pl l yqwnms] n t3 dny.t
[n Thmsts - -

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[Year 23 also called year 24 month, day,] (=
[of king Ptolemy son of Ptolemy and of]
Arsinoe the brother gods, the gods
Euergetai, has said the Greek born
in Egypt Seleukos, whom they call SobekHapi son of Purrias and Isidora
to NN the oikonomos of the meris [of Themistes etc.]

1
2
3
4

("Etoug) K8 Tift. IXKIo[u]
og iu Lo)ovtmtog
loppio ye(pyo')
,yvo3[ptEvou H]&foCv TeGycog.
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The three cases discussed above are all based on a combination of Greek and Demotic sources.
Maybe the most important conclusion we can draw from them is the fact that, as long as we base
ourselves on one kind of source material, either Greek or Demotic, we will always get a one-sided
and preprogrammed picture of the people involved: cleruchs will always appear as Greek land
owners, while on the other hand Demotic documents may give an impression of almost total
assimilation within Egyptian society. It is only when the two types of sources can be combined (as
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happens only from time to time) that we can exceed this one-sidedness and see how both
integration and self-consciousness existed side by side.
For that reason the increase of Demotic papyri from the Faiyum, a region where many Greeks
lived in the villages, provides a very promising field of study, on condition that these new Demotic
texts are studied in combination with the Greek papyri. Because this intertwining of Greek and
Demnotic documentation is essential for any historical study of the society of Ptolemaic Egypt, it is
to be regretted that the combination of Egyptologist and classical scholar, which was still selfevident two generations ago, is steadily giving way to an early specialization; not only are very few
classicists studying Egyptology (they always were a tiny minority), but nowadays we get more and
more students in Egyptology without any knowledge of Greek. The disadvantages of this can only
partially be made up for through interdisciplinary research.
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CHAPTER 7

A CULT FUNCTION FOR THE SO-CALLED
FAIYUM MUMMY PORTRAITS?
LORELEI H. CORCORAN

Memphis State University
The discovery at Hawara by Sir Flinders Petrie of a portrait painting still within a wooden,
Oxford-type frame (Petrie 1889, p. 10 and pl. 12) confirmed the suspicions of certain scholars' that
the panel portraits in encaustic and tempera found on Roman period (1st to 4th centuries A.D.)
mummies were used prior to their inclusion in funerary wrappings. A prior use for some of the portraits had been inferred from other facts: the earliest examples of the panels had all been cut down
at the upper corners from an original, squared shape; painted borders are preserved on some
panels; and some panels show signs of wear in areas covered by the mummy wrappings but that
previously must have been exposed (Parlasca 1966, pp. 61-62 and 64-65). If, therefore, the portraits were used for some purpose prior to their funerary use, what was it? Petrie and others have
speculated that the portraits were examples of domestic art hung on the walls of houses for aesthetic or decorative purposes (D. L. Thompson 1982, p. 8). I should like to propose a cultic, rather than
a decorative, function for these portraits.
In many cases, particularly in the earlier examples of the series, wealthy patrons sat for their
portraits (D. L. Thompson 1982, p. 14, fig. 20 and p. 15, fig. 22). Although Parlasca (1966, p. 66)
acknowledged that posthumous paintings could depict the individual in the guise of the goddess
Isis, he denied the possibility of a "heroization" of the individuals depicted in portraits painted from
life because he did not consider the possibility of an individual undergoing apotheosis while still
alive. 2 The only suggestion put forth until now, therefore, for a cultic use for the portraits has been
that by David Thompson (1978-79, p. 185, note 3)3 who tentatively offered a comparison between
the use of a triptych of panel portraits in a domestic context and the veneration of Roman ancestor
busts.
* This is a revised version of a paper delivered at the symposium "Life in a Multi-Cultural Society: Egypt from

Cambyses to Constantine (and Beyond)," and is based upon material and conclusions presented in my doctoral
dissertation, PortraitMummies from Roman Egypt. Research for the dissertation (1984-85) was supported by a
Ryerson Travel Grant, administered by the University of Chicago, and a fellowship administered by the American
Research Center in Egypt. For permission to research these materials at the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, in 1984-85, 1
thank Dr. Mohamed Saleh and Mme. Elhan Montasser. I am especially grateful to Dr. Mohamed Mohsen, Director,
and the Board of Directors of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, for permission to publish photographs of Inv. CG 6839.
1. Although Parlasca (1966, pp. 66-67) speculates as to whether framed examples such as this were not made
especially for inclusion in the burial.
2. See Berger, Parlasca, and Pintaudi 1985, p. 128. Parlasca (1969, p. 41) also discusses this question in regard to the
case of an individual who appears unclothed due to damage to the panel. However, there are other examples (ibid.,
pp. 67 and 71 ) where individuals were intentionally depicted in the nude.
3. See also his comments (1982, pp. 24-27) on "other paintings" that he describes as being produced for veneration
or commemoration.
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In my doctoral dissertation, PortraitMummies from Roman Egypt (1988), I proposed that the
manufacture of portrait mummies adhered to a coherent program of design. Like the disposition of
scenes on a monumental wall (Gaballa 1976, pp. 102, 104, and 140), the iconographic elements
that decorate these mummies can be "read" in a logical and coherent sequence from bottom to top.
The overall iconographic theme of the mummies embodies traditional pharaonic concepts about the
afterlife. The goal of the iconography is the transformation of the deceased into a cosmic deity with
celestial, principally solar, attributes.
The representation of the feet becomes very important on Ptolemaic and Roman mummies. A
boot-like piece of cartonnage was commonly added to mummies of this period. Feet, shod in sandals, were drawn or modeled in relief on the upper sides of these casings. The feet were either
painted pink or gilded, like the flesh of the sun-god. The purpose of representing the feet in a permanent material can perhaps be traced to an attempt to ensure the deceased the ability to stand
upright and to come and go in the netherworld as expressed in Spell 188 of the Book of the Dead:
I ask that I may come and go and that I may have power in my feet
(Faulkner 1972, p. 185).
On the upper side of a previously unpublished late Ptolemaic or early Roman footcase (figure
7.1) in the collection of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (Inv. CG 6839), in a vertical band that runs
between a drawing of two, sandaled feet with gilded toenails, is a somewhat carelessly rendered
hieroglyphic text that emphasizes the solar implications of the representation of the feet:

'h sp sn hr rdwyf [sic t] h C Wsir ?st n ibt m l9-hrw hr rdwy [.t] hn "R "m wi-f m hrt hrw
nty rI k [sic nb]
Rise up, rise up upon your feet. Rise up, O Isis-of-Chemmis (deceased), upon your feet to
be with Re' in his bark in the course of every day (author's transliteration and translation).
The goal of mobility as here stated is to join the sun-god, a goal expressed in ancient Egypt
from the Pyramid Texts on. The fortuitous survival of this footcase and its text allows us to place
the motif of the representation of feet in a permanent material within a long tradition of ancient
Egyptian beliefs that survived into the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Other motifs with solar connotations are depicted on the sides of these footcases - lotus blossoms, wadjet eyes, and the two
Wepwawet jackals (figure 7.2) at either side of the feet - and help in determining the precise goal
of the motif: that the deceased should have the facility to stand up among the gods who travel in the
solar boat.
Additional elements in the design of portrait mummies strengthen the overall solar theme. One
of the most popular scenes to be included within the horizontal registers that decorate the body
fields of portrait mummies is the "baptism of pharaoh." 4 Used in a royal context since the Middle
Kingdom, this scene depicts the transfiguration of the king's bodily limbs into the heavenly body of
a god through the agency of the waters of Nun. The appearance of this scene on the body field of
non-royal mummies probably indicates a desire on the part of the deceased to experience a similar
transfiguration.
From temple walls, we know that the baptism scene preceded coronation and also imparted
legitimacy and justification. At the top of portrait mummies is the crowning touch to the visual
statement that the deceased has become transformed and justified. Gilded crowns were painted on
the heads of individuals in some portraits.
In a tale of metamorphosis, contemporary with the mummy portraits, the 2nd century Roman
novelist, Apuleius, describes the appearance of an Isis cult initiate who is clothed in a costly vestment, holding in his right hand a lighted torch, and wearing "a comely ... chaplet from which the
palm-tree leaves jetted like rays of the sun" (1965, p. 250). This account helps us to understand the
4. For a more complete discussion of this motif see Coran 1988, pp. 129-36.
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context of the irradiated crowns that are added to the portraits. It also helps to clarify the symbolism
of the candle (Petrie 1911, p. 4) held in the modeled hand of a contemporary cartonnage bust-piece
with a gilded face in the collection of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (Inv. E.103.1911).5
Embellishments to portraits such as gilded lips, broad collars of gold, hands that hold garlands
or vessels of Nile water, have been explained as last-minute additions before the portraits were
enclosed within the funerary wrappings (D. L. Thompson 1982, p. 9). I should like to propose that
these additions might have been made while the portraits were yet in the home to commemorate
the cult initiation of the individual portrayed or to assist in the use of such portraits as channels or
mediums. This suggestion is based on the premise that the inherently Egyptian sense of time as a
cyclical process need not have precluded the idea of the transformation of an individual into a god
while still alive (Wente 1971, pp. 178-79) and the possibility that certain offering formulae such as
those from the Book of Gates and the Amduat might have been used in ancient Egypt to identify "a
living person with beings in various states ...as ...participants in the sun god's voyage of renewal"

(Wente 1971, p. 175).
The solar attributes of the portrait mummies invite a comparison of the use of the portraits in a
domestic context with that of the anthropoid busts of the New Kingdom excavated at Deir elMedineh (and elsewhere). Jean Keith-Bennett suggested that, in addition to an ancestral or votive
function, these anthropoid busts "may have had more than one meaning for their users" (KeithBennett 1981, p. 50). Florence Friedman (1985, pp. 83-92) suggested that these painted, limestone
busts were manifestations of the "?h ikr n R ." Friedman describes an "?h ikr nR I" as "principally
one who enjoys a place in the solar bark and is its crew member" (ibid., p. 85). Hereby, we are
reminded of a formula from the Amduat describing the "sorceries of Isis ... performed upon earth
...
[by] one who is in the bark of Re'" (Wente 1971, pp. 165-66) and we recall the hieroglyphic
text on the footcase (Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv. CG 6839, above) exhorting the deceased to
stand up on her feet to join Re in his bark.
The anthropoidlJimestone busts from Deir el-Medineh were highly painted and one (Brooklyn
Museum Inv. 54.1), at least, of the females represented wears a podium headdress, a base, perhaps, for a papyrus crown - a golden circlet with "papyrus stems and umbels surmounted by
discs" 6 - a crown, I believe, that has solar implications. Bernard Bothmer (1987, p. 29) has suggested that the female limestone busts from Deir el-Medineh might represent a deceased ancestor
commemorated as the goddess Hathor, consort of the sun-god, creator-god, Re(. It is noteworthy
that in Demotic inscriptions on Roman period shrouds, deceased females are sometimes referred to
by the epithet "the Hathor," 7 not, as one might have expected, as "the Isis" as the female
counterpart of "the Osiris." This use of the name Hathor accords well, however, with the syncretism
of Hathor and Isis in the Roman period when Isis embodied cosmic characteristics to complement
those of her solarized consort, Serapis.
In the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, is an enigmatic object (Inv. CG 33269) that is exhibited in the
same case as portrait mummies. Its inclusion in the case is most probably coincidental, but serendipitous8 . Edgar published the piece as a "schoolgirl" (1907, pp. 49-52), but the nude torso might
represent a cult initiate at the moment of emergence from immersion, a bath in the waters of

5. A photograph of this object appears in Parlasca 1966, pl. 5.1.
6. See Wilkinson 1971, p. 152. A line drawing of Brooklyn Museum Inv. 54.1 appears in figure 68 on page 153.
7. For a list of examples see Mark Smith 1987, pp. 129-31. Add to this list the inscription from the shroud of Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, Inv. 54.993.
8. Parlasca (1969, p. 31 and pl. 5,2) includes this aedicula painting among those paintings in his corpus of mummy
portraits.
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creation being a prerequisite to cultic rebirth. 9 The food offering painted on the front of the
"schoolgirl's" niche is reminiscent of a New Kingdom stela depicting an individual offering to anh
ikr n R 'bust. 10
There is certain physical evidence for the portrait mummies having been kept for some time
before being buried (D. L. Thompson 1982, pp. 8 and 28, note 8). Petrie noted rain damage,
scratches, missing inlaid eyes, broken cartonnage that was repaired, and even a grafitto on the feet
of one mummy that he considered to have been drawn by a child (Petrie 1911, pp. 2-3; Petrie 1889,
p. 15). In addition to remarks by Herodotos and Diodoros on the Egyptian custom of keeping mummies above ground (Petrie 1889, p. 15), literary evidence for keeping the mummy of a loved one
comes from a 2nd century A.D. Greek novella that describes how a forlorn widower embalmed his
dead wife in "the Egyptian style" and kept her body with him. 1 That wrapped mummies were kept,
and presumably presented with offerings (the widower brought his wife's mummy out to join him in
his meals), suggests a similarity in the posthumous use of portrait mummies and the > ickr n R
anthropoid busts.
A comparison with the function of "abbreviated" statuary, like the anthropoid limestone busts,
and an attempt to coordinate visual documents with native Egyptian religious texts provides tantalizing links between ancient Egyptian traditions and the use of "mummy portraits" from the Roman
era. Although early Christian writers expressed doubt and some Egyptologists remain skeptical of
evidence of the belief of the ancient Egyptians in the ability of an individual to become a god while
alive on earth or of an individual's ability to assume non-human forms, evidence suggests that this
might well have been the cult function in a domestic context for the so-called Faiyum mummy
portraits.

9. Sauneron (1980, p. 50) discusses the similarity between this phase of the initiation rites of a 21st Dynasty priest
with the initiation of Lucius into the Isis cult. See also Wente (1971, pp. 177-78), who discusses the goal of ritual
death and rebirth in the Book of Amduat and the Book of Gates in relation to the initiation of Lucius.
10. D'Abbadie 1946, p. 135, fig. 1. See also a discussion of the akh in relation to food offerings in Friedman 1985, pp.
86-91 and Wente 1971, pp. 167 and 177.

11. Reardon 1989, p. 159. I thank my colleague Dr. Richard Jasnow for this reference.
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CHAPTER 8

THE LAKE OF MOERIS: A REPRISE
EUGENE D. CRUZ-URIBE

Northern Arizona University
A. Gardiner, in an article published in JEA 29 (1943, pp. 37-50), argued on the basis of a
review of the occurrences of the word hn.t found in hieroglyphic and Demotic texts, that the word
was equivalent to the Greek word LIMYN and proffered the translation "lake, swampy land," as
opposed to the earlier rendering "canal." Gardiner reiterated the same arguments in later
publications (1947, p. 7* and 1948, p. 29). He thus takes the phrase t? hn.t n Mr-wr to mean "the
lake of (the town) Moeris." Gardiner argued that the Coptic HONE (CD, p. 690a) likewise would
not mean "canal," but rather "lake, swampy land."
I began this investigation of the term ti hin.t Mi-wr on the basis of a footnote by the late Charles
Nims in his doctoral dissertation from 1937. Before his death Prof. Nims and I began a
collaborative effort to revise his dissertation for publication to include additional texts from
Philadelphia in the Faiyum currently housed in the collections of the British Museum and the
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor). In going over his manuscript notes it was clear that Nims did
not agree with Gardiner's conclusion and in his brief note in JEA 33 (1947, p. 92), Nims refers to
additional Demotic examples of t> hn.t n Mi-wr, but refers to hn.t by the Coptic form HONE only.
In Appendix A, is a list of the variety of translations given by Egyptologists and Demotists for
the term hn.t. As clearly shown there is hardly agreement on the translation or meaning. One
should note in particular the reference from the OracularAmuletic Decrees (Edwards 1960); there
hn.t is found between itrw, "river" and his, "runnel" in the series of terms refering to water.
In Appendix B, is a list of the towns found in the Demotic texts which have the phrase t? hn.t n
Mi-wr and the side of the hn.t on which these towns lie.
If we accept the translation of hn.t as "lake" there are some discrepancies. Dime, as the
northernmost town in the Faiyum, would always lie north of the "lake," Moeris. Likewise, Tebtunis
on the far south geographic point in the Faiyum would always be south of the "lake." But the town
of Philadelphia would lie to the true east of any "lake" as it is situated at the far eastern edge of the
Faiyum. If my understanding of Pr-grg-Dhwty is correct, it straddles the hn.t and is both north and
south of it. We should note that the town of Hawara, located at the point where the Bahr Yussef
enters the Faiyum depression, is stated to lie north of the "lake." These items suggest that the term
"lake" cannot be accepted as a reasonable translation of hn.t in the Demotic texts.
Gardiner's translation of "lake" derives from his understanding of the Greek LIMYN to mean
"lake." The translation "swampy land, marshland" perhaps derives from the fact that Bell (1943, p.
46) noted that hn.t parallels the usage of DRYMOS which is a papryological term used to indicate a
marshy area that over time became desiccated and supported a variety of agricultural products or
activities such as grasses, pasturage, grain cultivation, left fallow, etc. (see Bonneau 1979a, pp.
181-90). The term LIMYN on the other hand refers to the technical condition where there is
63
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stagnant water which occasionally forms, but is not perennial. It can also refer to an irrigation basin
and is the area or land recovered from the waters after each inundation (Bonneau 1971, p. 76).
Bonneau (1971, p. 75, no. 354) suggests that DRYMOS is to be equated with the Egyptian phw,
"marshlands" (CDME, p. 92), while LIMYN without a doubt corresponds to hn.t (CDME, p. 115).
In light of the evidence discussed thus far the translation of hn.t as "lake, marshland" cannot be
accepted. I would equate, following Bonneau, "marshland" with DRYMOS. I would follow Gardiner
and others in equating hn.t with LIMYN up to a point. While hn.t can have a variety of meanings
("watercourse, canal, recovered land," etc.), in the phrase t hn.t n Mi-wr we should return to the
translation "canal" as it accords well with the hieroglyphic, Demotic, and Coptic usages. The
deciding factor in this case is the added appellation n Mi-wr, "of Moeris," which must refer to the
town site Gurob as suggested by Gardiner.
We should keep in mind that the classical authors note that the Faiyum was fed by a canal off
of the river Nile (see Diodorus Siculus 1.52; Strabo VIII.17, 1.4; and Herodotus II.149). Strabo
(VIII.17, 1.37) also notes that the Lake of Moeris is large enough to bear the inundation and not
overflow into the inhabited and planted parts of the Faiyum. To this author the text suggests that the
translation of hn.t as "marshy/swampy lands" would be an inaccurate picture of the extensive
cultivated areas in the Faiyum. The intent of the Ptolemies, as well as numerous pharaohs before,
in developing the lands of the Faiyum for irrigation, precludes suggesting that they were attempting
to produce marshlands. Rather the canal of Moeris acted as the supplier of water for controlled
irrigation works. Flooded fields during the inundation would be similar to "marshlands," but it
would seem illogical for the Egyptians to designate the locations of towns on the basis of a
temporary natural phenomena.
It is well known that during the reign of Ptolemy III Euergetes that an extensive canal network
was developed (Crawford 1971, p. 109). Crawford suggested that the Argaitis Canal, also known as
the canal of Euergetes, was perhaps the Greek name for the canal of Moeris. Bresciani and
Pestman (1965, pp. 173-74) argue that the canal of Moeris must be identified with the Bahr
Yussef. Thus, recent studies with maps of the Faiyum have shown only the Bahr Yussef as the
principal canal leading from the Nile to Birket Qarun (e.g., Thompson 1988, p. 2 and Bianchi, ed.
1988, p. 12).
It would appear that the wide distribution of towns in the Faiyum north and south of the hn.t
Mi-wr favors our adoption of Preisigke's opinion that the name "canal of Moeris" was applied to
the main canal network of the Faiyum (Spiegelberg 1908, p. 42, note 3). That all towns on the
Moeris canal so far known are either on the north or south bank, except for Pr-grg-Dh.wty which
may have straddled the canal, would indicate that the chief canals of the Faiyum were thought of as
always running east-west, just as the Nile was always considered to run north-south, without taking
into consideration its turns.
In conclusion, I would agree with Gardiner that the name Moeris refers to a town Moeris,
which is to be identified with the site of Gurob (Lloyd 1976, p. 34, no. 1 and Crawford 1971, p. 43).
The term hn.t can be understood as meaning "canal." Finally the phrase common in many Demotic
texts, t hn.t n Mi-wr, is to be translated "canal of (the town) Moeris" and refers principally to the
Bahr Yussef, but by extension, to all of the principal canals in the Faiyum which served as part of
the extensive irrigation system.
One may challenge these conclusions if one takes note of the study by G. Garbrecht (1986, pp.
1-22). Garbrecht takes note that various studies have shown that the level and area occupied by the
Moeris Sea/Lake Moeris varied a great deal throughout ancient times up through the present
century. Given the right circumstances of high Nile levels causing major flooding into the Faiyum
and the building of certain strategic dykes, or other man-made water controlling devices, the size of

a "Lake" Moeris could conceivably allow it to extend such that it would match the "north" and
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"south" designations mentioned earlier. However, the necessary circumstances to make that
"Lake" appear as needed by Gardiner's argument are not forthcoming from the evidence we have
observed. A fuller discussion of this topic will appear shortly in the forthcoming volume The
Archive of Tikas, Demotic Texts from Philadelphiain the Fayum.

APPENDIX A: BIBLIOGRAPHIC DISCUSSIONS OF THE TERM hn.t
1. Yoyotte (1958, pp. 428-29) followed Gardiner and noted that place names with reference to
the "lake of Moeris" are to be found on the borders of the lake.
2. Edwards (1960, p. 25 and xxii) following Gardiner, translates hn.t as "swampy lakes" as the
amuletic decrees distinguish between mr, "canals"; itrw, "rivers"; d.t, "wells"; bw?.t,
"swamps"; h? ' mh, "pools left by the inundation"; hs, "runnels"; and hnw, "swampy lakes."
We should note however that the sole occurrence of hn.t in the amuletic decrees places hn.t
between itrw, "river" and ihs, "runnel."
3. Yoyotte (1962a, p. 88, no. 4) notes that hn.t is not exactly "canal" nor "lake," but a natural
branch of water in a flat area where water can stagnate, i.e., a marshy area.
4. Vergote (1962, pp. 69-71), after reviewing the evidence presented by Gardiner and the
Greek evidence, argues that it is not certain that hn.t means "lake," and it may be "canal" or
a "branch of water," a watercourse or the like.
5. Goedicke (1963, pp. 83-84) examines several hieroglyphic texts and argues for the
translation of hn.t as "watercourse."
6. In his translation of the Late Egyptian story "Apophis and Seqenenre," Wente (1973, p. 79,
no. 4) adopts the translation "canal."
7. Cern " (CED), takes hn.tIHONE to mean "swampy lake" following Gardiner.
8. Westendorf (KHwb, p. 378) likewise follows Gardiner.
9. Cauville (1983, p. 127, no. 5) suggests that hn.t means "arms/branches of water."
10. Lesko (DLE, vol. 2, p. 120) cites the studies of Gardiner and Goedicke, but only gives
question marks for the translations of "swampy lake," "canal," and "watercourse." He then
blindly accepts Wente's translation "canal."
11. Vycichl (DELC, pp. 304-05) notes that HONE in Coptic has three meanings "canal," "water
of heaven," and "basin." He argues that Goedicke is closest to the mark in explaining the
meaning of hn.t and that it must mean "branch" of the Nile, or "canal" on the basis of an
inscription from Edfu.
Among Demotic scholars the same variance of meaning is also found.
12. H. S. Smith (1958, p. 93) translates "canal of Moeris."
13. Reymond (1966-67, p. 475, no. 28) translates "swampy land of Moeris" following Gardiner.
14. Ltiddeckens (1968, p. 21, no. 34) translates "Moeris-Kanal," but notes in his commentary
that, following Yoyotte, hn.t means neither "canal" nor "lake" but a "standing, low-lying,
water course."
15. Zauzich (1974, p. 73) gives the translation "canal," but in a later article (1977, p. 154) gives
"marshland."
16. This latter is followed by Harrauer and Vittmann (1985, p. 68).
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF TOWNS FROM DEMOTIC TEXTS WHICH HAVE BEEN NOTED TO BE ON

THE NORTH OR SOUTH SIDE OF THE t5 hn.t n Mi-wr
1. Tebtunis, on the south side, P. Cairo 30612/4, (Spiegelberg 1908a, pls. 21-22); P. Cairo
30617a/3 (Spiegelberg 1908a, pl. 27).
2. Dime, on the north side, (for discussion see Reymond 1965-66, pp. 433ff., and Reymond
1966-67, pp. 464ff.).
3. Heliopolis, on the south side, P. Michigan Dem. Inv. No. 4244.5c/5 (unpublished, see Nims
1947, p. 92).
4. Pr-grg-9w, on the south side, P. K61n 2411/6 (Liiddeckens 1968, p. 11).
5. Ps, on the south side, P. Lille 29/2 (Sottas 1921, p. 58).
6. Pr-grg, on the south side, P. Mil. Vogliano 24/5 (Bresciani and Pestman 1965, pp. 169-80).
7. Pr-grg-Dhwty, on the south and north side, P. Lille 49/10 and 71/9 (this appellation is
uncertain; de Cenival 1973, p. 122, suggests that the town simply had a north and south half;
however, it is also possible that the town straddled the hn.t).
8. Hawara, on the north side, P. Ash. dem. 13/2 (Reymond 1973, p. 96).
9. Philadelphia, on the north side, P. Tikas 7 (Cruz-Uribe, in press).
10. An unknown town in the division of Themistes (possibly Heliopolis), on the south side, P.
Loeb 64-65/3 (Spiegelberg 1931, pl. 35).
Reymond (1965-66, p. 438) has already noted that all towns in the Faiyum are listed as being
either north or south of the hn.t n Mi-wr.
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CHAPTER 9

THE KBN.WT VESSELS OF THE LATE PERIOD
JOHN COLEMAN DARNELL
The OrientalInstitute
A. B. Lloyd (1972a, 1972b, 1975a, 1977, and 1980) has taken up the problem of the early
history of the trireme in a series of articles, and has suggested that there is Egyptian evidence for
the existence of the trireme in the sixth century B.C. In JEA 58 (1972a, b), Lloyd proposed that
beginning with the Saite period we have the Egyptian word for Greek-style warship - kbn.t- and
attempted to use a portion of the Saite and Ptolemaic evidence for kbn.t in support of Herodotus'
statement that Necho had triremes built. Although in this original article Lloyd does not suggest that
kbn.t is always to be read specifically as "trireme," in a later article (1975a, p. 59, note 116) he
refers back to his JEA 58 contribution as justification for rendering kbn.(w)t in the Elephantine Stele
of Amasis as "triremes." Elsewhere, Lloyd summarizes his work on the proposed Egyptian
lexicographical evidence for the trireme only slightly more cautiously: "In Egyptian texts from the
Saite period we find references to ships called kbn.wt which are beyond all reasonable doubt wargalleys built for ramming of a totally un-Egyptian type."' Van't Dack and Hauben have followed
this definition; of kbn.wt they conclude:
Or a partir du temps des Saltes, on l'a r6gulibrement employ6 pour d6signer les galbres de
guerre baties d'aprbs des modbles 6trangers et munies d'un 6peron, plus parficulibrement
les trieres. Sous les Ptol6m6es le terme d6signe 6galement des types plus grands que les
tribres (Van't Dack and Hauben 1978, pp. 70-71).
D. Jones (1988, p. 148) also followed Lloyd's lead, and defines the term kbn.t as "later used to
describe trireme" 2
Herodotus in Book II.159.1 claims that Pharaoh Necho had ptlpc, constructed. According to
de Meulenaere, whom Lloyd cites at the beginning of his original discussion of kbn.t,
met de door Herodotos vermelde "tptlpFeg moeten ongetwijfeld kbn.t-schepen bedoeld zijn,

waarvan men den naam reeds in de 6de dynastie aantreft; het waren grote zeeschepen die
in den Sailtischen en Ptolemaeischen tijd ook wel als krijgsschepen gebruikt werden (de
Meulenaere 1951, pp. 60-61).
De Meulenaere doubted a Greek dominance in the Saite navy, and suggested that Herodotus
rather artificially and incorrectly rendered Egyptian kbn.t by Greek ptu'pFg. Lloyd took up de
Meulenaere's suggested equation of the rptlpFg; of Herodotus and the Egyptian kbn.wt vessels,
but turned de Meulenaere's argument around-for Lloyd, Late Period Egyptian kbn.t would
translate correctly and specifically Greek pt'lppEe.
1. Lloyd 1975b, p. 33; for kbn.wt in the index in 1988a, p. 329, Lloyd provides the rendition "ramming war-galleys."
2. LA V, col. 605, also follows Lloyd's view of the kbn.wt ships of the Late Period.
67
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The term kbn.t is used in a number of texts to refer to Greek-style warships, triremes amongst
them, in the Ptolemaic period. Lloyd is not correct, however, in making of this the exclusive and
primary meaning of the word in the Ptolemaic period, and he is not correct in attempting to use the
term in an argument for the presence of warships of Greek design, even triremes, in the Saite navy.
The evidence shows that the term kbn.t throughout the Late Period retains its original meaning of
"ocean-going vessel" (see Bietak 1988, p. 37). In the Saite and Persian period attestations of kbn.t,
the term encompasses more than simply warships, and when specific operations are described,
ramming and ship to ship combat is not even suggested. Kbn.t does not mean "warship"; even when
describing elements of the Ptolemaic high seas fleet it does not always signify vessels of the size of
a trireme. The word does not ever denote "warship" (although a vessel of war, among others, can
be a kbn.t), and any attempt at utilizing the word in a discussion of the trireme, or of Greek
involvement in the Saite navy, is misdirected.
The purpose of this essay is not to enter into the argument concerning the time and place of the
trireme's invention, but to examine the purported Egyptian lexicographic evidence for the trireme.
I. THE PTOLEMAIC EVIDENCE
ONLY ONCE IS THE TERM KBN.T TRANSLATED INTO GREEK, AND IT IS NOT

TRANSLATED AS "TRIREME" OR "WARSHIP" SPECIFICALLY
Lloyd does not discuss this occurrence of the term. In the Nabaireh version of the Decree of
Memphis, Ptolemy V Epiphanes "took care to send out troops, horses, and kbn.t ships in opposition
to those who came in order to fight against Egypt, on land as well as on sea." 3 The context suggests
warships, and the detailed determinative of kbn.wt shows a Hellenistic warship. The term kbn.t here
is rendered as br in Demotic and viEg in Greek (Spiegelberg 1922a, p. 123 no. 106; Daumas 1952,
p. 274, notes 1 and 2). The word is not translated as "trireme" in the Greek version of the decree,
showing that a simple equation of kbn.t with trireme is incorrect. The Greek vfieg, avoiding an
adjunct such as utxKpai, is also noncommittal as to whether the vessels were warships or not. 4
Furthermore, the term is rendered in Demotic as br, the 3&ptig, a river craft (Casson 1971, p. 341).
Neither the Greek nor the Demotic version uses a term which clearly designates a warship, and the
Demotic intends small river craft to be understood. This would be only the second attestation of
kbn.t as referring to a vessel in use on the Nile, 5 and the use here is explicable with reference to the
divisions of the Ptolemaic navy, and the strategy of defense in the Delta (see the following
section).
3. Urk. II.179.7-8; Spiegelberg 1922, p. 47; Ptolemy V elsewhere dispatches other kbn.wt vessels. See the discussion
of his Year 23 stelae in the next section.
4. According to Lloyd 1975a, p. 59, citing Morrison and Williams 1968, p.245, "the word vrriq 'by itself commonly
means a trieres."' Certainly, as GE-L, p. 1422, indicates, moiov "when distd. from v(g, without Adj., mostly
merchant-ship, or transport, as opp. ship of war." However, we do not have a group of clear merchantmen
mentioned for which vif eg might be the martial counterpart. As far as vaig referring to a warship, in contrast to
itdoiov, note that vuig is "rare in non-literary Hellenistic Greek,... itoiov being generally used" (ibid., p. 1162). If
vaii

here is simply an attempt at using a more "literary" term for rtdoiov, then even an implied yet
undemonstrable use of vaxg in contrast to unmentioned merchantmen is even more unlikely.
5. A vessel in the funereal crossing of the Nile in the Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tomb (#49) of Neferhotep is labeled
a kbn.t (Davies 1933, pls. 22-23). Wb. V.118.6 states that the kbn.t here is a bark carrying a sarcophagus, but this is

an error. When examined, the bark is referred to by the common term nim.t. The word kbn.t is found in a text
spoken by men on a small boat, who refer to the women on the larger craft behind them as being on a kbn.t. Is the
vessel an actual ocean-going vessel (it is shown as larger than the other boats), or is there some allusion here to
Hathor of Byblos (nb.t kbn.t), who assists the dead in his journey by making his steering oar (CT spell 61 = CT I,
p. 262)?
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THE TERM KBN.T REFERS TO OCEAN-GOING VESSELS

In two Ptolemaic examples, the term kbn.t is used in parallel with terms for riverine craft.
According to the Wb., the term kbn.t can have the meaning "warship." The Wb Beleg. volume gives
only one reference for this meaning, the naos Louvre C 123. In a portion of the laudatory text,
Ptolemy II Philadelphus is:
wsh m kbn.wt k q(?)q(5).w (Urk. 11.77.15)

These kbn.wt and q(?)q(?).w vessels are warships, as the martial tenor of the text in which this
excerpt is found suggests. Wb Beleg. V.14.8 should also have cited the parallel text on the stele
fragment Berlin 14400. In a list of epitheta, the ruler (Ptolemy Soter ?) is said to be:
mS
kbn

I

rp-qnw
dp(.w) nw itr

'h [yw n "h (?)]

These two texts indeed show kbn.t as a term for warships, but they also reveal that even here,
this is not the primary meaning of the term. The Berlin epithet contains two pairs of terms describing divisions of the Ptolemaic host. The first pair lists the two basic divisions of the land based
forces, the army (ms c) and the cavalry (hrp-qnw); the second pair describes two major divisions of
the naval forces. The dp(.w) nw itr stand for the Nile squadrons, which suggests that kbn.wt must be
the high seas fleet of the Mediterranean, Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean (Van't Dack and Hauben
1978, pp. 60-66). Similarly, in the Louvre C 123 text, the q(?)q(_).w are river craft,6 parallel to the
kbn.wt representing the ruler's ocean-going fleet. Neither q(?)q(?).w vessels nor dp.w nw itr denote
warships, but indicate rather riverine craft, warships from the contexts in which the terms are
employed.7 Similarly, kbn.t retains its original meaning of ocean-going vessel, known as a warship
only through the context in which the word is employed.
What might at first appear to be an exception in our corpus to the use of kbn.t to refer to an
ocean-going vessel occurs in the Nabaireh version of the Decree of Memphis. In the section of the
decree mentioned above (R 12 = Spiegelberg 1922a, p. 47; Urk. II 179), describing the measures
which Ptolemy V took to protect the borders of Egypt, the king is said to have sent out infantry,
cavalry, and boats. The Greek viegi is suitably vague and all inclusive (see above and note 9). The
Demotic br, however, the &pitg, suggests a riverine craft. On the basis of the Demotic text, the
corresponding hieroglyphic kbn.t could refer to P&ptq craft as well as riverine vessels. These,

6. Wb. V.14.5-8; Boreux 1924, pp. 231-34; Jones 1988, pp. 95, 146-47; Van't Dack and Hauben 1978, p. 71. Qq.w
vessels do not appear ever to have been employed in the open sea. A fragment of a text of Necho from Elephantine
(Junge 1987, pp. 66-67 and pl. 40c) preserves part of a list of the vessels forming apparently a flotilla accompanying the king on the occasion of a campaign against the Nubians, and lists among others a qq.t. Ch. Muller (1975, pp.
83-84) suggested that the vessels listed on the fragment were warships operating on the Red Sea (Spalinger
[1979a, p. 603, note 29] assumes a victory procession is mentioned; he also suggests [1977a, p. 244] that the stele
may provide "additional information regarding Necho's maritime policy" - this it does not provide). Given the
presence of an apparent royal bark, numerous transport vessels, and no clear troop ships, for Junge "insgesamt
macht die Flotte somit eher den Eindruck einer >>Hofflotte<< (1987, p. 67);" this is the more reasonable conclusion. The qq.t vessel(s?) mentioned here is but another example of the type as a river craft, not an example of an
exceptional use of a qq.t vessel in the sea (according to Junge [ibid., p. 66 note m] a qq.t was "mLglicherweise ein
leichtes schnelles Schiff zur Befehlstibermittlung und postalischen Kommunikation-etwa ein >>Depeschenschiff<<"). Miller and Junge read [ph (?)-] qq.t; on the order of reading of the line fragments on the stele see
Jansen-Winkeln 1989, p. 31.
7. According to Ch. Muller (1975, p. 84) the q(i)q(?) vessel as a "Kriegsschiff" is "gut belegt." This is incorrect; the
Wb. cites only Urk. II.77.15 for the word used to describe vessels of war, and the qq.t vessel on the stele of Necho
which Miller discussed may not even be a military vessel after all (see preceding note).
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smaller vessels for patrolling the mouths of the Nile, are to be expected in the context of defense of
the Delta; larger ships, and most ocean-going vessels, would be unexpected.
When Antigonos Monophthalmos attempted to invade Egypt in 306 B.C., and Demetrios
attempted landings on the Delta coast, Ptolemy Lagus used almost exclusively small vessels in his
defensive river patrols (Seibert 1969, pp. 215-19; Hauben 1975-76, pp. 267-71).8 Hauben notes
that this parallels the strategy of Nectanebo II, and asks whether a lack of maneuverability on the
part of triremes and polyremes, or a simple lack of triremes and polyremes, influenced Ptolemy's
strategy (Hauben 1975-76, pp. 269-70, note 8 [citing Diodorus XVI.47.6]).
Hauben (1975-76, pp. 268-69, notes 5 and 6) points out that seagoing vessels could at times
sail far up the Nile. 9 Many of the larger types of ancient warships, even triremes, were relatively
light, and could be drawn on shore by their crews at night, a procedure necessary to maintain the
speed and maneuverability of the vessel (Casson 1971, pp. 89-90).1o The time for extensive
operations on the Nile involving large and numerous vessels, regardless of their tonnage and draft
was, however, limited. August and September appear to have been the months of the greatest
traffic on the inundated Nile (see Bonneau 1964, pp. 96-101, 418-19); by January the level of the
Nile was so low that the river was closed to larger vessels until July at the earliest." The rushed
operations of Antigonos occurred in November,12 Antigonos attempting to take advantage of the

8. Diodorus XX.76.3 says that Ptolemy employed only riverine vessels; Pausanias 1.6.6 does claim that some triremes
were also used.
9. For the use of large vessels on the Nile only during the inundation, a logical but overlooked point, see Bonneau
1964, pp. 96-101 (note 2, p. 99 especially), 418-19.
10. Beaching was a precaution "taken to see that waterlogging did not add unwanted weight." As an indication of the
maneuverability of a heavy laden cargo vessel (with a ram-like cutwater), see the mosaic from Sousse showing
men wading ashore from an anchored vessel, carrying timbers (Dunbabin 1978, p. 270 ["Sousse 21"] and references); the men are not carrying lead ingots (see Meiggs 1982, pp. 529-30). According to Rostovtzeff (1926, p.
288, pl. 46, 2) "the mosaic furnishes a good illustration of the peculiar conditions of navigation in the shallow
Syrtes."
11. According to Le Pere 1822, 11 (Etat moderne) pp. 240-41: "La navigation du Nil d6pend absolument des crues et
du decroissement des eaux, qui en d6terminent la durde; car elle cesse successivement pour les bateaux d'apres
leur tirant d'eau ... Pendant les derniers temps du d6croissement du fleuve, c'est-h-dire pendant quatre 't cinq mois
de l'ann6e, depuis janvier jusqu'at la fin de juin, le Nil est peu navigable: les bancs de sable y rendent frequens les
6chouemens." See also the comments of Belon 1970, p. 101a. In this connection it is interesting to compare the evidence of the "Bodleian Archive on Corn Transport" from the 18th regnal year of Ptolemy Philometor (Reekmans
and Van't Dack 1952, pp. 149-95). The earliest document in the archive (Papyrus Bodleian Ms. Gr. class. d. 107 =
document no. 1) shows that a shipment of 750 artabae on Pharmouthi 24 (May 24) required more than one vessel
for transportation (t&plo4[a]). Perhaps two vessels were involved, for on Pharmouthi 29 (c. 69 = document no. 5), a
single vessel carries just under half the Pharmouthi 24 load- 350 artabae ("the smallest cargo mentioned in our
archive" [ibid., p. 178]). These loads suggest extreme caution and extremely low water levels; even vessels of 600
artabae capacity were small (Bonneau 1964, p. 98). The documents for late June show an increase in single vessel
loads (c. 67 = document no. 3 [Pachon 18], 654 artabae; d. 108 + fr. c. 106 = document no. 4 [Pachon 22], 600
artabae; e. 105 = document no. 6 [Pachon], 250 artabae; c. 68 + fr. d. 109 + fr. e. 106], 1126 artabae). The largest,
however (1126 artabae), may have been excessive for the time of year, and the vessel carrying that load is noted
as shipwrecked. On July 28 (24 Payni) the water was at a sufficient height to allow a vessel loaded with 1300
artabae to proceed unhindered (d. 106 + fr. d. 109 = document no. 7). The best months for these shipments would
have been August and September; navigation from January to late June would have been difficult, and these papyri
demonstrate this. May and early June saw only small loads; shipments increase in size in June, although a prematurely large cargo is shipwrecked. By late July, when the river should have begun rising appreciably, the largest
ship load of the archive is underway.
12. According to Seibert (1969, p. 221), Antigonos left Egypt at the end of November.
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height of the Nile and to press on to Memphis with his fleet.13 Because of the imminent fall of the
Nile, Antigonos risked sending his navy to Egypt through the inclement Mediterranean weather,
and departed Egypt in defeat at the end of November, when there remained for him no more than a
month for moving his fleet to Memphis, where the fall of the inundation would have forced the
invading vessels to remain until the coming July. 14 What Antigonos attempted was theoretically
possible, and much later the fleet of an Arab Syria did raid Cairo. 5 Ptolemy's defenses were,
however, sufficient to hold off the forces of Antigonos.
Ptolemy could not know how long Antigonos might harass Egypt, and long term coastal patrols
sent against the would-be invaders would have to cope with the low Nile as well as with the inundation. If Antigonos succeeded in pushing up the Nile towards Memphis, Ptolemy's forces could
hope to hold back the invasion long enough for the declining Nile to stop Antigonos' ships.
Ptolemy's vessels would have to be small and light enough to remain operational after Antigonos'
ships had all run aground. Vessels patrolling the Nile, and those attempting to enter the Nile from
the Mediterranean, would also have to cope with the treacherous mouths of the Nile. According to
J. M. Le Pare, in the Descriptionde l'Egypte :
On appelle boghdaz, en Egypte, les passes 6troites et p6rilleuses des bouches du Nil ' la
mer. Ces bouches sont ferm6es par les sables que les flots de la mer, agit6s par les vents du
large et combattus par le courant des eaux du fleuve, y d6posent au point d'6quilibre oti ces
forces viennent se briser. Ces bancs de sable varient suivant les saisons et l'action plus ou
moins grande des vents, en sorte que ceux qui forment la barre qu'on trouve ordinairement
aux bouches du Nil, changent souvent de position, et rendent sans cesse n6cessaires aux
navigateurs les soins d'un pilote ... mais cette surveillence continuelle d'un pilote n'est pas
toujours suffisante pour pr6venir les accidens (Le Pere 1822, pp. 236-39).
Even during the height of the inundation these boghaz could be treacherous (Le Pere 1822, p.
238).16 Patrol vessels would need to be capable of operating within the boghaz while attacking
ships were running aground, and should be able to venture easily out of the mouths of the Nile. The
short period of the high Nile, the lack of maneuvering space within the channels of the Nile, and
the boghdz at the mouths of the Nile, all suggest the use of small vessels for year round defense of
the Nile. This was in fact the situation which obtained during the Roman period, when small craft
13. Bonneau (1964, pp. 77-78) misunderstood Antigonos' strategy, and assumed that the inundation prevented the
naval operations of Demetrios. These were hampered by Ptolemy and his small vessels. The operations which the
officers decline to carry out due to the inundation (Diodorus XX.76, cited by Bonneau, p. 78, note 1) are land
operations, proposed as a last hope of invasion after the failure of the primary, naval plan.
14. Compare the text cited by Bonneau 1964, p. 99, note 2. The desire to take advantage of what remained of the high
Nile in order to reach Memphis with an ocean-going fleet explains why Antigonos risked his fleet and then withdrew when he did. This supports Hauben's view of Antigonos' primary strategy.
15. al-Maqrizi, Al-Mawdciz wal-Itibar bi-Dhikr al-Khitat wal-Athdr II 181, 6 et passim (1853); Le Pere (1822, p. 241)
points out that a caravelle of 24 cannon sailed from Damietta to Cairo in 1778 during the inundation. Ocean-going
ships were often outfitted at Cairo during the Middle Ages (see Popper 1951, pp. 11-15).
16. The boghaz of Damietta was less dangerous than that of Rosetta; according to de la Laune (as quoted by Douin
1922, p. 15): "Le Bogaz de Damiette, plus resserr6 que celui de Rosette, offre une passe plus commode. I1 y a toujours au moins 7 pieds d'eau. De gros batiments, et mame des ch6becs de 14 pibces de canon le passent en tout
temps avec la pr6caution de s'all~ger auparavant..." Invading warships carrying men, equipment, and supplies,
operating under active opposition from land and river based forces, would have difficulty discharging their loads
before entering the mouth of the river, and then taking on their cargo again before proceeding upriver. Seibert
states: "Der Auftrag der Flotte [des Antigonos] lautete zuniichst, Truppen an Land zu setzen" (1969, p. 218). As
Hauben has remarked, however, the fleet was meant to proceed to Memphis. Considering the problems caused by
the boghdz, the army would need to land in order to lighten the vessels and protect them from the Lagid forces, as
the fleet navigated through the treacherous Nile mouths.
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gtov6Kporot were routinely employed for patrol duties on the Nile
(Hauben 1975-76, p. 269, note 6).17 The Byzantines made use of dromonaria and akatia in
patrolling the mouths of the Nile, and "two-banked craft were never assigned such duty" (Casson
such as

W(pptXza,

8iKpotot, and

1971, p. 154, note 63).18

Primarily the difficulty of operating large ships in the narrow confines of a river choked with
small enemy vessels, rather than any consideration of the draft of larger vessels, is likely to be
behind Ptolemy's apparently exclusive use of small vessels in defending Egypt against the planned
naval invasion by Antigonos Monophthalmos.
Br is not a term which would apply to a trireme, and the context of riverine defense speaks
against the use of triremes, and large warships in general. The kbn.wt vessels mentioned in the
Nabaireh text correspond to small, traditional Egyptian vessels in the Demotic text (Casson 1971,
p. 341).19 To be consistent with their task on the Nile, and in keeping with the corresponding
Demotic br, the kbn.wt should be small vessels. How does one explain this use of the term kbn.t,
which should designate an ocean-going vessel?
Under certain conditions, vessels of the high seas fleet, almost always smaller ratings of the
fleet, could be assigned duty on the Nile, augmenting the rtootoqXw ~e (Rostovtzeff 1940, pp.
367-76; Hauben 1975-76, p. 269, note 6; Van't Dack 1976, pp. 79, 97-98; Van't Dack and Hauben
1978, pp. 61, 80). These tXokc 0 ca ote could conceivably be referred to as kbn.wt vessels in
hieroglyphic Egyptian, and were of Greek design, consistent with the determinative given to kbn.wt
in the Nabaireh text. 20 From the general vifeg of the Greek text, the Demotic and hieroglyphic
editions of the decree of Memphis detail the two sorts of craft which Ptolemy used in his defense of
the Nile-riverine craft such as the Kovroo Kci 60 OttlKp6tp
rFXX
which figure in Appien's
description of the navy of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (Van't Dack 1976, p. 99, note 5; Van't Dack and
Hauben 1978, p. 69), the Demotic br; and small ratings of the ocean-going fleet assigned duty on
the Nile as ntoia a0dcciyta, the triremes mentioned by Pausanias as part of Ptolemy's defensive
fleet, the hieroglyphic kbn.wt. 21 In the context of defense of the Delta, these small ocean going

17. Note the single banked galley filled with soldiers on patrol in the inundated Delta in the Palestrina mosaic (see
conveniently Strong 1976, p. 72, fig. 29; the color illustration in Bowman 1986, p. 11, fig. 1; and the close-up in
Casson 1971, fig. 116).
18. The naval engagements carried out by the Byzantine Emperor Leo against the Arab fleets in 717 and 718, operating out of the Golden Horn, illustrate well the advantages of a few vessels engaging great fleets of large vessels in
a confined water where maneuvering space and not depth of water was the major issue. Jean Coppin gives a brief
account of Nilotic pirates, who toiled with motives different from those with which we may hope the earlier Nile
patrols operated, but with the same object - stopping large vessels on the Nile: "Comme nous ffimes proches de la
pointe de l'isle de Delta, ofi le Nil fait ses deux branches, l'on nous avertit de nous tenir davantage sur nos gardes,
parce que les voleurs y sont le plus souvent avec des petits batteaux" (1971, p. 174 = [41]).
19. According to Van't Dack and Hauben (1978, p. 70) "il est probable que beaucoup de ces punts [the iovto4(r
Ptolemy Lagus used to defend the Delta] et des autres JtKp6tep 6taient d'origine indigene."

which

20. Compare graffiti at Gebel Silsileh apparently showing these smaller warships patrolling the Nile (see Preisigke
and Spiegelberg 1915, pls. 10 [#158], 15 [#233]).
21. This parallels Ramses III's description of his preparation of the Delta against the Sea Peoples, large rng vessels
and smaller br boats being sent to block the mouths of the Nile (MH I pl. 46, line 20 = KRI V 48, 8-9). If the
determinative given to br in the Medinet Habu text actually does show a lion's head at the prow of the boat, then
the Egyptian vessels depicted in the sea battle scene may be br coasters. This could then explain the "peculiar"
elements which disturbed Casson (1971, pp. 37-38). The use of br vessels to carry soldiers is attested elsewhere
from the Ptolemaic period (Merzagora 1929, p. 127, note 6). Compare also G. M611er's interpretation of the type of
marine troop X4pcpeig mentioned by Aristagoras. M611er (1920, p. 78) suggests that Egyptian br, Greek if&ptq
may be an element in the word, and Lloyd (1988a, p. 187) on this basis suggests "'men of the baris, boatmen' (?)."
On the parallelism between kbn.t and br, see also below, note 54.
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warships would easily fill a gap in the capabilities of the lighter br craft. According to Br6mond,
concerning the port of Rosetta:
les marchandises gros(s)es et de grand poids sont port6es sur de longs batteaux, plats au
fonds, dict germes, que peuvent sortir sur ces bans de sable, et qui pechent peu d'eau, mais
au moindre mauvais tamps, en mer, sont facilles a naufrager en ceste coste orageuse
(1974, p. 14 = [37]).
Such flat bottomed riverine vessels would be ideal for patrolling the mouths of the Nile, but
would require augmentation by the small vessels of the ocean going navy in order to engage an
incoming fleet and to pursue a retiring enemy. 22 As a precedent for using small craft defending the
mouths of the Nile, one can cite Ptolemy Lagus; for patrolling the mouths of the Nile with triremes
at sea, one could perhaps cite Ptolemy Lagus again, and certainly the thirty triremes which
Alexander left in Egypt under the command of Polemon, charged with guarding the Nile mouths
(Hauben 1972, p. 63).
The vessels of Ptolemy's fleet were probably of Greek and Phoenician manufacture, so a
translation of kbn.wt as "warships of non-Egyptian design and manufacture" is connoted, yet the
primary meaning of kbn.t is "ocean-going vessel," and even in the Nabaireh text of the decree of
Memphis kbn.t retains this meaning.
THE KBN.WT VESSELS ARE OFTEN ASSOCIATED SPECIFICALLY WITH THE LEVANT

The only Ptolemaic example of kbn.t for which Lloyd attempts to discuss the word in the context of the Egyptian text is on the Satrap Stele of Ptolemy Lagus (Urk. II.15.3).23 The portion of
text in question is Urk. II.15.2-10:

11

,

22. A connection with the sea is also provided by the use of wd-wrym/O6Xir

against whom the kbn.wt were sent out.
23. The stele is dated year 7 of Alexander II.

in describing the origin of the foes
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Lloyd renders this section as:
He mustered the Greeks in great numbers together with their horses and many kbnt-ships
with their crews. He marched with his army against the land of Syria. They [sc. the Syrians]
fought against him when he entered amongst them, his heart being stout like a falcon in
pursuit of §fnw birds, so that he conquered them in one battle. He brought back to Egypt all
their chiefs, their horses, their kbnt-ships and their treasures (1972a, p. 274).
For Lloyd, the first kbn.wt vessels mentioned in the section are those of Ptolemy, the others
being the vessels of Antigonos. By rendering Hw-Nbwt as "Greeks," he associates Ptolemy's
kbn.wt vessels with Greek crews. 24 According to Lloyd, the kbn.wt vessels manned by crews of the
H.w-Nbwt refer to "the Ptolemaic battle fleet of Greek war galleys" (Lloyd 1972a, p. 275).
Vandersleyen has shown, however, that the term Hw-Nbwt does not mean exclusively
"Greeks," even during the Ptolemaic period; from his investigation, "il resort que Haou-nebout n'a
jamais eu dans l'usage le sens sp6cifique de <<Grecs>>" (Vandersleyen 1971, pp. 139-74).25 Not
expecting that Ptolemy should assemble Phoenicians in preparation for an expedition into Asia,
Vandersleyen suggests that the passage begins with a shortened version of a standard
Kdnigsnovelle conceit - an uprising occurs, is reported, and the king in righteous rage storms forth
to crush the enemy. Vandersleyen proposes that this is the content of lines Urk. II.15.2-3, wherein
he would read H?w-Nbwt as the subject of stwt, and n as "contra." For him the HIw-Nbwt are the
foes of Ptolemy, and both mentions of the kbn.wt vessels refer to the conveyances of the Asiatic
foe.
24. Brugsch already rendered H?w-Nbwt here as "Ioniens" (1871, pp. 3, 10).
25. Vandersleyen concludes [pp. 152-53] that H1Lw-Nbwt must be rendered as "Greeks" only in the Second Decree of
Philae and in the Harris Stele. Perdu (1985, p. 107, note o), discussing line 10 of the "Stele of Naples," revives the
suggestion of Vercoutter (1949, p. 201) that the late writings of Nbw in H.?w-Nbw as though it were to be read
Nb.wy, "the Two Lords," are examples of a new meaning applied to the term during the Ptolemaic period: "ceux
qui sont autour (dans l'entourage) du double maitre," the Greeks supporting the king. This "new etymology" cannot
be demonstrated, and from the time of Ptolemy II Philadelphus "ceux qui sont autour du double maitre" would have
suggested an Egyptian translation of the Greek oilIrp't Tilv xo~Aiv iXeicrot jtstot, the native Egyptian bodyguard established by Ptolemy II (Urk. 11.42.5-11; Winnicki 1989a, pp. 228-29). The conclusion of DesrochesNoblecourt and Kuentz (1968, p. 149, note 70) is to be retained: the writings of nbw as Nb.wy are examples of "la
confusion, phon6tique et graphique, du duel masculin avec le pluriel masculin et f6minin." The text which Perdu
discusses refers to Sematawtefnakht's preservation by Heryshef-Re during the 9h n HLw-Nbw, with the determinative
.Perdu reads "l'offensive des Grecs"; he assumes that the battle of Issos is meant (1985, p. 108, note t;
Limme (1983, pp. 326, 328) also reads HIw-Nbw in this passage as referring to people). IjHw-Nbwt can refer both
to "un type de population" and is found "oppos6 a t et a h'st, ce qui en fait une r6gion naturelle" (LA II, col. 1053).
The determinative of H?w-Nbw in the Stele of Naples allows for the term being purely geographic. Taking 4?h
as
referring not to a single battle, but encompassing a number of engagements, reading "war, campaign, state of
war," Th.?
n H,?w-Nbw should be understood as "the Levantine campaign," encompassing all of the battles from Issos
through Gaza (for a late example of 9h referring to a state of war over a potentially long period of time, compare
Papyrus Krall IX 10-12, where h will be in the district and mlh in the city until the armor is brought out of the city
of Djura). Issos was a shock to the Persian held Levant, but only with the fall of Gaza and the reduction of Persian
sea power was the fall of the Egyptian satrapy inevitable. The reason for Alexander's drive to Egypt was the
control of the eastern Mediterranean littoral, and 9h n Hw-Nbw well describes the campaign which began at Issos
and ended at Pelusium (Ehrenberg 1926, pp. 8-13; Fuller 1954, pp. 93-94). Rather than referring back to HwNbw, the sn of smn sn in the following line (11) could refer to Asia, Stt in line 10 (in note r on p. 108, Perdu indeed
recognizes that here "le pays vaut pour ses habitants suivant une m6tonymie d'un emploi courant dans les textes
6gyptiens" [compare sn referring back to lands also given purely geographic determinatives in Vercoutter 1949, p.
155: #48]). Also possible is a reading of sn in smissn as a use of the third person plural suffix pronoun as a writing
of the passive (NAG § 269; KDG §326; DG §248), sn here written as a classicizing archaism for %w/OY.The
passage in question on the Stele of Naples should be read: "During the Levantine campaign, when you drove back
the Asiatics, you protected me. Millions were slain round about me, but not one could lift his hand against me."
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We might not expect Ptolemy to gather together "Phoenicians" before an expedition into SyriaPalestine, but grammatically this is the best understanding of the passage. A reflexive use of stwt,
"to assemble," appears to be otherwise unattested, and taking stwt as a passive is little
improvement, suggesting that the H-w-Nbwt were roused by some nameless Syrian foe. If a
reflexive use of the verb were allowed, for the sake of argument, the HI-w-Nbwt might well
"assemble" against someone, but what of the kbn.wt vessels? The components of the military force
listed in lines Urk. II.15.2-3 are arranged in a chiastic manner: people (HJw-Nbwt Ww) and their
conveyances (smsm sn); conveyances (kbn(.wt) "kw) and their people (m# Csn). HIw-Nbwt and
kbn(.wt) are parallel, either coordinate objects, or coordinate subjects. It is thus not possible to read
that the HIw-Nbwt assembled against Ptolemy together with the paraphernalia of war; rather one
would have to understand that the Hw-Nbwt and kbn.wt vessels assembled against Ptolemy. The
independent action imparted to the ships when Hw-Nbwt is taken as a subject of stwt is both unexpected and undesirable. For the preposition n as "against" a person, Vandersleyen (1971, p. 148,
note 5) cites Erman, NAG §600 no. 5 and Wb. 11.193.11. As these authors have recognized, there
are occasions on which the object of the preposition n must be understood as being acted "against,"
yet this is not so much a meaning inherent in the preposition as a function of the translation into
English, based on the nature of the action performed "n, someone." 26 The reflexive use of stwt
being otherwise unattested, this point is moot. All things considered, the best understanding of Urk.
11.15.2-3 is: "He (Ptolemy Lagus) assembled numerous Phoenicians and their horses, numerous
kbn vessels and their crews." 27
Accepting Vandersleyen's understanding of the H~iw-Nbwt as Phoenicians, but rejecting his
rendering of the passage from the Satrap Stele, we find that Ptolemy I assembled certain
Phoenicians, with cavalry, and kbn.wt vessels with crews, before he went out against Syrians, 28 who
also disposed of Phoenician vessels (kbn.wt ships). This does not present the problem which
compelled Vandersleyen to his suggestions regarding the passage; rather, the Satrap Stele actually
alludes to specific events in 315 B.C., which reveal that Ptolemy Lagus did indeed assemble
Phoenicians and their vessels, and which relate the origin of the kbn.wt vessels which Ptolemy later
captured from the "Asiatic" foe.

26. On n "adversatif," see also Perdu 1985, p. 106-07, note n.
27. If H5w-Nbwt were read as the subject of a verb stwt with a meaning other than "to assemble," one could suggest
stwt n with Meeks 1979, p. 276, no. 79.2837, citing KRI II 242, 8, as "se joindre a, s'associer a." This would yield
"The numerous H.?w-Nbwt ... were allied with him/took his part."
28. Vandersleyen (1971, p. 149), recognizing that there is no clear referrent for the sn of line Urk. 11.15.5 (wn.sn hr
h? hn (-f), suggests that "sn s'expliquerait par une allusion aux nombreux personnages cit6s au d6but, mieux
qu'avec la terre de ~Hr qui d6signe une r6gion et non un peuple." Vandersleyen can do this by assuming that the
H3w-Nbwt are the enemy, and array themselves against Ptolemy. As the text must be read to say that Ptolemy
Lagus assembled the HIw-Nbwt, the enemy and the referent for sn in line 5 must be sought elsewhere (the sn in
wn asn hr h? hn 'sf should have the same referent as the sn in the immediately following qf m-hnw= sn; t? hn
here is thus better understood as "to fight with" in its hostile use, and not "to fight with" as rendering assistance [in
which use the sn of wnssn hr ~h' hn fcould have referred to the Hw-Nbwt whom Ptolemy had assembled]; on
h? hn C,see Morschauser 1985, p. 173, note 399). In spite of Vandersleyen's misgivings, a country name can represent its inhabitants and provide a referent for a pronoun referring to them (see below, note 38) - the sn of
wn sn hr h? hn ;f could refer back to jjI r. In the present text there is yet another possibility. In note a on p. 15 of
Urk. II, Sethe notes that the signs of the apparent n(y) j1rw in p? t? n(y) irw are arranged as
,,0 which
suggests the possibility of reading the group as n? H.rw, the whole as pl t0 (n - haplography) n] Hfrw, "the land
of the Syrians," n? //rw being Ptolemy's enemies, and the referent for sn in lines Urk. II.15.5-6. Compare line 22
of Stele Cairo 50048 (Gauthier and Sottas 1925): Ptolemy takes care of the divine images of Egyptian deities
which were carried off from Egypt r p? t p? Afr p? t n? Ir.w in the time of the Medes - p tf n? Hr.w parallel to
p? t n Hr.w (see also line 9 of the same stele, and Spiegelberg 1922a, p. 219, no. 469; p. 220, no. 477).
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According to Diodorus XIX.58, Antigonos entered Phoenicia in 315 B.C. intent on acquiring a
fleet. He found it necessary to arrange for the construction of new vessels because, according to
Diodorus, Ptolemy Lagus had shortly before taken all of the Phoenician vessels to Egypt. This is
what the Satrap Stele records in Urk. 11.15.2-3 - Ptolemy collected Phoenicians, their horses, and
their ships. 2 9 Following this mention of preparatory defensive measures taken in the year 315
B.C., 3 0 the line beginning &mpw ir.njfcommences the description of the events of 312 B.C., the
year of Ptolemy's victory at Gaza. 3 1 After the battle, Tyre and Sidon abandoned Antigonos' side
and joined Ptolemy. Sidon was one of the three Phoenicians cities (the others being Tripolis and
Byblos) in which Antigonos had set up naval arsenals for his new fleet (Diodorus XIX.58). There
Ptolemy would have found some of the new "Byblian" vessels of Antigonos. 32 The capture of
kbn.wt vessels from the "Asiatic" enemy mentioned in Urk. 11.15.9 thus alludes both to Antigonos'
construction of a fleet in Phoenicia beginning in 315 B.C., and to Ptolemy Lagus' capture of
Antigonos' Phoenician naval arsenals following the battle of Gaza in 312 B.C. The pithy text of this
small portion of the Satrap Stele fits well with what Diodorus Siculus tells us of Phoenician naval
allegiances and activities between 315 and 312 B.C. 3 3 The Hw-Nbwt of the stele are Phoenicians,
and the kbn.wt are the ships which Ptolemy pulled out of the Phoenician ports in the face of
Antigonos' advance. Kbn.t is here used in the old sense of "ocean-going vessel," and in reference
to vessels constructed in Phoenicia, and initially operating from there - all nuances of the term
kbn.t are understood and exploited in the text of the Satrap Stele. 34

29. For horses and native cavalry in later Ptolemaic Coele-Syria (specifically in the Ammonitis), see Rostovtzeff 1922,
pp. 25-26, 167-68; Pr6aux 1939a, pp. 214-15; for Levantine land forces in the early Ptolemaic period, compare the
Jewish soldiers mentioned in the "Letter" of Aristeas, § 13; on foreigners in general in Ptolemaic forces, see
Peremans 1972, pp. 67-76, and Van't Dack 1976, pp. 90-95; on the ships, see Van't Dack and Hauben 1978, pp.
84-85. For Phoenicians in the Saite military, see below, note 70.
30. As Seibert (1969, pp. 143-44) points out, Ptolemy's evacuation of Phoenicia shows that the new ruler of Egypt was
"rein defensiv eingestellt."
31. The gathering of men, horses, and ships should not refer to the preparations for the battle of Gaza, for naval operations directly connected with this action are unattested. Bouch6-Leclerq (1903, p. 47, note 2; p. 106, note 1) recognized this, and also connected the references to ships with the year 315 B.C., but assumed a reference to "la victoire
remport6e en 315 par Polyclitos 'a Aphrodisias, sur la c6te de Cilicie." For him, however, the kbn.wt gathered by
Ptolemy and those which he captured from his foe all refer to vessels in action in 315 B.C., the section being for him
a jumble of events from 315 and 312 B.c. Bouch6-Leclerq (ibid., p. 52, note 3) incorrectly assumes that the retreat
by Ptolemy out of Syria-Palestine is mentioned in the Satrap Stele by the bringing back of spoils recorded in lines
Urk. 11.15.9-10.
32. Diodorus XIX.62 states that Antigonos' fleet in 315 consisted of 120 new, Phoenician-built vessels, and refers to
him leaving some at Tyre. Ptolemy may have captured all of Antigonos' Tyrian squadron following Gaza.
33. Lloyd (1972a, pp. 273-74) simply states that "the text [the Satrap Stele] concentrates on the military campaigns in
Syria between 320 and 312 B.c. but it also hints at the wide-ranging and highly successful naval operations conducted by Ptolemy in the Eastern Mediterranean."
34. Phoenician naval engineers are attested working at Alexandria (Fraser 1972, pp. 429-30), and the timber for
Ptolemaic vessels - even the completed vessels themselves - were furnished by foreign cities (Rostovtzeff 1922,
p. 123; Wilcken 1925, pp. 93-99; Pr6aux 1939a, p. 41); the use of native Egyptian wood in Ptolemaic warship construction is attested once (Fraser and Roberts 1949, pp. 289-94), but only for the ivopvi{o, an upper defensive
work, not the hull (see also Casson 1971, p. 89, note 59). For the sort of wooden ship's parts which Nepherites I
sent to Agesilaos, see Kienitz 1953, pp. 79-80. Note that in India, Alexander had a fleet manned by Phoenicians,
Cypriots, Carians, and Egyptians - Egyptians and Hw-Nbwt (Arrian VI. 1.6).
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The section of the Satrap Stele discussed here (the portion given in Urk. 1.15.2-10) should be
rendered:
He assembled numerous Phoenicians and their cavalry,
numerous kbn.wt -vessels and their crews.
He advanced with his host against the land of the Syrians;
they fought against him;
he entered among them, violent like a falcon 35 in pursuit of small fowl, 3 6
with the result that he conquered them at once.
To Egypt he brought all their chiefs, their horses, their kbn.wt vessels, and
all their marvels.
Also of bearing on the discussion of the meaning of kbn.t in the Late Period is the observation
that the naval affairs of the Ptolemies were to a large extent in the hands of Egyptians and
Levantines. 37 Many non-combattant sailors were Egyptians, and the i4ntP3t-xt appear to have been
predominantly Egyptian "pendant toute la p6riode hell6nistique, jusqu'aux derniers jours de
l'empire lagide" (Van't Dack and Hauben 1978, pp. 84-89, 90-92).38 Along with this strong
Egyptian presence, Phoenicians must have filled many sailing and marine roles; Van't Dack and
Hauben (ibid., p. 89) quote Plutarch's account of a centurion speaking to Antony, before the battle
of Actium, of his desire to fight on land rather than in ships Aiy'nrttot MctIoivteICg v OC ionl
a v (Antonius 64.2).39 Whatever a vessel's design origin, it is unlikely that Greeks were
pa Yoa
ever predominant in the complement of a Ptolemaic fleet, but Phoenicians may have been present
in sufficient numbers for one always to suspect the influence of the ethnicity of a ship's crew in the
use of the term kbn.t. The kbn.wt vessels of the Ptolemies were probably not filled with Greeks. 40
Two stelae dated to year 23 of Ptolemy V Epiphanes refer to kbn.wt vessels operating in the
wid-wr, under the command of Aristonikos (Daressy 1911, p. 6, line 28 of the stele; idem 1917, p.
178, line 15 of the stele [Cairo Museum No. d'entr6e 44901]).41 As Daressy understood the text, the
stelae apparently refer to preparations which Ptolemy made for receiving from Rome the expected
allotments of former Seleukid held lands, allotments expected but never received. Later there is
mention of Aristonikos' capture of the Phoenician city Arados, apparently utilizing these same

35. Literally "shm of heart like (that of) a falcon." For shm lb as "violent," see Piankoff 1930, p. 37; Fecht 1972, pp.
139-40.
36. Reading Ifn.w as a form of If (as did Wb. IV.455.3 Beleg.; this equation was questioningly suggested in Wb.
IV.460.3); the translation is that of Edgerton and Wilson 1936, p. 60, note 4a for MH II, pl. 68, 4.
37. Many of the vessels of the early Ptolemaic navy were constructed in Asia Minor and Cyprus (Wilcken 1925, pp.
93-99).
38. See Winnicki (1989a, p. 227, note 46) on the possibility that the Egyptians involved in the Chremonidan war were
"die Mannschaft der Expeditionsschiffe."
39. On the Cypro-Phoenician fleet of Alexander, a portion of which was detached under Polemon to guard the mouths
of the Nile, see Hauben 1972, pp. 58-65, and the references cited there.
40. Line 9 of the Naukratis stele of Nectanebo (text in Erman and Wilcken 1900, p. 130) appears to associate maritime
imports into Egypt, as well as the wid-wr itself, with the Hw-Nbwt (see Vandersleyen 1971, p. 146).
41. On the date of the stelae, Walbank 1979, p. 189, note 128, and references given there. On Aristonikos, see Otto
1934, p. 2, note 6 and Chevereau 1985, p. 194. It has not yet been possible to examine these stelae in the Cairo
Museum. The stele which Daressy published in RdT 38 appears to show the kbn.wt vessels followed by by.w

vessels (see D. Jones 1988, p. 136 [#27], to which add the Year 23 Stelae references). In RdT 33 (p. 6, line 28), the
n of kbn(.t) appears to be written after kby (note that the k over the b has become a gold sign) and before by(.w),

probably a copying or typesetting error (less likely is an orthography of kbn.t without the n [for kbn.t as kby.t, see
James 1962, p. 101, note 16 (= XX B, 11)] as the nw-pot would then be superfluous).
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forces. 42 Aristonikos recruited for the Ptolemaic host in Greece, 43 and some of these kbn.wt vessels
which the Year 23 stelae record as operating in the wd-wr may have come with their mercenary
crews from Greece. Most of the ships' crews, however, are likely to have been composed of
Egyptians and Phoenicians. Although Epiphanes may have needed troops from Greece, he was in
the position to offer Egyptian vessels and their crews to the Achaean league (Bouch6-Leclerq 1903,
pp. 395-98). The theater of operations with which the stelae are concerned is Phoenicia. The
kbn.wt vessels here are warships, and perhaps also transport vessels, plying the eastern
Mediterranean, fighting and landing near Byblos itself. Although they were warships and probably
of Greek design, their crews are not likely to have been Greek, and they are foremost ocean-going
vessels in the eastern Mediterranean, as were the old kbn.wt ships.
All of the Late Period examples of the term kbn.t which Lloyd cites do appear to refer to warships; other examples which he does not cite refer to transport vessels.
THE TERM KBN.T REFERS TO CARGO VESSELS

None of these examples are discussed by Lloyd, and until now only one has been mentioned in
connection with a study of kbn.wt vessels in the Late Period. In the Pithom Stele of Ptolemy II
Philadelphus, the term kbn.t occurs three times, always with a rather detailed determinative. Two
of these occurrences (Urk. 11.86.10 and 87.11) are within a long section recording the martial
prowess of the king. While detailed, neither determinative gives any indication of the presence of a
ram. In the section of the stele dealing with the foundation of Ptolemais theron, rp 6 g TI O jlp (To
'kXp v-uov (Strabo, Geography 16.4.7) in Abyssinia, 44 Ptolemy II Philadelphus dispatches a group
of ships down the eastern canal and into the Red Sea. The flotilla is described as "his great fleet,
consisting of four kbn.w(t) ships" (Urk. 11.100.15). The foundation of Ptolemais theron, as later
described in the stele, indicates that the expedition brought farming equipment and cattle, presumably transported by the four kbn vessels, a task for which triremes, and warships in general,
were not suited. 45 Furthermore, if one examines the determinative given to kbn.t in this passage,
neither hint of a ram nor evidence of an elaborate aphlaston aft is given. The vessel is a round bottomed transport ship. 46 Just as the vessels which the pharaohs dispatched to Punt were kbn.t ships,
so the flotilla which Ptolemy II sent to the Red Sea consisted of kbn.t ships. Again kbn.t retains its
old meaning.
Two final Ptolemaic examples of the word give further evidence for kbn.t in the old sense of
eastern, ocean-going vessel. Kurth (1980, pp. 153-67) has examined the use of the term kbn.t in a
wine offering scene in Edfu III 241, 11-242, 2, and attempts to use the occurrence of the term kbn.t
in the epitheta of Ptolemy VIII to date the assumed original version of the scene and its annotations
to the Saite period. Kurth's understanding of the meaning of kbn.t in the scene must be questioned.
Ptolemy VIII in the wine offering scene is referred to as "king of Egypt, ruler (hq?) of Fenekhu,
who controls (sip) the kbn.t vessels in the sea." Kurth, following the works of Lloyd, renders kbn.t
here as "kbn.t -Kriegsschiffe (griechische Kampfschiffe)," and concludes that this is a reference to
Egyptian control of the sea. The determinative could refer to a warship, but the context does not
42. For the fate of Phoenician Arados under Ptolemy VI, see Otto 1934, p. 66 (and note 4).
43. Perhaps mentioned in line 23 of the decree (Daressy 1911, p. 7).
44. On the location of Ptolemais theron, see I. Hofmann 1975, pp. 85-94; Darnell (forthcoming), and the references
cited there.
45. On elephant transports, see Krebs 1965, pp. 96-101.
46. The sign in fact closely resembles the determinative provided for kbn.t in the earliest attestations of the word, in
the Old Kingdom text Urk. I.134.15 and 17, which itself recounts a voyage to Punt. Wb. V.118.5 mistakenly lists the
occurrence of kbn.t in Urk. 11.100.15 as an example of the term kbn.t referring to a warship.
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necessarily call for this. In the scene, the goddess Uto is referred to as the one "to whom the
Fenekhu sail (south), bearing their wine...." 47 Wine offering scenes in the Ptolemaic period mention
Phoenicia and Syria as the origins of the offered wine first in the reign of Ptolemy III,48 and the
wine in this scene, as Kurth recognized, is coming from the Levant. 49 The Levantines sail to Uto
with their wine, and Ptolemy controls the kbn.t vessels in the sea. There should be a connection;
perhaps the kbn.t vessels are those of the Levantines, in which they bring their wine to Uto. This is
further suggested by an associated text, Edfu III 240, 1. 14, in which Ptolemy VIII is referred to as
"the one who brings in presents from the lands of Asia."
The following example has thus far been overlooked in the discussion of the nature of the kbn.t
vessels in the Late Period, and has a bearing on the Edfu text: In a list of adorations of Mut on the
Ptolemaic gate into the enclosure of Mut at Karnak (Sauneron 1983, pl. 13, line 12; Bouriant 1890,
p. 168, lines 10-11; discussed in Vandersleyen 1971, pp. 149-50 and Vercoutter 1949, no. 43), a
kbn.t vessel is mentioned in relation to Syria: "Hail to the mother of gods and men, to whom come
the 'Byblians' in the sea, laden with the goods of Syria (t,?-ntr)."50 The following line appears to be
related (plate 13, line 13): "Hail to the mother of gods and men, to whom come the HI>w-Nbwt in
adorations, fear of her pervading their hearts." The Byblians here carry Syrian goods, and the
mention of these Syrian traders called forth the following reference to the fearful adoration of the
Levantines. These Byblians are not men of war, for they are "laden with the goods of Syria." In the
Edfu text, the Levantines bring wine, and Ptolemy VIII controls the kbn.wt vessels; in the Karnak
text, these thoughts are joined-the kbn.wt vessels bring the goods of the Levant. The kbn.wt vessels in both texts should be cargo ships.
As published in MIFAO 107, the determinative for kbny in the Karnak text is rather strange. 5 '
There appears to be an aphlaston aft, common in warships but infrequently found on merchantmen;
at the prow there is a protrusion and a vertical element, which in general recall the ram and horn of
a warship. The protruding "knife" is above the water line, at gunwale level, not suitable for a ram,
and the hull is round, more suitable to a fat merchantman than to a warship. An inspection of the
actual hieroglyph at Karnak reveals a somewhat more respectable vessel (see fig. 9.1), and one
which appears to have a ram. The kbn.t vessel determinative in the Edfu text could pass for a warship. The contexts in which both ships are found suggest merchantmen, yet the determinatives show
vessels with the rig of war (though one has the rounded hull of a freighter). These seeming contradictions suggest that the kbn.wt vessels in both texts were thought of as merchant galleys, such as
the -K-4petStov vessels carrying wine from Palestine to Egypt in Nikanor's letter to Zenon and

Krition, PSI 594.

Figure 9.1. Vessel from the Ptolemaic Gate into the Enclosure of Mut at Karnak

47. Of Wadjyt, Edfu VII 165, 13, reads: i n s Fnhw hr inw sn.
48. See Poo 1984, pp. 153-56, 227-29 (for example, on the Bab el-Amra, Urk. VIII.47.9- 11).
49. On the importation of wine during the Ptolemaic period, see Pr6aux 1939a, pp. 186-87; on wine from SyriaPalestine, Tcherikover 1937, pp. 23-25.
50. On t&-ntr as Syria, see Spalinger 1979, p. 292, note 48, citing Sethe 1906, pp. 356-63 (p. 361, note 3), and Schaifer
1931, pp. 734-35; see also Kuentz 1920, pp. 178-83.
51. Although it is nearer the mark than the shape given by Bouriant 1890, p. 168.
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These vessels (Greek histiokopoi; Latin actuariae) could have an aphlaston, and were at times
naval auxiliaries. Akatoi galleys could have a pointed cutwater, and Caesar records (Bell. Alex.
44.3) their use as warships in an emergency (Casson suggests that the pointed cutwater could easily be converted into a ram). 5 2 Sammelbuch 9571, line 6 (2nd century A.D.) records an akatos
running between Ashkalon and Alexandria. Papyri Cairo Zenon 59002 and 59672 record that
merchant galleys of the K rl; sort ran with some regularity between Egypt and Syria in the midthird century B.C. A vessel in a mosaic from Tebessa in Algeria, dating to the 2nd or 3rd century
A.D., and perhaps named FortunaRedux, is a merchant galley with an aphlaston, a protruding, ramlike cut water, and a full cargo of amphorae. 53 This vessel, with the silhouette of a man-of-war and
the cargo of a merchantman, a merchant galley probably of the akatos type, is the sort of ship
referred to in the Edfu and Karnak texts here under discussion. 54
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, as the controller of the kbn.wt vessels, insures that the wine of the
Levant reaches Uto. As is appropriate to the scene, Ptolemy emphasizes not his martial prowess,
but his organization of trade allowing the income of the Levant to reach Egypt. This is in keeping
with the character of the wine offering scenes of Ptolemy VIII at Edfu, as characterized by Gdtte
(1985/86; 1986, pp. 63-80) - the texts of the scenes of Ptolemy VIII emphasize the organizational
abilities of the king as they relate to the internal prosperity of Egypt. Here Ptolemy VIII refers to
the merchant marine, not the fleet of war. The kbny vessel depicted in the adoration of Mut at
Karnak has its combination of warlike and mercantile features explained when it is seen as a merchant galley. 55
52. The passenger carrying pd6oniXkog could be fitted out as a warship with a ram (compare the pi0rog ptfptuttcoig
mentioned by Appian, Bell. Civ. 5.95 - see Casson 1971, p. 168, note 58). Discussing the presence and absence of
pointed cutwaters on merchant vessels, Casson (1971, p. 174) concludes that "so far as we can tell, no difference in
function was involved; indeed, the ancient artists seem to go out of their way to show the two types together performing the same work" (so even in mythological scenes - see Dunbabin 1978, pl. 61: no. 154). Besides rams,
merchant galleys could be fitted out with other elements of the warship's standard gear; the earliest contemporary
attestation of the dolon, the emergency rig of warships (Casson 1971, pp. 237-38; Kreutz 1976, p. 84, note 21), is
as part of the equipment of a kubaia merchant galley in Papyrus BM Zenon 2139, 6 (Skeat, ed. 1974, pp. 231-32).
53. Casson 1971, fig. 140 (also pl. 137, the mosaic from Althiburus, 3rd or 4th century A.D., showing the front of a vessel with a ram and a load of amphorae). A sculpted version of this sort of vessel, with a pointed cutwater and a full
load of kegs, probably transporting wine on the Moselle, was found at Neumagen (see G6ttlicher 1978, pp. 86-87
[#520], pl. 41). Kister (1923, p. 154) describes the vessel as a merchant ship with a "Sporn." This, along with other
features, disturbed Moll (1929, p. 23), for whom "das Schiff, das sehr idealisiert ist, ist kaum das gewihnliche
Transportschiff der Mosel und der Rhine. Die Bauform ist zu sehr einer Trireme nachgeahmt." He concludes that
the model did not depict an actual vessel. For Gbttlicher (op. cit.) "der Widerspruch des Kriegschiffes zu seiner
zivilen Ladung ist bisher ungekltirt." These objections to the veracity of the carving are, in the light of the depiction
of FortunaRedux alone, unfounded. Two vessels similar in appearance to the Neumagen wine ship are depicted in
an early Christian fresco from the necropolis of Cagliari (Wulff 1918, p. 92, fig. 74). One of the two vessels has the
old styled artemon ("a sail of fair size hung on a mast often nearly as high as the mainmast" [Casson op. cit., p.
240), suggesting that it was a large ship. These early Christian parallels suggest that the Neumagen vessel was a
known type, which could run quite large. A further plastic representation of what may be a merchant galley with a
round, fat hull and a ram-like cutwater is a bronze model from Syria (Gattlicher op. cit., p. 84 [#505], pl. 40).
54. The use of kbn.t to refer to ocean-going merchant galleys suggests another reason for the use of kbn.t as the hieroglyphic rendition of Demotic br in the Nabaireh version of the Decree of Memphis. Br vessels in use as coasters
along the eastern Mediterranean littoral are attested in the Report of Wenamun (Gardiner 1932, p. 62, 14; p. 63, 2,
et passim). Edgerton and Wilson 1936, p. 54, note 20b, rendered the br.w which Ramses III dispatched for the
defense of the Delta as "coasters", and if the term could be so used during the Ptolemaic period (for which there
does not appear to be any clear evidence), the br vessels and kbn.t ships which Ptolemy assigned to patrol the
mouths of the Nile might all be rendered as "coasters."
55. For the indistinct line separating the battle fleets and merchant marine of Ptolemaic Egypt, see Lesquier 1911,
p. 256; Rostovtzeff 1922, pp. 122-25.
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If the epithet of the king had been "to control the sea with kbn.wt galleys," it might have been a
good martial epithet; as it is, "to control kbn.wt vessels in the sea" is not quite so martial, for whatever the sort of vessel, it is the control of the shipping, not the sea, which is emphasized. This would
be expected for Ptolemy VIII;56 sip kbn.wt is not "ein direkter Bezug zur Seeherrschaft" (Kurth
1980, p. 165) and there is no reason to see a Twenty-sixth Dynasty original behind this epithet. 57
According to Lloyd the "growing suspicions" that kbn.t means trireme "are transmuted into
absolute certainty by writings of the word elsewhere in Urkunden II," citing the orthographies of
kbn.t in Urk. 11.23.9, 77.15, and 179.7. This absolute certainty is dashed by the round-bottomed
expedition transports of Urk. 11.86.10 and 87.11, and the merchant galleys from Edfu and the Mut
Precinct.
None of the Ptolemaic examples of kbn.t speak for understanding the word as indicating a
trireme or a warship of Greek or other non-Egyptian design. All of the Ptolemaic attestations of
kbn.t are consistent with the use of the term in the Eighteenth Dynasty. The Ptolemaic evidence
provides no support for interpreting the Saite examples (and the one Persian period example) of
kbn.t as indicating "war-galleys built for ramming of a totally un-Egyptian type" (Lloyd 1975b, p.
33). The Saite and Persian period examples of kbn.t, like those of the Ptolemaic period, are consistent with the uses of the term in the New Kingdom.
II. THE SAITE AND PERSIAN EVIDENCE
THE TERM KBN.T REFERS TO OCEAN-GOING VESSELS

On the statue of Udjahorresnet, 58 the owner of the statue is said to have borne, under Amasis
and Psammetichus III, the title:

imy-r kbn.wt nswt
"Overseer of the royal kbn.wt ships"
Lloyd (1972a) makes much of this. According to him, this title does not occur before the Saite
period, which thus makes it "novel." He goes on to suggest that the archaizing Saite rulers would
have employed this "novel term" only if "something completely new had appeared which needed a
56. The reference to Syria-Palestine in a text of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II could also be an allusion to the attempted
recovery of Syria by Ptolemy VI Philometor (Bagnall 1976, p. 13), a usurped reference by Ptolemy VIII to the lost
Syrian holdings which Ptolemy VI almost reclaimed, and an allusion to the disputed dowry of Ptolemy VIII's
mother, Cleopatra the daughter of Antiochus IV.
57. Kurth (1980, p. 160) also assumes that the presence of the toponym im.t in the epithet nb.t im.t of Wadjyt indicates
"daB wir den historischen Hintergrund der hier untersuchten Aussagen des Textes in der 26. Dyn. zu suchen
haben." The disrepair in which the temple of Imet lay during the Ptolemaic period (Petrie 1888, pp. 7-8) does suggest that the use of the toponym Imet in a divine epithet during the Ptolemaic period is anachronistic. We can not
conclude from this, however: "daher muB der historische Hintergrund des Textes in einer frtiheren Zeit gesucht
werden" (Kurth 1980, p. 160). The toponym Imet survives the decline of the actual town and remains in use into
the Roman period (Beinlich 1990, pp. 83-84; LA II, col. 401, note 258; Helck 1974, p. 196; Drioton 1942-3, pp. 2,
5). Wadjyt Mistress of Imet is attested several times at Edfu (see Cauville 1987, p. 42), and in Edfu V 99, 2-12 she
is the recipient in another wine offering scene (see Gutbub 1962, p. 55, note 2). Imet was a wine growing area (LA
IV, col. 925, note 10), and this along with its proximity to Pelusium (on wine import at Pelusium, see Fraser 1972,
pp. 149-50) could explain the association of Wadjyt Mistress of Imet with Phoenicia and Phoenician wine (on
Wadjyt, Mistress of Imet, and Phoenicia see Sethe 1917, p. 321; idem 1928, p. 179, note 70e; and Gutbub 1962, p.
71, note 4).
58. See the bibliography given by Chevereau 1985, pp. 101-02 (and the summary of his career on pp. 330-31).
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novel expression to describe it." In his view, the old term kbn.t was resurrected in order to describe
a new type of vessel which was in some way similar to the old kbn.t vessel.
The exact title imy-r kbn.wt nswt is indeed known only from the statue of Udjahorresnet. If we
examine the title in the light of the Saite titles for "fleet admiral," it is not so much a novelty as a
false archaism produced by the Saite rulers whom Lloyd correctly characterizes as "a consciously
archaizing body of men" (1972a, p. 272). The hieroglyphic examples of the title "admiral of the
fleet" have been collected by Chevereau (1985, pp. 271-73);59 the titles which he assembles, with
the number of individuals for whom they are attested, are:
1) imy-r h .w n -hnswt m wid-wr
1
"Overseer of the Royal Fleet of War in the Sea" 60
2) imy-r Ch..w nswt
imy-r h .w (n) nb Th.wy
imy-r ch .w61
"Overseer of the (Royal) Fleet

2
1

3)

1

imy-r kbn.wt nswt
"Overseer of the Royal Kbn.wt Vessels"

4) imy-r hw .w nswt
"Overseer of the Royal Hw C.w Vessels" 62

2

3

5) hry n h1h.w n nb-Twy
1
"Chief of the Fleet of the Lord of the Two Lands"
Of the nine examples, five specify the ships involved by the general term h c.w for "fleet" (on
one occasion qualified by n Cz?). The three examples of the title employing hw _as the term for the
vessels are directly parallel to the five with CzC,the terms %(c and hw cbeing treated as synonyms
during the Saite period (Goyon 1969, p. 167, note 1). Lloyd states: "The title does not occur before
the Saite Period. In the New Kingdom the expression for Admiral of the Fleet was
"'7
Z:, ,
2
imy-r 'h.wn nsw [sic]" (1972a, p. 272). Chevereau's list suggests
that this, and imy-r hw '.w nswt, remained the common form of the title throughout the Saite Period;
imy-r kbn.wt nswt, so far as the available evidence shows, was an eccentric title.
The title of Udjahorresnet can, however, be shown to be simply a restatement of the first, elaborate title listed above: imy-r chI.w n 1h5> nswt m wd-wr. Leaving aside the adjunct n h-, "of war,"
we are left with the bare description of the fleet as m wid-wr, "in the sea." Egyptian ships on the
sea, specifically warships of Amasis and Psammetichus III operating against the Persians, would
59. He follows Lloyd in assuming that kbn.t means "trireme" (p. 272); see also Naguib 1982, 69-75.
60. Without entering into the presently fashionable discussion of wkd-wr, the reading "sea" for the Ptolemaic period is
justified by the use of wid-wr corresponding to Greek 06Xa,
c and Demotic ym in the bilingual decrees (Daumas
1952, p. 227; D. Muller 1961, pp. 61-67; see also Cannuyer 1990, p. 17, note 15, citing Beaux 1988, pp. 197-204).
Note also that the Ptolemaic vessels in the wid-wr under the command of Aristonikos referred to in the year 23 stelae of Ptolemy V appear to have operated off Arados, in the Mediterranean. As for the Saite period, the "Naukratis
Stele" refers to the imports entering Egypt at Naukratis as (line 9) h.t nb(.t) pr(.t) m Wid-wr Hw-Nbwt (text:
Erman and Wilcken 1900, p. 130; see also Vandersleyen 1971, p. 146, and Lichtheim 1976, pp. 139-46); this would
admit extending the wid-wr/Oaceoc/ym equation of the Ptolemaic trilingual decrees back into the Saite period.
61. One of the holders of this title, Sematawtefnakht, was also an imy-r 'pr(n) nswt, which suggests that his title imy-r
9i..w,although unqualified by a reference to the ruler, did refer to a high level of naval command, not the lower
echelon imy-r 9h C.w of the New Kingdom (Goyon 1969, p. 169, note 5).
62. The title irp qq.t which Chevereau also lists, reading "commandant de la flotte de guerre" (1985, pp. 134-35) is
actually a title of responsibility for riverine traffic, there being no evidence that qq.t ever refers to an ocean-going
vessel (see above, notes 6-7).
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fall under the old term kbn.t, a seagoing ship plying eastern routes. Rather than the use of a novel
title to indicate a new sort of vessel, Udjahorresnet's title is an archaism, an attempt at translating
imy-r Ch .w m wid-wr into something more archaic, in the end a false archaism, producing a title
for which we have no attestation in quite that form.63 The definition of kbn.t in this context is not,
however, peculiar. Kbn.t here indicates a seagoing ship, not whether it was a trireme or even a
warship. 64
Lloyd assumes that Udjahorresnet's title referred to command of warships, 65 as Chevereau
assumes that all of the Saite titles "Commander of the Fleet" listed above refer to martial offices.
These assumptions are unlikely to be correct. Goyon concluded that the Late Period title imy-r
hw .wnswt, along with the related forms employing .
c.w and kbn.wt, referred primarily to the
control of merchant vessels (Goyon 1969, p. 159-71).66 As he recognized, in order to show that
CIhw vessels were true warships it was necessary to append the word 9hi, in the Ramesside period
as well as in the first Saite title listed above. For Goyon, kbn.t is "le terme qui d6signe caract6ristiquement a basse 6poque le navire de commerce maritime;" he concludes that the title of
Udjahorresnet was that of an official active "dans le domaine du transport par mer" (1969, p. 168,
note 5). Kbn.t meaning "ocean-going vessel" fits the merchant marine as well as the fleet of war,
and the probable hybrid of the two which composed the Saite royal fleet. Kbn.t as "trireme" or
"ramming war-galley" in a title referring at least in part to a merchant fleet, and encompassing all
of its component vessels, is unlikely. Of all the Saite titles for fleet commander listed above, Goyon
concluded that imy-r h .w nswt n h.-?
m wid-wr might refer to "une flotte de trieres" (1969,
p. 169).67

63. The use of the term hw in titles of the Saite period also appears to be archaizing (Goyon 1969, p. 167).
64. Note that Chevereau (1985) incorrectly states that Posener (1936) gives evidence for the use of kbn.t to refer to a
warship already during the Ramesside period. Although mnl vessels do appear in martial passages of the time, the
kbn.t is not attested as a warship until the Late Period.
65. Posener (1936, p. 9, note e)assumed that the kbn.wt vessels in Udjahorresnet's title refer to "batiments de guerre,
sens que kbn.t prend fr6quemment a l'6poque ptol6maique." Posener appears to have recognized, however, that
"navires de mer" remained the basic meaning of kbn.wt.
66. The imy-r 9h.wand imy-r 'prnswt Sematawtefnakht was one of the 1? n mryt of Heracleopolis, a controller of
shipping in.Upper Egypt (Mokhtar 1983, pp. 25-26, 131-34 and Jones 1988, p.118). One of the imy-r hw .wnswt,
Heqawemsaf,was also an imy-r pr.wy-hd n Hnw (Chevereau 1985, p.100).
67. IfUdjahorresnet's title imy-r kbn.wt nswt is a version of Hor's title
imy-r 9h ".w nswt n 9h¢ m wd-wr (without the
specification n h?), there may be a further Levantine connection to Udjahorresnet's office. Hor was perhaps a
military governor of Syria-Palestine (so Chevereau 1985, p. 92, note a), being a hirp hrs.wt Hiw-Nbwt and a mh-lb
n nswt m his.wt Hw-Nbwt, and Udjahorresnet may have been similarly concerned with the Levant. Note that Hor's
title mh-lb n nswt m hs.wt HIw-Nbwt is a late and somewhat abbreviated parallel to Djehuty's title mh-ilb n nswt hr
his.t nb(.t) lw.w hry(.w)-lb nyw w~d-wr found on his gold bowl in the Louvre (N. 713: Urk. IV.999.9; Lillyquist
1988, pp. 26-27, figs. 40-43). Lillyquist (ibid., p. 25) states that the title mh-lb n nswt hr h is.t nb(.t) iw.w hry(.w)-ib
nyw wid-wr is attested only once, that being on the Louvre bowl of Djehuty. This ignores the Saite parallel. Hor's
title is found on a naophorus statue discovered by Petrie at Tell el-Yehudiyeh (Petrie 1906, pp. 18-19, pls. 15 and
20), which speaks against Lillyquist's belief that the Louvre bowl should be a forgery of the early 19th century, as
do many other details.
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Given the occurrence of the title imy-r kbn.wt nswt only once, Lloyd would also have to assume
that triremes could also be included under the general heading of 91
h.w, as indeed Van't Dack and
Hauben have suggested. 68 The exclusive equation kbn.t = trireme, Greek-style warship is lost.
THE KBN.WT VESSELS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE LEVANT
The Elephantine Stele of Amasis refers to Apries coming against the newly royal Amasis with
"kbn.wt vessels filled with innumerable Hw-Nbwt." Originally for Lloyd "large numbers of kbnt
-ships are mentioned in the same breath as Greek mercenaries (IHw-nbw) as part of the forces of
Apries" (1972a, p. 272). This association of Greeks and kbn.wt vessels in a martial passage is one
of Lloyd's arguments for rendering kbn.t as "trireme, Greek style warship." Following
Vandersleyen, IHw-Nbwt may not be rendered simply and exclusively as "Greeks," but is to be
understood as "Phoenicians, Levantines," indicating a geographic origin on the Asiatic littoral. The
primary meaning of the term H?w-Nbwt is "Phoenicians, Levantines." Lloyd later takes note of
Vandersleyen's work on Hw-Nbwt, and does not translate the term in a rendition of the relevant
passage from the Elephantine Stele (Lloyd 1975a, p. 59, note 117). Lloyd's conclusion "that the
term Hw-nbw(t) in the Elephantine Stele includes, without exclusively designating, H.'s Carian
and Ionian mercenaries" is correct-a term for soldiers of coastal Asiatic geographic origin could
reasonably include coastal dwelling Asiatic Greeks. 69
There are problems with Vandersleyen's treatment of the passage, and he overemphasized the
possibility that some of the HIjw-Nbwt who filled Apries' kbn.wt ships were actual Phoenicians
(Leahy 1988, p. 190, note 29).70 Hw-Nbwt in the Elephantine Stele probably refers almost
exclusively to Greek soldiers, but through a reference to geographic origin and not ethnicity. We
know the ethnic makeup attributed to Apries' forces by Amasis and later tradition-Greek mercenaries. This does not mean, however, that the word may be rendered as "Greeks." If one accepts
Vandersleyen's understanding of the term as implying a Levantine geographic origin, then the use
in the Elephantine Stele of H?w-Nbwt with its eastern Mediterranean association can be seen as
having suggested the use of the term kbn.wt - "Byblians" - to refer to the ocean-going vessels of
Apries' force. Even were Vandersleyen's basic understanding of the term rejected, and a more
general and hoary translation adopted, such as Iversen's "Transinsularians" (1987, pp. 54-59), we
would in the Elephantine Stele have ocean-going vessels in use by ocean-going troops. A direct and
exclusive equation of HI?w-Nbwt with Greeks is not easily made, nor is the exclusive equation of
the Late Period kbn.t with the Greek trireme; neither equation can here derive support from the
other. The HIw-Nbwt of Apries may have consisted of Asiatic Greeks for the most part, and their
ocean-going vessels may have included ramming warships, yet the term Hw-Nbwt does not denote
exclusively "Greeks," but rather "Asiatic coastal dwellers"; nor does kbn.t mean "trireme" or
"ramming war-galley," but "ocean-going vessel," with the hint of eastern routes. That kbn.t could
be used of Asiatic Greek ocean-going vessels in no way supports a translation of kbn.t as "ramming
68. Van't Dack and Hauben 1978, p. 71 (this is also expressed by Chevereau 1985, p. 272, note j). That kbn.t vessels
could be thought of as 'h c.w is demonstrated by the designations of Hatshepsut's Punt expedition vessels, ships of
the same design referred to as kbn.wt and h .w vessels (Naville 1898, pl. 72 [kbn.wt = Urk. IV.323.2]; pl. 74 [h' .w
= Urk. IV.328.17]); this was still the case in the Ptolemaic period, as the Pithom stele shows (in lines 21-22 [Urk.
II.100.15] the expedition vessels sent by Ptolemy II Philadelphus to found Ptolemais theron are referred to as generally as 9 .hw
vessels and specifically as kbn.wt vessels).
69. For Carian mercenaries as Asiatics and grouped together with Syrian mercenaries, compare Cleomenes' questions
to Sosibius: tivexg y
wv{g;
ij S6ijov 'oig;An
irupickg micA
Kaphxg irrparurrctt; (Pol V.36; see the comments of
G. T. Griffith 1935, pp. 127-28).
70. Leahy has shown that Cyprus' role in Apries' war with Amasis was not at all great. However, Saite rulers, Apries
included, did employ Phoenicians in their naval forces (on Apries and Phoenicia, see Kitchen 1986, p. 407 and note
967; for Phoenicians in the Saite host, see Kienitz 1953, p. 40, note 1 and Thompson 1988, p. 83).
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war-galley" or "trireme." The fact that the Ptolemaic examples of kbn.t do not support a rendering
of the term as "trireme," or even "warship" in general, as the basic meaning of Late Period kbn.t
speaks strongly against forcing such a specific translation on the term in the Saite period.
In the Elephantine Stele there is an association of people considered by the Egyptians to be
ultimately of "transinsularian" or Levantine geographic origin - HIw-Nbwt -with kbn.wt ships,
ocean-going "Byblians," a use of the term kbn.t which is neither unexpected nor novel nor of any
bearing on the use of Greek style warships in Saite Egypt. Some of the kbn.wt vessels of Apries
may have been warships of Greek design, but we have no way of knowing. 71 Of whatever design
the ships were, they were probably almost all used as troop transports, and no naval battles involving ramming are anywhere suggested.72
Spalinger points out that the vessels of Apries naval force are termed kbn.wt, whereas the ships
of the later, anonymous enemy of Amasis are referred to as 9"
h.w. Spalinger considers that these
are different sorts of vessels. This is not certain, however, as kbn.wt ships can be referred to as
C C.w (see above and note 68); this previously attested variation of terminology - kbn.t and 9#'
referring to the same vessel - in the Elephantine Stele does not provide additional information on
the nature of the kbn.wt vessels of Apries.
As a further example of the association of kbn.wt ships with the Levant, the portion of the
Satrap Stele of Ptolemy Lagus (dated to year 7 of Alexander II) referring to the reign of
Chababesh during the Persian domination mentions the Egyptian ruler instituting measures r sf
kbn(.wt) nt Stt r Km.t, "in order to repel the kbn(.t) vessel(s) of Asia from the Blackland" (Urk.
II.16.7-14).73 Based on this passage, Spalinger says "this evidence from the Satrap Stele indicates
that kbn.wt ships were employed by the Persians (undoubtedly through their Phoenician allies)
before the invasion of Alexander the Great" (Spalinger 1978a, p.149, note 42).74 These are Asian
craft, not Greek warships.
THE PERSIAN PERIOD ATTESTATIONS OF KBN.T REFER TO EXPEDITION VESSELS

In line 17 of the stele of Darius from Tell el-Maskhoutah, a kbn.t ship is sent to explore the
eastern canal (Posener 1936, pp. 50-63).75 In line 15 of the stele of Kabrit (Posener 1936, pp. 63-

81, 99; pls. 5-13) a kbn.t ship is mentioned following reference to the excavation of the canal,
perhaps the same kbn.t as that mentioned in line 17 of the stele from Tell el Maskhoutah. In lines
16-17 of the stele of Kabrit, kbn.wt vessels are said to travel to Persia. In line 19 of the same stele,
kbn.wt vessels are said to be (prhr [...] (the same description in the stele of Suez, line 19 [Posener
1936, pp. 81-87]). Again these are uses of the kbn.wt vessels in the area of the Red Sea, kbn.wt
71. Spalinger (1979a, p. 603, note 29; idem 1977, p. 231, note 33; idem 1978, p. 149, note 42) recognized that Lloyd's
use of the Elephantine Stele of Amasis was incorrect; unfortunately Spalinger also accepted that the term H1?wNbw could be rendered simply as "Greeks." Even a body of Greek soldiers might not use exclusively Greek vessels
for their conveyance; consider the makeup of the fleet of Alexander the Great on his arrival in Egypt (noted by
Vandersleyen 1971, p. 145, note 2; see also above in the section on Egyptians in the Ptolemaic navy).
72. Herodotus II.163 and.169 mentions only the land battle of "Momemphis" as the single and decisive encounter
between the forces of Apries and those of Amasis. Diodorus 1.68 gives Marea as the site of the battle (see Leahy
1988).
73. On this section of the stele, beginning Urk. II.16 and continuing through .18, see Spalinger 1978, pp. 147-52 and
Ritner 1980, pp. 135-37.
74. According to Goedicke (1985, p. 38), the kbn.wt vessels which Chababesh sought to ward off from Egypt are
"clearly triremes," although nothing in the text hints at this.
75. There appears to be a fragmentary mention of a kbn.t vessel again in line 20. On the canal see Spalinger 1978b, pp.
20-21 (and the references cited there in note 35), and Hinz 1975, pp. 115-21. Posener concluded that the canal
itself is being explored; Golenischeff had earlier suggested (1890, pp. 99-109) that a trip into the Red Sea was
described.
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expedition ships like those dispatched to the area by Hatshepsut. The vessels of lines 16-17 of the
stele of Kabrit travel both the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, and the kbn.wt vessels of line 19 of
this stele are loaded with some sort of cargo. Lloyd does not discuss these occurrences of kbn.t, in
which kbn.t refers to expedition vessels and cargo ships.
The pre-Ptolemaic examples of kbn.t are not all warships, and no example of the term in a
martial context specifies ramming as one of the vessel's functions. Although the evidence which
we now possess suggests a certain lapse in the use of the term between the New Kingdom and the
Saite period, the Late Period revival of kbn.t appears also to have resurrected the earlier meanings
and uses of the term. There may remain areas of dispute regarding the term kbn.t in the Late
Period, but these disputes must involve the use of the term at all times. The Late Period kbn.t was,
on the evidence of the available texts, employed in the same situations as the kbn.t vessel of the
Eighteenth Dynasty.
III. A SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE KBN.T AND THE TRIREME?
It remains to examine whether or not one can say with any certainty that there was a similarity
between the old Egyptian kbn.t vessel and the trireme.
Lloyd (1972a, p. 272) quotes Saive-SOiderbergh (1946, 88ff.) as stating that the old kbn.t was a
"fast-running galley." Why would Save-Siderbergh, discussing the kbn.wt ships in the Punt expedition reliefs of Queen Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri, make such a statement? Nothing in either the
depictions nor in the accompanying texts provides any such information. If we read well the page
on which Sive-S6derbergh makes this statement, and check all of his references, we find the
answer. Earlier on the page on which he terms the kbn.wt vessels "fast-running galleys," SaveSiderbergh mentions, by way of a footnote, an article by Crum suggesting an etymological connection between the hieroglyphic kbn.t and the Coptic EINOYHX vessel. We thus know that SaveSioderbergh was acquainted with the particulars of the Coptic 51NOYHX, and from this it is easy to
see how he thought "fast-running galley" to be an appropriate designation of the kbn.t vessel.
Crum (1931, pp. 453-55) suggested that the Coptic 51NOYHX may have descended from the
hieroglyphic kbn.t. In the Paris Glossary 44, 54b, the word 51NOYHX is given as hPOMXNIM, the
Greek 8po ditov, which Crum rendered as "vaisseu rapide." From 2.OMNIM = 6INOYHX < kbn.t,
Saive-S6derbergh derived his description of the kbn.t as a "fast-running galley." The Coptic
6INOYHX is used of merchant ships, but a military use is easily supportable, given the correspondence to the Greek 8pog66tov, and the possibility that the word survived as a loan word in Old
French gainele, gamele, ganguemele, adopted by the Crusaders to describe their own vessels. 76
However, the connection between 51NOYHX and kbn.t, necessary for Sive-Sdderbergh's
description of the kbn.t, is impossible. CED (p. 333) and KHwb (p. 460) have cited Crum's suggestion questioningly. Osing, however, accepted Crum's etymology for 51NOYHX (1976, pp. 311, 475,
856 [note 1320]). According to DELC (pp. 342-43), concerning INOYHX, "ilne peut pas y avoir
rapport avec kbn.t"; Vycichl suggests that nw or nb < ww is just possible, and that *g-w-1, etc., may
be the root of SINOYHX (Jones [1988, p. 292] follows DELC). DELC compares Arabic, gal, "go,
turn, run, etc." 51NOYHX might have been used of a trireme, as it surely was of the 5popttov; the
I1NOYHX and kbn.t, however, appear to have nothing to do with one another, and the kbn.t cannot
on the basis of any evidence be called a "fast-running galley." 77
76. Roquet 1973, pp. 19-23. Note that DELC (p. 343) cites Roquet incorrectly, misunderstanding him as attempting to
derive 6INOyHX from gainele, rather than the reverse, as is the case. See also Helderman 1988, pp. 57 and 58,
notes 17-18.
77. The Sp6p1ov was apparently a lateen-rigged vessel (Casson 1971, p. 153 and Kreutz 1976, p.83), as were the ships
of the Crusaders, including most likely their gaineles (see inter alia Kreutz 1976; Bonino 1978, pp. 9-28; and Pryor
1984, pp. 363-72).
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Saite and Persian attestations of the term kbn.t are:
1) Elephantine Stele of Amasis
H_?w-Nbwt/Phoenicians are the occupants of the kbn.wt vessels, employed by Apries at
the time of his final conflict with Amasis. This was a land battle, with no recorded
engagement of rival fleets involved. The kbn.wt here mentioned are likely to have been
used solely as troop transports.
2) Title of Udjahorresnet
Kbn.t is attested in the title imy-r kbn.wt nswt, a version of the title imy-r 91h..w (n "h?
nswt) m wid-wr. The title probably refers to control of the merchant marine.
3) Tell el-Maskhoutah Stele of Darius
A kbn.t vessel is dispatched by Darius to explore the eastern canal connecting the Nile
and the Red Sea. This is the kbn.t ship as an expedition ship.
4) Kabrit Stele of Darius
In lines 16-17 of this stele, kbn.wt vessels are said to have sailed between Egypt and
Persia, and in line 19, kbn.wt vessels loaded with some sort of cargo are mentioned.
These are attestations of the kbn.wt as expedition and cargo vessels.
5) Suez Stele of Darius
In line 19 there is a reference to kbn.wt vessels as cargo ships, laden with some cargo.
6) Satrap Stele of Ptolemy Lagus
The earlier ruler Chababesh takes steps "to repel the kbn.(w)t vessels of Asia" from the
Delta coast.
No naval engagements requiring ramming are mentioned or implied. All of the kbn.wt are
ocean-going, and in two of the four examples, Asiatics are associated with the vessels. An expedition boat is called kbn.t, as were the Punt expedition ships of Hatshepsut. In the title of
Udjahorresnet, the kbn.wt for which he exercised responsibility were probably merchant vessels, or
a combination of military and transport ships. None of the determinatives of these Saite and Persian
attestations of kbn.t are extraordinary, and none give any indications that the vessels were of a
foreign design.
The Ptolemaic attestations of kbn.t are:
1) Satrap Stele of Ptolemy Lagus
H?w-Nbwt/Phoenicians are the occupants of the kbn.wt vessels.
2)

Berlin Stele 14400
In a martial epithet of Ptolemy I Soter (?), kbn.t is parallel to dp.w(t) nw itr, both sum-

3)

Naos Louvre C. 123
In a martial epithet of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, kbn.t is parallel to q(?)q(?).w, "river
craft."

4) Pithom Stele
In lines 4 and 6, kbn.wt vessels are mentioned in laudatory epitheta suggesting that they
are warships, but the detailed determinatives show no evidence of rams; those in line 4

are said to be "in the sea."
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5) Pithom Stele
In line 22, the kbn.wt vessels are cargo ships sent on the expedition into the Red Sea to
found Ptolemaistheron in the elephant hunting grounds.
6) Ptolemaic gate into the Mut Inclosure at Karnak
In a text from the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, a kbny vessel is said to be "laden
with the goods of Syria"; the H1iw-Nbwt are mentioned in the next line.
7) Nabaireh version of the "Decree of Memphis"
In lines 18-19 of the hieroglyphic text, Ptolemy V Epiphanes is said to have sent out
kbn.wt vessels to guard Egypt from foreign incursions, apparently in defense of the Nile
mouths. The term is translated in Demotic as br, and in Greek as vifeg.
8)

Year 23 Stelae of Ptolemy V Epiphanes
Kbn.wt vessels are mentioned along with other forces in a section mentioning Apameia
and the wid-wr. Later there is a passage describing the capture of the Phoenician city
Arados. These vessels appear to have been under the command of Aristonikos.

9)

Edfu III 241, 17-242, 1
In a wine offering scene of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, kbn.wt vessels are mentioned in
such a context as to suggest that they are merchant galleys carrying wine from the
Levant to Egypt.

Even for the Ptolemaic period, a time for which no one would deny the presence of the trireme
in the Egyptian navy, kbn.t never means exclusively "trireme." The word is used with full understanding of its original meaning - an ocean-going vessel. Rather than being a novel way of referring to a new ship design, kbn.t in the Ptolemaic inscriptions reveals the use of an old term with a
perfect understanding of its original meaning. The only association of the term kbn.t with a ram in a
martial context is in Ptolemaic examples 2 and 3, and this association is based solely on the
appearance of the determinatives. In both examples, kbn.t is parallel to a term for riverine craft,
showing that the primary meaning of kbn.t in both examples 2 and 3 is "ocean-going vessel." In
examples 6, 7, and 8, the determinatives of kbn.t all show pointed cutwaters, but the passages in
which the word occurs all refer to merchant ships; merchant galleys, which not infrequently sported
ram-like cutwaters, are meant. In example 5, cargo/expedition ships are indicated, and the determinative shows a round cargo vessel without a ram. 78
Kbn.t does not mean "trireme," but the term is related to the introduction of the trireme into
Egypt. The voyage of Wenamun witnesses a decline in Egyptian influence, even trade, in
Phoenicia at the end of the Ramesside period, and only in the Late Period do we again find indications of Egyptian interest in Levantine timber and ocean going vessels (i.e. the gift of timber made
by Nepherites I to Agesilaos [see above, note 34]). There was an increased concern for naval
armaments at the time of the Greco-Persian conflicts, and Egypt found it necessary to acquire timber for the construction of vessels of the new Mediterranean sort, first to arm her Greek allies and
to protect her Persian overlords, and later to support her adopted Ptolemaic rulers. 79 Egypt's arming
with Persian and Greek triremes - often of Phoenician wood and often of Phoenician construction
lead to the revival of kbn.t, through timber purchases and ship construction in the Levant. s o The
renewed Egyptian interest in Levantine wood and ocean-going vessels coincided with the
78. De Meulenaere (1951, p. 61, note 53) lists only examples 1, 2, and 3 (and number 4 of the Saite/Persian examples)

as attestations of the Ptolemaic use of the term kbn.t to designate a warship.
79. As is often pointed out "Egypt's woodlands could not supply the long timbers that were needed to build warships"
(Meiggs 1982, p. 133).

80. The vessels of the Persian navies were essentially Phoenician (Meiggs 1982, pp. 82-84).
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introduction of the trireme, and with Egypt's involvement with the competing Mediterranean fleets
of the Greeks and the Persians; the term kbn.t was revived by the introduction of the trireme and
other Mediterranean style warships, but kbn.t does not mean "trireme."
After 200 B.C., none of Egypt's warships were Phoenician built, or built of Phoenician wood
(Meiggs 1982, pp. 133-36, 145). This period, during the reign of Ptolemy V Epiphanes, coincides
with the last references but one to kbn.wt vessels. 81 After 200 B. C. the Ptolemies still had warships,
and probably some mercenary Phoenicians as crew members and even shipwrights, but Egypt's
wood supplies thereafter came principally from Cyprus (Meiggs 1982, p. 84). The time range of the
attestations of kbn.t in Egyptian texts of the Late Period corresponds to the period of Egypt's
renewed interest in Phoenician and Greek warships at the end of the first millennium B.C., and
corresponds to the periods during which she had access to Phoenician timber and technology.
Kbn.t describes seaworthy vessels, be they vessels of war, trade, or exploration. There was no
Egyptian word denoting "trireme" specifically, or "warship of foreign design" in general, even during the Ptolemaic period. The Ptolemaic evidence shows that an attempted equation of the Late
Period kbn.t and the Greek trireme/Greek warship is incorrect; such an equation can hardly be
forced upon kbn.t in earlier texts.

81. For the use of kbn.t from the reign of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, and its significance, see above, pp. 78-81.
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CHAPTER 10

ABOUT THE ORIGINS OF EARLY
DEMOTIC IN LOWER EGYPT
OLA EL-AGUIZY

The University of Cairo
In examining some Serapeum stelae on which Mr. Mohamed Ibrahim, one of our Egyptian
colleagues, studying in France, is working; I noticed the presence of writing resembling to a great
extent the abnormal hieratic script of Upper Egypt. A close examination of the other Serapeum
stelae already published by Malinine, Posener, and Vercoutter (1968) revealed similar
characteristics, as well as some early Demotic signs appearing in hieratic texts of the Twenty-fifth
Dynasty.
The first group of these stelae dates back to the Twenty-second Dynasty (Sheshonq V). These
are as follows :
Stele 30, year eleven of Sheshonq V (pl. 10.1a). You can notice in the first line the word
wn and the group pj -f both resemble abnormal hieratic.
Stele 33, year thirty-seven of Sheshonq V (pl. 10.1b). Only the two lines in front of the
head of the bull are interesting to our purpose, they show strong similarities with abnormal
hieratic specially the writing of the god Hr and the group s5 n and the writing of the word
hirw.
Stele 42, same date as previous (pl. 10.2a). This stele is quite interesting as we notice four
lines of hieratic, then at the end of the fourth line the writing becomes more cursive with
signs resembling abnormal hieratic namely: hrj and pr. The two following lines which seem
to have been inserted later have a style which in its general aspect and slanting writing,
reminds us of abnormal hieratic. At a close examination of the signs, many similarities
have been observed.
Stele 58, from the Twenty-second Dynasty also (pl. 10.2b). A hieroglyphic stele with two
lines of graffiti in two different styles of writing: the first closer to hieroglyphs, while the
second is much more cursive using forms resembling abnormal hieratic. It is clear from the
context that the two lines were written by the same scribe who simultaneously used two
different styles of writing.
The second group of stelae (nos. 159 and 160) date to the twenty-fourth year of Taharqa
(Twenty-fifth Dynasty) . These are hieratic stelae in which I could notice some signs written in the
early Demotic style (pl. 10.3a, b).
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The Memphitic stele Louvre C. 101 from the eighth year of King Psammetichus is also
interesting for the study of the origins of Demotic in Lower Egypt. It is a hieratic stele which was
said to bave been copied from a Demotic original (pl. 10.4; Malinine 1975, pp. 168-73).
The similarities between the signs in these stelae and abnormal hieratic and early Demotic
signs are demonstrated more clearly in table 10.1. The two columns on the left show examples from
the Serapeum and C. 101 Stelae; those on the right show their parallel in abnormal hieratic and
early Demotic.
The abnormal hieratic signs have been chosen from the documents published by Malinine
(1983) Louvre E 3228e, d, b; E 2432, BM 10113 (Reich 1914); and a few examples from Papyrus
Vienna D 12003 (Malinine 1973) and Papyrus Leiden K 128 F1942/5.15 (Vleeming, 1980). As for
the early Demotic examples they are mainly chosen from Papyri in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 10.1
The Standing Man with Raised Hand in Invocation. The first sign (Twenty-second Dynasty)
resembles the early Demotic form which is the result of the natural evolution of the sign. The
second and third signs from Stelae 159 and C. 101 respectively have no parallel in abnormal
hieratic or early Demotic but are closer to the stereotyped form which appears in the Ptolemaic
period for this and other human forms.
The Seated Child with Hand to Mouth. The resemblance of this sign to its abnormal hieratic
and early Demotic parallels is quite clear.
The nfr Group. This group has no abnormal hieratic parallel in the chosen documents, but is
quite similar to early Demotic examples.
The nh bird. The straight slanting line, representing an abbreviated body line above the angle
which represents the legs, is noticed in early Demotic examples and also in early Ptolemaic
examples from Upper Egypt (30601, 2); except for the length of horizontal line which is a feature
characterizing all horizontal lines in Demotic. This slanting line does not show in the unique
abnormal hieratic example.
The god Hr on both Serapeum stelae and stele C. 101 clearly resembles abnormal hieratic.
The b5 bird. The curve representing the head of the bird on Stele 58 (Twenty-second Dynasty)
and in Stele C. 101 is clearly noticed in abnormal hieratic examples. The development of this form
will give the common Demotic form in which the same curve has changed its direction reaching
down to the horizontal line.
The form of the letter h is similar to both abnormal hieratic and early Demotic.
The roundness of the letter h is similar to early Demotic.
The pr sign on Stele 42 is closer to the abnormal hieratic examples, the development of which
will give the early Demotic form.
wn. The example on Stele 30 is identical to the abnormal hieratic one. We know that the
Demotic form is probably the result of the ligature of both upper and lower signs.
st. The angular lines on Stelae 159 and 160 are closer to the early Demotic examples, while
abnormal hieratic has always two parallel lines.
hrj. The example of Stele 42 has its equivalent in both abnormal hieratic and some of the early
Demotic forms which represent a normal evolution of the sign.
dd. We notice that the abnormal hieratic document BM 10113, which has many early Demotic
features, omitted the vertical stroke following the group dd; while, on the contrary, Papyrus 30657,
which might be considered an early Demotic text with some abnormal hieratic influences, still
keeps the stroke. Therefore the writing of dd on stele C. 101 without the vertical stroke is an early
Demotic feature.
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w>h. It is well known that this group has a characteristic writing in abnormal hieratic,
magnifying the roundness above the swab. The origins of this writing could be traced back in
hieratic. Its writing in C. 101 is closer to Demotic as its zigzaged lines represents the swab itself
joining with the following phonetic complement. The simplification of this zigzaged line will lead
directly to the early Demotic form of the sign.
The writing of ntj on Stele C. 101 clearly resembles early Demotic.
rh. On Stele C. 101 without the separate slanting line above is closer to abnormal hieratic than
Demotic.
pjf.
We have here writings of this group from different periods: the first, from the Twentysecond Dynasty; the second, a hieratic example from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty and on the other
side an abnormal hieratic example from the Twenty-fifth Dynasty and lastly an early Demotic
example. It is clear that the writing of the Twenty-second Dynasty is similar to that of the Twentyfifth Dynasty and is an outcome of the ligature of the second element of the hieratic group,
followed by the elimination of the first element of the group in the early Demotic example.
ir. The signs on the Serapeum Stelae from the Twenty-second Dynasty have equivalents in
abnormal hieratic. The tendancy to ligature the two elements of the group already begins in Stele
33 and is the main feature in early Demotic.
Int. The writing of this group, whether from the Twenty-second or Twenty-fifth Dynasty, is
similar to both abnormal hieratic and early Demotic.
Finally, the resemblance of the group s? n with its abnormal hieratic counterpart, and that of rsj
with the early Demotic one is unquestionable.
The study of theses similarities yielded the following facts:
I) Most cursive signs added to, or written on stelae of the Twenty-second Dynasty have
great affinities with the abnormal hieratic script of Upper Egypt. Some of them, in the
natural course of evolution of the writing, show similar forms in early Demotic also,
such as: h, pr, hrj, seated child with hand to mouth, pjz f, in, and n.
2) The style of most of the signs appearing in hieratic texts of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty
and on the stele C. 101 from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty are closer to that of the early
Demotic signs, such as: ntj, wh, dd, rsj, and the standing man with raised hand in
invocation.
3) Some signs from the stelae of the Twenty-second Dynasty are closer to early Demotic
than abnormal hieratic; while a few signs from the C. 101 stele are closer to abnormal
hieratic, such as r, s5> n, Hr and b.
CONCLUSION
These facts prove that, at least since the end of the Twenty-second Dynasty, a cursive writing
quite similar to abnormal hieratic was also used in Lower Egypt.
In accordance with Malinine's definition of abnormal hieratic, i.e. the "final stage of
development of the cursive Neo-Egyptian Hieratic," the palaeographical study previously
undertaken in my Ph. D. thesis has also proved that abnormal hieratic signs have shown a normal
gradual development from their hieratic originals, generally simplifying the lines of the hieratic
sign by rendering it more compact or by omitting some of its original lines.
This development is a normal graphic process to which any script reaching such a degree of
abbreviation is submitted. Therefore, it would only be normal that hieratic, either in Upper Egypt or
Lower Egypt, underwent the same graphic transformations. It is well known that the various stages
of the abnormal hieratic script of Upper Egypt can be traced back as far as the New Kingdom,
while this continuity is not evident for Lower Egypt.
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Now, since the evolution of the hieratic script of Upper Egypt has followed a gradual and
logical pattern of simplification generally influenced by historical factors, it might also be assumed
that the hieratic script of Lower Egypt must have passed through similar phases leading to a cursive
writing similar to abnormal hieratic.
The study of a larger number of similar stelae might yield more evidence proving the use of
this cursive writing in Lower Egypt.
It is also worth noting that the few signs resembling early Demotic on the Twenty-fifth Dynasty
stelae have intermingled with a good hieratic style, i.e. with well-formed signs.
Such a style must have co-existed in Lower Egypt with a more cursive one, and might probably
be considered as the origin of the early Demotic script which was born in this part of the country.
Thus, I would suggest that Demotic is not - as Malinine assumed - derived from a different
cursive branch of hieratic used in Lower Egypt; but rather from one of two hieratic styles used in
Lower Egypt itself. The first of these styles, being the natural development of late hieratic, had
become too cursive to go on being used. The second, closer to the hieratic originals, devoloped into
early Demotic, by a gradual and normal simplification of well-formed hieratic signs.
As for the Louvre Stele C. 101, in which hieroglyphic, hieratic, and Demotic signs appeared, I
would suggest that it was copied from a hieroglyphic original and, not from a cursive one. This
copying must have been done by a scribe familiar with the Demotic script. Nevertheless, this stele
as Malinine suggested - proves that Demotic was already known in Lower Egypt from the
beginning of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty.
Finally, as shown in table 10.1, the Demotic simplification of the sign is not different in Lower,
Middle, or Upper Egypt. This proves that Demotic is the result of one single pattern of
abbreviation, and that geographical distinctions are not really significant.
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Table 10. 1. Comparison of Hieroglyphic Signs to Abnormal Hieratic and Early Demotic Foms

Hieroglyphs

Serapeum Stelae

Stele C. 1O]

Similar to Similar to
Abnormal
Early
Hieratic Demotic

Al
St. 42

Abnormal HieraticEalDeoi

x

St. 159

2

C

07,

xx
St. 160

St58

Z..11 .

E 3228e, 8

St. 160

St. 42

St. 33

St. 33,

St. 42

St. 58

BM 10113,6

E 32289,17

C.5042C5097C367

4

C.0013C5584C36,

3

BM 10113,Pa.Rans1,

6

8

8

E 3228d, 7

____

___

_E

3228d, 2

E 3228d, 11

EK

C58,2

E 3228d, 19

_____________

.05,

C.360,

.04

2
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Table 10.1. Comparison of Hieroglyphic Signs to Abnormal Hieratic and Early Demotic Forms (cont.).

Hieroglyphs

Serapeum Stelae

Stele C. 101

Similar to Similar to
Abnormal
Early
Hieratic Demotic

x

Abnormal Hieratic

Early Demotic

x

St. 33

E 3228d, 11

BM 10113, 2

C. 50100,5

C. 50065,11

C. 30665, 4

C.50079,2

C.50058,3

C.50144, 2

X
St. 42

E 3228e, 4

L7]

X

X

E3228e,2

,A/I
2
N

X101
St. 159

E 3228d, 3

St. 160

SSt.

42

BM 10113, 2

E 3228e, 19

C. 31045,1

C. 50058,6

C. 31062, 9

50066, 10 50058, 7 50059, 5 50146, 4
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Table 10.1. Comparison of Hieroglyphic Signs to Abnormal Hieratic and Early Demotic Forms (cont.).

Hieroglyphs

Serapeum Stelae

Stele C. 101

2

5

//4

St. 42

St. 42

Abnormal Hieratic

E 3228d,2

E3228e,7

E 3228b, 8, 13

E 3228d, 8

2

St. 30

Similar to Similar to
Abnormal
Early
Hieratic Demotic

E 3228e, 8

BM10113,1

BM 10113, 2

BM 10113, 5

Vienna D 12003,12

5

Papyrus Leiden F1942/5.15, line 18

2

E 3228e, 19

BM 10113, 5

Early Demotic

C.50068,1

C. 31054,9

C. 50066,8

C.30657, 1

C.50059,4

C. 30657,1

C. 50059,7

C. 31045,4

C. 50151, 5

Louvre E9294 + 0

C. 50058,7

C. 50066,2

C. 50059,6

31062,8
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Table 10.1. Comparison of Hieroglyphic Signs to Abnormal Hieratic and Early Demotic Forms (cont.).

Hieroglyphs

Serapeum Stelae

AAAM

,,
St. 42

St. 42

Stele C. 101

-_X

St. 33

St. 58

3

St. 160

Similar to Similar to
Abnormal
Early
Hieratic Demotic

X

Abnormal Hieratic

Ln(

Early Demotic

.,
E 3228e, 12

E 3228c, 7

00

-m

E
BM10113, 2

E3228e,6

Vienna D 12003, 1

C.50097b,2

C. 50064, 3

C.50058,4

MI

C. 50058, 7
0

St. 33

5

5

E 3228e, 3

C. 50100, 7 C. 50059, 4 C. 50150b, 1
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PLATE 10. 1

b
Two Stelae from the Reign of Pharaoh Sheshonq V (Twenty-second Dynasty):
(a) Stele 30 from Year 11; (b) Stele 33 from Year 27
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PLATE 10.2

ba
Two Stelae from the Twenty-second Dynasty: (a) Stele 42, Year 37 of Sheshonq V; (b) Stele 58
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PLATE 10.3

Two Stelae fromn Year 24 of Pharaoh Taharqa (Twenty-fifth Dynasty): (a) Stele 159; (b) Stele 160
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PLATE 10.4
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CHAPTER 11

THREE MIRRORS WITH DEMOTIC INSCRIPTIONS
ADEL FARID
Egyptian Museum
The three mirrors, which I am publishing here, belong to a group of metal objects with Demotic
inscriptions.' These metal objects include vessels, boxes, coins, musical instruments, censors,
mirrors, statues, sistrums, and tablets. In general, these objects bear votive inscriptions or other
inscriptions on a variety of themes.
1. Mirror, Inv. Nr. E 1856, Mus6es Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels (pl. 11.1)2
Provenance

Unknown

Measurements

17.3 x 11.9 x 0.4 cm

Material

Bronze

Inscription

Demotic inscription of two lines

Bibliography

Unpublished

The Demotic Inscription (see fig. 11.1 for a facsimile drawing)
Transliteration:
1) Hwt-Hr tj Cnh n Ta-Dhwtj
2)

Ta-Prt

Translation:
1) Hathor may give life to Ta-Thoth,
2)

daughter of Prt

Commentary:
For Hathor, see Daumas, LA II, cols. 1024-33.
For the personal name Ta-Dhwtj, cf. PN I, p. 363, Nr. 14; and

For the personal name Prt, cf. Ranke 1935, p. 134, Nr. 14, 18, and 20:
C

000

The personal name Prt is not mentioned in Dem. Nb.
1. For metal objects with Demotic inscriptions see the second part of my Ph.D. dissertation (1985). For mirrors, cf. Ch.
Muiller, LA V, cols. 1147-50. Not a single mirror with a Demotic inscription was mentioned in this article.
2. For the photograph of the mirror from Les Mus6es Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels, I would like to thank Mr.
Luc Limme.
103
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2.

Mirror, Nr. 292, Collection of King Farouk, the former King of Egypt (fig. 11.1 and pl. 11.2)
Provenance

Dendera

Measurements

22.2 x 15.2 cm

Material

Gilded Silver

Date

Roman period

Scene

The god Horus-smi-tauior the god Lhj brings a sistrum to
the goddess Hathor

Inscription

Demotic inscription of four lines

Themes of the inscription

Strategos inscription, Votive inscription

Bibliography

Unpublished

The DemoticInscription (see fig. 11.3 for a facsimile drawing)
Transliteration:
1) [m-bh] H.t-Hr nb.t iwn.t Is.t t> ntr.t c?.t n-tr.t Ptlwmjs
2)

p] srtjkws p? hm-ntr HIr pl hm-ntr H.t-Hr p. hm-ntr Ihj

3)

[p? hm-ntr Is.t] p?- hm-ntr n n? ntr.w n h.t-ntr

4)

[iwn.t-]t-ntr.t

Translation:
1) Before Hathor, mistress of Dendera, Isis, the great goddess,
from the hand of Ptolemaios
2)

the strategos, the prophet of Horus, the prophet of Hathor, the prophet of Ihj

3)

[the prophet of Isis], the prophet of the gods of the temple of

4)

Dendera

Commentary:
I have identified strategos Ptolemaios, the dedicator of this mirror, with strategos
Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas and grandson of strategos Pi-sr-Bst(Psenobastis).
Strategos Ptolemaios has another Egyptian name:
Hieroglyphic: Pi-sr-pi-zj
Demotic:

P -sr-p-~hj

0

I [-

9,A4,

Strategos Ptolemaios has left thirteen Demotic and two hieroglyphic inscriptions.
The Demotic Inscriptions
1) Stele Cairo CG 31083 (Spiegleberg 1904, p. 10 and pl. I)
2) Stele Cairo CG 31092 (ibid., p. 23 and pl. IV)
3) Stele Cairo CG 31093 (ibid., pp. 24-25 and pl. IV)
4) Stele Cairo CG 31130 (ibid., p. 51 and pl. XIII)
5) Stele Cairo CG 50044 (Spiegleberg 1932, pp. 14-16 and pl. II)
6) Stele Cairo CG 50045 (ibid., pp. 17-18 and pl. II)
7) Stele Cairo JE 44305 (Spiegelberg 1912, pp. 36-39 and pl. 2, 1)
8) Stele Cairo 10/5/50/1 (Bresciani 1960, pp. 119-26)
9) Mirror Cairo JE 46375
10) Mirror King Farouk Collection, Nr. 292
11) Bronze tablet BM 57371 (Shore 1979, pp. 138-60)
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12) Bronze tablet BM 57372 (ibid.)
13) Stele Stockholm MME 1970:2 (Wdtngstedt 1984, pp. 271-72 and pl. 37)
The Hieroglyphic Inscriptions
1) Statue Cairo CG 690 (Borchardt 1930, pp. 34-35 and pl. 127)
2) Statue Cairo JE 45390 (Daressy 1916, pp. 268-70)
3.

Mirror Cairo JE 46375 (figs. 11.2 and 11.3; pls. 11.3 and 11.4)
Provenance

Dendera

Measurements

30.8 x 25.8 cm

Material

Gilded Silver

Date

Roman period

Scene

The goddess Hathor seated, holding in her right hand the
Cn sign and in her left hand a scepter.

Hieroglyphic inscription

Hwt-Hr nb.t iwnt ir R "nb.t pt hnwt ntrw nbw
Hathor, mistress of Dendera, Eye of Re', mistress of
heaven, mistress of all gods.

Demotic inscription

Three lines

Themes of the inscriptions

Strategos inscription, Votive inscription

Bibliography

Unpublished

The Demotic Inscription (see fig. 11.6 for facsimile drawings)
Transliteration:
1) n-tr.t Ptlwmjs s? Ptwlmjs p? mr-mis ' p snjns pl sn n Pr'-9p? hm-ntr Hr pl hm-ntr Is.t p?
hm-ntr

f Swd: f-pi- 9 pi snjns pl sn n Pr-

2)

H.t-Hr nb.t iwn.t ir.t R nb.t pt hnwt ntrw nbw hnc sn

3)

p hm-ntr Hr p2 h-m-ntr HI.t-HIrp hm-ntr Is.t hn Swd - f-p-bm p mr-m' hn (' sn f

[Swd f-p.-ljlw]
Translation:
1) From the hand of Ptolemaios, son of Ptolemaios, the strategos, the Syngenes, the
brother of the king, the prophet of Horus, the prophet of Isis, the prophet of
2) Hathor, mistress of Dendera, Eye of Re', mistress of heaven, mistress of all gods,
together with his brother Swd? <f-p- ?, the Syngenes, the brother of the king,
3)

the prophet of Horus, the prophet of Hathor, the prophet of Isis, together with
Swd?

f-p-im, the Strategos, together with his brother [Swd f-p-ljlw]

Commentary:
The beginning of the Demotic text is somewhat broken but the word is clear and the reading
is certain.
It is pointed out in line 1 of the Demotic text of the Egyptian Museum mirror that strategos

Ptolemaios is the son of Ptolemaios"- (Vi

f

r..n e

/ly. Now the question remains: who is

this Ptolemaios, the father of our strategos Ptolemaios? The Egyptian sources (hieroglyphic and
Demotic) offer us the names of two strategoi called Ptolemaios who lived in Dendera:
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1) Strategos Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas and grandson of strategos P3- r-Bist;
2)

Strategos Ptolemaios-pi?-sr-p.?-hj,father of strategos Kwrks (statue Cairo JE 45390).

Daressy copied the inscription of the other name of Ptolemaios as follows

1

and he

deciphered it Pa-Khrod-ka. The letter o K is written in the hieroglyphic inscriptions of the statue
Cairo JE 45390 in the personal name of strategos Kwrks three times; twice on the naos, which
Kwrks bears or carries with his hands, and the third time in the inscription on the back pillar of the
naophorous statue of Kwrks:

After a careful examination of the original hieroglyphic inscriptions on the statue Cairo JE
45390, I discovered that the letter 0 K in the personal name in Daressy's copy is certainly not A K
at all, but i P. So the personal name should be as follows: t
, that is the hieroglyphic
equivalent of the Demotic name P?-'r-p?-j. The Wirterbuch (III, p. 237) lists the word hj
e qJ.
The Warterbuch also lists the sign 7 as a determinative of this word. So this
hieroglyphic sign T should be read as tj, and not as k?. So the old reading of P5-hrd-ki&, Pk-sr-k3 in
Daressy and the other scholars who followed him (Spiegelberg, Henne, Van't Dack, Bengston, de
Meulenaere, A. Farid [1989, pp. 155-68, pls. 10-11], Ranke [PN I, p. 119, no. 8], and Peremans
and Van't Dack [1950, p. 29, no. 237]) should be corrected as Pi-sr-p_?-[j o !u , which is the
correct reading of the personal name in the Demotic texts of the BM Tablets 57371 and 57372.
Daressy (1916, pp. 268-70) who has published the hieroglyphic inscription of the statue Cairo
JE 45390, identified Ptolemaios p?-sr-pi?-6j with strategos Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas and
grandson of strategos P?-sr-Bst (Psenobastis), and he dated the statue at the end of the Ptolemaic
period and before the Roman conquest of Egypt. Four scholars followed the opinion of Daressy:
namely Spiegelberg (1922b, pp. 88-92; 1926, pp. 27-34), Henne (1935, p. 38), Van't Dack (1949,
pp. 3-44), and Bengston (1967, p.224). De Meulenaere (1959a, pp. 19ff.) has argued that the two
Ptolemaios are two different persons:
1) Strategos Ptolemaios called P.-&r-p?-hj who lived during the Ptolemaic period and
2)

Strategos Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas and grandson of strategos P?-sr-Bist who lived at
the beginning of the Roman period.

But my opinion is that the two names belong to one person, Ptolemaios p-r-p.?-#j. Shore (1979,
pp. 138-60) has recently published two important Demotic texts, both engraved on bronze tablets
found at Dendera, BM 57371 and BM 57372. Both Demotic texts include the name Pi-fr-pi-Oj
called Ptolemaios. Tablet BM 57371 also refers to his three sons, namely:
1) Strategos Swd?

f-p;- 9

called ...

,

called ...

2)

Strategos Swd f-p-am

3)

Strategos SwdIf-pji-ljlw called

,,'.,
/

isjgns

forle**misM"a

" 'l tv

The mirror from the Egyptian Museum, Cairo JE 46375, lists four sons of Strategos Ptolemaios:
1) Strategos Ptolemaios

"( aV

"
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2) Strategos SwdL f-p?- 9
3)
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Strategos Swd 5>f-p5-hzm

\tI
ILI

4) Strategos Swd? <f-pi-ljlw

Zauzich (1980, pp. 189-90) has published a review of Shore's article and he certainly
corrected some of Shore's readings, but his last suggestion to consider Swd-f /
,
',

1 . \as

a verb form and not as a personal name is certainly not correct. Swd f is most

definitely a personal name. There is no doubt about that at all. This is clear from the context of both
Demotic documents: the bronze tablet (BM 57371) and the gilded silver mirror (Cairo JE 46375).
We notice here that these persons bear double names, one Egyptian and the other Greek. After a
careful study of the Demotic texts of both Cairo JE 46375 and BM 57371, I have come to the
conclusion that the persons in both documents are identical. The problem is that the Egyptian
Museum mirror (JE 46375) lists four sons of Ptolemaios, while the tablet (BM 57371) lists three
sons of Ptolemaios called P?-r-p-j
?- *, r. The other problem is that the Egyptian Museum
mirror gives the eldest son as Ptolemaios, while the British Museum text (line 52) names Swd f>
pi- 9 as the eldest son of strategos Ptolemaios called P--r-pi-

,4*r.

I would like to suggest that

strategos Ptolemaios, the eldest son of strategos Ptolemaios called P?-sr-p?-6jdied, then the second
son Swd f-p?- 9? became the eldest son, otherwise how can we explain his nonexistence in the
bronze tablet BM 57371. I would also suggest that the mirror from the Egyptian Museum is older
than the British Museum tablet. We notice also that Swd ;f-p-9 did not have the title mr-msfon
the Egyptian Museum mirror but he has the title mr-mi on the British Museum bronze tablet. This
fact suggests that Swd-? f-pi- 9 received the title mr-mv ( (strategos) only after the death of his
elder brother Ptolemaios.
The Demotic texts of the two bronze tabltes (BM 57371 and BM 57372) refer to strategos
Ptolemaios with double names: one Egyptian, the other Greek. Both texts denote the two names as
follows: Pi-r-p2>-ijcalled Ptolemaios.
Bronze tablet BM 57371, line 24

P-r-p--6ijddjt n;f [Ptlwmjs] Cii 3

Bronze tablet BM 57372, line x +9

Pi-r-pi-fzjddjt n f[Ptlwmjs] "//// /

'wo

" '''"

-/-.

~M
lO//

The statue Cairo CG 690 lists three generations of the family of strategos Ptolemaios, son of
strategos Panas and grandson of strategos P]-&r-Bst (Psenobastis) namely:

Grandfather

LIt

Father

O-l

Son

-

0

P?-&r-Bist (Psenobastis)
P?-n-niwt (Panas)

a

,, a

Ptolemaios

On the statue of strategos Kwrks, son of strategos Ptolemaios called P?-fr-pi'-Oj (Cairo JE
45390), it seems that the hieroglyphic writing of P2-fr-p?-O u
is equivalent to the Demotic
writing P-r-p?-hj of the same name. Owing to the similarity of the titles between strategos
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Ptolemaios, son of Panas and strategos Ptolemaios, son of Ptolemaios and because both come from
Dendera and because the palaeography of the Demotic text of the Cairo Museum mirror JE 46375
refers to the Roman period, I have come to conclude that strategos Ptolemaios is the son-of
strategos Ptolemaios called Pi-3sr-p-->j, and the grandson of strategos Panas, and the greatgrandson of of strategos ?.-Sr-B5>st (Psenobastis). According to the hieroglyphic and Demotic
documents we can reconstruct the genealogy of this family as follows:
-r-B2?st + ?
Fi'>-n-niwt(Panas) + ?

Ptolemaios (P.?-svr-p-i], P-&r-pi-!3]-P) +?

Ptolemaios

OI

The first personal name Ptlwmjs is so engraved
F'twlms is so written oO!

dr

SwcL? z-f-p->--llw

Swd->-*,-f-p.>-,>-hm

Swd;-f-p->--- C>(

while the second personal name

The scribe probably has written it in this manner to distinguish

between the father's name and the son's name. Ptolemaios has three titles:
Strategos

1) P.5)mr-ms
2) pl snins

f/411AIIIIAP

Syngenes

3) p3 sn nPr-c.

11(fl.9 -1 JW

Brother of the King

De Meulenaere has proved that the titles mr-mI-wr and wr95iinms'Idesignate a strategos. He
argued also that the title mr-mi could be an abbreviation of mr-ms" wr. He concluded futher on
that the combination of the two titles mr-ms" and sn-nsw designate a strategos of a nome.
Ptolemaios has other priestly titles:
1) p? 1im-ntr IrAlIIV

The prophet of Horus

2) p->

The prophet of Isis

m-ntr Is.t

The prophet of Hathor,
mistress of Dendera,

3) p> hm-ntr H.t-Hr nb.t
iwnt ir.tR ~nb.tpt

hnwt ntrw nbw

~

fM '(

f~

4 ~4r

iPk.

Eye of Re', mistress
of heaven, mistress of
all gods.

According to the Demotic text of the mirror Cairo JE 46375, Ptolemaios has three other
brothers, all of whom were strategoi. These four brothers are mentioned as follows:
SPtolemaios
2) Swd?"f-p-5-9
a) p5"snjns

iv
Y10140 ui,

4

who has two titles:
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b) p'?sn n Pr- (

and another three priestly titles:

c)

The prophet of Horus

p? hm-ntr Hr

d) p. hm-ntr H.t-Hr

K

e) p? hm-ntr Is.t
3) Swd3 :f-p3-hm
p. mr-ms c

4)

109

The Prophet of Hathor

k.1

The prophet of Isis

...

who has one title:
Strategos

p.
f-pi-ljlw
Swd_-...

The titles of Swd-?f-p>-ljlw cannot be seen on the mirror because the corrosion has not been
cleaned from the handle of the mirror where the Demotic inscription should be continued.
We know that strategos Ptolemaios and his four sons each have two names: one Egyptian, the
other Greek:
1) Ptolemaios = P-&sr-p -hj (Demotic)
2)

Ptolemaios =.........

3)

Swd?,f-p-9 =..

P,$,,
P?-1r-p?-hj (hieroglyphic) o

o

, the father

4) Swd f-p3-hm =........
5)

Swd5 =f-p.-ljlw = -sjgns

The name of the dedicator of the naophorous standing statue Cairo JE 45390 is Kwrks. Since
Kwrks is a Greek name, it probably is to be equated either to Swd f-pi- 9 or to Swd f-p?-hm. We
have to exclude their brother Ptolemaios, because Ptolemaios is a Greek name. We will have to
wait for new documents to find out the Egyptian name of Ptolemaios and the other Greek name of
one of his brothers. An important question which must be asked here: Since we know from the titles
of the four sons of strategos Ptolemaios that all four were strategoi at the same time, did all four act
as strategoi in Dendera or in different nomes?
De Meulenaere (1959, pp. 18-23) argued that there is a difference in the titles between the
hieroglyphic inscription of the statues Cairo JE 45390 of strategos Ptolemaios-P>-r-p]-hij and the
Demotic inscription of strategos Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas, and grandson of strategos Pivr-Bst (Psenobastis). The hieroglyphic inscription of the statue (Daressy 1916, pp. 268-70) reads:

mr-m

sn-nsw Kwrks s? Ptwlmjs ...... hm-ntr itjw (njswt-bjtjw) hn twt = sn w "b n g? s sn sn-nsw Kwrks

Strategos and syngenes Kwrks, son of Ptolemaios ...... prophet of the kings of Upper and Lower
Egypt, together with their statues, priest of their chapels, the syngenes Kwrks, son of strategos P?-rP5
.- 2i.
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The Rosetta Stone (Demotic lines 22-23) mentions also (Spiegelberg 1922b, 5. 56):

<j 11) 1V

-,0000~IIC]C

mtw w dit ch (w I twtw n Pr- ; c.w.s. Ptwlmj>s niz dt p5 ntrpr nt] n.--n t;frf mt-nfrt mtw w dd nPtwlm]?s n1 Bk] nt] iw p.'ff whm Ptwlm]>s iir f t Kin
and they will erect a statue of the king L.H.P. Ptolemaios living forever, the god Epiphanes
Eucharistos and they will call it Ptolemaios savior of Egypt, whose translation is Ptolemaios, who
protects Egypt
De Meulenaere argued that the title Pr- 9? in the Ptolemaic period was replaced by the title Caesar
in the Roman period:

11 y a meme certains indices qui font supposer que l'appellation 'Pharaon' ete remplace a l'epoque
romaine par celle de 'Cesar.' Ainsi, Psenamounis, grande pretre de Ptah sons Auguste, figure-t-il
comme prophete de Cesar dans l'inscription de Petoubastis. Que lYon songe aussi a Panas et
Ptolemee, qui sont appeles 'agent de Cesar,' tandis que Menkare, pere de Montesouphis, etait, lui,
'agent du Pharaon' (de Meulenaere 1959, pp. 23-24).

But we know that the title sn-n-Pr- 9>-"Brother of the Pharaoh" was still in use in the Roman period,
as the following examples attest:
1) Sandstone socle of the granite statue Cairo JE
46320 = CG 50047 of strategos Pa-mnh.z, son of

font
spposAoqu

strategos Hj>rgs-P.--m:p5 sn n Pr-9?

nsi, Penamo)V

(Spiegelberg 1932, pp. 19f., pl. XI)
2) Stele Berlin 22468 of strategos P.?- "hmPa-s'w,son
of P- chm-rmt-bh~dt: p.? snjns p?3 sn ni Pr- 93
(Spiegelberg 1927, pp. 27-34; Farid 1989, pp.
l55-68, pls. 10-11)
3) Stele Cairo CG 31083 of strategos Ptolemaios, son
of strategos Panas: p-->>sn'ns p?3 sn n Pt-~
(Spiegelberg 1904, p. 10, pl. I)
4) Stele Cairo CG 31092 of strategos Ptolemaios, son
of strategos Panas: p'? sngns p--? Sn n [Pr- 93]
(Spiegelberg 1904, p. 23, pl. IV)

Xll
Alg
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5) Stele Cairo CG 31093 of strategos Ptolemaios, son
of strategos Panas: p5 sngns p. sn n Pr- 9

ll~l~V~r3
YY111VJUrtA3V

(Spiegelber 1904, p. 24f., pl. IV)
6) Trilingual Stele Cairo CG 50044 of strategos
Ptolemaios, son of strategos Panas: p. snjns p? sn
n Pr- 9? (Spiegelberg 1932, pp. 14-16, pl. XI)

ategos
PtOer1I)4A
s

7) Stele Cairo CG 50045 of strategos Ptolemaios, son
of strategos Panas: p- snjns p? sn n Pr-9
(Spiegelberg 1932, pp. 17f., pl. XI)
8) Stele Cairo CG 31137 of strategos Lysimachos: p?
sn n Pr-9 (Spiegelberg 1904, pp. 53f., pl. XV)
9) Mirror Cairo JE 46375, strategos Ptolemaios, son of
strategos Ptolemaios: p'? snjns p ? sn n Pr-9
10) Mirror Cairo JE 46375, line 2, strategos
Swd>>-f-p.- 9: p? snjns p ? sn n Pr- 9?
11) Bronze Tablet BM 57371, line 53, strategos
Swd? -f-p3- 9: p3 sn n Pr- ?
(Shore 1979, pp. 143-51)

If de Meulenaere is right, the title sn n Pr-9 should have been replaced by sn n Kjsrs, which
did not happen. Also the title sh Pr-(9iwf ip ,I','u "''l!"
was still in use in the Roman period,
and if de Meulanaere were right, the title should have been replaced by sh Kjsrs iw fip, which did
not happen. See the following examples:
1) Stele Cairo CG 31099 of "n-m-hr called P3-shn:

I+IcAa(vo

sh Pr- 9 iw; f ip (Spiegelberg 1904)
2) Stele Louvre E 13074 = Bibliotheque Nationale no.
126 (C48) = Louvre Museum E 13074: sh n Pr- iw;fip (Spiegelberg 1908b, pp. 144-47, pls. I-II,
Nr. XLI)
3) Bronze Tablet BM 57371,
line 16: sh n Pr- 3 iw f ip

line 22:sh n Pr-9 iw

f ip

(Shore 1979, pp. 143-51)
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Figure 11.1. Facsimile Drawing of Gilded Silver Mirror with Demotic Inscription from the
King Farouk Collection (Nr. 292; Now in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo).
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Figure 11.2. Facsimile Drawing of Gilded Silver Mirror with Demotic Inscription from the
Collection of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (JE 46375).
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Figure 11.3. Detail of Demotic Inscription on Gilded Silver Mirror from the
Collection of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (JE 46375).
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PLATE 11 1

a

b
Bronze Minfor with Demnotic Inscription from the Collection of Mus6es Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire,
Brussels (Inv. Nr. E 1856): (a) Photograph; (b) Facsimile Drawing
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Photograph of Gilded Silver Mirror with Demotic Inscription from the King Farouk
Collection (Nr. 292; Now in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo).
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PLATE 11.3

Photograph of Gilded Silver Mirror with Dernotic Inscription froun the
Collection of the Egyptian Museum., Cairo (IF 46375).
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Detail Photograph of the Demotic Inscription on the Gilded Silver Mirror from the Collection of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (JE 46375).
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CHAPTER 12

THE WANDERING PERSONNEL OF THE TEMPLE
OF NARMUTHIS IN THE FAIYUM AND SOME
TOPONYMS OF THE MERIS OF POLEMON
PAOLO GALLO

University of Pisa
In 1938 an archive of 1555 ostraca was found at Medinet Madi, the ancient town of Narmuthis,
in the south of the Faiyum.
Several remarks about the discovery and the general content of this archive have been made
already (see ODN and Gallo 1989, pp. 99-123); therefore I think that it will suffice to recall briefly
that the ostraca were found in a building within the enclosure of the temple dedicated to the local
goddess Renenutet, and that all of them date to the Roman period, about the second century A.D.
Unfortunately, as the originals have disappeared (ODN, p. 1), we now possess only photos of these
texts. The photographic archive is kept at the University of Pisa and studied by the team directed by
Professor Edda Bresciani.
The main peculiarity of these ostraca is that they are written sometimes in Demotic, sometimes
in Greek, and very often Greek and Demotic mixed in the same text (Bresciani and Pintaudi 1987,
pp. 123-26). The contents are various: we have school texts, medical prescriptions, astrological
texts, lists of various objects and materials, tax receipts, accounts, and juridical matters.
The subject of this paper is an unusual group of texts whose content reveals in detail some
little-known aspects of the administration of an Egyptian temple in the Roman period.
We sometimes find quite cryptic "telegraphic style" texts, such as the following:
(see fig. 12.1a)

TEXT A
OMM VOGLIANO NO. 431 = ODN, TEXT NO. 3

Translation
1. Go to
2. Tosh, Nar3. muthis, Ta-resi

Transcription
1. sm r
2. T§Niw.t3. Rnmwtj.t T?-rs

* Last year my stay in Paris coincided with the lectures on the Faiyum held by Professor Jean Yoyotte at the Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Ve section. He offered me precious suggestions while I was working on this paper, and
encouraged me to publish it; I wish to express here my gratitude to him. I am also indebted to Professor Frangoise
de Cenival and my friend Michel Pezin, who kindly showed me the writing of some toponyms occurring in
unpublished papyri in Paris and Lille.
119
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4. jR (5. snt qtj hr
6. pl rh ssw nb

4. Ro5. senti. Go around according
6. to the instruction, every day.

NOTES
Lines 5-6

qtj hr p? rh. Another example of the same expression can be seen in ODN, text no.
27.6-7; as shown by the determinative, the word p. rh "what is known" or "what is
to be known" concerns a written document, hence the translation of "instruction";
an instruction that in this context could be a very practical one.
This obscure and short text contains two orders clearly sent to someone by his superior; the first
task of the addressee is to go to some locality near Narmuthis, whose identification will be
discussed in detail in the second part of the paper; the second order is to travel according to a
written instruction, "every day." This statement leads us to suppose that the tour in the mentioned
villages lasted more than one day; this interpretation seems confirmed by other clearer texts such
as the following two:
(see fig. 12.1b)
TEXT B
OMM VOGLIANO NO. 661 = OMM ARCH. PISA NO. 821
Transcription
Translation
1. (From) the first until the fifth,
1. sw w Ssw 5
2. (at) Tosh; (from) the sixth until
2. T§sw6 )s
3. sw 15 n
3. the fifteenth, in
4. Pljq
4. The river;
5. (from) the tenth - error - (from)
5. hrw 1 0 - kj-dd - sw 16
the sixteenth
Ssw
2.
6. until the twenty-fifth, to Ro5 rR 6.
7. snt sw 5
7. senti; the fifth,
8. ... to P3-gnt(?);
8. ... e Pi-Jgn
9. t (?) sw 10 htj
9. The tenth, a period
10. to Narmuthis
10. r Niw.t--Rnmwt.t
NOTES
line 5

kj-dd. Here used to introduce a correction. The scribe wrote hrw instead of sw, and
10 instead of 16.
sw 5. Of course the fifth day of the following month.
htj. Cf. EDG 338.3; the meaning of "period, moment" is well shown by the texts
published by Parker (1959, columns VII, line 11; VIII, line 13; IX, line 14).

line 7
line 9

Transcription
1. e.ir s.t.w (r) tj
2. S2.
3. P]-glg-Sbk
4. PI>t rs
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Qs P?-sj
<P?-sj>Te
m Pr-glgTl-wr.t sm
... nb e-nt

t

(see fig. 12.2a)
TEXT C
OMM VOGLIANO NO. 990
Translation
1 .... towards the places (to) deliver
(the) precious goods:
3. Kerkesoucha,
4. The southern edge of the
cultivations,
5. Qos, Pa-si,
6. < Pa-si >, Tem,
7. Kerke8. thoueris, (the) herb (and)
9. every ... that is cut
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NOTES
Line 1

e-ir. Apparently this document begins with a preposition; therefore we have to
suppose that the first part of the text was written on the other side of the sherd or
upon another ostracon.
s.t.w. This word has the hieratic determinative for a building, different from the
verb ij "to come" (cf. the writings in ODN, texts nos. 15.3 and 28.16).
(r) tj.
The preposition r introducing final clauses is often omitted in the texts of this
archive, e.g. tw-s ni nkt n-nt.e &w tj "Hpov, "here there are the things that are
useful, (to) give (to) Eron" (cf. Gallo 1989, p. 103, text A, line 1).

Line 2

Hieratic word to be transcribed
, ,;I do not know of any Demotic
occurrence of this term. It is very probably a variant of the hieroglyphic term
I,,,,,
var. =,,, o ,which indicates not only the precious stones but also, in a
wider sense, the whole of the exotic precious things needed for religious and
funerary rituals (aromas, frankincense, pigments, oils, etc.; cf. Meeks 1979,
77.0568 and 78.0621). This meaning matches the contexts of these ostraca, where
pigments and substances pertaining to cult are often handled as goods to be
distributed by the clergy of Narmuthis to the minor sanctuaries of the neighbouring
villages (see below).

Line 6

< P?-sj >. The second P]-sj, being a repetition, is to be eliminated. In our ostraca
the last word at the end of a line is often repeated entirely at the beginning of the
following line; probably the scribe was worried that the first writing was not clear
enough (cf. for instance ODN, text no. 27, lines 2-3: [32/32]; Gallo 1989, text E,
lines 7-8: [ms' ImsC]; an example in Greek: Vogliano, Cinotti, and Columbo 1953,
p. 511, text 1, lines 22-23: Xran/out Icat r
t.

Line 9

-t. Paleographically, a reading bk is possible also; t is preferable because the
word seems to refer to the substantive sm "herb" of the line above. I think that the
action of 9tn sm,the "cutting of the herb," the "harvesting," may correspond to the
parallel Greek expression Xoprlyfc7
ayetv attested by an unpublished ostracon of
the archive.

.

Such texts form a category still little known at this time. They must be considered as true
"agendas" for persons who have to follow the orders of a superior. In this case, they have to travel
to villages situated near Narmuthis. It is noteworthy that the motion verb qtj "to turn, move in
circle" (EDG, p. 552.4) is often used (cf. e.g. text A), to suggest the idea of the circular itineraries
followed by these persons.
Who were these "wandering" people? And why did they have to travel so frequently to other
localities? Several ostraca may shed some light on the matter. One of the tasks of these itinerant
travellers was to provide the smaller adjacent villages with materials that probably were difficult to
find and could not be producted locally. These goods were exported to the neighbouring villages by
the bigger and better supplied temple of Narmuthis. The ritual nature of most of the materials leads
us to suppose that they were sent mostly to the little sanctuaries of the villages. Ostracon D may
furnish an idea of this kind of text containing lists of goods.
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TEXT D
(see fig. 12.2b)
OMM ARCH. PISA NO. 4 = GALLO 1989, PP. 109-16, TEXT C
Transcription
[Lines 1-8 omitted]
9. k.t-md.t w' m nhh r T§
10. w' m ] .hm r T§ Cjq w 10 g Cl
11. 5 r T9 w (Imqmj rT§ k.t-md.t
12. ibd III vmw sw w' ' sw 15 thb
13. hn h.t-ntr r wn hrw r-bnr lws
14. e 'nh g5 r (?) bw-ir tj-k thb
15. w .thr-qlm w c.t

16. rpj djt "nw
17. lhm n dt
18. htjdt(?)
Translation
[Lines 1-8 omitted]
9. another thing: a little oil for Tosh,
10. [a little] salt for Tosh, ten dry breads and
11. five cakes for Tosh, a little gum for Tosh. Another thing:
12. (from) the first day of Epiphi until the fifteenth, do aspersion rites
13. in the temple to be a day (?) out; take care
14. of the flower bunch, also, (if ?) you did not perform aspersion rites;
15. an under-garland, some
16. leaves of olive tree. A
17. branch of olive tree,
18. htj-plant (?).
Among the transported materials more often mentioned there are gum, castor oil for lamps,
salt, votive garlands, eggs, different kinds of bread, cakes, pigeons, tree branches, olive oil, and
cloths. Mainly they are objects pertaining to worship, which we know already mostly from Greek
papyri (see Lewis 1983a, p. 105 [P. Oxy. 1211 and P. Oxy. 2797]) and from some Demotic
documents concerning religious associations (de Cenival 1972a, pp. 16-20).
Some texts refer to the trade of less common goods, such as pigments: arsenic powder,
cinnabar, indikon, Synopes-earth, copper powder, and others. One of these texts (publication
forthcoming) says that the pigments are to be brought to the village of Ro-senti. We may suppose
that these colours were used to paint frescoes, linen, or mummy cartonnages.
The economic nature of these exchanges of goods is still unclear. We do not know yet if the
minor sanctuaries bought or simply received these materials from Narmuthis's temple stores. We
hope that further studies on this archive will help to solve this question.
Another problem concerns the identity of these travellers and their status. We have seen that
they remained in some localities for five days, and in some cases even for ten or fifteen days. Text
B shows that the person spent forty days in different villages before coming back to Narmuthis.
Consequently, it is clear that the delivery of goods could not be the only purpose of these people.
Some ostraca seem to suggest that another task of their visits was to collect taxes and to attend to
some local business. But ostraca such as text D reveal that these men were priests, whose degree,
unluckily, is unspecified. In lines 12-13, we read that the man has to perform the aspersion rites
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(thb) in the temple for a period of fifteen days. It is very likely that the sanctuary meant here is that
of the village of Tosh mentioned in the previous lines (9-11). Have we to suppose that the clergy
of Narmuthis was also charged to perform the rituals in the sanctuaries of the neighbouring
villages? Although rare, this phenomenon is already attested in some zones of Egypt during the
Roman period. In Papyrus Oxy. 2782, dated to the second-third centuries A.D., a hierophant orders
a priestess of the village of Nesmeimis to go to another village, Sinkepha, to perform the rituals:
Marcus Aurelios Apollonios, hierophant, to the ritual basket-carrier of [the village of]
Nesmeimis, greeting. Please go to [the village of] Sinkepha to the temple of Demeter, to
perform the customary sacrifices for our lords the emperors and their victory, for the rise of
the Nile and increase of crops, and for favourable conditions of climate. I pray that you fare
well (Lewis 1983a, p. 85).
These unusual Demotic texts from Medinet Madi allow us a glance at the everyday life of the
priests of an Egyptian temple of Roman period. On the whole, we receive the impression that
during the second century A.D. the economy of several sanctuaries in the western area of the Meris
of Polemon depended upon the temple of Narmuthis. The content of the Greek ostraca, although
not yet sufficiently studied, seems to confirm this point of view (Vogliano 1939, p. 88)1. Some of
the texts lead us to suppose that the clergy of Narmuthis was not only charged to supply the
adjacent minor sanctuaries, but sometimes also to celebrate sacred rituals there.

A LIST OF SOME OF THE TOPONYMS OCCURRING
IN THE ARCHIVE OF NARMUTHIS
The villages and little towns mentioned in this archive were situated in the Meris of Polemon,
with the exception of two or three villages, which were probably in the Meris of Themistes, close to
the boundary with Polemon. Some toponyms occur here for the first time while others, already
known from Greek sources, are mentioned for the first time in Demotic in these texts. For these
reasons I have thought it useful to give a list of the toponyms which occur more frequently.

I.

A

p9

Pl-glg-Sbk =KepKEGOObXC

A village in the Meris of Polemon (DGT, III, pp. 108-09), whose land bordered on that of
"Apeo; ia~atr at the southwest (Daris 1984, p. 105).

1. Vogliano wrote, about the duties of the high priest of Narmuthis which are often mentioned by the Greek ostraca:
"... d'un document de ces archives il r6sulterait que le personnage en question avait aussi la juridiction sur les
temples de moindre importance de la r6gion et devait en assurer le fonctionnement."
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t

II.

(P-)glg-T-wr.t= KEpicOoilpt;

A village in the Meris of Polemon, generally identified with Kom Shamsin (DGT, III,
p. 99). The presence of a npoqwdjti "Apeco; in the village suggests a proximity to Areos
kome, where the cult of Ares is attested (DGT, I, p. 199)2.

III.

:S

,~26

Mn-nfr = Mp[tPt

A village of the Meris of Polemon (DGT, III, p. 262; Daris 1984, pp. 107 and 119).

IV.

Qs = K&og ?
The village of Qs is mentioned also in other Faiyum papyri: Papyrus Dem. Inv. Sorbonne
539, line 1; Papyrus Dem. Inv. Sorbonne 1208b, line x + 5 (unpublished). On the basis of
these occurrences, the toponym * P in Papyrus Dem. Lille 29, line 2, also is to be read
Qs;3 Papyrus Lille 29 specifies the geographic position of the village: dmj Sbk Qs hn t] dnj.t
Tmjsts .hr "t-rsj [ Mr]-wr n p? t ~'rsjn->, "the town of Sobek, Qos, in the Meris of Themistes,
on the southern edge of the canal of Moeris, in the Nome of Arsinoe." It is noteworthy that
the southern edge of cultivations ( t-rsj) is mentioned in connection with Qs also in our text
C. In a Greek papyrus of the sixth century A.D., a village named K6g is mentioned among
other villages close to Narmuthis (Wessely 1904, pp. 97-98; DGT, III, p. 174). For this
reason, in spite of the lack of more ancient Greek citations, its identification with the
Demotic Qs might be possible.

V.

Id,'S

TOSS
T-btn = probably T4ptv

A village of the Meris of Polemon, identified with the Arabic village of Defednu (DGT, IV,
pp. 375-76). For the hieratic writing of

see HP III, no. 318.
2, Ti-btn is mentioned

already in an early Ptolemaic papyrus (262-61 B.C.), where its name is written

,

(Papyrus Dem. Berlin 13637, lines 9 and 23; Cheshire 1986, p. 36). As the toponym seems
to preserve its peculiar writing intact until the Roman period, there is no strict reason to
consider it an early occurrence of the name of Tebtunis, as has been done (Cheshire 1986,
pp. 36-39); the Demotic name of this town, Ti-nb-Tn or T?-nb-T?-Tn, differs totally from
2. The cult of the "megistos theos Ares" in this village is attested by Papyrus Tebtunis III, 926.

3. Being read Ps, this toponym has been wrongly identified with the Greek village of lh-trx. See Sottas 1921, pp. 58
and 64 (note 2) which is equivalent to de Cenival 1972a, pp. 3 and 13-14 (notes 2 and 4).
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our toponym, and had been written in its correct form since the third century B.C. Therefore, we could simply suppose that T?-btn indicates a different locality. Actually, a big
village called TefPrvw in the south of the Meris of Polemon is mentioned in Greek papyri
from 255-54 B.C. (Daris 1984, p. 103, note 6 and following). Its Demotic name has never
been found, but it must have had one, because the Greek form T4e5tv- clearly reveals an
Egyptian origin, and T-btn seems to correspond exactly to the spelling of the Greek name.

VI.

P-sj = Itoe5c

SO

; Mcgotopyov?

With the scribal variant J ,
, this village is mentioned also in some other papyri from
the Faiyum: Papyrus Dem. Inv. Sorbonne 1279a, recto, col. II,
line 5 (unpublished) and
Papyrus Dem. Inv. Sorbonne 575, recto, line 16 (unpublished). Probably the village was
situated in the southwest of the Meris of Polemon, close to that of Themistes. We already
know of two other Egyptian towns with this name: the first one is H-roX
bti l
1 'EpgieioJ, in
the nome of Thebes, whose Demotic name is just P-sj (Gardiner 1947, pp. 39*-40*). A
second P3-sj is quoted in an autobiographical hieroglyphic text, where the toponym refers
to a fortified town in Syria (p? t? n HIJr) whose Greek name was Ptolemais
- JI ) and which is probably to be identified with Ptolemais-Akko
(E
(Quaegebeur 1989, pp. 94-95 [column 2 of text] and pp. 105-07). The fact that in both
cases the Egyptian toponym P-sj refers to towns called Ptolemais in Greek is quite curious
indeed, and leads us to wonder if we have to suppose a correspondence with a Ptolemais
also as far as our P?-sj of the Faiyum is concerned. In this case, the Demotic toponym might
refer to Ptolemais Melissourgon, "Ptolemais of the bee-keepers," which seems to be the
only Ptolemais in the Meris of Polemon (Daris 1984, p. 101). The Greek papyri often quote
its name close to those of Tebetnu and Kerkesoukha (Daris 1984, pp. 105-06), villages
which are also recorded in our ostraca - cf. nos. I and V. For the toponym P-sj an
etymology from the word sw "beam" has been suggested recently (Quaegebeur 1989, p.
105); the term could refer to the wooden docks built by the Ptolemaic kings on the shore
near their foundations (Quaegebeur 1989).

VII.

R-snt
The first part of this toponym has a very unusual paleographic shape. What I suggest is to
consider the group ? 4I$

a writing of the prefix r '- "act of,"4 here followed by the rain

() as phonetic complement, and by the abstract determinative

.5The entire name, then,

4. Cf. EDG, p. 242, where some similar Roman writings of the first sign are recorded.
5. The word r, written

(

in our ostraca, could have influenced this writing of the prefix r '- because of its

similar pronunciation. For r5, cf. Gallo, 1989, text C, line 8 and the note on p. 1 14.
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might be transcribed in hieroglyphs as follows:

If my interpretation

is right, the toponym should signify "Action of founding," and could be identified with the
Faiyum locality of

\

& mentioned in several hieroglyphic texts (Yoyotte 1962b,
pp. 119-21).6 The geographical position of RN/R -snt in the Faiyum becomes quite clear
now from the contents of our archive. Ro-senti occupies a very pre-eminent position with
regard to Narmuthis: in our archive this toponym is the most frequently mentioned, more
than Narmuthis itself; the priests went so often to Ro-senti to bring or to take away goods
from there, that, no doubt, we have to place Ro-senti in the immediate neighborhood of
Narmuthis, maybe at only a few hundred meters from the temple; the possibility that this
name indicates an ancient district of the town cannot be excluded. Other evidence seems to
confirm the proximity of Ri/R f-snt to Narmuthis. The so-called "Book of the Fayum," dated
to the Roman period, presents R?-snt as a place sacred to the god Thot (Yoyotte 1962b,
p. 120); and the cult of Thot-Ibis is actually attested in the neighbourhood of Narmuthis by
the Greek papyri, which repeatedly quote the name of a large sanctuary of Ibis-Thot,
'Iltc'v eiKoGtntYvopo)p(ov, beside the name of Narmuthis (Wessely 1904, pp. 75-77).7
Also, frescoes and graffiti representing i3topooroi have been found in a chapel at Kom
Madi, only a few thousand meters from Narmuthis (Bresciani 1980, pls. XVIII-XIX).

VIII.

P -rsj
Several places called T?-rsj(t) are known all over Egypt. The toponym, well studied in its
hieroglyphic and Demotic occurrences, means literally "the watch-tower" (Yoyotte 1958, p.
417; Vleeming 1987, pp. 157-59).8 Last year Professor Yoyotte reconsidered this toponym;
in his opinion T;-rsj(t) might refer to the posts of police placed on the boundaries that
separated one nome or administrative district from another. The ancient Egyptian T?-rsj(t)
survived in Arabic toponymy as

(Tirsa; seeYoyotte 1972a, pp. 7-8). A

village called Tirsa still exists in the Faiyum on the road between Sennuris and Sanhur; of
course, it is too distant to be identified with the T?--rsj mentioned in the ostraca. The
geographical position of this Tirsa, situated exactly on the ancient boundary line between
the Meris of Themistes and that of Herakleides, seems to confirm Yoyotte's hypothesis.
Consequently, the Th-rsj quoted in our archive might refer to the guard post placed on the
boundary between the Meris of Polemon and Meris of Themistes, to which Narmuthis was
very near.

6. Our interpretation of the first group as r c-"act of," agrees with Yoyotte's intuition, cf. p.120, note (4): "A l'origine
RR-snty comme d'autre toponymes en ri a pu etre un terme d'acception g6n6rale form6 &partir du prefixe r?- (ZAS
77, 3-7): 'le fait de fonder', 'la fondation par excellence.'"
7. The status quaestionis on this Ibion and its location has been summarized in Bernand 1981b, p. 69-70.
8. For a new Demotic occurrence in P. Champollion 9, line 3, see Devauchelle 1988, p. 13 (the author reads t rb.t).
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T§
In our texts the toponym Tosh occurs very often in the lists mentioning other villages near
Narmuthis. The meaning of "nome" is therefore unlikely in these contexts, also because Ti
is never preceded by the article pl as it should be. It is known that the hieroglyphic
CX
toponym
@
( could indicate not only the Faiyum basin itself, but also its capital, the town
of Crocodilopolis (Yoyotte 1962b, pp. 104, 106-07). Such identification cannot be excluded
completely, although it seems hardly likely. As all of the villages quoted together with Tosh
are in the south of the Faiyum, Crocodilopolis seems to be quite out of the route; on the
other hand, the quantity and quality of the goods taken to T§ (e.g. see text D) are a quite
meagre tribute for the capital of the nome. For these reasons I presume that Tosh is the
name of a village situated somewhere in the southwest of the Meris of Polemon (Gallo
1989, pp. 114-15), where the priests of Narmuthis also had to perform sacred rituals.

X.

, var.

Niw.t-Rnmwtj.t = Napgo)tg

Literally, this toponym translates as "the town of the goddess Renenutet." We do not know
if this is the original form of the town's name. Undoubtedly, in this case the hieroglyphic @
corresponds to the Greek spelling Na-. But Greek toponyms beginning with Ne- derive in
general from the plural of the Egyptian possessive article nm(j/w), e.g. Nx04 = Nij-tU-hwt
"Those of the temple"; Nca Kptg = N(j)-Krt "Those of Krt"; Thevevfl = Ti-st-nj-Niwt
"The place of those of Thebes"; etc. 9 For this reason Niw.t-Rnmwtj.t might be a late
reinterpretation of a more ancient form N.ij-Rnn.t "Those of the goddess Renenutet"
(Spiegelberg 1903a, p. 87), where
t12 could have been replaced by @ because of its
0
similar pronunciation.' The case of Naukratis, literally "Those of Krt," supports this
hypothesis: since the Twenty-sixth dynasty its name always has been written correctly by
means of the possessive article n?j(w), in hieroglyphic as well as in Demotic;" but in the
Naucratis Stele (Thirtieth dynasty) we find the form @ _@,
which reveals the learned
interpretation of a hierogrammateus and is to be translated "The town of Krt" (Stele Cairo
34002, line 13; for bibliographic notes, cf. Lichtheim 1976, pp. 139-46).

9. For the particle n]j (w) in toponymic expressions, cf. Spiegelberg 1918a, p. 110, 1903a, pp. 86-88; for Natho, cf. LA
IV, col. 354; for Naukratis, cf. LA IV, cols. 360-61; for Tsenent, cf. Meeks 1972, p. 113, note 213.
10. The exact phonetic value of the hieroglyphic @ is uncertain, cf. Wb, II, p. 210. In Coptic njw.t gave ne- as well as
the possessive article nj(w), cf. KHwb, p. 118; it is noteworthy that in some late Demotic papyri njw.t is often
written as njI/n~j, a word that usually means "time," Coptic nei, cf. M. Smith 1987, p. 66.
11. A plate of the occurrences of Naucratis' name is in de Meulenaere 1951, p. 101. The transcription of P. Dem. Cairo
31169, line 26, is to be corrected: the toponym is written

IJ"4 &

,

,

as well as in P. Dem. Louvre E. 3266.7

(, cf. de Cenival 1972b, pl. VIII and pp. 23, 40 (the author reads dmd Krd). In both cases, the first sign

of the word does not represent njw.t, but the plural
plural possessive
possessie article nj(w) in its early form, cf. EDG, p. 203.
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The scribes of Narmuthis refer to some villages using "fictitious" toponyms instead of their real
Demotic or Greek name; this renders their identification more difficult. Such "fictitious" toponyms
are formed by the hieroglyph Njw.t plus the name of the foremost divinity of the meant locality
(another example is that of Niwt-Imn, cf. Gauthier, DG III, p. 76). They clearly reflect the influence
of Narmuthis' name. The use of Njw.t seems to suggest that these settlements were quite big. They
are:

XI.

Niw.t-Sbk, "The town of the god Sobek"

As the cult of Sobek is attested everywhere in the Faiyum, it is difficult to decide with
certainty which place is meant here. It could refer to the capital of the Faiyum, Greek
Kpo Kofi{h v t6o'tq, but also to a locality closer to Narmuthis, as Kerkesouka or Tebtunis.

XII.

Niw.t-Nj.t "The town of the goddess Neith"

As mother of Sobek, Neith was worshipped everywhere in the Faiyum. As this goddess is
often identified with Thoeris by the Egyptians and with Athena by the Greeks
(Quaegebeur, Clarysse, and van Maele 1985, pp. 217-32), Niw.t-Nj.t could refer to the big
village of Kerkethoueris, quoted elsewhere in this archive (cf. toponym no. II), or to that of
'AOrlvg KjCI t, situated in the Meris of Themistes, but near to the boundary with
Polemon.12

Niw.t-Sth (?)

XIII.

This obscure locality is represented by means of a donkey's head. While the other
toponyms are mentioned in several texts, this one occurs only once in a school text (ODN,
text no. 17). It could have been invented by the student himself in doing the exercise, but in

12. DGT I, p. 30. We know very little about gods and cults in Athenas kome. At the moment only a private cult of Isis is
attested there, cf. Ribsam 1974, p. 61. Therefore it is impossible to know exactly if the village derived its name
from the Alexandrian Demotic of Athenieus or from the name of the goddess Athena. However, the two
possibilities do not exclude each other necessarily. The foremost god of the village of Areos kome, whose name
might also derive from Alexandrian Demotic (cf. Fraser 1972, p. 44), was actually Ares, see below, note 13. In our
case, therefore, we cannot exclude completely that Niw.t-Nj.t is a learned Egyptian reinterpretation of the Greek
toponym Athenas kome. For the real Demotic name of Athenas kome (N~j- '- Tmtjs or P- - Tmtjs) see now
Clarysse 1987b.
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his mind the toponym could refer to a real village all the same. In the Roman period, often
the ass represents the god Seth; yet we do not have any evidence for the cult of Seth in the
Faiyum. Are we to suppose that the toponym refers, less strictly, to a village where a god
having an aggressive character was worshipped? The war god, Ares, actually was
venerated in the village of Areos kome, nearby Narmuthis. 13 We know, however, that in the
interpraetatiograecaAres corresponds to the Egyptian god Onuris-Shu (cf. Wilcken, UPZ
no. 81), a deity who has never been found associated with the god Seth in Egyptian texts.

13. DGT I, p. 199. The cult of the megistos theos Ares in this village is attested by Papyrus Tebtunis III, 926.
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Figure 12.1. Facsimile Drawings of Demotic Ostraca: (a) Text A, OMM Vogliano no. 431 =
ODN, Text no. 3; (b) Text B, OMM Vogliano no. 661 = OMM Arch. Pisa no. 821.
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Figure 12.2. Facsimile Drawings of Demotic Ostraca: (a) Text C, OMM Vogliano no. 990;
(b) Text D, OMM Arch. Pisa no. 4 = Gallo 1989, pp. 109-16, Text C
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CHAPTER 13

EGYPTIANS, GREEKS, ROMANS, ARABES, AND
IOUDAIOI IN THE FIRST CENTURY A.D. TAX
ARCHIVE FROM PHILADELPHIA: P. MICH. INV. 880
RECTO AND P. PRINC. III 152 REVISED
ANN ELLIS HANSON
Department of ClassicalStudies, The University of Michigan
During the reigns of Augustus and his Julio-Claudian successors the city of Alexandria not only
retained its economic position as the leading emporium of the eastern Mediterranean, but also its
political dominance over Egypt, for it was administrative center of the newly constituted Roman
province.' In a suburb of Alexandria, Juliopolis/Nikopolis, lay the principal Roman military
encampment, home to three legions until 23 A.D. when the force was reduced to two legions and
support troops (cf. Hanson 1980a and 1980b). The Roman conquerors overlaid a new stratum on
the ethnically diverse populations that characterized Alexandria from its inception. Ethno-cultural
considerations were important determiners for Augustus and his Julio-Claudian successors, when
they went about conferring political and economic privileges in Alexandria and throughout the
province. As the dominant elite, Roman citizens were everywhere exempt from the payment of the
poll tax (aooypwcpia) and other capitation taxes (XotxtK 6 v and bt-l), levied on males between
the ages of fourteen and sixty-two. 2 The next, most favored group within the Roman tax structure
were the citizens of the so-called Greek cities-Alexandria, Naukratis in the Delta, and Ptolemais
in Upper Egypt, for they too enjoyed the exemption from the poll tax, as well as the privilege of
continuing to use Greek civic institutions. Alexandrian citizens not only bore Greek names and
spoke the Greek language, but they also claimed that education in the Greek gymnasium and the
holding of prestigious magistracies in the polis were traditional in their families. Less privileged in
the Roman tax structure were those with metropolite citizenship. 3 Romans assessed these citizens
of the district capitals, or metropoleis, at a half-rate for capitation taxes and yet, at the same time,
they extended to them many of the same Greek civic institutions that had under the Ptolemies been
reserved for the so-called Greek cities. By so doing, the Romans were not only expressing their
own approval of life in cities, but they were also acknowledging the extent to which the Greek
settlers who had flocked into the countryside in the third century B.C., to live alongside native
Egyptians, had, in the course of time, successfully fused to produce a city-dwelling and bicultural
1. For a convenient summary, see Bowman 1986, pp. 21-43; for a more complete bibliography, see passim in Geraci
1983.
2. Still valid is the overview by Wallace 1938a, pp. 96-134, 140-45.
3. See the description of metropolitan citizens in Lewis 1983a, pp. 36-64.
133
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population. Egyptians acquired Greekness to the extent that personal names and language were no
longer dependable distinguishers between Egyptians and Greeks by the beginning of the second
century B.C. (WChres., no. 50, pp. 78-79), and immigrant Greeks were being transformed by their
Egyptian experiences, as many took Egyptian wives and participated in the worship of Egyptian
cults. 4

Augustus and his Julio-Claudian successors did not, however, privilege all inhabitants of
Alexandria and the Greek cities, for they denied exemptions from capitation taxes to the nonGreek politeumata, taxing these groups at the highest rate. That is, members of the "foreign"
politeumata paid the poll tax at a rate that was paid by Egyptian peasants, whether those peasants
lived in their villages, or had migrated to the metropolis or to Alexandria. As an institution, the
Ptolemaic politeuma provided non-Greeks with a means to maintain a degree of separateness while
living within a Greek city, for the politeumata fostered socioreligious continuity and guaranteed
some degree of juridical and corporate independence (cf. Thompson Crawford 1984, pp. 1069-75).
One of the oldest and largest politeuma in early Roman Alexandria was that of the Jews, and we
learn much about the violence that Romans encountered when Alexandrian citizens attacked the
Jews who also inhabited the capital.5 We can view these outbreaks in the Julio-Claudian period
from contemporary sources that present the Jewish, Greek and Greco-Egyptian, and Roman
viewpoints-in, for example, Philo Judaeus and Flavius Josephus, the earlier chapters of the Acta
Alexandrinorum, papyri from Abusir el Melek, as well as the Emperor Claudius' letter in response
to an embassy of Alexandrian Greeks to his court in Rome. Ethnic tensions energized and also
enervated daily life in the grand city, as groups clashed and then withdrew from open
confrontations, only to clash again, when divisive issues offered an opportunity.

I. THE GRECO-EGYPTIAN PEASANTS OF PHILADELPHIA
In contrast to the citizens of Alexandria and other city-dwellers, the peasant populations of the
chord seem to present a more placid and homogeneous face in the Augustan and Julio-Claudian
periods. The majority of those who inhabited the villages and countryside of the Faiyum were
peasants, and they paid capitation taxes to their Roman overlords at the highest rate. Roman rulers
no doubt preferred to assume that a stable and stodgy homogeneity characterized taxpaying
peasants, for such a view simplified their exploitation of the province. The trained eyes of Faiyum
villagers, however, were able to see with considerable clarity the gaps that separated the elite from
the poorer residents in each and every village. Money and power characterized the village elite at
Philadelphia and their acquisitive habits awakened in them a degree of sympathy for their new
Roman masters, as providing an atmosphere in which their own agricultural efforts and their
money-lending flourished. 6 To be sure, village differed from village, and the veneer of Hellenism
in Julio-Claudian Philadelphia was more pronounced than, for example, at the more affirmedly
Egyptian Soknopaiou Nesos with its priestly elite (D. Samuel 1981, pp. 389-403). At Philadelphia
the choice of an Egyptian or a Greek name was in the Julio-Claudian period a matter of personal
preference or family tradition, rather than a key to professional and financial advancement. Thus,

4. See, e.g., Pomeroy 1984, pp. 103-24 (Apollonia alias Senmonthis, wife of Dryton); D. Thompson 1988, pp. 212-65
(the Sarapieion archive); and von Staden 1989, pp. 26-31 (on the "frontier" environment of Alexandria that made
it possible to set aside conventions of the city-states in "old Greece").
5. The bibliography on the Jewish community of Alexandria is deservedly immense; I have relied here for discussions
of anti-Semitism in Kasher 1985 and CPJ I-III. Cf. also Saddington 1975, pp. 112-37 and Foraboschi 1988, pp.
807-40.
6. This was the conclusion I drew in my "Village Officials at Philadelphia: a Model of Romanization in the JulioClaudian Period," 1989b, pp. 428-40.
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under the Emperor Claudius, Horion, son of Petosiris, served as collector of capitation taxes, as one
of the praktores argyrik6n, along with two men with quite Greek names-Maron, son of Pylades,
and Nemesion, son of Zoilos. 7 The praktores argyrik6n not only collected capitation taxes, but they
were themselves also peasant taxpayers, assessed capitation taxes at the highest level; their names
appear on the tax rolls. At other times, however, their names also appeared on lists of those who
were exempt from one or more capitation taxes for a specific year, presumably a privilege
facilitated by their public service as tax collectors and compilers of the taxing lists.8
Insofar as the village elite can be identified from private papers in the tax archive, that elite
mirrored the multiculturalism of Alexandria. Two offices in the village were particularly important
in raising the tax levies for Rome: that of the komogrammateus, or village scribe, who dealt with
the census declarations at the local level and who compiled the lists of those liable to capitation
taxes and other public duties; and that of the praktores argyrikan who collected the moneys. A
letter that the komogrammateus of Philadelphia, Herakleides, wrote to Nemesion the praktor
reveals that the two men cooperated closely with one another, as Herakleides instructed Nemesion
to take care of the interests of a certain group of men during his own absence from the village. 9 The
implication of Herakleides' concern is that these were influential men in the life of the village. The
list includes both Nikanor the citizen, a man with a Greek name and metropolitan privileges, and
Nepheros the bull-burier, a man with an Egyptian name and occupation. The praktor Nemesion
also shared business interests with men bearing the Romanized names Lucius and Longinus. 0 The
tria nomina that marked Roman citizens occur in the archive only when Nemesion's superiors in
the Roman bureaucracy were being addressed." Lucius and Longinus, who bear only a praenomen
or a cognomen, seem to be villagers that have acquired a veneer of Romanization through contact
with the troops of occupation-such as had done the men who appear on lists of czporetvot. 12
These were not soldiers, or even sailors in the fleet, since the men's names remained on the tax
rolls. They seem rather to have supplied support services to the Romans at Juliopolis/Nikopolis, and
their adoption of Roman names perhaps replayed earlier times, when Egyptians adopted Greek
names and habits in the century that followed the coming of Alexander and his Macedonians.
The language of both the public and private documents in the tax archive is Greek. Many of the
documents were prepared by or were addressed to one of the praktores, Nemesion, son of Zoilos.
Nemesion used the Greek language not only for his public business, but also for his private
correspondence. If he had a wife, her name was probably Thermouthis, and she wrote to him in
crude and misspelled Greek about family and business matters, keeping him abreast of local

7. For these men in documents from the archive already published, see, e.g., P. Gen 2.91.7 and 14, P. Mich. 10.582.1
(+ BL 7, p. 114) and 4.
8. See e.g. an exemption from dike tax for Maron and Nemesion in P. Mich. inv. 619v.28-29.
9. SB 14.12143 and summarized in Hanson 1989b, pp. 429-32.
10. For Lucius, see SB 14.11585 and in the Appendix below, P. Mich. inv. 880r.1 and 32 and P. Princ. 3.152.1, revised;
for Longinus, see P. Mich. inv. 615. Men with similar Romanized names (but not the Roman tria nomina) also
appeared in contemporary papers of the record office in another Faiyum village, Tebtunis: Maximos, son of
Diodoros alias Papontos (P. Mich. V 273.1), Pompeios, son of Patron alias Primos (P. Mich. V 272.12).
11. E.g. SB 4.7461, letter of introduction from Dionysodoros, strategos of the Herakleides division of the Arsinoite
nome, to his counterpart in the Herakleiopolite nome, Gaius Julius lollas; and SB 4.7462, a petition Nemesion and
five other praktoresof neighboring villages addressed to the prefect Tiberius Claudius Balbillus.
12. Among the published texts, see P. Ryl. 4.595.114 (as parallel texts from the archive show, &cporiteetvot is to be
yevvot).
read, not Fcrpo~,
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developments, including the activities of Lucius. 13 What is hard to determine is whether or not
Nemesion could read or write the native Egyptian language. Only one document in the archive
contains Demotic-fourteen much effaced lines on the verso of P. Col. inv. 90 that are without
apparent connection to the text on the recto. On the recto is a Greek text, a sworn deed of surety,
whereby a villager agrees to go bail for Nemesion for debts incurred by his father and mother.
Nothing suggests, however, that Nemesion, or his colleagues, either wrote the fourteen lines of
Demotic, or would have been able to read them, and the poor state of preservation of these lines
(when compared to the well-preserved text on the recto) makes it likely that someone had tried to
erase the Demotic lines. Evidence that Nemesion at least spoke Egyptian comes instead from
accounts in the archive that also involve Lucius (for the texts, see the Appendix below). In late
spring A.D. 56 an account shows that sixty-four drachmae were paid "for the price of two arourae of
hay" to "Theon the farmer" and twelve additional drachmae for cutting the hay (880r.24-25).
Some five years later in another account, written by Nemesion himself, 14 moneys are again paid to
a certain Theon for cutting hay (P. Princ 3.152.31 and cf. 4), but this time Theon is styled
tabourios, instead of ge6rgos. Tabourios is otherwise unknown, either as a Greek name or a Greek
denominative. Tabourios may, however, represent a Greek formation on the Semitic root tbn
meaning "hay" or "straw," intended by Nemesion in the meaning "hay man" and inserted by him in
his document instead of "farmer." No certain example of tbn or tbr in the meaning "hay" has been
found in an Egyptian context; at the same time, a plant tbr has occurred, and although it is not the
usual word for "hay," its meaning is not determined by context-thus making the derivation of
tabourios from an Egyptian root possible. 15 If Nemesion could play with the language, giving the
Semitic root (tbnltbr) Greek formation as tabourios ("hay man"), the implication may well be that
he spoke it, even if he failed to write Demotic in his public and private papers.16
To belong to the village elite of Philadelphia in Julio-Claudian times was to speak Greek and to
be conversant with things Roman and with Roman acquisitive habits.

II. ARABES AND IOUDAIOI IN THE PHILADELPHIA TAX ARCHIVE
The site of Philadelphia was previously unoccupied, and the village was laid out in accordance
with Hellenistic grid-patterns for city-planning (Viereck 1928, p. 7; cf. also E. Bernand 1975, pp.
196-97). Its position at the northeast corner of the Faiyum made it an important point of entry into
this rich agricultural district; in the Roman period there was a customhouse in the village for
collecting internal customs duties.17 Philadelphia's proximity to the Nile nurtured its connection
with localities to the north and with Alexandria, as well as diversified the village's economic

13. The letter of Thermouthis to Nemesion (SB 14.11585) is dated 7 July A.D. 59. The relationship between the two is
not specified in the letter, but the first editor, Professor Herbert C. Youtie, concluded that Thermouthis was
probably either the sister or wife of Nemesion.
14. For other texts in the archive written by the hand of Nemesion, see below on P. Lond. 6.1912, Claudius' letter to
the Alexandrians, and also on P. Princ. I 13, below, note 30.
15. I thank Professor Bernard Lewis and Dr. Robert K. Ritner for advice on the matter: for the Semitic root tbn, see
JD pp. 1644-45; for tbr as a plant, see Reymond 1976, col. 1/19-although Dr. Ritner assures me that the suggested
translation "clematis" is most unlikely.
16. For an example of similar activity by a scribe writing accounts, cf. Youtie 1970, pp. 545-51.
17. Fifty-one receipts are known from the customhouse at Philadelphia, out of a total of ca. 900--or 5.6% of the
receipts in Sijpesteijn 1987, pp. 102-43. Receipts for items exported from the village greatly outnumber receipts for
items imported, and the exports included cereal grains, legumes, fodder, wood, and dates.
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prospects.' 8 The Zenon archive gives us a vivid picture of the village soon after its foundation, and
the population of Philadelphia, as it appeared in the letters, consisted largely of immigrant Greeks,
marked by their Hellenic names and their ethnic designations, and native Egyptians, whose names,
even if transliterated into Greek characters, reflected their Egyptian language and their Egyptian
origins. Zenon and his correspondents mention a large number of geographical places and the
ethnic designations they employ span the Mediterranean from "Tarantine" and "Sicelot" in the
west to "Arabic" or "Arabian" and "Indian" in the east. The geographical distribution of the ethnics
also reflects Zenon's personal ties to the area around his hometown of Kaunos in southwestern
Asia Minor and his business activities in Syria and Palestine on behalf of his employer Apollonios
(see Pestman et al. 1981, Index XIIIA-D, pp. 477-509). The wide variety of geographical names
employed in the Zenon letters also testifies to a lively interest in origins of peoples and
commodities. It is not surprising that this diversity is lacking in the Julio-Claudian tax archive. The
ethnics that are employed in these public tax registers, however, are either ones that designate
villages within Egypt from which taxpaying peasants, currently resident in Philadelphia,
originated, 19 or they are the designation Arabs ("Apacw); in the private papers of the tax archive,
the letters and private accounts, there is also Ioudaios.
The Arabes of the Zenon archive derived their name from the eastern desert on the left bank of
the Nile. The entire desert area was known as "Arabia,"20 while the nome "Arabia" lay in the north
part of this eastern desert, south of Pelusium (Bowersock 1983, pp. 144-47). These Arabes were
apparently Semites in origin, although the names of Arabes in the Zenon corpus are either Greek or
Egyptian (Boswinkel 1983, p. 35). The Arabes of the Julio-Claudian tax archive paid capitation
taxes at the highest level and they were registered for tax purposes together with the other peasants
of Philadelphia, for the village was their idia.21 Their names are, for the most part, Greco-Egyptian,
although 'Iccqrnoc, the father of Apelles (line 2), points to a Semitic origin (cf. Iudaeus Apella at
Horace, Satires 1.5.100). This list of Arabes, a ypa p~ 'Ap( 3ov, seems to parallel other lists
compiled by the tax office of weavers (yptot), greengrocers (Kcp va(t), and other professions
whose socioeconomic functions were of interest to the Roman government. 22 Some of the Arabes
mentioned in the Zenon archive performed guard duties, and &ptzPoro6txt performed such
functions on both sides of the Nile from the early Ptolemaic period into the Byzantine times (e.g. P.
Hamb. 3.225.33 and 39; P. Harris 2.200.3). The Arabes associated with Philadelphia in the days of
18. For the early Ptolemaic period, see Clarysse 1980, pp. 91-122, and for the Augustan period, Hanson 1984b, pp. 7787. The tax archive paints a similar picture of dealings with localities in the Memphite nome and northward to
Alexandria in the Julio-Claudian period. The weavers of Philadelphia figure frequently in the archive, and see also
P. Phil. 1.
19. E.g. P. Corn. I 23a, a text that now joins P. Gen. inv. 221.
20. Strabo 17.803 (i8 E&
pgcrt irobNiXuto K 'tou)
.
'Apclio)u6 Xto 'Apt oc3[1iv crt ... ); for references in the
papyri to both the area and the nome, see Abd-El-Ghany 1989, pp. 233-42, especially p. 235 and notes 15-16. See
also P. Kln 2.107.6 and the note ad loc.
21. Cf. P. Mich. 12.638 (+ BL 7, p. 116 and Shelton 1978, pp. 283-86). Contrary to what is said in the ed. prin., the text
is a list of Arabes, registered for tax purposes at Philadelphia; the text is to be dated to the reign of Claudius on
prosopographical grounds. I offer corrections to that text in lines 4, 5, 12, and 18: ypwpyi 'Ap(fh0(v) / 'AxEt i(()
'Inc1lro(u) / "Aypov Hoicbp.w(c) / (4) 'Ato16X(vtoc) Mac0(ov) (Sp.) 11/ Hucfrov 'Ato1o (viou) / "EX0i(v)
Cxpp((&toc) / "EXliv 'Appcxl(ctoc) / (8) "AXctpo(c) 'Appuil(ctoc) / VH-vep(etc) iiXo(c) / Ne

HT'rtco 5 (oi) /Xotpi~(pov) 'Apacll(ctoc) / (12) Cupp(&c) QI~ctro(c) /"Ewtop &&Xp6(c) /"Eic'op

wpp6o(c)

nIVET3p(86toc) /

Cop3(&c) "Evrwpo(c) / (16) '2poc 'O2piwvo(c) / MacO(ac) iilo(c) / 'HpoKX(i c) (bpoioc) "I~ic / 'Atpijc 6c K(X1)

ArS6atr(oc) /(20) N c~cov HuvE3(86toc).
22. Cf. e.g. Arabes in the rubrics of an alphabetical year ledger for A.D. 39/40, P. Mich. inv. 876 recto.44-51:
'Apqxxictc M3c~ov "Apxpo(c) "Apoy 6utoX(~coc) / (45) 'Alto2Aovtc Miic~ot "Ap~lo(c) .... / (49) 'Airt
ic
'oxiptoI
"Apapo(c) /(51) 'Ap(pxifcCt "ETXLvoc "Apapoc arnok(6ctpoc).
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Zenon, however, were more often concerned with flocks of sheep and goats (Boswinkel 1983, pp.
36-37), and the same business interests may have occupied the Julio-Claudian Arabes of
Philadelphia, although the notations and lists made by the tax bureau guarantee no more than that
Arabes constituted a group of interest to the state. The Roman government early displayed concern
with the flocks and herds of Egypt, as the many declarations from owners make clear, and taxes on
the various aspects of pastoralism were a prominent motive for Roman bureaucratic
preoccupation. 23 In the Julio-Claudian period there was considerable experimentation with finding
the form of registration for flocks that would prove the more efficient, and the accounts of Lucius
from A.D. 56/57 (see the Appendix, below), may have been kept with a view toward complying
with the government regulation that required a supplementary declaration in Mecheir, in effect in
precisely these years. 24
In the Julio-Claudian tax archive the ethnic loudaios appears only in the accounts of Lucius, the
praktor Nemesion's associate in agricultural matters, and loudaios most often characterizes a man
named Isak. The name of Isak's father is never mentioned. Such an omission may indicate that his
father's name was not known in the village and that while Isak frequented Philadelphia on
business, he was not registered there for poll tax. Isak trafficked in sheep and goats, their hides,
and their fleece, and he may have been the owner of the flocks; he was not a shepherd, as was
Pnepheros who served Lucius for a monthly wage as both shepherd and agent (cf. below, the
Appendix: 880r.26; cf. also 3, 32, 41, 43-44, 48, 56, 81; 152.8, 14, 32, 33). The two ethnics still in
use in the tax archive from Julio-Claudian Philadelphia, Arabes and loudaioi, designate men
apparently Semitic in origin and possibly involved with pastoralism. 25
Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians was copied on the back of a papyrus belonging to the tax
archive-a year ledger from A.D. 37/38, Gaius' second regnal year in Egypt. The hand in which the
letter was copied is that of the praktor argyrik6n, Nemesion, son of Zoilos (Hanson 1984a, pp.
1107-18). Professor Jacques Schwartz has recently drawn attention to the fact that there was little
in Claudius' letter that would have interested a village tax collector.26 That is, was it likely that
Nemesion was interested in the exchanges of courtesies and privileges between Julio-Claudian
emperors and Alexandrian citizens, either in the past or in the present? 27 Schwartz argued that it
was Claudius' remonstrances to both Alexandrian citizens and to Jews resident in Alexandria (lines
23. Balconi 1984, pp. 35-60, and for more recent bibliography, see Hanson 1989a, pp. 61-69.
24. From late in the reign of Claudius and until late in the reign of Nero the registration required in Mecheir (26
January-24 February) had to be supplemented in Epeiph (25 June-24 July) of the same year, so as to take notice
of newborn lambs born after a first declaration. See Balconi 1984, pp. 44-48, and Hanson 1989a, pp. 61-69. The
accounts of Lucius contain records for the last four months of the year, from Pachon (26 April-25 May) to Mesore
(25 July-23 August) in year 2 (= A.D. 55/56), and for the first five months that precede Mecheir, from Sebastos (29
August-27 September) to Tybi (27 December-25 January) in year 3 (= A.D. 56/57). The accounts also give special
notice to young lambs (&pvec).
25. Many have seen 'A'I
as-p a-c dissimulation of 'ApcrTIpxrc-e.g. CPJ I, p. 49 and note 4, citing "Wilcken,
Dittenberger, and others"; LSJ9 Addendum, s.v. 'Apxi3upzlc. In the Julio-Claudian period several wealthy
Alexandrian Jews served as Arabarch/Alabarch,including Philo's brother Alexander, father of the future prefect,
and it is possible that Arabarch provides the piece of evidence that the designation Arabes could and did at times
refer to loudaioi. But Abd-EI-Ghany 1989, pp. 236-41, argues vehemently that two terms were distinct: the
Alabarch, an important person in the Jewish community in Alexandria; the Arabarch, an official responsible for
trading activity in the Red Sea ports and caravan routes and sometimes also epistrategos of the Thebaid. Cf. also
Kasher 1985, p. 347, who recognizes only Alabarch as the name for the Jewish leader.
26. Butin and Schwartz 1985, pp. 127-29, and summarized in the introduction and notes to P. Strasb. 9.823.
27. Compare also the reprinting of columns one and five of Claudius' letter (P. Lond. 6.1912) as #16 in Pestman 1990,
pp. 105-09; again the editor was concerned with the motive for the copying-"it is not known why the taxcollector of Philadelphia copied a letter addressed to the Alexandrians."
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73-104) that were of interest to the praktor argyrik6n of Philadelphia and to his fellow villagers.
Schwartz imagined that the new Emperor's concern for the civil strife that had broken out anew in
Alexandria, the anti-Semitism of the city's Greek citizens, and the attempts of Alexandrian Jews to
usurp privileges belonging to Alexandrian citizens were what concerned Nemesion, because these
topics responded to anti-Semitism in his own village. Schwartz' reconstruction is not unattractive.
The bond it posits between city and village aligns the embattled Jews of the capital with their
fellows in the chord, as is not only suggested in Claudius' letter (lines 96-97), but was visible in the
continued responses of Jews in the countryside to the pogroms of the capital-late in the reign of
Nero, after Titus' victories in Judaea and the institution of the Jewish tax, and again under Trajan
(see the summary in Kasher 1985, pp. 18-28). Anti-Semitism in Faiyum villages early in the JulioClaudian period would help to explain this apparent Jewish solidarity evident in the later decades
of the first century. Attractive as Schwartz' reconstruction is, it relies on faulty readings in P. Princ.
I to forge the joins between papyri from the tax archive, 28 his own P. Strasb. 9.823, and two letters
from the Berlin collections, BGU 4.1078 and 1079,29 published many years ago. The Strasbourg
letter is mutilated at the beginning, and the names of both sender and addressee are lost; it was
dispatched on 16 April 42. The first Berlin letter was sent from Sarapion, who was in Alexandria, to
Sarapias in the chord on 20 October 38 and the second was sent from Sarapion, now in the chord, to
Herakleides in Alexandria on 4 August 41. Sarapion's letter to Herakleides included the warning
that Herakleides, like everyone else, "should beware of the Jews." The anti-Semitic sentiments of
this letter were tied to Philadelphia by the rare name N'8 tgoc (1079.4), the man who had carried
an earlier letter from Sarapion to Herakleides. But N'~81goc does not appear in P. Princ. I 13.xix.5,
or anywhere else in the archive. The index to P. Princ. I does read N'S(u oc), but this represents a
misreading of Ncou, an epoikion in the vicinity of Philadelphia. 30
The tax archive from Philadelphia offers no clear and unequivocal evidence for anti-Semitism
in the village in the years between the riots under Gaius and the unrest under Nero that culminates
in Titus' sack of Jerusalem and the Jewish tax. The tax archive is, however, from precisely those
critical years, and another aspect of the archive may add a small measure of support to Schwartz'
suggestion that Nemesion copied Claudius' letter because of his interest in the Jewish question,
even if the Berlin papyri cannot be linked with the village. As noted above, the only "foreign"
ethnics employed in the archive mark Semites-Arabes and Ioudaioi. This is not proof of antiSemitism at the local level. Nonetheless, the continued use of these particular ethnics does suggest
a degree of separateness and a possible lack of amalgamation of Semites into the life of the
village. The designations Arabes and Ioudaioi implied an alterity for Semites, even though their
associations with the village extended back for generations. Should divisive issues arise, this
separateness may have had the potential of blossoming into open conflict with resident or itinerant
Jews, even as it did in Alexandria.
It has been customary, then, to see Claudius' letter as an Alexandrian document: it was
certainly that to Bell, to Tcherikover, and to a first generation of scholars. But the letter is likewise
a village document and a text from the tax archive: as a village document, Claudius' letter testified
to the interests of the elite class at Philadelphia-the men for whom the tax collector Nemesion no
doubt copied the letter onto the back of a tax roll. The interests of this group extended to
Alexandrian problems and to their Roman imperial solutions. When viewed at close range, Julio-

28. See the warning of Browne, P. Mich. 12, p. 43: "... but many of them [texts from the Philadelphia tax archive],
unfortunately, cannot yet be safely used by historians and other scholars."
29. Reprinted as WChres. 59 and 60, and the latter as also CPJ 2.152.
30. I offer the revised reading of P. Princ. I 13.xix.5 (= line 559; 1990, pp. 259-83). This account was also written by
Nemesion.
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Claudian Philadelphia was a mirror of the capital, and not so much the homogeneous group of taxpaying peasants it seemed when viewed at a distance. To local residents the village was a
community with its own power structure, and the elite at its summit was keenly attuned to the
Roman good will that permitted them to enrich themselves through the acquisition of influence and
worldly goods, provided they also collect the taxes owed to Rome from fellow villagers and
preserve the Pax Romana in the surrounding countryside. The Semites for whom the village served
as political and/or economic center had apparently not blended with its Greco-Egyptian population,
for theirs were the only ethnic designations still in current use in the public and private documents
of the tax archive. The Emperor Claudius had tried to reestablish peace between Jewish and Greek
communities in Alexandria through the provisions and admonitions of his letter, although
subsurface tensions continued, waiting to flare up when opportunity offered. Schwartz was probably
correct that similar tensions existed at Philadelphia under Julio-Claudian emperors.

APPENDIX: ACCOUNTS OF LUCIUS
I. P. MICH. INV. 880 RECTO31
The recto contains four columns of accounts. Top and bottom margins are preserved, although
an extensive lacuna at the beginning of the line mars the text in the first column after line 13. The
fourth column on recto and the last to be preserved at right has also lost between six and ten letters
along its right margin. The document, which begins with a heading at the top of column I, line 1,
may be lacking only the fifth and final column, presumably a record of expenditures for year 3 to
parallel the record of expenditures for year 2 (lines 23-31). The accounts were written in a large
and fluid hand, one of the most readable of the archive. The scribe wrote in a manner similar to, or
identical with, the second scribe (m. 2) of P. Mich. 12.640, a list of tax collections for A.D. 55/56.
The text on verso consists of ten columns: eight columns list tax payments, arranged by villages and
names of cheiristai, or at other points, by names of individual taxpayers; two columns also contain
lists of arrears of poll tax, as does an additional column placed on the recto by the scribe of the
verso. Although that column was written on the recto of the papyrus, it is connected by subject
matter to the text on the verso and is not reproduced here. This aspect of the papyrus illustrates the
ease with which public accounts of the tax bureau were mixed with private accounts involving
Nemesion and his associates.
The accounts on the recto begin with records for the last four months of regnal year 2 of Nero
(lines 1-31) and continue with records for the first four months of regnal year 3 (lines 32-82). In
each year the composition of the flock in the care of Pnepheros the shepherd is first tabulated (lines
1-9 and 32-53); lambs are given special notice and ewes are counted separately from rams. These
tabulations may have been kept with a view toward complying with governmental regulations in
this period that required not only a declaration of sheep and goats in Mecheir (26 January-24
February), but also a supplementary registration in Epeiph (25 June-24 July) to include newborns.
Receipts follow (lines 10-22 and 54-82) and then expenditures (lines 23-31, but apparently lost for
year 3). The last date mentioned in the account is Epeiph of regnal year 3, providing a terminus
post quem of 24 July 57 for the composition of the accounts.
PHILADELPHIA

70.2 x 29 CM

AFTER 24 JULY 57

Column I

26yoc ipo[36tv AOOKi&O f3 ( Toic) Nipovoc KloavSion Kaicapoc
CE 3xcToi F~ppvtKo Aarop6topoc, -Iftvyb•

31. Professor G. Michael Browne graciously yielded to me his right of publication, and I have had the benefit of his
preliminary transcript.
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agent for Isak, see also below, lines 69-77.
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I 22. The total is correct for the items in lines 12-20.
I-II. The column of accounts, continued on recto by the scribe of the verso, was placed in the
space between columns I and II.
II 24. For Theon the farmer ("hay man"?), see P. Princ. 3.152.4 and 31 and above, p. 132.
II 27-29. In addition to his wages, Pnepheros apparently also received an allowance of wine
(line 27) and payment for minor capitation taxes (lines 28-29).
1143. For Apollos, son of Sosippos, see also P. Princ. 3.152.26-27.
IV 63. Apparently a reference to the transaction in lines 45-46.
IV 65-66. Either [CoactVroc] or [floihpeoc] / 'Apdp3ou, cf. above, line 49, or P. Mich. inv.
880v. 196-97.
TRANSLATION:
Column I
Account of the sheep of Lucius for year 2 of Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus
Imperator, in Pachon (26 April-25 May 56):
Pnepheros the shepherd has 53 female sheep, 27 males, 22 lambs.
Total: 80 sheep in all, 22 lambs.
Of these, there perished in Pachon (26 April-25 May 56) through the same shepherd 2 females,
In Pauni (26 May-24 June 56) 1 female,
In Mesore (25 July-23 August 56) 1 male, 2 lambs. Total, 3 females, 1 male, 2 lambs.
Total, 6. Remainder, 50 females, 26 males, 20 lambs. Total, 96.
Account of receipts from Pachon to Mesore (26 April-23 August 56) of year 2 of Nero Claudius
Caesar Augustus Germanicus Imperator:
12 dr.
In Pachon, for the price of 3 skins, through Sakolaos the Jew
8 dr.
... likewise to Isak the Jew, through Pouiris, son of Pab6s
(three lines badly damaged)
50 dr.
... for the price of 1 female and 3 males
40 dr.
... for the price of 1 female and 2 males
40 dr.
... for the price of 1 female and 1 male
... through (?) Pnepheros
Total, 150 dr.
Column II
Expenditures of these items, in Pachon (26 April-25 May 56):
64 dr.
To Theon the farmer, for the price of 2 arourae of hay
12 dr.
For cutting the aforesaid 2 arourae
To Pnepheros the shepherd, wages for 4 months, at 16 dr. per month
64 dr.
For the price of 2 keramia of wine
6 dr.
For bath tax, hemiartabion
3 dr.
For beer tax for the same shepherd
10 dr.
Total, 159 dr., and for expenses, 9 dr.-on the estate of Lucius
Year 3, likewise, account of the sheep of Lucius, through the same shepherd Pnepheros:
In the month of Sebastos (29 August-27 September 56), he had 50 females, 26 males, 20 lambs.
Total, 76 sheep, 20 lambs.
Of these there perished through the same shepherd in the same month of Sebastos 2 females, 1
lamb. Total lost, 2 females, 1 lamb.
In Phaophi and Hathyr (28 September-26 November 56), 3 lambs. Total, 3 lambs ...
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In Hathyr (28 October-26 November 56), in the Forty-Arourae plot through Theon (?) and
through the same Pnepheros the shepherd, to Isak the Jew, for sale, 3 males.

Column III
In Tybi (27 December 56-25 January 57), through Apollos, son of Sosippos, and Pnepheros the
same shepherd to the same Isak the Jew, likewise for sale, the amount (?) of 5 females and 1
lambskin.
Total sold, 8 sheep and 1 skin.
And in the 100-arourae plot, through Pnepheros the shepherd and Sambas, Arab, likewise for
sale to Isak the Jew, 4 males.
Total, 7 females, 7 males, 5 lambs
Remainder, 43 females, 19 males, 15 lambs, 77 in all.
Account of receipts of the same third year:
In the month of Sebastos, through Isak the Jew and through Pnepheros the shepherd, for the
price of wool (?) 12 dr.
And to Isak the Jew through the same shepherd ...

In Phaophi to Isak the Jew for one lambskin
In Hathyr likewise to the same Isak the Jew for the price of 3 skins

3 dr.

2 dr.
7 dr.

In Tybi through ... and the same shepherd ....

Column IV
To Isak for sale, the same amount (?) of 5 female sheep and 1 lambskin.
In Mecheir likewise, in the 100-arourae plot, through [Sambas or Pouoris (?)],Arab, 4 males.
Total, for receipts, 186 dr. of silver
And from the price of wool in the month of Sebastos ....
To Poubris the merchant for 200 females,...,... males....
[The text becomes fragmentary.]
II. P. PRINC. 3.152 VERSO (REVISED)
Like the preceding text, this papyrus also records capitation taxes collected by the tax office on
one side and agricultural accounts that involve Lucius on the other. The latest date mentioned in
the tax records was 27 October A.D. 57, while the accounts on verso list expenses for regnal years
2, 3, and 7 of Nero-A.D. 55/56, 56/57, and 60/61. Top and left margins are intact, as the blank
space of 5 cm after the left margin and of 2.3 cm below top margin demonstrates. At the same time,
damage to the surface of the papyrus brought the loss of about nine letters in the first column at left.
The right margin is nearly intact, and only a letter or two is missing at right in the second column.
Both columns break off at the bottom, and, in the absence of totals, it is impossible either to
calculate how much text has been lost, or to know if the record is a complete one-or simply notes
for some later, more elaborate document. The same scribe wrote both recto and verso, and the hand
is that of Nemesion himself. In this instance he is writing very quickly, so that often individual
letters are not fully articulated. Although they were unaware that the hand was Nemesion's, the
first editors observed: "The scribe wrote an illegible cursive and many of the entries are difficult to
decipher" (P. Princ. 3, p. 72). Because some of the same people appear in this account as in P.
Mich. inv. 880r above, improvements can be made in the transcript of the ed. prin.32

32. The correction for line 4, suggested by Sir H. I. Bell and recorded in BL 3, p. 153, has been accepted into the text in
modified form. The correction for line 15, suggested by E. W. Wipsyzcka and recorded in BL 5, p. 86, points the
way to a correct reading of the text. I have also made corrections in lines 1, 4-7, 9-18, 21-22, 26, 28, 31-32.
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A.D. 60/6 1

31 x 23 cm
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NOTES TO THE TEXT:
11.19. Read iocoKWlUrct.
LI331.

Read E)FIwv t.
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CHAPTER 14

THE PERSIAN CLAIM TO KUSH IN LIGHT OF
EVIDENCE FROM LOWER NUBIA
LISA A. HEIDORN
The University of Chicago
The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago conducted a salvage excavation in 1964 at
the fortress of Dorginarti, a site located at the northern end of the Second Cataract in Sudanese
Nubia. The excavators believed that the fortress dated to an earlier pharaonic period; subsequent
publications have dated Dorginarti either to the Middle or New Kingdom., However, a
reexamination of the archaeological materials from the site proves that they date rather to the Saite
and Persian periods. Similarly dated ceramics and small objects have also been found elsewhere in
the Sudan, as well as in Egypt and the Levant.
Lower Nubia during the period in question has been characterized as an unpopulated buffer
zone situated between two hostile kingdoms. Low Nile floods and adverse political circumstances
have both been blamed for this supposed lack of occupation. 2 But the textual and archaeological
records show that Nile floods were at least adequate in the first half of the first millennium B.C. and
that they were occasionally quite high; 3 also, the evident prosperity of the Kushite and Saite
periods argues against consistently low Niles. The existence of Twenty-fifth Dynasty and Napatan
remains at various sites in Lower Nubia in fact shows that there was settlement in the area for at
4
least part of the period in question.
A Saite fort at Dorginarti also proves that Lower Nubia was important during the seventh and
sixth centuries B.C. Achaemenid inscriptions and representations indicate that Kush was part of the
Persian empire; and a guardpost-constructed atop earlier remains at Dorginarti and surrounded by
late sixth and fifth century pottery-may have served as a Persian-period frontier post until the end
of the fifth century B.C. 5

* This is an abstract of my article, "The Saite and Persian Period Forts at Dorginarti" (Heidorn 1991).
1. Dorginarti is dated to the late New Kingdom by the excavators, see Knudstad 1966, pp. 178-86.
2. The theory that Nile levels were low during the first millennium B.C. was first proposed by Firth 1915, pp. 21-22.
See also the discussion and references in Adams 1977, p. 242. Bruce G. Trigger believes that political
circumstances led to a hiatus; see 1965, pp. 112-14.
3. For discussions of the relevant nilometer marks at Karnak, see von Beckerath 1966, pp. 43-55; Legrain 1896a, pp.
111-18; Legrain 1896b; and Ventre Pacha 1896, pp. 95-107.
4. Note the redating of materials at sites in Lower Nubia (Vila 1980, pp. 175-78 and B. B. Williams 1990, pp. 31-49).
5. The account of the Napatan king Harsiotef (404-369 B.C.) suggests that neither Egypt nor Kush was in firm control
of the region. However, Harsiotef campaigned against rebels in Lower Nubia ( kin) and pursued their leaders all
the way to Aswan; see Grimal 1981, p. 54.
147
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Traditional luxury goods continued to flow north out of Africa during the Saite and Persian
periods in Egypt. Phoenician merchants on the Red Sea and their overland partners in the Levant
participated in a lucrative trade network that connected Africa with the Near East. 6 Both the
Egyptians and Persians may have sought to win control of the Lower Nubian routes in-order to
secure the safe conduct of trade and diplomatic expeditions travelling along these paths, and
perhaps also to tap the profits of this trade in African luxuries.

6. Necho and Darius were both interested in constructing a Red Sea canal; part of their interest may have been a
desire to obtain the products of Africa from the seaport connected to the African trade network. See also Lemaire
1987, pp. 49-60; and Bunnens 1985, pp. 121-33.
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CHAPTER 15

ARCHIVES BILINGUES DE NOMARQUES
DANS LES PAPYRUS DE GHORAN
SUZANNE HIRAL
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven / Paris - Sorbonne
La collection des Papyrus de Gh6ran, actuellement conserv6e a l'Institut de Papyrologie de la
Sorbonne ' Paris, est le r6sultat des fouilles men6es par Pierre Jouguet (1901, pp. 380-411)' en
1901 et 1902 dans le cimetiere de Ghoran, au nord-ouest du petit Bassin de Gharaq, lui-meme situ6
dans le sud-ouest du Fayoum. 2 Ces papyrus ont 6t6 extraits de cartonnages appartenant " une
centaine de momies.
En 1989, dans le cadre d'un m6moire de maitrise, j'ai eu l'occasion de proc6der a leur recensement syst6matique, ce qui m'a permis de mesurer le caractere bilingue tres marqu6 de la collection. En effet, sur un total de quelque 250 papyrus publi6s, grecs et d6motiques s'6quilibrent
presque, a concurrence de 135 contre 115, la l6gere pr6dominance apparente des grecs 6tant compensee par un nombre sup6rieur d'in6dits demotiques: 300 environ contre 250 grecs.
Apris ce travail d'inventaire, j'ai cherch6 d6gager de la collection des ensembles coh6rents et
significatifs comme, par exemple, des archives centr6es sur un personnage principal. Deux figures
de nomarques ont alors 6merg6 de la masse, au travers de deux groupes de documents datant du
milieu du Ile siecle avant notre "re. 3
Tout d'abord, une remarque sur le terme d"'archives" qui leur a t6 appliqu6. I ne s'agit pas
d'archives au sens des archives de Z6non (cf. Orrieux 1985, pp. 41-54), qui ont 6t6 s6lectionn6es et
rassembl6es par la volont6 d'un homme dans un but pr6cis de conservation. Ici, au contraire, il a
fallu tenter de reconstituer des s6ries, meme incompletes, de documents qui, apres avoir 6t6 jug6s
p6rim6s a une date proche de la fin du Ille siecle avant notre ere, avaient et6 mis au rebut, livr6s a
la r6cup6ration et dispers6s au hasard lors de la fabrication des cartonnages funeraires. L'objectif a
6t6 de recr6er, meme partiellement, les dossiers d6mantel6s de l'archiviste antique, et d'essayer de
retrouver la valeur instrumentale de chacun de ces documents qui, a un moment donn6, ont servi '
r6gler les affaires de la vie quotidienne dans diverses localit6s du Fayoum.
En second lieu, le titre de nomarque merite lui-meme quelques precisions, en raison de son
ambiguft6 fondamentale. Le d6coupage administratif de lI'Egypte en nomes, heritage de l'6poque
pharaonique, a 6t6 maintenu par les Ptol6m6es. Mais, apres la conquete, les gouverneurs de nomes,
ou nomarques, ont vu leurs pr6rogatives diminuees au profit des strateges, investis de l'autorit6
1. Notice sur les fouilles de Medinet-Ghdran et de Medinet-en-Nahas, Bulletin de 1'Universit6 de Lille et de
'Acad6mie de Lille, juillet 1902.
2. Voir la carte en Annexe I, oji le site est orthographi6 Gurrn.
.3. Publications: Boyaval 1973, p. 187 sq.; Cadell 1966; de Cenival 1967, pp. 99-107; 1968, pp. 37-51, 1978; pp. 1-3,
1984; Jouguet 1907-28; Sottas 1921.
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militaire. Or, au Ile siecle, on constate l'existence simultan6e de plusieurs nomarques dans un
nome de grande dimension comme le Fayoum. Des auteurs modernes 4 se sont attach6s r6soudre
cette apparente contradiction et sont parvenus ' degager la notion de nomarque de district, par
opposition a celle de nomarque au sens classique et plein du terme, c'est-a-dire nomarque de nome.
Certes, ce dernier subsiste, mais ses attributions ne concernent plus que la gestion du domaine foncier et l'organisation des travaux agricoles. De leur cot6, les nomarques de district, soumis ' l'autorit6 du nomarque de nome, sont charg6s de la mise en oeuvre au plan local de la politique agricole
d6cide
'6chelon du nome. Les districts, ou nomarchies, portent le nom de leur titulaire du
moment, suivant la formule i1 tou 6Evog vogppyk, ce qui permet de jalonner la carribre de ces
fonctionnaires.
Essayons maintenant de situer nos deux nomarques dans leur cadre spatio-temporel. Ces deux
personnages, au nom incontestablement grec, sont dfiment repertori6s dans la Prosopographia
Ptolemaica. Le premier par ordre chronologique est Diog6nes, qui a exerc6 ses fonctions entre 258
et 250 dans un district comprenant le sud de la m6ris de Th6mistos et une partie de la m6ris de
Pol6mon.
Les contours de sa nomarchie, indiqu6s par des traits horizontaux sur la carte en Annexe I
(p. 155), ne sont propos6s qu'i titre de simple hypothese, ' partir des points de repere que constituent les toponymes cit6s dans une serie de prostagmata (voir Lenger 1967, pp. 145-55). Il s'agit
d'ordres de versement en nature, 6mis par le nomarque en faveur de diverses cat6gories d'agriculteurs ' titre d'avance pour les semailles. Hermoupolis apparait comme le village le plus septentrional du district, puisqu'il appartient a la m6ris de Th6mistos. D'autre part, h l'extr6mit6 sud-ouest, on
relive le nom de trois villages du Bassin de Gharaq: Th6ogonis, Talit et Kerk6osiris. Enfin, la
localit6 d'Oxyrhyncha m6rite une mention sp6ciale, car elle semble avoir 6t6 un centre administratif important, peut-etre meme le siege des bureaux du nomarque. Malheureusement, il n'est pas
possible de la situer sur une carte. On sait seulement, d'apres certains papyrus, qu'elle n'aurait pas
6t6 loigne de Tebetnu.
Notre second nomarque, Aristarchos, est non seulement bien attest6, mais de plus, il a connu
une carriere d'une long6vit6 tout a fait remarquable, puisqu'elle s'6tend de 250 au moins 231
avant notre "re. Nous devons cette derniere date ' Clarysse (1974, p. 84), qui a su reconnaitre
Aristarchos sous le "ghost-name" d'Abat[ -] dans le P. Petrie I 16,2 dat6 de 231. Ainsi, grace a
cette date, Aristarchos devient le plus notable des nomarques de district connus a ce jour, puisqu'il
a exerc6 ses fonctions au moins pendant vingt ans, sur une p6riode comprenant les cinq dernieres
ann6es du regne de Philadelphe et les dix-sept premieres de son successeur, Evergete. Or, dans
l'6tat actuel des connaissances, la dur6e de la nomarchie, en tant qu'institution, n'a guere exc6d6
une trentaine d'ann6es, entre 260 et 230 environ.
Ici, une petite mise au point me parait utile. On a longtemps conside6r Aristarchos comme le
successeur immediat de Maimachos, lequel aurait exerc6 ses fonctions dans le meime district de 260
a 250. Cependant, le P. Petrie III, 49, dont Clarysse m'a signal6 des fragments in6dits, mentionne
c~te h c~te sept nomarques diff6rents, parmi lesquels figurent Maimachos et Aristarchos. Tous ces
personnages sont cit6s en relation avec un d6compte d'outils. II faut donc supposer que Maimachos
et Aristarchos ont dirig6 au maime moment deux nomarchies diff6rentes. Cette observation
corrobore d'ailleurs une constatation que j'avais faite avant d'avoir eu connaissance de ces
nouveaux textes. En effet, j'avais not6 que les attestations respectives de ces deux nomarques, dont
on pensait qu'ils s'6taient succ6d6 Atla tate du mime district, concernaient en r6alit6 des zones nettement distinctes. Ainsi, le district de Maimachos comprenait notammnent une partie de rive du Lac

4. Sur '6mergence progressive du concept de nomnarque de district, voir: Preisigke et Spiegelberg 1914, p. 41; Seider
1938, pp. 11-42; Van't Dack 1948, pp. 147-161; 1951, pp. 5-38; et Peremans et Van't Dack 1953, pp. 75-81.
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Moi*ris de meme que les localit6s de Tanis et de Psennyris, rep6rables sur la carte, ce qui permet de
le situer dans le nord-ouest de la m6ris d'H6rakleides. En revanche, les toponymes cit6s dans les
archives d'Aristarchos renvoient tous ' des implantations situ6es dans le sud de cette m6ris. Hormis
Exo Pseur, dont on sait qu'il se trouvait a la p6riph6rie de Krokodeiln Polis, capitale du nome, on
relhve les noms de Pharbaitha et de Sebennytos, deux localit6s proches de Pers6a, village connu du
sud de la m6ris d'H6rakleides. A la pointe sud du territoire, Ptolemais Hormou (cf. Bonneau 1979b,
pp. 310-26) a sans doute repr6sent6 le p61e d'activit6 6conomique le plus important de la
nomarchie, en tant que port principal du Fayoum, par oii devait transiter tout le trafic fluvial avec la
vall6e du Nil, c'est-a-dire tout le commerce avec Alexandrie. Mais la encore, la superficie du
district d'Aristarchos, qui apparait marqu6e de hachures verticales sur la carte en annexe, n'a qu'un
caractere purement indicatif.
Voila done grossierement esquiss6s les contours des deux nomarchies. Apres avoir tent6 de
d6finir g6ographiquement le ressort respectif de nos deux nomarques, on est naturellement conduit
a mettre en parallle le contenu de leurs archives. A cet 6gard, trois types d'opposition se manifestent. Le premier concerne le plan mat6riel le plus concret, a savoir les cartonnages qui ont livr6 ces
deux lots de documents. On peut dire que les archives de Diog6nes (Diog6nes = Pros. Ptol. I et VIII
no 882. Voir la liste de ses archives en Annexe II) ont b6n6fici6 d'un concours de circonstances
vraiment exceptionnel, si l'on considere que la presque totalit6 des papyrus publi6s, soit 35 sur 38,
sont issus de quatre pieces de cartonnage appartenant a la meme momie, respectivement un
masque, un plastron, une bande de jambe et une chaussure, en somme l'appareillage complet de la
momie. A l'oppos6, les archives d'Aristarchos (Aristarchos = Pros. Ptol. I et VIII no 879. Voir la
liste de ses archives en Annexe III) ont subi une forte dispersion au moment de la fabrication des
cartonnages. Sur un total de 17 papyrus publi6s seuls 9 d'entre eux portent un num6ro d'origine
correspondant au cahier de fouilles de Pierre Jouguet. Les pieces concern6es sont trois plastrons
isol6s, autrement dit, chacun d'eux appartient ' une momie diff6rente.
Deuxiemement, sur le plan de la chronologie, on constate chez Diog6nes une concentration
massive des documents sur une p6riode d'un an. Tous les papyrus, sauf un, sont dat6s de 251/250,
ce qui correspond, en l'6tat actuel des connaissances, a la dernibre ann6e d'activit6 du nomarque.
En revanche, dans les archives d'Aristarchos, la chronologie ne se laisse pas cemer de fagon aussi
claire. D'abord, pres de la moiti6 des papyrus sont d6pourvus de date. D'autre part la date, lorsqu'elle subsiste, pose parfois des problbmes de lecture. Enfin, on constate que sur un total de 26
papyrus, 13 seulement sont dat6s et s'6chelonnent de 250 ' 238. Mais sur la p6riode de douze ans
ainsi couverte, les cinq premibres ann6es pr6dominent par le nombre de documents repr6sent6s, ce
qui correspond au d6but de la carribre de notre nomarque.
Enfin, les deux archives s'opposent l'une ' l'autre par la nature de leur contenu documentaire.
Les archives de Diog6nes se partagent dans leur grande majorit6 entre deux types documentaires,
qui recoupent exactement le clivage linguistique entre textes grecs et d6motiques:
-

du cot6 grec, une vingtaine de prostagmata, d6ji mentionn6s, qui sont des ordres administratifs adress6s par le nomarque Atun subalterne grec du nom de Thrasym6dbs;

du c~t6 d6motique, une douzaine de d6clarations de petit b6tail, toutes 6tablies suivant
le mime formulaire st6r60typ6, pour le compte de contribuables 6gyptiens.
Par contraste, les archives d'Aristarchos ne renferment qu'un type documentaire unique: la
lettre. A l'exception d'une lettre priv6e, ii s'agit de lettres administratives provenant d'interlocuteurs vari6s, chacune illustrant h sa fagon les diff6rentes comp6tences du nomarque. En outre, le
caractbre bilingue de ces archives est nettement moins prononc6, puisque sur 17 papyrus publi6s, 2
seulement sont d6motiques.
-
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Mais, sans s'arrter a ces disparit6s somme toute superficielles, il est possible de discerner un
point de convergence entre ces deux archives, un lieu oii elles se rencontrent pour refleter les
memes r6alit6s, en l'occurrence le ro81e tenu par certains subalternes des nomarques. On s'apergoit
qu'au niveau local, les nomarques sont amen6s a faire appel a des auxiliaires de rang modeste, qui
peuvent etre aussi bien des Egyptiens que des Grecs. Au bas de l'6chelle administrative, des 616ments indigenes fournissent, en quelque sorte, la charniere n6cessaire pour 6tablir le contact avec la
population. C'est dans cette perspective que nous examinerons les rapports des nomarques avec
une premiere cat6gorie d'auxiliaire, le myriaroure.
La question des myriaroures a d6ji fait couler beaucoup d'encre. 11 importe avant tout de
d6mystifier leurs fonctions, en les dissociant totalement de l'image prestigieuse d'Apollonios le
dioecete, dtenteur de la fameuse d8r6a de Philadelphie, mais avant tout Ministre des Finances de
Philadelphe. La conception la plus r6aliste en la matiere me parait tre celle exprim6e par
Criscuolo (1977, pp. 109-22; 1981, pp. 116-18). Selon elle, les myriaroures seraient de petits fonctionnaires locaux, experts en agriculture et responsables de la gestion de superficies th6oriques de
10.000 aroures, soit environ 25 km 2 . Leur position hi6rarchique les placerait ' un 6chelon interm6diaire entre les phylacites et les c8marques, c'est-a-dire dans les rangs des fonctionnaires locaux
les plus modestes. Tel est du moins l'ordre de pr6s6ance qui ressort du P. Petrie II 42 (a) = III 43
(1), annongant la promotion de Th6od8ros au grade d'ing6nieur en chef des travaux publics du
nome.
Maintenant, que nous apprennent nos deux archives sur les rapports entre nomarques et myriaroures? Pr6cis6ment, dans une lettre du meme Th6od8ros, adress6e au nomarque Aristarchos5 et
date de 247 (P. Sorb. inv. 113 = SB XII 10844), il est demand6 au nomarque de proc6der ' certains
travaux d'irrigation contrl1e apres la saison des crues avec, notamment, le concours du myriaroure
local.6 Le nom de ce demrnier n'est malheureusement pas pr6cis6, la fonction 6tant jug6e un moyen
d'identification suffisant, et par cons6quent, l'origine ethnique de cet homme nous reste inconnue.
Or, si l'on en juge par le P.L.Bat. XX 38 dat6 de 253, la fonction de myriaroure 6tait loin d'8tre
r6serve aux Grecs. En effet, ce texte fait mention de deux myriaroures plac6s sur un pied d'6galit6, dont l'un, Andromachos, est manifestement grec, tandis que l'autre, Panouphis (P?-nfr ou PaInpw) ne saurait tre qu'6gyptien. Le document en question dresse le relev6 des terres plac6es sous
l'administration de chacun des deux myriaroures, dont une partie est constitu6e de lots attribu6s '
des cl6rouques. Cet 66ment se retrouve dans la lettre de Th6odoros 'a Aristarchos, oii il est pr6vu
que le myriaroure anonyme agisse de concert avec les neaniskoi, probablement de jeunes cadets
militaires, d6tenteurs de parcelles dans la zone concern6e. Ceci ne fait que confirmer le rOle
d'auxiliaire technique que devait jouer le myriaroure aupres du nomarque, notamment dans les
op6rations de mise en culture de terres agricoles.
Le seul myriaroure dont le nom apparaisse clairement dans nos deux archives est Sentheus, en
6gyptien tres probablement Sm?-t?.wy, qui est cit6 quatre fois dans les prostagmata de Diog6nes (P.
Lille 47 et 48, P. Sorbonne 23 et 30). Dans ces textes, Diog6nes, pas plus qu'ailleurs Theodoros, ne
s 'adresse directement au myriaroure: il laisse ce soin Aison subalterne grec Thrasym6dbs, qui devra
avoir recours Ail'entremise de Sentheus pour faire distribuer des avances en nature aux agriculteurs
de quatre villages. Dans ces quatre cas, on retrouve la m~me formule 6u'&LevO4; pipapopot
flct'stptog. Cette expression ayant donn6 lieu &tcontroverse, je passerai en
1Ci Kmo
pgazn
revue trois hypothbses diff6rentes:

5. La lecture 'Iiitdptat hila ligne 1 de 'editio princeps a 6t corrig6e par Clarysse en 'Aprduppi.
6. A la ligne 5 de l'editio princeps B. Boyaval n'avait pas reconnu le sigle habituel du myriaroure, qui a 6t6 identifi6
-tW X[.]c. il faut lire Koxi tIr (-pt)xpo{(pot) oi.
par Clarysse. Au lieu de miKo
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Cadell, 6diteur des P. Sorbonne, s'est prononc6e en faveur de 1'existence de deux
personnes distinctes: d'une part le myriaroure Sentheus, et de l'autre un comogrammate du nom de Pa8phis (1966, p. 89, note 3).
- Jouguet, gen6 par la construction en chiasme oi les deux fonctions se trouvent accol6es,
a pr6f6r6 opter en faveur d'un cumul de charges et voir en Paophis un toponyme (19071928, p. 213, notes 2-3). Cette hypothese d'un cumul de charges est d'ailleurs reprise
par Criscuolo dans son 6tude sur le comogrammate (1978, pp. 45-48).
- Enfin, Clarysse m'a sugg6r6 que, Pa8phis n'6tant pas un toponyme attest6, il serait
pr6f6rable de l'interprter comme le patronyme de Sentheus. Sentheus Pa phios pourrait correspondre en d6motique ' Sm?-t].wy s3 Pa-Ijp. Or, ceci est pr6cis6ment le nom
du c8mogrammate (sh-dmj) de Dionysias (Tjwnss), qui est 'auteur d'un compte de
c6reales portant sur plusieurs villages du Fayoum en l'an 18 d'Evergbte, soit 229/228. Il
s'agit du P. d6m. Lille 110. Malgr6 l'6cart de vingt-deux ans et le changement de lieu,
Dionysias 6tant situ6 Il'extreme nord-ouest de la m6ris de Th6mistos, on ne peut totalement exclure qu'il soit question du meme personnage que celui mentionn6 dans les
prostagmata de Diog6nes.
Mais quelle que soit l'hypothese retenue, le myriaroure n'apparait que comme une tierce personne, dont un interm6diaire est charge d'obtenir 'assistance technique pour la pr6paration de travaux agricoles relevant de l'autorit6 du nomarque de district. Or, historiquement, la fonction de
myriaroure semble avoir 6t6 li6e dans sa dur6e a l'existence de la nomarchie. En effet, il semble
qu'on ne rencontre de myriaroures qu'au milieu du Ille siecle avant notre re, et notamment entre
253 et 247. C'est pourquoi, on est tent6 de voir en eux des auxiliaires sp6cialis6s des nomarques,
leur vocation agricole s'inscrivant dans la vaste entreprise de mise en valeur du Fayoum lanc6e par
Philadelphe.
Une seconde cat6gorie de subalternes retiendra maintenant notre attention, ce que j'appellerai
les agents du controle des r6coltes. A cet 6gard, deux documents peuvent 8tre mis en parallle, 'un
grec et l'autre d6motique, tous deux 6tant adress6s au nomarque Aristarchos la meme ann6e 248, "
propos du contr8le de deux sortes de recolte. Le premier est le P. Sorbonne 32, oi un certain
Agathinos, fils de Simon, s'engage vis-a-vis du nomarque a faire rentrer dans le grenier royal l'int6gralit6 de la r6colte de sesame du village de Sebennytos. Comme tous les ol6agineux, le sesame
6tait soumis a un monopole d'1tat,7 selon les modalit6s d6finies dans le P. Revenue Laws (cf.
Bingen 1978a, pp. 19-27; 1946, pp. 127-48). Apres avoir 6t6 estim6e sur pied, la recolte devait etre
vendue dans sa totalit6 au fermier du monopole, a un prix fix6 par reglement, mais c'6taient les
agents de l'6conome qui venaient en prendre livraison. Comme il est de regle pour toute obligation
contract6e envers le Tr6sor, l'engagement d'Agathinos est assorti d'un serment royal (cf. Seidl
1929, pp. 14-17), qui sert a le solenniser et a le rendre par l' meme plus contraignant. Le
nomarque, destinaire du document, fait alors figure de representant de l'autorit6 royale.
Le deuxieme texte, le P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1186, se pr6sente sous la forme d'un contrat en double
exp6dition. Comme tout contrat d6motique, il s'agit d'une d6claration unilatrale manant du
contractant envers l'autre partie, qui est ici le nomarque Aristarchos. Au terme de cet engagement,
un garde ou phylacite (rs) du nom de lHr-lib (Harkhibis en grec) s'oblige vis-i-vis du nomarque a
faire rentrer dans le grenier royal, Aiune date dttermin6e, 200 artabes de bl6 produits sur le ternitoire du village de P?- CIHwr. Le nom de ce village correspond probablement en grec &tSyrdn Kdmi
(cf. Peremans et Van't Dack 1953, pp. 67-69), et d6note la pr6sence d'une colonie de Syriens (cf.
Vaggi 1937, pp. 29-32). Il est int6ressant de relever qu'di la ligne 4 du second texte, qui repr6sente

7. Sur le monopole de

1' huile, voir Pr6aux 1939a, pp. 65-72.
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le contrat effectif, par rapport au premier qui ne serait qu'une proposition de contrat, le titre du
nomarque p- shn p5 't mht est suivi d'une expression mutil6e p- rwd ?pwrns p ? .... I ne subsiste de
ce mot qu'un fragment du signe initial et l'6diteur suggere qu'il "pourrait appartenir au groupe ...
qui sert a rendre en d6motique le titre de dioecete," et dont nous devons depuis peu la r6solution ' J.
Yoyotte. 8 Ainsi, Aristarchos serait le representant l6gal d'Apollonios le dioecete, Ministre des
Finances et autorit6 supreme en matiere fiscale. Cette hypothese ne parait pas trop risquee, car le
document en question concerne un engagement envers le Tr6sor royal, et la r6f6rence au dioechte
remplacerait en quelque sorte le serment royal. Le produit a livrer, du bl6, est soumis a un r6gime
diff6rent de celui des ol6agineux. S'il n'y a pas monopole, il ya cependant contr8le et s6questre
des moissons. 9 Ces op6rations, qui peuvent etre confi6es a des phylacites (cf. Kool 1954, pp. 3439), sont destinees a garantir le versement des fermages et des impOts dus en bl6. La pr6sence ici
d'un phylacite 6gyptien n'a rien d'6tonnant en soi, car des le Ille sicle les indigenes occupaient de
nombreux postes dans les cadres inf6rieurs de la police (cf. Peremans 1972, p. 76). Enfin, dernire
remarque sur ce contrat d6motique, la pr6sence d'une clause dite d'himiolia, p6nalit6 de 50% pr6vue en cas de non-respect du d6lai de livraison. Cette disposition, encore inconnue aI l'poque pr6ptol6maique (cf. Hughes 1952, p. 5), apparait comme l'assimilation impos6e d'une pratique juridique grecque, 6trangere a la tradition 6gyptienne.
Ces deux exemples du contr8Ole des recoltes mettent en evidence la tutelle exerc6e par le
nomarque sur des agents, meme ext6rieurs a ses services. Le nomarque lui-meme 6tait tenu personnellement responsable des agissements de ses subordonn6s, et en cas de fraude ou de manquement
venant de ces derniers, il pouvait 8tre condamn6 a verser une amende, par exemple au fermier du
monopole de l'huile, si celui-ci estimait qu'il avait t6 16s6 sur la quantit6 de la r6colte livr6e. Ce
systeme r6pond au principe des "responsabilites en cascade" 10 mis en place par le pouvoir Lagide,
dans le but d'6viter tout d6tournement de ses revenus.
Pour conclure, je retiendrai deux points qui ressortent de nos deux archives bilingues de
nomarques:
1) l'importance du nomarque de district comme rouage du controle tatique de l'agriculture, d'un bout t l'autre du processus de production, et cela pour le plus grand b6n6fice
du fisc royal
2) le rOle particulier des auxiliaires 6gyptiens aux 6chelons les plus humbles de l'administration, qui 6taient le lieu oblig6 des contacts, sinon des 6changes, entre la classe dominante 6trangbre et la population locale.
Cependant, a la meme p6riode, certains Egyptiens avaient d6jt r6ussi un d6but d'ascension
sociale a l'int6rieur du systeme. T6moin: Achoapis," c'est-a-dire "n-Ijp, nomarque de district
indigene qui fut, a partir de 244 et durant une quinzaine d'ann6es, le collegue et le voisin
d'Aristarchos dans une nomarchie du nord de la m6ris d'H6rakleides.

8. Sur snt], 6quivalent possible de dioechte, voir Yoyotte 1989, pp. 73 90.
9. Sur le s6questre des moissons, voir Prdaux 1939a, pp. 126-29.
10. Sur la responsabilit6 des fonctionnaires, voir Pr6aux 1939a, p. 449.
11. Sur Achoapis, voir IUbel 1968, p. 266, note 1 et PUG III 114.
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ANNEXE II
ARCHIVES DE DIOGENES

1) Cartonnagesd'origine:
a) Papyrus publi6s:
- Gh. 157 (masque):
P.Lille 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, et 52.
P. Sorbonne 22, 23, 24, 25, 2627, 28, 30, et 31.
- Gh. 158 (plastron):
P. d6m. Lille 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17,18,19, et20.
- Gh. 159 (bande de jambe):
P. Lille 39, 40, 43, et 51.
-

Gh. 160 (chaussure):

P. Sorbonne 19, 21, et 29.
b) inedits:
- Gh. 210 (chaussure): P. Sorb. inv. 571.
- Gh. 270 (d6bris d'un masque): P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1397 et 1398.
-

sans num6ro d'origine fiable:

P. Sorb. inv. 298
P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1294.
2) Classement chronologique:
P. Sorbonne 19
P.Lille 39 'a51
P.d6m. Lille 12'a20
P. dem. Sorb. inv. 2301
P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1196
P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1248
P. d6m. Sorb. inv. 1294
P. Sorbonne 21 'a 30

P. Sorbonne 31
Papyrus publi6 non dat6: P. Lille 52.

256
251
251
251
251
251
251

av.
av.
av.
av.
av.
av.
av.

n.&.
n.e.
n.h.
n.e.
n.e.
n.&.
n.&.

251/250 av. n.&.

250 av. n.&.
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ANNEXE III
ARCHIVES D'ARiSTARCHOS
1) Cartonnagesd' origine:
Gli. 201 (plastron): P. Lille 12 'a 17.
Gli. 183 (plastron): SB X1I 10844 et 10850.
Gh. 17 (petit plastron): SB XII 1085 1.
2) Classement chronologique:
P. Lille 12
P. de~m. Sorb. inv. 1186
P. Sorbonne 32
SB XII 10850
P. de~m. Sorb. inv. 750b (ine~dit)
SB XII 10844
P. Sorb. inv. 2340 (ine~dit)
P. Sorb. inv. 2698 (ine~dit)
P. dtem. Lille 108
SB XII 10853
P. Lille 13
P. Lille 15
P. Lille 14
3) Papyrusnon dates:
a) publi e-s: P. Lille 16 et 17.
SB XII 10851, 10852, 10854.,10855, et 10856.
b) ine-dits: P. Sorb. inv. 573, 2699, 2700, 2701, 2702, et 2703.

250 av. n.e'.
248 av. n.e'.
248 av. n.e'.
248 av. n.e.
248 av. n.b'.
247 av. n.e'.
247 av. ni.
247 av. n.e'.
247/246 av.
246 av. n.e'.
244 av. n.&'.
241 av. n.e.
238 av. n.e'.
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CHAPTER 16

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT "'STATE'
AND 'CHURCH' IN PTOLEMAIC EGYPT"
WERNER HUSS

UniversitdtBamberg
When Alexander tried to give Egypt a sort of temporary inner structure, he had to take into
consideration that there were three politically relevant groups in the country: the military, the
bureaucracy, and the clergy. Certainly, the military caused the least trouble. It was more difficult,
on the one hand, not to push the enchorian bureaucratic ruling classes to the side and yet, on the
other hand, not to give them too much authority. But the most delicate problem was the Egyptian
"church"; with the "church" it was not possible - as it was with the general government, the
treasury, and the military - to try to satisfy the Macedonian and the enchorian wishes by splitting
their influence. Here the choice remained only between destruction and integration. Alexander
rationally chose the second possibility.

I
In regard to this question, the Ptolemies agreed. It was in the interest of the "state" to win the
"church" for the crown. If the "church" were won for the crown, then this would bring about a
positive effect on the political attitudes of most of the native inhabitants vis-h-vis the regime. This
was not to be doubted due to the great influence that the clergy possessed.
The means by which the Ptolemies tried to attain this goal were varied. Among these means
were: tax reductions, suspensions of taxes, tax donations, granting of loans, gifts of several
different kinds (especially for the building, extension, and maintenance of temples), granting of
exemptions from legal-monopolistic regulations, granting of asylums, granting of privileges to
priests, return of statues of the gods, the establishment of regular conferences of priests, freedom in
drafting the decrees of the synods, the taking over of cult functions, acts of legitimation of the
clergy who were dependent upon the pharaoh, and the enforcement of effective controls of the
clergy (i-p~i), the heads of the clergy (~it o~-&i), and the notaries (shw knbt = govoypatpot)
acting "in the name" of the clergy.

II
How did the "church" react to the attempts of the "state" both to accommodate and to discipline
the former?
1. Without doubt, the "church" was ready to meet the advances of and to work with the "state."
This can be seen in various ways.
* The text of this paper, besides some additions, is translated from German by J. Skinner, Universitat Bamberg.
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a)

A first indication that the Egyptian clergy, at least, would not refuse to comply with the
demands of the pharaoh can be seen in the fact that they - nolentes volentes - paid
dues and taxes and bore the costs of board and lodging of the traveling pharaoh and his
retinue.

b) One should also be reminded of the texts of the temple inscriptions and the relief
depictions on the temple walls; the priests were most probably responsible for their form.
The texts and depictions emphasized the continuity and legitimation of the Ptolemaic
kingdom by the Egyptian gods, and in this respect laid the basis for the state (t.) itself;
these were important gifts in return from the "church" to the "state."
c) Furthermore, the priests approved the foreign, domestic, and religious policies of the
government and thereby contributed to an important stabilizing factor in Egypt's political
life.
d) Propagandistic protection of the flank coincided with the clergy's political support of the
government. Propaganda by the "church" in support of the government was especially
evidenced by the clergy's intended assimilation or identification of the rulers with the
gods. In the same way, the clergy of Memphis set the birth dates of Ptolemy VI and
Ptolemy IX and the enthronement of Ptolemy VIII on the same date as the birth date and
enthronement of Apis bulls (alii aliter). Often enough the priests attested to the pharaoh
that he corresponded to the traditional ideal of the pharaoh. The priests of Philae for
example called Ptolemy VI the one "who protects Egypt, furnishes (?) the shrines, and
upholds the laws." Egypt, the shrines, and the laws - an almost classical triad!
e)

On special occasions the priests especially expressed their devotion to the pharaoh. The
priests of Mendes held a funeral for Arsinoe II according to the ritual for the burial
ceremony of dead rams, and the priests who congregated in Kanopos decided to conduct
a funeral for the Princess Berenike based on the ritual for the burial of the holy bulls Apis
and Mnevis. And not a few (above all Memphite) priests gave their daughters the
dynastic names Arsinoe and Berenike.

2. The above mentioned pieces of evidence - especially the decrees of the synods - give the
appearance of a clergy who faithfully served the government. This appearance is deceptive.
There was opposition; opposition of different kinds and of different intensity. Above all the
accidental discovery of the so-called "Demotic Chronicle" and the "Potter's Prophecy"
reveals that the decrees of the synods, which appear to mirror the largely problem-free
relationship between the "state" and the "church," only convey one side of the coin. The
other side is unfortunately in bad condition.
a) It may be somewhat of a surprise when I classify the Nektanebos legend found in the
apocryphal Vita Alexandri as one of the documents that express a dissenting position to
Alexander and his successors who ruled Egypt. Does not the Egyptian narrator of this
legend support a pro-Macedonian line when he makes the Macedonian the son of the last
native pharaoh? Scarcely. The Egyptian had Egyptian goals. Otherwise he would have
hardly characterized Alexander as Aiy6Euttov &vpontov KootoKptopX f]wcitiXk. When
he saw that Alexander had asserted himself in Egypt - and also against the Persian
"arch-enemy" - and was legally crowned pharaoh, he asked himself the question: how
could he interpret this event? He chose a solution that allowed a certain balancing out.
On the one hand, he admitted that Alexander was the legitimate ruler; on the other hand,
he admitted that Alexander was a ruler in such a way that he interpreted his rule as that
of an Egyptian over Egyptians. In this way Alexander's rule was, for the Egyptians, more
bearable. By considering this point we are justified in characterizing this document as a
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document lightly critical of a claim to power that was emphasized too strongly as
Macedonian.
It would be very interesting to know to which clergy the author of this legend belonged.
But here only conjectures are possible. Since Nektanebos II - other than in the
"Demotic Chronicle" - is characterized as a positive figure and since the oldest son of
Nektanebos II lived during the Ptolemaic reign in Iseion, the city of his ancestors, and
had a respected position there, the assumption, as it appears, is not totally unfounded that
the author of the legend also had his home in Iseion.
The "Dream of Nektanebos" is closely related to the "Legend of Nektanebos." Since the
"Dream" - as far as we can know this - shows a tendency similar to the "Legend," it
might also be interpreted in a similar way: a native priest tries to save what is possible for
Egypt by connecting the figure of Alexander with that of Nektanebos.
One kind of opposition that was probably not at all uncommon can be seen in the history
of the calendar reform found in the "Kanopos-Decree," a calendar reform that - as the
later decrees show - came to nothing, and, in addition, perhaps in the fact, that most
priests - in spite of the regulation of the same decree - did not present themselves as
priests of the theoi Euergetai. This was an opposition without words, an opposition of
silent protest!
But what did the priests of Philae think when, for example, during the reign of Ptolemy
XII, they wrote the following text on the large pylon of the Isis Temple next to the
depiction of the suppression of the enemy?
It is Ptolemy on his throne as hero at the head of Philae, while he crushes the rebels
(btnw) and cuts off the hand of the Trogodytes and binds the Nubians by their hair,
who stabs the enemy before him with his knife and destroys the Hwnbwt with his
club.
The priests were not at all forced because of a given traditional pattern to name the H.wnbwt, the Greeks, in this connection! Consequently, they considered the Greeks to be
enemies of the pharaoh (and thus of Egypt) in the same way as the rebels, the
Trogodytes, and the Nubians. Although it should be warned against seeing a concrete
political program in such texts, it is nevertheless quite clear that the priests of Philae had
great reservations about the Greeks - probably more than this.
But had not the Pharaoh himself, who "destroys the H w-nbwt with his club," belonged to
the H1?w-nbwt? Surely! Here is a certain tension that has not been, in my view, fully
explained. In any case, according to the intentions of the priests of Philae, the pharaoh
should (and "could") not come into the line of fire in the same way as the Greeks. After
all, it was the pharaoh who had invested considerable sums in the building of the temple.
But since the priests of Philae apparently longed for at least the removal of the Greeks
from positions of power, they also opposed a government that was not ready to adapt
itself to their liking.
One must also mention in this connection the fact that there are cases in Demotic, for
example from the documents of Tebtunis, where the pharaoh's name was written against the norm - without a cartouche and with the determinative of a foreign people.
It is difficult to believe that the scribes who wrote these names - and the scribes worked
"in the name" of the priests - acted on the one hand out of carelessness and on the other
out of exactness in the way they did. Their conduct at least reveals rather a distancing if
not outright opposition.

f) The "Demotic Chronicle" is for our purposes an important document but one that is also
difficult to interpret: the language is sometimes consciously ambiguous, the meaning of
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several phrases cannot be adequately explained, and above all authors from different
time periods wrote the text. If one wants to gain knowledge about the era from this
document, one of the necessary prerequisites is to separate the various literary layers
from one another. At least one must distinguish the oracle (tp r>), which appears to some
(Ed. Meyer) to be "as incomprehensible as a witch's magic spell," from the interpretation
or interpretations. The last interpreter gave the "Chronicle" its final form during the
Macedonian era. One of his most important statements is: "A man from Hnes (i.e.
Herakleopolis) is the one who will rule after the foreigners (and) the lonians." Another
passage relates: "The prophet of Harsaphes looks forward to the time after the lonians.
(For) it became a conqueror in Hnes." The long-awaited native ruler, who will ascend the
throne of the pharaohs after the Persians and Macedonians, will come from
Herakleopolis (Megale). From the house of the "ship masters" of the city who were so
mighty during the time of the Saites? We do not know. In any case he will "not abandon
the law" according to the last exegete. He "has sacrifices brought (again) to the gods"
and he "starts a rebellion ... ." Of course, the latter mentioned aspect is especially
important from a political point of view. And although it is not absolutely certain that the
Macedonians are meant by the "dogs" ('w )ww) and Alexander the Great by the "big
9 the general direction in which the last revisor of the oracle thought is in
dog" ('ww C),
any case unambiguous. Surprising is the fact - if it is a fact
that the last exegete
brought the version of the "Chronicle" known to him up-to-date in the first half of the
third century, i.e. in a time in which there were no political or military battles between
those who supported the government and those who represented the interests of the
native Egyptians. But if protest slogans against the government of the kind found in the
"Chronicle" were echoed in less turbulent or completely quiet times, then this reveals
that certain clerical groups were keeping alive under the surface the fire of hatred for the
foreign rulers.
g) The "Lamb-Prophecy" is similar to both the "Chronicle" and to the "Potter's Prophecy."
It originates most probably from the time of the Persians. The last interpreter, however,
who revised the prophecy, was a priest who lived during the time of the Ptolemies, for in
Column II, line 1 the expression "the Greeks" appears. Due to this topical reference to
political events or conditions during the time of the Ptolemies, the prophecy received a
new anti-Macedonian face.
The place of origin for the prophecy, which is contained in the text found in Dimeh
(Soknopaiou Nesos), cannot be exactly determined. With certain reservations, the place
where the document was found reveals that the clergy of Sobek of Soknopaiu Nesos
belonged to the clergy which - at least at times and partly - exhibited anti-Ptolemaic
feelings.
h) A gripping document of the fight of the Egyptian priests against the ruling MacedonianGreek class and especially against the pharaoh, the spokesman for this class, is the
"Potter's Prophecy." Both the anti-Greek and anti-governmental character of this
document is beyond doubt. I would just like to mention a few expressions that can be
connected with the Greeks: Tmptviot, (ovosp6pot, vot (6vipcq) and &fEEig as well as
doikta, Avojt{it, and 1rctpivogtov. To which degree the ntpc X6, {e }tog t61[e { }tg]
Alexandria is regarded as the perfect example for the un-Egyptian and the foreign, you
can infer from the fact that in this document the dy&Xiatd were not brought back from
Persia but from Alexandria "to Egypt."
It is beyond doubt that the "Potter's Prophecy" and also the interpretations contained in it
originated from clerical groups. But in which? In my opinion, in those of the Thot-clergy
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of Hermopolis. This conclusion derived from textual observation has been supported to a
certain degree by the director of the papyrus collection of the Austrian National Library.
Mr. Harrauer writes (3 November 1989): "... to G 19813 [= P2] ... there exists a
handwritten inventory slip from Wessely's days with the note 'papyrus from the year
1886.' That would mean: from ... Hermupolis Magna."
Accordingly, at least some of the clergy of Thot of Hermupolis were anti-Ptolemaic
during certain time periods of the second century. They clothed their convictions in a
royal novella and with the help of this literary work tried to become politically active. We
do not know the extent of their efforts nor if their efforts
a certain degree were
crowned with success. We can perhaps gather that their activities were not completely
unimportant from the fact that three papyri were found with the text of the "Potter's
Prophecy," a fact that is astonishing in view of comparable literary works.

III
Let us summarize briefly what has been discussed.
The official announcements - especially the decrees of the synods
mirror a picture of
problem-free relationships between the "state" and the "church." This picture corresponds only
partly to historical reality. When looked at as a whole, the relationships between the "state" and the
"church" were far and away more differentiated and more complicated than these announcements
suggest. The priests responded to the pharaoh's offer of cooperation partly with consent, partly with
reluctance, and partly with rejection, even irreconcilable enmity. They expressed their convictions
both by word and by image; they made "political propaganda."
It can be assumed that the clerical groups who were opposed to the government were more
numerous and stronger than the few documents of this opposition indicate - this above all because
more official announcements were preserved than the opposition's statements, which in many
cases were not written down and which above all usually were not engraved in stone.
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CHAPTER 17

DIE MEDINET HABU OSTRACA: EXCAVATION OF
THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO 1928/29
URSULA KAPLONY-HECKEL
The University of Marburg
Von alien mir bekannten Sammlungen aigyptischer Ostraka, die man in situ gefunden hat,' ist
der Fund von Medinet Habu am umfangreichsten; er umfalt mehr als vier einhalb tausend Texte
und erstreckt sich vom Neuen Reich2 bis hin in die Arabische Zeit: 3 Eine Masse, die fir den
Forscher ebenso bei Einzelfragen z.B. nach zeitgen*ssischen 6rtlichen Verwaltungspraktiken, wie
bei der Zusammenschau wirtschaftlicher Entwicklungen unersch-pflich sein wird!
Die Medinet Habu Texte auf Tonscherben und Kalksteinplatten in Hieroglyphen, in Hieratisch,
Demotisch, Griechisch, Koptisch und Arabisch sind durchnumeriert von Nr. I bis Nr. 4560. Man hat
die einzelnen Schrifttriger schon auf der Grabung Stfick um Stick mit der Field Number und mit
1. Damit meine ich vor allem die unpublizierten demotischen und demotisch-griechischen (sic) Ostraka im Kelsey
Museum in Ann Arbor; sie stammen aus dem Fajum, vermutlich aus Karanis, nach Clarysses brieflicher Auskunft
vermutlich aus dem II. Jahrhundert v. Chr.
Die bei den zweiten Deir-el-Bahri-Ausgrabungen des Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York am Hathor-Tempel
und aus dem Grabungsschutt von Naville ans Licht gekommenen und unveroffentlichten Ostraka erstrecken sich
zwar auch iber eine Spanne vom Neuen Reich bis zur koptischen Zeit; ich habe die Grabungsfotos im Metropolitan
Museum in New York durchblattem knnen; die Originale der demotischen Ostraka und wohl auch die z. T. recht
hiibschen hieratischen Texte sind in Kairo geblieben; die einschligigen koptischen Ostraka befinden sich heute im
Besitz der Columbia University, New York, wo ich - auf der Suche nach demotischen Acker-Amt-Texten aus
Deir-el-Bahri - alle die vielen Tausende dankenswerterweise habe durchsehen konnen.
Ich vergleiche das Medinet Habu Material vor allem mit der Sammlung von gut vierhundert unveroffentlichten
demotischen Ostraka in Turin, die aus den italienischen Grabungen in Gebelein stammen. Im Gegensatz zu dem
iber viele Jahrhunderte stromenden Reichtum an Medinet Habu Ostraka beschranken sich die demotischen
Gebelein-Belege auf die knapp einhundert Jahre dieser Agyptisch und Griechisch gleichermalen gut belegten
Militarkolonie, die vom Beginn des II. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. bis zum Sacco di Tebe im Jahr 88 v. Chr. Bestand
gehabt hat; die Turiner Ostraka bilden einen Schwerpunkt inmitten der sonst aus Ankaufen u.5. stammenden
zahlreichen Gebelein-Texte.
Sodann gehbren hierher die paar Dutzend unveroffentlichter Ostraka aus der Oase Chargeh, die sich im
Metropolitan Museum befinden; sie reichen (nach brieflicher Aussage von G. Vittmann zu den Hieratischen
Texten) von der 21./22. Dynastie fiber gut zwei Dutzend Demotische Belege mit wenigen Griechischen und
Koptischen Texten bis in die christliche Zeit.
In der Oase Dachleh hat man in den letzten Jahren mehrere hundert Ostraka gefunden, deren Fotos ich in Toronto
einmal habe durchsehen konnen. Um Gegensatz zu den Chargeh-Belegen, wo saimtliche rdmischen SteuerQuittungen fehlen, gibt es in Dachleh davon Uibergenug.
2. Es befinden sich unter dem unerfafiten hieratischen Material emn paar Tonscherben aus dem Mittleren Reich.
3. Es handelt sich bei dem arabischen Ostrakon Medinet Habu um ein Schreiben wegen "Schuhen."
165
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der fortlaufenden Ostraka-Grabungsnummer versehen und jeweils zwanzig Fragmente oder mehr
zusammen fotografiert. Publiziert hat Miriam Lichteim (OIP Vol. LXXX) 1957 davon 160 demotische Ostraka. 4
Die smtlichen Grabungsunterlagen, also auch die Grabungstagebicher und die Grabungsfotos,
sollen mit Hdlscher lingst vor dem Krieg nach Berlin ans Agyptische Museum gegangen sein.
Von den Grabungsfotos befindet sich ein unvollstandiger Satz von 214 guten Abzdgen im
MaBstab 4:5 in der Fotothek des Oriental Institute in Chicago, aber keine Negative. Aus den
vorhandenen Grabungsfotos hat John Larson 27 Find Spot Nummern rekonstruieren knnnen; fdr die
demotischen Ostraka haben sich von den im Basement liegenden Originalen noch drei Field
Nummern hinzufinden lassen, u.a. (mit Lichtheim) 30.130a fir das Familienarchiv des Ms-wr; von
dessen 39 Ostraka tritt kein einziges in den vorhandenen Fotos auf; Miriam Lichtheim hat aber
schon 27 Belege davon publiziert. Vermutlich befinden sich alle Belege dieses Familienarchivs in
Chicago.
Ende der ffinfziger Jahre muBte von Dr. Hughes ein groler Teil der Ostraka ans Agyptische
Museum nach Kairo zuruickgebracht werden. Eine Liste der zurtickgebrachten Ostraka hat sich im
Oriental Institute in Chicago bisher nicht gefunden. Ebensowenig sind uns bei unserer Durchsicht
der demotischen Ostraka-Bestdnde des Agyptischen Museums Kairo im Fruhjahr und im Herbst
1983 irgendwelche mit MH gezeichneten demotischen Ostraka begegnet. 6
Was steht uns also an Demotischen Ostraka aus Medinet Habu im Oriental Institute in Chicago
zur Verfigung?
Erstens gibt es im Oriental Institute in Chicago an Medinet Habu Originalen 2086 Texte; davon
sind 435 Stfck Demotische Ostraka 7, inklusive 32 Griechisch-Demotische Ostraka und 12
Demotisch-Griechische Ostraka.
Zweitens sind aus den Fotos 364 Demotische Ostraka erreichbar, wovon 107 auch im Original
vorhanden sind; also erbringen die Fotos einen Zuwachs von 257 Ostraka-Fotographien. Das ergibt
692, also knapp siebenhundert Demotische Ostraka Medinet Habu.
Davon hat, wie oben gesagt, Miriam Lichtheim (1957)160 Nummern publiziert; in den
Tempeleiden (1963) sind ca. 20 mit Faksimile oder im Katalog erfat. Es bleibt also gut ein
halbes Tausend Demotische Ostraka Medinet Habu iUbrig, die unerfat sind.9

4.

Ober die Koptischen Ostraka und die Publikation von Koptischen Medinet Habu Ostraka durch Stefanski und
Lichtheim u.a. hat Terry Wilfong schon referiert.

5. Im Sommer 1989 gab es Leute, die hofften, die sdimtlichen Unterlagen seien nach dem Mai 1945 zur Sicherheit
nach Washington gekommen. Dr. Joachim Karig vom Agyptischen Museum in Berlin-Charlottenburg, der u.a.
deswegen am 24. Mai 1989 in Chicago vorsprach, hatte bis zum Symposium nichts Positives dazu melden kdnnen.
Wie ich im Frithjahr 1991 brieflich von Brian Muhs erfahre, sind jetzt Nachrichten tiber den Verbleib der
Unterlagen bei Terry Wilfong eingetroffen.
6. Nach der Tradition des Kairener Museums befinden sich die zurtickgegebenen Medinet Habu Ostraka
wohlbehalten (in den Holzkistchen der Ruicksendung) in dem flir nicht-iigyptische Wissenschaftier unzugainglichen
Sous-sol oder im "deuxibme" des Museums. Sie waren im Mairz 1992 unauffindbar.
7. Das eben erwishnte Familienarchiv des Ms-wr befindet sich ganz in Chicago.
8. In beiden Faillen ist der Versuch unterblieben, Texte einer Verwaltungsinstanz oder aus einem Familienarchiv
nebeneinanderzustellen und zusammen zu interpretieren.
9. Es liegt uns hier sehr daran, auf die Ostraka Bestiinde des Oriental Institute Museum Chicago und des Field
Museum of Natural History, ebenfalls in Chicago, hinzuweisen. Man hat seinerzeit die Ayer Ostraka-Collection
z.T. im FMNH und z.T. im OIMC erworben: Unter den 312 Ostraka des FMNH gibt es knapp 200 demotische
Ostraka. Unter den etwa mehr als tausend Ostraka des OIMC gibt es mindestens 297 demotische Ostraka; das
macht nochmals ein halbes Tausend aus.
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Binen Uberblick fiber die Demotischen Ostraka Medinet Habu und ihre zeitliche oder
inhaitliche Zuordnung konnen wir hier nur in begrenztem MaB vorlegen; folgende Notizen sind
bemerkenswert:
Die in Chicago erreichbaren Demotischen Ostraka Medinet Habu beginnen im zweiten
Jalrhundert v. Chr. und gehen bis in die spdte Ro*merzeit. U.W. fehlen alle demotischen Texte aus
dem dritten Jahrhundert v. Chr. [Nach Notizen bei den griechischen Ostraka aus der Handdes verstorbenen Grazisten Wilmot gibt es aber griechische Belege aus dem 111. Jahrh. v. Chr.] Der Beleg
des F?-whr, von Lichtheim (a.a.O.) als Nr. 12 publiziert, k-nnte der knappen Sprache nach ins 111.
Jahrhundert v. Chr. einzuordnen sein. 10
Es ist ftir den Wert einer Medinet Habu Ostraka-Publikation ganz entscheidend, daB die
Demotischen Ostraka mit ihrem Umfeld, d.h. zusammen mit den gleichzeitigen Griechisehen
Ostraka vero*ffentlicht werden. DaB dies ftir die spa-teren koptischen und die byzantinischen
griechischen und koptischen Texte auch gilt, versteht sich von selbst.
Werfen wir noch einen Blick auf den Inhalt der demotisehen Medinet Habu Ostraka: Zum
groBen Teil handelt es sich ur Rechtsurkunden aus Fanilienarchiven; sie enthalten objektiv und
subjektiv stilisierte Quittungen; sodann gibt es vierzig Tempeleide, knapp dreilig Acker-AmtQuittungen, wozu vom Acker-Amt dreizehn Acker-Akten-Kladden t kommen, emnpaar
Briefvertrage; ein paar Fragmente von Mumien-Listen mit einem Vertrag.
Des weiteren gibt es wie in jeder Ostraka-Sammiung aus Oberagypten Listen von Leuten, von
Sachen, von Ausstdnden, vielerlei Notizen; diese Texte nennen wit Kiadden oder roughdrafts;wir
sehen darin die Unterlagen zu den verschiedenen Amtsarchiven und Buchfhrungsarchiven. 12 Es
gibt Ostraka-Briefe und u.a. auch schriftliche Anweisungen. 13
Nur ein paar wenige Belege liegen auBerhaib der Amtsakten, der Familienarchive und der
Buchffihrungsarchive: Etwa das fragmentarisehe Onomastikon der Berufe, wo genannt sind:
"Fisch-Mann," also "Fisch-Haindler,"
"Drogen-Mann," etwa "Apotheker" usw., wohl die einzige Schulfbung.
Bin einziges Horoskop stammt aus dem 43. Jahr des Augustus.
Ubrigens gibt es auch ein paar frihdemotische oder vorptolemaiische nicht-literarische Ostraka.
Was gibt es nicht?
Bin Ostrakon mit einer historisehen Erzdhlung oder mit einem anderen literarisehen Text habe
ich bisher nicht entdeckt, auch kein Gebet1 4 und kein Orakel.
Es erhieben sich mehrere Fragen:
Bine erste Frage mag sein:
Soll man das nach Kairo zurfickgebrachte Medinet Habu Ostraka -Material in die Publikation
einbeziehen oder soil man zunachst das Chicago Material erarbeiten?

14. Bin Gebet auf Ostrakon gibt es imAgyptisches Museen in Leipzig.
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Mein Vorschlag ist, man erarbeite zuerst nur das in Chicago erreichbare, oben kurz vorgesteilte
Medinet Habu-Material, ur in mo*glichst exakten kleinen Schritten und bald "Erfolge" zu erringen
und sie melden zu ki*nnen. Mehr Material aus Chicago, etwa aus der ehemaligen Ayer-Sammlung
(jetzt im FMNH und im OIMC)1 5 oder etwa auch aus Kairo la*t sich in absehbarer Zeit einarbeiten.
Natd*rlich erhebt sich die zweite Frage sofort:
Will Frau Kaplony das alles allein machen?
Nein, sicher nicht!' 6 Vielmehr liegt es mir sehr daran, nur einer in einem Team zu sem.
Gedankenaustausch, Kritik und gegenseitiges Mutmachen sind wichtige Faktoren fur unser
Unternehmen. Die vorliufigen Pline eines Teams haben sich vom September 1990 bis zum April
1991 folgendermaBen entwickelt: Zu Brian Muhs/Philadelphia und Linda Ricketts/North Dakota 17
hat sich inzwischen im Frtihjahr 1991 Dominic Montserrat/London gemeldet.
Die dritte Frage geht um den ersten Termin.
Das nalchste Mal mi*chte ich im Fru*hjahr 199318 fuir em paar Wochen im Team am Oriental
Institute in Chicago mit den jungen Team-Kollegen zusammenkommen. Linda Ricketts ist an
griechischen und demotischen Ostraka der jtingeren Ptolemaerzeit interessiert, Brian Muhs ist am
III. Jahrh. v. Chr., Dominic Montserrat an den Griechischen Ostraka' 9 interessiert.
Vierte Frage:
Wie ist die Verffentlichung gedacht?
Wie Sie am thebanischen Acker-Schreiber Sesostris 2 0 gesehen haben, ist es fruchtbar, thebanische Ostraka nach Verwaltungsinstanzen und/oder nach Familienarchiven zusammenzustellen. So
geht mein Vorschlag dahin, zuna*chst um einen gut belegten Schreiber 2 ' oder um eine gut belegte
Familie herum ein paar Texte zu gruppieren, die Zeitgenossen dazuzusuchen und zigig in Rapports
und kurzen Aufsatzen das Material zu erschlieBen.

15. Natiirlich wiire winschenswert, weitgehend das thebanische OIM Material und den FMNH Bestand heranziehen.
Ubrigens steht im Oriental Institute in Chicago auch Spiegelbergs NachlaB3 zu den Strafburger Ostraka zur
Verfugung, an denen zur Zeit niemnand arbeitet.
16. Auf den Rat von H.-J. Thissen werde ich zuerst das MS der Gebel ein-Acker-Akcten (vgl. unser Referat in Third

das sei fur die Rechts- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte am wichtigsten.
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DER TLEBANISCHE ACKER-SCHREIBER
SESOSTRIS, SOHN DES ANCHOAPIS
URSULA KAPLONY-HECKEL
The University of Marburg
Die Nachrichten tiber die Ackerland-Vermessung im vorptolemaiischen Theben sind rasch
aufgezahlt: Jeder kennt die Grabber der 18. Dynastie von Menna und semen Kollegen, wo man mit
dem MeB3-Strick das Getreidefeld auf dem Haim vermil~t. Geschriebene Dokumente zur AckerlandVermessung aus dem Neuen Reich und der Spditzeit speziell fr Theben fehien.
Das dndert sich im II. Jahrhundert v. C.: Es gibt da zweierlei Ostraka-Texte, die thebanische
Ackerland-Vermessung betreffen. Zum einen kennen wir jetzt neunundfiinfzig demotisehe Ostraka
mit Ackerflachen-Berechnungen, mit Listen von Leuten und Acker-Aruren, mit Listen von Nachbarn.
Wir nennen sie Acker-Amt-Kladden. In den Kiadden sehen wir die Unterlagen zu Amisarchiven aus
der Landwirtschaftsverwaltung, also Unterlagen zu Papyrus-Akten der Verwaltung.' Wir lassen die
Acker-Amt-Kladden beiseite.
Zum anderen existieren da die r-rii-w Texte. Wir definieren sie heute als AckerArbeitsquittungen. Den Terminus Arbeitsquittung kann man zuerst 1899 bei Ulrich Wilcken 2 in den
griechischen Ostraka finden, und zwar ftir Damm-Arbeiten. In unserem Fall der r-riz- w Texte handelt
es sich um Quittungen ffur geleistete Feldbestellung, die wir in Zusaminenhang mit ZwangspachtMaBnahrnen von Ptolemaios VI. Philometor sehen mdchten.
Bine solche Acker-Arbeitsquittung sagt aus:
"Dei NN, S. des NN, werden X Aruren anerkannt."

1. Einschliigige griechisehe "Acker-Vermessungspapyri" sind fdr Mittel- und Unterilgypten belegt (vgl. Anm. 11ff.
unseres Referats "Thebanische Acker-Amt-Quittungen" f4r das Internationale Rechtshistoriker-Symposion "Grund
und Boden in Altiigypten" in Tfibingen, Juni 1990); sie existieren in Demotisch in vielen unvert~ffentlichten PapyrusFragmenten fuir Gebelein (in Arbeit, vgl. unser Referat in Third International Congress of Demotists, Cambridge
1987), fehien aber u.W. bisher fuir Theben. Wir konnen diese thebanischen Ostraka-Kiadden nur nach der
Palaographie datieren und versuchen, sie in die spdite Ptolemiier- und die Romerzeit einordnen: viele Belege sind
fragmentarisch und sehr schwer verstdindlich.
2. Wilcken 1899, vol.-I, p.-129.
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Das bedeutet: NN hat X Aruren gepfltigt, gewdissert und eingesait; er bekommt dies bei der
Inspektion der aufgegangenen Saat im Frtihjahr quittiert.
Eine Acker-Arbeitsquittung enthilt aufjeden Fall:
1.

Das Regierungsjahr ohne Angabe des Herrschers;

2.

den Schreiber mit Namen und Vaternamen, aber ohne Titel, sowie die Namen eines oder
mehrerer Zeugen mit Vaternamen (vor dem Sacco di Tebe in 88 v.C. unterschreiben meist
mehrere Zeugen);

3.

vom Farmer den Namen und den Vaternamen;

4.

die Ackerlage und/oder den Gesamt-Acker;

5.

die Gro-Be des Teil-Ackers in Aruren oder Bruchteilen davon.

Die Acker-Arbeitsquittung kann wahiweise die Grle des Gesamt-Ackers angeben, dessen
(Acker-)Herrn mit Namen, eventuell mit Vaternamen, den Ertrag in Weizen-Artaben pro Arure und
den Gesamt-Ertrag des Teil-Ackers in Weizen-Artaben, gelegentlich in Olsaat-Artaben.
Bisher haben wir 163 Acker-Arbeitsquittungen fUr Theben gesammelt und k*nnen folgende
Fragen kliren:
1.

Wie hat man die r-rh -.w Texte zu datieren?
Sie beginnen in der Regierung von Ptolemaios VI. Philometor3 und reichen bis in die frtihe
Rimerzeit. Es fehien r-rh -w Texte aus dem III. Jahrhunderts v.C. 4 und aus der Zeit nach
Augustus.

2.

Wo werden die r-rii- w Texte ediert?
Die r--rii-- w Schreiber schreiben nichts als r-rii- w Quittungen; jegliche anderen Dokumente
aus ihrer Hand fehien. Also werden die thebanischen Acker-Arbeitsquittungen von einer
selbstindigen Institution ediert; wir nennen sie "das thebanische Acker-Amt." Fu*r den
hauptamtlichen Schreiber verwenden wir den Arbeitstitel "Acker- Schreiber"; wir nennen die
r-rii.- w Quittungen daher audi Acker-Amt-Ouittungen (AAQ).

4. Das liisst sich u.a. an den Personennamen erkennen.
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whrend sein Kollege im Westen und in Erment mit der Formel r-rh w beginnt und mit dem
Datum schliefit.
4.

Wieviel Acker-Schreiber sind nebeneinander tatig?
Nach unseren Unterlagen ist in Theben-Ost wie in Theben-West jeweils nur em einziger
Acker- Schreiber im Amt.

5.

Wird bei der Ackerland-Beschreibung zwischen dem rechten und dem linken Nilufer
unterschieden?
Wir teilen hier nur soviel mit: In Theben-West ist in der Regel der Terminus "Hoch-Acker"
gebraucht. In Theben-Ost fehit der "Hoch-Acker" ganz; hingegen wird hier meist fur TeilAcker aus den Feldern anderer Manner und mehrfach ftr sehr kleine Stilke "Uferstreifen"
quittiert. 5

6.

Was erfahrt man fiber den Verbleib der Acker-Amt-Quittungen?
Die einzelnen Farmer bewahren ihre Acker-Amt-Quittungen zusammen mit den Getreide-,
Geld-, Nekropolensteuer-Quittungen und Tempel-Biden sorgftltig im Familien-Archiv auf.
Das wissen wir aus dem am West Gate6 gefundenen umfangreichen Familien-Archiv der Mswr Familie in Medinet Habu; zu den publizierten Belegen gehtiren naimlich noch vier
unpublizierte Dokumente: Drei schwierige Acker-Amt-Quittungen und em Tempel-Eid.

7.

Gibt es griechische Parallelen aus Oberiigypten?
Nein, nicht unmittelbar zu den r-rh
z w Texten. 7 Sehr wohi aber zur Zwangspacht; das sind
die griechischen
itypoo~pi-Getreide-Quittungen. Es fehit uns hier die Zeit, das Problem der
Zwangspacht aufzurollen. 8

Um Ihnen die Acker-Amt-Quittungen an praktischen Beispielen zu illustrieren, lege ich zwanzig
r-rh.-w Texte 9 vor, die der Acker-Schreiber Sesostris, 10 S. des Anchoapis, unterschrieben oder
geschrieben hat. Von den 20 Belegen stamnmen sechs aus der Medinet Habu Grabung des Oriental
Institute der University of Chicago; d.h., dies sind in situ Funde aus Theben-West; die uilbrigen 14

10. Wir wahien fur das spitptolemiiische S-n-Wsrt die ubliche Namensform des Mittleren Reichs, also Sesostris.
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Texte verteilen sich heute ilber die Museen in Cairo,n' Chicago' 2 (das Field Museum und das Oriental
Institute Museum), Leipzig,13 London,14 Oxford,'S Straburg, und Toronto.
Sechzehn davon sind exakt zu datieren: Wie schon de Meulenaere (a.a.O.) an den publizierten
Belegen beobachtet hat, geh&*rt dieser Acker-Schreiber Sesostris in die Zeit des VI. und des VIII.
Ptolemiers.
Wir stellen auferdem fest: Gema-B der von uns beobachteten Tradition der Acker-Schreiber' 6
beginnt Sesostris als Zeuge: Er signiert als dritter Zeuge Nr.1 (D 23) im Jahr 30; das ist der 28.
Aprill 7 151 v.C.18 Damit sind alle Regierungsjahre 26, 27, 28, 29 und 30 der Uibrigen Belege
automatisch ffir Ptolemaios VIII. an zu setzen. In die Regierung des Ptolemaios VI. gehart sicher

11. Unser Dank gilt Herrn Direktor Dr. M. Muhsen ftir alles Entgegenkommen.
12. In Chicago liegen aus der ehemaligen Ayer-Sammlung ein Text im Field Museum of Natural History, zwei Texte im
Oriental Institute Museum der University of Chicago; dort befinden sich auch, wie eben erwihnt, aus der Grabung des
Oriental Institute Chicago in Medinet Habu 1928/29 vier Original-Ostraka, ebenda im Photo-Archiv die
Ausgrabungsphotos von zwei weiteren, die man nach Cairo zuriickgeschickt hat.
Ebenfalls im Oriental Institute in Chicago haben sich aus dem NachlaB Spiegelberg vier Belege in Spiegelbergs
"Normalschrift" als Acker-Arbeitsquittungen von der Hand des Sesostris identifizieren lassen; die Jahreszahlen sind
z.T. ungewiss.- Spiegelberg kannte die Acker-Amt-Quittungen noch nicht und bezeichnet sie meistens als
"Rechnungen." - Ich bin dem Oriental Institute zu groBem Dank verpflichtet, daB ich dies hochinteressante und so
ergiebige Material in Ruhe habe studieren konnen.
13. Zuletzt hat sich von der Hand unseres Sesostris eben im Mai 1990 ein Beleg in der Universittitsbibliothek Leipzig
gefunden. Dort liegen im ganzen vier west-thebanische (DO Leipzig UB 2021, 2022 + 2025, 2026) und drei ostthebanische (DO Leipzig UB 2024, 2027, 2028) Acker-Amt-Quittungen.
14. Der Beleg aus London DO BM 43.553 ist eben als Nr. 2 in der Kaplony-Heckel 1990,veriffentlicht worden; dort sind
Ubersetzung und Interpretation noch ungentigend.
15. Von den einschliigigen "Theban Ostraca" hat schon Herbert Thompson 1913 drei Belege vertiffentlicht, die heute z.T.
in Oxford, z.T. in Toronto liegen.
16. Vgl. Paus, den S. des Harthotes, der bei Sesostris sieben Mal als Zeuge gegenzeichnet, um dann im Jahr 36 (di.
Fruthjahr 134 v. C.) als Acker-Schreiber mit DO Cairo JdE 51457 die ausftihrlichste aller Acker-Amt-Quittungen
auszustellen: Er gibt wie in Lichtheim 1957, Nr. 121 p? htr und p? wj an und verzeichnet im ganzen sechs TeilAcker; auch emn "Ibis-Futterplatz" ist darunter genannt.
17. Es ist der "vierte Frtihjahrsmonat," also stets emn Monat, aber kein Tag angegeben; wir setzen trotzdem das
Tagesdatum an und vermuten, daB zu diesem Tag die Acker-Kontrolle begonnen hat; ob sie sich uiber den ganzen
Monat ausdehnt, ist uns ungewiB.
18. Ebenso signiert er als erster Zeuge Nr.2 (MH 4210), wo das Editionsjahr verloren ist.
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auch das Jahr 36 von Nr. 8 (D 7), d.i. der 26. Februar 146 v.C.; denn im Jahr 36 des Ptolemaios VIII.
ist schon ein anderer Schreiber belegt.' 9 Nur viet Belege 20 bleiben offen.
Gehen wir weiter zu den Zeugen-Unterschriften

! 21

Da sind von den sechs Si*hnen des Harthotes, die in r-ri" w Texten vorkommen, finf in der
Amtszeit des Sesostris belegt; einige lassen sich auch im Papyrus-Archiv von Deir-el-Medine als
Zeugen wiederfinden, z.B. Petamenophis, der S. des Harthotes; er flillt in der Zeugenliste von 171 v.
C.22 durch seine kraiftige junge Unterschrift auf. Von den zwanzig Texten des Sesostris hat eben
dieser Petamenophis, S. des Harthotes, elf Belege gegengezeichnet; er unterschreibt jedesmal an
letzter Stelle, getade als waite seine Unterschrift flir die ganze Arbeitsquittung der Stempel, das
"Tiipfelchen auf dem i."23
Die Verbindung der Acker-Amt-Zeugen zum Tempel-Notariat bestaitigt wohi auch die AckerAmt-Quittung Nt. 7 (D 1) mit der Zeugen-Unterschrift des Notars Harsiese, S. des Chestefnachte: 24
Das Jahr 35 von Nt. 7 (D 1) liegt innerhaib seiner Schreiber-Amtszeit von den Deir-el-Medine
Papyri.25

19. Z.B. Paus, S. des Harthotes (Cairo JdE 51457), Totoes ohne Vaternaen (KaplonyHeckel 1990, Tabelle V.)
20. Fur vier Belege stehen beide Regierungen zur Wahl:
Ptolemaios VI. Philometor (181-145 v. C.):
149 v. C.

Nr.4(Str 1088)

Jahr 32

-

Jahr 34 ibd 3 prt

=

28. Marz 147 v. C.

Nr. 5 (Lpz 2022 + 2025)

S

Jahr 35 ibd 2 pr-t

=

26. Febr. 146 v. C.

Nr. 6 (MH 4085)

'"'

Jahr35 ibd 2prt

=

26. Febr. 146 v. C.

Nr. 7(D 1)

*

und Ptolemnaios VIII. Buergetes 11. (170-116 v. C.):
138 v. C.

Nr. 4(Str 1088)

*

Jahr 32=

**

Jahr 34 ibd 3 pit

=

25.Miirz 136 v. C.

Nr. 5 (Lpz 2022 + 2025)

S

Jahr 35 ibd 2 prt

=

23.Febr. 135 v. C.

Nr. 6 (MH 4085)

35 ibd 2prt

=

23.Febr. 135 v. C.

Nr. 7(D 1)

SJahr

VIII. (134 v.C.) DP Deir el Medine 9 (Z1.9) geschrieben.
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Bin eigenes Problem bilden die drei Zeugen mit griechisehem Namen, Herakleides, Ptolemaios
und Philippos, die das Setzen des Vaternamens ebenfalls fUr entbehrlich halten. 2 6
Damit verlassen wir "die Schreibstuben" und gehen auf die Felder! Was notiert damals Sesostris
ibet die Lage der Acker?
In zwd-lf Belegen gibt er das "Hochiand von Djeme" an, zweimal den "Lagerplatz der
Handwerker;" einmal ist beides kombiniert. 2 7 Es ist auffallig und kaum em Zufall, dass bei Sesostris
die Gt6"Be des Gesamt-Ackers fehlt, 28 wie wir sie spater in Theben-West wie in Theben-Ost oft genug
vermerkt finden.
Der niichste und letzte Schritt ftihrt uns zu den Leuten, 2 9 denen man ffr die Bestellung der Felder
die Acker-Amt-Quittungen ausgesteilt hat. Es gibt da zwei Fragen:
1. Was ffir eine gesellschaftliche Position ko-nnen wit fir diese west-thebanischen Farmer
erkennen?
2. Gibt es eine Regel fUr die GrU-Be der Teil-Acker innerhaib eines Familien-Archivs?
Von den 20 Belegen des Sesostris withlen wit drei Familien-Atchive, 30 niimlich das des Theon,
das des Phagonis-des-Jiingeren und das des Psenatymis.
a. Das Familien-Archiv des Theon 31 besteht aus zwei griechisch-demotischen GetreideQuittungen und einem (demotischen) r-rii w Text, alle drei flit semen Sohn Apollonios
ausgesteilt. Sesostris quittiert ihm mit der Acker-Amt-Quittung Nt. 8 (D 1) fur das Jahr 35
"drei Aruren" auf dem Hoch-Acket von Djeme und vermerkt "ihm allein." Wir wissen nichts
ibet Apollonios, als daB et einen griechisehen Namen und Vaternamen hat, und daB die
beiden Getreide-Quittungen einen demotischen Nachtrag mit "Datum-Getreidemenge"
enthalten. Darf man aus dieser Kombination schlieien, daB Apollonios zwar lesen kann, abet
nut Demotisch? Geho*rt er also zu den Priester-Familien von Theben-West? Hatte er fruher
26. Es w~ire gut, man konnte sie als griechische Beamte identifizieren, die A und zu in Theben-West inspizieren; aber
unsere erste Sucherei in den griechischen Belegen der Theban Ostraca und in der Prosopographia Ptolemaica hat noch
nichts Rechtes erbracht.
27. Den "Lagerplatz der Handwerker" kennt man auch aus Berliner und Londoner Papyri.- Emn- oder zweimal ist die
Ackerlage vergessen.- Die restlichen Texte sind an der betreffenden Stelle kaputt.
28. Vgl. unsere Ubersicht Kaplony-Heckel 1990, Tabelle V und V1. Ob man das Fehien der Gesamt-Acker-Aruren als

drei Aruren auf dem Hoch-Acker von Djeme quittiert, mit dem Vermerk "ihm allein."
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einen a-gyptischen Namen? Er k6nnte der Sohn eines Priesters sein, der Soldat (mit einem
neuen griechischen Namen) geworden ist, und der jetzt auf seine Alten Tage daheim in
Theben-West selhaft wird. 3 2
b. Fu-r das Familien-Archiv 3 3 des Phagonis-des-liingeren haben wir bisher finf r-rh w Texte
und eine Getreide-Quittung zusammengetragen, ausgesteilt auf seine beiden Sohne
Psemminis und Psennesis. Wie uns Brian Mubs/Philadeiphia aufmerksam gemacht, geh*rt
Phagonis-der-Jtingere in die grof3e Pastophoren-Familie der Deir-el-Medine Papyri. Sein
Sohn Psemminis ist der Grolvater des erfoigreichen Totoes, des S. des Zmanres, aus dem
Deir-el-Medine-Archiv: Psemminis verkauft im Jahr 137 v. C. Liturgien-Tage innerhaib der
Familie und wird dabei als wn-Priester, also als "Schreiniffner," bezeichnet. 34
Wie gross sind hier die Teil-Acker?
1st ein Sohn des Phagonis-des-Jiingeren der einzige Farmer, werden ihm an "Hochacker"
quittiert:

3
11
4

5

8

Aruren, 3 5

1
4

Aruren 3 6 und

7
8

Aruren,3 7 hier zusaitzlich

4

Arure auf dem "Lagerplatz der Handwerker."

Bilden die Brilder eine Genossensehaft, quittiert man ihnen
17

38. Nr. 16 (OIM 7003)

1
16

Aruren Hochacker.38
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c.

Das Familien-Archiv des Psenatymis 3 9 besteht aus drei r-rh w Texten. 40 Hat em
kultiviert, quittiert ihm Sesostris
1

2

Aruren4 1 und\

14

Aruren 4 2

Sohn

Arbeiten Sohn und Enkel zusammen, quittiert ihnen Sesostris
14

Aruren. 4 3

Vielleicht sind hier die 11 Aruren ein halber "Drei-Aruren"-Teilacker. 4 4
Wie die Aruren-Angaben aus den drel Familienarchiven erkennen lassen, kommt zwar em "drei
Aruren"-Acker oder die Ialfte davon mehrfach vor; es fehlt uns aher bisher em Schlissel, das Ritsel
um die Gr5io-e der Teil-Acker mit all den verschiedenen Aruren-Bruchteilen zu Isen.
Kommen wir zum SchluB3!
Fur unsere Kenntnis der spatptolema-ischen Verwaltung und der einheimischen Gesellschaft in
Obergypten sind die r-rh -.w Texte oder Acker-ArbeitsquittungenlAcker-Amt-Quittungen eine wahre
Fundgrube: Die Acker-Vermes sung von Theben befindet sich in aigyptischer Hand. Die grofen westthebanischen Priesterfamilien sind in die Zwangspachtmaf~nahmen des Pharao miteingesehiossen.
Die jetzt zusammengetragene Menge an thebanisehem Material macht es m-glich, ftir ThebenWest wie fUr Theben-Ost das Acker-Amt und die Familien-Archive im einzelnen zu studieren.
Hoffentlich kiinnen die in situ gefundenen Medinet Habu Ostraka dafir gentitzt werden.

39. Binen Mann dieses Namens kennt man auch aus den Zeugen-Unterschriften des DP Deir el Medine 8 v 9, vom Jalir
137 v. C.; aber wir brauchen mehr Anhaltspunkte, urn den dort genannten Psenatymis, S. des Peteharpres, mit
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ANHANG I: DIE ZWANZIG BELEGE,
ZEITLICH GEORDNET
A. AUS DER REGIERUNG DES PTOLEMAIOS VI. PHILOMETOR

Sesostris als Zeuge:
Nr. 1: D23

Jahr 30 ibd 4 prt.

Nr. 2: Medinet Habu 4210

[Jahr

... :]

28. April 151 v.C.
(vor 150 v.C.)

Sesostris als Ackerschreiber:
Nr. 3: BM 43553 (FS Lichtheim Nr. 2)

Jahr 31:

150 v.C.

Nr. 4: Stralburg 1088

Jahr 32:

149 v.C.

Nr. 5: Leipzig UB 2022 + 2025

Jahr 34 ibd 3 prt.

28. Marz 147 v.C.

Nr. 6: Medinet Habu 4085

Jahr 35 ibd 2 prt.

26. Februar 146 v.C.

Nr. 7: D 1

Jahr 35 ibd 2 prt.

26. Februar 146 v.C.

Nr. 8: D 7

Jahr 36 ibd 3 prt.

27. Ma**rz 145 v.C.
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URSULA KAPLONY-HECKEL

ANHANG I: DIE ZWANZIG BELEGE,

ZEITLICH GEORDNET (Fortgesetzt)
B. AUS DER REGIERUNG DES PTOLEMAIOS VIII. EUERGETES II.
Nr. 9: Cairo JdE 51253

Jahr 26:

Nr. 10: StraBburg 1992

[Jahr 2]6:

Nr. 11: Medinet Habu 1621 (Lichtheim 1957, Nr. 121)
Jahr 27:

144 v.C.
[144 v.C.]
143 v.C.

Nr. 12: Medinet Habu 2806

Jahr 27:

Nr. 13: StraBburg 687

[Jahr 27?:]

Nr. 14: OIM 6979

Jahr 27 ibd 4 prt.

26. April 143 v.C.

Nr. 15: Medinet Habu 1480 (Lichtheim 1957, Nr. 122)
Jahr 27 ibd 4 prt.

26. April 142 v.C.

143 v.C.
[143 v.C.]

142 v.C.

Nr. 16: OIM 7003

Jahr 28:

Nr. 17: Field Mus. 31.632-161

Jahr 28 ibd 4 prt.

Nr. 18: Medinet Habu 2686

Jahr 29:

141 v.C.

Nr. 19: StraBburg 674

Jahr 29:

141 v.C.

Nr. 20: D 25

Jahr 29 ibd 2 prt.

26. April 142 v.C.

25. Februar 141 v.C.
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ANHANG II: DIE ZWANZIG BELEGE,
NACH MUSEEN GEORDNET

DO BM 43555 [publ.: Kaplony-Heckel 1990, Nr. 2]

Nr.3

DO Cairo JdE 51253 [unveriffentlicht]

Nr.9

DO D 1 (Oxford) [publ.: H. Thompson 1913, 46 pl.IV]

Nr. 7

DO D 7 (Toronto) [unveriffentlicht]

Nr.8

DO D 23 (Toronto) [publ.: H. Thompson 1913, 44 pl. IV]

Nr. 1

DO D 25 (Toronto) [publ.: H. Thompson 1913, 46 pl. IV]

Nr. 20

DO Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago) 31.632-161 [unveriffentlicht]

Nr. 17

DO Leipzig UB 2022 + 2025 [unveriffentlicht]

Nr.5

DO Medinet Habu 1621 [publ.: M. Lichtheim 1957, Nr. 121]

Nr. 11

DO Medinet Habu 1480 [publ.: M. Lichtheim 1957, Nr. 122]

Nr. 15

DO Medinet Habu 2686 [unverioffentlicht]

Nr. 18

DO Medinet Habu 2806 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 12

DO Medinet Habu 4085 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 6

DO Medinet Habu 4210 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 2

DO Medinet Habu 6979 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 14

DO Medinet Habu 7003 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 16

DO StraBburg 674 [unverdffentlicht]

Nr. 19

DO StraBburg 687 [unverfffentlicht]

Nr. 13

DO Stra'burg 1088 [unverLffentlicht]

Nr. 4

DO Stra~burg 1992 [unveroffentlicht]

Nr. 10
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CHAPTER 19

A FIRST CENTURY ARCHIVE FROM OXYRHYNCHOS
OR OXYRHYNCHITE LOAN CONTRACTS
AND EGYPTIAN MARRIAGE
TRAIANOS GAGOS, LUDWIG KOENEN, AND BRAD E. MCNELLEN

Departmentof Classical Studies, The University of Michigan
At the 1989 International Congress of Papyrology in Cairo L. Koenen presented a preliminary
report on the Family Archive of Pausiris, son of Pausiris-hereafter referred to as Pausiris Jr.-a
weaver who lived in Oxyrhynchos in the seventies of the first century. His surviving papers include
those of his brother Dioskous and his father Pausiris Sr. A family tree may facilitate orientation:
Horos
Pasion
Dion sios

Past6ys*

F

TheonooSintotoes
Sarapion

*

Annibas
1

HarpaesisooSoeris

1. 1

2.
Achilleus**~oPlutarcheooDiogenes

PausirisooThaesis

Tauris

Pausiris (3)ooTauris
Thermouthion **ooDioskous** (2)
Ammonios (1)
(divorced)

Thoonis
Dionysios

Past6ys' name is also spelled Pest6ys (#7.1).

** Dioskous, Thermouthion, and Achilleus appear also as Dioskourides, Thermouthis, and Achilli6n, respec-

tively.1 It is not certain that Achilleus, the father of Sarapion, is the same person as Achilleus, the father of
2
Thermouthion.

Most of the archive, which contains also papers of the two generations preceding Pausiris
junior, was assembled by H. C. Youtie. The joint authors of this paper are presently preparing the

1. Dioskourides: #7.5; Thermouthis: P. Mich. 191 (note on line 21; here #9); Achilli6n: #10.1. For such minor
variations in the forms of names see Youtie 1976, pp. 193-96 (1981, pp. 307-10); Sijpesteijn 1979, p. 253, note on
P. Mich. inv. no. 3318, verso 12; Omar, P. Sot. 3.3, note; Koenen and Omar in introduction to P. Turner 21, notes 3
and 4; Koenen and Henrichs 1978, pp. 125f., note 150; Omar 1991, p. 221, note on #3.14 (P. Cairo SR 3732/28).
2 . For Achilleus, alias Achilli6n, the husband of Plutarche and father of Thermouthion, see Jones and Whitehorne
1983, #25. A later Achilleus, son of Achilleus, married to Thaisous, had two children, Sarapion and Thermouthion
(attested for A.D. 66 and 91/92; PSI 8.871.29 and P. Oxy. 38.2856.11; Register #27).
181
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edition. 3 Appendix II includes an overview of the entire archive, an earlier version of which was
distributed at Cairo.4 Within the topics studied at the present convention, we wish to focus the discussion on one particular feature: our suspicion that the marriage loans from wives to husbands
reflect an influence of Egyptian marriage practice. If we can make our case, this should urge us to
be more cautious when we generalize and claim that, on the legal level, Greeks and Egyptians
lived side by side without much interaction.
Among the total of twenty-three papyri, 5 which range from A.D. 49 to 78, there are sixteen loan
documents concerning nine different transactions (##6-20). Three documents were issued by the
agoranomoi (##8, 9, 11); the remaining documents, loan contracts as well as repayments, were
written and executed through a bank at the Sarapeum in a form that was peculiar for Oxyrhynchos
in the first century and was called: Xetp6yp pov KC't 8t6ypaq(', "personal contract with bank-transfer" (##7.32f., 16.4f., 17.11, 20.17f.). 6 In these, a subjective homology (bigokoy&) with hypographai
is followed by a bank diagraphethat acknowledges the transaction. 7 The form of the document
claims that the XEtp6yp pov is a private contract between the parties without any institutional
involvement and that the role of the bank is restricted to the execution of the financial transaction
and to the attestation of this fact in the brief 8taypcp~ at the bottom of the document. 8 However,
the formulaic character of the Xetp6ypacpov and, in particular, the unambiguous mention of the
payment through the bank, 9 suggest that the documents were prepared and written by an employee
of the bank. Alternatively, this could have been done by professional scribes who knew, and were
specializing in, the specific documents used at the bank.
Twice, however, the texts employ a different terminology: in #10 (lines 9-10) xxro& Styp3okiv
ytyovUtiv KxM 8t

.ayp[o]qnilv
8t& tic c

ifiicTprtrc,

"in accordance with the document of pay-

ment which was issued according to a diagraphe through the same bank"; o and in #18 (lines 1112) the text reads Xetp 6 7yppov 85
wyo1iic 8t& ri c couric Tpcut[]lc, "document of payment,

3. Our editorial work is greatly facilitated by the Duke Data Bank of Documentary Papyri, now available on CD
ROM, No. 6 of the Packard Humanities Institute.
4. In the present paper all references marked with the # sign relate to the first column of Appendix II.
5. In Appendix IH,
twenty-two documents are listed, but #9 exists in two copies.
6. For the term see Wolff 1978, p. 97; add P. Turner 84.13 (and note) and P. Oxy. 49.3487.13 (and introduction), but it
occurs occasionally elsewhere and in earlier times (see Wolff, note 75). See already Preisigke 1910, pp. 231-34.
7. See ##6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, and 19 in addition to the documents just listed.
8. E.g. #12.30-33: date, followed by 8t& rilc 'Atto(vio)
i Cpa(iri0voc) icOi (tcov) ter6(pwv) "tpc(nrElc)
yFyo(vev) i 6Stoyp(opil), "the bank-transfer has been made through the bank of Ammonios, Sarapion, and Co."; cf.
##14.35-39, 15.34-37, 17.34-39, 18.29-33, 19.25-26, 20.36-40.
9. E.g. ##6.3-5 6bjoXoyo iE~Xtv n(Xph co i to rp6c 'Onpiv ov r6Xe[t] axprntEon- 8ti tfc 'Apjaovion [f]ob
'Ap aiviou ponrtic, "I acknowledge that I have received from you through the bank of Ammonios son of
Ammonios at the Sarapeum in the city of Oxyrhynchos"; cf. 7.6-9 and similarly 10.3-6.
10. Lines 8-13 Spxyit&c e'[]oct -, I ic epi'pcruci cot
&rv4teoXhiv yeyovnllxv mcTx&
St yp[]pv 6t& uifc
ca3tic tpodit~c "tp MZeip jnlv to) ivec-itoo(c) I h'ion
Exouc Nipovoc Khxvxiou Koicopoc I Cc kocro)
Feppavto? cdroKxpiropoc (January 27 - February 25, A.D. 60), ijv xd.I6vx&S6(oK cot re:cpivlv. The bank is
the Sarapeum's bank of Ammonios son of Ammonios, and the yetp6ypwpov in which this reference to the earlier
document occurs is written a few months later (June 9, A.D. 60). The 8ty3o~l seems to indicate a document of
payment issued "in accordance with the 6 typpqi through the bank"; and the wording Ka'X 8tyI3o)lv apparently
refers to a document rather than to the actual payment. The phrase remains, however, ambiguous as to whether &t
"ric x&uifc xpwrtrjc modifies this document (Stay3o l) or belongs to 6taypxqpi . But this makes little difference.
The 8t,eypoX would thus be similar to what in the Oxyrhynchite documents is called yetp 6 ypopov, and the only
difference that we can perceive is its connection with payment in cash. In the case of #10 the amount is small (20
drachmai). For other uses of the term tcypq9l, in particular for an official's order to the bank to accept a payment
from a third party, see Drewes 1974, pp. 95-155, especially pp. 98-105 (we did not see his dissertation, 1970).
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written personally, (issued) through the same bank.""1 1 These instances are among the earliest
occurrences of the rare term typoi. 12 Outside the Oxyrhynchites, the vtypaCpov 8taypacpic, an
excerpt from the bank's accounts, developed in the course of the second century into a form of a
bank-document that incorporated all relevant information; in scholarly literature, it is called
"selbstindige Bankdiagraphe." The banks distinguished between their 8taypaopMi and 6t&EPoXC,
but we are no longer in the position to see a clear difference and, therefore, treat the two words as,
at least, materially identical. 13 In the context of first-century Oxyrhynchos, however, the phrase
Etp.yppov tEfypopoic (#18) for a document issued by the bank is significant, because
.etp6ype.pov clearly indicates a document which preserves the form of a transaction between private parties, just as it is the case with the phrase %tpoyppov Kmi o8typpil. But the term
8typook, suggests a differentiation: at least in concept, the amount was paid by the bank to the
payee in cash. 14 But in reality the .Etpyp.cpov 8typoXic of #18 has nothing to do with cash: the
amount of a loan of 300 drachmai is the monetary equivalent for valuables which a certain Tauris
lent to her husband (#13).15 We suspect that P. Tebt. 2.395 of A.D. 150, which is phrased in the form
of an objective bank-document and is not distinguishable from a "selbstandige Bankdiagraphe," is
called 6 vt[ypc(cpov)] 8 tte oX(rfc), although, admittedly, the reading remains uncertain. 16 The
document attests the repayment of a loan which seems to have been paid out in money; but it was
paid back through the final delivery of one metretes of oil. The entire transaction was a prepaid
sale of oil, and the bank was hardly involved in the delivery of the oil; it acted in this

11. #18 of August 15, A.D. 74, lines 9-14 8pl.c[R&c rp]XtaKociac reC Xxon, &c aepi'lcr9c I cot x[ar& yit]p6ypCPov
8teozyoic t& ric a'ric I rpan[]rlc r6rt
Tiit giorlVi
tobvEc'tnoc I EKTo[v] EToToc )toYKpCTopoc Kxicpoc
Oiecr actavo5 ICepac(Troi) (December 27, 73-January 25, 74), iv K ava&&wo6 cot eiw
tXcgv1v. The bank is
again the Sarapeum's bank, now of Ammonios, Sarapion, and Co. In analogy to the standard terminology of
Xetp6ypcapov Kmi 8typpi'l, the setp6yporpov 8teyoic should not only have specified the details of the
transaction from its typically subjective point of view, but also have initiated the bank's payment. The expression
could be the full form for what is usually called XEtp6ypcpov (without trypofic), but it is more likely that the
terminology refers to a payment in cash (cf. footnote 10, above).
12. Only SB 4.7465 is older (A.D. 44). For further documentation see footnote 13, below.
13. For recent discussions on the 8typpil' and the 8te4oXpol, see Drewes (1974, note 10), and Wolff 1978, pp. 95105, especially p. 96, note 70 on the legal synonymity of the two expressions; for a list of &texipoi documents see
Bingen 1949, pp. 310-11, supplemented in 1983, p. 44 note to line 1, where L. Casarico epigrammatically notes:
"con questo termine [8t~eK3o,1] si indica sia 1' operazione bancaria, sia il documento corrispondente" (for the
papyrus published there see also SB 16.12728). To those lists add now P. Miinch. 3.94 with note 7, BGU 15.2486
(note to line 1; cf. Hengstl 1991, pp. 237f., #4) and SB 12.10887, published by J. D. Thomas 1970, pp. 172ff.; on p.
176 note 15, Thomas correctly observes that the word 8teKcpol "has not previously appeared in connection with
payment of a dowry."
14. In SB 12.10887 (see footnote 13, above), a document from Tebtunis (119-138), Ptolema the daughter of Isidoros
declares that she has no claims against Pasipsemis son of Asepsio to whom she had been engaged. Isidoros had
paid the amount of eighty silver drachmai to Pasipsemis on account of a dowry x& 8teyooXIv by a bank, but the
latter had paid the amount back to Isidoros 6t& xrtp6 c when Isidoros was still alive, and the marriage had never
been consummated. Pasipsemis seems to have received cash from the bank, probably because he had no account
there; and for the same reason he paid the amount back in cash directly to Isidoros.
15. This document will be discussed below in greater detail (Section I and Appendix H). The lower part of this
document, which may have contained the docket of the bank, is unfortunately lost and, therefore, we do not know
whether the bank called its transaction a tvylpo ,il or 8taypupil (cf. footnote 10, above and footnote 27, below).
16. We inspected the document in the Rare Books Collections of the Bancroft Library at the University of California at
Berkeley. Back, lines 20f. can be read: .v-ri[ypa(pov)] 8t
orx
(ic), Icu tovo[c]I - - - &r.t;(ovxoc); the ed. princ.
prints iv-ti[ypx(pov)] 8tcto,(ijc ?) 4[o] Ict(ti)ovoc. In lines 12f. of the front side, we expect [o]i 6Kw[po]1c
e[]v['t' ]&c I 8t[yp]wp'c [t]cvv 'ri~.. t[7pipo]vrt, although .vro4[,co]vrr may be palaeographically easier
according to a drawing we made in Berkeley; [x]'t - - - ri [ ] [ ]vut edd. princ. The reading needs to be checked
again on the original.
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transaction merely as notary. 17 Hence, the term 6taypap~ with its necessity of accounting and
bookkeeping would have been difficult to use. In the case of a fictitious involvement of the bank,
the tEKj3poX l with its connotation of cash was a more appropriate form." The same considerations
may have caused the Sarapeum's bank of Ammonios, Sarapion, and Co. to issue the loan document
attesting Tauris' loan of valuables to her husband in the form of a .etp6ypq0ov 51Eypoki~c (#10).
Only the form of the document had changed between the Oxyrhynchos papyrus and P. Tebt. 2.395:
the subjective homology (.etp6ypaqpov) issued by the bank had become an objectively phrased
bank-document. 19
All this, in particular the later terminology, needs further exploration. Here, however, we will
focus on a different feature, as we have already indicated: in eight loan documents of our archive,

out of the total of sixteen such documents, the information points to three loans from wives to husbands. We shall start with the latest marriage in the archive and proceed from there to the two
earlier cases.

SECTION I
Our first case, text #13 (Appendix I) is a loan conceded by Tauris Jr. to her husband Pausiris Jr.,
who at the time was twenty-two years old. No date is extant. The loan consists of several objects
valued at 300 billon drachmai. The repayment is due within thirty days upon request (lines 13-15).
Such stipulations of periods, normally thirty or sixty days, are characteristic of marriage agreements and will reappear in the course of this paper. 20 Further, the penalty of an additional 50% of
the capital, the hemiolia, will apply, as usual, should Pausiris not honor Tauris' request on time
(18-19).21 Moreover, Tauris has the right of exaction upon Pausiris and everything he owns (1920). Following the usual form of chirographic loan receipts, he assumes the status of a Persian of
the Epigone. Thus, as debtor, he was subject to personal exaction (also see Sections II and IV; cf.
Section V).22
17. See Drewes 1974, p. 112, "8t& tric M~ckvoc rpanlrlc in Zeile 3 und 4 bezeichnet die Bank als die Ausstellerin
der uns vorliegenden Bescheinigung, nicht auch als Ausfiihrende der Ollieferung; diese diirfte vielmehr unmittelbar
von Soterichos an Pappion erfolgt sein." If this is right, P. Fayim 96 (Wilcken 1912b, no. 313 of A.D. 143; Drewes,
pp. 113f.), concerning a rent of five metretai, should be a teiKP3o,
too, not a Stcypapi (none of these terms is
mentioned in the document). Also cf. BGU 15.2486 of June 4, A.D. 93, the "copy of a bank draft," [vriyp](apov)
5tyPoX(ifc) n rT(ijc) 'Eppoyivo)c icci I [r6o v e]t6ow rpanE((c) Atovoct6oc, in which a certain Panephromis
pays for a piece of equipment for his oil press which was delivered by two carpenters. The rest of the document is
broken off, but it is possible that the payment was in kind.
18. In other 8ctyp3oXld banks were clearly involved in the payment; a number of documents mention tfyoXoci in
connection with other primary documents (SB 4.7465; P. Miinch. 3.94; P. Hawara303 [1913, p. 303]; P. Ryl. 2.174;
P. Tebt. 2.389; BGU 2.445; SB 6.9216).
19. In the preceding paragraph the 8teKP3oXl is, in principal, seen as a payment in which the payer has his bank pay
cash to the payee. While our remarks aim at Oxyrhynchos in the first century, the comparison with later documents
indicates that we assume that this remains the characteristic feature of 8tFKp3oXT elsewhere and in later times. With
this explanation we return to Preisigke (1910, pp. 234-36), who has argued that the employment of the term
o1it implied that the bank paid in cash, while Stu ypaqjl, as a more general term, could be used for both a
transfer from account to account or payment in cash. The objections which have been raised against this view are
not decisive (Mitteis, 1912a, p. 70; Drewes 1974, pp. 120f., 127-33, and 155).
20. See the introduction to P. Yale 1.64.
21. On the meaning of the hemiolia-clause, see Lewis 1945, pp. 126-39; Rupprecht 1967, pp. 76-79 and 90-104.
22. The same form is used by all other receipts with bank diagraphein this archive; see ##6, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 20. It is
only in #9 (P. Mich. 3.191-92), an objective, agoranomic receipt (bto.oyoct), that the debtor is not qualified as
Persian of the Epigone. In all loan receipts of the Tryphon Archive, also from first century Oxyrhynchos (reedited
by Biscottini (1966, pp. 60-90 and 186-292) [= Tryphon]; see below Section IV and footnotes 37f., below), whether
they are issued by a bank or by agoranomoi, the debtor appears as Persian of the Epigone or, in the case of women,
as Persine (Bank: P. Oxy. 2.305 [Tryphon 6; SB 10.10222]; 2.267 [Tryphon 12; see Section IV], 2.319 [Tryphon 16;
SB 10.10238]; P. Oxy. 2.304 [Tryphon 31; SB 10.10246]; 2.269 [Tryphon 34]; agoranomoi: 2.320 [Tryphon 35; J. D.
Thomas 1975a, pp. 309-14; SB 14.11491], and 2.318 [Tryphon 36; SB 10.10249]).
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Of special interest for us is a stipulation requesting payment of an additional 100 drachmai,
"should a separation occur while you are pregnant" (15-17).23 The phrase does not tell us whether
Tauris was actually pregnant at the time or not, but the terminology clearly indicates that there is a
connection between the loan and the marriage of the couple.
The loan consists of four objects altogether (9-13). They include a pair of gold earrings valued
at 40 drachmai and a chain of 30 drachmai of uncoined silver; two rather expensive objects estimated at 160 and 80 drachmai, respectively, are obscured by damage to the papyrus. The total of
these objects amounts to 310 drachmai, provided that we count the weight of the chain as its value.
Thus, the objects exceed the stated capital by 10 drachmai. This is a first indication that the objects
are real and the loan is not fictitious. 24
The document is crossed out, so it must be the original. The loan was paid back by Pausiris, if
not in reality, so at least in legal terms. There are two likely scenarios for such an action: either the
marriage was dissolved or the present loan was replaced by a new loan arrangement. A repayment
of a loan of 300 billon drachmas, issued through the same bank and dated August 15, A.D. 74, is
indeed extant (#18). We have already assumed that this document concerns the return of the original loan which we just discussed (#13; see above, p. 184); and the assumption that texts ##13 and
18 are receipt and repayment documents of the same loan is attractive and economical. This
pairing is also favored by the fact that, in the cases of five other loans which Pausiris Jr. and his
brother Dioskous received, both documents, the original receipt and the repayment, are extant. 25 If,
indeed, document #18 is the repayment of loan document #13, then the loan was made between
December 27, 73 and January 25, 74. Moreover, the cancellation of Tauris' loan is unlikely to indicate a separation, since on December 28, A.D. 74 (#20), after the death of his wife's mother, Tauris
Sr., Pausiris still looked after the financial interests of the latter's son Dionysios, the brother of
Tauris Jr., who, at the time, was a minor.
Under this scenario we may therefore suspect that the loan of 300 drachmai, which Tauris Jr.
had given to her husband Pausiris in December-January 73/74, eight months later (around August
15, 74) was replaced by a new, equally open-ended loan-contract or a marriage contract, possibly
after the birth of a child--or, of course, that Pausiris pressured his wife into foregoing her claims.

23. For this clause, cf. also Section IV below.
24. As it will be argued below, Pausiris seems to have sold the objects and have used the money for paying some of his
debts. If the objects were already sold before the present document was written, it is quite possible that Pausiris got
10 drachmai less than he had expected on the basis of the original estimate of the objects. But other explanations
(like a deduction for depreciation) are also possible.
25. The following are the other pairs: ##6 and 10, 9 and 11, 12 and 17 (the repayment is 7 drachmai more than the
amount of the loan, because the loan had become overdue and was extended; see table 19.1, p. 187); 14 and 16; 15
and 19. Only in two cases, one of the documents is missing, and there is a good possibility that the missing
documents never made it into Dioskous' and Pausiris' archive. (1) Document #8 attests that Thermouthion paid
back a loan which her grandmother Soeris had given to Achilleus, her son-in-law, the husband of Thermouthion's
mother, and Thermouthion's father; after Achilleus's death Thermouthion had inherited part of her father's house
and, with it, the father's obligation to the heir of his former mother-in-law (see Section III). There is a reference to
the loan contract: lines 14-17: cax& covy[p]<pilV ilv e, eto)0icxv I t& "toi' v 'Oup~0Xiv ir6k,1 jtVrljtOVEiOu Ti
fruplioi0t jlivi "toi Av6'rou i.t[ov]c Tif.cpiou Klcm ion I Kuiccapoc K'it., but the original parties were no longer
alive when the repayment was made. (2) #20 is a receipt of December 28, 74 for a loan in which Pausiris Jr.
invested money belonging to his wife's brother, a minor. This is the last contract in the archive, and soon
afterwards, in any case before 78/79 A.D., Pausiris left Oxyrhynchos for an extended stay in Alexandria (see #22
and cf. #21). On the other hand, the archive is clearly not complete. #7.30-33 mentions a loan which Dioskous
received from his wife's aunt, and none of the documents related to that loan is extant. Moreover, no documents
have been found in which a loan of 105 drachmai was rescheduled and changed into a loan of 112 drachmai on or
around Phaophi 23 (October 20, 73; cf. footnote 26, below). This also could be explained, but it is remarkable that
the archive, as it has been assembled, has relatively few documents from Ammonios Sr. and Dioskous, and nothing
from Ammonios Jr.
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The return of the loan of 300 drachmai-fictitious under such circumstances-does not refer to
the actual objects listed in the original loan document. While this may be explained as an omission
of irrelevant facts, it could nonetheless mean that the original objects had either lost value or were
no longer owned by the couple. At the time, Pausiris was in financial difficulties as the reconstruction of his transactions in A.D. 73/74 shows (see table 19.1). It cannot be assumed that we know of
all of Pausiris' larger transactions in A.D. 73/74 (cf. p. 185, footnote 25); and, yet, a consistent picture seems to emerge. In May of 74, he paid back two loans which amounted to 160 drachmai
(##16 and 17), of which the larger loan of 112 drachmai had been rescheduled once before, (##17
and 12) and the smaller loan of only 48 drachmai was three weeks overdue (#16).26 Moreover, two
weeks after the new arrangement with Tauris, he finally repaid another loan of 120 drachmai
which was already 41 months late (#19). Thus, his payments in May and August of A.D. 74
amounted to 280 drachmai, plus some interests. In other words, the loan from his wife was just
enough to cover his other obligations. Tauris might have agreed to the sale (if indeed she had a say
in it) in order to prevent an exaction of the debts from her husband in which she would have lost
her jewelry anyway. And, on the positive side, the renewal could have further improved her standing in the family and the marriage.
Here we need to recall what we have already said at the beginning of this paper. The reference
to the original document is phrased as K[axr XEt]pbyp6
pov 6typ3oxfic 8t& rtic ou\if c Tpn[]c,
"according to a personal contract of payment, issued through the same bank." We understood that
the presentation of the various objects which Tauris gave to her husband was done privately. The
bank could have estimated the values; but if it did, this was a service which was not mentioned in
the documents. The essential service provided by the bank was the legal paperwork: the draft of
the personal contract (X~tp6ypctpov) and a docket. 27 The form of the document was that of a
te1rKpoX1', which, if we understand it correctly, was regularly used when the bank paid out the
amount in cash, and the payee needed not to have an account at that or any other bank. The use of
this form for transactions which did not involve any payment through the bank and, in this sense,
were fictitious, was a natural extension of an available form and process to provide legal validity to
such transactions which originally fell outside the competence of the bank. It is part of the development in which by the end of the first century private banks had finally obtained the full power of
public notary, that hitherto had been reserved to the state and was mainly exercised by the
agoranomoi. 28

26. The loan of 112 drachmai was originally for 105 drachmai which Pausiris received on Pharmouthi 23 (April 18,
73). After the loan had become overdue, it was changed into a loan of 112 drachmai on or around Phaophi 23
(October 20, 73). Apparently on the day the loan became due, the document for the repayment was prepared
(Germanikeios [Pachon] 22 [May 17, 74]). It was repaid on the next day (Germanikeios [Pachon] 23 [May 18, 74])
with interests in addition to the principal. The increase of the principal from 105 to 112 drachmai apparently
reflects the interest for the original loan period plus the overtime, altogether six months. At the usual rate of 1% per
month, the monthly interest for 105 drachmai was probably rounded up to 1 drachma 1 obol, which for six months
adds up to 7 drachmai.
The two loans which Pausiris paid back on Germanikeios [Pachon] 23 (May 18, 74) were in the total amount of

160 drachmai, plus interest. The most valuable item conceded to Pausiris in the loan from his wife Tauris Jr., was
estimated at precisely 160 drachmai, and Pausiris apparently obtained the 160 drachmai in a lump sum from the
sale of that item. Moreover, when he took out the loan of 48 drachmai on Mecheir 17 (February 11, 74) shortly
after he had received the loan from his wife (Tybi [December 27, 73-January 25, 24]), he might have done so with

a view toward selling that item.
27. See footnote 15, above, on the fact that we do not know how the bank worded the docket. If #18 is indeed the

repayment of the loan of document #13, the bank docket on document #13 must have contained the word
(instead of 6taypwpl) so that the repayment document (#18) could refer to it as 6tcKio, .

8texKJo3,

28. This is the same development which finally empowered the banks to issue "selbst~indige" bank diagraphai; cf.
Wolff 1978, p. 100 and Preisigke 1910, p. 278.
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Table 19.1. Pausiris' Transactions in A.D. 73/74.
Doc.
No.

Inv.
No.

12

84

cf. 17

88

13

92

14
15

86
85

16
17
18
19

Date

Business Details

Creditor

April 18, 73
June 24, 73
<October 20, 73

Loan due June 24, 73
Loan #12 overdue
Rescheduling of #12

Between
December 27, 73
and January 25, 74
February 11, 74
March 8, 74
April 25, 74

Open-ended loan in jewelry and other wife Tauris
goods

90
88
89

May 17, 74
May 18, 74*
August 15, 74

91

August 28, 74

Late repayment
Repayment
"Repayment"
<New contract, open-ended>
Repayment, 41 months late

Loan due April 25, 74 (see #15)
Loan due April 25, 74 (see #14)
Loans ##14 and 15 overdue

Papont6s
Papontas
PapontOs>

Dieuches
Eudaimn
Dieuches and
Eudaim6n
Dieuches
Papontis
wife Tauris
wife Tauris
Eudaimn

Amt. in
Billon
Drachmai

105

Balance of Outstanding
Loans
Excluding Including
Tauris'
Tauris'
Loan
Loan
105
105

105
105

112
112

112
412

48
120

160
280
280

460
580
280

(48)**
(112)**
(300)
300+
(120)**

232
120
(180)
120
0

532
420
120
420
300

{(105)
112
300

#17 was originally prepared for May 17, 74.
The payments of loan documents ##16, 17, and 19 (48 + 112 + 120 drachmai) amount to 280 drachmai to which
some interest may have been added. These payments were just covered by his wife's loan of 300 drachmai; see
footnote 26, p. 190.

Finally, we mention a slight variation of our first scenario. Contrary to our assumption, the loan
contract by which Tauris lent her husband jewelry in the value of 300 drachmai and which contains
a stipulation with regard to pregnancy (#13), may not be the contract drawn up when Tauris moved
in with Pausiris, but a partial rewording of another earlier contract which has not arrived to us.
Perhaps, eight months after the first contract, Tauris was pregnant. Hence the first contract (now
lost) was canceled by the extant repayment document (#18). Instead, a new loan was worded,
repeating the itemization of Tauris' valuables, but adding a new protection clause in the case of
separation during pregnancy. This contract was later canceled, in this scenario probably by divorce.
Before the end of August of A.D. 75, Pausiris moved to Alexandria where he stayed for at least
three years, and it is indeed uncertain whether he ever returned home (#22). His wife remained in
his mother's house (#21), but how long she waited for him, we do not know.

SECTION II
We turn now to the second couple, Thermouthion and Dioskous, Pausiris' older brother.
Thermouthis gave her husband first a loan of only 20 silver and billon drachmai through a bank at
the Sarapeum on January 27, A.D. 60 (#6), payable two months later. The customary hemiolia
penalty was stipulated for late payment. Just three months after the first loan, on April 18th of the
same year, when the first loan was overdue, she granted him a second loan of 200 drachmai,
payable without interest in sixty days upon Thermouthion's request (#9 = P.Mich. 3.191-92).29 We
29. For 8&vet without interest see Rupprecht 1967, pp. 81f. Loans between family members were not necessarily
interest-free; see Pestman 1971, pp. 7-29, esp. 16-17 and note 38 referring to a loan between husband and wife, in
which 30% interest was charged (P. dem. Louvre 2443 of 250/249 B.c.). In the Ptolemaic period, the common and
permissible interest rate was 2% per month, i.e. 24% or 25% per annum, depending on whether the loan period was
calculated in the Egyptian or the Macedonian calendar. Thus the Ptolemaic interest rate was double the 1%
monthly interest which was commonly charged in Roman times; see Rupprecht 1967, p. 74.
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have already mentioned that such periods are characteristic of marriage agreements (see p. 184,
footnote 20). The money for the second loan originated from Thermouthion's sale of her father's
share in a house that she had inherited from him. 30 Because the transaction was related to the house
sale, it was also handled by the agoranomoi. 31
Both loan contracts contain stipulations for the exaction upon Dioskous and all his possessions;
the first loan, executed through the bank, gives Dioskous the status of a Persian of the Epigone, thus
placing him into a very vulnerable position (see Section I, footnote 22 and Section IV; cf. Section
V). This is particularly remarkable, as only 20 drachmai were involved. Both loan documents are
canceled, and we have the receipts for the repayment of both loans. The first receipt was issued by
a bank at the Sarapeum on June 9, A.D. 60 (#10), more than two months late and over seven weeks
after Thermouthion had given her husband the second loan. But the document does not mention a
payment of the hemiolia (see p. 184, footnote 21). Nevertheless, Dioskous is protected against
future claims from this loan by the usual phrases. 32 Most likely Thermouthion forgave him the
payment of the penalty. 33 The repayment of the second loan was notarized by the agoranomoi on
March 11, A.D. 61 (#11 = P. Mich. 3.194). We understand that Thermouthion had requested
repayment of the loan, in this case clearly because of divorce, since document #11 calls him her exhusband.
To sum up: Thermouthion gave her husband first a loan of 20 drachmai, and shortly afterwards,
when she had inherited and sold a house, another 200 drachmai; the latter loan was open-ended
and repayable within sixty days upon her request. The first loan, scheduled for the short period of
two months, was paid back some time after Thermouthion had made her larger loan and, although
the payment was late, the hemiolia seems to have been forgiven. It is likely that the first loan indicates a trial period of the marriage. Both loans were secured by the right to exaction.

SECTION III
The third case emerges from the background transactions of documents ##7-9. It concerns the
parents of Thermouthion (see Section II above) and a loan of 140 silver and billon drachmai which
her father Achilleus had received from Soeris, the mother of his wife Plutarche, between March 27
30. That Achilleus owned only part of the house is said in #7 where, after his death, his sister Sintotoes is reimbursed
by his daughter Thermouthion for 14 drachmai which she has paid for her brother's tax dues and, probably in
addition, for an undisclosed amount which she has advanced for repair costs of the house; these expenses were
divided between herself and Thermouthion: lines 15-19 60ccairoc 5o c IIr6 intlkov cot t[4poc fi]c
Ciot[9c&]tv &8Inivrlc
intc c [jc to ']ntli[Xov]T6c cot (Thermouthion) Inarptou ptpou[c o d]iac i t a9 fi
icotvdv I KI
rSt'tp'rcov, xp[6c] tc "irv Cvtvroaok I oI ' tepov pipoc, t v 6v-ro v iri 'roC itpbc 'OUvp0yyov t6Xet
Ev , ap, 'IxnolIp6,to
c't-E. "(I) also (paid) your share of the costs for the repair, which I had made, for the portion
of the house and the courtyard that you inherited from your father, an undivided and common property-while the
costs for (the) other portion fall to me-that is located at the Sarapieion in the city of Oxyrhynchos, in the
Hippodrome quarter," etc. For Kow(rv I 1ci &ttp&rov, normally modifying o' g poc, see P. Soterichos 26.8 n. (S.
Omar); P. Vindob. Worp 5.11-12 and 10.11-12; Weiss 1908, pp. 359-65. Since the house was "undivided," the
repair costs had to be shared by both parties. Three other references to this house are more ambiguous: #8.21 and
#9.11f. (= P. Mich. 3.191 and 192.11f.) t spto) xarifc ptpovc oibidac. The other part of the house belonged to
Sintotoes, Achilleus' sister and Thermouthion's aunt. In all likelihood, the house was once owned by one of the
parents of Sintotoes and Achilleus.
31. The agoranomos in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt functions as a public notary before whom a wide variety of
documents is drawn up; see Raschke 1974, pp. 349-56 and 1976, pp. 17-29.
32. Document #10.13-20 ilv (sc. the 8teiy3oXiv yeyovvixv lcir& Styp[]q lV, see footnote 10, above) K51 I
&vx&oi8xcd cot Kcruacpiv1v. 8th I oi0kv Avidcat o0'
o
ivvccXot o' Ii Eltcojxp[] cot ob& &,2[oc] bu~p Iiot I
itept ji6vow 'outov ti AX'rolIv c tou [iv] 'ra tci{
v 6pe{,et<c> I tot KTX&&xv[c{]ou cvyypxpqic (instead
of ctyyp

qpiv) Ap'

oiC /tptiyct.

33. We cannot be even sure that, in reality, Dioskous paid anything. The repayment could be fictitious. But then we

would expect that the bank would have handled this as a

Stepo %l.
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and April 25, A.D. 49, when their daughter Thermouthion was already at least one year old. As was
just mentioned (Section II), Thermouthion inherited her father's share in a house, while her mother
Plutarche was remarried to a certain Diogenes. 34 Subsequently, Thermouthion sold her part of the
house. On April 18, A.D. 60, she not only did pay 200 drachmai to her husband, as we have seen
(Section II), but also repaid the 140 drachmai to her mother Plutarche who had inherited this claim
from her mother Soeris (#8). 35 Thermouthion paid the appropriate interests. This does not imply
that the original loan was with interests, but interests may have accumulated after her father's
death or, possibly, after a subsequent grace period (see Section V). We can only guess what
Plutarche did with her money. Within the framework that appears in these documents, it is fair to
assume that she may have lent it to her new husband Diogenes.

SECTION IV
Now, we leave our archive and come to Tryphon, another weaver in Oxyrhynchos, and his second wife Saraeus 36 with whom he was living without 'marriage contract' (ocyppq(oc). The case of P.
Oxy. 2.267 (Tryphon 12) of A.D. 37 is well known and much discussed. 37 'It is the same type of
etp6yppov with diagraphe through a bank at the Sarapeum as that found in the archive of
Pausiris. The situation and the main provisions of the XEtp6ypcpov are briefly summarized as
34. Since the phrase 6 yev 6jetvoc icl tcr hcy'b c &v'lp (occurring in #9 [see footnote 35, below]) has been
misunderstood in the past (see the introduction to P. Yale 1.64 [pp. 200f.]), it may be appropriate to remark that this
is a 'Ev 68t&o8oiv, which, hence, does not imply a divorce before the death. There are many examples which
preclude a divorce; here it is sufficient to refer to P. Merton 1.13.7f. But it is also fair to say that the same
introduction to the Yale papyrus already anticipated some of the conclusions which we now reach on the basis of
new evidence. See Section V.
35. Document #9 (P. Mich. 3.191/192) refers to this repayment and the receipt which Plutarche gave to Thermouthion
(#8); the wording seems to imply that the repayment of Thermouthion's debt to her mother Plutarche took priority
over Thermouthion's loan to her own husband: Lines 8-20 (bjioXoyci) il - - - eppo30tov til R Eio S5 o)KIlv Ot p
--aric
a&vip A[t]ocKolrt I &dibttC~ic ot tntpKclv - - - nXptUCKO) a irc .tlpoOc ouiWc - - > - 6SpCtov
o SicOuct) n' o7raifc jrlt^'gTplt owrijc
8taKociov KE(pchio) FvcKa tol) TO'Xotn0bv riJc rtic I ' tiocOct (read
G - - - t~gjc i'v OeptovO{ov naTr-lp ic & HXoorpxC I
IloutplyJ - - - ic ~ii petXev (read 'bpetXFev) aif
yev6pavoc Kti Ear1XXxc cvi p 'AtXXhec Hcacr(roc, KoXo)0o,
1) c npoeitxrt ai1 nolX1 -1- -. Document #9
does not even mention the fact that Achilleus had actually received his loan from Soeris, Plutarche's mother.
36. In a reconstruction of P. Oxy. 2.321 (= Tryphon 13 [see footnote 22, above]; CPG I 16; SB 10.10235), a badly
damaged papyrus, Vandoni has suggested that Saraeus was the wet nurse of the daughter of Tryphon and
Demetrous, his previous wife, who then took his wife's place after the latter had left Tryphon (1975, pp. 331-36).
When-according to this theory-Saraeus moved in, the nursing contract, then seven months into a second year,
was replaced by a loan contract by which Saraeus lent 40 drachmai to Tryphon over a period of five months (P.
Oxy. 2.267 [= Tryphon 12]); the loan was fictitious and corresponded to the wages of five months of nursing. Since
no date is extant in P. Oxy. 2.321, there is little to prove or disprove this theory, which essentially proceeds from the
assumption that the loan of P. Oxy. 2.321 is so unusual that it needs to be explained by peculiar circumstances. This
very assumption is doubtful since similar contracts have appeared. Moreover this theory does not take the
valuables into account which were estimated as another 32 drachmai and which were an additional portion of
Saraeus' loan. For further objections against Vandoni's theory see Whitehorne 1984, pp. 1267-74, in particular pp.
1268f. and footnote 7. None of these is decisive, but they render Vandoni's ingenious explanation as not very
likely.
37. The archive as a whole has been published and discussed by Biscottini 1966, pp. 60-90 and 186-292; the papyri
which in the Oxyrhynchos volume were only described were reprinted in SB 10.10220-10223; 10234-10249); see
also Duttenhofer 1991, pp. 264-66. For P. Oxy. 2.267 see already footnote 36, above, and the brief discussion of the
text in Kutzner 1989, pp. 36-38 and 61. The most interesting discussion before Biscottini is in Wolff 1939, pp. 6972. Biscottini (1966, p. 201, note 3) misrepresents Wolff's argument by suggesting that Wolff considers Tryphon 12
to be a donatio ante nuptias on the part of Tryphon, a thesis which Biscottini herself supports. But this very position
has been rejected by Wolff: "This excludes the opinion of some writers that the loan was fictitious and really a
donatio ante nuptias made by Tryphon to Saraeus" (quoted by Biscottini as: "I think ... that the loan was fictious
(sic!) and really a donatio ante nuptias made by Tryphon to Saraeus"). For earlier (and partly outdated)
discussions, see e.g. Brewster 1927, pp. 132-54; 1931, pp. 194-95; and 1935, pp. 25-29; Arangio-Ruiz 1930, p. 73.
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follows. Tryphon acknowledges (bpoXoyot iEXtv) that Saraeus has given him a loan of 40
drachmai in cash and 32 drachmai in valuables, in particular a pair of earrings and a white robe.
Tryphon states the total amount of 72 drachmai, "to which nothing has been added at all,
concerning which I am satisfied" (Ac oi68v
'Wft
0
6,o)0 pocif'tct, np v KiI
two clauses which have caused debate. The first clause on its own is common in Oxyrhynchite
loans-found also in #14 of our archive 39- and it is not specifically connected with marriage. The
second clause is more problematic, in particular since, at this point of the contract, there is not much
reason for the debtor to state that he is satisfied or in agreement with the loan which he receives
from the woman with whom he lives, when his own obligations are yet to be specified.
c)rgnt~tEltclx does occasionally occur in contracts, but we are not aware of any use of the phrase in
loan contracts. 40 We should therefore stress that the two clauses in combination occur in Demotic
contracts after mentioning the receipt of money or objects, especially also in "maintenance" or
marriage contracts as in the phrase: "I have received it (sc. hd n 1r hm.t, "the money to become a
wife"; or the nkt.w n s.hmt "the goods of a woman") from your hand, my heart is content with it,
(for) it is complete, without any remainder." 41 In the Greek translation of a sale of revenues from
the performance of rites at a number of graves, the satisfaction clause is rendered as follows: [Kal
&]S

[

] aph co

t v toico[v

tpilv

cK1E lpoxc] VEs iVT6c [nt]oP6yo].

nTM860KrC0C

42

-0.

"I have received from you the price for these (revenues) in full and without any deduction; you
have pleased me." In the translation of another sale the corresponding phrase is nne[t]icc pe
&pyipico (read -piou) ,f rt[git] ic
ucnaproS[cJrc
pot oKli[c -- -, "you have convinced me (= you

have satisfied me) with the price in silver for the house which belongs to me." 43 In sum, bnp 6v Ka
cugnientccat in Tryphon's ~etp6ypwpov, where it follows the list of the money and the objects he
has received from Saraeus, is a translation of the Egyptian formula and equivalent to "my heart is
satisfied." We shall return to this later.

38. Lines 9f. For the traditional interpretation of the second clause see the original commentary by Grenfell and Hunt
in the Oxyrhynchos volume (1899, p. 247); Wolff agrees with them and notes: "In naive frankness Tryphon admits
that it was the goods brought to him by Saraeus that had persuaded him to enter into another union" (1939, p. 70);
cf. also Biscottini 1966, p. 201 and note 2.
t 1MxO6ot Utpocfiicrnrxt ... serve a precisare che la somma indicata rappresenta
«l'ammontare totale del debito>>," Zingale in note on PUG 2.62.7; see e.g. P. Oxy. 2.305.9 (Tryphon 6; SB
10.10222), 2.267.9 (Tryphon 12), 2.319.7f. (Tryphon 16; SB 10.10238), 2.304 (Tryphon 31; SB 10.10246), 2.269.5
(Tryphon 34), 2.320 (Tryphon 35; J. D. Thomas 1975a, pp. 309-14; SB 14.11491), 2.318 (Tryphon 36; SB
10.10249), 47.3351.6, 49.3485.9, 36.2774.8, 34.27744r.11; P. Oxy. Hels. 86r.1.8; 36.1; P. Yale 1.64.10 (see Section
V); P. Princ. 2.32.9f.; P. IFAO 1.14.7. In the present archive, the phrase occurs in ##12.8; 14.10f.; 15.9f. For the
precise meaning see the following argument.

39. "L'espresioni (Ac o8Fv

40. Cf. P. Mich. 5.318/319/320.1f., 4, and 6 (of A.D. 40) oc
i
ayvbceoc cvniutcqutct; P. Ryl. 4.600.21
vdi
cuvrttcpe (read cwovtktttcpct; agreement to co-lease). Closer come phrases like P. Grenf. 2.74.11 (4th century)
tAouvtx x, iitep &U cXov, ixp' o cI cOv[entsic]0Ov. Precisely the absence of real parallels has prompted ad hoc
explanations (see footnote 38, above).
41. This phrase occurs in marriage contracts of type "A" and "B" in Pestman's typology (1961, p. 24, §§ 18-20 and p.
34, § 15, and especially pp. 92ff.; see also "diagram A" and "diagram B". In type "C" the same clause follows a list
of the man's entire property. He is said to have "sold" it to his wife: "You have contended my heart with the money
for all and everything that I possess and that I shall acquire ... I have received it completely, without remainder;
my heart is content with it" (§ 22; Pestman 1961, pp. 39f. and "diagram C"). By this phrase the recipient of a loan
certifies that (s)he has received the full amount and that possible silent charges (like interests) are already
deducted from the nominal amount; this is quite similar to the modern practice of paying out a loan with the
deduction of points. Cf. footnote 39, above.
42. UPZ 2.177.32-33 from Thebes (136 B.C.); cf. lines 3f. An6v8[6nr]c~c px [sfjc ttIpic bilingual contract is P. Berl. 5507 (EDL II 1.71ff.); see Pestman 1961, p. 96.
43. SB 1.5231 from the Arsinoites (A.D. 11), first copy 3; cf. second copy 3.

-

-. The Demotic text of this
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Tryphon promises to return the total of 72 drachmas after five months. As usual, non-payment
will result in the penalty of hemiolia, and exaction would be upon Tryphon and all his property. And
in order to give Saraeus even greater security, Tryphon took upon himself the status of a Persian of
the Epigone, as did Pausiris and Dioskous when, in similar circumstances, they gave loan documents to the women with whom they lived (see Section I with footnote 22 and Section H; cf. Section
V). In the case of a separation during the five month period of the contract, Tryphon should immediately return to Saraeus the earrings or their cash value; the rest of the "loan" would be repayable
at the end of the contracted period of five months. 44 The value of the earrings was to be Ev -uij '(7
8t5;tCt[i]ct, "in the same estimated value (as the original earrings)." The phrase occurs occasionally in (later) Greek marriage documents. 4 5 Egyptian maintenance contracts stipulate similarly
although with more words: "Then I shall give you similar goods ... or the value of them in money to
what is written above." 46
The stipulations of Tryphon's xetp 6 ypxupov continue: should the couple separate during a pregnancy of Saraeus, Tryphon would have to pay an additional amount. We recall that this stipulation
occurs also in the loan from Tauris to Pausiris (above, Section I). By June/July of A.D. 37 (June 25July 24) Saraeus was pregnant (P. Oxy. 2.315 [Tryphon 17; SB 10.10239]), and this pregnancy
could very well have been Tryphon's reason for giving her the feeling of at least some security
through the contract we have been discussing. 47 But the contract was silently extended for six years,
long beyond the original term of the loan, and it was not before June 9, A.D. 42 that Tryphon finally
returned the loan. Thus the social function of Saraeus' loan to her husband was not exhausted by
providing minimal security during the pregnancy. While the couple did not make a marriage
contract, the loan contract fulfilled a comparable, albeit limited, function. 48
When Tryphon returned the loan, the marriage continued, and we may assume that the extant
contract was replaced by a new one. The situation bears many similarities with that of
Thermouthion and Dioskous where an originally small loan of 20 drachmai for two months was
shortly afterwards replaced by a bigger loan that could be revoked only by the woman. It seems

44. The essentially correct interpretation was given by Whitehorne 1984, p. 1272: "Saraeus is not penalized by this
clause, but the exact opposite. She is instead being given a double option-the possibility of taking early
repayment of part of the loan in the event of separation and the opportunity to take it in cash." We are not entirely
sure whether cash was Saraeus' or Tryphon's "option" (cf. footnote 46, below). Moreover, there might not have
been a choice if the earrings had been sold (cf. above, Section II). For the older view see e.g. Wolff 1939, p. 70;
thus also Kutzner 1989, p. 37 ("Diese Regelung sicherte dem Mann-wenn auch nur fir fiinf Monate-den
Bestand der Ehe."). Normally the repayment and return of goods was due either immediately or after a period of
days, usually sixty, reckoned from the day the woman requested separation (see Section II); but this is a short-term
contract, where the same stipulations were not appropriate as in an open-ended contract.
45. P. Mich. 15.700, a marriage contract in the form of a 'selbstindige' bank diagraphe of A.D. 143 (provenance
unknown), stipulates the receipt of a dowry of 40 drachmai, marital cohabitation, the man's obligation to provide
for his wife, and the return of the dowry in the event of separation; this includes tb[v] --- K'tr&vx (read Xtr(vx)
iv "trj
'cjj Staxticet. An Arsinoite marriage contract of A.D. 190 uses the same phrase for the 't&rxta which were to
be returned in the event of a separation (CPR 1.27 [Stud. Pal. 20]).
46. Thus in Pestman's type "A" § 28 (see footnote 41, above): "Then I shall give you similar goods as your nkt.w n
s.hmt (above)mentioned or the value of them in money to what is written above" (1961, pp. 24 and 98f.). Pestman
stresses that it is the husband's option to return goods of similar value or to pay her the value the objects had at the
time when the deed was drawn up.
47. Thus Whitehorne 1984, p. 1270. But see also Vandoni's theory (1975).
48. Tryphon clearly states that he wishes to include the stipulation about pregnancy in the loan contract because of the
fact that he and Saraeus were living in an unwritten marriage: lines 18-20 intd 5 c vectrev IAkXllorc 6ypqom[c]
itpocopoloyi,i&v ncza~-oc c wtapopac I&t4oX,'y]&4Prv &z6 &X2il[Xov] Avidon c[o] oici[c], iuc &v cotl[-- -.
The sentence contains no clue as to whether Saraeus was pregnant at the time when this document was drawn up
(after Whitehore 1984, p. 1271); this can only be suspected on the basis of P. Oxy. 2.315 (see above).
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that the shorter and smaller loan covered an initial trial period of the marriage when the financial
stakes were kept low.4 9

SECTION V
Our next case is P. Yale I 64, the draft of an agoranomic loan document (called 8vtov as is
#9 [P. Mich. 3.191-92] of our archive) of December 75-January 76 from Oxyrhynchos. Here, a
certain Thaesis daughter of Besas gives her husband Aper6s an open-ended loan of 212 drachmas,
oac oS6~v Ttz cO0

o 2tpoci Kott, i.e.'complete.' 50 The money was part of 300 drachmai which she

had received from the sale of priestly income. 51 The loan was returnable within sixty days after the
woman's request. 52 As is usual, hemiolia threatened Aper6s in case he should not return the loan on
time, and he was to pay interest for any time after the grace period of sixty days. 53 Similarly, after
the death of her father, Thermouthion had to pay interest for the loan which her mother had
previously given her father (see Section III). Aper6s and his entire property were subject to
exaction (see below, footnote 53), as was usual. And he stylized himself as a Persian of the
49. Here we return to Wolff's notion that P. Oxy. 2.282 indicates a trial union and in that much a trial marriage; but
Wolff refutes the notion that "the trial marriage was an institution of the Greco-Egyptian legal system" (1939, p.
72). In any case, the system was flexible enough to provide the minimum security for the women in such unions
and, thus, to make "trial marriages" socially viable.
50. For this formula, see above, Section IV and footnote 39; cf. footnote 41. Ti~t in line 2 is followed by an empty
space reserved for the numeral of the day. The lower part of the papyrus, beneath a paragraphos after the last line
(29), is blank, enough to indicate that the document was never signed. The first editors were baffled by the absence
of the signature (see their note on line 29). B. E. McNellen has inspected the papyrus in the Beinecke Library and
checked the suggestions appearing in the following footnotes; smaller corrections will be made silently. In addition,
we note that line 3 is exdented and line 17 cp'
flc
is corrected from p' frc. We thank R. Babcock for his generous
permission to check the papyrus and for providing us with a photograph. The papyrus needs to be flattened and
reedited.
51. Lines 10-15 (cf. footnote 50, above): a' (sc. the 212 drachmai) eict &p' t0v Ecyev I 1 0
ei ct(c) ,livEcrxc i p,
v6pb[c] I 'Anepoiroc na p'(Koi ed. princ.) 'Aj6troc to (read vioi) AeKou veorupo iepoc I
g'er& K pio roi
Atc aoik
"Hpoc K 'An6XkovocKicK6plc cAiAtovico I ~cd rOv covecriovOefv )rEpKEctce(oc XerIroupytov
llepov 5paXoplv tptoKociQ)v. "This amount of drachmai is part of the 300 drachmai which Thaesis has received
today in the presence of her ibptoc, her husband Aperos, from Amois, the son of Leukios Jr., the priest of Zeus,
Hera, Apollo, Kore, Dionysios, and the associated gods, for the sale of her liturgical days ....
52. See above, Section II and footnote 20; of. Section I (thirty days). For more, see below.
53. Lines 19-23 in amended reconstruction (cf. footnote 50, above):
20

ypOEr'xt, &toretcro) 6 eovetcp~[voc Oofi]crt rb{v}

te0'"lptoMiOc KCOC
I[o) lRt&p UT&curoi]
7rnapavyeXetac if
ppac E'fi KovT[ax .irepnec6vroc]
Riv 8vetov

24

.xic

6
zXp
vo' to')C KOTKOVrC'
or[6oKoc
rifc rpc6*ec o0-]
c[lc] Oofict i' 're ro' 8e8x[vetcg vo~ Ki E:rv]
EK

0[n]iCpx6vr[0o]v axfrir&v[TOrv
WaCO&EEp EiCir,1c]

Lines 19f.:
supplements are from the ed.princ. Lines 21f.: ical [r6 Kouc per& r]ijc Iirpuvyeeiac edd. princ.
Lines 22f.: rob treptec6vroc] I y[p]6vou edd. princ. (with correction of a typographical error). Line 23:
.[ifc
irp6eyoc edd. princ. Line 25: [irto]px6vr[]v ckfrp rtv[rwv edd. princ. The end of the line has been
restored by the present authors.
For the reconstruction cf. phrases like ro0 trepcec6vroc ~p6vor rotc KXO1KOVTrC t6Kovc (BGU 11.2116.6f.; P.
Oxy. 2.269 [Tryphon 34 (footnote 37, above)], 2.318 [Tryphon 36; SB 10.10249], 2.320 [Tryphon 35; J. D. Thomas
1975a, pp. 309-14; SB 14.11491], and 47.3351.11f.; cf.SB 3.7169.16; P. Oxy. 2.319 [Tryphon 6; SB 10.10238]; also
inthe present archive: ##12.14f. and 14.17f.) or -6Kouc roZ trtepitec6vroc Xp6vou rotc KaXO1ov'rac (P. Oxy. 2.305
[Tryphon 7; SB 10.10222]; cf. P. Oxy. 2.304 [Tryphon 31; SB 10.10246]); also cf. ro? Uteprec6vroc birtp Arv
Avtorrbv Xp6voi (BGU 14.2395.25 and 70f.) and the reconstruction of CPR 7.39.3-5 Arv r6Kov - - - ro
Un[epRec6vroc
1p6vou
ro5 Xoyrtogjivov]
d r'oi oiopvou 'AOp ptlvbc - - - and P. Coll. Youtie 1.10 [ od, TroA
nreprec6vTOC RETr&
XTv 810pxoivrvtpoOEcpiuv [Xp6vo) (cf. P. Strasb. 1.52. 1If.).
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Epigone, thus accepting the weak position of a debtor against whom quick action and even personal
exaction was possible (cf. Section I, footnote 22, Section II, and Section IV). Unfortunately the end
of the papyrus, in particular lines 26-29, is heavily damaged, but we suspect that the loan proper
concluded with a Ritlat~Xa
ouFgkvov clause, sufficient enough to tell us that Aperos was already in
debt to his wife. 54

SECTION VI
Next we refer to P. Oxy. 49.3487 of October 1, A.D. 65, a etp6ypwpov with bank diagraphe,
again issued by a bank at the Sarapeum of Oxyrhynchos. It is a receipt for 32 drachmai, constituting
a partial repayment of a loan of 72 drachmai; almost two years earlier in the month of Hathyr,
between November 28 and December 27, A.D. 63, a woman called Taysoreus had lent this amount
to Sarapion with whom, at the time of the partial repayment, she lived together icart' [v]6go.c, i.e.
according to "common law." 55 The original loan transaction was again in the form of a
Xetp6yppov with bank diagraphe. The partial repayment is said to diminish neither (1) the
woman's right to an exaction of the remaining 40 drachmai plus interest nor (2) her rights under a
promised "contract of cohabitation," which, it is added, will remain enforceable. 56

54. Lines 26-29 can be reconstructed as follows:
26

K[a~xr pnrl8v E[Xa]xou ivc [fic
O[ijctoc v ri np-]
5Ev 6 9s~iEt c~j b &&X[vescg~voc
g
ixvn
I
Etxv K t
ypwXpiv prur[ETc
cu[p]oi ji
cuvyppil. [

ed pr. Line 28: the first two letters are most likely Xe (with
Line 26: [ ed. princ. Line 27: et. [ ]ocp[ ]qpo
a splash of ink over the stroke connecting them; alternatively pe, as suggested by ed. princ.); most likely
27f. Kaicc&CpC]eto v (ai8toypcpiv rather than c.vypop'lV (.ypaxpin[ ed. princ.). Line 28: rpoc.[C'rc p'
oc rneptezet? Cf. e.g. P. Fam. Tebt. 9.21.
ctc(p(Xetx is a special term which, since the beginning of the imperial period, is used for Xetp6ypaocov (Wolff 1978,
p. 159 and footnote 78). We have not found a precise parallel for the phrase ic'& &crc.]Xtov icei .t-.ypupiiv, but
K oetp6ypcwpov coi u8txypcupilv. Cf. P.Oxy. 1.104.29, a will of
the term should be more or less synonymous with ic&
ic co(akefac. For
A.D. 96, drawn up before the agoranomos, which mentions 8t& rictrob ivotitcgo5 [8t& "p]oart
the immediate context, see, e.g., P. Turner 17, the repayment of a loan of A.D. 69 in the form of a Xetp6ypCupov col
I 69eitt b
8taypoup~, Lines 19-22: Kord& n i8(iv) I gi lX0ogpvo, goD .v[rit Rpi t tnip v 6 mXXv
iXtocc.
npo[ye]po. p. voc 'A[pOo5)vtc ,x]0' 'tupoc cx .
55. Lines 4f.:
tocuv6vrt got ic'rt& [v]6o'pouc &v8pi; cf. P. Mich. 5.254/255 dupl. r. 8 ilcuvobca got icra& v6goUc yuv1l;
similarly P. Vindob. Tandem 27.2 and SB 10.10572.5; for more examples see Sullivan's note on P. Oxy. 49.3487.4.
Mainly because the phrase refers to the v6got in general, not to a specific contract, Wolff explained the expression
as an indication of &yp6cPOc cDveivxt (1939, pp. 54 and 67 and footnote 238). People living together were
respected as "married," and, if the phrase has any meaning, it should refer to people living together according to
custom (in contrast to people who could claim a specific contract). Sullivan has no concrete explanation, but notes
that "the question remains whether this is a pious gesture or a reference to some definite law or laws." Both
possibilities are hard to imagine. In the latter case we would expect the definite article, and the former has no place
in a first-century JEtp6ypwpov with bank diagraphe.
56. Lines 19-25: pgiilXrroIpilvrc got Av rj xp6t 'ro5v Xoutv 8poexplov I reep&Kovxo vcpxodoi Kio 'Wvot6 toi)
I vbv 'oi'mv t6Kumv, it & Ko i v -tot 5twoilt lic 6qeitc pot tric cauptg3ceoc cuvypwpqic Kupioc oi cilc ink nct
'toic St' cxt c SXlilOgtnvotc. Cf. Lines 31-33: li AXar[t]ovtgvic got Av ri,itp&get r&w I Xotv 6paxpgov
r"ccupdvov'm vot iv"t I 8tirnq Tjc 6pciketc got cuvyppqijc 60cip6vetr(xt). We see no real way to understand the
second part of the stipulation in the sense of Av ot 6tvcimot v 69eiltc got Kat& ritv crpgtcrroc cuvypwpqiv (cf.
#10.18f. quoted in footnote 32, above). The phrase *v t&t 8trainft is rare. Closest is the occurrence in P. Oxy. Hels.
29.41-43 glj
£1o trouhou I 'toi 'Hp&roc KomAtoyivqc Av -ot 6tccir I oi Exoict itpbc otoic 6pooylpoxoc I49'
oc rteptix[e]t itfct. Here the genitive refers to the rights under an existing agreement. Hence we are not inclined to
take Av Tr t 8troaoIt tic 6&eiXic --- civypcaupic as a claim on the part of the wife to be offered a marriage contract
(with an objective genitive). For the meaning of cuvyp p~ic KopUec oiclc as expressing the enforceability see
Hdissler 1960 and Wolff 1978, pp. 145f.
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This stipulation constitutes the core of our difficulty to understand this transaction. The p
Akhaxouivric clause usually expresses either that, in the case of a partial repayment of a debt, the

remaining claims from the same contract are not diminished, or that, in the case of a full repayment
of a debt, claims from other loans should not be affected by the present repayment. 57 Here both
intentions appear to be combined. But, in light of the practice just described, protection of rights
under another contract is inappropriate in the case of a partial repayment. Moreover, the idea of a
reference to rights under a promised, not yet existing contract, is equally unusual, in particular,
since then the future contract is even qualified as being enforceable. 58
The promised contract itself is called a cu pttocu
c cayypotql. This term is implied in P. Fam.
Tebt. 21.10f. of A.D. 122, where two references to the same document occur, first with the phrase
Kappx c]vypapov y[]gou, "in accordance with a marriage contract," then with ixaT& uqv xiUv
cup3ioctv, "in accordance with the same marriage (contract)." This is the closest parallel we have
found. The term clearly recalls cyyppil cuvotKtctov, a document of mainly Ptolemaic times that,
if we follow Wolff (1939, pp. 11-34), was connected with the ekdosis of the woman by her father
or another close relative. 59 Such a marriage contract could be supplemented by a 6pogoy (or
c-yypp bpooyfac), dealing mainly with the dowry, or by other related contracts. Moreover we
know of a number of legal pledges that promised women a cayypapil cvotctctov. 60 For example,
P. Tebt. 3.815 fr. 4 r. I 1-10 (228-221 B.C.) is the abstract of a receipt of a dowry given under
condition that the husband will make cvyypup&c cuvoteciov; should he not do so, he would have to
return the dowry.
Closer in time and milieu are P. Mich. 2.121.IV 7.1-8 (pp. 72-74) of A.D. 42 from Tebtunis, SB
12.10924 of A.D. 114 from Theadelphia, 61 and P. Oxy. 49.3491 of A.D. 157-158. The first of these
documents is the abstract of an objective homology, contained in the grapheion's roll (u6poc
cuyioXXclctpoc). A husband, described as Persian of the Epigone, acknowledges to his wife, T,
Rpoo7c KXit cuvo cp a rtoit yuvat1c{, that he has received from her (and her nephew acting as her
Klptoc) the amount of 700 drachmai in addition to what he had already received twenty years earlier "according to another, an alimentary, contract," ico ' irpav c vyp( pv) tpoqpitv, finalized in
the same grapheion. The original items given to her husband consisted of 560 drachmai,
paraphernalia, some 14 arourai of catoecic land, and a female slave. The new loan (if this is the
right term) increases the already substantial amount of what the wife had already handed over to
her husband. The SB papyrus is very fragmentary and comes from Theadelphia; it is an objective
homology, and the husband, again taking the status of a Persian of the Epigone, acknowledges to
his wife, r[,(].
cl%poocp
c)vocl xi-rot [tyu]v[otdK], that he has received from her 200 drachmai
in addition to the dowry of 40 drachmai which he already owes her according to a marriage

57. The latter is the case in #7.30-33. See Rupprecht 1971, pp. 100f.; Hige 1970, p. 195-205, especially p. 204.
58. "None the less, the phrase is odd, especially since oi3ciic might imply that the contract already exists" (Sullivan in
his note on line 23). This is not a problem of grammar as the participle participates in the futurity expressed by
69eieltc. The problem rather lies in the legal concept of stipulating, in a partial repayment of a loan, that the same
repayment will not infringe on rights under a not yet existing contract that will be enforceable, if it ever comes into
existence.
59. Wolff 1939, pp. 11-34; while the ekdosis was definitely a Greek custom as Wolff stresses, it was one practiced by
many people including the Egyptians; see Pestman 1961, pp. 8-1l "giving in marriage." This could be done by the
father or another close relative. But at the same time we must admit that the Egyptian law lacked a concept of the
woman being transmitted from the patriapotestas into that of her husband. Therefore, Egyptian women were able
to conduct their own business, without a icptoc (except in contracts written in Greek). Cf. Allam 1990, pp. 1-34.
60. Wolff 1939, pp. 10f.; Hige 1968, p. 163; and Sullivan in his note on P. Oxy. 49.3487.23.
61. Originally published by KieBling 1970, pp. 243-45.
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contract completed through the same grapheion that notarizes the present transaction. And finally,
the Oxyrhynchos papyrus, an ekdosis, lists not only a rich dowry (including valuables) and
paraphernalia (more valuables) but also additional possessions which the woman, or the children of
the couple, will inherit from the wife's parents; the wife also receives under the new contract land
and a house, while her husband holds the right to the use of both. More gifts follow, but our interest
focuses on another aspect. The extant contract is actually a renewal of a previous contract, and the
dowry and the paraphernalia as well as the land and the house were given by the parents some nine
years earlier when the couple started to live together. The earlier contract is called a "privately
written contract" (Xetp 6yp

oc cuvypqn), 62 the renewal a "contract concluded publicly in the

street," i.e. before the agoranomoi. The old contract is canceled. 63 In short, one marriage contract is
succeeded by a second one which adds the transfer of more possessions in addition to what was
given in the earlier transaction; and coincidentally, the legal form of the second contract reflects
socially higher standards (see also Section VII).
In the last-mentioned three cases marriage contracts of different forms precede later loans and
new marriage contracts, and we may assume that the later stipulations aimed at strengthening the
position of the woman in the marriage. 64 In the case, however, of P. Oxy. 49.3487 of A.D. 65, on
which our present discussion focuses, a loan precedes the pledge of a marriage contract which
would probably change the status of the marriage from "unwritten" to "written" and thus certainly
enhance the social and legal status of the woman. The abnormal feature that still remains in this
case is the fact that the marriage contract does not yet exist but has only been pledged by the husband. The pledge could have been an oral one; but it could also have been stipulated in the original
receipt of the loan, just as the above-mentioned receipt of dowry in P. Tebt. 3.815 pledges a
cutyyppi cuvoKltcou). Under this assumption, the combination in Taysoreus' receipt of a pil
EXaxroug~vric clause, which safeguards her rights under another contract to be executed in the
future, with a preceding portion of the same clause, which protects her rights under the original loan
contract, becomes not only understandable, but also essential from her point of view. Taken
together, both parts of the clause deny that the present partial repayment could have any effect on
62. This phrase has no parallel, but is probably synonymous with 18t6ypaxoc cuvypa(pl, a term which several times
and pp.
pp. 136f., note 2, also Section VII and
124f., note
note 92 and
occurs in the context of marriages; see Wolff 1978, pp. 124f.,
footnote 67, below. The editor of P. Oxy. 49.3491, Billow-Jacobsen, refers to Wolff 1975 (pp. 349-56), where the
discussion deals with documents which were composed as objective homologies (in the third person), but have the
date at the end-contrary to the practice of the agoranomoi and the grapheion. Thus these "private protocols,"
which were relatively popular in Oxyrhynchos, mix features of an objective homology with those of a subjective
one. In the passage discussed here (P. Oxy. 49.3491.3) the scribe seems to have been uncertain about the correct
terminology (see the passage as quoted in footnote 63, below).
(i~-et) I 'Avrovivou
-i
63. P. Oxy. 49.3491.3-5 C xpoci)vertv KOr& [[prtcx'rtc] etpTpoypcqpov cuvypqpilv yuyovui~v t1
iv
8f85trf
& iociou civypwpC
A p(Octv CpKoipevot i
AX
(otc) cic O
Av~Socv av]
[Kaicxpoc "rob iOpion
'r,
cave(acct) itop& g~v 'oi tx'u(pbc)
^I
&yrn [] Iy(uvoctc) yoqtIcri'Jv, p' Ic"[ev ("cz[rff(iv) ed.)] 6' yagv
iv(ppv - -,".- with whom she (a certain Chairemonis) has been living previously in accordance with a privately
written contract concluded in the twelfth year of Antoninus Caesar the Lord, which contract they have given to
each other for cancellation, while they content themselves with the present public contract, executed in the street,
under which contract, at the time when they moved together, the bridegroom received from the father Herakleides
as dowry ... (translation adapted from the editor's rendering mutatis mutandis). The language is dense and even
unclear. p' should refer to the last mentioned contract, i.e. to the one which we read; only in this contract it
makes sense to list the dowry and the paraphernalia, because the previous contract has been rendered for
cancellation. On the other hand, the phrase &j -rj0 cnvee({cst) refers to the time of the first contract, and dowry
and paraphernalia were actually given under the earlier contract. Hence, the present contract is a renewal and
confirmation of the earlier one, but adds new stipulations. Moreover, it is notarized, a quality which the earlier
contract seems to have lacked. Cf. line 12, where the rights of the husband to the possessions are confirmed by 6nc
m&r ,npoicy(ev); the editor reads npocy(e), but there follows punctuation and, then, EikC].

fI

64. This fact, is for example, stressed by clauses like 'eet 6 ycap(6v)
49.3491.12).

Ap'

cov c6vecr(w) -rfj ytpo(

i~v,) (P. Oxy.
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the original receipt of the loan. One problem remains: the stipulation regarding the enforceability
of the future contract. If the marriage contract were in existence, the phrase would have been
appropriate. The scribe clearly had difficulty in adjusting standard legal phraseology to the
concrete situation of the present case.
To sum up the discussion on P. Oxy. 49.3487, we can now reconstruct the situation as follows.
At some point towards the beginning of their marriage, Taysoreus had made a loan to her husband
in the usual form of a homology with bank diagraphe,in which her husband acknowledged not only
the receipt of the full amount of the money, but also pledged that after some time he would offer
his wife a formal marriage contract. Two years later, the wife might have needed some of the
money for reasons of her own. Recalling the loan would have been tantamount to a request of
separation. The couple did not have that on their minds, at least not yet. The partial repayment,
therefore, was connected with an affirmation of their intention to enter a written marriage at a later
date.
There is one final point that now can be taken up. The 32 drachmai of the repayment are part
of the principal of 72 drachmai. Hence, it seems that at the time of the repayment no interest was
paid. 65 But the remaining 40 drachmai will carry interest which amounts to less than 5 drachmai per
annum, hardly an amount of much economic importance. Thus we may spin the story a little
farther. By requesting a partial repayment and interest for the remainder of the loan Taysoreus
might have served notice to her husband that her patience was running out and that he should better
offer the pledged marriage contract soon.

SECTION VII
Finally we turn to P. Lund 6.3 (SB 6.9353) of unknown provenience, 66 a "privately written
contract" (see p. 195, footnote 62), dated to a day between March 27 and April 25 of A.D. 139. The
upper part of the document is lost, but it is clear that a man, probably styled as a Persian of the
Epigone, acknowledges receipt of valuables in the estimated value of 528 drachmai which are to be
returned at the end of the year, on August 28.67 The acknowledgment that is typical for loan
Xetp6pypwpa is followed by this declaration on part of the recipient of the loan: "I give to your
daughter the proper marriage contract through the public notary." 68 Then follows a stipulation that
the man who has received the 528 drachmai will return them within sixty days, if the relationship
breaks up and the woman wishes to request repayment of "the dowry": 16-18 (y&v) [c]'ti (name
65. This conclusion is not completely certain. Theoretically it is possible that the original 72 drachmai included the
interest for the first two years.
66. The nature and the form of the document points to Oxyrhynchite origin.
67. Lines 1-10: [(6
oivC ---

IHipcic "rijc

irtyovic 'r

eivt---

XaipEtv.

6oxoyi ~0
xetV

Irxp& coi - - - (list of

&pyup is still extant referring either to silver or money) - - - v Stccntlict] 17 [8paxiit]v
n[VtxCKoc]ow0)V e[r.[OCt I 6itc, (yivovrat) (8pax Pal) (pnrl, [ac K~Xi 6uto&inco cot] I naYo[p]Evov t(0 tnht .[ob] I
valuables, only

EvectWroc Eirov[c]. Our reconstruction of this part of the document proceeds from the following facts: (1) the text is
called a [it6ypoqoc c.yy[p]wp.[i] (line 31); (2) the date in lines 9f. should refer to the due date of a loan,
according to the formulaic character of such texts; the editor saw merely traces of thirteen letters after the number;
(3) the date which the editor reconstructed from insignificant remains of line 6 has no function in the context and
cannot be reconciled with the date at the end of the document; (4) instead, line 6 needs to explain the following
amount of drachmai in the genitive; and (5) the 528 drachmai are an estimated value. This is supported by lines
18-25, where it is said that within sixty days from the request for the repayment of the 528 drachmai the creditor is
allowed to receive the goods "[in the] same evaluation that corresponds to the evaluation to which you (the
creditor) are entitled": iico&6co u&c I &py(tpion) (8poa2ji&c) 9K j Av impcoc [J1)1]ovx 69'tc i&v rwo[t]riifi[t],
tijc

Uti[p]loicic

itcpt c4. We tentatively understand the last words as div

btd4[px]loncxv

itepi ci, but remain

skeptical because of the additional problem of the word division. Be this as it may, it is clear that the items given
by the creditor are subject to an estimate of their value.
68. Lines 11-13 xKypOpouttrift abit Ouy-y[rp]{ con 8t& &pUocion div caOIlconcav "to ytpon c1yypupilv.
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of eight letters) ouX rtct ic qppvic 6iiati[r[civ] RoteocOut (see also p. 196, footnote 67). He also
accepts the stipulation of hemiolia penalty for the case of delayed repayment of the principal, while
the father has the right of exaction on the debtor and his property.
Thus the following situation emerges. A father lends to the husband of his daughter valuables
equivalent to 528 drachmai for roughly four months; the husband promises to give his wife a public
marriage contract within this period; with regard to this marriage contract the amount of the loan is
regarded as a dowry. Should the marriage break up during the four months trial period, the loan
must be repaid in sixty days, as is usual. In short, this document provides another example of a
short trial marriage under a loan contract. In this case the husband acknowledged his contractual
obligation to change the private loan contract, in which not even a private bank was involved, into
a marriage under a public contract within the period of the loan. The situation is thus very similar to
the one we discussed in Section VI.
To summarize the main features: from the first to the second century loans from wives to husbands were relatively common in Oxyrhynchos. The specifics of these loan contracts, issued
through banks, agoranomoi, and in the form of unnotarized private contracts, were flexible. In a
few cases their economic and social function is clearly visible in stipulations concerning separation
during pregnancy or in a pledge on part of the debtor that he will give his wife a more formal marriage contract. In other cases the nature of the contract is revealed by their character as open-ended
loans: only the wife could ask for the return of the money, thus presumably either initiating a
divorce or reacting to the husband divorcing her. The need to return the money should have made
divorce more difficult for the husband and, thus, should have created some security for the woman.
This practice gives an advantage to the woman. Divorce, even then, was costly for the husband.
The repayment of such open-ended loans was normally due thirty or sixty days after the wife's
request. In some cases, such loans were preceded by shorter and smaller loans marking a trial
period; at least in one case, the loan arrangement preceded a marriage contract. The marriage
could be based on a series of subsequent loan contracts and thus easily be adjusted to the changing
economic situation of the family. Because of this feature, not every "repayment" and cancellation
of a loan document indicates a divorce, and the payment of an outstanding loan could be fictitious,
that is the prerequisite for a new contract with adjusted terms and enhanced status. The wife could
also try to use the loan as an instrument to coax her husband into an improvement of the status of
their marriage.
The loans, consisting either of money or goods, were not accompanied by written marriage
contracts. If they were, these contracts would have been mentioned in the loan documents, which
always refer to background transactions. Thus, the marriages in which loans from wife to husband
were practiced were 6yp aqpot, as is specifically said in Tryphon's contract (Section IV); but they
could lead to a written marriage, as we suspected in the cases of Taysoreus and Sarapion and the
couple of P. Lund 6.3. On the other hand, a loan arrangement did not preclude either a simultaneous or subsequent marriage contract as we saw in the case P. Oxy. 49.3487 (Section VI). In the
absence of marriage contracts, the loan agreements became an indirect legal base for such
marriages.
The husbands were free to use the loans for their operations, and this fact confirms that these
were real loans, not fictive ones. Hence, they are neither donationes ante nor propter nuptias. The
ultimate ownership rested with the woman, and her heirs could claim the money. The usual penalties for delayed payments applied, but none of our documents indicates that the hemiolia was actually paid. To the contrary, in a mutual agreement marriage loans could be silently extended. But
the wife retained the right of exaction upon the husband and all his property, which, however,
would only have happened in unfriendly separations. Normally, these loans seem to have been
interest-free; but under particular circumstances the wife could ask for interest (see Section VI).
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In many respects these loans can be regarded as the equivalent to a dowry, and once the loan is
called by this name (Section VII). Dowries conform to Greek as well as Egyptian practice. In a
divorce the dowry had to be repaid in reasonable time. On the other hand, a woman could forfeit
her entire dowry (epepvl)or half of it, at least according to Ptolemaic Greek and Roman inarriage
contracts respectively. The specific character of loans precluded forfeiture. Moreover, marriage
loans were in accordance with Egyptian customs. Earlier, we saw that two phrases occurring in one
of the loan documents originate from Egyptian formulas (Section IV). Here we return to the more
significant of these clauses: "I have received from you the price for these (revenues) in full and
without any deduction; you have pleased me." This sentence was used in Egyptian marriage contracts, but not exclusively so. Moreover, Egyptian maintenance contracts of Ptolemaic times regulated not only the maintenance of the wife and contained stipulations regarding children, but also
contained the husband's receipt of a loan from his wife. Depending on the type of contract, this
loan is called "the money to become a wife" (hd n irhmt) or "the goods of a woman" (nkt.w n
s.hmt). "The money to become a wife" had become a small, symbolic amount of 10-14 drachmai of
silver, a deflation from earlier payments. It is in the context of the acknowledgment of the receipt
of these loans that the husband uses phrases like: "I have received it (the money or the goods) from
your hand, my heart is content with it, (for) it is complete, without any remainder." For the case of
divorce, the Egyptian marriage contracts stipulate that "on your day you demand from my hand the
above 500 (deben) of money, I shall give it to you thereupon, on a day within thirty days after it
being claimed from my hand which you will do." 69 In Greek subscriptions such "loans" are called
86ivetov and, closer to the Greek approach, pepvi~ ("dowry"). Moreover, in the Egyptian marriage
contracts the husband pledges his entire property as security for his wife's claims (type "B," §23
Pestman [n. 41] pp. 34 and 115). Contractually the woman is put in a stronger position: "All and
everything that I possess and that I shall acquire is a security ... for the (?) money (?) above
described; I shall not be able to say to you: 'I have acted for you [in accordance with] all stipulations above(mentioned)' (while) this deed (is) in your hand" (thus in §§23f. of type "B," Pestman
p. 34).
None of the documents which deal with loans related to an "unwritten marriage" shows any
sign of patriapotestas. The nature of the documents as homologies, concluded either at private
banks or with the agoranomoi, would allow a father only a very limited role. He could only enter
the procedure as Ki6ptoc, since conflict of interest precluded a husband to act in this role when he
himself would be the recipient of the loan or would repay the loan. This is a particularly striking
fact in cases where a husband acted as i)6ptoc in related contracts, but not in loans where he could
be regarded as beneficiary. In such cases we find a brother (#6), the husband of the mother (##9
and 11), or a maternal uncle (##13 and 18). We have not identified enough loans from wife to husband to render the absence of fathers significant. But it is nevertheless important to realize that the
procedure itself minimized the role of a woman's family. "Unwritten marriages" provided no need
for ekdosis, neither by the father nor by any member of her family. Women could very much act on
their own (also see p. 194, footnote 59).
The legal interpretation of what the woman gives her husband as "loan" is a substantial contribution on the part of the Egyptian tradition to the marriage practice of early Roman Egypt. This is
not to say that our loan documents are hidden Egyptian maintenance contracts. There is no element
69. Thus in marriage contracts of Pestman's type "B," § 18 (1961, pp. 34, 66-69, and "diagram B"). The connection of
this request for repayment with divorce is clear in the following phrase: "If I repudiate you as a wife or that you
repudiate (me) I shall give it (back) to you on the day on which you will demand it in return from me (or) a day
within 30 days (after) the day (of) (re)claiming the above-(mentioned) money, 110 (deben)" (quoted by Pestman,
p. 67). See Pestman for the entire matter of the Demotic maintenance contracts; and cf. above, Section IV. InGreek
marriage contracts it is usually a period of sixty days within which the dowry has to be returned (Kutzner 1989, pp.
31If.) In this point, the Greek and Egyptian marriages are not very different.
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of maintenance in them; nor has maintenance or even provisions for children any space in ordinary
loan documents. On the other hand, maintenance is implied and can be seen as the husband's obvious obligation for receiving a loan free of interest; it needs not to be regulated. Making use of the
Greek institution of banking and consequently restricting the provisions to the loan is in a sense a
reversal of the primary intention of maintenance contracts, which, according to their name, served
primarily this function. And yet, turning the loan into the main provision of a kind of substitute marriage contract also allowed the survival of an important element of the Egyptian legal tradition
when it was no longer customary to write maintenance contracts. In a way, the marriage loans of
Oxyrhynchos are the result of a combination of this Egyptian element with Greek fiscality and
specifically private banking. 70 At the same time the use of private banks became also a milestone
in the development of banks as notary public, as we have seen earlier, and thus, in the century after
the Ptolemaic rule, marks a shift from the state to the private sector.

Addendum: The marriage contract P. Babatha 18 of April 5, 128, acknowledges a (fictive?)
payment of 300 drachmai by the groom towards his bride's "dowry"; the dowry is paid in
accordance with the husband's obligation to maintain his wife and their prospective children. In
addition, the dowry contained jewelry and clothing in the value of 200 drachmai, which the bride
brought with her. The total amount of 500 drachmai is regarded as a debt which the wife may call
back whenever she chooses. She (and her agents) have the right to 'iCtpctc, and the husband is
liable with all his property. Also see P. Babatha 17 of February 21, 128, a loan of 300 drachmai by
Babatha to her husband. The partial similarities of these transactions with the Egyptian and
Oxyrhynchite institutions studied in the present paper seem to be obvious, but need further study.

70. For the general question of the relationship between the Greek and the Egyptian cultures in Egypt and the vast
literature on this topic, it may suffice to refer to L. Koenen's paper on "The Ptolemaic King as a Religious Figure"
which, in 1988, was delivered at a conference on Hellenism at the University of California, Berkeley, and which is
forthcoming in the Proceedings of that conference, to be published by the University of California Press.
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APPENDIX I
LOAN OF VALUABLES FROM WIFE TO HUSBAND (TEXT # 13: P. MICH. INV. NO. 92)

Inv. 92 (see p1. 19.1)
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"Pausiris son of Pausiris, grandson of Ammonios, his mother being Thaesis, daughter of
Dioskous, of the city of Oxyrhynchos, a Persian of the Epigone, to Tauris, her mother being Tauris
daughter of Annibas, of the same city, who is acting with her guardian, her maternal uncle Thoonis
son of Annia.I acknwlegeth-at I haverecevedfrom you at theSaranPum in the city of

[and for everybody producing it."
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APPENDIX II
TABLE 19.2. THE ARCHIVE OF PAUSIRIS, SURVEY OF DATA.

No.

Inv./Publ.
No.

Document from
(a) to (b)

1

P. Mich.
3.170
(# 72)

2

P. Mich.
10.598
(# 74)

3

P. Wisc. I
4 (bottom
damaged)

(a) Pausiriss. of
Ammonios and
(b) Apollonios son of
Apollonios, weaver

4

P. Mich.
3.171
(# 73)

(a) Helene daughter of
Horion
(b) Panechotes and
Ischyrion, farmers of the
weavers' tax

5 P. Mich.
3.172
(# 81)

6

7

#79

# 80

Status

Kyrioi (a)
and (b)

Hypographeis (a)
and (b)

(a) Pausirisson of
Ammonios of Hippeon
Parembole quarter
(b) Apollonios and
Didymos, topo- and
komogrammateis
(a) Melas and Theon, taxfarmers
(b) Pausiris son of
Ammonios

Epinikos son of
Theon
(husband); cf.
#5

(a)Pausirisson of
Ammonios, of Hippeon
Parembole quarter
(b) Theon, farmer of
weavers' tax

(a) Dioskous, son of
Persian
Pausiris
of the
(b) Thermouthion daughter Epigone
of Achilli6n (= Achilleus)
(a) Sintotoes daughter of
Past6ys (or Pestbys)
(b) Thermouthion daughter
oft Achilleus (Achilleus is
Sintotoes' brother)

I

~

1_11Dioskous

Transaction
Amount
Period
Pausiris son of Ammonios
Registration of
Beginning
apprenticeship with village
8/29/49 (from
officials
beginning of
tenth year of
Claudius)

9/9 or 9/16/
49 (Sebastos
[Thoth] 12 or 19,
tenth year of
Claudius)

Receipt of four
installments of the
weavers' tax

Total 32
drachmai

10/27/49
(Phaophi 30 year
nine)

Apprenticeship contract;
obj. mutual homology; 100
drachmai penalty for
breach of contract by
Pausiris plus 100 drachmai
payment to treasury; also
penalty for missed work
Registration of
apprenticeship with tax
farmers

14 drachmai for
clothing, and 5
drachmai
monthly for food,
paid by the father

6/20/-10/27/
49 (Epeiph
26, year nine
of Claudius to
Phaophi 30,
year ten)
One year

Beginning
8/29/58 (from
beginning of
fifth year of
Nero)

9/26/58
(Sebastos
[Thoth] 19, fifth
year of Nero)

Beginning
8/29/62 (from
beginning of
ninth year of
Nero)

10/19/62
(Phaophi 22,
ninth year of
Nero); accepted
on 10/20
23)

Two months,
Mech. 1Pham. 30
(1/27-3/26)

1/27/60 (Mecheir Loan from wife to husband. Invalidated,
1, sixth year of
repaid by #10.
Nero)

Registration of
apprenticeship with tax
farmers

Sarapion, son
of Achilleus
(brother?)
(a) Theon, son
of Dionysios
(husband)
(b)
Dioskourides
(= Dioskous)
son of Pausiris

-,,_(Phaophi
Dioskous son of Pausiris
Stratonikos son Receipt of loan;
20 drachmai
of Apion
cheirographon with bank
(Ptolemaic and
diagraphe;hemiolia
Augustan coins)
penalty; praxis clause
Ischyrion, son
of Ischyrion

Payment for expenses;
cheirographon with bank
diagraphe; the payment
does not affect the interests
and the right of exaction
for another loan which
SintotoEs had given to
(= Dioskourides)

* Only the identifications about which the authors have presently reached consensus are listed here.

14 drachmai and
unspecified
expenses for
work, (in
Ptolemaic and
Augustan coins)

Date

Documents Referred To: Background
Pausiris Sr. gives his son Ammonis, a
minor, into an apprenticeship with
Apollonios son of Apollonios of the same
quarter to lear the weaving trade (cf. #3)

Offices,
Signing
Officials

Same
Main
Hands
(##)*

Didymos and
Apollonios

8/29-9/27/52
Pausiris Sr. gives his son Dioskous, a minor,
(Thoth ?,
into an apprenticeship with Apolloos (cf.
thirteenth year of #1) to learn the weaving trade
Claudius)

3/5/60
(Phamenoth 9,
sixth year of
Nero)

Helene gives Amoitas, a minor, her nephew
(father deceased), of Hermaion quarter,
into apprenticeship with Pausiris son of
Ammonios, ofHippeon Campus quarter
(subunit of Hippeon Parembolequarter) to
learn the weaving trade
Pausiris Sr. gives his son Pausiris Jr., a
minor, into apprenticeship with Epinikos
son of Theon of Hermaion quarter (cf. #4)
to learn the weaving trade

Panechotes, tax
farmer

USk)

Theon, tax
farmer

Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios son of
Ammonios

Expenses: (a) for poll and trade taxes owed
Sarapeum's
by deceased father; (b) Thermouthion's
Bank of
share of repair expenses for part of house in Ammonios son of
Laura Hippodromou, inherited from father;
Ammonios
reference is made to the cheirographon
with diagrapheof the loan given by
SintotoEs to Dioskous
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TABLE 19.2. THE ARCHIVE OF PAUSIRIS, SURVEY OF DATA (cont.).

Inv./Publ.
Document
from (a) to (b)
No.
No.
8 # 78
(a) Ploutarche. daughter of
Harpaesis and tSoeris
daughter of Horos
(b)Thermouthion daughter
of tAchilleus son of
Pastays

Status

Kvrioi (a)
and (b)
(a) Diogenes
son of Pasion
(husband)
(b) Dioskous,
son of Pausiris

Hypographeis (a)
and (b)

Transaction
Repayment of loan and
interests; obj. homology
notarized by agoranomoi
(ev dyut); penalty clause
for future accusations (100
drachmai to be paid to
Thermouthion. 100
drachmai tothe treasury)

Amount
140 drachmai
plus interest
(Ptolemaic and
Augustan coins)

200 drachmai
Receipt of loan, obj.
mutual homology notarized (Ptolemaic and
by agoranomoi (iv &dyut); Augustan coins)
without interest; praxis
clause. This document is
called daneiou syggraphe
in #11

9

P.Mich.
3.191-92
(# 75/76):
two copies

(a)Dioskous son of
Pausirisand
(b) Thermouthion daughter
t
of Achilleus son of
Past6ys and Plutarche
daughter of Harpaesis

Diogenes. son
of Pasion
(husband of
Thermouthion's
mother
Plutarche)

10

# 77

(a)Thermouthis (=
Thermouthion) daughter of
Achillin (=Achilleus)
(b) Dioskous, son of
Pausiris

Repayment of loan #6
Stratonikos, son Stratonikos,
ofApion
sonofApion
cheirographon with bank
(note:
the
diagraphe
kyrios acts as
hypographeus)

(a) Thermouthion,
daughter of Achilleus and
Plutarche
(b) Dioskous son of
Pausiris(ex-husband)

Diogenes, son
of Pasion
(husband of
Thermouthion's
mother
Plutarche)

Period

Date
4/18/60
(Pharmouthi 23,
sixth year of
Nero)

Documents Referred To: Background
Loan by Soeris, Ploutarche's mother, to
Achilleus her son in law, in acc. with
contract notarized by the public registry of
Oxyrhynchos in Pharm. (3/27-4/25/49); the
money orginates from Thermouthion
selling her deceased father's share of a
house in the Laura Hippodromou to
Didymos son of Didymos (the sale was
made with her husband Dioskous as
kyrios). The loan is probably equivalent to
loans from wives to husbands.
Loan from wife to husband. The money
originates from Thermouthion's sale of her
deceased father's share of a house in the
Laura Hippodromouto Didymos son of
Didymos (the sale was made with her
husband Dioskous as kyrios); the rest of the
proceeds were paid by Thermouthion to her
mother Plutarche as repayment for the loan
which Achilleus (Plutarche's deceased
husband and Thermouthion's father) owed
to Plutarche; see #8, here called "receipt"

Offices, Signing Officials
Andromachos,
associate of
Chairemon and
Sotades,
agoranomoi

Andromachos,
associate of
Chairemon and
Sotades
agoranomoi

Within sixty
days after
recall

4/18/60
(Pharmouthi 23,
sixth year of
Nero)

About 41
months

Sarapeum's
6/9/60 (Pauni 15, The original loan made by diekbole (cf.
Bank of
sixth year of
#18) in accordance with a bank diagraphe
Ammonios son of
Nero)
in Mech. 1/27-2/25; sc. on 1/27/60) was
Ammonios
Thermouthion
invalidated and returned;
retains all rights with regard to another loan
(daneiou syggraphe), sc.
#8
Epimachos,
Loan from wife to husband, see #6. The
3/11/61
agoranomos
(Phamenoth 15,
money of the original loan came from
Thermouthion's sale of her father's share in
seventh year of
a house in LauraHippopodromou (the sale
Nero)
was made with her husband Dioskous as
kyrios) and in acc. with an homology
between Thermouthion and Dioskous
(through the public registry) in Phar. (3/27

Same
Main
Hands

(##)
9 inv. #75

inv. 75 = #8

(dTtoxj); #191 is invalidated, repaid by #11

11 P. Mich.
3.194
(# 83)

20 drachmai
(Ptolemaic and
Augustan coins)

200 drachmai
Repayment of loan [#9];
obj. homology notarized by (Ptolemaic and
Augustan coins)
agoranomos; penalty
clause for future
accusations (100 drachmai
to Dioskous and 100
drachmai tothe treasury).

1_14/

Pausiris son of Pausiris
105 drachmai
More than
4/18/73
(Pharmouthi 23,
(Augustan coins) two months
(about ten
fifth year of
weeks), 4/18- Vespasian)
6/24/73
(Pharmouthi
23-Pauni 30)

IUt~lamn rrnrrn Imr\~rn~

I~vrn

18

I

A

I -

-

25/60. sc. on 4/18) conc. 200 dr., i. e. #9

Repaid with overtime interest by #17 (112
drachmai); invalidated

Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapionand
Co.,

14, 16, 17
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TABLE 19.2. THE ARCHIVE OF PAUSIRIS, SURVEY OF DATA (cont.).

Inv./Publ.
No.
No.
13 # 92
(lower part
broken
off)

Document
Kyrioi (a)
from (a) to (b)
Status
and (b)
(a) Pausiris son of Pausiris Persian
and Thaesis
of the
(b) Tauris daughter of
Epigone Thoonis son of
Tauris daughter of Annibas
Annibas
(maternal
uncle)

a

14

# 86

(a) Pausiris son of Pausiris Persian
and Thaesis
of the
(b) Dieuches son of
Epigone
Kephalon son of Dieuches

15

# 85

(a) Pausiris son of Pausiris Persian
and Thaesis
of the
(b) Eudaimon son of Horos Epigone
son of Phatres

16

# 90 (top
broken
off)

(a) Dieuches son of
Kephalon
(b) [Pausiris son of
Pausiris]

17

# 88

(a) Papontos son of
Chrysos son of Heraklas
(b) Pausiris son of Pausiris
and Thaesis

18

# 89

(a) Tauris daughter of
Tauris daughter of Annibas
(b) Pausiris son of Pausiris
son of Ammonios and
Thaesis daughter of
Dioskous

Hypographeis (a)
and (b)
Transaction
(End of
Receipt of loan:
document lost) cheirographon; the bank's
action is broken off;
hemiolia penalty.
Additional stipulation:
payment of 100 drachmai
by Pausirus for childbirth in
case of separation. #18
calls this document a
cheirographondiekboles
(cf. #6).
Z6ilos son of
Receipt of loan;
Horos son of
cheirographonwith bank
Zailos
diagraphe;no charges to
be added to the principal;
hemiolia penalty; overtime
interest; praxis clause
Sarapion son
Receipt of loan;
of Ammonios
cheirographon with bank
diagraphe; no charges to
be added to the principal;
interest to be paid monthly;
hemiolia penalty; praxis
clause
Sarapion, son Repayment of loan #14;
of Achilleus
cheirographon, no bank
(note:
diagraphe on this copy;
Dieuches signs original document (#14)
himself, too,
invalidated and returned.
but poshcoc)
Sarapion, son
of Achilleus

Thoonis son of
Annibas
(matemrnal
uncle)

Amount
300 drachmai
(Augustan coins)
actually in
valuables
including gold
earrings and a
silver chain; the
itemized objects
total 310
drachmai

Period
Date
Within thirty 2/27/73-1/25/74
days after
(Tybi, sixth year
Tauris'
Vespasian)
request (paid
back on
8/15/74
[Kaisareios
22, year six of
Vespasian]),
see #18

48 drachmai
(Augustan coins)

Two months
(2/1--4/25;
Mecheir 17Pharmouthi
30)

120 drachmai
(Augustan coins)

About six
weeks; 3/84/25/74
(Phamenoth
12Pharmouthi
30)
48 drachmai
Almost three
(Augustan coins) weeks late
(due on 4/25
[see #14])

Documents Referred To; Background
Loan from wife to husband providing
security to Tauris in case of separation,
particularly during her pregnancy. All
objects were apparently sold and the
proceeds used for paying the loans ##12
(= 17), 14, and 15. The document is
invalidated, but the marage continued.
Repaid through #18

Offices, Signing Officials
Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co.

2/11/74 (Mecheir Repaid through #16 where the original loan
17, sixth year of contract is said to have been invalidated.
Vespasian)
The extant copy is not invalidated.

Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co

3/8/74
(Phamenoth 12,
sixth year of
Vespasian)

Sarapeums
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co.

Invalidated, repaid by #19.

5/17/74
The original loan for which the delayed
(Germanikeios = payment is made (#14) is called
Pachon 22, sixth cheirographonkai diagraphe
year of
Vespasian)

Repayment of loan #12
with interest;
cheirographon with bank
diagraphe

112 drachmai
(Augustan coins)

Seven months
9/2810/27/73
(Phaophi) to
5/18/74
(Pachon 23)

5/17/74 corrected
to 5/18
(Germanikeios
[= Pachon] 22nd
corrected to 23rd,
sixth year of
Vespasian)

(a) Stratonikos Repayment of loan #13;
son of Apion
cheirographon with bank
son of
diagraphe
Stratonikos
(for Tauris)
(b) Apion son
of Apion by
adoption son of
Stratonikos

300 drachmai
(Augustan coins)

Eight months,
12/27/731/25/74 to
8/15; (TybiKaisareios 22
[i.e. Mesore
22])

8/15/74
(Kaisareios 22;
sixth year of
Vespasian)

The original loan (#12), a cheirographon
with bank diagraphe, has been invalidated
and returned. The repayment is for #12, a
loan of 105 drachmai. After it had become
overdue, it was renewed in Phaophi,
probably on Phaophi 23 (October 20), and 7
drachmai added for the first six months of
the loan (Parmouthi 23-Phaophi 23, 4/1810/20/73)
The original loan document issued by the
bank (#13) is called cheirographon
diekboles (cf. #10); invalidation and return
of original document. Whether the
"repayment" of this loan from wife to
husband was followed by another loan (or
other contract) is not known

Same
Main
Hands

(##)

12, 16, 17

Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co. (but this
copy is not
signed)
Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co.

12, 14, 17

Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapion and
Co

10

th -S

12, 14, 16
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TABLE 19.2. THE ARCHIVE OF PAUSIRIS, SURVEY OF DATA (cont.).

Inv./Publ.
No.
No.
19 # 91
(a)
son
(b)

Document
from (a) to (b)
Status
Eudaimon son of Horos
of Phatres
Pausiris son of Pausiris

20

# 87

(a)
son
(b)
son

Teres son of Sarapion
Persian
of Teres
of the
Pausiris son of Pausiris Epigone
of Ammonios

21

# 93

(a) Pausiris
(b) Thaesis

22

# 94

(a) Dioskous and
Ammonios sons of Pausiris
and Thaesis of Hippeon
Parembole
(b) Symmachos and
associate amphodarchs of
Hippeon Parembole

Kyrioi (a)
and (b)

Hypographeis (a)
and (b)

Transaction
Repayment of loan #15
with interest,
cheirographonwith bank
diagraphe

Amount
Period
Date
Documents Referred To; Background
120 drachmai
About six
8/28/74 (Epag. 5, Repayment of loan #15 on last day of the
(Augustan coins) months, i.e. 41 sixth year of
year, the original "cheirographonissued
months late
Vespasian)
through the same bank" is invalidated and
returned

Stratonikos son Receipt of loan;
60 drachmai
of Apion son
cheirographonwith bank
(Augustan coins)
of Stratonikos diagraphe; the repayment
will be made for the
account of Dionysios (a
minor, brother of Tauris Jr.,
Pausiris' wife); penalty
clause for damage
("double"); interest may
be due (cf. the phrasing of
the indemnification clause
protecting Pausiris [?])

Private letter on business
matters including an
antichretic loan (probably
letting space in the family
house where the mother
lived).
Sworn declaration that
brother Pausiris is staying
in Alexandria

Determined
12/2874 (Tybi 2,
by the coming seventh year of
to age of
Vespasian)
Dionysios

The money for the loan became available
at the death of tTauris daughter of Annibas,
the mother of Tauris Jr. (Pausiris' wife) and
t
Dionysios, a minor. Tauris Sr. had lent 120
drachmai to Nike daughter of Harsiesis for
the right of habitatition in Nike's house
(antichretic loan; cheirographonwith bank
diagraphe;date damaged). At the
termination of the habitation Nike repaid
the principal of the loan now to Pausiris
who acted for the estate of Tauris Jr. and
Dionysios; Pausiris returned to Nike the
receipt of the original loan (a bank
diagraphe;between 2/25 and 3/26/74,
Pham., sixth year of Vespasian). On behalf
of Dionysios, Pausiris then invested
Dionysios' share of 60 drachmai in the
present loan to Teres. Another contract
concerning another 60 drachmai was
probably issued for Tauris Jr. The money of
the original loan to Nike belonged to an
estate managed by tTauris Sr. on behalf of
her children.
4/10, year ?, most Persons living with Thaesis: Dioskous,
likely after #18
Tauris, Senammonia. Other persons:
Harpalos, Heraklas

4/26-5/25 (?), 79
(Germanikeios
[?] = Pachon,
tenth year of
Vespasian)

reference to edict of C. Aeterninus Fronto
(see P. Oxy. 36.2756) "about those staying
in Alexandria" in connection with the
continued obligation to pay the poll tax.

Offices, Signing Officials
Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapionand
Co.
Sarapeum's
Bank of
Ammonios,
Sarapionand
Co.

Same
Main
Hands
(##)
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First Century Archive from Oxyrhynchos, Document #13 (P. Mich. inv. No. 92); Courtesy of the Special
Collections Library, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Note: the width of the vertical
break on the right side is misleading, especially in the lower area of the document.
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CHAPTER 20

DIE AGYPTISCHEN PRIESTER DES PTOLEMAISCHEN
KONIGSKULTES (ZUSAMMENFAS SUNG)
EDDY LANCIERS
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven
In der Entwicklung des digyptischen Ki*nigskultes der Ptolemaierzeit sind mehrere Phasen zu
unterscheiden. Obwohl die Theoi Soteres bereits am Anfang der Regierung des Ptolemaios 11.
vergdttlicht waren, wurden sie erst ab 215 in den griechisehen eponymen Knigskult aufgenommen.
Im agyptisehen Milieu findet man ebenfalls nur sparliche Zeugnisse fur eine Verehrung des
Ptolemaios I. und der Berenike I. Ptolemaios II. schloB3 im 14. Regierungsjahr , d.h. wohi 272/1 den Kult der Theoi Adelphoi an den eponymen Kult Alexanders in Alexandrien an. Unter seiner
Regierung hat der Kult der ptolemaischen Herrscher auch einen Platz in den agyptischen
Heiligtimern erworben. Da der digyptische Kiinigsknlt unter Ptolemaios 1I. eingefiihrt wurde, und die
Theoi Soteres nicht retroaktiv in diesen Knit integriert worden sind, fangt die Reihe der vergbttlichten
Ki*nigspaare in den Titein der 6*rtlichen digyptischen Priester mit den Theoi Adelphoi an. Wie aus
abgekirzten Formein deutlich hervorgeht, gelten die vergiittlichten Ptolemaer in diesen Rillen als
synnaoi Theoi der lokalen Hauptgottheit.
Im Hinblick auf die Verehrung der. Theoi Adelphoi als Theoi synnaoi in den agyptisehen Heiligttimern ware zu erwarten, daB dieses Kbnigspaar auch in den Titein der iigyptischen Priester, die em
Amt im Rahmen des KO'nigsknltes innehatten, an erster Stelle genannt sein wti*rde. In den meisten Pitlen aber flingt die Reihe der vergo*ttlichten Ptolema*ier in den Titein dieser Priester mit den ,Theoi
Euergetai an. Dies scheint auf die Bestimiiung im Kanuposdekret zurii*ckzugehen, daB3 jeder einzelne
Priester sich 6fffentlich als Kultdiener der Theoi Euergetai zn prasentieren hatte. Spaltere Ptolemao'er
haben diese Bestimmung in ihren Dekreten wiederholt. Zeugnisse ftir soiche Titel eines Priesters des
K6nigskultes findet man in alien Teilen Agyptens bis zum Ende der Ptolema'ierzeit, aber im Hinblick
auf die aligemeine Tragweite der Verordnung sind sie alles in allem doch eher karg. Da die Priester
den Titel eines KO*nigspriesters aber vor allem in ihren demotischen und hieroglyphisehen Titulaturen,
nnd dann nicht nur in ihren offiziellen Urknnden, sondern anch in Graffiti, auf Bildern, Sarkophagen
n.a. erwahnt haben, rechtfertigt nichts die Annahme, daB3 sie ihre Stelle im Rahmen des Kdnigsknltes
nnr bei ihren Beziehnngen mit den Beho-rden der Dynastie hervorheben wollten.
Die agyptischen Priester hatten den taiglichen Knit vor den grolen Statnen und den kleineren, in
Schreinen anfbewahrte Knltbiidern der Ptolemaer zn versorgen. Anlerdem brachten sie den verg6ttlichten KO*nigspaaren Opfer dar, besonders ans AnlaB3 der auch in den a-gyptischen Heiligtii*mern zn
feiernden dynastischen Festen. Beim Voliziehen von Ritnalen und Handlungen, die seit alters her zum
Knit der traditionellen aigyptischen Gdtter gehbrten, kam der igyptische Klerus somit fortwdihrend mit
der Idee der Gd*ttlichkeit der ptolemaiischen Herrscher in Berihrung, die zweifellos von Alexandrien
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fir einige friihere Pharaonen an bestimmten Stellen des Landes Kuitbilder aufgestellt worden waren,
lieB man jetzt fremden Herrschern in alien digyptischen Heiligtdmen einen Kult zukommen. Uber die
tiefer liegenden Gefiihle der digyptischen Priesterschaft dem K*nigskult gegenUber bleiben unsere
Quellen stumm, so daB man nur MutmaBungen iuBern kann. DaB em Teil der Priestersehaft anftnglich nur widerwillig am Kult der Ptolemaier teilgenommen hat, wie B. Winter auf Grund einer Untersuchung der Tempelreliefs beztiglich des Kinigskultes angenommen hat, ist wohi nicht ganz auszuschlieBen. Die staindige Wiederholung der Kuithandlungen sowie deren Anlehnung an herk-mmliche
Kuitformen mtissen letzten Endes aber dazu beigetragen haben, die GO-ttlichkeit der ptolemaischen
Dynastie im Bewultsein des aigyptischen Kierus zu verankern.
Eine Zurulckhaltung der Priester gegenUber dem KO*nigskult haitte man mit der Gewa**hrung wirtschaftlijher Vorteile zu beseitigen versuchen konnen. DaB die Ptolemaier ffir den dynastischen Kult
neue Opfergu*ter gestiftet haben, hat sich jedoch nicht besta*itigen lassen. Auch die nominell ffir den
Volizug des KOtnigskultes bestimmten Abgaben scheinen nicht immer, und jedenfalls nicht ohne den
Umweg Ulber die Staatskasse, den a-gyptischen lleiligttimern zugeflossen zu sein.
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CHAPTER 21

VISITORS TO ELEPHANTINE: WHO WERE THEY?
HERWIG MAEHLER

University College, London
In Ptolemaic and Roman times, the temple of Khnuim on the island of Elephantine was a major
religious center, though not nearly as prominent as, e.g., the temple of Ptah at Memphis or the Isis
Temple on Philae. What makes it such a fascinating site nonetheless is the fact that a large number
of inscriptions and graffiti both in Greek and in Demotic have survived on blocks which have come
to light over the past twenty years in the excavations conducted by the German and Swiss
Institutes. These inscriptions and graffiti are valuable because they tell us something about the
people who carved them, i.e. about the visitors to the temple of Khnom (see Jaritz 1980).1 Some of
them are still unpublished, and several of these present problems of interpretation for which I cannot offer convincing solutions.
On Elephantine, Khnum was worshipped together with Satet and Anuket, two Nubian goddesses with whom he formed a triad. To the Greeks, Satet was Hera, while Anuket was Hestia.
Several Ptolemaic inscriptions on blocks of altars were found reused in a brick wall underneath the
temple terrace, where they had been used as filling material when the terrace was built in the first
century B.C. One inscription (see Maehler 1970, pp. 170f. and pl. 58b) reads:
KXeon0rt&pt
Bmytk, [hokegcthot Kl Po cyt 2 tflt
'AoKht SidlVog
oitghpXtot 9Ciot tav viav aKXirorp

It(
vi;(ptOt0
n
roiq'6w

'Agitovto M

(OV
(OV lX

Kt

crrrjyo?

CE8&v C(v) ita6xovw Kai ppoi0pxpXog

To King Ptolemy and Queen Cleopatra his sister and Queen Cleopatra his wife, the Benefactor
Gods, and their children and Khnfibis and Hera and Anukis and Isis and Dionysos and all the other
gods, in the name of Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy, grandson of Eumenes, strategos and of the "First
Friends," and of Ptolemy, Timarchos, and Kallikrates, of those equal in rank to the "First Friends,"
his sons; Asklepiades, son of Ammonios, the Macedonian, of the "Deputies," garrison commander of
Elephantine - scil. has set up the altar.

1. Reconstruction of the terrace and its balustrade is now well under way, see Jaritz 1990, pp. 248f. and pl. 53b.
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The dedicant, Asklepiades son of Ammonios, has the lowest rank in the court hierarchy, that of
diadochos, but as garrison commander, phrourarchos,of Elephantine he was a local dignitary of
some prominence. The person on whose behalf he made the dedication is a strategos: is this
Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and grandson of Eumenes, a military strategos (J. D. Thomas 1975a, p.
38) or, as Mooren believes (1977, p. 116), a strategos of more than one nome? He might have been
a son of Ptolemy son of Eumenes who lived at the royal court at Alexandria in the time of
Epiphanes (Polybius XVIII 53.8, see F. Walbank ad. loc.). Chronologically, this would be possible,
since the inscription, addressed to Ptolemy VIII and both his sister, Cleopatra II, and his niece,
Cleopatra III, can be dated to c. 140 B.C., at any rate after his marriage to Cleopatra III in 143 or
142 B.C. The court title isotimos tois protois philois ("equal in rank to the First Friends") appears
between c. 145 and 120 B.C. (Mooren 1977, pp. 22-23).
Even more interesting is another inscription, also on a Ptolemaic altar (Maehler 1970, pp. 169f.
and pl. 58a):
Ba]atGXi -'roX-gt
c
tai rtoi; to

aor pauoMauot
irt

KXeonrtpzpat t7zjt &Xpi

v T-uivoit Kcai Xvo3Ptit Kci "Hpat Kai 'Avo6KEt

)Eco

htXogtropY[t

,ic
AtovcAto

in)tep Boi'Oov tob Ntcoortp&toU Xpooaop& topxotRoqPAXooXog
tro
rorpazryo -b v p(oi6v Xactp6o MFX vog Botcunto;g ppopupCog;

i~ad

'E2Lcq(vivrS;

To King Ptolemy and Queen Cleopatra his sister, the Mother-loving Gods, and their children and
Khnfibis and Hera and Anukis and Dionysos, in the name of Boethos son of Nikostratos, of
Chrysaoris, chief bodyguard and strategos;Chaireas son of Melas, the Boiotian, garrison commander
of Elephantine, (has set up) the altar.
This dedication must be somewhat earlier, at any rate before 145 B.C. Here another garrison
commander, Chaireas, set up an altar on behalf of Boethos, and this man is relatively well known
from other inscriptions and from papyri (ProsopographiaPtolemaica I no. 188 = II 1869). It seems
that he held the post of strategos for more than fifteen years, first under Philometor and Cleopatra
II, then under Euergetes II, and eventually also as epistrategosor governor of all Upper Egypt. The
same Boethos is also mentioned in an inscription of the gymnasium at KOm Ombo, where he is
called strategos, as here; it is a dedication to Ptolemy VIII, Cleopatra II, and Cleopatra III
(Wilcken 1913, pp. 415f.). However, at some stage the names of Ptolemy VIII and Cleopatra III
were erased, no doubt during the civil war of 131-127 B.C., and it seems possible that Boethos
sided with Cleopatra II against her brother. He was a prominent official and a member of the Greek
upper class which backed Cleopatra II, whereas her brother, Ptolemy VIII, relied more on the
Egyptians. This may explain why Boethos' successor as epistrategos of the Thebaid was not a
Greek or a Macedonian but an Egyptian, Pa6s, in office by late 131 B.C. - the only Egyptian to
become epistrategos under the Ptolemies (ProsopographiaPtolemaica I no. 197).
Apart from these complete blocks, fragments of at least three more Ptolemaic inscriptions have
been found. One of them is a dedication, similar to the first one, to Ptolemy VIII and his two
Cleopatras by a "First Friend" (prdtosphilos), whose name is lost (Maehler 1970, p. 171).2 Another
very fragmentary inscription, which was found very recently and is still unpublished, was addressed
to "Queen Cleopatra" (Bx0[tL]w]t K[, i.e. Cleopatra III), or to Cleopatra III and her son,
Ptolemy IX, who both visited Elephantine in 115 B.C., by the priests of Aswan (oi du[o L]rln[vryg).
A large block with a bilingual inscription (Greek and Demotic), discovered in 1989 and also still
unpublished, is dedicated by Pelaias son of Bienkhi, chief priest and irphrog roXtonl; of the
temples of Elephantine, Bigge, and Philae (txv Av 'E2(pexvtivrit KYA' t&t 'A[3T(0o K1t i%{Xt

2. Another fragment of this inscription has since been found, see Junge 1987, p. 81 and pl. 49b.
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iEpcv ).3 A fragmentary stele shows the king and queen (Ptolemy IX and Cleopatra III) worshipping Khnfm, who is accompanied on the left-hand side by Satet, on the right by Anuket.
Unfortunately, the name of the dedicant is lost with the rest of the inscription (C. MUller 1975, pp.
82f. and pl. 28c).
Looking at these Ptolemaic inscriptions, together with those published earlier and collected in
Dittenberger's OGIS, one gets the impression that in the second century B.C. Elephantine was visited by a number of fairly high ranking officials, as the sanctuary attracted dedications by the local
garrison commanders or the chief priest, on behalf of ortp7urlyo{ and ~intrptrqyoi, and in 115 it
was visited by Queen Cleopatra III herself and her son and co-regent, Ptolemy IX Soter II. On the
other hand, there is not a single visitor's graffito by an ordinary person. We shall meet some ordinary and humble people only when we turn to the graffiti on the temple terrace of the early Roman
period: there we shall find a very different set of customers. But first let me say a brief word about
the function of the terrace and the adjoining nilometer.
Khnfim was the Lord of the First Cataract, where the source of the Nile was supposed to be.
The Egyptians believed that deep down in the river bed, at the foot of the Cataract, there was a
hole which produced the extra water which made the Nile rise (see Herodotus II 28 and Lloyd's
[1976] commentary; Kees 1980, pp. 408f.), and so the god of Elephantine was believed to be
responsible for creating and controlling the Nile flood. It is therefore not surprising to find his temple connected to a nilometer. It is right next to the temple terrace, to the south of the temple. In
fact, there are two nilometers on Elephantine: one on the east side, east of the temple of Satet, and
this is the one which was rediscovered in 1870 and used in the later 19th century, up to the time
when the old Aswan dam was built (i.e. 1912). It is not, however, the nilometer described by Strabo
(XVII 817.48) who calls it a (pp'xp ("tank" or "well"). Strabo's description fits only the other
nilometer, the one below the terrace of the temple of Khnim which was discovered in the 1970s in
the recent German and Swiss excavations (Jaritz 1982, pp. 324-28 and pl. 71a; Jaritz and Bietak
1977, pp. 47-62 and pls. 11-13). This one is indeed a "tank," or rectangular well, dug into the rock
and lined with sandstone blocks; it measures 11.25 x 8 meters. It may have served as a "Holy
Lake" of the temple. On its long northern and southern sides, narrow steps lead down to the bottom.
Its lower part is contemporary with the KhnOm temple (Dynasty Thirty and Ptolemaic), while the
later phase is contemporary with the temple terrace which seems to have been built under the last
Ptolemies and was certainly completed by the fourteenth year of Augustus (see below). This
nilometer had been filled with a large number of blocks from the balustrade of the temple terrace
above, which had been destroyed (for the sake of the metal grips which linked the blocks) and
thrown down into the well. Among them were several shrines or chapels (vti~cot) and obelisks, as
well as blocks with inscriptions and graffiti, both in Greek and in Demotic (Jaritz 1980, pp. 66ff.
and pls. 33-36). From these blocks it has been possible to reconstruct the whole balustrade which
surrounded the terrace on three sides.
Among the Greek and Demotic inscriptions and graffiti, there are two topos-inscriptions which
marked the places of market stalls on the temple terrace. One is in Greek: Anritpioi io 'Epjioi
Kmfi -t&v (&X8&v b t 6mog rn
mv, "This is the place of Demetrios and Hermias and their brothers
(Jaritz, Maehler, and Zauzich 1979, p. 138 [G24]); the other is in Demotic: 'th.w tws bih Hnm p?
mi ti wm t;h.w tws, "The brewers, in front of Khnfim, at the place of the feast of Khnfim, the
brewers" (Jaritz, Maehler, and Zauzich 1979, pp. 150f. [D2]). The Demotic inscription ends just
one meter to the left of the Greek one. On this spot the brewers sold their beer to the visitors who
came to the temple terrace, which they call "the place of the feast of Khnfm." This recalls a

3. It now almost completes the inscription, of which part of the Demotic text was already known from a fragment
found in the courtyard of the local museum, see Junge 1987, pp. 79f. and pl. 51a.
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graffito at Philae: "We spent eight days feasting on the dromos of Isis, on wine, beer, and meat, the
people of the whole city making merry" (F. Ll. Griffith 1935, p. 116: Philae no. 416.13).
The top block of one of the shrines (C) on the balustrade was left unfinished; the central piece
should have been carved to form the winged sun-disc; instead, a name, flpticKfi, was scratched
onto it. Was this a visitor, or the name of the sculptor who was supposed to have carved the sundisc? (The name, Perikles, was not common in Egypt.) More important is another inscription, along
the top edge of the same block (Jaritz, Maehler, and Zauzich 1979, p. 146 [G44] and pl. 21b):
]gicoL
v 1JO L ti- Ka fopo;
taCvcvO' [, "...mion came, year 14 of Caesar, Phamenoth x." This is
clearly a visitor's inscription, and it provides a precious terminus ante quem - the only precise date
so far -: by February/March of year 14 of Augustus (16 B.C.), the terrace and the shrines must
have been completed.
Most of the other graffiti are proskynemata, recording the worshipper's name if he was literate,
or the outline of one or both of his feet, to record the place where he stood while worshipping the
god, and to remain in the god's presence. 4 One visitor has drawn the outline of his left hand with
the Greek word laob inside it (i.e. "the robber's" hand), perhaps as a joke. 5 One of the Demotic
proskynema-graffiti is also interesting (Jaritz, Maehler, and Zauzich 1979, p. 149 [Dl] and pl. 21c):
p? rn nfr n Pa-hnm s? Stm-n sj-hnm, "The beautiful name of Pakhnfm, son of Setemnaikhnfm,"
scil. remains here forever. The same two names occur, in reverse order (Setemnaikhnfim, son of
Pakhnfim), in two Demotic graffiti at Philae dated A.D. 21 and 30 (Griffith 1937, pp. 53f.: Philae
nos. 54.5-6 and 57.3-4, dated A.D. 30 and 21 respectively); there Setemnaikhnufm's title is
"superintendent of the singers of Isis of the Abaton (= Bigge) and Philae." His father, possibly the
visitor who carved the graffito at Elephantine, would have lived in the second half of the first
century B.C., which would agree with the terminus ante quem of 16 B.C. for the completion of the
terrace.
Among the unpublished graffiti on the floor of the temple courtyard there are several drawings
of gazelles or antelopes (the animals sacred to Anuket and Satet), a tabula ansata with ono /
wao t / potrle written into it,6 a "monotheistic" message which reads 5;g
t
6;, "one god," a formula
frequently found also on magical gems from Egypt, and a very fine drawing, covering several
blocks, of a dancing man with receding, curly hair.
The graffiti in Greek outnumber those in Demotic about eleven to one (so far, over eighty
Greek, seven or eight Demotic). A majority of the personal names are Greek, such as Apollonios
son of Archias, and the Perikles already mentioned. Many names are common Egyptian names,
like: Psansn6s, Psenpoueris, Pakhnfibis, Pekysis son of Peteesis, or Horion. A fair proportion, however (and this has been a surprise), appear to be Roman: Aelius, Ursus, Valerius, Quadratus,
Nemesianus, lulius and lulia, Serenus, Antonius, and one ALEAS, even appears in Latin script.
They are puzzling: Did Roman names become fashionable in Upper Egypt? There is not a single
instance of the normal Roman tria nomina: were they really Romans? Were they soldiers? What
are we to make of Psais son of Ursos? I do not know the answers, but I did note that among the
inscriptions in the quarry of the Gebel Tingar, some 35 km north of Aswan, very similar

4. The Greek and Demotic graffiti from the temple terrace were first published by Jaritz, Maehler, and Zauzich
(1979, pp. 125-54 and pls. 20-30), where a reconstruction of the balustrade may be found on p. 126; the graffiti on
the floor of the forecourt will be published soon. On the meaning and the various types of proskynemata, see Geraci
1971, pp. 1-211.
5. Hands are very rare, but there is another example on a block from the entrance gate to a sanctuary of Mandulis in
Ayuala (Lower Nubia) now being reconstructed on Elephantine; see Jaritz and Laskoeska-Kusztal 1990, p. 179,
fig. 8 (G11), and p. 182.
6. Is Tonio a proper name, "Top6 from Libya" (AtI3oiig = At13lPg)? Or should one assume two spelling mistakes and
read b6nov 6no oXoi g, "may you receive a (burial-)place?"
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combinations of names occur (Sayce 1891, pp. 48f.): 7 there is a lulios, a Marios son of
Psenkhnomis, a Kl6dios son of Ammonios, a Kalasiris son of Tyrannos, and a Triadelphos son of
Horos. And since Roman soldiers worked in the quarries of Mons Porphyrites and Mons
Claudianus, they may also have worked in the quarry of Gebel Tingar, and left their names there.
That might suggest that the Roman names among the graffiti at Elephantine also refer to soldiers.
Some of the late graffiti on the terrace floor produce common Coptic names, like Abraham,
Iak6b, Andreas, and possibly Makarios. Many other graffiti makers seem to have been illiterate,
since they simply scratched the outlines of their feet, or of one foot, into the pavement, to show
posterity where they had been standing while praying to Khnfim. On the whole, they seem to have
been very ordinary and humble people, much more modest than the garrison commanders or chief
priests who dedicated the Ptolemaic inscriptions. The reason for this very obvious difference in the
social class of the temple's customers is not clear, but - if I may end this paper on a speculative
note - I shall offer two hypothetical suggestions.
First, I suspect that the temple of Elephantine lost some of its importance in the transition from
the Ptolemaic to the Roman period, when high-ranking visitors continued to visit neighboring Philae
but apparently not Elephantine. The temple which Augustus had built on Philae, and the "Kiosk"
which Trajan added later, might suggest that under the Roman administration Philae was upgraded
at the expense of Elephantine.
On the other hand, there might be a more technical reason for the absence of the common visitors' graffiti from the Ptolemaic evidence: before the terrace was completed in the early years of
Roman rule, there may not have been a paved dromos of stone blocks, let alone a terrace floor and
balustrade, into which visitors could have scratched their names, or the outline of their feet: there
may have been just a mud path.

7. Sayce mistook the quarry for a necropolis and interpreted the rock inscriptions as tomb inscriptions; it seems much
more likely that they record the names of quarry workers. See Jaritz 1981, pp. 241-46 and pls. 39-42.
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PLATE 21.1

Graffiti on the Floor of the Temple Terrace of Khnflm at Elephantine: (a) es; 0E6q, (One God);
(b) ronew / xwtoi / Potn'z Written into a Tabula Ansata.
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PLATE 21.2

Graffito on the Floor of the Temple Terrace of KhnOm at Elephantine Depicting a
Dancing Man: (a) Full View, (b) Close Up of Man's Head and Torso.
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CHAPTER 22

DEMOTIC CONTRACTS AS EVIDENCE
IN A COURT CASE?
CARY J. MARTIN

University College, London
The Demotic papyri from Saqqara, found during the Egypt Exploration Society's excavations
between 1964 and 1976 in the Sacred Animal Necropolis, represent one of the richest and most
varied finds this century. Their discovery in rubbish dumps by the entrance to the catacombs of the
Mothers of the Apis and near the main temple area has been documented in the pages of the
Journalof Egyptian Archaeology' and does not need elaboration here. It is, however, worth recalling the diversity of their subject matter, which has contributed to the great interest which has been
shown in the papyri.
The literary texts are now perhaps the best known, thanks to their masterly publication by
Professor Harry Smith and Dr. John Tait in the first volume of Saqqara Demotic Papyri (1983).
Letters and pleas to deities are well advanced in their preparation, thanks to the same two editors,
while dream-texts and papyri of a magical or mystical nature are progressing under the penetrative
eye of John Ray, who has also given us the fascinating Archive of Ior (1976).
Temple day-books, itemizing income and expenditure, accounts and lists, not surprisingly have
been paid little attention to date, but the legal and administrative texts have been worked at more
attentively, although very little has been said about them in print up until now. Originally they were
to have been published by George Biggs, a student of Professor Smith, and by Professor Pierce.
The latter, in fact, had worked through all of these texts and his preliminary transliterations are the
starting point for anyone studying the papyri today. Professor Pierce, however, became preoccupied
with other matters and brought his work on them to an end. To facilitate their preparation, the texts
were then divided into two categories. The first comprised the legal protocols and related material,
which were studied by my wife, Ruth Martin, under the guidance of Professor Smith, before they
were passed over to the present writer. The second category is made up primarily of the contracts,
2
which have subsequently been worked on by Dr. Sven Vleeming.
Undoubtedly, one of the principal reasons why these papyri have passed through so many
scholars' hands is their lamentable state of preservation. It is often difficult to decipher with any
confidence more than a few lines and frequently it seems impossible to state with certainty the precise nature of a particular text. This latter point also applies to the papyrus which is the subject of

1. See in particular Emery 1965, pp. 3-8; 1966, pp. 3-8; 1967, pp. 141-45; 1969, pp. 31-35; 1970, pp. 5-11; and 1971,
pp. 3-13; and Martin 1973, pp. 5-15; and 1974, pp. 15-29; see also H. S. Smith 1974a, pp. 21-63 and Martin 1981.
2. Vleeming, however, does not intend to publish the papyri (personal communication, 14 November 1990).
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this paper, Saqqara 71/72-DP 132. With this text, however, the task is not one of trying to make
sense of a few partially preserved lines. Rather, it is quite the reverse. The text, while far from
complete, is well preserved. What it contains, however, is open to interpretation.
Saqqara 71/72-DP 132 measures 20.1 cm wide by 26.2 cm high and is light brown in color.
There are two joins on the sheet; the first is at the right-hand edge and the second approximately 6
cm in from the left-hand side. The text on the front is written parallel to the fibers and consists of
two columns. Of the first column, only the last 3 cm or so of the ends of twenty-four lines are preserved. The second column is missing the ends of the lines and it is difficult to assess exactly how
much is lost, although it would not appear to be more than a few centimeters. The first column is
not the beginning of the text and an unquantifiable number of columns is missing. The same is true
of the end of the papyrus, where the text at the bottom of the second column will have continued at
the top of the following column.
The two columns of text on the front are divided into five sections. Column 1 contains the end
of a section, followed by a second, quite small, section and then section 3 which continues at the
top of column 2. Section 4 consists of nineteen lines, while of section 5 we have the first three lines,
which would have continued at the top of the next, missing, column. Between each section there is
a gap of 2 cm.
A full translation of the papyrus is not yet ready. Work is far from complete and there are many
still unresolved readings. What first attracts one to the papyrus, however, is the manner in which
the sections begin, or, to be precise, the manner in which the two sections to which the opening
words are extant begin. Section 4 commences as follows:
Another (writing) from the hand of [that is Demotic ky n-dr.t]3 Ankhhep son of Hor, the
prophet of Arsaphes, (and of) Tjaienimou son of X [the father's name is unclear], makes 2
people. Its copy.
The following line continues:
Ankhhep son of Hor, the prophet of Arsaphes, (and) Tjaienimou son of X, makes two
people, are they who say to ... [The end of the line is missing].
Section 5 has an identical format. It begins as follows:
Another (writing) from the hand of Imhotep son of Horkhonsu. Its copy. Imhotep son of
Horkhonsu [The rest of the line is lost, but doubtless continued "is he who said to ... "].
The detail of section 4 is concerned with the delivery of some money, emmer, and other products to the ships of a certain Paptah, which are moored by the quay in the district of Herakleopolis.
The language of the text is full of clauses which are familiar to us from countless legal texts, for
example:
The money, the emmer [...] which we will not give to the representatives of Paptah in the
time aforementioned in accordance with everything aforementioned, [we will give it in the
month] which is after the month in question, compulsorily without delay.
And further on:
The representative of Paptah is the one who is to be believed concerning everything which
he will say with us in the name of [everything aforementioned].
Of particular interest is line 22 of the column, where the two individuals state that they "are far
from the temple-domain of Imhotep son of Ptah together with the [temple-domain of Osorapis]."
The last deity is restored on the basis of an earlier section. In other words, Ankhhep and

3. The reading n-dr.t is a suggestion of Zauzich and Vleeming, for a sign which I was inclined to see as sh; cf. de
Cenival 1984, p. 23, note 4,2.
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Tjaienimou are saying that by delivering the money and the foodstuffs to Paptah, they are fulfilling
an obligation to the two temple-domains.
Section 4 is the best preserved of the five sections, but what can be gleaned from the others?
Section 5 is concerned with some land or produce belonging to the "House of Bastet, mistress of
Ankhtaoui" and to some fruit-gardens "in the temple-domain of Sothis ... in the house of Sothis."
Section 3, which continues from column 1 into column 2, seems to deal with the leasing of some
land from a year 16 to a year 17, the rent for which is to be paid to the "temple-domain of Imhotep
son of Ptah (and) the temple-domain of Osorapis." That this section is related to the following section 4 is confirmed by the fact that it is the representative of Paptah "who is to be believed
[concerning everything] which he will say with us in the name of everything aforementioned." Few
traces remain of sections 1 and 2, but the name Paptah does occur twice more.
The back of the papyrus contains only one column, divided into two sections. The first section
will have begun on the preceding column so its opening words can only be surmised. The beginning
of the first line of section 2 is missing, but the name of the father of an individual can be made out,
followed by what looks to be, "they said, may they write to me," and then something which is
unclear.
The first section of the back deals with the delivery of some foodstuffs, including emmer, fowl,
and wine, to the ships of Paptah. Penalties are specified for late delivery and "the representative of
Paptah is the one who is to be believed [concerning everything which] he will say with us in the
name of everything aforementioned." The contracting parties, whose names are lost, state that they
are far ... from the temple-domain of Imhotep son of Ptah and from the temple-domain of Osiris,
lord of Rosetau.
The second section appears to deal with the leasing of land. The phrase, well known from
instruments to describe the length of a lease of land, that is "from the water of year 16 to that of
year 17," occurs, followed by a statement on payment to the house of Paptah. What the rental might
relate to, however, is unclear. It is certainly more than an average parcel of land, as the quantities
are huge--over 6000 artabae of emmer.
All seven sections of this papyrus, therefore, concern the same individual, a certain Paptah
whose father's name may be Ankhrenef. Because other columns of text existed on either side of
the sheet, it seems more than likely that this is only a small part of a document which detailed a
large number of transactions relating to Paptah; the presence of Paptah's name, in similar circumstances, on both the front and the back makes this assumption probable. The detail of the sections is
concerned principally with the delivery of foodstuffs and in contexts which are strongly reminiscent, at least in some cases, of instruments of lease. Delivery is often to the ships of Paptah,
moored by the quay at Herakleopolis, and is to be effected by his agents. By ensuring delivery the
contractors appear to be fulfilling their obligations towards certain temples in the necropolis area.
So what should one make of this text? The title to this paper makes reference to one possibility,
that is that the text is a register of Demotic contracts brought forward in a court case. The reason for
this supposition is the manner in which sections 4 and 5 on the recto begin, that is with the words,
"another (writing) from the hand of X son of X," followed by the words "its copy." This is reminiscent of the famous Siut law suit, where, when documents were brought as evidence to court, the
text read: "he produced a document of X before us. Its copy." There then followed the detail of the
instrument (H. Thompson 1934, p. 25, P. BM 10591, B [= recto], col. vi, line 21).
Now, the wording within the sections of the Saqqara papyrus do bear all the markings of legal
contracts. Familiar phrases abound, but it would not be true to say that they are contracts verbatim.
They could be synopses, but they are not literal contracts. In the Siut archive, on the other hand, the
documents produced as evidence are as good as verbatim, only the protocols effectively being
omitted.
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An alternative interpretation would be to see the text as an official register of documents relating to transactions involving Paptah. In this case it would have been Paptah who would have given
to the authorities the documents, presumably as a way of registering his transactions. Wilcken has
surmised that there were two documents involved in a deposition, one to be kept in the office of
registration and one to have been retained by the contracting parties (1927, p. 606). Pierce, on the
other hand, has suggested (1972, p. 182) that there may have been only one document, which was
either kept in the registration office for safekeeping or simply retained long enough for the desired
data to have been noted. If the latter were the case, could the Saqqara papyrus be a part of such a
register?
There are two texts, one Greek, one Demotic, which are worth making reference to at this
point. P. Paris 65 contains information on how Demotic contracts were to be entered in the records
of the Greek administration in 145 B.C. (reedited by Pestman 1985, pp. 17-25). It shows that the
Demotic contract was brought to the registration office where a Demotic abstract was made, to
which the names of the contracting parties and a description of the agreement were added in
Greek. These data (i.e. the Greek) were also entered in the public register. Under the Demotic
contract itself, a Greek subscription was made to record that the agreement had been registered and
a Greek subscription was also entered under the Demotic abstract, mentioning the date of the contract and its Greek subscription.
The second text is a recently published Demotic register, P. dem. Lille 120 (de Cenival 1987,
pp. 1-9), 4 which probably belongs to the first part of the Ptolemaic period. This text bears the date
of registration, the specification of the type of contract, sometimes what it was concerned with, and
the name of one of the contracting parties. In other words, it carries exactly the same information in
Demotic as P. Paris 65 tells us the public register in 145 B.C. should contain in Greek. Changes took
place in the registration requirements at the end of 146 B.C., so the use of Greek in one register and
Demotic in another should cause no surprise. We should also note the differences in time and place.
Neither text, however, describes a public register, whether in Greek or in Demotic, which bears
much resemblance to the format of our Saqqara papyrus. The various sections of the Saqqara text,
on the other hand, are not dissimilar, bar the absence of the Greek data, to the descriptions of the
Demotic abstracts of each contract to which P. Paris 65 refers. Given that we are looking at texts
which relate to procedures at different times and in different places throughout Egypt, it is worth
considering whether the Saqqara papyrus contains a list of such abstracts.
A third possibility is to see the papyrus as an administrative text, drawn up by temple officials
to document the activities to be carried out on the temple estate over the year. In this case Paptah
would have been the temple official delegated to attend to the matters in question and the text
would have been a record of the tasks to be performed and the names of those responsible to him
for their fulfillment.
Saqqara 71/72-DP 132 is without doubt an intriguing text. Further study into it and the other
papyri will be needed before it can be properly understood, but it aptly illustrates some of the riches
to be found in the hundreds of fragments of legal and administrative texts from the Sacred Animal
Necropolis at North Saqqara.

4. I would like to thank Joe Manning for bringing this text to my attention.
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CHAPTER 23

ANCESTOR CULTS AT TERENOUTHIS IN LOWER

EGYPT: A CASE FOR GRECO-EGYPTIAN
OECUMENISM
ROGER V. MCCLEARY
The Kelsey Museum ofArchaeology, The University of Michigan

BACKGROUND
With the generous support of the J. Paul Getty Trust (Los Angeles), the Kelsey Museum of
Archaeology at the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) is bringing to completion a major research
project on the archaeological finds from a "reconnaissance" of the necropolis of ancient
Terenouthis at Kom Abou Billou, in Lower Egypt (see figs. 23.1-2).
Some 2000 artifacts were recovered there by Dr. Enoch E. Peterson in the spring of 1935. At
that time the University of Michigan's extensive excavations at Karanis and Dimay in the northern
Faiyum were coming to a close and Terenouthis was reconnoitered as a potential successor.
In a period of about thirty-five days Peterson uncovered four major sections on the western
periphery of this extensive km and it is this varied funerary material of several periods that is to be
published under the auspices of the Getty Trust.

THE SITE
Kom Abou Billou is located on the fringes of the Libyan Desert about 2 km west of the Rosetta
branch of the Nile. This necropolis dates as early as the late Old Kingdom, ca. 2300 B.C. (Farid
1973, pp. 21-22). Indeed, Kom Abou Billou and its nearby riverine metropolis (see fig. 23.2) are
among the oldest occupied sites in Lower Egypt; and the present-day name of the riverside urban
area, El-Tarrana (under which ancient Terenouthis today lies) contains the consonantal skeleton of
its pharaonic period predecessor: *Ta-Renenat, "the domain of Renenut" (Hermann 1963, p. 171).
The necropolis eventually covered an area of several hectares and is today bisected by a 40meter-wide irrigation canal (Hawwass 1979, pp. 75-76). A succession of surface investigations and
excavations has visited the site from 1887 (F. Ll. Griffith 1890, pp. 60-65) to the present (cf.
Orientaliavols. 40-48, "Fouilles et travaux ...," s.v. Kom Abou Billou).
Dr. Peterson discovered hundreds of tombs and excavated a series of forty barrel- and pyramidroofed mudbrick tomb structures in the course of his trenching operations, along with some 180
intact inhumations, often intrusively interred in later times when the tomb field was covered by the
wind-blown sand of the Libyan Desert. These adventitious burials, as well as those made at the
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time of the tombs' building, were scattered in random patterns below, beside and above these
tomb-chapels in the desert fill. No burial, contemporary or subsequent, was made within the actual
mudbrick superstructures of these podium-tombs. A reconstruction of the incunabula of Peterson's
unwritten site report in the Archive of the Kelsey Museum will be included in the first volume of
the Terenouthis site report.'

Hermonthis

"*Thebes

Figure 23.1. The Nile Valley South to the Thebaid.
Among Peterson's site data are many photographs taken by him of the tombs and especially
their frescoed facades. This documentation is crucial, for within hours of the uncovering of the soilmoistened plaster and mudbrick structures they dried out to the point of disintegrating; only the
photographs and some fragments of the plaster facades of several tombs remain. For the purposes
of illustrating this presentation only two of the decorated facades are considered (see pls. 23.1-2).2
1. To be published in 1992, along with studies on all categories of burial-associated objects and miscellaneous
surface- and in-fill finds, including: some 200 funerary stelae; 480 mostly legible coins and in many cases in the
hand of the deceased; many pottery pieces, including two with pigment residue left by tomb-decorators; amulets in
various media; several ostraca, one with hieroglyphs and one in Greek; a few glass balsamaria; several terracotta
figurines; over 200 faience ushabti figurines and other miscellaneous faience pieces; fifty moulded clay lamps and
some with figured discoi, and miscellanies of metal objects: magical orifice coverings, jewelry, and utility pieces.
Most of this trove of grave goods is associated with discrete burials and all data related to these finds are to be
presented according to database assorting and concording.
2. Full art-historical and technical analyses of all extant fragments of painted plaster from the tombs will be presented
in Volume I of the Terenouthis Reports by Dr. Thelma K. Thomas, Curator at the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology,
in the aforementioned forthcoming report.
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Figure 23.2. Ancient Terenouthis, Kom Abou Billou, and Vicinity.

GRECO-EGYPTIAN FUNERARY BELIEFS
That fundamental changes in the realm of funerary beliefs were afoot in Ptolemaic period
Egypt is clear. At Kom Abou Billou (the best preserved necropolis of Lower Egypt), for instance,
the appearance of "Charon's obols" in the hands of the dead demonstrates the sudden (mass?)
adoption of a "foreign" custom, by at least the early decades of the first century A.D. 3
But some aspects of the native Egyptian funerary religion were retained as fundamental. Most
notable is the importance of the god Anubis. His images dominate not only the hundreds of
Terenouthis funerary stelae but as well the decorative ensembles represented on the frescoed
tomb-facades. This is a good indication that this necropolis was long controlled by the priests and
3. The presence of "Charon's silver" on most of the interments at this necropolis is not otherwise documented in the
few Ptolemaic period cemeteries that are known; e.g., cf. Grenfell, Hunt, and Hogarth 1900, with surveys of
several cemeteries adjoining Faiyum towns, such as Kasr el-Banat (Euhemeria) and Harit (Theadelphia); Petrie
1889, including a survey of Hawara, the necropolis of Ptolemaic and Greco-Roman period Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis,
the administrative capital of the Faiyum.
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leading families of Greco-Egyptian origin.4 Additionally, the ancient Egyptian cult of mummification was practiced at this site; and thus Anubis' priestly corporation and its taricheutai(literally
"fish-dryers"), who prepared the dead, were likely at the center of the collective religious authority
during the early imperial period.
It should be mentioned that from the early Ptolemaic period there were intimate cross-identifications among Anubis, Thoth (Djehuty), and Hermes, the psychopompos of the Greeks. Eventually,
through the processes of syncretism, Anubis and Hermes were identified as essentially one:
Hermanubis (Grenier 1977, pp. 9ff., and especially pp. 23 and 27).
The dominance of Anubis at this Greco-Egyptian site is found in the ubiquity of two basic manifestations: as a smallish, domestic canine sitting or recumbent in close proximity to his charges or
as the anthropomorphic Hermes of the Greeks. In the former manifestation Anubis' animal presides
over the scenes of banqueting, incense offering etc., fictively taking place both "within" the scene
and in actuality being performed "before" the tomb structure, where the rites of the cult of the
immortal ancestor were celebrated.
This canine guardian is none other than Anubis, "the Opener of the Ways" (= the literally
named Wepwawet of pharaonic period belief), who accompanies and guides the deceased on the
danger-fraught journey into the underworld and eventually into the presence of Osiris. Before
Osiris, the dead were judged and, even at this critical juncture in the process of becoming an
immortal, Anubis stayed by the side of his initiate (see fig. 23.3; Grenier 1977, p. 186).
On plate 23.1 this traditional image of Anubis is seen both on the stele (in situ) and painted on
the left edge of the barrel-roof's half-tympanum. In the latter scene, this once feared "Lord of
necropolis" follows the image of the deceased, who holds the Anubis creature by a tether. This
apparent trivialization of Anubis is found in all popular funerary arts of the early imperial period;
e.g., on painted mummy shrouds, coffins, cartonnage masks, et cetera. This does not necessarily
indicate that Anubis' role was diminished; rather it is an indication that Anubis was made
accessible to his adherents in what appears to have been a popular revival of the pharaonic period
funerary beliefs, that coincided with the remarkable growth of this necropolis in the first three
centuries A.D.
Keeping in mind the pre-eminence accorded Anubis, albeit in his pseudo-pharaonic, theriomorphic guise at this necropolis, the presence of a Hellenistic visualization of Hermes (on pl. 23.2, left
side) is remarkable. Depicted in the Helleno-Roman style of the mid-second century, a nimbed
Hermes stands in an exaggeratedly relaxed contrapposto stance facing the viewer in a foreshortened presentation.
He holds forth (towards the niche = portal of the tomb) his cadeucas, conducting the himationclad deceased (to the far left with the head missing). The latter - presumably Isidora - walks in
step behind Hermes and moves with him "towards" her anticipated bliss, represented by the
prospectively portrayed image of a banqueting Isidora at the rear of the niche. This simultaneous
portrayal of the dead at various stages of their afterlife experience is commonplace in pharaonic
period funerary art, e.g., in illustrated "Books of the Dead" and on tomb reliefs, et cetera.
The tomb owner's biographical data are recorded in a painted inscription on the rear wall of the
niche: a 32-year-old woman called Isidora (derived from Demotic *Ti-st and translated into a
Greek compound-name, literally "the gift of Isis," cf. Vergote 1954, p. 4). She is depicted as a wellto-do (and somewhat corpulent) banqueter, who libates with a kantharos in her right hand (pars
familiaris) in the direction of Hermes Psychopompos.
4. For the Ptolemaic period, compare J. H. Johnson (1986, pp. 79-82), who presents an analysis of the surviving
marriage and land conveying contracts, including inventories of revenue-generating priestly holdings of tombs,
their chapels, and even towns containing necropolis workshops, primarily at Memphis/Saqqara (pp. 80-81). It is
very likely that a seigneurial upper middle class survived the socio-economic ruins of Egypt after the fall of the
Ptolemies to become the Greco-Egyptian middle and upper classes of the Roman period.
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Figure 23.3. Line Drawing of an Illustrated Vignette of Chapter 125 of the
Book of the Dead Showing the Climax of the "Weighing of the Soul"
5
(Psychostasis) Before the Osirian Tribunal.
At the same time, her invocation is more immediately directed towards the depictions of two
Anubis canines that sit alertly atop kiosk shrines, painted on the plastered inner jambs of this
deeply recessed niche (not visible in the photograph). Anubis is shown here in his role as protector
of the necropolis ("Inpu tpy dwf= Anubis, who is upon his mountain"; Grenier 1977, pp. 4, 5-7 and
plates).
The mid-second-century date of the tomb (based on stylistic and palaeographic considerations)
is significant, for it was at this time that the prosperity of Egypt under the "good emperors" crested
(Pr6aux 1956, pp. 311ff.). The vital Greco-Egyptian town culture, that is reflected in the elaborate
tomb monuments of this site and in the contemporary papyrological sources, was well adjusted to
the Roman provincial system, and the upper strata of Greco-Egyptians increasingly emulated the
dominant eastern, Helleno-Roman provincial culture. It is this period of relative affluence and class
confidence in which a non-Egyptian image of Hermes could be juxtaposed with that of Anubis on a
tomb (MacMullen 1964, pp. 187-89).
Conclusions drawn from the available site data indicate that this type of classical Hermes figure
(or that of any Greek god or goddess) is absent from earlier (i.e first century) burial contexts at this
necropolis. The presence of a sophisticated painting style, as well as its "foreign" iconography on
5. The heart of the deceased, Nitsi-ta-nebti-taui, is shown (balance's right pan) in exact equilibrium with a
counterweight figure in the form of Maat, the goddess of Truth (left pan). Djehuty (Thoth), the ibis-headed god of
learning and reckoning faces the enthroned figure of Osiris and delivers the verdict of the scales. It is to be noted
that even at this critical point, when the verdict of the deceased's ordeal is being registered with the judge of the
dead, Anubis simultaneously remains at his post steadying the gnomon of the scale (suspended from a horizontal
"feather of Truth," upon the end of which Thoth's cynocephalos ape familiar crouches) so that the true reading is
verified, should the balance's beam waver from its "true" alignment. Anubis thus stays with his initiates from the
time he magically embalms them, while conducting them into the underworld and to Osiris' judgement seat, and
then, in the final critical moments of the taking and delivering of the deceased's "justification" by ordeal. The
ubiquity of Anubis in his popular guise as a domestic canine (derived from the animal oracle cults?) on the stelae
and tombs of Terenouthis (as on all manner of popular funerary paraphernalia in this period) is thus in proportion
to his critical roles at each stage in the process of becoming an immortal. Papyrus of Nitsi-ta-nebti-taui, dated to the
late Nineteenth Dynasty, from Thebes (Piankoff and Rambova 1957, p. 15, fig. 35).
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this tomb facade, belonging to a member of the prosperous Greco-Egyptian society of Terenouthis,
suggests either a tolerance on the part of the authorities or a diminution (or end?) of their control
over the builders and decorators of the tombs at this necropolis. It can also be postulated that either
Isidora or her family was content to pay a superior artist to decorate a tomb with non-Egyptian
scenes of the conducting of the deceased into and through the underworld - a crucial transition.
At the same time, however, a local artist was employed to embellish the tomb with traditional
images showing the familiar Anubis canines guarding Isidora's blissful banqueting (on the inner
jambs of the tomb's niche and not visible on pl. 23.2). This coincidence of purely classical- and
pseudo-canonic (Egyptianizing) elements on tomb monuments of the mid-second century A.D. can
be linked to the "stylistic dualism" that has been detected in Egypt's provincial arts, at this time. 6
By contrast, in the previous century, overtly classicizing art was absent from the artistic repertoire of styles found on the stelae and tombs. This is not to say that classically derived elements and
motifs were not present in the religious scenes; e.g., Greek dress, banqueting accoutrements, and
furniture, incense-offering paraphernalia etc. "Foreign" elements, however, were fully integrated
into the tomb's symbolic and structural contexts, that derived from a conscious revival of pharaonic
period ideology and ritual usages. For example, the stelae were set into the upper-zone niches of
the tombs with barrel and pyramid roofs and were intended to function magically as the "false
door" emplacements of the Old Kingdom's mastaba tombs, that is, as portals to and from the
Underworld.
This subordination of "foreign" elements of composition is ftirther demonstrated by the artisans' and builders' application of a local version of the ancient Egyptian technical aesthetic of proportional modular gridding to both the stelae and the tomb facades. 7 The "foreign" motifs were thus
embedded in a matrix of very ancient Egyptian artistic, religious and functional intentions.
Another instance of this Egyptianizing at Kom Abou Billou would be the presence of the tables
of offering at the eastern ends of the tombs (often with central troughs), which are analogues to the
stone offering tray (ancient Egyptian htp { I and cf. the extended meaning of this commonly
encountered hieroglyphic term: htp {0 ) i.e. "offerings" presented to the dead), placed before the
"false door" and its statuary or relief images of the deceased in the cult chapels of mastaba tombs.
At Kom Abou Billou, Dr. Peterson and later excavators have found numerous domestic pottery
vessels. Many of the 200 pieces recovered by Peterson, especially the closed forms such as choes,
were purposefully pierced at the base, apparently for direct-to-earth libations. That an elaborate
cult of the ancestors, involving food offerings to the dead and communal cult meals for the living,
operated at this necropolis in the Greco-Roman period is proven from this and many other strands
of circumstantial evidence, that will be adduced in the forthcoming Terenouthis site reports.

RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE IN PROVINCIAL EGYPT
With the coming of Rome and its cosmopolitan empire, Egyptians of all races and cultures must
needs have begun adjusting to the new order. As elsewhere in the empire this accommodation was
accompanied by a revival of local religious fervor. This has suggested that in response to the challenges posed by Hellenism, and in turn the influences of Rome's provincial system, the people of
these eastern cultures apparently retrenched themselves (reaction formation?) within their ancestral religions (Avi-Yonah 1961, pp. 79ff.).
6. Griffiths 1982, p. 249 et passim, a discussion of the stylistic dualism issue.
7. My research of the 200 funerary stelae in the Kelsey Museum's collections has revealed the presence of a modular
grid used by the artisans of the lapidary workshops operating in Terenouthis' vicinity. By this archaizing means
they sought to recreate the technical aesthetic of Egypt's most ancient "sacred engravings." Full explication of the
"Terenouthis Canon" will appear in the first of the Terenouthis reports.
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At this Lower Egyptian site, apparently, this manifests as a resuscitation of the ancient
Egyptian cult of the immortal ancestor. Though the Egyptians (Greco-Egyptians) adopted Greek
dress (men and women), hairstyles (women's "melon-coiffure") as well as Roman hair fashion
(e.g. males' short-cropped military cut), these aspects of personal appearance in everyday life
were but minor adjustments to the overall pharaonic-derived symbolic matrix of the tomb structures, with their Egyptianizing iconography and archaizing, canonic, technical aesthetic (modular
gridding).
The admission of non-Egyptian elements of decor, beginning about the first quarter of the first
century and manifesting in the hybrid Osirian religious observance by the mid-second century A.D.,
was limited to the aforementioned minor outward aspects of contemporary provincial life. It was
the revived ancient Egyptian religious culture that induced the sudden expansion and popularity of
the local necropolis of Terenouthis and allowed, as discussed above, non-Egyptian aspects of
everyday life to enter surreptitiously (and in terms of the pseudo-canonic artistic revival, anachronistically) into the popular arts (Alexandrian-influenced) incorporated into the tombs.
Undoubtedly this pharaonic-derived funerary religion of the clerics aided the emergent GrecoEgyptian stratum of provincial Egyptian towns, like Terenouthis, to define their place in the rigid
social hierarchy of provincial Romano-Greek society. And given the reverence and indeed awe in
which Greeks and Romans in their turn held Egypt's solar funerary mysteries, the rather sudden
revival of a pseudo-pharaonic cult of the ancestor at this necropolis would, at the very least, have
gained the grudging respect of their overseers.8 Respect of whatever degree would also have validated the communal/class struggle for recognition of the Greco-Egyptian middle and upper classes,
emerging during the early centuries of Pax Romana.
One might also mention here the near total substitution of Greek inscriptions in the Attic epitaphic style (= an eastern provincial phenomenon) for the Demotic vernacular, by the first century
A.D. This adoption of Greek by most of the prospering townsfolk of Terenouthis is a telling index of
a collective will to adjust and to survive - if not to achieve a parity - among the exclusivistic
official classes, the outward elegance of whose Hellenistic period luxury clothing, household furnishings, and accoutrements (items of class status) they adopted.
There are subtle indications that as the mid-second century arrived the collective confidence of
the Greco-Egyptians developed to the point of opening their necropolis to foreigners. This is
instanced in two isolated cases, the first, a North Syrian funerary stele with the "mains supines"
motif. 9 The second is another very late second-century gravestone, the presence of which suggests
that near or at this necropolis a Roman infantryman, named T(itus) Helvius Tacitus, apparently
succumbed en route of march and was buried among foreigners (he was of the Celtic gens Helvii),
with a purely Roman style headstone. Uniquely, at this necropolis, the epitaph is written in proper
0
Latin in scripturacapitalis with serifs, suggesting the work of his legion's lapidarius.1

8. Concerning the revival of sun-worship in the eastern empire, see: OCD, 495 s.v. Helios; Ferguson 1970, p. 44;
Hajjar 1971 vols. I-II passim, an in-depth survey of the recrudescence of sun cults in the Roman East and beyond.
Of great significance is Philo's contemporary autopsy of the mystico-philosophical sect called the Therapeutae,
who lived in communes in the northwest Delta around and beyond Lake Mareotis (just west of Alexandria),
reported in De vita contemplativa xi.89ff. Notable is their worshipping of the rising sun with upraised arms,
reminiscent of the orans-thurafos("the orant who is at the threshold") pose found on many of the Terenouthis
stelae and elsewhere in provincial Greco-Egyptian funerary art.
9. Illustrated in el-Nassery and Wagner 1978, cat. no. 5 and pl. lxx.5, and the motif's meaning is discussed by Cumont
1933, pp. 385ff.

10. KM inv. no. 21194 (= Cat. No. 203) in the forthcoming Terenouthis Report Volume I.
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TOLERANCE AND OECUMENISM
Openness to non-Egyptian influences was well established at the beginning of the Roman
period necropolis at Kom Abou Billou, as seen for example, in the popular adoption of the "Charon
obol" and the affecting in public of Greek and Roman clothing, hairstyles, banqueting paraphernalia, et cetera. The cohesion of this otherwise submissive Greco-Egyptian society was substantially
reinforced by the revival of a pseudo-pharaonic ancestor cult, with all its components, e.g., the
shamanistic cult of mummification. In this expression of their national heritage the GrecoEgyptians came as close as they ever would to a revival of their past culture, under Rome's
watchful administrative eyes.
But, that very cult of the ancestor, with its graveside rituals of communion and propitiating
ancestors, was also a commonplace phenomenon throughout the eastern Empire and in Rome itself
(Alfdldi-Rosenbaum 1971, pp. 92-93 and notes). What set the Greco-Egyptian observance apart
from its counterparts elsewhere was the aura of ancient Egyptian mystery infused into the revived
rites and archaizing surroundings of same.
Moreover, the magico-religious cult of mummification and its elaborate and anciently celebrated rites would have provided cachet to this local funerary cultus, and at the same time, a common ground of identification for prospective initiates. For apart from these Egyptianizing trappings,
the essential elements of the cult of the ancestor as practiced throughout the eastern Mediterranean
empire of Rome were manifest: burial obsequies, lunar festivals of the dead, oracular interviews
with propitiated ancestors, and communal sacral banquets at tombside.
A hypothetical visitor from an eastern provincial town, such as Anemurium on the south coast
of Asia Minor, would have recognized the intent of the rituals and their attendant communal meals
celebrated in front of the tombs, on which in many cases the deceased was shown as a libating
banqueter in Greek dress upon a Greek-style banqueting couch (kline), or an incense-offering celebrant, or a pious orans-figure greeting the rising sun and/or communing visitors. It would have
been an instantaneously recognized paradigm of ancestor worship, the mysterium of the ancient
Egyptian cultus notwithstanding." Reciprocally, the Greco-Egyptians would have recognized these
common beliefs and practices that they witnessed at the no less public obsequies for the dead
among their neighboring resident aliens.
The phenomenon of syncretism that, as mentioned earlier was widespread in Ptolemaic Egypt,
was no less present in the Roman period. At the end of the Ptolemaic period, for instance, there is
the celebrated case of the learned, mystical, Faiyum priest, Isidoros, whose Isiac aretalogies sought
through mythopoeic synthesis to amalgamate into the province of this goddess all the powers of
Fate, effectively elevating Isis to the rank of a henotheistic "God" (Vanderlip 1972, pp. 93-95 and
pls. 11-13). Though this theopoeic permutation was a localized phenomenon and restricted in its
influence, this contrived melding of religious doctrines and identities is the leading edge, so to
speak, of a continuous trend in certain priestly circles in the chora to align their multivalent theology with responsive aspects in the religious inventories of the less complicated "barbarians." It
seems to be a bivalent process of religious acculturation that at once is manipulative of the foreign
beliefs and superstitions of Egypt's occupiers, and over time, preconditioning the priestly circles of
Egypt to be accepting of "the foreign" in their midst.
The common ground of fascination and interest (which in the event provided astute Egyptians
and Roman syndics alike with a potential for a perpetually lucrative service industry) was found in
the two areas of greatest personal religious concern: death and the afterlife. Here, Egypt's
millennia-old Osirian mysteries were attractive, from pre-Homeric times, to foreigners. The task of
11. Alfdldi-Rosenbaum 1971, pp. 92ff. and cf. Dentzer 1982, pp. 2ff., with detailed discussions of the origins and
distribution of the sacred banqueting motif.
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attracting these foreign residents was made the easier by the innate superstitiousness of the displaced miscellanies of immigrants and their Egyptian-born descendants. The Romans were no less
attracted to the arcana of Egypt's oracle and funerary cults, and many resident Romans opted for
Egyptianizing burial paraphernalia - just to be on the safe side. It is in this context of pervasive
religious acculturation that Egypt's "death industry" revived and with it the fortunes of the Egyptian
and Greco-Egyptian middle and upper classes.
Concomitantly, the admission to the Egyptian funerary mysteries of "foreigners" entailed long
term consequences. For the Greeks, Romans, or whoever would eventually broaden the participation in the ethnic-Egyptian/Greco-Egyptian control of the local funerary cults, and eventually insinuate doctrines and notions of "foreign" afterlife beliefs.
A case in point would be the widespread notion in second-century Egypt that the Osirian
judgement took place in the astral regions - an idea diametrically opposed to the Egyptian funerary belief in the underworld judgement. 12 This heterodox view is clearly expressed in the ceiling
paintings in the tomb of a Petosiris, a grandee of ancient Trimunthon in the Dakhla Oasis, in the
mid-second century A.D (Osing et al. 1982, p. 96 et passim and pls. 38-39). Underlying this transference of the apotheosis of the soul to the astral plane (shown on these elaborately painted
ceilings as a crested ibis [ibis comata] or series of same ascending into the cosmos, ruled by GrecoBabylonian and Greco-Egyptian constellations) was the zodiacal lore of the Roman East
(introduced into Egypt in the late Ptolemaic period), and which at some point in the early imperial
period was wedded to the Osirian mysteries - contradictions notwithstanding.
There is strong indication from this and other artistic and social indices that a profound convergence of Egyptian and non-Egyptian funerary theologies took place by the second century. This is
also the time that the "Stil-Dualismus" i.e. the harmonious coexistence of Egyptianizing and
pseudo-Egyptian styles in art is detected.13 In the historical context of a growing Greco-Egyptian
town culture during the prosperous second century, the tailoring of Egyptian mysteries for the
understanding and adherence of foreign initiates was a logical outcome.
At Terenouthis this convergence, as it might be termed, was registered in the workshops of its
necropolis. The presence of a Helleno-Roman decorative program with Greco-Egyptian embellishments (as instanced on the tomb of Isidora) responds to the mixed theological trends of the
middle decades of the second century A.D. To the extent that the priestly and lay stewards of the
revived solar Osirian mysteries celebrated at this necropolis were amenable to admitting nonEgyptian elements into their previously strictly regulated preserve, it can be stated that tolerance of
religious diversity existed at this necropolis.
In the larger context of the apparent harmonizing of Egyptian, Greco-Egyptian, and fatalistic
eastern theologies, this openness (whether for altruistic or venal purposes) might be characterized
as oecumenical. It was not the oecumenism of a proselytizing religion but a local tradition both
responsive and at the same time attractive to the aspirations of people surviving in a period of spiritual insecurity, social malaise, and moral anomie. Over a period of several generations, the GrecoEgyptian town culture, that flourished up to about the third quarter of the second century of Roman
rule, accommodated its cherished Osirian mysteries both to monied adherents and, unsuspectingly,
to their contending religious ideologies.
12. K~ikosy 1979, pp. 350-51, a discussion of the popular conception in the Greco-Roman period of the function of the
temple as the earthly palace of a god, where he or she celebrated their bliss in banqueting - a notion surely born
of the pharaonic period's ritualized attending upon the gods' daily physical needs by their phyles of priests and
devotees. It was simply a case of the transference of this archaic concept to the popular conception of the actual
tombs, where the people as "justified" survivors of the Osirian judgement also hoped to celebrate as gods,
eternally.
13. Griffiths 1982, p. 249, with a balanced discussion of the stylistic dualism theories regarding the popular funerary
arts in Greco-Roman period Egypt. The Terenouthis evidence broadens this theoretical reconstruction.
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PLATE 23.1

Facade with Fresco Decoration. Unnumbered Tomb with Limestone Funerary Stele (KM 4-4206)
in situ, Area 10, Kom Abou Billou. Close-up view of the tomb showing the method by which a
funerary stele was placed/slotted in the recessed niche within the solid mudbrick construction of the
barrel roof. The frescoed facade is organized by framed (painted) zones according to a standard
program. In the lower zones, beside and just above the table of offerings are symbolic elements in
bilaterally symmetrical arrangement: at either edge of the field are two sheaf-like containers of
floral arrangements that are reminiscent of the very ancient Egyptian tradition of presenting floral
clusters and garlands for the dead; against the white background to either side of the table of offerings an undulating vine-scroll is deployed, that is comparable to the use of vine-scrolls in the early
imperial period, e.g. the Ara Pacis. In the center, perched uneasily on extended off-shoots of the
vine are affronting doves. On the surface of the cornice-like area that mediates between the tomb's
base and roof areas there is a formal "peopled-scroll" motif that is found in the Fourth Style's decorative ensembles, e.g. in the Neronian Domus Aurea in Rome. Helmet-clad heads alternate with
"ascending" imperial eagles - the latter associated with the neoplatonic idea of the ascent of the
soul during apotheosis, just as Ganymede was translated to Olympus by Zeus in the form of an
eagle. In its siting between the upper and lower zones of the tomb itself, this motif is entirely
appropriate, as the survival of the dead in both the Underworld and the astral regions was part of
the dualistic afterlife ideology of both pharaonic and post-pharaonic Egypt. In the half tympana to
either side of the stele's niche were two enframed fields of composition: to the right are the
remains of a boating scene; to the viewer's left, the headless figure of a chiton- and himation-clad
officiant placed in a standing-pivoting position relative to the viewer and to the tomb-niche.
Directly behind this offering-bearer is a profile figure of an Anubis animal that holds up its left paw
(pars sinistra) likely in approbation to the offices of the ancestor cult that are shown in progress.
The presence of the stele with its orans-figure within the niche completes the symbolism of this
funereal iconographic program.
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PLATE 23.2

Close-up of the Upper Section of an Unnumbered Tomb with Frescoed Half Tympana and,
Unusually, a Frescoed Back Wall of the Niche Substituting for a Limestone Stele (KM 4-4205). An
on-axis view of the niche and upper facade of an unnumbered tomb with remains of the fresco decorations. Of significance is the fresco on the niche's rear wall which imitates a carved funerary
stele of stone. In this instance the deceased is shown as a banqueting immortal who reclines upon a
richly upholstered kline and raises a loop-handled, footed kantharos (likely representing a metalware piece) in libation gesture, directed at the viewer and the gods of the underworld. The hastily
brushed on inscription identifies the owner as "Isidora, ... aged 37 years of age" who died on the
"10th day of Choiak." To either side of this skillfully painted simulation of a relief stele are formal
compositions: to the viewer's right are the remains of a now headless recliner within a Nile boat,
moving "towards" the niche; to the left, a masterful rendition of a classico-Hellenistic set piece of a
relaxed standing Hermes (Hermanubis?) carrying a cadeucas in his left arm and leading a partially
visible chiton- and himation-clad figure towards the "portal" to the Underworld, the niche. In this
facade fresco decoration is seen in literal pictorialization the funerary ideology of the GrecoEgyptian population of Roman period Egypt, an ideology that fused the ancient Egyptian and Greek
concepts related to the transition to the afterlife as a voyage across the Nile to the "western
regions" and as a journey led by a psychopompos, respectively. On stylistic grounds, the painting
style, as also the palaeography of the inscription, e.g. the elongated oblique hastae of the alphas
forming characteristic apices, suggest a mid 2nd century date, i.e. about or soon after the period of
the Hadrianic neo-classical renovatio, that is especially noticed in provincial "minor arts." Cf. G.
Grimm 1974, pl. 27, no. 18, a classicizing stele dated to the period of Hadrian, from Terenouthis.
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CHAPTER 24

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND DESCRIPTION OF DEMOTIC
LITERARY TEXTS: A PROGRESS REPORT
JAN MERTENS

Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven
The organizers of the Symposium asked us to present, for a wider audience of Egyptologists,
Hellenists, and papyrologists, a project on which my colleague, Mr. Tassier, and I are currently
working.
The aim of the project is to put together a kind of corpus of Demotic literary texts and - in
doing so - to present a general view on Demotic literature as we know it. In fact, Demotic literature (the term is used in its broadest sense) seems to be neglected. In his Grundziige einer
Geschichte der altdgyptischen Literatur, for example, the Egyptologist, Hellmut Brunner (1966)
devotes only five percent of his text to Demotic literature. Although we must admit that many
Demotic texts are very fragmentary we think that such treatment does not do justice to the great
amount of literary texts that have survived and to the richness of the material. Some statistics
included in this paper illustrate this statement.
The features of the project were presented during the Third International Conference of
Demotic Studies in 1987 and were later published in Gittinger Miszellen (Mertens and Tassier
1988, pp. 49-55). At present we have collected 535 items. This is a tentative figure since many
Demotic literary texts remain undiscovered in papyrus collections all over the world.1 Still we think
that this provisional figure gives already an impression of the great amount of texts in the native
literary tradition during the Late and Greco-Roman periods. And Demotic texts form only a part of
that tradition.
One should also look at the number of hieroglyphic and Hieratic literary texts of these periods.
At this moment there is no corpus of such texts. The catalogue made by Madeleine Bellion (1987)
can be used for such a purpose, at least for the papyri. The book catalogues, written on the walls of
some temples of the Greco-Roman period, are another source of information. There are recent studies by Grimm (1989, pp. 159-69) on this subject and a new book which is published from the
"Nachlass" of the late Siegfried Schott (1990). Of course, one should not overlook the literary texts
themselves, written on the temple walls. All of these elements should be brought together to judge
the importance of the native literary tradition.

1. For instance, in Vienna and Copenhagen. Compare contributions by Karl-Theodor Zauzich and Michel Chauveau
during the conference.
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As of August 1990, we have collected 535 Demotic literary and para-literary texts, 2 distributed
as follows:
Table 24.1. Distribution of Demotic Literary and Para-Literary Texts.
GENRE
Narrative

NUMBER
136

Poetical

2

Wisdom

39

Historical/Prophetical

12

Religious

24

Mythological

12

Funerary/Mortuary

36

Magical

18

Omen Literature

27

Juridical

8

Medical

11

Mathematical

7

Astronomical/Astrological

44

School Exercises

38

Onomastica and Word-lists

28

Scientific (others or not specified)

80

Possible Literary Texts

13

TOTAL NUMBER

535

The numbers given in table 24.1 reveal the following tendencies:
1) There is a great continuity in all text categories. Nearly every genre of the classical
pharaonic literature is represented in Demotic except for the traditional "Lamentations"
genre and the love poems.
2) Within the Greco-Roman the same tendency is observed. Most text categories
continued to exist well into the Roman period (second century A.D.). About sixty
percent of the known Demotic literary texts are dated to the Roman period.
3) A quarter of the texts are narrative. This genre is certainly more diverse than the two
Setne texts and the three or four texts from the so-called "Petubastis/Inaros-cycle" that
are most often quoted.
At the Cambridge meeting in 1987 Mr. Tassier and I rather boldly stated that we could finish
the English manuscript by 1990. Unfortunately the progress of the project has been delayed by
several factors. Since we both have jobs outside Egyptology now, we also have to finish the work in
our spare time.
2. Published and unpublished texts, written on all sorts of material. The figure was already obsolete by the time the
conference ended, since many colleagues signalized new texts. It also became clear that literally thousands of
fragments, in different papyrus collections, are still not catalogued.
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Originally we felt that we had to take into account as many unpublished texts as possible.
Otherwise the overall picture would not be complete. During the conference, however, it became
clear that the majority of Demotists were - for different reasons - not in favor of incorporating
systematically unpublished texts; most of those present were in favor of the publication being made
available as soon as possible. We finally accepted this view. Therefore, the catalogue will only
contain published texts. Finally, we are reluctant to put forward a date for the actual publication.
We hope that we shall be able to finish the project by 1995.
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CHAPTER 25

A BILINGUAL ACCOUNT OF MONIES RECEIVED
JAMES H. MIDGLEY

Macquarie University
24 March 235 B.C.
Inv. 499

Provenance unknown

The front of P. Macquarie inv. 499* contains a continuous Greek text and several lines of
Demotic writing to the right and below, which are only partly preserved. Both the Greek and
Demotic hands exhibit a similar style, so that the entire text may have been written by the same
scribe. The hand may be compared, for general appearance, with that of PLB XX 13, recto (Plate
XIII), 252 B.C. Because of the wavy, brushlike strokes, the Greek hand is extremely difficult to
read.
Gesso and a necklace-pattern of brown marks on the front of the papyrus suggest that the fragment is from the lower corner of a chest piece. The back contains vestiges of at least one line of
extremely abraded, scarcely legible writing (written 1).
The Greek text records payments of money from the villages of Arltoic K l , Bepevtrc
Aiytako, and perhaps another village (cf. lines 2-4 and notes), into the bank at Crocodilopolis, and
that of a village, Arsinoe (cf. line 8 and note). The Demotic writing contains the phrase, "the monies
which have been received" (cf. Demotic line c and note), which may indicate that the Demotic por tion of the text is related to the Greek, but the only figures given in the Demotic do not appear to
have any connection with the amounts recorded in the Greek column. However, the Demotic figures
begin at a "day 19" (Demotic line e), where the Greek calculations end (line 10), and the Demotic
also contains the geographical name, "The Place of Berenice," opposite the Greek village name
BepevtK'c Aiyta ob (line 3), which would appear to show a relationship between the Greek and
Demotic texts. Dr. Robert K. Ritner of the Oriental Institute, the University of Chicago, who kindly
read the Demotic for me, reports that the reading of this village in our text appears to confirm that P.
d6m. Lille 6, which contains the only other Demotic attestation of P?- -Brng?, does refer to
BepwtKic AiytAoi, as had been suggested by the editor of the Lille papyrus, and not to BepEvt c
Oecgtopo'no, since the Lille text derives from the meris of Themistes, not that of Polemon.
Bepevtic AiytaXo5 is attested in papyri in the third century B.C. and from the first to the eighth
centuries A.D. As the name implies, it must have lain on the shore of Lake Moeris. According to the
editors of P. Fay., it must have been situated to the northeast of Kasr el Banat (cf. line 3 and note).

* For permission to publish P.Macquarie inv. 499 here I thank Professor E. A. Judge of Macquarie University,
Sydney, Australia.
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The money amounts given in the account may tentatively be assumed to be silver, for no notation is present to the contrary. The "year 12" in line 1 may thus be taken to refer to the reign of
Ptolemy III Euergetes (= 235 B.C.). What the payments represent remains unclear. They are not
assessed by land area, as were, for example, rents on crown land, but by the day, at the rate of 184
drachmas. It seems reasonable to infer rent payments for groups of persons from the villages
named, though no word occurs in the text which throws light on the purpose of the monies. The
amounts are calculated beginning from the first day of the month of Mecheir, up to the nineteenth.
The survey itself is dated in line 1 on the fifth day of Mecheir. Three specific periods are given, and
the length of each can easily be determined from the arithmetic, since the totals are clearly read: 1)
from the first "up to the 5th" (line 5); 2) from the first "up to the 13th" (line 7); 3) from the first "up
to the 6th" (line 9). The total of nineteen days given in line 10 shows that the scribe did not take into
account the five days listed for the unread word (village?) in line 5, but calculated only the number
of days for which money was actually collected, the thirteen days' worth of payments going to the
bank at Crocodilopolis, and the six days' worth of payments for the bank in Arsinoe.
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TRANSLATION
Year 12, Mecheir 5.
From Letous kome,
Berenikis-on-shore,
ios.
Pt ...
Up to the 5th (of the month): (no entry)
To the bank in Crocodilopolis:
Up to the 13th (of the month), at 181 drachmas,
2431 drachmas.
To the bank in Arsinoe:
(o the month), at 183 drachmas,
6th (of
Up to the 6th
1121 drachmas.
Total 19 (days), making 356- drachmas.
DEMOTIC
[...] Pharaoh
a: [...] ...
of/to/for "The Place of Berenice"
b: [...] ...
the monies which have been received
c: ...
(end of a theophoric personal name)
d: [...] ...
e: [...] day 19 (of the month) - 4 (units of payment)
f: [...] day 19 (of the month) - 4 (units of payment)
g: [...] day 19 (of the month) - 4 (units of payment)
h: Regnal year 12 of Pharaoh
i: Ptolemy ...

NOTES TO LINES
1. ("Etouc) t3 M Xep -. 24 March 235 B.C. The alternative dates of 10 March 210 B.C.
or 20 March 193 B.C. are rendered unlikely by the calculation of payments in silver with no
reference to a conversion rate for copper (cf. line 7 and note). This spelling of Mecheir, however, is
more common in documents of the second century B.C., whereas the spelling MegXp prevails in the
third century (Mayser 1970, p. 68, note 2).
[...] Pr-?. "Pharaoh." Dr. Ritner comments that the right hand traces are broken and
a. [...] ...
unclear/dark in the photo. At the end of the line Pr-9 "Pharaoh" would suggest a column heading
with preceding date.
2. ntap& Aritoic K I1(nc). I thank Professor Willy Clarysse for his corrections of this line, and
also of lines 4, 6, and 8. Though a precise parallel for the name is wanting, it is nonetheless assumed
that the village name is simply a variation of Aiuoic ,t6Xtc, on which cf. DGT, pp. 197-98. It should
be pointed out, however, that Mayser gives no instance of itxp6 used in this way with the name of
a village (cf. 1970, vols. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, indices, s.v. 7tap6). However, if Arnroic is taken as a personal name, an impossible situation presents itself, for there is no attested personal name with the
genitive Airioc, except At6d (the goddess Leto). It is perhaps possible, if this is a personal name,
to posit a nominative, Agrync (following the declension of 6XlOic, -o)c), since there is attestation
for a similar name, Aiptnic, in SB V 7597 (second/first century B.C.). If it is a personal name, the
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symbol following must be read as Ko(gdoPpov), rather than K (glc). In Bilabel's list of symbols
only the former usage is given, but it seems plausible that the abbreviation K ( ) could have been
used in other ways as well (Bilabel 1923, col. 2302). The solution which construes Antobc as a
village name seems less problematic than the alternative.
3. Be(pEvtKdoc) Aiytakoi {v }. The village was located in the meris of Themistes, on the
southwest shore of Lake Moeris (cf. DGT 2.1, pp. 42-44; Supp. I, p. 79; Grenfell, Hunt, and
Goodspeed 1907, p. 373; Papyrus Fay., p. 14 and 82.3 and note). The nu at the end of AiytXoo is
apparently a scribal error. The Demotic opposite reads, "The Place of Berenice," which would
appear to confirm the reading of the Greek abbreviation as the same village name, which is found
abbreviated B( ) Aiyta k(oi) or Bep() (cf. PSI VIII 966.3, 4).
4. H ... toc. Professor Clarysse has suggested that this word is a village name certainly beginning with 1it, but it has not yet been identified. DGT gives eighteen geographical names (vol. 4.2,
pp. 198-200) which begin with 1ir-, but none ends in toc, as does the name here.
c. [...] ... n5 hd.w 1-r tw. "the monies which have been received (an idiom = lit., 'which have
come')."
5. o'c e. "Up to/Until the fifth" (of the month), presumably the fifth of Mecheir, the day on
which the document was written (cf. line 1 and note). Apparently this notation applies to the village
whose name remains unread, in the previous line (cf. note), but for some reason no figures were
entered for it.
6. E~i'd tn v v K(poKoiXov) (niiXet) zp(d1nerv). The symbol K (the line above is arched)
occurs in P. Petrie III 53 (1), line 15 for KpoKo6iXv J 6Xtc. The symbol following is the common
sign for to62tc, a dome over an omicron or dot (cf. Bilabel, line c (above, note 2), col. 2303). I thank
Professor Clarysse for reading the sign for rp('tFeav). Besides the central bank in Alexandria,
there were central banks in the nomes, under which operated banks at more local levels, from the
meris to the village (Pr6aux 1939a, pp. 280-97; cf. A. Calderini 1938, pp. 244-78).
7. coc tydv(0) trl (T&Tp6opoXov) (fgutof3pX,,tov) (6p0xgt)
ty (FTP6toXo)
(fo
ov)
The letters a and v in dv(&) have been simplified into a symbol (cf. plate). 184 drachmas x thirteen
days = 2433 drachmas. Since the drachmas are not qualified as copper, it is reasonable to assume
that they are silver. The silver standard was still in effect up to the first half of 210 B.C. (Reekmans
1948, pp. 15-43 and 1949, pp. 324-25; BGU VII, pp. 274-75). The 'year 12' of the text then,
corresponds to 235 B.C., in the reign of Euergetes, instead of in that of Philopator or Epiphanes (cf.
line 1 and note). Moreover, Professor Clarysse informs me that the Demotic hand (because of the
spelling of Ptolemy in line i) cannot be dated before the reign of Ptolemy III.
8. [ ti t]hv v 'Apciv6o't. That r]hv refers to an implied noun, rp&teav, is clear from the
context (cf. line 6). Arsinoe is one of several Arsinoite villages which bore that name (cf. F.
Preisigke Abschn. 16a, s.v. Apciv6r). It cannot be a reference to the nome capital, which occurs in
line 6 (cf. note). The village may be identified with that mentioned in P. Ent. 25.10-11: Kcoalc
'Apcivo6c, tic Os-I 1 1 tgictoi igptioc, ric in't Tou ~jiToc.
d. [...] ... INN1. Dr. Ritner informs me that this is the end of a theophoric personal name.
Perhaps then, it is the Demotic for Apctv6rj, which stands opposite in the Greek.
9. o c . dv(&) iti (tstp6poXov) ( gto3l2tov) (6pa jai)
p4 (tpti~olov). The money
amount, 112 drachmas, 3 obols, is the correct product of 18 drachmas 41 obols for six days. On the
basis of this arithmetic, the very faint traces after oc, which is itself obscure, are read as .
10. (yivovxat) tO (6pagal) Tv. This is the last line of Greek writing. The traces are faint, but
the totals can be calculated from the figures in lines 7 and 9.
e-g. [...] sw 19 4 "Day 19 (of the month) 4 (units of payment)." In line g only the top traces
are preserved. The Demotic appears to be a continuation of the account from day nineteen, where
the Greek account ends.
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CHAPTER 26

DEMOTISCHE TERMINI ZUR
LANDES GLIEDERUNG AGYPTENS
RENATE MULLER-WOLLERMANN
University of Tiibingen
Ausgangspunkt der folgenden Uberlegungen war die Frage Van't Dacks, was denn das demotische Wort t§ nun eigentlich bedeute (Van't Dack 1988, S. 382).1 Impliziert war dabei die Frage,
inwieweit demotisehe und griechische Verwaltungstermini, und das heiBt, sowohi administrativ-geographisehe Termini als auch mit diesen gebildete Beamtentitel, kompatibel seien. Auf den ersten
Blick mu13 nimlich einem Papyrologen - und nicht nur diesem - das demotisehe Begriffsinstrumentarium einigermal~en chaotisch erseheinen. Die Frage Van't Dacks ist denn audi eher von einem
Demotisten, besser: einem Agyptologen, zu beantworten als von einem Papyrologen, denn fur derlei
Fragestellungen soilte nicht nur das demotische Material, sondern auch das zeitgleiche hieroglyphische herangezogen werden. Im ersten Anlauf aufer acht gelassen werden kinnen hingegen die demotischen und kursivhieratischen Texte der Vorptolemaierzeit. Die Zeitgleichheit der herangezogenen
Texte zu beachten ist na*mlich wesentlicher als tibereinstimmende Sprache oder Schrift. Auf dieses
Problem wird noch zuriickzukommen sein. Die Uberlegungen sollen sich auch nicht auf das Wort 6
alleine beschranken, sondern alle wicltigeren geographisch-administrativen Begriffe sollen miteinbezogen werden.
Doch beginnen wir mit dem Wort 6~. Es diirfte Konsens dariber herrschen, daB ts' dem griechischen voRi6;, allgemein mit "Gau" ti*bersetzt, entspricht oder, vorsichtiger formuliert, entsprechen
kann. Aber nicht jeder vog6o' heiBt im Demotischen ts', er kann auch q z heiBen. Da in Texten pharaonischer Zeit das Wort q 'h.t frilber die Bedeutung "Gebiet" aufweist als das Wort t(.5?%)S, k6nnte dieses
Textmaterial den SchluB nahelegen, daB das eine Wort das andere abl6st. Die demotisehen Texte
widerlegen dies allerdings, denn dort kdnnen beide Begriffe nebeneinander stehen (s. z.B.
Spiegelberg 1914a, S. 68 und Tafel 111, Z. 4). Aber: FHr emn und dasselbe Gebiet wird immer dieselbe
Bezeichnung verwendet, sie werden also nicht promiscue benutzt, sondern variieren nach Lokalita**t.
So heift das Fayyiim immer p? t§ ?5rsyn.? bzw. p5"'t6 n ,im,der Pathyrites immer p_? 6 n Pr-Hwt-Hr,um
nur die ha*iufigst belegten zu nennen. Dagegen hei~t der Gau von Koptos stets r? q Qb.t und der von
Asytit stets t.?qh Syw.t, auch hier wiederum nur die ha*iufig belegten. Alle iibrigen Gaue sind nur vereinzelt belegt. 2 Diese lokalen Varietakien haben gute aigyptische Tradition: Im Papyrus Wilbour, dem
man semnen offiziellen, amtlichen Charakter wohi kaum absprechen kann, heift der Verwaltungsbezirk von llardai, in oder bei al-Qais gelegen, immer q '. t, der von Herakleopolis w (Gardiner 1948, 5.
1. Professor Van't Dack sowie Professor Clarysse sei an dieser Stelle fur wertvolle Hinweise gedankt.
2. Die Liste der Belege, die nur nachpharaonische Bezeugungen umfalt und keinen Anspruch auf Vo11stdndigkeit
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39f.). Es scheint, daB in der Spditzeit w jeweils durch t6 ersetzt wurde und q "4.t jeweils als qi erhalten
blieb. Die einzige mir bekannte Ausnahme steilt P. Rylands IX dar, der bezeichnenderweise kein offizielles Dokument ist; er verwendet vereinheitlichend ts' (s. F. Griffith 1909, S. 406 [Index]).-Eine
eingehende Erklarung ffur den Wechsel in der Terminologie kann ich jedoch nicht anbieten. Zurtick
zu ts' und qI in den demotischen Texten. Wenn beide einen vopb; bezeichnen kdnnen, stelit sich
anschliefend die Frage, ob sie dies ausschlieBlich tun ober ob t und qi auch andere geographische
oder administrative Einheiten bezeichnen koinnen. Ur die Antwort gleich vorweg zu nehmen, dies
kinnen sie in der Tat, aber die Abweichungen sind relativ leicht zu erkennen und zu deuten. So kann
ts' in literarisehen Texten unspezifisch verwendet werden, beispielsweise in der Lehre fUr
Anchscheschonqi oder im Mythos vom Sonnenauge, wo mit dem 0 einer Person seine Umgebung
geneint ist.3 Die andere Ausnahme ist der Begriff t n Nw.t. Er bezeichnet nicht den thebanischen
Gau - hierftir gibt es kein einziges Indiz - sondern die Thebais. Er findet sich zumeist in Datierungsangaben, wo Ptolemais, der Sitz der eponymen Priester, als mp6 n Nw.t charakterisiert ist.
DaB Ptolemais nicht im thebanischen vog6;q zu lokalisieren ist, vielmehr im groiBeren Gebiet der
Thebais, liegt auf der Hand. Ein anderer unzweifelhafter Fall sind die Belege fur den Strategen des t§
n Nw.t im Familienarchiv von Asyfit, denn der dort genannte Noumenes ist in griechischen Texten als
Stratege der Thebais bezeugt (Peremans und Van't Dack 1950, S. 25, No. 196; s. audi Mooren und
Swinnen 1975, S. 29, No. 196). Ein drittes Indiz bildet der singukire Beleg eines Schreibers des 6 n
Nw.t T-d-rs (P. Rylands XVII, 2), den ich als Schreiber der Thebais in T?-§d-rs, d.h. im Siidbezirk,
interpretieren modchte. Auf den Terminus Th-_?d-rs wird spater noch zuriickzukommen sein. Bei qz
beschrtinkt sich die Abweichung auf einen Fall. In einem Papyrus aus al-Iiba ist em p5>shn r? qi
belegt (CGC 50148, 6-7). Auf Grund des Fundortes solite man annehmen, daB mit qh der
Herakleopolitische Gau gemeint ist. Da dieselbe Person in einem fast zeitgleichen griechischen Papyrus derselben Provenienz aber als ron(X'pXrjq bezeichnet ist (P. Hibeh I75, 2-3), diirfte her mit qi
wohi eine Toparchie gemeint sein. Die in Frage kommende ist die Koitische, der innerhaib des
Herakleopolites scion immer eine herausragende Bedeutung zukam und die gegen Ende der
Ptolemaerzeit sogar in einen eigenstandigen Gau umgewandelt wurde (Van't Dack 1988, S. 379 mit
Anm. 8). Unter Berticksichtigung dieser ilbersehaubaren und erkliirbaren Ausnahmen kann also festgehalten werden, daB t bzw. qz griechischem vogt6; entspricht.4
Einheitlicher gestaltet sich die Terminologie bei den administrativen Untereinheiten des Gaues,
den Toparchien. Mit Ausnahme des Herakleopolites, wo 'ronocp~t'(x auch mit a~ynjux wiedergegeben
werden kann (s. DGT, Supplement I, 5. 5: "Ay-qpt a6vw und "Ayq~tx 1c&t(o), und dem Fayytim, wo
Sonderverhiiltnisse vorliegen, die spaiter noch erd-rtert werden, zeigt sich folgendes Buld. Toparchien
werden als l.wy).w, eigtl. "Haiuser" oder "Plaitze," bezeichnet. Diese Identifikation wurde bereits,
allerdings ohne Beweisfiihrung, von Sethe (Sethe und Partsch 1920, 5. 264f.) und nach ihm und ohne
Rt'ickgriff auf ihn von Mattha (1945, 5. 72) vorgeschlagen. Den Beweis hierfiir liefert eine ptolema**ische Bilingue aus Idfui, in der griechisches KiXtO r6,'nt demotisch mit n_? '(.wy).w mtz(w) wiedergegeben wird (Devauchelle und Wagner 1982, 5. 90).5 Alle tibrigen mir bekannten Belege lassen nur

3.P.BM1008-4 2-2;I4,21.P Lidn

34,12.4
V
VI.auh .- M6 058,5,1-3.VgA esweteen

6. Zur Person dieses Schreibers s. Vleeming 1984, S. 1053-56.

p1.
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Toparchie des Pathyrites ist hinreichend abgesichert (DGT I, 11, 5. 128, und DGT, Supplement I, S.
42). In ro-mischer Zeit wird in den thebanischen Steuerquittungen des ifteren eine Bank in den n*dlichen '(.wy).w genannt, an die Steuern gezahit werden (Mattha 1945, passim; Lichtheim 1957, passim
v.a. 5. 22). Da die Ostraka aus Madinat UH ii stammen und Djeme in r-mischer Zeit zum
Hermonthitischen Gau gehooirt (Bataille 1952, 5. 64), kommt eine no-rdliche Toparchie als n5' (.wy).w
mhftw in Betracht. Allerdings ist ftir den Hermonthites keine KcXtno)ronccpXbezeugt, so daB eine
definitive Absicherung nicht moiglich ist. Aufgerdem ist in dieser Zeit eine Binteilung der Gaue in pagi
vorherrschend. Auch ist eine Bank in dieser Gegend in den griechisehen Texten nicht belegt, da das
entsprechende griechisehe Formular in den Steuerquittungen anders gehalten ist. Bei anderen Belegen
von n-? '(.wy).w 1st noch unsicherer, ob tatschlich die administrative Einheit einer Toparchie gemeint
ist oder nur eine unspezifische Gegend. N3 (.wy).w steilt jedenfalls em eindeutiges Pendant zu
tronot dar und bietet sich damit auch als Wiedergabe fUrtontcpXic an. Verkompliziert wird der Sachverhalt dadurch, daB oY't6not gelegentlich auch mit m-->>.w wiedergegeben werden kann (Clarysse
1978, 5. 7, und friiher Sethe und Partsch 1920, S. 130f.). Ublicherweise entspricht jedoch der
Singular o6'noq dem demotischen m>-- dies wird jedoch nur bei hiermit gebildeten Beamtentiteln
virulent. Fur die pagi ro-mischer Zeit ist kein demotisches Pendant bezeugt.
Vollig anders gestaltet sich die Unterteilung des Fayyiim. In ptolemaiischer Zeit findet sich in den
griechischen Texten eine Gaueinteilung in Nomarchien und drei R1cpi6E;. Die Nomarchien sind
durchweg mit Personennamen verbunden, was darauf hinweist, daB sie, zumindest urspriinglich,
keine geographischen Begriffe darstellten, sondern Herrschaftsbereiche (A. Samuel 1966, 5. 220-22).
Dartiber hinaus sind zwar Toparchen belegt, aber keine Toparchien. MOiglicherweise umfaBten die
EinfluBbereiche der Toparchen nur einige DOirfer. In demotischen Texten wird gupiq einheitlich mit
tny.t wiedergegeben; die Belege hierftir sind Legion. Daneben existieren zwei Untereinheiten des
Fayytim It, naimlich "t mz und "t rs t.? hny Mr-wr.7 Diese sind allerdings identisch mit den zahlre
cheren griechischen Nomarchien (Peremans und Van't Dack 1953, 5. 79). Da die Aufteilung deF
Fayyfim keine pharaonischen Voral*ufer kennt, sind die Termini tny.t und "t neu geschaffen. So ver
wundert der Begriff tny.t, der in ahnlich groBriumigem Sinn im administrativ-geographischen
Bereich bis dahin unbekannt ist. Er diirfte eine direkte Ubersetzung des Wortes gipiq darstellen.
Andere Verwendungsweisen auBerhalb des Fayyfim sind auch in griechisch-r-mischer Zeit nicht
gelii*ufig. 8 Eine Eins-zu-Eins-Zuordnung der beiden WO-rter ist also gegeben. Die in griechischen
Texten nicht bezeugten Toparchien lauteten demotisch wie im tibrigen Agypten "'(.wy). w, belegt sind
allerdings nur die '(.wy).w bnr (s. Reymond 1973, 5. 13f. und 103f.). In rtimischer Zeit bleiben die
drei gi-pi&5Eq bzw. tny.t bestehen. Auf niederer Ebene finden sich in griechischen Texten zahlreiche
Toparchien, die durchnumeriert sind, also den pagi im tibrigen Agypten entsprechen dfirften. Hierftir
ist kein demotisehes Aquivalent bezeugt.
Fu*r gautibergreifende Verwaltungseinheiten findet sich nur fUr die Thebais der Terminus 0 n
Nw.t, der bereits genannt wurde und der keinem Zweifel unterliegt. Als weitere Bezeichnung desselben Gebiets wurde Ti? -§d-rs in die Diskussion eingebracht. Dem sind allerdings gewisse Vorbehalte

8. Vgl. aber EcF-pltouOFwvogepig im Oxyrhynchites: DGTII, S. 269.
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Zauzich 1978). Dies bedeutet zum einen, daB Ti-gd-rs und t n Nw.t nicht identisch sein kdnnen
der oberste Beamte von T--d-rs, denn nur dies kann p-? T?->d-rs meinen, kann nicht Untergebener
eines leitenden Beamten desselben Gebiets sein. Zum anderen aber besteht oberhaib der Gauebene
und unterhaib der Thebais keine weitere feste Verwaltungseinheit. 9 Also kann p.? B-d-rs nur entweder ein unspezifischer Ausdruck sein, was unwahrscheinlich ist, da em spezifischer Verwaltungsbeamter genannt ist, oder T--d-rs solite eine traditionelle Gau- oder Gebietsbezeichnung darstellen.
In diesem Fall ige es nahe, den Gau von Syene oder die ihn umfassende Gegend so zu umschreiben.
Fur andere gauiibergreifende Verwaltungseinheiten wie die Heptanomia oder das Delta sind keinerlei
spezifisehe Termini bezeugt. Dies mag zum einen damit zusammenhingen, daB demotisehe Texte aus
Mittehigypten und dem Delta relativ selten sind, hauptsaichlich aber wohl damit, daB die Texte der
hbchsten Verwaltungsebene vorwiegend in Griechisch abgefaBt sind.
Der zweite Teil der Uberlegungen - neben den Termini ffr Verwaltungseinheiten - betrifft die
damit konstruierten Beamtentitel. Da ein und dieselben Personen sowohl in griechischen als auch in
demotischen Texten auftreten ko-nnen, scheint sich hier eine einzigartige M6glichkeit zu bieten, Emszu-Eins-Zuordnungen vorzunehmen. Jedoch zeigt sich recht bald, daB die hierin gesetzten Hoffnungen trudgen. Die tatsdichlichen Doppelnennungen sind weit geringer an Zahi, als man erwarten kinnte.
Nicht in Betracht gezogen werden sollen im folgenden griechische Beamtentitel, die transliteriert un
Demotischen wiedergegeben werden wie z.B. (Tprpcyqy; (hierzu s. Clarysse 1987, S. 9ff.); sie werfen
kaum Probleme auf. Gemeint sind vielmehr demotische Wbrter igyptischer Provenienz, die zumeist
sehr unspezifisch erseheinen wie z.B. sln oder hr.y. In bezug auf shn haben Peremans und Van't
Dack fuir die Ptolemaerzeit sehr klar aufgezeigt, daB einfaches shn einem otKov6goo entspricht, waihrend shn m2? "Orts-shn" einen 6plcxov bezeichnet, sei es em Nomarch, Meridarch, Toparch oder
Komarch, je nach der, wie shn m.? im folgenden ndiher spezifiziert ist (1953, S. 95ff.). Fur die romische Zeit fehlen meines Wissens die Belege, ur irgendwelche Aussagen zuzulassen. Problematischer
ist die Bestimmung des p-> hr.y, zu dem verschiedenenorts bereits Uberlegungen angesteilt wurden
hr.y
(Smith und Tait 1984, S. 48; Van't Dack 1988, S. 285-87). Am haiufigsten belegt ist der p->->
10
Nw.t. Die Schltisselfigur hierzu ist ein rmy2?s p.? r.y Nw.t, der auf einem Holztafelchen aus dem
Jahre 110 v.Chr. aus Gabalain als Empfanger von Strafzahlungen genannt ist (DI StraBburg 13, s.
Kaplony-Heckel 1966, S. 143f. und Tafeln 38f.). Dieser Mann ist mit Sicherheit identisch mit einer
gleichnamigen Person, die in gleicher Angelegenheit in einem griechischen Papyrus aufgefihrt wird
und dort den Titel o' idtiiv 7tpo(T65w(v tragt (P. gr Amherst II131, s. Betr6' 1984, 5. 41ff.). Die Titel
p->- Iir.y Nw.t und o' Fid t rc'ovtpo(Y66w(v sind also als d'iquivalent zu betrachten. Letzterer bezeichnet
einen leitenden Finanzbearnten und tritt seit deii 2. Jh. v.Chr. gerne zu dem des Strategen liinzu. Sein
Funktionsbereich ahnelt dem des Thebarchen, der gleichfalls fiskalische Aufgaben hat. Der Titel
hr.y Nw.t darstellen, aber solange die
e3jPipX%~wiirde sicherlich emn geeigneteres Pendant zu p-?>>
Identitat von to i-Wntv tpoao6ov und Ofni 36pxfl nicht restlos geklairt ist, sollte die textlich nachhr.y Nw.t und o"E'Ww i"%v
poo76&ov beibehalten werden.
weisbare Gleichsetzung von p->->
Als weiteres Problem stellt sich hier zudem wieder die Frage, ob mit Nw.t Theben oder die

10. Zu den Belegen s. Van't Dack 1988.
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rem Hrmy?s, d.h. p5" 1r.y Nw.t bezeichne einen Finanzbeamten des Thebanischen Gaues und nicht
einen der Thebais, so soilte doch verwundern, daB ausgerechnet dieser Titel als einziger genannt ist,
wo es sich im Text jeweils ur eine Angelegenheit in Gabalain handelt und Irmy2?s auch Gaufirst des
Pathyrites war. Bin Beamter der Thebais aber, der finanzielle Angelegenheiten im Pathyrites regelt,
ist hingegen durchaus denkbar. Die Indizien sprechen also dafir, in P2? hr.y Nw.t einen Beamten der
Thebais zu sehen - J. Thomas bezeichnet ihn als niederen Strategen (1975b, S. 40f.). Diese
Annahme wird gesttitzt durch die Belege des p5> hr.y Nw.t in den berejts erwainten von Zauzich
herausgegebenen Elephantine-Papyri (P. Berlin P. 15522, P. Berlin P. 13543). Dort ist er offenbar
einem p-? T-3d-rs vorgesetzt. Was immer letzterer im einzelnen auch sein mag, einen Finanzbeamten
der Thebais anzunehmen liegt hier naher als einen Nomarchen des Thebanisehen Gaues. Wenn nun
p.? hr.y Nw.t ein Finanzbeamter der Thebais ist, steilt sich anschlief3end die Frage, was em p.? hr.y t
ist. Der einzige Beleg, der zu dieser Fragestellung inhaitlich etwas abwirft, zeigt wiederum, daB er
mit finanziellen Angelegenheiten befalt ist (P. U.C. 31906, s. Smith und Tait 1984, S. 43-49).
Welcher griechische Titel ihm entspricht, mu13 dahingesteilt bleiben. Die ibrigen Belege dieses Typs
lassen vom Kontext her iberhaupt keine Deutung zu. Festgehalten werden kann also nur, daB em p->
Ir.y wohl die Finanzoberhoheit ilber das Gebiet, das er verwaltet, ausiibt.
Als Fazit ergibt sich, da13 griechisehe Termini fiir geographisehe Verwaltungseinheiten im
Demotischen in der Regel mit nur einem Wort wiedergegeben werden, griechische Beamtentitel hingegen oft mit mehreren. Dies mag u.a. damit zusammenh*ngen, daB die territorialen Binheiten in

griechisch-ro-mischer Zeit seltener einem Wechsel unterworfen waren als der zugehbirige Beamtenapparat. Wechsel in letzterem wurde aber im Griechisehen durch gleich bleibende Termini ha*iufig
kaschiert, man denke nur an die Funktionserweiterung beim itrpwnr~y6q. Das Agyptische dagegen
kann sich diesem Wechsel durchaus in anderer Weise anpassen. Verwiesen sei auf die versehiedenen
Wiedergabemo*glichkeiten von arpotiqyy6; Und es steht nicht an, in der demotischen Terminologie
mehr Konsistenz zu erwarten, als von der Sachiage her gegeben war (s. hierzu A. Samuel 1966., 5.
2 13-29, bes. 5. 229).

ANHANG: BELEGE ZUR DISTRIBUTION VON t&v UND q ~IN
VERB INDUNG MIT GAUNAMEN
tg n Nb:
t§ Db?:
n Pr-Hwt-Hr:
dn Hb:
d n Whe:
t§ Hmnw:
tn Hwt-nn-nsw:
t§ 2rsyn2? /dt n iM:
t§ Mn -nfr:
dn Wn-[im:
d~ S Ir:

P. Heidelberg 723
P. Elephantine P.
I, Elephantine V
passim
Devauchelle und Wagner 1984, 11, 5. 18; Spiegelberg 1914a, S. 68f. und Tafel III
Spiegelberg 1914a, S. 68f. und Tafel III
DP Michaelides A
P. Mallawi 483
passim
P. Berlin P. 13575
P. Innsbruck
P. Louvre E. 3334

q ~Qb.t:
q ijn-Mnw:
q0 Syw.t:

passim
Spiegelberg 1914a, S. 68f. und Tafel 111; 1904, 5. 160-62
passim
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CHAPTER 27

DEMOTIC AND GREEK OSTRACA
IN THE THIRD CENTURY B.C.
BRIAN MUHS

The University of Pennsylvania
The Demotic script came into use in the seventh century B.C., but Demotic ostraca were rare
until the third century B.C. Then between 275 B.C. and 225 B.C. Demotic ostraca became relatively
common, particularly at Elephantine and Thebes, but also at other Upper Egyptian sites. After 225
B.C. Demotic ostraca became rare again until the second century B.C. 1
Most of these third century B.C. Demotic ostraca are receipts for the payment of taxes. The use
of receipts in Egypt was probably not a Ptolemaic innovation, since some Demotic receipts on
papyri appear already in the sixth century B.C (listed in Thissen 1980, pp. 105-25). However, the
relatively widespread use of receipts on ostraca in the third century B.C. may be related to the
introduction of tax farming to Egypt by the Ptolemies. 2 Although Ptolemaic tax farmers merely
underwrote the collection of taxes, in contrast to their predecessors in fourth century B.C. Athens
who actually collected them, they still had an interest in maximizing the amount of tax collected
and hence their profits (see Rostovtzeff 1941, pp. 327-30 and Bingen 1978a). The use of receipts
on ostraca may then have developed to protect the taxpayers from overzealousness or even fraud
on the part of the tax farmers.
The relative lack of Demotic ostraca after 225 B.C. may be due in large part to the revolt in the
Thebaid between 205 B.C. and 186 B.C. However, it may be significant that the number of ostraca
seems to diminish well before the beginning of the revolt.
Among the third century B.C. Demotic ostraca from Elephantine and Thebes, the most common
receipts are for the hd nhb or 'yoke tax,' the swn nhh or 'price of oil,' and the hd hm' or 'salt tax.'
Receipts for these taxes are equally common at Elephantine and Thebes. Receipts for the hd 'rt or
'forced labor tax' 3 and the hd nhy or 'ivory tax' are common, but are found only at Elephantine.
Receipts for the hd mr hs.t or 'burial tax' are common, but are found primarily at Thebes. Other
rarer receipts include those for the tn in-&n or 'veil tax,' the hd (wy or 'house tax,' the hd hnk.t or
1. Pestman (1967, pp. 2-8) cites two ostraca between 325 B.C. and 275 B.C., 110 ostraca between 275 B.C. and 225
B.C., six ostraca from between 225 B.C. and 175 B.C., 224 ostraca 175 B.C. and 75 B.C., and seven ostraca between
75 B.C. and 25 B.C. I have seen about 175 published third century B.C. Demotic ostraca from Elephantine and about
160 published third century B.C. Demotic ostraca from Thebes. In addition, I have examined about fifty unpublished
third century B.C. Demotic ostraca from Thebes in the Oriental Institute collection and about twenty unpublished
third century B.C. Demotic ostraca are described in Dr. George Hughes' Catalog of Demotic Texts in the Brooklyn
Museum (unpublished manuscript).
2. Suggested to me by Dr. Robert Ritner.
3. Not 'scroll tax': see Devauchelle 1983, p. 32 and Shelton 1988a, p. 137.
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'beer tax,' and the hd tgy or 'fruit tax.' 4 This variety of taxes differs from that found in contemporary tax registers from the Faiyum, which are dominated by the 'salt tax.' The absence of receipts
for payments in kind, particularly grain receipts, also contrasts with later periods, when they
become quite common.
The form of these receipts is very terse, usually only naming the taxpayer, the amount brought
by the taxpayer, the tax for which it is brought, the scribe or scribes, and the date. They virtually
never name the person or institution receiving the payment, for example, or any other additional
information.
There are, of course, exceptions to this rule. The receipts for the hd mr h s.t or 'burial tax'
name the person or persons being interred in the necropolis, as well as the person or institution
which presumably receives the payment, which is the mr frs.t or 'overseer of the necropolis.' The
most frequently named mr frs.t or 'overseer of the necropolis' is Imn-rwl s Twtw. In addition to mr
jhys.t or 'overseer of the necropolis,' he is also called the rt or 'representative' of P5-di-Imn-nswt.wy, who is in turn called the mr sn or 'lesonis-priest,' the 9 n pr or 'majordomo,' and possibly the
rt n pr Mnt or 'representative of the estate of Mont.' The last suggests that the hd mr fhs.t or 'burial
tax' was ultimately paid to a temple rather than to the state, a conclusion which is supported by
receipts for 'burial taxes' in which the phrase r hw.t-ntr or 'for the temple' occurs where one would
normally find the name of the tax (see Malinine 1961, pp. 137ff. and Wtngstedt 1974-75, pp. 743).
Greek ostraca became relatively common in Egypt at about the same time as Demotic ostraca.
Those from Upper Egypt include a large number of receipts for the payment of taxes, frequently
with Demotic subscriptions. About half of these Greek and Greek-Demotic receipts are for the
&Xhi or 'salt tax'; the remainder represent a wide variety of less well attested taxes.5 This variety of taxes differs from that found on purely Demotic receipts, but resembles that found on contemporary tax registers from the Faiyum insofar as they are also dominated by the 'salt tax.'
Unlike the Demotic receipts, the Greek and Greek-Demotic receipts provide the name of the
tax collector, who usually but not always has a Greek name. Studies of Greek and Greek-Demotic
receipts for the &XtKfqg or 'salt tax' have shown that individual tax collectors are usually well
attested for a few years, and then disappear. They have also shown that individual tax collectors
regularly employed the same scribes to sign the Demotic subscriptions on their receipts (Remondon
1952, pp. 1-15 and Shelton 1988b, pp. 15-18). However, it should also be noted that the same
scribes regularly sign purely Demotic receipts for the hd hm? or 'salt tax' in the same years. Clearly
the same offices produced both the Demotic and the Greek receipts, at least in the case of the 'salt
tax.'

4. From Elephantine there are twelve receipts for the hd rt or 'forced labor tax,' one receipt for the hd mr frs.t or
'burial tax,' twenty-eight receipts for the hd nhb or 'yoke tax,' forty-nine receipts for the swn nhh or 'price of oil,'
twenty receipts for the hd nhy or 'ivory tax,' and forty-four receipts for the hd hmi or 'salt tax.' From Thebes there
are fifty-eight receipts for the hd mr frs.t or 'burial tax,' thirty-nine receipts for the hd nhb or 'yoke tax,' thirty-four
receipts for the swn nhh or 'price of oil,' and forty-one receipts for the hd hm? or 'salt tax.' From Elephantine and
Thebes together there are three receipts for the tn in-in or 'veil tax,' four receipts for the hd "wy or 'house tax,' ten
receipts for the hd h.nk.t or 'beer tax,' and four receipts for the hd tgy or 'fruit tax.' Taxes for which there are only
one or two receipts have been omitted.
5. I have seen 127 published third century B.C. Greek and Greek-Demotic receipts on ostraca from Upper Egypt, and
six unpublished examples in the Oriental Institute collection, of which fifty-eight have Demotic subscriptions, many
of them unpublished. Sixty-four of these receipts are for the xlucfrg or 'salt tax,' eleven are for 'the tax of month
x,' five are for the eperv or 'wool tax,' five are for va43xta, a volume used to measure earth moved, presumably
during compulsory labor, four are for the vtrpicif; or 'soda tax,' four are for i1aXor or 'oil,' three are for the
&tojtoipag, paid in wine, and three are for inpoi, paid in wheat. There are receipts for even rarer taxes, of which
some may be alternate names for more common taxes.
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So far these Demotic and Greek receipts on ostraca have been discussed as sources of information about the administration that issued them. However, they can also be used as sources of information about the taxpayers to whom they were issued. Admittedly, individual receipts do not provide much information about a taxpayer, but it is not uncommon to find several receipts belonging
to the same taxpayer, particularly among the Demotic ostraca. 6
These ostraca 'archives' are quite informative. The appearance of receipts for the hd mr hys.t
or 'burial tax' in several Theban ostraca archives, for example, suggests a funerary occupation for
the owners of these receipts, and indeed in a few cases they are explicitly titled wih-mw or
'choachyte.' The appearance of several owners of Theban ostraca archives together on lists of
people on ostraca similarly suggests that they were members of the same small community, rather
than a random sample of the presumably large population of Thebes.
Surprisingly, at least four of these Theban ostraca archives belong to people also named on
Theban papyri from the third century B.C., not merely as witnesses, but as contracting parties. The
papyri deal for the most part with the purchase or inheritance of houses and tombs. The numbers of
tombs involved suggests that they were not for personal or familial use, but were instead a source
of income, presumably in return for carrying out funerary rituals, an interpretation consistent with
the title wh-mw or 'choachyte' occasionally given on the ostraca. The title usually given on the
papyri, however, is wn n Imn-ipy n pr-imnt Niw.t or 'pastophore of Amenope in the west of Thebes,'
a title often associated with but not the same as the title 'choachyte' (see Schinborn 1976). The
locations of the houses is usually given as the 'Northern Quarter of Thebes,' either 'in the House of
the Cow' or 'to the west of the temenos of the Temple of Mont Lord of Thebes,' although one
group of papyri, the archive of Psemminis son of Bel, also deals with houses in Djeme, modern
Medinet Habu. In fact, the lists of neighbors given to identify the houses makes it clear that most of
the people mentioned in these papyri were neighbors, a conclusion consistent with the appearance
of several of these people together on lists of people on ostraca.
I would like to suggest that the concentration of 'choachytes' and 'pastophores' in this community may be due to its location near the temple of Mont at Karnak. As I noted earlier, there is some
evidence suggesting that the administration of the necropolis was run by a temple, specifically the
temple of Mont. If this suggestion is correct, it would perhaps not be surprising to find a large concentration of 'choachytes' and 'pastophores' in the neighborhood.

6. Among the 220 Demotic ostraca from third century B.C. Thebes that I have seen, 140 belong to twenty-five individuals named on more than one Demotic ostracon. Among the 133 third century B.C. Greek ostraca from Upper
Egypt, particularly Thebes, that I have seen, sixteen belong to four individuals named on more than one Greek
ostracon. Five more belong to three individuals also named on Demotic ostraca.
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CHAPTER 28

REPORT ON NEW DEMOTIC TEXTS

FROM TUNA-EL-GEBEL
ABDEL-HALIM NUR-EL-DIN
Cairo University
During the cleaning operations and excavations undertaken by the archaeological mission of
Munich University in Tuna-el-Gebel from 1979 to 1988, and by both Cairo University and Munich
University since 1989, various materials were found, the most interesting of which were the coffins
of the ibises, whether of stone or wood or in the form of jars.
Professor Sami Gabra, when excavating in Tuna-el-Gebel in the name of Cairo University in
the 1930s, found thousands of ibis coffins, among which a few were inscribed in Demotic. Among
the Demotic texts found at that time was the relatively long list of proper names registered on what
seems to be a wooden coffin lid, which is now kept in the museum of the Faculty of Archaeology at
Cairo University. This is the text which I shed light upon at the Third International Congress of
Demotists at Cambridge in 1987. It consists of twenty-six lines on the recto and fifteen lines on the
verso and is characterized by the almost consistent presence of the word p? ntr preceding proper
names. In the same Cambridge congress, Professor Thissen, who was one of the participants in the
Munich Archaeological Mission at Tuna-el-Gebel, informed me of the presence of somewhat similar texts written on ibis coffins discovered at Tuna by the Munich Mission and was kind enough to
send me xeroxed copies of the facsimiles he made of these texts. Our joint mission working at Tuna
since 1989 also came up with a great number of various kinds of ibis sarcophagi which also bear
Demotic inscriptions.
Apart from the long text of the Cairo University Museum which might represent an official
register of persons concerned, in one way or another, with the mummified ibises, our texts, as well
as those of Thissen, are of simple form which could be summed up as follows:
1) Wsir p.-hb p5 ntr + a proper name
2)

h..t-sp + p? ntr + proper names + r in.w r Hmnw

3)

p5 ntr + proper name(s) + n-tr.t (by the hand of) + proper name

4)

p. ntr + proper name + shW

5)

p5 ntr + proper name

6) just a proper name
Apart from these inscribed coffins in which p? ntr followed by a proper name is a common feature,
thousands of uninscribed ibis coffins also were found.
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The breeding of the ibises and the different aspects of their cult, such as their feeding, death,
mummification, and burial, have already been discussed by many scholars (Preisigke and
Spiegelberg 1914, p. 33; Ray 1976, pp. 136ff.; de Cenival 1977, pp. 24ff.; and Smelik 1979, pp.
225-41), while the type of inscriptions we are dealing with have never been interpreted.
These inscriptions raise the following questions:
1) Who is p ntr in these texts?
2)

Who are the persons mentioned after p? ntr?

3)

Why are some coffins inscribed while others are not?

As to who is the p5 ntr, I had suggested, at the Cambridge meeting in 1987 - but with some
hesitation, that it indicates the ibis god itself. Since then, I have studied two other texts, from Tuna
also, which might support this point of view. The first of these texts, in the Cairo University
Museum reads: Wsir p5 hb p? ntr P?-tj-Unm (s?) Srtn, "the deceased ibis, i.e. the god (of) P-tjUnm son of Srtn." The second text, of which I have only a photograph, was found in the 1989
excavation season. It reads: [...] p? hb p ntr Thwtj-i-ir-tjzs s2 Tj-n-im w, "The ibis, the god (of)
Thwtj-i-ir-tj- s son of Tj-n-im w." The word p5 ntr in the first example seems to be in apposition to
Wsir and p? hb, while in the second example it is in apposition to p? hb. Hence, we might conclude
that p_ ntr is the p? hb and that both represent the deceased or mummified ibis.
As for the second question concerning the identity of the persons named after p5 ntr, we notice
in these inscriptions three categories of proper names: a name following p? ntr, another sometimes
following r-in s w, and a third following either r-tr.t or sh.
Three recommendation letters, found at Tuna-el-Gebel (see Zaghloul 1985) addressed by the
priests of the temple of Thwtj at Tuna, to three persons living in the Faiyum, mention that the wb n
Thwtj and the stmw n n? hb.w are asked to go to Hierakonpolis and other places in the Faiyum to
collect and bring the mummies of the holy ibises to their resting place in Tuna. The text reads: r in
p_ hb hpr p2j;f wd? r Hmnw p2j]f .wj-htp: "to bring the ibis who has died (whose death has happened) to Hmnw his resting place."
We know from previous studies concerned with the ibis cult that the w b n Thwtj and the stm.w9 were the people in charge of breeding and caring for the living and dead ibises. It is clear from
the previous text, that they were also charged with collecting their dead bodies from different
localities in order to bring them to their burying place at Tuna-el-Gebel.
According to this text we might conclude that - in the texts under study - the name usually
following r in w or r tr.t must be that of the w b.w or the stmw- '9.This conclusion leaves only one
alternative as to the name after p5 ntr: it must have been the name of the person dedicating the
sacred animal to the god in order to receive his blessings and to immortalize his name (Preisigke
and Spiegelberg 1914, p. 33; de Cenival 1977, pp. 24-29; and Smelik 1979, pp. 233-34).
This conclusion might help to clarify our third question: why are some coffins inscribed, while
others are not?
Since the burying of ibises happened only once a year and the number of buried ibises at each
yearly event ranged from hundreds to thousands, it would be possible to suggest that the inscribed
coffins were those which had been dedicated by individuals, while the uninscribed ones were those
of dead ibises which were mummified and buried without being dedicated, since the number of
dedicators must have been much smaller than the number of buried ibises.
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CHAPTER 29

THE BASILIKOS GRAMMATEUS
JOHN F. OATES

Duke University
In this paper' I wish to examine some aspects of the office of catktX6bg ypu oqtarg as this
bureaucratic designation occurs during the Ptolemaic administration of Egypt from the middle of
the third century B.C. to the reforms of Augustus in 31 B.C. My concentration will be on the Greek
documents of the third century B.C. with some indication of the importance of the Demotic evidence of the period and of both the Greek and Demotic evidence of the later Ptolemaic period. My
remarks are reflections of problems that have bothered me in editing a series of Duke texts and do
not represent even what could be called a "work in progress."
I hope, nonetheless, to raise questions which the evidence presents and which, if valid, call for
a reevaluation of the office, duties, and status of the basilikos grammateus and, by extension, of
other officials, e.g. the strategos and the oikonomos, in the Ptolemaic bureaucratic system. It seems
to me that the evidence for this period shows a much different conceptualization than we have been
inclined to impose on it in the past. Specifically we have unthinkingly used the model of the situation during the period of Roman domination to schematize that of the Ptolemaic period. A rereading
of the evidence informed by a different point of view and different questions will, I believe, lead to
a different appreciation of the nature and functioning of officials in the Ptolemaic system. This
system was much less rigid and much more flexible than we have believed in the past and its
dynamics more individualistic.
Let us then turn to the texts, primarily the Greek texts of the third century B.C., and examine
what we find there. First we can observe that all
uatctrtoi ypt tcreig have Egyptian names and
are clearly ethnically and culturally Egyptian; they are bilingual as well. (This situation obtains for
the entire Ptolemaic period.) Furthermore, no one has ever questioned that the Pcatatlbg;
yptggojteug is a translation of the Demotic for "scribe of the Pharaoh." This last fact is significant
and I will return to it below.
There are approximately twenty-five to thirty Greek texts (see the Appendix) of the third century B.C. which mention the oatXltxbg ypatr'ig;t
or the pot ,tcol ypagtarit . I have excluded
those mentioned in circulars addressed to various officials in numerous places, such as the Revenue
Laws and which mention the Pfat1tKO' ypccjgcrrEig among other functionaries. I have excluded as

1. This paper remains virtually the same as that delivered to the Symposium "Life in a Multi-Cultural Society" at the
Oriental Institute on September 6, 1990. I have added a few references and the Appendix. These two features do
not make this presentation a work of scholarship and the disclaimer in the text remains valid. I would like to thank
William H. Willis and Zola Packman for their comments and help. I am grateful to Klaus Maresch for discussion of
the question and for making available unpublished Cologne material.
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well dubious and uncertain readings. I have not attempted to come to terms with all of those which
occur in the Petrie papyri.
There are certain characteristics of these documents which I wish to stress and which I will try
to convince the reader are significant in reordering the thinking about the PX1oXt K; ypC.r;.
First, in a number of cases more than one basilikos grammateus appears and these basilikoi
grammateis seem to be acting together. Second, it is extremely rare to find a basilikos grammateus
associated with a geographical area and specifically with a nome. In numbers, there are seven
g are mentioned and seem to be working together (P. Cair.Zen.
cases where pcathXtKo yp cgLwgocrEi
III 59387, PSI V 502, P. Zen. Pestm. 18, P. Hib. I 98, P. Eleph. 24, and P. Lille 1 [= P. Zen. Pestm.
A]; perhaps also P. Cair. Zen. III 59472) and thus about twenty cases where a singular P lt lK;t
ypaggCarzieg works alone. In only two cases are there specific indications that the function of the
basilikos grammateus is tied to a geographical location. In one the expression xob vogob (BGU III
1006) is used and the other is definitely ambiguous (P. Cair. Zen. II 59236). In the Greek papyri of
the second and first centuries B.C. there is only one instance where the basilikos grammateus is
attached to a place among more than 100 citations.
As to the function of the basilikos grammateus I have not tried to define or place his role in
specific terms and it appears dubious that such can be determined without reference to other members of the Ptolemaic bureaucracy. The importance of the office can be noted from two instances:
one, where Pankestor cannot plant some land because the basilikoi grammateis have not yet measured it (PSI V 502) and the other, where Zenon is called upon to mediate a dispute between a
newly landed cleruch and the basilikoi grammateis about the correct mode of measuring his grant
(P. Cair. Zen. I 59132). Both cases attest to the importance of the office and its holders.
Furthermore, the basilikoi grammateis seem to be the only members of the bureaucracy for whom
knowledge of both Egyptian and Greek was a requisite. We must also remember the social and
political importance of the "scribe" in pharaonic Egypt. Professor Zauzich (1968) has shown the
continued importance in the Ptolemaic period for the Demotic evidence. Thus we can safely think
of the basilikos grammateus as an important part of the Ptolemaic system even if we cannot now be
precise about the role of the office and its holders.
The evidence in the Demotic texts does not change this picture. I have not conducted a systematic search for all such texts and as many scholars know such a search is not easy for the Greek
papyrologist/historian who does not have a knowledge of Egyptian and who is not familiar with
likely places of publication of such texts (see the Appendix). In the texts I have examined, a designation of place of competence is rarely used and clearly there is no systematic scheme for so identifying such scribes. One other question causes me difficulties; apparently officials are designated
"scribe" when "scribe of Pharaoh" may be meant. I will undoubtedly need help in assessing the
Demotic evidence on the point (Pestman 1989, pp. 137-58).
What do we make of this evidence to interpret the role of the basilikos grammateus in the
Ptolemaic bureaucracy? For a fresh approach to such a question, we must first look at the traditional
view. All who work in the texts and history of Greco-Roman period Egypt know that during the
period of Roman domination of Egypt the basilikos grammateus was the second in command in
each of the nomes of Egypt and could act vice the strategos, the nome governor. These basilikoi
grammateis were Alexandrian citizens and frequently Roman citizens as well. They normally
served a term of three years in office, often succeeding to the office of strategos. If they did not
immediately fill the higher office, then they served as a strategos later on although not necessarily
in the same nome. The term of the strategos was normally three years and some served terms in
more than one nome. These strategoi were also Alexandrians and frequently Roman citizens as
well. It is very likely that each of the strategoi had served a term as a basilikos grammateus prior to
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service as a governor. Thus, during the Roman period to at least the middle of the third century, the
scheme was neat and regular, but we must ask if this scheme has any relevance to the situation of
the Ptolemaic period.
The only study dedicated to the basilikos grammateus is a Berlin dissertation by Biedermann
(1913). I have not seen this work, for it does not exist in any North American library. We all know
that the author had at his disposal but a fraction of the evidence available today and we know that
he wrote at a time when most papyrologists/historians were not sensitive to (nor had enough evidence of) the great differences between the Ptolemaic system and that inaugurated by Augustus
and used (with modifications) for nearly 300 years. It is evident from the comments of later papyrologists and historians of the Ptolemaic period that Biedermann projected the Roman scheme, one
basilikos grammateus to a nome and no more, back into the Ptolemaic period. He has been followed by every editor of Ptolemaic texts, particularly when they try to explain away multiple
basilikoi grammateis and to rationalize the cases where a basilikos grammateus serves for some
years, then another basilikos grammateus is cited, and then the first reappears. Biedermann was
aware of plural basilikoi grammateis in individual documents but apparently did not attempt to
essay an explanation. (He knew of only two such texts out of the great quantity, even then, from
the period 300 B.C. to A.D. 300.) Subsequent editors have used a variety of explanations for multiple basilikoi grammateis. Either the term is used of multiple subordinates of the basilikos
grammateus of the nome or the basilikoi grammateis of more than one nome are acting together.
I do not think such explanations are adequate. They are not supported by any explicit evidence
and run contrary to the usual principles of interpreting documentary texts. I believe any explanation
acting together, for the lack of
must account for the existence of multiple fakttKOi yp tarEt
geographical designation in almost all Ptolemaic texts, and must attempt to see what connection
obtains between the earlier Egyptian office of "scribe," particularly the "scribe of Pharaoh" and the
basilikos grammateus. It is true that the evidence does not explicitly define the role and place of
the basilikos grammateus in the bureaucracy, but it does certainly suggest that the previous interpretation and comments of papyrologists have been overly schematic and overly simplified.
Eventually the answers, if there are any clear ones, will be found in connection with study of
other offices in the Ptolemaic system of management. I do believe we have applied overly rigid
schemes seeking a tidy organizational structure. After all neither Ptolemy I nor his son
Philadelphus (nor the wizard dioiketes Apollonios) used the services of a management consultant
firm for organizational advice and would not have understood such practice.
If we abandon the oversimplified explanation of the role of the basilikos grammateus, we must
yry; and the oitK6votoq.
accept the consequences for other officials. Here I would refer to the crp
Leon Mooren has argued that the strategos continued to have military functions along side any civil
functions. Royce Morris and I (1985, pp. 243-47) published a Duke text of 138 B.C. in which a
strategos is bringing troops to a garrison. 2 I would suggest in fact that there was no hard and fast
division between civil and military functions of the strategos, that in an organizational sense the
strategos and the nome were not a fixed relationship. Once again it may be that Roman restructuring has imposed itself upon us. This last situation needs more work asking different questions and,
as of now, it is difficult to trace any functional relationship between the Ptolemaic and the Roman
strategos.
As for the oii6vogog, we cannot blame the Romans for our view; the oikonomos disappears as
an essential function long before the Romans arrive. In this case our interpretation is mostly colored
by Rostovtzeff's understanding of P. Tebt. III 703, for Rostovtzeff argued that this text was

2. P. Duke inv. G1974.5. The text was presented by Morris at the Seventeenth International Congress of Papyrology
in Naples in 1983 and was thus known and commented on by Mooren (1984, pp. 1217-25).
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addressed to an oikonomos by the dioiketes and thus gives us a guide to the duties of this official. I
can only say here that the purposes of P. Tebt. III 703 remain obscure to me and that along with
Revenue Laws papyrus, it is more instructive of bureaucratic theory than of practice. In any case
the oikonomos also needs much more work in light of different questions.
I do not claim that his paper has provided any definitive answers, but I do hope that the questions I have raised are seen as valid and that the Ptolemaic bureaucracy needs once again to be
studied from a different angle and formulated without reference to the developments of the Roman
era. I believe we will find the situation was much more fluid and not nearly so organized as we
thought and I also believe that reexamination of the texts will bring us a much clearer understanding of the Hellenistic mind and its approach to governance.

APPENDIX: LIST OF DOCUMENTS FROM THE THIRD CENTURY B.C.
MENTIONING THE pethX

KOt ypaggxtE;

BGU III 1006
P. Cair. Zen. II 59132, II 59236, III 59387, and IV 59890
P. Eleph. 24
P. Gurob 8
P. Hamb. 124
P. Hib. I 72, 98, 108, 153, and 156
P. K61n inv. 20764
P. Lille 1, 2, 3, 4, 22, and 23
PSI V 502 and VI 621
P. Tebt. III 705
P. Zen. Pestm. 12, 13, and 18
SB 1 4309
Perhaps also P. Cair. Zen. III 59472
For some of the Demotic texts, see Clarysse 1978, pp. 5-8, with reference to the work of de
Cenival 1973 and Sottas 1921. Both of these latter works concern the Lille Demotic material. See

also Peremans and Van't Dack 1950 and Mooren and Swinnen 1975.
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CHAPTER 30

ARAMAIC-DEMOTIC EQUIVALENTS: WHO IS THE
BORROWER AND WHO THE LENDER?
BEZALEL PORTEN
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem

In 1968 (pp. 334-43), I compared the schemata of Demotic and Aramaic conveyances, loans,
and marriage documents. The similarities between the two systems, particularly with regard to
conveyances and loans, was most striking. Noticing the near synonymity of so many words and
phrases, scholars have lined up on either side of the question of which language was the lender and
which the borrower. Divisions have often been along partisan lines, with Egyptologists lining up on
the side of Egyptian primacy and Semitists on the side of Aramaic., Since 1968 I have continued to
gather trans-linguistic equivalents and have come up with over sixty examples, in addition to a
dozen or so Demotic loanwords in Aramaic 2 and a few Aramaic loanwords in Demotic. 3 The Tale
of Bar Punesh, to be published jointly with Karl-Th. Zauzich, 4 shows that Aramean scribes knew
Egyptian literature and the late Demotic fragments of Ahiqar show that Egyptian scribes knew
Aramaic literature (see Zauzich 1976, pp. 180-85). The bureaucratic letter of Pherendates (P.
Berlin 13540), so cleverly reedited by George Hughes (1984, pp. 77-84), shows how an Egyptian
scribe could write a translational Demotic. However, it is neither in the literary nor in the epistolary
field that our data are the richest, bur rather in the legal. I thus wish to present some thirty-five
terms and phrases which may be considered translational equivalents because they occur in the
same context. We turn first to P. Rylands 1, one of the earliest Demotic contracts (644 B.C.E.), and
note ten expressions which have Aramaic equivalents; then cull a half-dozen expressions from four
* I am grateful to Jan Johnson for her helpful suggestions.
1. For references see Porten (1968, p. 334), to which add Rabinowitz (1956).
2. We may cite the following: qnhnty (TAD B3.10:9, 3.11:5) = qnh ntr, "the shrine of the god" (Couroyer 1954b, pp.
558f.); gint (TAD B3.8:11) = 'nt, "skirt, robe" (EDG, 516); tmy/tm? (TAD B3.4:8, 3.5:10) = tmy, "town" (EDG,
632f.) or = t my.t, "the (divine) way" (EDG, 152f.); thyt (TAD B3.7:10, 13, 3.10:4, 13, 15) = t? hyt, "the courtyard"
(Couroyer 1954a, p. 252); tmw nty (TAD B3.10:9) = t? my.t ntr, "the way of the god" (Couroyer 1954b, pp. 557f.);
tshr? (TAD C1.2:1) = t? shr.t, "the ship" (EDG, 445); tqm (TAD A2.1:7, 2.2:13, 2.4:12, 2.5:5, 4.2:10; B2.6:16, 3.3:6,
3.8:20) = tgm, "castor oil" (EDG, 662); try (TAD B3.5:3, 6, 3.10:4, 11, 3.11:6, 3.12:13, 21) = t5 ry.t, "the room"
(Couroyer 1954a, p. 252); try rsy (TAD B3.11:3) or dryrsy (TAD B3.10:3) = t5 ry.t rs, "the southern room"
(Couroyer 1954a, p. 252); tqbt/tqbh (TAD A2.1:5, 2.2:11) =- t qbt, "the vessel" (EDG, 535; Porten 1968, pp. 267f.);
and the words hyr? (TAD B3.2:3, 5, 9) and pm.tn (TAD B1.1:12, 15) which appear to be Egyptian but for which satisfactory etymologies have not yet been found. For Demotic loan words in the Carpentras funerary stele cf. Gibson
1975, pp. 120-22.
"shawl(?)" (EDG, 498).
3. We may cite, e.g., Iby.t (TAD B2.6:9, 3.8:9, 6.2:2) = fbyt
4. The unrestored text is to be found in Cowley (1923, No. 71); for the restored text see provisionally Porten (1986,
pp. 14-16).
259
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Egyptian loan documents and deeds of obligation; 5 and finally cite nineteen selected expressions
from diverse documents. The first two sets of comparisons show the degree to which the parallels
are integral to the document as a whole and not merely coincidental whereas the third set shows
the wide dispersion these parallels have.

P. RYLANDS 1
The operative part of both the Demotic and Aramaic contracts may be divided into three sections: transaction, investiture, and guarantees. The ten parallel expressions are almost evenly distributed among these three sections. The transaction section affirms that "I gave you" the property
and "you have caused my heart to be satisfied" with the price. The investure clause asserts that the
property "is yours," including "every kind (of property) in the (whole) land" related to it, and no
one else "shall be able to control it except you." The guarantee clauses provide a warranty
("cleansing") against any suit and reassert that the property "above (written) is still yours." He
who sues "in the name of" the property shall not be able to require the subscribing witness to
appear outside his own town. The ten Demotic expressions are listed below in the left column in the
order in which they appear in P. Rylands 1 and the parallel Aramaic expressions (all from the fifth
century B.C.E. 6 ) are given in the right column:
1. tit (y) n. k, "I gave to you" (line 1).

2. mtw k s.t (mtw k s), "They are (it is) yours"
(line 2).
3. nt nb (n nk.w) n p ti (dr -f), lit., "every which (of
property) in the world (to its limit)" = "every kind
of property in the whole world" (lines 3, 5f.).

4. tick mtr htzy, "You have satisfied my heart"
(lines 3f.).
5. bn-iw rh, "shall not be able" (line 4).

6. 'r sj.t, "control" (line 4). This and the expression
above combine in the clause, bn-iw rz hrt.w sn.w
rmt nb n p? t3 ink .h'((y)mit.t ir sh.t n-im w
piy k bnr "Children, brothers, any man in the
land, I included, shall not be able to control them
except you."

yhbt 1k, "I gave to you" (TAD B2.3:3, 2.7:2, 3.5:2f.,
3.7:3, 3.10:2f., 3.11:2, 5.1:2, 5.5:2f.). This is the
standard Aramaic expression of conveyance.
zylk hw, "It is yours" (TAD B2.7:7, 3.5:4, 3.10:11);
one of the two standard Aramaic expressions of
investiture.
kl zy -yty lh q )npy -r ) klh, lit., "all that he has on
the face of the earth, all of it" = "all that he has on
the face of the whole earth" (TAD B2.6:19f.); a
unique phrase summarizing the property of the
husband.
hwtbt lbby, "You have satisfied my heart" (TAD
B2.2:11, 2.9:8, 5.6:2f.); a standard formula of quittance (cf. Muffs 1968, pp. 142-72).
1 ykhl (TAD B2.1:6, 2.2:12), 1- ykl (TAD B2.6:31,
2.7:11, etc.), "shall not be able." This is the standard term of non-entitlement, followed by a verb
such as grh, "institute lawsuit" (TAD B3.2:4, etc.;
see Rabinowitz 1956, pp. 104f).
ly.t, "control" (TAD B2.1:11, 2.4:11, etc.); standard expression of entitlement. It occurs once in a
clause reminiscent of the Demotic one: l 'yty ly
br wbrh hrnn 'h w hh w -nth w )yl 'hrn Slyt b rq)
zk lhn nty wbnyky "d lm, "I have no other son or
daughter, brother or sister, or woman or other man
who controls that land except you and your children forever" (TAD B2.3:10f.; see Rabinowitz
1956, pp. 136-38; Yaron 1961, p. 103).

5. Malinine 1953, Nos. 2 (abnormal Hieratic; to be dated to 570 B.C.E. and not 568), 3 (Demotic; 499 B.C.E.), 4-5
(Demotic; 487 B.C.E. and not 498).
6. Almost all are quoted from TAD A, TAD B, and TAD C.
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7. ink 1-ir ti n%-f n-k, "I will cause him to be
cleansed (= cleared) for you" (line 5). There is
either an error or scribal confusion here, because
it is regularly the object, not the person, which is
cleansed; of the person it is said ti wy f r-r.k, "(I
will) cause him to be far from you." In P.
Michigan 3523:6f. the scribe commits a similar error: iw(-y r) ti n(f(r)-hr[-tn], "I will cause him
to be cleansed for [you]," followed correctly by
iw(sy) rtm ti wy -f r-hr-tn, "If I do not cause him
to be far from you" (Cruz-Uribe 1985, pp. 8f., 64).
Later documents regularly use the verb w b.
8. nt hry, "which is (written) above" (lines 5, 6, 6);
abbreviation of full formula nt sh hry.

9. 1w mtw=k 'n S' dt, "(the object) still being yours
forever" (line 6).

10. n rn n, "in the name of (the disputed object)" (line
6). Elsewhere we have the expression n rn( y),
"in my name" (e.g. P. British Museum 10846A:4 =
Cruz-Uribe 1985, No. 15; also p. 61).
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nqh (TAD Bl.1: 10), psl (TAD B3.2:9, 3.4:20), "I
will cleanse" (For comparison between Demotic
and Aramaic warranty clauses cf. Porten and
Szubin 1982, pp. 126f.; see also Yaron 1961, p.
105)

zy ktyb mnq, "which is written above" (TAD
B2.1:10, 13, 3.4:17f, 3.11:10, 15, etc.); expression
used in final clauses to refer to object of contract
mentioned earlier.
zylk -pm (TAD B2.1:11, 3.5:22), zylk -m (TAD
B3.4:16, 19), "(the object) still being yours." The
variant Aramaic terms are known to us almost
exclusively from this clause and the translation is
from context; "nonetheless, moreover" would also
be possible. The clausula salvatoria is a standard
clause to indicate that though the penalty is paid
the property remains in the possession of the
recipient (see Yaron 1961, pp. 122f.; Skaist 1983,
pp. 31-41).
bsmy, "in my name;" referring to a suit brought by
a third party in the name of the alienor (TAD
B2.10:12f.). In one document the scribe wrote bsm
'rq zk, "in the name of that land" and then
emended the clause to read bmy l -rq - zk, "in my
name about that land," the word l having been
added supralinearly (TAD B2.2:14; for comparison
see Kutscher 1977, p. 242; Rabinowitz 1956, pp.
107f.).

LOAN CONTRACTS
We may paraphrase the six parallel expressions in the loan contracts as follows:
1. You gave to me such and such an amount.
2. I shall give/repay you such and such an amount (comparison noted by Malinine [1950,
p. 2] and by Pierce [1972, p. 42]).
3. If I do not repay you on time, a monthly penalty will be exacted.
4. If I do not repay, you may take as pledge enumerated items
5. until you are paid in full (see also Pierce 1972, p. 126.).
6. I cannot claim to have paid you as long as you hold this document (see Rabinowitz

1956, pp. 104f. and Pierce 1972, pp. 144f).
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The Demotic expressions are listed in the left column and the Aramaic in the right column:
11.

til k nd , "you gave to me" (Malinine No. 3:2,
4:2).
12. ink ti(y) s n.k (Malinine No. 2:3), mtw%(y) ti.t
n.k (Malinine No. 3:3, [4:2]), "I shall give to
you."
13. n ibd nb rnp.t nb.t nt-iwzw irzw ir-n y, "in all
months and all years that they will be with me"
(Malinine No. 2:5, 3:5f, [4:4], 5:6).
14. pr hm hm.t sry sr.t ht hmt hbs nh bt, "house, slave,
handmaiden, son, daughter, silver, bronze, clothing, oil, grain" (Malinine No. 2:6; cf. 3:8, [4:6],
5:8).

yhbt ly (TAD B3.1:3, 3.13:3), ntnt ly (TAD B4.2:1),
"you gave to me."
llm w ntn 1k, "I shall pay and give to you" (TAD
B3.13:4).
kl &nn wyrhn[, "all (the) months and years[...]"
(TAD B7.1:8; Yaron 1961, p. 109).

by zy lbnn ksp wdhb nhi'wprzl 1bd w mh irn kntn
wkl zwn zy tkh ly, "brick house, silver or gold,
bronze or iron, slave or handmaiden, barley,
emmer, or any food which you will find
(belonging) to me" (TAD B3.1:9f.); by zy lbnn (bd
w -mh m n nhI wprzl lbw' w bwr zy thikh ly, "brick
house, slave or handmaiden, bronze or iron vessel,
clothing or grain which you will find (belonging)
to me" (TAD B3.13:11).
15. P'-tw-fmh_w npy-fht nt hry hn nly-w ms.wt, Id ttml' bkspk wmrbyth, "until you are filled
"until he has filled [them] (= paid in full) with his (=paid in full) with your silver and its interest"
silver which is (written) above and its interest" (TAD B3.1:11, 17f; see Kutscher 1977, p. 243).
(Malinine No. 5:8).
16. bn-iw(I-y) rt dd t(I-y) n::k it ms [n].imw >w ply wl ' kl mr
1k lrmImtk bkspk wmrbyth wsprI znh
sh n-dr.tp k, "I shall not be able to say, 'I gave you bydk, "And I shall not be able to say to you, saygrain (and) interest thereof' while this document is ing, 'I paid you your silver and its interest,' while
in your hand" (Malinine No. 3:8f; cf. 4:7f., 5:9).
this document is in your hand" (TAD B3.1:1lf.).

SELECTED TERMS
There follow nineteen selected legal terms which are paralleled in both languages. One of the
most plastic terms is "do, make" - ir in Demotic and Ibd in Aramaic (Nos. 17-19 below):
17.

iwf (ir) n-t p. hp n p.y sh hm.t, "he will do for
her the law of this document of wife(hood)" (P.
Berlin 13593:8 [Elephantine]); said of one who
seeks to expel the woman from the house of her
husband.
18. ir qnb.t irm, "do suit with PN (= go to court with
him)" (P. Louvre E 3228c:12 [Malinine 1951, p.
159]).
19. ir sh, "make (= prepare, write) a document"
(EDG, 140).
20. iwt dd qnb.t nbt (md.t nbt) n p3 t? irm k, "without
citing any document (or any word) in the world
with you" (P. Rylands 8:10); at the conclusion of a
penalty clause (see Cruz-Uribe 1985, pp. 68f.).

21.

wy bd lh dyn spr - znh, "and he will do for her the
law of this document" (TAD B2.6:31, 3.8:32); said
of one who seeks to expel the woman from the
house of her husband (see Kutscher 1977, p. 46).
dyn bd tmn, "do suit with PN (= go to court with
him)" (TAD B2.3:27).

bd spr, "make (= prepare, write) a document"
(TAD B3.10:22; see Kutscher 1977, p. 242).
wl"' dyn wl' dbb, "without suit or process" (TAD
B2.3:14, 21f., 2.4:15, etc.); at the conclusion of a
penalty clause (see Kutscher 1977, pp. 239f.;
Rabinowitz 1956, pp. 82, 107; and Yaron 1961, p.
109). The Aramaic clause is compact whereas the
Demotic parallel is expansive.
nt sh hr p? sh n s nh, "which is written on the doc- zy ktyb q spr -nttky, "which is written on your document of maintenance" (P. Hermopolis Law Code ument of marriage" (TAD B3.11:7).
4:21).
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bn-1w(1 y) rh indm Cisd[m mwy], "I shall not be 1' yk(h)l yhnpq Syk spr hdt w (tyq, "He shall not be
able to bring an old papyrus (or) a ne[w papyrus]" able to bring out against you a new or old docu(P. Rylands 4:3; restoration supported by P. ment" (TAD B2.3:15f., 2.7:1lf.).
Vienna 10157:7 as corrected by Hughes [1984]).

23.

iw-f rq n.-f iw4w ti wy-f r<f, "If (defendant) ym 'ty ly ... wrhqt mnky, "You swore to me ... and
swears for him, they will make (the plaintiff) I withdrew from you" (TAD B2.8:5-8).
withdraw from him" (P. Hermopolis Law Code
8:22).
24. ph,"arrive, reach; come to PN as an heir's share" wh znh hlq zy m.t k bhlq, "And behold, this is the
(EDG, 137).
portion which came to you as a portion" (TAD
B2.11:3; cf. 5.1:34).
25. iw-w sw
n p? rmt 1i-r ir p5 sh, "They will ask rynkm -'hrP yltm, "We brought suit against you.
(= interrogate) the man who made the document" Then, you were asked (= interrogated)" (TAD
(P. Hermopolis Law Code 4:10).
B2.9:7; cf. 7.1:3, 7.2:6; 8.7:2, 9, 8.8:5, 8, 8.10:6).
26. p> i-Ir ti sn y (n) iwy.t n pr.w w y gm. w f, lyf b 9rbny ... wtlqh 1k ... w (bwr zy thikh ly, "(you)
"(the one who) gave it(= the house) to me as a control my pledge ... and may take for yourself
pledge for grain which I find against him" (P. (various objects including) grain which you will
Hermopolis Law Code 6:12; the concluding idiom find (belonging) to me" (TAD B3.13:10f; 3.1:17;
was "otherwise unknown" to Hughes [1984, see cf. 4.6:11). Despite the juxtaposition of "pledge"
his additional notes]).
and "find," the Demotic and Aramaic combine the
terms differently: the Demotic claimant "finds"
the object owed (= the grain) while the Aramaic
creditor "finds" the pledge.
27.

dmd s 2 tw - w r? w c,"total, 2 persons, they being kl tryn kpm hd, "total, two, as one mouth" (TAD
one mouth" (Malinine No. 9:4 [abnormal B3.12:11); husband and wife sell property jointly
Hieratic]); brother and sister sell inherited prop- (see Couroyer 1954b, p. 559).
erty jointly.

28.

mtw .ksn _ty (n) p3 hrw r-hry cdt, "It is yours zylky hw mn ywm znh 'dqm, "It is yours from this
from this day upward unto eternity (= forever)" day unto eternity (= forever)" (TAD B3.5:4; see
(P. Loeb 44:3).
Yaron 1961, p. 116); a standard Aramaic
investiture clause.
"I
,
11h(.t)
n
smt
s
iw(:::y) r tl n-k Ih(.t) shm.t r plynntn 1k byt ldmt bytk, "we shall give you a house in

29.

shall give to you a ...cow according to her like- the likeness of your house" (TAD B3.4:21); stipuness of a Fcowl' (P. Berlin 13571:8); stipulation in lation in defension clause upon failure to cleanse
warranty clause upon failure to cleanse property.
property (for discussion of these two parallel
clauses see. Porten and Szubin 1982, pp. 126f.).
30.

wn mtw.k 'rtb sw 10 ...
I-ir-n.y, "You have 10 -'yt Ik qy ksp krg [hd], "You have against me silardab wheat ...
against me (= I owe you 10 ardab ver, [one] karsh (= I owe you 1 karsh silver)"
wheat)" (P. Rylands 21:10f).
(TAD B4.5:3; cf. 4.6:3; Kutscher 1977, pp. 242f.
[citing inexact parallel]; Rabinowitz 1956, p. 104
[inexact and confused]; Yaron 1961, pp. 93, 108).

31.

[mn] mtw-k sp I-Ir-n y n-im w, "You do not l ~ttri In 9yk mn dmy , "there does not remain to
have a remainder of them against me (= I do not us against you from the price (= you do not owe us
owe you any more)" (P. Hermopolis Law Code any more)" (TAD B3.12:6; see J. J. Rabinowitz
4:18).
1956, p. 109 who cited F. Ll. Griffith 1909, p. 120,
clause 6 = p. 256, clause 6).

32. in-n? rmt sit rmt r qt, "If a man prevents a man l 'khl 'kl 'nk Imbnh ... hn klytk ~ntn 1k ksp, "I shall
from building" (P. Hermopolis Legal Code 7:18).
not be able to prevent you from building ... If I
prevent you, I shall give you silver ... " (TAD
B2.1:6f).
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33.

34.

35.

BEZALEL PORTEN

nt i-iwdf i-iwd Bs(-n)-Mw, "which is between
him and Besenmut" (Malinine No. 9:8 [abnormal
Hieratic]); expression indicating joint property
(the parallel cited by Kutscher 1977, pp. 241f. is
not apposite).
iw y &51' t (n) hm.t mtw - y mst.ft- t mtw - y n n - t
k.t s.hm.t hm.t r.hrzt iwy ti.t n t, "If I dismiss
you as a wife, be it that I hate you, be it that I
want another woman as wife instead of you, I
shall give you ... " (Pestman 1961, pp. 22, 59-64).
n? hn.w ... hr mtk, "the jars ... under (= for) mixed
wine" (P."Onchsheshonqy 4:18, 5:15; see also
Husson 1982, p. 228).

nksn zy yhwwn byn tmt wbyn Inny, "goods which
will be between Tamet and Anani" (TAD
B3.3:12f.); expression indicating joint property.

wy -mr inyt 1Pntty yhwy'm "1' thwh ly -ntt ksp in -h
br1h, "And should he say, 'I hated my wife

Jehoishma; she shall not be my wife,' silver of
hatred is on his head" (TAD B3.8:21f.; cf. Yaron
1958, pp. 32ff.).
qpp 1 zy hwin tht lblyh, "1 palm-leaf chest under
(= for) her garments"; qp zy (q 1 th.t hmryh, "1
wooden chest under (= for) her jewels" (TAD
B3.8:17, 19).

CONCLUSIONS
There are at least four explanations for any or all of these equivalents: (1) the Aramaic borrowed from the Demotic; (2) the Demotic borrowed from the Aramaic; (3) both borrowed from a
third source; (4) both evolved independently if coincidentally. While preliminary investigation suggests that some Demotic terms may be of Eastern origin, as maintained by Kutscher, Muffs,
Rabinowitz, and (in part) Yaron, the data are not adequate to assert that other Aramaic terms, by
chance attested in the fifth century B.C.E., derive from the Demotic. To pursue the investigation
requires the joint effort of the Assyriologist, the Aramaist, and the Egyptologist. Ideally, we should
be able to probe thethe Semitic background of every Aramaic term as Muffs (1968, pp. 142-72) did
for tib libbi = ht-y mtr.w and see if the Demotic equivalent has roots in earlier Egyptian. By way
of example we may take the last two terms presented: the double usage of iIwd would be considered due to Aramaic influence ("between you and between me") because early Egyptian uses only
one, as in English "between you and me" (G. R. Hughes, orally), whereas tht in the sense of "for,
containing" would be considered a Demotic calque because the word does not have that meaning
elsewhere either in Aramaic or Biblical Hebrew. If this double conclusion is correct, it shows linguistic interpenetration and cross-fertilization on the micro-level, that of prepositions. It is certainly
a real desideratum to unravel the mutual influence on the macro-level, that of legal systems.
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CHAPTER 31

GRECO-EGYPTIAN DOUBLE NAMES AS A
FEATURE OF A BI-CULTURAL SOCIETY:
THE CASE Poove;
gb
' Tpu iApog;
JAN QUAEGEBEUR
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. GRECO-EGYPTIAN DOUBLE NAMES
The phenomenon that one person is referred to by two different names, not to mention the
patronym, is attested in Egypt from the Old Kingdom until the Roman period.' The development of
a second linguistic and cultural community, especially after the invasion of Alexander the Great
(332 B.C.), gave rise to a new type of double name, consisting of an Egyptian and a Greek component. Here we will pay attention exclusively to such Greco-Egyptian double names, without discussing other types of double names from Greco-Roman period Egypt. 2 Persons with an Egyptian
and a Greek name are best known from Greek papyri, 3 but they also occur in Demotic 4 and
5
hieroglyphic documents.

The sociological background of the use of a Greek and an Egyptian name from the 3rd century
B.C. onwards has not received full treatment here, because this aspect was studied in detail in connection with new examples of mixed marriages and of Egyptians adapting their names to their
6
position within the Greek government service.
* References to papyrological text editions are given according to Oates et al. 1985. For a handy reference to BL see

BLKon.
1. See in general LA IV, s.v. Name (B. Expression de l'identit6), cols. 322-23. For the hieroglyphic material of two
periods detailed studies are available: P. Vernus 1986 and de Meulenaere 1966b, which is complemented by 1981,
pp. 127-134.
2. The study of R. Calderini 1941, pp. 221-60 and 1942, pp. 3-45 is out of date. A new inquiry was announced by
Leclercq (1963, pp. 192-94); cf. Leclercq 1975/1976, pp. 361-72.
3. The double names are registered in OA but not in Nb.
4. See e.g. several examples in Andrews 1988, pp. 193-99. It is not always easy to recognize if a Demotic name is
indeed a transliteration of a Greek name, e.g. M? C-R I (Marres) called Hl-wn (Her6n ?) in a Roman text from
Tebtunis, cf. Botti 1956, p. 77. See infra 3.2.
5. See the list of de Meulenaere 1966a, p. 43. For a hieratic example see Quaegebeur 1986, pp. 74-76.
6. See the paper by W. Clarysse, "Some Greeks in Egypt," Chapter6 in this volume.
265
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1.2. TRANSLATION OF NAMES
A second fact that deserves mention is the substitution of the Egyptian name by a Greek one.
Several cases of translation of names in papyri from the Roman period have received special attention, 7 but one has to consider the use of a nickname as a particular aspect. 8 Elsewhere, too, on
mummy labels for instance, a translated instead of a transliterated name is found in the Greek
version. 9
1.3. TRANSLITERATED AND TRANSLATED NAMES
Among the Greco-Egyptian double names known from Greek sources, we are here interested in
particular in those that combine a transliterated Egyptian name and a Greek translation. Already
this group has received attention several times, e.g. from Spiegelberg in a brief contribution
entitled "Zu den griechischen Ubersetzungen aigyptischer Eigennamen" (1925, pp. 6-8). As is well
known, these double names often shed light on syncretism or on the identification of Egyptian and
Greek gods or beliefs. 10 A complete updated list would be very useful but exceeds the aim of this
article. Incidentally, such double names are also attested for gods. 1

2. THE GRECO-EGYPTIAN DOUBLE NAME
'Povmq b Kc Tptd~spo;
o0 2 "PSO
Let us focus here on the Greco-Egyptian double name YoavErg 6 ICi Tpi4
also called Triadelphos," of which Spiegelberg has said: "In dem Beinamen Tpitue8pog eines
Yoovevo ... liegt eine ungenaue Ubersetzung vor" (1918b, p. 140).
Indeed, at first glance, one is inclined to interpret Tooveng as "The two brothers," whereas
Tpt 6Ehpog means "The three brothers." Several authors have recognized in ovemg a variant of
the well known name
vxvavog which, as bilingual texts have since long shown, is a Greek
transliteration of P-sn-snwy "The two brothers" (see further).
On the other hand, already in 1911, Lambertz, in a short article "Zur Doppelnamigkeit in
Agypten," analyzed Woav,,g as *fI.Xoeveg "The three brothers" (p. 17), an interpretation that
reappears in 1960 (p. 12) with Vergote, who proposed as phonetical explanation the reconstruction
TTf0( M NT)-CNHy, "The three brothers."
It has to be noted that the combinations "two-" and "three-brothers" present a different
structure in Egyptian: in P?-sn-2 the figure comes at the end; in P?-3-sn.w it precedes the noun.
Since some doubt exists as to the interpretation of Ioyvem "Two or three brothers," it would
seem best to start this examination with the name Tpit6&EXpog, whose meaning "The three brothers" can hardly be questioned.
7. See the text discussed in Wilcken 1908, pp. 123-24, 128-29 and reproduced in Wilcken 1912b, p. 76, no. 52 :
E~asks to change the names ofrito.v
his father and mother: E
"Hp!vog Avtl roj Porog;mi
-iiw.
Avri
Tuaxprjog gtrap6g Atr56 tu (cf. Quaegebeur 1975, p. 265). See also van Minnen 1986, pp. 87-92.
8. See Youtie 1970, pp. 545-51 (= 1973, pp. 1035-41). Compare Horak 1989, pp. 101-07.
9. Compare Quaegebeur 1978, pp. 249-50: 'lIpxg = P?-bjk (M611er 1913, no. 5); Ai{tjog = Htr (M611er 1913, no.
45); Atoacop&; = Pa-ntr (Pestman 1965a, p. 50).
10. On several occasions I used Greco-Egyptian double names as an argument, e.g. for the identification of Month and
Apollo and of Mut and Hera at Thebes, cf. Quaegebeur 1975/1976, pp. 463-78 or for the association of Heracles
with the local god(s) of Herakleopolis/Ehnasiya, cf. Quaegebeur 1987, pp. 160-62. For syncretism in connection
with minor gods and popular beliefs, cf. Quaegebeur 1983a, p. 311.
11. E.g. XLiug i i~ "Hpx, 'Avoxti fl
'Eoix, etc. (OGIS I 130, 7-8); Xoive43prvt; b wmi Kp6vo;, et al. (cf. Ronchi
1975, pp. 596-97, 666; 1977, pp. 999-1000).
12. P. Lond. II, p. 28 no. 257, line 271 (Arsinoites).
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2.1. "THREE BROTHERS" IN EGYPTIAN ONOMASTICS
2.1.1. Tpti8UXpog,separate and in double names
The proper name Tpt&8FXpo; has recently been the subject of a brief discussion which I would
like to take as my point of departure (Heinen 1990, pp. 270-73; cf. Bingen 1989b, p. 366). The
name is not found outside Egypt and clearly belongs to the native onomastic repertoire. 3 It is typical of the Roman and Byzantine periods (see Heinen 1990, p. 270). Without going further into the
question of chronological and geographical dispersion, it may be noted that it appears, among other
places, in Achmim and in the Faiyum, and is therefore not confined to a single region.
Several double names are known with the element Tpt&X
Epo;, but in the present context I
mention, besides YoPveu gb Ki TptdG8Fpog,only one: Tpt4&cpo;g KX'1 EvOv Ug,14 as its second
component,
vev0vEug, shows a certain resemblance to ToGv-,ng.
2.1.2. (P?)-zmt-sn(.w) and related names
Can a pendant for TpitdEh~pog; be pointed out in Egyptian texts? Consultation of Ranke's
Agyptische Personennamen (PNI:1935, PN II: 1952, PN III: 1977) yields only the reconstructed
form *Hmt-sn.w derived from the Greek transcriptions XEJgt 7g
V and variants (1952, p. 310 no.
10). The name, however, had already been recognized on bilingual mummy labels, where Hmtsn.w (without article) is rendered in Greek as XECgovFg (e.g. Spiegelberg 1901, p. 57* no. 413).
Spiegelberg even wrote, in connection with Tpta X(pry: "Obersetzung von XE
E-og oder genauer
*TXEFgve;g" (Spiegelberg 1901, p. 54*).
The name perhaps also appears on a hieroglyphic mummy label, where the element "brothers"
would be written with three divine ideograms (Spiegelberg 1901, p. 19; M6ller 1913, p. 13 no. 75).
But the signs are too simplified for an identification of the gods on the basis of their faces and
crowns.
In Demotic texts on mummy labels one also finds, in addition to Hmt-sn.w, the compounds Pahmt-sn.w 15 and T-fr.t-hmt-sn.w. 16 Besides the form without article, however, there also exists a
Demotic orthography with article: P?-hmt-sn.w; both forms are included in the Demotisches
Namenbuch.17 P?-hmt-sn.w can be rendered by XtE ve; as a variant of *1Xgove,. 8 The same
alternation, with and without article, is also found in other instances, for example in the brothernames (P?-)sn-snwy (in Greek:
avo
,g,xvcvy(og, etc. "[the] two brothers") and (P?-)ftw-sn.w
(D0oavu;) "the four brothers."1 9 There are yet more names that contain the element "brothers"
or the numbers "two" or "four." As far as the number "three" is concerned, mention may be made
here of Pi-hmt-iry.w20 "The three fellows" (man's name) and T]-hmt-hbr,2 1 "The three friends"
(woman's name).

13. Nb. 445; OA 322; see another example in Wipszycka 1988, p. 163 (father of Polykrates also called Petetriphis).
14. P. Mich. V 264 (I) (Tebtunis).
15. Dem. Nb. I 8, p. 557 (no Greek form, see however I evt-vEvg infra).
16. Moller 1913, no. 37 bil. (=

EX evove); no. 58 dem.

17. Example with article in Demotic: Mattha 1945, p. 184 no. 251/2 (Bodl. 1135); cf. Dem. Nb. I 3, p. 209 (no Greek
form given).
18. See the bilingual ostracon Heidelberg 386 (Roman; probably from Edfu); this unpublished text was mentioned to
me by W. Clarysse.
19. For presence and omission of the article, see Quaegebeur 1975, pp. 183ff. (Xxi;, '1ai, etc.); on (P?-)ftw-Mnf see
Quaegebeur 1991, pp. 253-54.
20. Dem. Nb. I 3, p. 208 (H-Ifptepw;g); Spiegelberg 1901, p. 56*; PN II, p. 282 no. 26: H
lautlichen Grtinden). See also Bingen and Clarysse 1989.
21. Spiegelberg 1901, p. 55* no. 403.

iteprap; (Vorschlag auf
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2.1.3. Greek transliterations: Xegraveam, etc.

For the Greek transliterations of "The three brothers," we must start from the bilingual data. 22
We have just seen that XeaToven; corresponds to Hmt-sn.w. From the compound T?-r.t-hmt-sn.w
rendered by XgXVGV ;q, 23 one can further derive the variant XevoveFg, which does indeed exist.2 4
Preisigke's Namenbuch, s.v. XELGovEg,2 5 brings together a whole series of variants, on the basis of

which I have compiled the following selective survey:
t preserved:

26

Xeqt7vemg, XEgitvEo'g, XErtV1;n,

XEpCJtYvEFg, XERtoov(E)tg, XEVt'oT

t not preserved:27
Subst. sing.:
Compounds:
t preserved:
t not preserved:

Xeitove)U;, XeGovlti, Xnvvt

Xgrov1t

, Xvtovav),

vq, X g0ovEmU

,XeV'CVEvg, XteoovFe

Xevtactvt; (OA 341; SB 1117118), XEva tvtg (Quaegebeur 1983c, p. 70)
HIaxEvToveg; (Nb. 294)
LevXFtoveg (Nb. 378;OA 289), XevXevovCig (CEML 788),
Eevxovoveg; (Nb. 378), ECEgEVGvEu; (Nb. 369)

Subst. sing.:

EvxevrTuv (Nb. 378).

As the t of Hmt-sn.w must have been audible when carefully articulated, XEtraove may be
regarded as a better transliteration than XEt~OveFg. The /t/ appears in all Coptic forms of the number "three," the more important of which are listed here: 28
S(ahidic)
A(chmimic)
F(aiyumic)

()0MNT(6),
! MT(C)

&)(6)MNT, )OMT;

)XMTC.

Here I must confine myself to sundry remarks in connection with the Greek transliterations. As
to the number "three," we see that X as the initial consonant in the Greek renderings, issuing essentially from Southern Egypt, leans toward the Achmimic pronunciation. In a number of cases there is
a partial assimilation of m > n before a dental consonant. The Achmimic a- vocalization, as found
in 1IaHtrEpeng; (= P'-[zmt-iry.w; Bingen and Clarysse 1989, p. 46), is normally reduced to schwa. In
a few instances we see that /sanew/ is pronounced instead of /snw/ due to the accumulation of
consonants (X Ot veu;, XFgoovF;, and X tyv~uq with epenthetic p). Finally, note that the
noun "brother," in its Achmimic form (C~N), can be used in the singular (cf. -ouv[tq]) instead of in
the plural (CNHY). 29
On the basis of the data now available it is not clear whether Poavem can be a new variant of
Xqt(t)oveF;; therefore we still have to take a closer look at "The two brothers."
22. Spiegelberg 1901, p. 57* no. 413; compounds ibid., p. 43* no. 303. For other bilingual examples in the Louvre, see
in general Boyaval 1976, passim (referring to CEML), while awaiting the publication of the Demotic texts by M.
Chauveau. See also footnote 18, above.
23. See footnote 16, above.
24. OA 341 (SB VI 9418: III-IIa !).
25. Nb. 474; see also OA 340.
26. Quaegebeur 1971a, p. 166 and BL VII, p. 351 corrected from Xeptrvsu;, XEjtrvr; (OA 340).
27. Compare the omission of ' between v and a in other names, e.g. in IcIovovw;, variant of Hogovtovg "He of the
two gods Month."
28. CD, pp. 566b-67a mentions the proper name C4MNTCNHY and refers to Tptr65eipog . Cf. DELC, p. 264. In
Spiegelberg 1901, p. 57* no. 413, we find the Coptic forms: ()6MNTCNHY, XENNTCNHY, XMTCNHY; cf. Brunsch
1984, p. 149: XMNTCNHY and p. 151: &)MNTCNHY.
29. Sethe 1916, pp. 56-57.
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2.2. "TWO BROTHERS" IN EGYPTIAN ONOMASTICS
It is not my intention here to present the complete dossier. We will discuss the name solely in
function of PooveS.
2.2.1. (P.-)sn-snwy rendered in Greek as

v/avovq, etc.

Several authors have drawn up, or borrowed from one another, a list of various Greek transliterations of (P?-)sn-snwy.30 In addition to
vavoy; and avoyvwq, which are well known from
bilingual texts and which are therefore beyond doubt,31 we find a number of other forms, such as
Yevvoavg, Yovovag,Yovove,
YoovEgq, (avove, ovav(u, et cetera. On the basis of a
comparison with Coptic (see further) and on other phonetic grounds, it has been accepted that these
are simple variants.
Some of these have been confirmed by bilingual data. 32 Thus we know for sure from a bilingual
inscription on a mummy cloth the equivalence P?-sn-snwy = ovaveo). 33 No one will doubt that
YovovEo- is a non-Grecized form of ovvecg, that is to say, a form without addition of a Greek
ending.
There remains the question of the relationship between Poo-veg and ovovevg. The disappearance of the v before a is a well-known phonetic phenomenon in Greek and is attested elsewhere in Greek transcriptions of Egyptian names. A case in point, besides the divine name
Yoova g (meaning "The two brothers" and to which we will return anon), is Xeo- as a variant of
Xeva- for Chonsu (Nb. 475; OA 341).
2.2.2. The Greek translation At~ui&po;
Since o(v)ovuS; can indeed be a rendition of the Egyptian name "The two brothers," the
question arises whether there exists a Greek pendant. Parallel with Tpti&6Xqog as the translation
of XE t(r)ovang, one could postulate for Wo(v)ovseg, "The two brothers," the form At6&kpo;. This
name is indeed attested in the Faiyum in the 2nd-3rd centuries A.D. (BGU I 15, I, 5, 9; P.Oxy. XXII
2338, 58 [cf. Heinen 1990, p. 272] + BL VII [P. Laur. I, no. 4, 13]; P. Oxy. XII 1515, 8). It is a
contracted form of the divine name A3o 'A6Eh po (P. Oxy. II 254) which is regarded, and in my
opinion rightly so, as the translation of Yoovca;, the designation of a crocodile god (SB III 6154;
Bernand 1981a, p. 100 no. 135), whose worship provided the basis for the Egyptian anthroponym
"The two brothers."
I have dealt elsewhere with the connection of "The two brothers" with, on the one hand, the
cult of crocodile gods and, on the other hand, the worship of the Dioscuri, the two sons of Zeus. 34
2.2.3. Variants parallel to Coptic forms
Although a comparative study of the Greek transliterations and the Coptic pronunciation would
lead us too far afield, let us take a brief look at the Coptic dialectal forms for the noun "brother"
30. Spiegelberg 1901, p. 35; Nb. 362; CD, pp. 343a, 347a; Hopfner 1946, p. 44 no. 55; Vergote 1954, p. 14 no. 71.
Compare Quaegebeur 1969, p. 164. See also footnote 33. I have to refer also to the unpublished study, prepared
under my supervision, by van Maele (1982).
31. See Spiegelberg 1901, p. 35* no. 236 (Xxov0w) and O.Tait II562 ('Yxvovg).

32. For Peveovg see W~ngstedt 1969, p. 79 and for oovamg see P. Lille dem. II 71 (Greek part unpublished;
reference W. Clarysse).
33. Thieme and Pestman 1978, pp. 134-35. In his review, Mussies (1983, p. 227) wrote: "In the discussion of the name
'Povovioi (doc. 29) meaning 'The two brothers' it would be helpful for Hellenists to know that in Demotic and
Coptic the numeral 'two' is regularly used with the singular (p-/n-)....
"One has to notice that the masculine
article precedes the noun "brother" and not the number "two."
34. Quaegebeur 1983, pp. 312-16: Atocopi&Srl b ici 'Pvow as an "interpretatio aegyptiaca." Compare P. Princ. I
8, V, 9: Atoopo; qicoi TcGvEu; (Te uncertain) probably to be corrected in Atomopo;g iqi o/sovevg
(TeovF q is a woman's name!).
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and for the number "two" (CD, pp. 346b-47a; KDG, p. 20) in a simplified list, just by way of
illustration.
"Brother"
S/B
CON (S also CCN-)
A/A2/F
CxN
Plural, all dialects:
CNHOY (F also CNC(O)Y).
"Two":
S(ahidic)/B(ohairic)
CN~Y
A(chmimic)
CNO
A2 (Subachmimic)
CNCY
F(aiyumic)
CNCOY
Let us consider the situation in the Faiyum, where our double name Wo(Yveg 6 Ki Tpt&8Xpog
occurs. Here we regularly encounter the name ccaveTvg, a good Faiyumic form (compare Coptic
CXN-CNCOY): first the noun in the singular followed by the number "two." As for Tovove;g and
Poo~avug, also encountered in the Faiyum, 35 the noun CXN- could theoretically have lost its timbre
and the o should then be interpreted as schwa.
If the first element of Wo(v)-(oveg; renders, however, P-imt- "three," then the second component must correspond to "brothers," which in all dialects is /snew/. And indeed, in the Faiyum
-ovEug can transliterate both the number "two" and the plural "brothers." For "brothers" reference
may be made to the name Haveovcvg = Pa-n'-sn.w, "He of the brothers," which appears in an
interesting double name, thdt0'eXpo 6 Kt Hv*ocvtvv (SB IV 7368; OA 330).
Probably a distinction is to be made and was made in the Faiyum between, on the one hand, the
Faiyumic ZavovoS, "(The) two brothers," a new dialectal variant of the Sahidic, 'ovovang, and,
on the other hand, o(v)Yvg, the local pronunciation of "The three brothers."

2.3. YToYvu; AND Y~vvOEU

AS TRANSLITERATIONS OFP--hmt-sn.w

It has already been noted that, besides 'oov
'6 Kti Tpt&(X'kpo, a second double name is
attested in the Faiyum: TpUd8kpog 6 ao gYEvive g (see supra 2.1.1). There is the obvious inclination to equate Yooveu; and YTvevv~g via a simple syllogism. In addition, PevOveg, because of the
0, is difficult to elucidate from the name "The two brothers" (0 is not a mere variant of a). If
TYv0v;g can be a transliteration of P?-hmt-sn.w, we come back to the question whether Too v U
cannot render Pi'-fmt-sn.w as well as PI-sn-snwy.
2.3.1. Poovc;g and variants: Pogtt(Yvev, et cetera.
Here we must turn to a tax archive from 1st century Philadelphia which is being prepared for
publication by Ann Hanson. 36 Without entering into detail I would like to draw attention to the
following data. A man known as Wo(yve), son of 1pxg~ig, is mentioned in other documents with a
somewhat different name; instead of WoYvEug, we find WogtvVoUg 37 and Pogtvenm. So PocovEb
Hpoctioi = og(yvilou;g lpottiou = Poptt(-veug; Hpctiou. The latter form is new and appears in
Hanson's archive several times. The t makes it impossible to explain the name as P-sn-snwy. We
further encounter the name ovtv g; in fl reptov0(t;) Rovwrtrveg.
r ; (l)

35. Compare Clarysse 1987a, pp. 19-20: "... a study ... has also shown that the typical Fayumic form of the name
Povveig is indeed the usual one in the Arsinoites in the Roman period, but that in the Ptolemaic period we always
find the Sahidic form Vovovwxg. Could this mean that the Fayumic dialect as a whole came into being at the
beginning of our era?" In fact we encounter in the Faiyum, beside the Sahidic Povowvxg, the good Faiyumic form
Ioviveug and we will see that POVGVE1g is not necessarily another transcription of "The two brothers." I thank W.
Clarysse for discussing with me this and some other questions.
36. Compare Hansen 1979, pp. 60-62. I wish to thank Ann Hanson most sincerely for the opportunity to consult and use
this still unpublished material.
37. To be compared with 'o-uov[vg: Nb. 495 = BGU II 591, 4 (Tougowug, corrected in BL I, p. 55).
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2.3.2. Yoov-g; as a dialectal vocalization of P?-hmt-sn.w
If we omit the masculine article in the new variants of 'oaveig from the Faiyum, then -mo-,
-ooji-, -cogrt-, and -covrt- remain for the first element. Can it correspond with !mt, "three"? For
Southern Egypt I found xEc- and Xcv-, in addition to a writing with t (X-rt, Xevr), sometimes followed by a mute vowel. Both e and o are known as such vowels; the t in -oogt-, -oovt- to me
seems, parallel with /o in XF-arE/o-, Xvro-, to prop up the t.
So there remains only the o opposite the X. The alternation X/I can hardly pose a problem. One
thinks immediately here of the dialectal differentiation in the Coptic rendition of the consonant h.
This dialectal variation is also known in Greek forms like rnX ;/Vtt; for p. hm, "the little one"
(Quaegebeur 1974a, p. 418). Comparison with the Coptic forms of the number "three" shows that
in Southern Egypt (Achmimic) x corresponds with ! and in the Faiyum a with 6).
The Faiyumic forms Togttovn; and ov(tvrloug stand opposite X trooveg and XRTovE'U for
the South. Yooveu in the Philadelphia tax archive can only be a transliteration of a careless and
shortened pronunciation of P?-hmt-sn.w, "The three brothers." I see the evolution as follows:
PoRtroveug > ogaovrlou > WovovemF
(this name exists but was always considered a transliteration of P?-sn-snwy) > PoovEug.
Consequently, there is no reason to rule out the interpretation of Tooveg as "The three brothers" in the double name Poovv b KCei Tpt&SeFqpoq, on the contrary. In fact, we already observed
that there was probably in the Faiyum an opposition between the pure Faiyumic form Yevvev,
"(The) two brothers" and Yo(v)oveu;, "The three brothers." But we cannot prove that Po(v)oveum
renders in the Faiyum always P-hmt-sn.w.
2.3.3. The rendering of/ts/ by 0?
We still have to take a closer look at the other double name: Tpt6e&Xpo boAi WevOveq. The
question here is: can Yev0veu; be a transliteration of P-hmt-sn.w and a variant of Poovenv? I
think the answer should be affirmative. To demonstrate that PevOvem can be regarded as a variant
of YoovevEu, the index of the Petaus archive must be consulted, where we find, besides Pov0vCeg,
Yopg0veS;, and Yovoveu; as well (Papyrus Petaus, p. 429). Are we to attribute to the 0 the
8 or should we rather think of /ts/?
pronunciation /s/3
I think a good case can be made for 0 as a rendition of /ts/. In the Petaus archive we encounter
OE~etltl; as a variant of ToEgt. 39 It is further well known that 0, in addition to To-, E-, and X-,40
corresponds, at the beginning of many feminine names, with T§- (Coptic T6)). On the other hand,
we find that 0 and other dentals in Greek words are sometimes rendered by ts in Demotic:
Ifcp0uK6; : Prtsygw (Clarysse 1987a, p. 27 no. 58), KoXK&vOT : Gilg-lntsy (Griffith and
Thompson 1909, p. 122; Quaegebeur 1973, p.99. Cf. F.Ll. Griffith 1937, p. 104). This point
requires further examination because the 0 inour case appears between consonants.41
The conclusion is that Povrx; and Pev0vei; in the double names discussed are best interpreted as transcriptions of P?-hmt-sn.w, so that the seeming antithesis between the two elements of
the double name Yooveog 6 KX Tpti4epo; is resolved.

38. As I supposed wrongly in 1973, p. 98.
39. Papyrus Petaus, pp. 400, 427 and 429 (Pov0Veug). Compare lu0v-tt; for H-lrovtg (?) in Wessely 1904 (reprint
Milan 1975), p. 118 (reference P. Gallo).
40. For X = 2, see e.g. T'6CA XA
= H-lexrc,: CPR XII, p. 88; CX&2ICTOC: Pernigotti 1985, p. 92; cf. CD, p. 516a;
Vergote 1973, p. 14 § 18; Kasser 1988, pp. 118-20 and 1980, p. 21.
41. Clarysse 1987a, p. 18: "The remarkable rendering of 0 and - by ts in Hap0t6 and ExpptK6ag seems to be
typical of late texts and is closely paralleled in the London-Leiden magical papyrus. J. H. Johnson explains it as an
indication of palatalisation of t and th before following i." Cf. J. H. Johnson 1976, p. 124.
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3. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1. ASPECTS OF A STUDY ON THE "BROTHER-NAMES"
We have dealt with only a few elements of the extensive file on the "Brother-names," devoting
special attention to the methodological and linguistic aspects. It has been argued that in the Faiyum
YoGv g should mean "The three brothers" rather than "The two brothers" and that (P-)zmt-sn.w
can be rendered in the Faiyum as Poavuig and in Achmim as XgcavEug. Despite the criticism
which has been leveled against my view that the Greek transliterations are fairly faithful renditions
of the dialectal pronunciation (Brunsch 1977, pp. 212-13), a detailed study of the brother-names
will make it possible to reconfirm the correctness of that position. 42
The question as to which gods are behind the two, three, and even four brothers cannot be dealt
with here. 43
3.2. GREEK TRANSLITERATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS IN THE DEM. NB.
Consulting the Dem. Nb. for this study, I have found once again that the incorporation of Greek
transliterations, except where bilingual documents are involved, is rather arbitrary. It is to be
regretted that data from translated names have not been processed, and that double names are not
mentioned as such. Yet this cannot alter the fact that the Dem. Nb., as an inventory of Demotic
names, remains an excellent research instrument.
3.3. IMPORTANCE OF AN INQUIRY ON DOUBLE NAMES
at Tptui&d~ po; illustrates clearly the difficulty of an inquiry into
The analysis of PYooveug b K
Greco-Egyptian double names. A comprehensive study of the use of double names in Greco-Roman
period Egypt remains a desideratum, but the complexity of the problems, involving linguistic, sociological, as well as religious aspects, makes preliminary detailed studies necessary. Requisites are:
a good knowledge of the two languages and of the various Egyptian scripts, as well as a familiarity
with both cultures.
The syncretistic data already available, which can again be supplemented with a few new
cases, must of course be integrated in the projected lexicon of information on Egyptian religion in
Greek documentary texts (see e.g. Quaegebeur 1984, pp. 107-11).

42. Besides the detailed study of the alternation a/o found in Wxtg/ot, Y.t.g/otq (cf. C* l/01) and in the many
compounds with gy, see Quaegebeur 1974, pp. 418-19, where a distinction is made between standardized (koin8)
forms and vulgar forms.
43. Horak (1989, p. 107) writes: "'Die beiden Brtider, Die drei Brtider, Die vier Brilder', bezeichnen Krokodilgotter im
Fayum"; see already Kees 1956 (1st ed. 1941), p. 160. Compare Spiegelberg 1901, p. 36 and Hopfner 1946.
Another interpretation for Tpt&SE pog was proposed by Heinen (1990, pp. 270-73). The question needs further
examination and exceeds the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER 32

JEWS AND OTHER IMMIGRANTS
IN LATE PERIOD EGYPT
J. D. RAY
The University of Cambridge
Egypt acted as a magnet for immigrants during most periods, but this is particularly true of the
centuries beginning with the Twenty-sixth Dynasty and continuing to the end of Ptolemaic rule.
Such newcomers were attracted by the potential wealth of the country, which was in marked contrast to conditions in the Aegean or in much of the rest of the Near East. In general, a pattern
emerges of slow but steady assimilation to the culture, and even the religion, of the immigrants'
new home. The Ionians, for example, are attested early (witness the new inscription from Priene
published by Masson and Yoyotte 1988, pp. 171-80). However, if we consider the well-known
Curse of Artemisia (= UPZ I 1), which dates from 311 B.C., we find that although the language of
this text is Ionic Greek, the text can be transposed phrase for phrase into Demotic; indeed, it can
almost be described as an ancient Egyptian text written in Greek. Another interesting example is
given in the early (fourth century ?) papyri published by Zaghloul, where the affairs of an ibis-cult
in Middle Egypt are in the hands of a man named Ariston (?rstn). It is hard to imagine a more
Egyptian occupation. The Carians, closely associated with the lonians, show a similar pattern of
Egyptianization. Graffiti left by Phoenician pilgrims at Abydos show the same features, and from a
large but amorphous community of Aramaic speakers in Egypt we have the Carpentras Stele
(Grelot 1972, no. 86), which is not only an Egyptian funerary prayer to Osiris, but even contains
Egyptian words (nb m >ty, hsyw) transliterated into Aramaic. This too can be seen as an ancient
Egyptian text, in spite of its language. The now-notorious Amherst papyrus may represent a highlydeveloped example of this tendency; in many ways this text foreshadows the thought-world of later
Greco-Egyptian magic.
The principal exception to this pattern of assimilation is the case of the Jews. These are known
mainly from the archives at Elephantine, but have also left traces of their attitudes in the books of
Ezekiel and Jeremiah, and in the story of Joseph, the archetypal history of an immigrant made
good. The reasons for Jewish separateness are complex: one may suggest tighter family structure,
the maintenance of links with the homeland, and possibly the codification of Jewish scripture.
Certainly in late period Egypt Zeus could become Amun, and Thoth Hermes, but the Jewish God
remains himself. Ionians and Phoenicians turned into lonomemphites and Phoinikaigyptioi, but the
Jews never became anything other than loudaioi.
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CHAPTER 33

THE ADMINISTRATION OF LATE PTOLEMAIC EGYPT
LINDA RICKETTSt
The University of North Dakota
Two archives of papyri and ostraca dominate the evidence for the end of the Ptolemaic period.
The first is well known: it is the mummy cartonnage papyri out of the Herakleopolite, now in
Berlin. Two editions of the late pieces appear in the Berlin series of texts; they are BGU VIII
(Schubart and Schifer 1933) and the recent BGU XIV, which includes the late land registers edited
by Brashear (1980). The second "archive" is actually a collection of texts housed in several places
and consists of ostraca out of Thebes in both Greek and Demotic. Publications of Greek texts by
Milne (1913), Tait (1930), and now Shelton (1988b) have included several late ostraca. Examples
from collections of Demotic texts at Oxford, London, and Toronto may be found in editions such as
Thompson's (1913) for Oxford and Toronto, WAngstedt's articles, which take in several collections,' and Kaplony-Heckel's Demotische Tempeleide (1963), again with ostraca from many collections. Demotic pieces continue to surface, as witnessed by Richard Jasnow's recent edition of
ostraca from the Mut precinct (Fazzini and Jasnow 1988).2 This manufactured archive of Theban
ostraca accounts for the largest number of texts out of Upper Egypt from Cleopatra's reign.
Demotic ostraca are as significant in numbers as Greek ostraca in the collections - I am convinced, looking at the number of unedited texts locked away in museum storerooms. These
Demotic texts, tax receipts, land allotments, and accounts, give us, as Janet Johnson (1987) has
shown, our Egyptian view of the late Ptolemaic administration. The Demotic documents also allow
insights from another direction into specific problems relating to royal chronology and Thebaid
administration.
The Herakleopolite archive places in our best light the prosperity, in terms of land productivity,
of the late Ptolemaic age, at least in this nome. This is contrary to accounts of Cleopatra's reign in
classical authors. I proposed this prosperity in 1980, 3 and others have elaborated the point (Maehler
1983b, especially pp. 6-8 and Bowman 1985, pp. 285-86). The difficulties in the nome, from
banditry and other upheavals, follow the dynastic struggles, as Maehler (1983b, p. 7)
* Due to her untimely death, Dr. Ricketts was unable to check the proofs of this article.
1. See Schneider 1985, pp. 163-71, for an index of WAngstedt's articles in OrientaliaSuecana.
2. Jasnow dates most of the ostraca to the early Roman era, but there are a few late Ptolemaic pieces.
3. See Ricketts 1980. I note the profitability of the late Ptolemaic administration in a consideration of the transition to
Roman rule in Egypt (ibid., p. 99) and BGU VIII 1760 is discussed with the sitologoi on page 54. The publication of
the land registers in BGU XIV, however, made possible a discussion of the productivity in terms of specific land
usage, and I addressed this land usage in a paper (1984), which is now in preparation as a chapter in a forthcoming
study of the documents from Cleopatra's reign. Maehler's article (1983b), his inaugural lecture, supersedes the
earlier effort.
275
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has recently shown. 4 With the end of the dynastic conflicts (55 B.C. and again in 47 B.C.), affairs
settled into the productivity witnessed by the late land registers and tax documents. A clear example of this is the now often quoted tax document, BGU VIII 1760, in which the Herakleopolite
katoicics are stated to owe a good share of the tax in wheat due in a single year from the nomes to
the central bureau: 71,360 artabas of the total 600,000 artabas. 5 The Herakleopolite, though, produced wheat at an overwhelming ratio: 54.9% of the cultivated land in registers 2441-2448 is
7
devoted to wheat; 6 these land registers are in a single hand and probably represent a single year.
Barley, for the horses (a consistent reference), was secondary, along with other cereal cultivation. 8
Overall, in the registers, the productivity is evident, with some inundation (2441) and a lesser yield
in a single register (2439) which might be attributed to a low Nile and a seasonal drought, perhaps

4. His examples for the dynastic conflict ending in 55 B.C. especially illustrate the point. Tinteris in 50/49 B.C., BGU
VIII 1843, reflects better the insufficient flood of that year (see below, footnote 9).
5. The editors of BGU VIII thought that the payment from the chora of 600,000 artabas of wheat for the phorologia in
BGU VIII 1760 must mean payment from the Herakleopolite only, even though the papyrus gives the chora as
owing this figure. Maehler (1983b, p. 6) goes along with this interpretation of the editors, with the katoicics responsible accordingly for 71,360 artabas of the 600,000 artabas in wheat due from the nome. The tax is to be collected
in two payments of 35,680 artabas from the katoicics. A consideration of the nome's productivity, however, shows
that this reading, with 600,000 artabas due from the Herakleopolite, cannot be. BGU XIV 2434, an account list by
101,943 (though it should read 101,953) arouras of wheat as its total;
toparchies from the Herakleopolite, gives 101,943(thoughitshouldread
and we could expect this to be the total area under wheat cultivation in the Herakleopolite according to the percentage of productive land in the nome in the land registers BGU XIV 2441-2448 and the percentage of land under
wheat cultivation in the same registers. Figuring fifteen artabas per aroura as a high average yield, an annual production would total approximately 1,500,000 artabas of wheat, of which approximately 960,000 artabas would be
available to the nome (such an amount would, moreover, support a population of about 100,000 using Crawford's
[1971] reserved figure of 8.8 artabas per person annual consumption). Accordingly, 600,000 artabas of wheat
would be a total annual taxable amount from the Herakleopolite, and therefore the nome's payment of this amount
in BGU VIII 1760, in two payments of 300,000 artabas, according to the revised reading of chora as
Herakleopolite, would exhaust its taxes. But there would be other assessments beyond the phorologia in the nome,
and so the papyrus must record a payment of 600,000 artabas due from all of the nomes. Further, we would expect
the katoicics of the Herakleopolite to pay a greater share of the assessment than the reading of the chora as the
Herakleopolite would allow (ca. 12%). It is tempting to suggest that we have with the phorologia, the artaba tax
levied at three-quarters an artaba per aroura (71,360 artabas per approximately 100,000 arouras); however, such a
payment by the katoicics would put almost all the wheat cultivation in the nome under their direction, but perhaps
the half payment of 35,680 artabas gives us the actual figure.
6. The percentage of wheat to cereal cultivation in the nome is taken from the amounts in land registers BGU XIV
2441-2448 (1453 9 arouras of wheat). The percentage of wheat in the same registers to all lands, productive and
unproductive, is 24.6%. Wheat commands the highest percentage of any known crop (unknown is 22.8%); arakos
shows the second highest cultivation at 3.4% of all lands (200 arouras). Compare Brashear's commentary in BGU
XIV, 1980, pp. 228-55 (Appendix V). Using land registers BGU XIV 2441-2448 for total land distribution and
percentages, Brashear has wheat at 1665_16 arouras, 17.1% of all lands.
7. Brashear makes the observation of the same hand and the inventory roll in his introduction to the land registers
BGU XIV 2441-2448 (1980, pp. 165-68).
8. Barley is 2.7% (72; arouras) of the cultivated land in registers BGU XIV 2441-2448. Of all lands in these registers, barley holds only 1.2% (compare Brashear's commentary in BGU XIV, 1980, pp. 228-55). It is noteworthy,
however, that another register BGU XIV 2439, lines 55-79, recording the lands of seven holdings in the nome, has
a more even distribution of cereal crops, with wheat at 23.6% (119 arouras) and barley at 15.8% (79 arouras);
also, olyra is recorded at 801 arouras (16% of the total recorded cultivation).
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the same one attested in BGU VIII for 50/49 B.C. 9 There is nothing of the disaster in Cleopatra's
reign, however, of which Seneca writes and modern authors suggest. 10
I would like to add that a recent reconsideration of the age in another area, the originality of
the art of the period (Ptolemy XII and Cleopatra VII), led by Robert Bianchi,1 1 revises for us our
understanding of its artistic contributions. The two revisions, economic and artistic, can stand
together, as has been noted by Maehler (1983b, p. 5).12 If there was a crisis of the age, it was not
an economic one and not in a lack of creativity. The crisis may be found in Octavian's troops and
another conquest.
A discussion of productivity and land usage in the Herakleopolite must acknowledge the
groundwork set by Brashear in his commentary on BGU XIV.13 Herakleopolite administrators, too,
have been set out for prosopographical studies by others using the Herakleopolite papyri (see Van't
Dack 1988). The nome strategoi Seleukos and Soteles have left considerable paperwork to follow
for years 1 and 2 of Cleopatra1 4 - including a plea by one, probably Seleukos, to be left alone and
to send the paperwork to someone else (BGU VIII 1830, August 51 B.C.). 5 The first two years
have the most documents in Cleopatra's reign, though Herakleopolite examples reach well into the
40s B.C. 16 The land registers are largely without year dates, though Brashear must be correct in
proposing the poatXh{oorl of several registers with considerable private holdings (over 1285
arouras in one register) as Cleopatra VII. 17 The combined evidence for her reign shows an
administration following the customary course and administrators who are Greek, at least at the

9. An insufficient Nile flood explains the problems the village of Tinteris was experiencing in 50/49 B.C. in BGU VIII
1843. A mobile work force had left Tinteris and the workers had returned home to pay their taxes. The abandonment of Hiera Nesos in BGU VIII 1835 may relate to the beginning of the drought (1835 is 51/50 B.c.) or to some
unrest accompanying the dynastic struggle. For the dynastic struggle and BGU VIII 1835, see Maehler 1983b, p. 7;
for BGU VIII 1835 and 1843, see Rostovtzeff 1953, vol. 2, p. 908. Pliny, too, in Naturalis Historiae 5.58, cites a
drought, though in 48 B.C. rather than 50/49 B.C., and his figure for a critically low Nile (5 cubits or 71 feet) should
have caused more difficulties in terms of productivity, not witnessed in the Herakleopolite papyri (for example,
BGU VIII 1760, at least for 51/50 B.c.; see above, footnote 5).
10. Seneca in Naturalium Quaestionum 4.16, says the Nile did not flood for two years, the tenth and eleventh of
Cleopatra, but Seneca also says that this was a sign that Antony and Cleopatra's alliance would fail. For the
alliance in 41 B.c., see now H. S. Smith's (1972, p. 186, Table 7) publication of an inscription from year 11 of
Cleopatra's reign. In the same manner as Seneca, Pliny, too, gives the lowest level of the Nile in 48 B.c. as a sign
that the river would avert the murder of Pompey by portent (Naturalis Historia 5.58; see above, footnote 9). We
have in the evidence a reference to a low Nile in the beginning of 50/49 B.c. Of modern authors, Rostovtzeff is
especially harsh towards Cleopatra's reign (see 1953, vol. 3, p. 1551, note 190). Concerning the inflation and
currency about which Rostovtzeff writes, see now Clarysse and Lanciers 1989, pp. 117-32. I thank Dr. Clarysse for
bringing this article to my attention. The authors refer to the doubling of prices (again) in 130-128 B.C. under the
copper standard, prices that continue to Cleopatra's reign (130-30 B.C.). I would add that there was some
stabilization imposed under Cleopatra VII, perhaps allowable because of the productivity.
11. Bianchi's recent address on the subject of late Ptolemaic art is described in ARCE Newsletter (Fall 1989), p. 25;
and see Bianchi 1988.
12. Maehler discusses both art and documents of the period in his inaugural lecture.
13. Brashear's commentary follows his text editions in BGU XIV, pp. 222-26.
14. Seleukos (PP I 330) is evidenced as strategosfrom February 51 to February 50 B.C., Soteles (PPI 334) from May
50 to 49 B.C. In addition to the strategoiyear 2 texts datable to Cleopatra VII, there are in the collection year 2
papyri which may be either Berenike IV or Cleopatra VII (BGU VIII 1779, 1780, and 1841); see Ricketts 1990,
note 21.
15. The papyrus ends: ji
1 Avo.( eiv) (BGU VIII 1830).
16. The documents are listed in Ricketts 1980; an updated list, with Greek, Demotic, and hieroglyphic sources, is in
preparation as part of a forthcoming study on the documents of Cleopatra's reign.
17. In land register BGU XIV 2438, the queen holds 1287 arouras as
Brashear's comments in BGU XIV 2441, p. 182, note 119.

rticrijr;. For the queen as Cleopatra, see
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nome level. When we look at the Herakleopolite population in her reign, Brashear's commentary
again leads the way.
In the Greek evidence, the population involved in the productivity in the Herakleopolite was, of
course, also Greek, and the katoicics stand out. 8 There are ethnics, and Latin names even begin to
crop up at the end of the era, though what this appearance means is another matter.1 9 Localities
show Egyptian names; the toparchy Phebichis is notable for this and also, it appears, has poorer
wheat production. As a note, because of this, the two toparchies remaining to be identified in the
toparchy account list, BGU XIV 2434, must be Peri Polin and the Middle Toparchy; both lines in
the account list show high wheat production, over 16,000 arouras of wheat each. Phebichis would
be on another line in the account with missing lesser yields.20 Presumably, what we have here are
older settlements being incorporated or losing out to the katoicic settlement of the nome. We could
wish for Demotic evidence to balance our approach.
There is a second similar archive of papyri for this period which has a few Demotic pieces. The
archive is better known for the late second and early first centuries B.C., but the Tebtunis papyri at
the Bancroft Library, the University of California, Berkeley, include documents that reach into the
reign of Ptolemy XII. And more documents from Ptolemy XII and Cleopatra VII in this collection
remain unpublished. Of the unpublished catalogued pieces from the first century B.C. that I have
been able to look at, I noted accounts from the first part of the century and official records from
Ptolemy XII - including a Demotic papyrus from year 13.21 For Cleopatra's reign, at this point
four documents are of interest: two published papyri which I have revised to Cleopatra VII (P. Teb.
I 102 and 202);22 and two unpublished papyri, a letter UC 2443 from the series marked box 19 and

18. In registers BGU XIV 2441-2450, the kleros holders show largely Greek names, while the farmers have more
Egyptian names (see Brashear's appendices to BGU XIV, pp. 223-27, and his chart beginning on p. 229). Greek
names in the Herakleopolite papyri presumably mean Greeks, and the katoicics must have enjoyed a high share of
the prosperity. The problem of determining ethnicity from nomenclature has been dealt with by Crawford (1971);
and Quaegebeur has defined the difficulties of nomenclature (1971a, pp. 158-72).
19. Along with Greek ethnics, we have Trogodytes and names in the evidence indicate some Jewish settlement in the
nome (Onias in BGU VIII 1730; Alexander, son of Isakis, in SB V 7610). Latin names should show a Roman presence or are they an indication of status? For a consideration of Herakleopolite nomenclature, see Brashear's commentary to BGU XIV, pp. 222-26.
20. The amounts the two toparchies hold in wheat production in BGU XIV 2434 remain, though the names of the
toparchies are lost; the amounts are 16,7053 arouras and 16,133 2arouras. Brashear, in his introduction to BGU
XIV 2434, proposes Peri Polin, the Middle Toparchy, or Phebichis for the missing names. Only one other toparchy
has a larger wheat cultivation in the register, Peri Tilothin at 17,246- arouras, so Phebichis with less wheat
production should have far less an area than 16,000 arouras of wheat (Peran has only 3959k arouras of wheat in
BGU XIV 2434). Phebichis is notable for references to barley production in the papyri; perhaps it is the region
under cultivation in BGU XIV 2439 which has a more even distribution of lands under wheat and barley cultivation
(see above, footnote 8).
21. The year 13 Demotic papyrus is UC 2530, the recto of P. Teb. II 288, a Greek text also from year 13. In addition to
the catalogued papyri, there are, in the collection, other uncatalogued pieces whose origin, whether in regard to
crocodile, box, city, or place in the collection, is unknown. One such mysterious group which came to my attention
consists of nine pieces in a file folder marked UC 2411-2420; the catalogued UC 2411-2420 are otherwise located
and known. These uncatalogued pieces in the folder show late hands and are in Greek and Demotic. I thank the
University of North Dakota for providing me with a grant for research at the Bancroft Library, the University of
California, Berkeley.
22. P. Teb. I 102 can be either Ptolemy XII or Cleopatra VII, though from the hand I might favor the latter, but it is a
private hand. P. Teb. I 202 is Cleopatra VII; see Ricketts 1990, notes 27 and 37 and text. BothP. Teb. I 102 and 202
are from crocodile 29 (see below, footnote 23, for crocodile 29, box 19, and box 20).
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box 20 (the last in the series, UC 2446 is dated A.D. 6),23 and UC 1407, accounts, the verso of
P. Teb. II 382, division of lands. The editors of the collection dated the accounts to around 30 B.C.
to A.D. 1 (perhaps meaning through the early first century A.D.). 24 Although the Tebtunis accounts
from the first century B.C. might be compared to the Herakleopolite accounts, and Demotic evidence to Greek, the comparison would be limited, of course, by the fewer Tebtunis examples.
Far more numerous are the examples from the late period, Ptolemy XII and after, in the second
archive, the Theban ostraca. In my research, I have been interested especially in the MilneCurrelly collection housed in the Royal Ontario Museum and the Ashmolean Museum, and I would
like to thank Dr. Nicholas Millet, Director of the Egyptian Department, the Royal Ontario Museum,
and Dr. Helen Whitehouse, Keeper of the Antiquities, the Ashmolean Museum, for allowing me
access to the ostraca and for their help during my research and photography. The difficulty with the
ostraca, of course, is that when a regnal year is given in a text, the ruler is often not stated.
Nevertheless, the late ostraca can be used as sources for the period in a general overview; those
ostraca that can be dated may yield critical information for specific studies. Conclusions from two
such studies deserve comment.
The first study involves the evidence for an Egyptian administrative family in the Thebaid. The
Monkores family has been dealt with by Thissen (1977, pp. 181-91), and I have added a few comments about how the family seemed to fare better under Ptolemy XII than under Cleopatra VII.25
Monkores family strategoi held several Theban nomes. 26 Active from the reign of Ptolemy XII, 27
the family survived to the Roman period (early Augustus) according to the Rhind papyrus. And
subsequent publications by Waingstedt include an ostracon, which gives reference to what must be a
later generation of the same family: Pamonthes, son of Pamonthes, who is the scribe, along with

23. The series includes UC 2441 through UC 2446 and runs from the first century B.C. (UC 2441-2443) to A.D. 6 (UC
2444-2446). The papyri are marked "from box 19" or "from box 20" (UC 2443) with no further description of origin. Besides the late sources box 19 and box 20, crocodile 29 is notable for papyri dating to the last Ptolemies.
Crocodile 29 is the source of papyri for Ptolemy XII (including UC 2416, 112 or 76 B.C.) and Cleopatra VII (P. Teb.
I 102 and 202).
24. The papyrus is of interest for Cleopatra's reign, because while it appears to be Roman rather than Ptolemaic, it is
just Roman and so is evidence for the transition. The earliest papyrus from Augustus will remain P. Oxy. XII 1453,
dated 1 Thoth, year 1 (31 August 30 B.C.).
25. The epistrategos Kallimachos' family is in Thebes under Cleopatra VII. For my comments on Monkores and
Kallimachos, see 1982/83, pp. 161-65, especially pp. 162-63, note 8. And see now Ricketts 1990, notes 17 and 30.
26. Monkores' family held the Pathyrite, probably the Latopolite, the Ombite, and Perithebes (Monkores is PP I and
VIII 283 and 284; his son, Kalasiris, PP I and VIII 266). For Monkores' family and Thebes and Monkores and the
family of Kallimachos, now see Ricketts 1990, note 31.
27. For the evidence for Monkores' family, see Thissen 1971, pp. 181-91. O. Theb. D 22, naming Monkores, should be
Ptolemy XII, however, not Augustus, so that Monkores I and Monkores II are the same individual in the manner of
PP I and VIII 283 and 284. This dates Monkores to Ptolemy XII, his son, Kalasiris, to 55 B.C., and his other son,
Pamonthes-Plenis, to year 5 of Cleopatra VII, 47 B.C. See Ricketts 1990, notes 15 (for Med. Habu Graff. 44 as 47
B.C.) and 17.
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Kalasiris. 2 8 The ostracon takes the family to year 32 of Augustus, still holding on to the bureaucracy, and here we see the other side, continuity, in transition through Augustus. 29
The second study deals with supporting evidence for the regnal year dating "year 30 which is
also year 1" of 51 B.C. The year 30 in the dating belongs to Ptolemy XII; year 1 to Cleopatra VII
(though their names do not appear), and the double era runs from 24 May through 15 July 51 B.C. 30
Cleopatra's year 1 precedes the double era 30 and 1 on one hieroglyphic inscription (Bucheum 13),
and a second inscription and a papyrus, both in Greek, interrupt the double era with a year 1 dating
(I. Fay. III 205 [Bianchi 1988, pp. 188-89], 2 July 51; PSI VIII 969, 6 July 51). Also, a year 30
ostracon in the Theban collection, 0. Theb. III 30, is dated after Cleopatra's year 1 (4 March 51),
and another series of Demotic Theban ostraca, from April to 3 June 51 may be Ptolemy XII (0.
Theb. D 103, April [?]; D 100, 23 May; and D 24, 3 June). 31 The three datings, year 30, year 30 and
1, and year 1, overlap. And the discovery of another year 30 text, unpublished, in the ROM Theban
ostraca, may lengthen the use of the single era year 30. The Demotic ostracon dated 27 June (Pauni
26), year 30, looks to be this era - late second century B.C. - arguably, but it is very close in
appearance to the year 30 series. 32 I wish to thank Dr. George Hughes and Dr. Janet Johnson for
examining closely for me the year date in this text, especially the somewhat troublesome day 26. 3 3
The document would extend the year 30 dating significantly, to the end of June 51 B.C., so that the
purpose of the dual era as an indication of coregency, not honorific, would have to

28. WAngstedt
taxpayers;
WAngstedt,
in this text;

1968, pp. 33-34, no. 9. The ostracon is DO BM 31874. Kalasiris, son of Peftumonth, is one of the
Pamonthes, son of Pamonthes, signs, year 32, 21 Pauni (A.D. 4). Another ostracon published by
from year 9 of Tiberius, has Pamonthes, son of Harsiese, son of Pelils; there is no office for Pamonthes
see Wngstedt 1971-72, pp. 42-43, no. 16.

29. Studies now emphasize a change in policy in the Roman administration away from the Ptolemaic system. See
Geraci 1983; Bowman adds other areas of change to the consideration in his review (1985, pp. 285-86) of Geraci.
But the retention of administrators from Ptolemaic administrative families under Roman rule - in Pamonthes'
case a powerful, Thebaid family - in a period that goes well beyond an early transition rather shows a remarkable
continuity through Augustus (another example of the strategoifamily is Ptolemaios, Roman strategos,son of Panas,
Ptolemaic strategos[PP I 293]). It appears that strictly Ptolemaic court conventions, of course, were dropped, such
as Ptolemaic titulature and court titles as Geraci has discussed. However, the regional administration continues, as
the Pamonthes example shows, or was restructured in the case of the tax system to meet Roman expectations.
30. For the evidence and double era year 30 and year 1, see Skeat 1960, pp. 91-94.
31. For the dating of the year 30 series to Ptolemy XII, see de Meulenaere 1967, pp. 297-305. De Meulenaere dates
the set according to the related pieces: O. Wdngstedt 60, with Pikos, son of Ammonios and O. Mattha 81, year 28 of
Ptolemy XII, with the same person. O. Mattha 81 also contains the phrase "the old district," as does O. Theb. year
30 group. An earlier date (Ptolemy X) is not considered and the related O. Mattha 275 still looks curiously Roman.
32. The ostracon, ROM D 259, a receipt of Insw-Dhwty, son of Pa-Mn;, looks in some respects second century B.C., yet
it is close to the year 30 series, though without "the old district," and also to a year 23 ostracon in the same
collection, O. Theb. D 82, from Ptolemy XII. The year 30 Demotic documents extending to early June, or late June
with the addition of ROM D 259, evidence the meaning of a coregency for the year 30 and 1 Greek texts, just as
the year 1 Greek and hieroglyphic inscriptions evidence Cleopatra's rule before the double era in our papyri. The
preference of the Theban scribes for Ptolemy's year over a coregnant queen's year can be seen again in year 2 of
Berenike IV, when, although he is out of the country, Ptolemy's year stands before Berenike's year 2 in the evidence. See Ricketts 1990, note 15. Additional evidence in the Theban ostraca for this dual era from year 2 of
Berenike IV has been brought to my attention by Dr. Ursula Kaplony-Heckel, and a follow-up note is in preparation. I wish to thank Dr. Kaplony-Heckel for allowing me to look at the manuscript for her recent editions of
Theban ostraca from the British Museum (1990).
33. The day is Pauni 26, not 6; I thank Drs. Hughes and Johnson for their readings and critical comments.
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be considered again. 34 Both regnal dates in use, from February through the end of June, should
indicate a coregency, and so, in the Greek documents, the double era appears, the "year 30 which
is also the year 1." (The era ended probably in late June or July with the death of Ptolemy XII
which Caelius puts to the question on 1 August 51 [30 June 51, Skeat] in Epistolarum Ad Familiares
8.4.) The first of Cleopatra's double eras, then goes along with the other double eras of Cleopatra's
reign: following Ptolemaic practice, they always mean a coregency. 35
The significance of Demotic ostraca to late studies is shown, I believe, by these last two studies
and, of course, there are Demotic inscriptions and statue inscriptions to supplement the ostraca. In
conclusion, Demotic papyri may give us a basis of comparison of productivity in our future consideration of the Tebtunis and Herakleopolite archives, while the Theban ostraca already have
allowed us to put back correctly in place a coregency of 51 B.C.

34. Skeat (1960, pp. 91-94) concluded from the Greek evidence and an Egyptian inscription (Bucheum 13) that the
double era continues the last year of the former ruler, Ptolemy XII, with Cleopatra VII. I cited his argument in my
earlier work (criticized by Criscuolo 1989, p. 325, note 1; though my interpretation is rather a discussion of the
scholarship approaching the problem and I conclude with the papyrologists, especially Skeat, from primarily Greek
evidence). With the Demotic year 30 series from O. Theb. now Ptolemy XII - and it appears to be so - and not
earlier (Ptolemy X?), adding the June 51 piece ROM D 259, a coregency must be meant by the year 30 and 1.
35. For the last double era of Cleopatra's reign as a coregency with Caesarion, see Ricketts 1989, p. 46. As a result of
this Congress presentation, I have learned from Dr. Jan Quaegebeur that the inscriptional evidence from Dendera
which he has been studying supports the coregency of Ptolemy XII and Cleopatra VII. I thank Dr. Quaegebeur for
allowing me to read the manuscript of his article soon to be published, "C16opstre VII et le temple de Dendera."
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CHAPTER 34

IMPLICIT MODELS OF CROSS-CULTURAL

INTERACTION: A QUESTION OF NOSES,
SOAP, AND PREJUDICE
ROBERT K. RITNER

The OrientalInstitute*
In 1975, a study of the "Limits of Hellenization" by Arnaldo Momigliano began by noting that
The philosophic historian will never stop meditating on the nose of Cleopatra. If that nose
had pleased the gods as it pleased Caesar and Antony, ... we would have more books on
Tutankhamen and on Alexander the Great. But a Latin-speaking Etruscologist, not a
Greek-speaking Egyptologist, brought to Britain the fruits of the victory of Roman
imperialism over the Hellenistic System. We must face the facts.'

* Dr. Ritner now holds the position of Assistant Professor of Egyptology in the Department of Near Eastern
Languages and Civilizations, Yale University.
1. Momigliano 1975, p. 1. Ironically, Momigliano's pronouncements just preceded major museum tours of objects
associated with both Tutankhamen and Alexander, generating a plethora of volumes on both rulers. From the
Egyptological perspective, it is hard to imagine a need for yet "more books on Tutankhamen"; several new volumes and reeditions are appearing as this note is composed. Antagonism toward popular interest in Tutankhamen
(at the expense of "proper" interest in classical Greece) also underlies the defensive inclusion of a sarcastic chapter on "The Treasures of Egypt" within Peter Green's impassioned apologia for "classical (Greek and Latin) education," ClassicalBearings 1989, pp. 77-90. His presumption to critique the "value" of literary (p. 82) and religious
(p. 90) writings, which he can neither read nor interpret, serves as a model of its kind. Egyptologists, who have
only begun to penetrate the social, symbolic, and mythological complexity of these texts, will be struck to note that
Green declares Budge's obsolete translation of The Book of the Dead "exemplary," and the same author's unreferenced and inaccurate Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary "invaluable, but highly technical" (p. 86). Classicists' discomfort with Egyptian culture stems in large measure from the fact that it was not simply the lower levels of Greek
and Roman society who praised or espoused Egyptian thought, but the very "torch-bearers" of "classical" civilization: Plato (cf. Laws 656), Pythagorus, Plutarch, Apuleius, lamblichus, Marinos, Proclus, etc. This is, to quote Oscar
Wilde, "the rage of Caliban at seeing himself in the glass." The fact that Egyptian philosophical speculation is
expressed through complex symbolic imagery, rather than complex vocabulary, has frustrated expectations (held
since the Renaissance) of discovering within Egyptian texts a simple confirmation of the universal validity of
Greek philosophical categories and concepts. Egyptian discourse is not readily amenable to modern, "classically"
trained rhetoricians, and the interest or devotion of a Pythagorus or lamblichus is confusing, and not a little embarrassing. "This is the rage of Caliban at not seeing himself in the glass." Modem discomfort notwithstanding, the
third century author Heliodorus felt constrained to explain Homer's knowledge of the gods by claiming that the
father of Greek literature was really an Egyptian (The Ethiopian Story, III, §§ 14-15), and the same claim was
made by the fourth century poet Olympiodorus of Thebes. Philosophical "significance" is a matter of taste and cultural predisposition.
283
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Just precisely what facts are intended? The reference to Cleopatra's nose is an old clich6,
appearing twice in the philosophical reflections of Blaise Pascal, 2 and even serving as the name of
a new volume on "verbal shortcuts": Cleopatra'sNose, the Twinkie Defense, & 1500 Other Verbal
Shortcuts in PopularParlance.3 Pascal uses the image only to reflect upon vanity and love, that is to
say Caesar's chance attraction to Cleopatra, which had repercussions throughout the Roman world. 4
Momigliano uses this "verbal shortcut" for very different purposes; the image of the defeated
Cleopatra serves to introduce the reasons for his complete exclusion of Egypt from a study on
Hellenization (Momigliano 1975, pp. 3-4).
Momigliano declares that there was "no dramatic change in the Greek evaluation of Egypt
during the Hellenistic Period"; all concepts were taken from the fanciful Egypt of Homer and
Herodotus. 5 This is an extraordinary remark; Greeks now lived throughout Egypt, and whether they
mingled extensively with the population or not, their experience will have been factual - not fanciful - and their concepts will have changed. When a Faiyumic gymnasium, the cultural guardian
of Greek ethnicity, is dedicated to an Egyptian crocodile god, something has clearly changed. 6
Momigliano's comments suggest the image of a Greek fourth generation resident in the countryside
scanning his Herodotus as though a Baedecker's Guide, hoping to discover where he lives, and who
are his neighbors - or, perhaps, who is his wife.
Another reason given for ignoring the question of Egyptian-Greek relations in this period is the
supposed decline of Egyptian culture, "because it was under the direct control of the Greeks and
came to represent an inferior stratum of the population" (Momigliano 1975, pp. 3-4). Such an
assessment follows one of the most enduring patterns used to explain cultural history, which may be
termed the "Biological Model," or, if you will, culture as a plant: it sprouts, grows, flowers, and
decays.
Whether expressed openly or merely implied, this notion underlies most discussions of
Egyptian history to this day. The Old Kingdom equals the "sprout," the Middle Kingdom represents
"growth," the New Kingdom is the "flower," while the Late period constitutes "protracted decay,"
and the Ptolemaic and Roman eras are certain "death." Loss of political independence is interpreted as a loss of cultural independence and vitality. Any evidence of subsequent change is
viewed in terms of degeneration or foreign influence.
The traditional, basic histories of Breasted and Gardiner stop with the Persian conquest.
Breasted applied a biological model quite literally, describing post-Persian Egypt as the
"convulsive contractions which sometimes lend momentary motion to limbs from which conscious

2. See Davidson and Dub6 1975, p. 190; and the editions by Lafuma 1951, p. 232; and Stewart 1965, pp. 50-51.
3. Agel and Glanze 1990. The discussion of "Cleopatra's nose" is on p. 211.
4. Lafumrna 1951, § 413-90, p. 232 (= Stewart 1965, §93, pp. 50-51): "Qui voudra connaitre a plein la vanit6 de
l'homme n'a qu'?i consid6rer les causes et les effets de l'amour. La cause en est un je ne sais quoi. Corneille. Et les
effets en sont effroyables. Ce je ne sais quoi, (qu'on ne peu ) si peu de chose qu'on ne peut le reconnaitre remue
toute la terre, les princes, les arm6es, le monde entier. Le nez de Cl6opatre s'il eot 6t6 plus court toute la face de la
terre aurait chang6." See also Stewart § 93 bis: "VanitY. La cause et les effets de l'amour: Cl6opatre."
5. See Momigliano 1975, p. 3; and cf. p. 4: "But the Hellenistic Greeks preferred the fanciful images of an eternal
Egypt to the Egyptian thought of their time." The transmission of the Egyptian fable of the lion and the mouse to
"Aesop" disproves this contention (West 1969, pp. 161-83), as does the presence of a translated Demotic romance
on Nectonebo among the reading materials of Apollonios in UPZ I, no. 81. Momigliano also suggests that the
Greeks never viewed Egypt as a political power, inexplicably ignoring the significant Saite-Greek political
maneuvers against the Persians.
6. For the stele in Trinity College, Dublin (OGIS 176), see Bevan 1968, p. 333. The depiction is purely Egyptian, with
no attempt to modify the animal god for "Hellenistic" sensibilities.
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life has long departed." 7 Gardiner noted that it might seem "ludicrous" to stop Egyptian history
without mentioning the major Ptolemaic temples, but offered the reader a superior trade in the form
of a final chapter on Egyptian prehistory (Gardiner 1961, p. 382). The attitude extends not merely
to histories but to historians. Note how few Demoticists there are in world, how few contemporary
Egyptologists extend their interests past Tutankhamen and the New Kingdom "flowering." In the
past, Demoticists have been considered almost "suspect" to "mainstream" Egyptologists. It is
perhaps worthy of reflection that Petrie did not commission a Demoticist to write the Ptolemaic
volume in his series A History of Egypt, but instead turned to the Greek historian Mahaffy (1899).
The presumption is, of course, that Ptolemaic history is Greek history; native Egyptian history was
dead. Within Demotic studies, the response to such declarations of "premature death" has taken the
form of numerous studies detailing and stressing the vitality of late, native culture, whether in terms
of religion, literature, or even economics. In so far as cultural "vitality" is confused with cultural
"purity," however, we run the risk of devaluing important examples of cross-cultural interactions.
For the Egyptian historian, it should be remembered that the "flowering" of the New Kingdom
occurred within a truly "multi-cultural" context, with Semitic influence from the court to the
countryside, with clear influence in the military, religion, and literature. Such cultural borrowings in
the New Kingdom are seen not as decay, but as cosmopolitan adaptations indicative of vitality.
Need Ptolemaic Egyptian adaptations be seen as anything less?
The biological model which has so dominated Egyptian historiography has also had its influence in the writing of Greek history. With the loss of political independence to Alexander, Greek
culture was once thought to have lost its authenticity, a notion enshrined in the contrast posed by
the names "Hellenic" (genuine Greek) and "Hellenistic" ("would be" Greek). 8 Old notions of a
Hellenistic "mixed culture" devalued the period in the eyes of Classicists. Like Demoticists, Greek
Papyrologists have been viewed as "outsiders." In 1920, the great Hellenistic scholar Rostovtzeff
still had to appeal for interest in the period, and insist that Alexandria was a legitimate continuation
of Athens. 9 The necessity of the appeal is clear from the same scholar's appointment at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison in the Ancient History department
the Classics department
0
would have nothing to do with him.' Rostovtzeff stressed a vision of the Hellenistic world which
was designed to win over the Classical historian, however. In this vision, a Greek "world culture"
applied its "genius and innovation" to revivify older, withering civilizations. The Greeks were not in

7. Breasted 1905, p. 595. By a certain perverse irony, the official, posthumous portrait of Breasted poses the author
with a statue of post-Persiandate (Dynasty XXX).
8. For a concise discussion of the creation of the term "Hellenistic" by Droysen, and the concept's basis in the presumed fusion of cultures, see Pr6aux 1978, pp. 5-9. For the continued use of the notion of "Mischkultur," see the
review of Maehler and Strocka, Das ptolemdische Agypten, by W. J. Tait 1982, cols. 78-87.
9. Rostovtzeff 1920, pp. 161-78. Compare p. 161: "Such an epoch cannot be designated a period of decline. I take the
liberty of affirming that people who know Athens and who are not thoroughly acquainted with Alexandria,
Pergamon, and Antioch do not know Greece. They cannot fully realize the exceptional work of Greek genius."
10. Rostovtzeff's altercations with the local Classics Department are chronicled in Bowersock 1986, pp. 391-400, esp.
p. 395. This reference was first brought to my attention by J. G. Manning.
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a decline; they were the driving spirits of a new, if totalitarian, order." The concept of bringing
Western innovation to the withered East had long been a feature of the notion of "Hellenization,"
and was clearly based on the model of Nineteenth century European imperialism. As Alan-Samuel
has remarked: "Perhaps American ideas of 'manifest destiny' made the idea of the spread of Greek
culture as welcome in the U.S. as Kipling's 'white man's burden' made it understandable in
Britain" (A. Samuel 1989, p. 1). This colonial "parallel" was explicitly recognized by Bevan, who
felt it necessary to stress certain differences between Ptolemaic Egypt and British South Africa or
India (Bevan 1968, pp. 86 and 89). Nonetheless, Greek culture was to be viewed as superior, with
a distinctly patronizing attitude toward the locals. Thus, when Bevan briefly notes the existence of
Demotic documents, he remarks that they furnish important data for native life; the possibility does
not occur to him that they could be of importance for the country as a whole, and they play almost
no role in his history of Ptolemaic Egypt.' 2 If Greek culture was to be saved from the biological
model, Egyptian culture was still seen as a withering plant.
The evolving theories of Rostovtzeff added a new element to the older colonial model, clearly
derived from his own, personal experience. From the East, the Greeks supposedly adapted and perfected the notion of "Oriental Despotism": a strong central power which demanded blind obedience, controlled private property, and desired to socialize or nationalize production.' 3 It is at times
difficult to know whether he is speaking of Ptolemaic Egypt, or of Marxist Russia, from which he
had recently fled. For Rostovtzeff, the Egyptian was no longer patronized by a benign superior, but
ruthlessly exploited by a monolithic government - he was a cultureless, powerless, second-class
citizen to be pitied.
Such an image easily led to the perception of racial animosity between Egyptian and Greek,
and fostered studies of local resistance to Hellenism, such as that of Eddy in 1961 and Momigliano
in 1975.' 4 The Egyptian was now seen as hateful, rebellious, and threatening, though still, of
course, second class.
Our theoretical approach to Ptolemaic Egyptian society has changed much in the past fifteen
years. Notions of racial animosity have been discounted, and, slowly, the vitality of local Egyptian
tradition has been recognized.' 5 A recent symposium on Cleopatra's Egypt in Brooklyn was entitled
11. Rostovtzeff 1920, pp. 161-78, esp. p. 161: "Such an epoch cannot be designated a period of decline"; and p. 162:
"The Greek city states were gradually incorporated in the big monarchies of the East, infusing new forces into
decrepit bureaucratic organizations. First of all, Greek genius supplied much constructive power in the building up
of the Eastern political and economic system." The same dogmatic belief in Greek "genius" at the expense of supposed Egyptian "decrepitude" yet dominates the interpretation by Bagnall 1981, pp. 5-21. Bagnall proclaims "a
fundamentally exploitative attitude on the part of the Greeks" who "had little true respect for Egyptian civilization
as a living entity" (p. 21). Compare also p. 15: "Egypt afforded the economic opportunities; but they were created
by the application of Greek conceptions of management and entrepreneurship to the Egyptian situation, not by
long-standing Egyptian economic traditions." This conviction derives more from received convention than fact; see
A. Samuel 1989, pp. 51-65. Bagnall's zeal to deny Egyptian influence in any aspect of Ptolemaic life leads him to
rather peculiar distortions. The pronouncement (p. 20) that the underlying cosmology of magical texts derives
exclusively from contemporary Hellenistic philosophy is an untenable exaggeration; the fundamentally Egyptian
character of the magical papyri was evident even to Nock (1929, pp. 2 19-35), who suggested that unknown
philosophers may have compiled the material. The "philosophy hypothesis" is in any case false, see further Ritner
(forthcoming).
12. Bevan 1968, p. 159: "Numbers of demotic deeds have been found, which furnish important data for native life
under Greek rule."
13. Rostovtzeff 1920, p. 162: "The Eastern state seemed to be quite incompatible with that of the Greek. The foundations of the Eastern state were a strong central power, an army of appointed, responsible officials, the blind obedience of the population, a tendency to make private property serve the interests of the State, and a desire to socialize and nationalize production."
14. For the impact of such thought in Egyptological writings, see Griffiths 1979, pp. 174-79.
15. An overview of these developments is found in A. Samuel 1989 and 1983.
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"Cultures in Conflict," yet the question of cultural animosity was ignored by all speakers. 16 Old
concepts of cultural synthesis or subjugation are giving way to theories of cultural separation. 17
While this separation should perhaps please everyone, allowing Greek and Egyptian culture to be
"vital" independently, I fear that it can be taken too far, and am suspicious of the underlying
motives in overstressing the absence of interaction, and wonder whether cultural "vitality" is again
confused with cultural "purity."
Consider the 1989 discussion by Heinrich von Staden on the question of the influence of
Egyptian medicine on the Alexandrian physician Hierophilus. 8 Von Staden admits certain similarities in terms of pulse taking, drugs, and disease theory, but his arguments are often carried by
adjectives, not evidence: Egyptian pulse theory is dismissed as "struggling but insistent,"1 9 Egyptian
disease theory is "not alien" to the Greek (von Staden 1989, p. 5), the Egyptian physician's touch is
"aggressive," the Greek's is "restrained" (von Staden 1989, p. 15). Egyptian enema treatments are
said to represent "a pathological preoccupation with the anus ... bound to elicit an ethno-psychological study of Pharaonic Egypt sooner or later" (!!!)20 It should be added that one Egyptian
enema specialist is known to have had enough Greek patients to require the services of a well-paid
interpreter; here at least there is cross-cultural preoccupation! 21 Having accused the Egyptians of
neurotic cleanliness, 22 von Staden then faults them as dirty, for not knowing soap (von Staden 1989,
p. 15). Soap, as we know it, was invented in 1787 by the French surgeon Nicolas Leblanc,
prompted by an earlier offer of a state prize by Louis XVI.23 Until then, "soap" had been imported
from the Arabs, and had consisted of fats and natron from the Wadi Natrun. This was the "soap"
that had been available to the Greeks - and before them to the Egyptians. Von Staden's arguments show the survival of the old notion of the low class, cultureless Egyptian, whose influence on
superior culture is unthinkable.
Old feelings of cultural superiority die hard, but what is important is that such prejudices are
often the feelings of scholars, not those of the people they study. A good case in point is the famous
quotation of Polybius on the Alexandrian population as excerpted by Strabo (XXIV. 14). According
to Polybius, the mercenary troops are numerous, rough, and uncivilized, the Alexandrians are mongrels, but the native Egyptians are acute and civilized (o~ icai nokvtt ov). This favorable characterization of the Egyptians has generally confounded Classicists, whose models of Egyptian culture
were determined by contemporary stereotypes of natives as cultureless, rude, second-class citizens.
16. "Ptolemaic Egypt: Cultures in Conflict" held December 2-3, 1988 at the Brooklyn Museum. Lecturers instead
emphasized cooperation and cross-influence between cultures. A direct question posed by this author regarding the
validity of the notion of "cultures in conflict" generated complete disavowal.
17. See A. Samuel 1989, passim; idem 1983, especially pp. 105-17 ; and Bagnall 1988, pp. 21-27.
18. Reviewed by myself 1989, pp. 39-40.
19. Von Staden 1989, p. 10. Egyptian influence here is said to be "not inconceivable."
20. Von Staden 1989, p. 12. This hyperbolic bombast derives from the author's distortion of Egyptian disease theory,
which prescribed enemas and emetics for internal complaints in preference to bleeding. A reasoned analysis is
found in Steuer 1948 and Steuer and Saunders 1959.
21. Admitted grudgingly in von Staden 1989, p. 26. The author insists that this must be an isolated case in Alexandria
since "evidence of this kind is very rare"; in fact, evidence of any kind from Alexandria is "very rare" and generalizations about medical interactions are mere speculation. Bagnall 1981, p. 18, attempts to find in this transaction
"deeper and darker aspects" of the Greek "exploitative attitude" since it involves mercenary motives. Bagnall is
unaware of the theoretical basis of the Egyptian treatment, which is dismissed as "primitive" and "a toy" (in contrast to "Hellenistic science"): "I forbear to offer modem parallels to exotic practices like this becoming fashionable." Smirking remarks aside, the supposed "toy" of suppository and enema treatment remains a basic adjunct to
modem medical practice; it is in no sense "exotic." Where, however, is the "Hellenistic science" of bleeding?
22. Von Staden 1989, p. 12: "legendary obsession with personal cleanliness."
23. A good, popular account of the tragi-comic development of modem soap is found in Bodanis 1986, pp. 206-09.
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Though Mahaffy (1899, p. 191) and the Loeb editor Paton (1975, vol. 6, p. 335) kept the positive
translation, Kunze emended the Greek to read "litigious" (Otot&Kov), 24 while Bevan "charitably"
assumed that Polybius meant: "The Egyptians at Alexandria might be rogues and cheats, but they
did not violate the order of the city; they were civil rogues" (Bevan 1968, p. 100, note 3). Letronne
kept the text and translated "submissive to the law," Kramer changed nooxtxtov to airobtKov
"uncivilized," and most editors simply insert ou "not" before ltoXttKov, yielding "not civilized." 25
For Fraser, in his PtolemaicAlexandria of 1972, emendation is said to be necessary (vol. 2a, pp.
144-45, note 184), and the Egyptians are described as "sharp-temperedand uncivilized" (ibid., vol.
1, p. 61 [italics mine]). Building upon this rewritten text, Fraser constructs his entire framework of
Alexandrian history, attributing the city riots of later years to the violence "inherent in the character
of the Egyptianized population of the city" (implied proof of this assertion being Polybius). 26
Superior Greek culture had been weakened and destroyed through "the adulteration of Greek by
Egyptian blood" (Fraser 1972, p. 84). By an ironic and devious rewriting of the sources to meet
expected prejudices, the one group not stigmatized by Polybius as a factor in civic unrest has
become the scapegoat for the city's demise. Fraser's analysis of the Jews is also interesting; they
are said to be on a higher cultural level than the Egyptians, not because of their own culture which
is irrelevant, but because they better ape the fashions of their cultural superiors. They were able to
"acquire Greek culture of a superior level" (Fraser 1972, p. 57).
For Bowersock in 1990, the theory of a separation of cultures is confirmation of the Egyptians'
"airless immobility" (p. 55),27 overcome at last by the saving grace of Greek literature:
Since demotic was not about to fill the intellectual and religious needs of Egyptians, it was
thus ultimately Greek, despite long centuries of resistance to assimilation, that became the
language in which Egyptians expressed themselves (Bowersock 1990, p. 57).
Egyptians redeem themselves for Bowersock by their assimilation as wandering Greek poets.
As an aside, one should contrast the attitude of Gilbert Murray to Demotic literature in 1911.
Professing himself "fascinated" by the tale of Setna, and regretting that "my own education has
been neglected in the matter of Demotic," he went on to set the translation of Griffith into English
verse as the poem Nefrekepta.28

24. Bevan 1968, p. 100, note 3. As Bevan notes, this emendation was accepted by Lumbroso.
25. A useful summary of this editorial contrivance is found in Walbank 1979, pp. 182-83. Walbank accepts the
fabrication "({not) civilized." The image of the "exploited Egyptian" has influenced Egyptologists' interpretations
of this Polybius passage as well. Thus, while W. Max Miiller does not emend the text, he assumes that it must
reveal "the surprise of Polybius that the Alexandrines of Egyptian race were somewhat different from the dull and
apathetic mass of the other Egyptian natives"; see idem 1920, p. 9, note 1.
26. Fraser 1972, vol. 1, p. 800. Bagnall inverts the facts in 1981, p. 16, when he states that this passage in Polybius "has
persuaded some modems, most notably Peter Fraser, whose great Ptolemaic Alexandria is dedicated to the thesis
that the Egyptian element was responsible for the decline of the city in practically all respects.' On the contrary, it
is the thesis of Fraser et al. which has reshaped the quote of Polybius!
27. Bagnall 1988, p. 24, also invokes the false image of a static Egypt, which could not adapt foreign elements without
ceasing to be Egyptian. Such adaptations characterize Egyptian culture from the Predynastic Period. The unchanging nature of Egyptian culture is greatly over-emphasized by those who do not know it, and for whom everything
Egyptian looks alike. A similar oversimplification can be directed to Greek and Latin materials, as embodied in the
notion of "Greco-Roman culture."
28. Quotations on p. iii. Murray believed in the influence of Egyptian upon Greek literature, and his assessment of the
Demotic novel is correspondingly flattering. Clearly, literary evaluation fluctuates with the bias of the critic, contra
the absolute "truths" espoused in P. Green 1989, p. 82 and passim.
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Consider finally the much-debated question of the "ethnicity" of Dryton's wife Apollonia. 29
Though she explicitly styles herself a "Greek" in both Demotic and Greek legal documents, it has
been stated by Bagnall in 1988 that she cannot be Greek, since the "milieu" in which she lives
seems Egyptian (p. 23).30 This "milieu" includes, of course, her Cretan husband Dryton. Because
Apollonia makes use of Egyptian documents, occasionally uses an Egyptian version of her name,
and acts in an independent manner which defies standard preconceptions, Bagnall assumes that her
claims to be Greek must be lies (and lies accepted at face value in open court): "In the case of the
women, we cannot detect any motive other than social for the claim of Greek status, which was for
them higher and more prestigious" (Bagnall 1988, pp. 23-24). By implication, no Greek woman
would lower herself to using Egyptian practices - even if it meant the freedom to engage in commerce without a "kyrios" as intermediary. Conversely, Egyptian women must have craved the status of a cloistered Greek woman. 31 What then should one make of the lady Artemisia in one of the
earliest preserved Greek papyri, PGM XL (see Preisendanz 1973, vol. 2, pp. 177-78)? Her
Demotic-influenced petition to Oserapis is certainly reflective of an "Egyptian milieu." Do we
make Artemisia a "Hellenizing Egyptian" in the fourth century B.C.? 32 Certainly not. When an
individual is recognized as "Greek" to the satisfaction of both contemporary Demotic and Greek
legal conventions, they are Greek to their contemporaries, whatever that ethnicity may have meant
in Ptolemaic Egypt. Who are we to suggest that the ethnicity must be a fiction, just to meet our
expectations?
Clear evidence of any sort of racial or cultural chauvinism is exceedingly rare for the Ptolemaic
period. 33 In this regard, particular interest has been devoted during this conference to the preferential rate of assessing the salt tax for "Greeks" as attested in the Demotic Lille papyri from the
Faiyum. This imbalance has been suggested by Dorothy Thompson to be a "benefit" for Greekspeakers, serving as an inducement for Egyptians to learn the Greek language. In contrast, Willy
Clarysse has viewed the distinct rates as a form of institutionalized cultural "discrimination"

29. Discussion and references in Bagnall 1988, pp. 21-27, specifically attacking my own analysis (1984, pp. 171-88),
and that of Pomeroy 1984, pp. 103-24 (now reprinted, 1989). Bagnall (p. 21) faults unnamed authors for supposed
"lack of clarity, lack of sophistication," making itemized exception (p. 26, note 5) for those whom he assumes
partake of his own interpretive bias. An excellent, spirited rebuttal by Pomeroy served as the plenary lecture for
the annual convention of the American Research Center in Egypt held in Philadelphia on April 21, 1989. Bagnall
rather misrepresents current assessments of the problem by suggesting that only Pomeroy accepts the notion of
Greeks assimilating to Egyptian culture; see Lewis 1986, pp. 103 and 168, note 16 (a verbatim citation of my
conclusions included as "an apt ending to the present chapter.") See now the discussion of Goudriaan 1988, pp.
131-33; and the clear example of "Egyptianization" documented by Clarysse within this volume, Chapter 6.
30. There is no great sophistication here; whether Apollonia were an "Egyptianizing Greek" or a "Hellenizing
Egyptian" her "milieu" in rural Egypt would still be "predominantly Egyptian."
31. Greek trial depositions of ethnicity are also reduced to mere farce.
32. The phraseology of this petition derives directly from contemporary (and prior) Demotic exemplars invoking "the
god Oserapis and the gods who sit with Oserapis" (Wsir-Hp rm ni ntr.w nt htp irmf); see further the remarks of
John Ray in this volume, Chapter 32.
33. See A. Samuel 1983, p. 106: "the tone of the documentation ... by and large seems to suggest a rather comfortable
relationship on the day-to-day level, with surprisingly few allusions to ethnic difficulties"; and ibid., n. 121: "it is
important to note that derogation of the Egyptians is almost lacking from the Greek documentation, even in such
texts as those of UPZ 8 which do attest disputes between Greek and Egyptian on ethnic bases." Nine examples (for
300 years) are listed in Goudriaan 1988, pp. 107-08, hardly justifying the remark that "the opinion the Greeks had
of their Egyptian compatriots was often low." Accusations of ethnic discrimination may hide other motives (and
spur official intervention), as recognized by Dorothy Thompson 1988, pp. 229-30. This is not to deny the existence
of cultural pride or preference on the part of Egyptian or Greek. Certain tendencies toward "clannishness" are
inevitable, if only because of the barriers of language and custom. It is perhaps useful to recall contemporary
stereotypes disparaging British cooking (from the French point of view), or French organization (from the British
point of view). These hardly reflect pervasive cross-channel "racism."
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against Egyptians. 34 While the monetary distinction is fairly trivial (one obol, roughly a day's pay),
the interpretive distinction between the designations "inducement" and "discrimination" is quite
significant. The "facts" are noncommittal, falling ready prey to our theoretical biases. In either
interpretation, however, the one obol difference need not reflect a sense of "racial superiority." If
Greek-speaking Egyptians are admitted as "Hellenes" this is obvious. But I think that this need not
reflect a sense of "cultural superiority" either, perhaps simply a recognition of cultural separation
and numerical imbalance. If anything, it suggests a culture
or perhaps primarily a language35
on the defensive; superiority does not need inducement. The success of Greek administration in
the developing Faiyum was to a large extent dependent upon bureaucratic scribes and interpreters
fluent in that language. In any case, the Ptolemaic salt tax does not represent a consistent cultural
policy, for the preferential rates were soon abandoned. Greeks and Egyptians were then taxed
equally.
In the past, our theories have dictated our facts as often as our facts have dictated our theories.
Theoretical bias has been unrecognized and its pervasive influence ignored. So long as we are willing to allow our preconceptions to structure our questions and answers, to rewrite the historians, or
disbelieve the papyrus evidence, how will we ever find examples of positive cultural interaction
between Egyptian and Greek? It will not matter whether we use Greek or Demotic evidence, or
any evidence at all; we shall see only our long-ingrained stereotypes, and meetings like this one
will have little purpose.
POSTSCRIPT
In discussions subsequent to the presentation of this paper, two issues were raised which are
worthy of note and a brief response.
Diana Delia objected to the above characterization of racial antagonism as "rare," adducing
the example of Juvenal, whose "anti-Egyptian" remarks are well known. Juvenal, however, is not
relevant to the present discussion, since 1) he is of Roman
not Ptolemaic - date and quite different attitudes prevailed, 2) he is a satirist for whom ridicule - directed indifferently toward
Roman, Greek or Egyptian - was an occupation, 3) he was in forced exile in Egypt and thus not
disposed to be particularly charitable, and 4) he had been expelled from Rome precisely for his
propensity to compose offensive remarks. Reasons of date and occupation also invalidate the
(unmentioned) satires of Lucian, whose occasional Egyptian quips are evidence of the
"Egyptomania" then popular in Rome. Relations between Greeks and Egyptians certainly deteriorated in Roman Egypt as a direct result of racial and economic distinctions imposed by Rome. This
is a reversal of Ptolemaic policy, not an outgrowth of it.
Willy Clarysse's stated belief in the existence of "apartheid" in Ptolemaic Egypt ill accords
with his own documentation of a governmentally-recognized "mixed" marriage between an
Egyptian woman and a Greek Alexandrian citizen. Despite its basic meaning of "separateness" in
Dutch and Flemish, the term "apartheid" in contemporary English usage conveys exclusively the
nuance of South African practice in which mixed marriages or common use of fountains would be
punishable by law. Nothing even vaguely similar existed in Ptolemaic Egypt.

34. See de Cenival 1984 (P. Dem. Lille 99. col. IVa, details the favorable assessments regarding Greek schools, pp.
20-21 ), and the respective articles by Thompson (Chapter40) and Clarysse (Chapter 6) in this volume.
35. Preferential legislation for English in the United States, or French in Quebec, is not motivated by a sense of smug
Scomplacency, but by fear of ultimate cultural absorption within a larger foreign group.
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WRITING EGYPTIAN: SCRIPTS AND SPEECHES
AT THE END OF PHARAONIC CIVILIZATION
ALESSANDRO ROCCATI
The University of Rome
1. Pharaonic Egypt strove to avoid linguistic confusion. In spite of the presence of a number of
unknown languages in the country (a situation we can trace back on the base of the evidence from
the first millennium B.C., when different cultures in Egypt are well attested), all written expression
was devoted to one script and language (which we call Egyptian), thereby covering underlying
varieties, possibly for the purpose of giving the impression of uniformity in a unified community. In
the first millennium B.C. we witness in Egypt many foreign tongues spoken and written, but until
the Ptolemaic period their use remains confined to individual minority cultures and never replaces
the indigenous tradition. This latter, on the contrary, though accepting some input from the outside,
endeavors to hide the influence and coexistence of several literate cultures beside it (Pestman, ed.
1985 and Pestman 1989, pp. 137-58). As a result we do not find in the native documentation a
representation of actual speech, but rather a high register of expression through the different
writing traditions (hieroglyphs, hieratic, and Demotic). To these, Greek is added in the Hellenistic
period, as an exception to the above outlined situation. In its competition with Demotic, Greek is
also felt to be a proper literary language, better reflecting actual language use than the former. This
state of affairs largely conceals the lower layers of the population, who will emerge alone on the
scene after the fall of the ancient world and the triumph of Christianity (Roccati 1989, pp. 49-56).
Like all the accepted languages of Christianity (Latin, Greek, etc.) Coptic constitutes an
adaptation of a low register of speech to literature, which makes it difficult to reconcile its bond
with the preceding cultural landscape.
2. As a result of the wider use of alphabets during the first millennium B.C., which encouraged
the recording of individual languages, techniques of comparison and translation were developed;
but true bilingual inscriptions are not found in Egypt before the Ptolemaic period (Roccati 1988, pp.
145-50). At that time the main impetus becomes the need for mutual understanding between
Greeks and Egyptians, whereas Greek culture becomes more and more the dominant world culture.
In such a situation there is less need for translating from Greek into Egyptian, mainly Demotic,l
than fromDemotic into Greek. Actually we know some works of native literature preserved in

1. For administrative pieces translated from Greek into Demotic, see Kaplony-Heckel 1974, p. 239.
291
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Greek, 2 or in Demotic and Greek, 3 but no piece of Greek literature is known in Demotic although
fragments of other non-Egyptian literature are preserved in Demotic (Zauzich 1976, pp. 180-85;
Porten and Zauzich, in press). Only later, during the first two centuries of the Roman Empire, was
there some demand for translating occasional Latin or Greek inscriptions into hieroglyphs; 4 these
translations involve rather elaborate wording, reflecting a non-Egyptian compositional context.
On the other hand it need not be stressed how translation from Greek into Egyptian formed the
bulk of early Coptic literature, 5 although it may be viewed as a continuation and a consequence of
previous intense translating between Egyptian and Greek. Undoubtedly the process of massively
transferring a cultural legacy from a non-Egyptian civilization into a new Egyptian society leads to
the dropping of the ethnocentric attitude reflected in the high speech used from pharaonic down to
Ptolemaic times (Grenier 1988, pp. 71-76); this, in turn, provides a clue for why so many Greek
(loan-)words are found in the Coptic language.
We can summarize this situation by stating that works may be translated from Demotic into
Greek and from Greek into Coptic, where Demotic and Coptic represent but two different faces of
Egyptian and of scribal tradition. Recently, however, a claim has been advanced for the
preservation of an ancient literary genre in Coptic; a text has been understood as a direct
translation from Demotic into Coptic, as if they were two different stages of one and the same
language.6
3. There are some texts in early Coptic literature which recall earlier local literature rather than
works, of whatever origin, whose archetype would have been drawn up in Greek. 7 But the
possibility of translating from Egyptian into Coptic is not without question because:
I. It is not likely that the pharaonic works could survive in the Christian tradition;
II. On linguistic grounds, late Demotic and early Coptic are so similar that they should not
be treated as two distinct languages. Thus one text should not be translated from Demotic
into Coptic, but rather transcribed, and this is what happens in the so called old Coptic
texts.
Basically what distinguishes Demotic and Coptic is not so much the difference of writing and
language but rather their participation in two different speech registers, high and low, depending on
different language requirements. Therefore, according to the pharaonic usage, Demotic represents
essentially a unitary language, even if the scribal tradition which was to name it arose in the north
of Egypt, while Coptic is by nature divided into dialects.
A classification based on writing may be misleading. Not only do we have in (an adapted)
Greek script a work in the traditional pharaonic language (Osing 1976; cf. 1987, p. 83), but old
2. "U" Leiden Greek Papyrus (Maspero 1911, p. 306: "L'aventure du sculpteur P6tesis et du roi Nectanebo"); Oxyrh.
Pap. XI 1381 (second century A.D.: "A Story of Imuthes"); Ammianus Marcellinus 17, 4, 17/23 (translation of the
text of the Flaminian Obelisk at Rome). To this section belongs the History of Manetho (third century B.C.);
perhaps Plutarch, "Peri Isidos," may be considered an elaborate translation of the Osirian myth (second century
A.D.), but see also footnote 3.
3. De Cenival 1988; West 1969, pp. 161-83 (third century A.D.). Papyrus Carlsberg VII and Horapollo, Hieroglyphika,
may be viewed in the same way: Winter 1991, cols. 91-94.
4. Obelisks from Munich, Naples, Benevento, and Piazza Navona and Pincio in Rome; cf. Winter 1991, cols. 86-87
and Derchain 1987.
5. Orlandi 1984, pp. 181-203. Charles 1916 (only two Ethiopic versions survive of an original, which was perhaps
written in Greek, with some parts in Coptic (?), to be later translated into Arabic).
6. Funk 1976, pp. 8-21 ("Teaching of Silvanus," Nag Hammadi Codex VII 4 and Ms BM Or. 6003 = Ant BM 979); cf.
Lichtheim 1983, p. 191. A resum6e of the question is given by Cannuyer (1988, pp. 200-01). To be noted also is
Thissen 1989, p. 238 (modem Coptic rendering of a Demotic text).
7. Lexa 1933, p. 106-16. Jensen 1950 might rest on older oral tradition. See also footnote 13, below.
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Coptic should be considered Demotic transcribed in a pre-Coptic alphabet. 8 What makes a
difference between a) these old Coptic texts and b) the Egyptian anthroponyms rendered in Greek
script during the Ptolemaic age is that a) works on a written level but b) on an oral level.
That means that the passage from one linguistic layer into another is not impossible in
everyday life, but it occurs outside the established literate traditions and develops inside the oral
culture.
4. A similar problem is created by a Demotic literary text not written in Demotic, such as
Papyrus Vandier, whose language has been variously classified as "n6o-6gyptien 6volu6" (Posener)
or "early Demotic?" (Shisha-Halevi 1989, pp. 421-35) by scholars failing to realize that, since the
second millennium B.C., writing is a variable independent from language.
Actually we should think about Demotic written not only in Demotic, but also in hieratic 9 and
hieroglyphs (Yoyotte 1972b, pp. 254-59; Handoussa 1988, pp. 111-15) and Coptic (see footnote
8). Later on, Coptic was written not only in Coptic, but also in Greek (Crum 1939) and Arabic;10 we
might even consider as "Coptic" some late Demotic popular texts leaning towards a low register of
speech." Likewise the Coptic script was sometimes used to write Arabic (Casanova 1901, pp. 1-20
[thirteenth century: Wadi el Natrun]) and Demotic (see footnote 8).
Nevertheless it would be nonsense to imagine a text established in a literary form
corresponding to a specific written formatl 2 which would be retold in different colloquial ways:
probably this is the reason why the commentators of the "Teaching of Silvanus," which is written in
Coptic but reminds one of earlier wisdom texts, thought at once of ordinary Greek wording. Any
8. Satzinger 1984, pp. 137-46. Quaegebeur 1982, pp. 125-36. For a magical spell rendered in Demotic and Coptic
versions, see now DuQuesne 1991, p. 22. See also Liiddeckens 1972, p. 27 (an identical "demotische und koptische
Urkundenformel").
9. Such are the literary piece published by Posener (1986) and the religious text treated by Schott (1954). On the
latter see also Vernus 1990, pp. 153-208.
10. Cairo Coptic Museum no. 4091: Hymns for the whole year ...
;the text is bilingual, Coptic and Arabic, the Coptic
words being written in Arabic characters (thirteenth century).
11. For instance, the documentary texts published by Gallo 1989, pp. 99-123.
12. The case of M. Smith (1977, pp. 115-49), involving the Demotic transcription of an older hieroglyphic text
reproduced in the Kharga Amun temple, can be understood as a transfer from hieroglyphs into a book script, here
represented by Demotic instead of hieratic. Translation would be, of course, another matter, for which see my
remarks 1987, pp. 81-83.
For the sake of comparison, I have asked for the opinion of Professor Finn Thiesen, a specialist of Urdu and Hindi
at the University of Oslo, from whose kind answer (August 26, 1990) I can quote: " Spoken Hindi and Urdu are
virtually the same language, but the written standards diverge. In the same way as an illiterate person will
normally not understand literary language, Urdu-Hindi speakers who are literate in either Hindi or Urdu alone, will
also in most cases be unable to understand texts which have simply been transcribed from Urdu to Hindi or vice
versa.
"A good translation from f. ex. Urdu to Hindi should interfere as little as possible with the original text. I.e. it
should try to preserve the Urdu flavour and change only such words and expressions as the translator feels will not
be understood by the ordinary Hindi reader, and a difficult Urdu word should for this reason be replaced by a
simple Urdu word known to the Hindi readers rather than by a puristic Hindi equivalent. Such translations exist, but
they are not common. In most cases they have been made by the authors themselves (e.g. by Prem Chand).
"Most of the translations that I have seen, however, have been executed following almost the opposite principle.
The translators seem to think that since this is a translation as many words as possible should be changed into
puristic Hindi. The results are to my mind very unsatisfactory. The style is lost and the meaning often unnecessarily
changed.
"Works of folk literature and also simple religious literature are often found in both Urdu and Hindi versions either
identical (i.e. mere transliterations) or with only minimal changes.
"'Translations' of poetry are always mere transcriptions. Hindi 'translations' of Urdu poetry are very popular and
much Hindi poetry too is, indeed, Urdu poetry written in the Hindi (devanagari) script."
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difficulty, however, would be overcome, should we refer to the oral level, where high and low
speech can easily alternate. A spoken tale could be transformed into a Demotic text at a given
moment and into a Coptic text in another moment. In other words we may well think that in passing
from the pharaonic to the Christian civilization, some texts long known by heart in the local milieu
could be admitted into Coptic written notation, which does not imply by itself the cognizance of
earlier written sources. The same objection applies to those who believe that texts rather than
concepts should be compared between the Egyptian temple tradition and the Gnosis. 13
If we should ever discover several written quotations of such an oral tradition, we ought
probably to expect some differences in wording and format (actually this happens in the two known
copies of the "Teaching of Silvanus").' 4 That seems to demonstrate that in this field no written
tradition was established yet.
5. This depiction of the scenery of language and script during the Roman period displays a
complicated system of interrelations, but it is by no means abnormal; on the contrary it emphasizes
phenomena which must have existed, but are less apparent, in other times and cultural situations as
well. In particular we are reminded of the controversial situation of the "Wisdom of Ptahhotep"
during the Middle Kingdom. There too, apart from the problems of dating (Luft 1976, p. 49), a
rather obscure transmission of the text exists, which cannot be explained simply by text traditions
(Burkard 1977, pp. 91-93, 194-209, and 230-42). Analogy with this suggested registering of earlier
texts into Coptic script would seem to point out that the provenance of Ptahhotep (and other Middle
and New Kingdom) texts was an oral tradition. This would allow for the substantial interpolations
which have raised questions about the actual dating, and at the same time it would confirm the
limited utilization of writing in the Old Kingdom, excluding texts written for communication and
pieces of literature. But this topic is already dealt with in another place.

13. Derchain 1988, p. 258: "il faudrait comparer des textes, non des id6es." Lately, however, Derchain has provided
some correspondences between a Ptolemaic text and Asciepius (1990, pp. 25-27). These remind one of a Coptic
version of Asciepius preserved in Nag Hammadi Codex VI (Parrott 1979, pp. 418-22). That would imply an origin
from a Greek format, from which the Latin translation was also drawn. One might likewise think that in a bilingual
milieu, where the Hermetic doctrine found its ground, several versions, including unwritten ones, might be in cooccurrence, at least for some texts. See Fowden 1986, p. 5 (a reference I owe to the courtesy of G. Filoramo).
14. See references in footnote 6; cf. Till 1955; furthermore Zandee 1981, pp. 515-31.
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FOREIGNERS IN THE DOCUMENTS FROM THE

SACRED ANIMAL NECROPOLIS, SAQQARA
H. S. SMITH
University College, London
The documents from the Sacred Animal Necropolis, Saqqara, came to light in excavations by
the Egypt Exploration Society, directed by the late W. B. Emery from 1964-71, and by G. T. Martin
and myself from 1971-76.1 Over 750 Demotic papyri were found, most of which were fragmentary
(Smith and Tait 1983, especially pp. ix-xi). The locations in which they were discovered suggested
that they had been finally dumped in the fourth century A.D. during the clearance of the ruined
temple site preliminary to building a Christian monastic settlement (see Segal 1983, pp. 1-3). The
internal evidence of the Demotic documents, however, suggests that they range in date from the
sixth to the early third century B.C., and had previously formed part of an accumulation of rubbish
of the very early Ptolemaic period (Smith and Tait 1983, pp. 4-5).
As many of the documents may not be published for some time, 2 I have assembled here a preliminary list of foreign ethnics, titles, and personal names, which occur in them; it makes no claim
to completeness. 3 The following comments are intended to annotate the context of the quotations in
the list, rather than to identify ethnicities or nationalities.
The papyri are quoted by their EES numbers, not by their EAO registration numbers. 4
ETHNICS
S.H5-490 is a report in an early hand bearing the date 'Year 33, month 4 Proyet, day 6'; in
view of this high year date, it should belong either to the reign of Darius I or that of Artaxerxes I.
From the fragmentary text it concerns an army-commander (mr-mi 9 and some 'business' (9-shn),
but the context in which n5 Mdy.w 'the Medes' occurs is completely broken.
1. See Emery 1967, pp. 141-45; Emery 1968, pp. 1-2; Emery 1969, pp. 31-35; Emery and Smith 1970, pp. 1-3;
Emery 1970, pp. 5-11; Martin 1971, pp. 1-2; Martin 1973, pp. 5-15; Martin 1974, pp. 15-29; H. S. Smith 1976, pp.
14-17; and Smith and Jeffreys 1977, pp. 20-28; see also Martin 1981, especially pp. 57-68 and Martin 1979, pp.
17-99.
2. The publication plans announced in H. S. Smith 1974b, pp. 256-58 have had to be modified and delayed owing to
other unavoidable commitments that are certainly no fault of my colleagues who have so generously given time to
the study of these documents. Publication is now in the hands of C. J. Martin, J. D. Ray, H. S. Smith, and W. J. Tait.
A second volume is in a relatively advanced state of preparation.
3. While I am deeply grateful to the above-mentioned colleagues for allowing me to quote from papyri under their
editorship, they are in no way responsible for the readings and interpretations given here. I wish, however, to
acknowledge most valuable readings, corrections, and contributions from the following scholars: C. A. R. Andrews,
S. M. Burstein, M. Geller, R. H. Pierce, J. D. Ray, R. K. Ritner, J. B. Segal, W. J. Tait, and K.-T. Zauzich.
4. For a clear account of the numbering systems used at North Saqqara, see Martin 1981, pp. 2-3. As this paper deals
almost exclusively with Demotic papyri the prefix DP is omitted from the numbers.
295
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S.71/2-136 is a complete letter, probably of the 4th-3rd centuries B.C., in which 'the Quarter of
the Greeks' (t iwi[t] n n5 W'ny) is mentioned, a place known to have been in the district of
Wenkhem, north of Memphis (Smith and Tait 1981, pp. 75-79). In S.H5-199, a fragmentary
account, a plausible restoration suggests the reading 'the tax (§kr) which they imposed before on
the houses of the Greeks' (n> Wy[nn.w]). In another account, S.H5-207, likewise of uncertain date,
'the food of the Greeks' (p5 trp n n5 Wynn.w) is mentioned among common Egyptian items.
Another entry reads rmt .rm. Dd-hr (s?) Gre; the presence of rmt and the fact that the damaged
word is spelt with a 'foreigner'-determinative suggests that it may be an ethnic, but whether it
should be read Srm?/h or Prm5/h is uncertain.5
Brief reference should be made here to the fifth century B.C. Aramaic papyrus S.H5-AP43, an
official document in which 'Greeks and Carians' (Ywnin, Krkin) are mentioned three times in
connection with the equipment of ships and, perhaps, the restraint of fugitive crew (Segal 1983, pp.
41-43, No. 26).
TITLES
The Iranian title XgaOra-pavdn 'Satrap' occurs on an ostracon, S.75/6-7, reading : 1) [.........]
?rgstris ht(?) ti/ni, 2) [.........] P.-di-ist p? itehtrpny (S. M. Burstein, forthcoming). Professor
Stanley Burstein has now identified this satrap with the Peteesis appointed by Alexander the Great
immediately after his conquest to govern Egypt jointly, as recorded by Arrian III.5.1ff.: "He then
made his arrangements for Egypt; he appointed two Egyptians, Doloaspis and Petisis, and divided
the country between them; but when Petisis presently resigned, Doloaspis undertook the whole
charge." Professor Burstein's identification (forthcoming), surely correct, thus dates this mention of
Alexander, written without either cartouche or 'foreigner'-determinative, to his first Egyptian year.
Another mention of the title 'satrap' appears in S.H5-450, a fragmentary report or protocol,
probably of fifth century B.C. date, which records a plea to a man named Witn, beginning "I am the
maidservant" followed by a lacuna, then hgtrpn t? 9t rs "the Satrap of the southern region" (reading
due to J. D. Ray). The length of the lacuna is uncertain, so that the maidservant was not necessarily
attached to the Satrap's person.
PERSONAL NAMES 6
S.H5-269+284 is a letter addressed to a foreign generalissimo (p? hri p? m () named Mytr? or
Sytrh. by an Egyptian named Pediamun, almost certainly in the fifth century B.C.; the name may be
Iranian (Smith and Kuhrt 1982, pp. 199-209).
S.H5-434 is a badly torn fragment of papyrus from what was originally probably a long and
important document. On the front, it comprises the ends of the last sixteen lines of one column, followed by a two-line docket containing a date at the top of a blank area to the left; on the back it
comprises the extreme ends of ten lines of one column, followed by sixteen incomplete lines of the
next column. What survives is thus too partial for any clear idea of the original contents of the document to be gained. From the facts that certain documents and depositions are quoted within the
text and that the text is divided into sections, in one instance headed by a day-date, and from its
official style and the mention of n? wpty.w, 'the judges,' it seems likely to be a record of judicial or
administrative proceedings. The hand is a relatively early one, and the date-docket reads hit-sp 30
;bd-2 %btsw 16(?). No full summary can be offered here, but the following points are relevant to
our subject.
1) In the Front, Col. 2, 1.2 under the date, and again in the Back, Col. 2, 1.10 at the end of a
section, there occurs the group T-hmwdn, evidently, from the 'house'-determinative, a
5. C. A. R. Andrews informs me that a name Prm, possibly an ethnic, occurs in P. dem. BM 10661, line 3.
6. Iranian Etymologies for personal names in this article have now been critically reviewed, corrected, and amplified
by Dr. Philip Huyse in a forthcoming article.
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place-name. In a fragmentary Aramaic papyrus (No. 27: S.H5-AP15), Segal read in line
1 'at THMWSN' and in line 5 'year 5 of Darius the King at THMWSN' (1983, pp. 4344). The two documents must surely refer to the same place, especially given the fact
that both documents have a legal/governmental context. Segal did not suggest an identification for the place, and its etymology was unclear to him, as it is to me, though it is
worth noting that the Aramaic T is represented by the Demotic feminine singular definite
article t?.
2) The name Jrsm appears in the Front, Col. 1, 1 without context; in the Front, Col. 1, 1.12 in
dd ]rim my dd- w n _f, "Arsham said: 'Let them say to him"'; in the Back, Col. 2, 1.1 in
p? hd(?) r-dd ?rsm pi my di-w ..., "It is the money(?) of which Arsham spoke; let it be
given ..."; in the Back, Col. 2, 1.9 in ?rm r in, w, "Arsham to bring them ... "; and in the
Back, Col. 2, 1.13 in m-bih pisn hry -rim, "before Arsham our Lord." Evidently, this
Arsham was a person of great consequence to be thus addressed in judiciary or government proceedings at Memphis; it is highly tempting to identify this Arsham with the
famous Persian satrap Arsames, who is attested in Aramaic documents from Egypt from
year 37 (428 B.C.) of Artaxerxes I to year 17 (408 B.C.) of Darius II (G. R. Driver 1954,
pp. 44-56). If so, S.H5-434 must date to Artaxerxes I, year 30, i.e. 435 B.C., and will
contain the earliest reference to Arsames in Egypt.
3) In the Back, Col. 2, 1.7, in a new section following a day-date, hrw(?) r-dd;fMspt, 'the
day (on?) which he spoke, Maspat ...' (or '[to] Maspat'); in the Back, Col. 2, 1.11, at the
beginning of another section, after a large group in the left margin (probably reading Hr),
hrw-bik Mspt ... , 'the deposition/letter of Maspat.' Letter 12 of the Aramaic leather documents edited by Driver (1954, pp. 33-35) is a complaint addressed by an Iranian noble,
Widdap', to Nehtihur, Arsham's agent at Memphis, based on letters sent to him by his
own agent, Maspat, concerning the non-delivery of Widdaps's Cilician serfs, and concerning the peculation of wine from his estate by Nehtihur and oppression and robbery of
'my lady's' staff. A letter from Arsham to P'am'ek, son of "Ah-hapi, in Babylon is mentioned in the text. It thus seems virtually certain that the Arsham and Maspat in S.H5-434
must be the same men as those in this Aramaic letter.
4). In the Front, Col. 1, 1.3 the name rjy appears without context and again in the Back,
Col. 2, 1.3 dd.w nI(?) ?rty rh, "They said to me: 'Arty knows ... '." In Driver's Letter 7,
1.10 (?) and Letter 13, 1.1 an important official "Arta h ay is named, though he does not
appear in Letter 12 (1954, pp. 23-25, 35-36), but, given the approximate contemporaneity of the Aramaic letters, it seems possible that the Demotic ?ry is a defective rendering
of Artahay (cf. Greek 'Apr&Xctog).
5) In the Front, Col. 1, 1.13 appears the phrasetd.tts 1.ir n5 Prstw.w, 'take him/her/it to the
Prstw.w,' occurs in a context which, conjecturally, might read: "Give orders conof the Prstw.w." As the word
cerning(?) their not sending (letters) to the (............)
Prstw.w is determined with a 'speaking-man'-determinative, it is not likely to represent
an ethnic name, and one would expect 'Persian' to be rendered by rmt Prs, as K.-T.
Zauzich has pointed out to me; yet the meaning of the expression remains problematic.
6) However uncertain the content of S.H5-434, it seems to emerge that at least two, if not
three Iranian high officials who appear in the Aramaic leather documents are mentioned
in a document of Memphite provenance, probably to be dated to 435 B.C. As the provenance of the Aramaic leather documents is unknown, it seems not unlikely that these, too,
came from Memphis, known to be the seat of Achaemenid government in Egypt.7
7. I am especially grateful to W. J. Tait for reading this document through with me, and to him, R. K. Ritner, and K.-T.
Zauzich for valuable corrections and suggestions.
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S.H5-43 is an oracle-question in an early hand, which reads: "O my great Lord, may he celebrate millions of hb-sd festivals! Is Gyg, the Syrian (')Iwr), the wife of Brk, to go to the land of
Khor (Hr) in the first month of Akhet (day ...?) of this year? Let the document (bk) be brought out
to me."
The interest of this document is that an oracle-question entirely concerned with the affairs of
foreigners should be addressed to an Egyptian deity, whatever his identity (Osiris-Apis?). Given
the context, we must surely interpret the husband's name as the Semitic Barak, rather than the
Egyptian Br?, Belle ('blind [man]'); whether the wife's name is Semitic is less certain.8 Probably
the document is of the 5th-4th centuries B.C.
Foreign names appear among Egyptian names in several accounts and lists of personnel. In
S.H5-202 there appear in the Front 1.1, Bgby, and in the Front 1.4, Bgy; these seem quite likely to
represent the Iranian names Bagapat, which appears in Driver (1954, pp. 20-22), Letter 6, 1.1 and
in Segal (1983, 77-79), No. 54, 1.11 (=S.H5-AP10), and Bagohay(= Iranian Bigvai, Greek
BayJxg), which appears in Cowley (1923, pp. 108-24), Pap. 30-32. In the same document, Back
1.1, ...py st(?) T]-iry, the mother's name doubtless means 'the woman of Khor.' In S.H5-49, Back
Col. 2, 1.9, likewise an account, a male person called WISmgrt appears; in S.H5-403, Front 11.1, 6,
... s? Brbry mwtf W/Grwbs occurs twice; in S.H5-366, Front 1.1, the reading Grgr. y is somewhat
doubtful; while in S.H5-478, ...yrndhy is perhaps incomplete. S.71/2-56, a list of names, includes in
the Back 1.1, P?-(n-)hy s? Hrsml/n s] H>ym/k, in 1.2, P?-(n-)Nt(?) s5 Hr s? Hrsm/n mwt4 Th-(nt)imn, in the Back 1.8, >m/ltyk/h; the first two seem clear cases of related persons of foreign
ancestry who adopted Egyptian names. S.H5-17 lists in the Front 5-6, Hwny s?(?) Stht, in the Front
1.10, Grw'y, in the Front 11.14-15, Ksyn s5 Bri/k p_ ?r n T?-by t5 s(t) n tbt, 'Ksyn, son of
Barak/Belle, the child of Taby, the fishwife,' this last being in all probability the son of the Semite
and an Egyptian woman; another possible instance of Barak appears in the Front 1.3. In an account,
S.H5-198, Front 1.8, Ti1-n.im sw s->Hfmt appears and in S.71/2-31, Front 1.8, the name Hgr, borne
by the Twenty-ninth Dynasty Pharaoh Hakor. In all these documents, the foreign names occur
casually among Egyptian names, which are normally in the majority.
In legal documents also people with foreign names regularly occur as parties. In S.H5-174,
Front 1.1, another Bgy mwt f T-(nt-)hs appears together with a man named 1l-m-htp s? Hyn, an
interesting instance, for in the first case we appear to have a man with an Iranian name with an
Egyptian mother and in the second case the son of a foreigner who has taken an Egyptian name. In
a report or protocol, S.H5-450, already quoted for the probable appearance of the title 'Satrap' in
the Front, Col. 1, 1.2, we find, in the Front, Col. 2, 1.1, W&tn and, in 1.4, Wgtn irm rt..., apparently
as actors in the proceedings; both perhaps represent Iranian names. Another report or protocol,
S.71/2-140, Front 1.2, w "b Dd-hr s? Wspyr, exhibits as one of the parties a w "b-priest with an
Egyptian name born of a foreign father. In a legal instrument, S.72/3-35, Front 1.7, we meet the mrih.w P-(-n -hy/P(-n)-sy(?) s- ?rtk§, an 'overseer of fields' with an Egyptian name but, apparently,
an Iranian father. In a lease, S.H5-100, Front 1.4, another instance of Hgr as a private name occurs,
while in a land-deed, S.71/2-51, Front 1.6, some fields belong to a man named Kbrw. S.H5-465,
Front, Col. 2, 1.2, a fragment, yields a3wry, 'the Syrian.' In a perfectly routine Egyptian letter,
S.71/2-162, Front 1.2, asking the recipient (name lost) 'not to delay to hurry down (sc. to Memphis)
this very moment,' a person named Hrg(r)y is mentioned, unfortunately in a damaged context. All
these examples seem likely to belong to the 5th-4th centuries B.C. An account, S.72/3-46, Front,
Col. 2/4, Twrts, and Front, Col. 2/5, !htrs, yields two names which might well be Greek, e.g.
Tyrtaios (or, if there is metathesis, perhaps the more common Diodoros or Theodoros) and
Athenodoros (assuming omission of n before t, contrast Dem. Nb. I, 1.49). Whether this document is

8. J.B. Segal suggestsa comparison with Assyrian Kuku.
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of the fourth century or third century is uncertain, but, not unnaturally if the posited date-range for
the archive is correct, Greek names seem very rare.
These names, eclectically selected, only serve further to emphasize the well-known fact that
the population of Memphis in the 5th-4th centuries was of very mixed racial origin, and that it was
a truly cosmopolitan city. Aside from the onomastic interest of the names, what is impressive is
how foreigners and people of foreign parentage appear in almost every class of Egyptian document, however ephemeral, mixed with pure Egyptians, taking part in Egyptian religious practices,
Egyptian legal cases, Egyptian official, social, and domestic life. The value of finds like the
Saqqara papyri, containing many very fragmentary documents, almost worthless in themselves, is
that they tend to illustrate this sort of intercommunal penetration more fully than smaller collections
of documents of much greater individual worth.
LIST OF WRITINGS
In the first column the EES Saqqara Demotic Papyrus Number is given in the form S.H5-434
with DP omitted (= Saqqara, Grid Square H5, Demotic Papyrus 434) or S.71/2-56 (= Saqqara,
Season 1971/2, Demotic Papyrus 56). This is followed by the side of the papyrus (Front or Back),
the column number (if required), and the line numbers in which the foreign name appears, e.g. Fr.
1/3 = Front, Col. I, line 3; Bk. 1, 8 = Back, lines 1 and 8. In the column headed Transliteration,the
oblique stroke '/'
means that the letters or symbols written immediately before or after the stroke
are alternativereadings of the same Demotic sign. Occasionally for clarity, alternative readings of
the whole name are separated by the same diagonal stroke. Such alternative readings have been
restricted to those which seem to me reasonably probable; I have not indicated every possible theoretical alternative which the Demotic script might allow. Dots within square brackets [...] indicate
lacunae in the text. The Demotic writings are not facsimile copies and have no paleographical
value; they are simply freehand 'normalschrift' from photographs or good copies, like those in
EDG. Only one writing of each name or group is quoted, though all the references are given in the
first column of the list. Where all available writings are damaged, I have conflated them in the
copy.
Table 36.1. List of Writings.
Demotic Pap. No.
Side/Line
Transliteration
S.H5-269+284
S.H5-434
Fr. I/1, 12,
Bk. II/1, 9,13

rsm

Fr. 1/3,j,
Bk.11/3

irty

Bk.II/10

T? hmwdn

Bk.I/5

n? prstw.w

Bk.II/7, 11
S.H5-43
Bk. 2

Mspt
Gy
I r
Gyg t?>Iwr

Demotic
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Demotic Pap. No.
Side/Line
Transliteration
S.H5-43
Bk. 3

Brk

S.H5-202
Fr. 1

Rghy;

Fr. 4,

Bgy

Bk. 1

ipy s?>-.t(?) T>,-

S.H5-49
Bk. 11/9

Wmgrt/GrmgrtA

S.H5-403
Fr. 1, 6

Brbry mwt4
WIGrwb&'

S.115-366
Fr. 1

Grgr[.]m/'SY

S.H5-478
Fr. 3

...]yrndhy

S.71/2-56
Bk. 1

Hrsmln s.? Hym/gk

Bk. 2

P?->(-n)-Nt(?) s->Hr s->- Hrsm/n

Bk. 8

->m/ktyk?>Ih

Demotic

$7"0o)j/)J

M"

100

S.H5-17
Fr. 5-6
Fr. 10
Fr. 14-15

tk
<0"A<

I

(:39(io

S.H5-198
Fr. 8

1

Grw'SY
(syn s->->Brk

Hgr
... ]Bgy mwtj
T-?(-nt)-hs
/
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Demotic Pap. No.
Side/Line
Transliteration
8.115-174
Fr. 1

I/yn?/>Ih

S.115-450
Fr. 11/4

W~tn irm(?

S.71/2-140
Fr. 2

w 'IbDd-hr s->Wspyr

S .72/3-35
Fr. 7

mr-2?>h.w P2?>(-n)ihyl P-(-n)-sy s->
2?rtkg

8.71/2-51
Fr. 6

lKbrw

8.115-465
Fr. 11/2

2?Swry

S.71/2-162
Fr. 2

Ijrg(r)y

8.72/3-46
Fr. 11/4

Twrts

Fr. 1115

Demotic

441
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CHAPTER 37

DEMOTIC LITERATURE AND EGYPTIAN SOCIETY
W. J. TAIT

University College London
This paper attempts to give a brief sketch of possible interconnections between work on
Demotic literature and work on the social history of Late period and Greco-Roman Egypt. The aim
is rather to raise some questions (and to identify a few problems) than to present a coherent survey.
Some general and preliminary remarks are offered as to what Demotic literature might tell us
about the multi-cultural life of late period Egypt, and consideration is also given to the extent to
which, conversely, our knowledge of social history can help our study of the literature.
The term 'literature' as used here must be understood in a wide sense, embracing every kind of
written text that is not, on common-sense grounds, to be classed as 'documentary.' It may therefore
be worth stressing the wide range of types of text this involves, that is to say, narratives (which
themselves may be divided into several genres 2 ); wisdom texts; mythological texts; religious rituals

and instructional books; satire; 3 dream-interpretation, omen, and prophetic texts; astrological,

I am most grateful to the organizers of Life in a Multi-Cultural Society and the Fourth International Congress of
Demotists for the opportunity to give this paper, and my thanks are also due to the British Academy and to
University College London for generous conference grants.
1. It is hard to arrive at a satisfactory definition of the terms 'literary' and 'documentary,' either for ancient Egypt or
for any other culture (for a recent discussion, see Kaplony 1977). The present paper is not primarily intended as a
contribution to literary criticism, and a pragmatic approach has been adopted. In practice, many (very reasonably)
may prefer not to regard the Hermopolis Legal Manual (Mattha and Hughes 1975; essential bibliography: Allam
1986) strictly as 'literature,' although the approaches followed here ought not to mean that any such objections
would be fatal to the whole discussion. Papyrus Rylands 9 (published, with full translation, by F. Ll. Griffith 1909)
presents a genuine problem of classification - a practical rather than a theoretical one. The initial stimulus for its
composition may have been a wish to document the circumstances of a particular dispute, perhaps for an immediate
practical end, but it is hard not to feel that the writer was carried away by enthusiasm for his task, and that the
finished product has as good a claim to literary status as many other texts (for a recent comment, see Wessetsky
1977).
2. It is difficult to judge whether or not the Egyptians themselves thought in terms of 'genres.' It can be observed that
wisdom texts have more in common with one another than with other kinds of text. The same is true of certain
groups of narrative texts - Setna texts for example - which are commonly referred to as 'cycles,' because they
deal with one and the same named character. The known Setna stories show clear similarities to one another,
above all in themes and structure. However, Demotic narratives of all types on the whole display a remarkable uniformity in style. vocabulary, and phraseology.
3. A paper on this topic, "Das demotische Gedicht vom Harfner als Produkt der Begegnung mit griechischer
Literatur," was given at the symposium by Heinz-Josef Thissen.
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magical, and medical works; legal manuals; word lists; and school texts. New finds 4 and the better
exploration of existing collections 5 are steadily adding to this list, and filling out its details. The
limitations inherent in any attempt to draw wide-ranging conclusions from the study of a single type
of text are surely obvious: one cannot, for example, assess the significance of foreign influences on
Demotic literature from a consideration of only one genre. In fact, this paper devotes a perhaps
excessive proportion of attention to narratives and wisdom texts, at least in instancing texts to illustrate the problems addressed. The chief justification for such a bias is that there has been more relevant discussion of this material in the past. However, even to try to concentrate upon Demotic
texts may lead to distortions or misunderstandings. It would be quite unwarranted to assume that
the hieratic and hieroglyphic texts written during the same period may safely be left on one side,
and the same may be said in respect of the Greek literary material from Egypt.6 Yet there is no
particular merit in disregarding documentary evidence, either. In fact, the only sensible course is to
use the evidence of literary texts and of documents in conjunction. Thus the title of this paper is not
an attempt to define a field of study: it is merely the title of a paper. Although the emphasis here is
on broader issues, a certain amount of evidence for social history may be found embedded within
Demotic literary texts. The famous First Setna narrative text 7 is unusually rich in this respect. It
furnishes information, for example, on incest (unfortunately rather difficult to interpret), on literacy, and on marriage and the social role of women. Perhaps no rigid distinction can be drawn
between studying the place in society of the texts, and using evidence about society incidentally
included in them. Certainly the latter topic would deserve a paper of its own.
Before any worthwhile conclusions may be drawn, certain basic questions must be asked about
the texts. Who wrote and who read them; when were they composed, copied, or read; and where? If
satisfactory answers to these questions are not forthcoming, then at least some hypotheses must be
entertained and tested.
As for when, the distribution of our evidence by date is wildly uneven. This is true both of published material, and of known unpublished material. We have massive finds from the second century A.D., and a little third century material. Before the Roman period, we are afforded only isolated glimpses, and nothing survives that may be assigned with complete confidence to a date earlier than the fourth century B.C. Until fairly recently, the history of Demotic literature up to the later
Ptolemaic period was largely a matter of conjecture. Apart from certain religious books, there was
no evidence for the continuance of literature in hieratic after about 1000 B.C. In the case of most
types of text, there seemed to be a complete break between New Kingdom literature and Demotic
literature. It was possible to argue that the latter was a fresh creation, and began only at some point
in the Ptolemaic period. Many Demotists, including the present writer, preferred to speculate otherwise - that only the accidents of preservation concealed from us the earlier stages. However, the

4. The present writer has been concerned with the material from the EES excavations at North Saqqara (see, so far,
Smith and Tait 1983). Another example of the emergence of new types of material is furnished by the ostraca from
Medinet Madi; the volume Bresciani, Pemnigotti, and Betrb 1983 concerned material from excavations directed by
Professor A. Vogliano, but work at the site has continued in recent years.
5. By chance, at the Congress, papers were given which concerned the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, the British
Museum, London (see Chapter2), and the Carsten Niebuhr Institute, Copenhagen, but work is in progress upon
literary material in many collections.
6. Nothing is said in this paper on the subject of Greek translations or adaptations of Demotic literary texts, which
may certainly be reckoned to be part of the last stage of 'Demotic literature'; a sketch of this topic forms part of
H.- J. Thissen, 'Graeco-iigyptische Literatur'. LA II, cols. 873-78.
7. F. Ll. Griffith 1900; the most recent translation is that by Lichtheim 1980, pp. 125-38. A yet more recent translation
of this text, and of others cited in this paper, no doubt is found in Bresciani 1990a, mentioned in her article (1990b),
but this work is not yet accessible to the present writer.
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lack of direct evidence was embarrassing. 8 New discoveries, both in Demotic and in hieratic, have
done a little to close the gap between the two literatures. The Saqqara papyri demonstrate that
narrative, mythological, medical, and school texts were being written in Demotic at least alittle
before the Ptolemaic period. 9 It is a matter for debate whether or not they indicate an even longer
history for the literature. The publication of Papyrus Vandier O has shown that a narrative text
similar both in style and in language to Demotic examples could still be written in hieratic at a date
when Demotic literature had, probably, already begun. This, of course, leaves many questions
unanswered. There might have been a rapid and general switch from the use of hieratic to that of
Demotic, for texts that were not perceived as religious, or the process might have been gradual and
complex. It used to be plausible to suggest that the change might have been solely or primarily
brought about by a wish to compose new texts in more up-to-date language than previously (or to
'translate' old texts into a more modem form), which would have been more feasible in Demotic
script than in hieratic. However, P. Vandier provides only one of several indications that the position cannot have been as simple as this. It is conceivable that a change in educational practice
might have been responsible; but then that change would itself require explanation. Further, it is
obviously important to know something of the background of the literary tradition against which a
work has been written: the significance for social history of any feature of literature will clearly be
different if it is a new innovation than if it is entirely traditional.
Nearly all our Demotic literary papyri can be dated only on palaeographical grounds. 1
Although the study of the palaeography of these texts has its problems, the dating of most of our
material is more or less generally agreed. The date of composition of the textsis another matter.
That a text was composed earlier than our earliest surviving manuscript may be argued for several
reasons, for example (i) that the grammar or vocabulary appears earlier than that of comparable
manuscripts, (ii) that the text is transmitted in a corrupt state which suggests that many stages of
copying have been involved, or includes direct evidence of variant readings or the collation of different manuscripts, (iii) that the contents indicate a particular date of composition.1 2 What one

8. An early example of a different view may be found in the remarks of F. Ll. Griffith 1900, p. 1 (concerned solely
with narrative texts): "But we must note the fact that while a considerable number of stories are extant in hieratic
of the Middle and New Kingdoms, ten centuries follow between the end of the New Kingdom and the middle of the
Ptolemaic rule (ci-ca 1200[sic]-150 B.C.), during which this class of literature is entirely unrepresented by native
documents." Griffith proceeded to suggest that "the art of the story-teller was by no means in abeyance"; although
his remarks are brief, it seems fair to conclude from them that he supposed that there was a continuity in Egyptian
narratives, but that this lay in oral literature. Perhaps much the same view can been seen in the (again, brief)
comments of Reymond 1983 (see p. 42); cf. Brunner, 'Literatur,' LA III, cols. 1067-72.
9. Smith and Tait 1983. The few literary papyri from Saqqara still awaiting publication include two mythological
pieces (one concerned with the story of Horus and Seth), and one medical text; work on these is well advanced.
10. Posener 1986. Posener's cautious assessment of the date of the hand of the narrative text on the papyrus (p. 11)
states that, at the most liberal estimate, the text cannot predate the Saite Dynasty. Plainly, however, he regarded a
date lower than 664 B.C. to be probable.
11. Well-known exceptions are the First Setna text (see footnote 7, above), although the dating to year 15 (as the figure is generally read) of an unnamed king is of little help, and 'Bocchoris and the Lamb' (P. Vindob. D 10,000), for
the colophon of which see Zauzich 1976b (for full publication of the text see Zauzich 1983). One Roman period
hieratic text is dated by an elaborate colophon: text A in Botti 1959.
12. An example of a text to which the first two lines of argument have been applied is the Mythus vom Sonnenauge
(Kufi) text (recent re-edition: de Cenival 1988). In the case of Onchsheshonqy (Glanville 1955) Glanville (pp.
xiii-xiv) maintained that the sound state of the text might indicate that "It is not altogether impossible that the
composition and the manuscript are of the same date." Thissen has recently expressed approval of this approach
(Thissen 1984, especially p. 11), whereas Lichtheim, in a brief comment in 1980, p. 159, is very cautious on the
question (cf. Lichtheim 1983). The third line of argument (that based upon the contents) has been applied to many
texts, but never with very clear-cut or universally accepted results, except in the obvious case of some astronomical
material.
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means by 'composition' is open to debate. Demotic more or less maintains the pharaonic tradition
that 'authorship,' in its modern sense, is of no interest. That is to say that we do not find (and it
would be very surprising to find) a literary text which bears an indication of the man who composed
it. However, certain types of text may be ascribed to revered figures of the past, or to fictitious
authors of other kinds. It is a little difficult to tell in what light the Egyptians viewed these ascriptions. The narrative introduction of P. BM 10508 credits its chief character, "Onchsheshonqy son of
Tjainufe, with the composition of the wisdom text which occupies most of the papyrus (see footnote
12, above). There is good reason to discount the possibility that this name in any sense represents
the author; and it would be unsafe to draw any conclusions from the fact that 'Onchsheshonqy is a
priest. 13 The possible relationship of Demotic texts with oral literature is problematic.14 The suggestion may be offered that most of our texts did have an author: each was composed at a particular
moment by a particular individual, and we do not have any 'transcriptions' of oral literature. The
present writer is disinclined to see many of our texts as compilations or patchworks of already existing material. The unity of introduction and wisdom text in Onchsheshonqy has been stoutly
defended by Thissen (1984, pp. 10-13). Demotic narratives very frequently use the device of a
story within a story. The First Setna narrative exploits this with great skill and subtlety, and indeed
it is scarcely conceivable that the various 'episodes' of the story were not composed to belong
together. The case of the Second Setna story' 5 is less clear. Plainly, the author did not invent for
himself the idea of a guided visit to the underworld, in which the contrasting and unexpected fates
of a rich man and a poor man are revealed. 16 It is undeniable that the rest of the story would be
perfectly coherent if the episode of the rich man and poor man were entirely omitted. However, it
is probable that the general form and the details of the episode were contrived when the whole
story was composed in its present form, rather than being mechanically incorporated as a pre-existing text. The Mythus vom Sonnenauge (Kufi; de Cenival 1988) text essentially consists of a series
of animal fables embedded in a narrative, the mythological aspects of which make it virtually
inconceivable that it could be anything but Egyptian in origin. The origin of the fables, however, is
more debatable; they may well have had more than one source. The present writer has suggested
that in at least one passage two versions of a fable have become muddled in our manuscripts (W. J.
Tait 1976, pp. 41-44). It is natural to assume that narratives and some other kinds of text were
designed for reading aloud, for oral performance, and certainly many texts share some features
with oral literature, the most obvious being the use of certain kinds of repetition. Most narratives
contain a very high proportion of direct speech, and this may have given scope for vivid
performance.
As for who, part of the answer might at first sight seem straightforward. The two massive hauls
of papyri that we have, one from Tebtunis, 7 and one from Dime,18 came from temple-contexts, and
the writers and readers of the papyri must, it might be said, have been priests. The present writer
would hesitate to pass judgement on the Vienna material, but in the case of that from Tebtunis, it
might be suggested that it is mistaken to describe it as coming from a temple 'library.' Such poor
13. For interpretations of the figure of 'Onchsheshonqy, see especially the Einleitung to Thissen 1984.
14. For the same considerations in connection with earlier Egyptian literature, see for example Brunner, 'Literatur,'
LA III, cols. 1067-72.

15. For the primary edition and a recent translation see footnote 7, above (Lichtheim's translation is on pp. 138-51).
16. See Lichtheim 1980, pp. 126-27, and Bresciani, 'Chaemwese-Erzahlungen,' LA I, cols. 899-901; one might also
note Doresse 1960.
17. For some of the problems concerning the provenance of papyri presumed to come from Tebtunis, see the Einleitung
to the forthcoming first volume of The CarlsbergPapyri (in press).
18. The provenance of the Demotic texts in the Vienna collection also presents some problems. According to Reymond
1983, p. 43, certain Vienna Demotic literary papyri in some sense came from the town, or from the region, of
Crocodilopolis (cf. Reymond 1976, pp. 21-30); however, her arguments are not always easy to follow.
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information as we have on the various discoveries indicate that papyri were found in a wide variety
of locations, which included priests' houses and caches by the great enclosure wall. There is no
indication that any room could be identified as 'the' temple library. Generally, it is entirely
impossible to tell where any one particular Demotic papyrus was found. At Edfu and elsewhere,
some Greco-Roman temple inscriptions purport to tell us the titles of books held, although this
information must be used with caution (see Burkard 1980, pp. 94-102). It is certainly not intended
to deny here that any of the Tebtunis papyri could have come from a library, but in large part the
material found seems more likely to have been the private property of the priests or in some cases
to be from genizah-like dumps of outdated material. It may be suggested that the finds are rather
short on the ritual papyri (liturgical material in the strict sense) 1 9 that might have been expected;
however, it would no doubt be better to avoid making unwarranted assumptions about what would
or would not be found in a temple library.
Would it, then, still be fair to say that the writers and readers must have been priests? Tebtunis
was not inhabited solely by priests, and the priests were not the only literate inhabitants, if literacy
is taken to include literacy in Greek. It does, however, make sense to ask if the priests might not
have been the only people literate in Demotic. It is often suggested that under the Roman administration the use of Demotic as a documentary script was drastically curtailed, and professional
Demotic documentary scribes ceased to exist; only the priests in the temples had any incentive to
continue the use of the native scripts. This seems to be a reasonable view, but one would like to test
it, and it may not be entirely correct. Roman period Demotic documents may help, but they have
been somewhat neglected up to now. From Tebtunis, there may be a difference between those who
wrote accounts in documentary Demotic hands, and those - explicitly priests - who wrote personal letters in an artificial literary Demotic hand.20 Palaeography may be able to cast a little light,
also. The Tebtunis material, although the bulk of it probably spans only 150 years, shows a
bewildering array of different styles of hand. This in itself is a phenomenon requiring explanation. 2
However, it is possible to recognize small groups of very similar hands and also certain hands of
individuals. 2 2 Because of this, it can be stated with confidence that the narratives, for example,
were not written (that is, copied) by specialists, because other kinds of texts are written in the same
hands. Thus the narratives cannot have been the preserve of professional story-tellers. On the other
hand, there is no evidence yet of any overlap between the hands we find in the manuscripts of the
stories and those of the medical texts.

19. The hieratic text A in Botti 1959, a copy of the 'Faiyum Papyrus,' is clearly 'instructional' rather than liturgical,
and its colophon seems to indicate strongly that it was a private copy.
20. For example, P. Cairo 31220 and P. Tebt. Tait 22: see W. J. Tait 1977, pp. 71-78, and Brunsch's review 1978, with
a re-edition of the Cairo text on p. 103.
21. The priests of Tebtunis in the earlier Roman period evidently did not lead secluded lives; but, even so, one might
rather have expected that their Demotic hands would have conformed to a single, slowly developing style, especially if the temple school were the sole place where Demotic could be learnt. One possible, although only partial,
explanation would be that the priests collected books written elsewhere; another would be that some of the writers
themselves came from elsewhere. There is no evidence in the Demotic texts themselves to support either idea (and
certainly, so far, all the Roman period Demotic texts studied seem to show the one unambiguous sign of the
Faiyumic dialect, the systematic use of a special sign for I where other dialects would employ r). In fact, even if a
highly pessimistic view were taken of the accuracy of our present understanding of the provenance and date of the
Tebtunis and Dime material, the wide variety of hands from the Faiyum as a whole would still call for comment.
The present writer must confess that he is not convinced by all the details nor by all the conclusions of the treatment of these questions, chiefly in connection with Vienna material, by Reymond in the two works (1976 and
1983) cited in footnote 18, above.
22. Volten (1951) first drew attention to these matters, in so far as they related to the task of distinguishing the
fragments of individual manuscripts in the collection. It is likely that systematic work on the distribution of types of
hand could in future provide useful results.
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When we ask the same question - who wrote the texts - for the Ptolemaic period and earlier,
we do not have even the beginning of a satisfactory answer. There is no reason to assume, as in the
case of the Roman period, that literary texts will necessarily have been the work of priests. It is
often pointed out that Demotic stories show a particular preoccupation with priestly life. This is the
case in one of our earliest pieces of evidence, one of the two best preserved of the narratives from
Saqqara, P. Dem. Saq. 1. However, in the Egyptian late period, persons of status were very likely to
exercise both priestly and other offices (a situation that had vanished in the Roman period), and
several types of texts seem more to reflect this kind of milieu than any concern with what we
should regard as 'spiritual' or even 'clerical' matters. In any event, Demotic narratives are even
more preoccupied with the royal court, and yet it has not been usual to suggest that it was there that
they primarily or initially circulated (although there is no reason to suppose that would have been
out of the question - for the periods before the Ptolemies). Glanville first pointed out the characteristics of 'Onchsheshonqy which seem to put "us into direct touch with peasant life in Egypt"
(1955, p. xv), and explicitly suggested that the instructions "are written ... for the guidance of the
peasant farmer" (Glanville 1955, p. xiv). Perhaps few now would seek to argue that this was the
text's audience. In general, it seems that our limited knowledge of pre-Roman period Demotic
literature suggests that there was a high degree of continuity between Roman texts and what went
before. We may therefore guess either that the earlier literature was likely to have had the same
priestly audience as the Roman, or that priests in the Roman period took over a previously more
widely spread tradition. But it is still difficult to find grounds for choosing between these two
possibilities.
As for where, again our surviving evidence is very unevenly distributed. The Roman period
finds from the Faiyum predominate. There is some notable material from Hermopolis, from
Achmim, and from Thebes, and there is fragmentary material from Saqqara, which, for the most
part, has tentatively been dated to the fourth century B.C. And of course there are texts of which the
provenance is quite unknown. We are, therefore, scarcely in a position to judge if Demotic literature was being written all over the country in the same way. Just a few texts are known from more
than one provenance (P. Spiegelberg [Pfriinde], P. Insinger, Mythus vom Sonnenauge [Kufi], and
the legal manual), 23 which shows that at least some texts could be widespread. One detailed point
may be mentioned. Among the Inaros 24 texts, P. Spiegelberg is known from Upper Egypt and in
three copies from Tebtunis. Although there are at least forty Inaros texts from Tebtunis, P. Krall
(Bresciani 1964) does not seem to be attested among them, nor does the Agypter und Amazonen
text, of which two copies from Vienna have been published (Volten 1962).25 One possible explanation is that these cycles of texts (apart from P. Spiegelberg, which was perhaps the earliest of the
genre) were being composed locally for local consumption. It might be suggested that the actual
date of composition of some, at least, might be placed in the Roman period, much later than is often
suggested. However, the Demotic material from Tebtunis, as far as has yet emerged, has nothing
local about its contents or subject matter. Some of the religious material in hieratic does show such

23. Papyrus Spiegelberg: Spiegelberg 1910; cf. Tait 1977, pp. 14-20. P. Insinger: bibliography and translation may
conveniently be found in Lichtheim 1980, pp. 184-217 (add also her subsequent book (1983; cf. footnote 12,
above). Mythus: see de Cenival 1988. The legal manual: see footnote 1, above.
24. To judge from his surviving notes, by the end of his life Volten had decided it would be better to refer to the texts
often called the Petubastis cycle simply by the name of the character whose 'family' occurs in all of them. He had
arrived at this position by stages: compare the title of his 1956 article: 'Der demotische Petubastisroman und seine
Beziehung zur griechischen Literatur' with that of his 1962 book: Agypter und Amazonen: eine demotische
Erzdhlung des Inaros-Petubastis-Kreisesaus zwei Papyri der OsterreichischenNationalbibliothek.Compare W. J.

Tait 1977 p. ix, and Bresciani 1990b.
25. A partial translation is included in Lichtheim 1980, pp. 151-56.
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a tendency, concerning itself with the local god Sobk (although it may be noted that the Faiyum
papyrus, 26 much copied at Tebtunis, centers its attention upon Sobk of Crocodilopolis, and is not
adapted to give any prominence to the town's own form of the god, Soknebtunis). The Roman
period Demotic literary material, however, although proclaiming itself as having been written in
the Faiyum by its dialect, does not show the slightest sign of being interested in local matters. By
the very title of his volume Stories of the High Priests of Memphis (1900), F. Ll. Griffith implied a
local origin for the Setna texts. This might be correct (and the first of the Saqqara literary papyri
also is chiefly set in the Memphite area). The text which most clearly seems to betray signs of a
local origin and local interests is the Demotic Chronicle,27 but this text had manifestly acquired a
wider currency. Despite the fact that the text is, in a sense, of a unique type, it has many links with
other Demotic material. In general, although there may well have been local compositions, the
indications must be seen to be broadly against the idea that there were separate local literatures.
One or two other general statements may perhaps be hazarded. We know that just one or two
Demotic texts had a substantial life, although the only dramatic example is the legal manual, which
was in use, at least in some form, for almost a millennium, if we include estimates of its date of
composition and the fragments of a Greek translation from Oxyrhynchus. 28 The general pattern,
however, seems to be that new texts were constantly being written within the existing traditions, or,
in the case of cycles such as the Setna stories, within the framework of an existing genre. We are
beginning to have some indications that these traditions, and the modification which they underwent, may one day be traceable from the late New Kingdom through to the Roman period. It may
be suspected, however, that many individual texts did not survive for long, and it is perhaps less
plausible than some have argued that most of our texts must have been composed much earlier than
our oldest surviving copy.
If a priestly context is accepted for the Roman period Tebtunis material, then some comments
may be offered on the relations between Egyptians and Greeks. We know that the priests at
Tebtunis in the earlier Roman period conducted a good deal of business in Greek. 29 It is therefore
curious that the Demotic literary texts are virtually free of Greek words and expressions. 30 A similar position may be observed in Demotic material from elsewhere, although not in some texts published from the Vienna collections, 31 nor in P. London-Leiden (Mag.; Griffith and Thompson 1909),
which is of later date than most of the Tebtunis Demotic papyri. If it is correct that a proportion of
the texts were actually composed in the Roman period, then the lack of Greek influence on the
vocabulary is remarkable. It contrasts with the situation in Demotic documents, although that does
vary. That the priests were aware of Greek culture is evident. It is likely that the illustrated Greek
herbal from Tebtunis was owned by the priests. 32 Yet there also comes from Tebtunis a Demotic
herbal, quite unillustrated, showing no sign of Greek influence and virtually no Greek plant
names. 3 3 It is perhaps to be dated to around the middle of the second century A.D.

26. Some of the hieratic versions are published in the volume edited by Botti (1959) cited in footnote 11, above. A
study of the material by Beinlich is forthcoming at the time of writing.
27. Spiegelberg 1914b; cf. J. H. Johnson 1974, pp. 1-17; 1983, pp. 61-72; 1984, pp. 107-24.
28. See footnote 1, above and specifically Pestman 1983.
29. This can be seen from a mere glance at the section 'The priests of Soknebtunis' in P. Tebt. ii (Grenfell, Hunt, and
Goodspeed 1907, pp. 54-116).
30. This matter was first brought into focus by Clarysse 1987a (especially p. 14).
31. See the texts published by Reymond 1976.
32. P. Tebt.ii.679 (Pack 1965, no. 2094); see J. de M. Johnson 1912. P. Tebt. Tait 39-41 (not 42) may possibly belong
to the same papyrus.
33. P. Carlsberg 230, forthcoming in the first volume of The Carlsberg Papyri (in press).
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The nature of the contents is very similar to that of P. London-Leiden, including the high proportion
of magical material. One might have thought that a work of 'practical' use such as this would have
been frequently augmented, updated, and adapted, and thus potentially receptive of Greek ideas
and vocabulary. This is what we do see in the herbal material in P. London-Leiden. It is possible
that there was a significant shift in this respect between the late second century and the middle of
the third.
It seems likely that at least a few of the Inaros texts were written with an awareness of the
Homeric poems. They take some very general idea from Homer (that there might be a feud over a
suit of armour; that a hero might refuse to aid his king; that there is a land of women-warriors, so
that a hero might find himself fighting its queen), and work this up into a narrative within Egyptian
traditions. Beyond these broad ideas, the plots pay little regard to what actually happens in Homer,
and the texts have virtually no interest in reproducing anything of the outlook or style of the
Homeric poems. One small detail may be mentioned: battle scenes and single combats abound, and
there are frequent general references to mass slaughter; and yet there seems to be not even a mention of the death of any one named hero. 34 That the stories are all more or less concerned with the
deeds of heroes and with fighting may be a general feature either taken from Homer or in which it
was intended to follow Homer; it is not yet clear whether or not this was a new departure in
Demotic literature. There is no convincing precedent in New Kingdom narrative literature; for
example, the story of the 'Taking of Joppa,' 3 5 in what little survives, shows no real interest in
martial affairs. If there is any substance in the conjecture that P. Spiegelberg was the first of these
texts, around which the others of the cycle grew, then it is remarkable that its central theme, a dispute over the rightful possession of a priesthood, is a traditional Egyptian one. It will not be surprising if other stories in the same cycle prove to take their ideas from other and not necessarily Greek
sources. Thus the link with Homer seems casual, almost incidental. The general position is perhaps
that Roman-period priests such as those at Tebtunis were not cut off from Greek culture, but their
concern with it was curiously limited, and it is difficult to see anything of fear or resentment, let
alone rebellion, in their literature.
To conclude: this paper, on the basis of some sadly uneven evidence, has tried to offer a few
hypotheses, which may be shown to be more or less probable - or may be totally overthrown - as
new material is studied, or old material re-examined. Fresh evidence, in the form of newly discovered texts, would be invaluable. But this will not automatically solve our problems. It is more
important to ask the right questions.

34. Inaros' own death does not seem to be narrated in any of the texts, although it overshadows several of them, most
obviously P. Krall (the dispute over his armour), and Agypter und Amazonen (where there is some discussion of his
burial), see p. 308, above.
35. In this context, it is, of course, curious that the text describes a stratagem that has been likened to that of the Trojan
horse.
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CHAPTER 38

GREEK AND DEMOTIC SCHOOL-EXERCISES
EMMANUEL TASSIER
Katholieke Universiteit,Leuven
Life in a multi-cultural society meant for the inhabitants of Egypt life in a multilingual society.
For the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, this came down to, if we simplify somewhat the situation,
the use of Egyptian (in the main written in Demotic) and of Greek. These two different languages
require different teaching methods and an important source for our knowledge of the teaching
methods in Egypt in this period are school-exercises, texts written by pupils or their teachers.
Recently, Greek and Demotic school-exercises have in some aspects been studied and
compared, for instance by Kaplony-Heckel (see footnote 1), Devauchelle (see footnote 1), and
Maehler (1983a, pp. 191-203). The aim of this article is to call attention to some problems
emerging from the study of this type of document and to suggest some tentative answers to
questions recent studies have raised. I will concentrate on elementary education, although the line
between the different stages of instruction is not always easy to draw.
First of all, it is worth stressing that we are in a better position to study and evaluate Greek
school-texts than Demotic ones. The Greek material is much more abundant and we are able to
place the bulk of the texts in their proper context, although many problems remain. 2
For the Demotic exercises, we depend mainly on the texts themselves and we ourselves have
to apply standards to classify texts as school-exercises. Possible criteria to be used are necessarily
partially subjective: the contents of the text (they should be suitable for teaching purposes, as are,
in our eyes, for example, word-lists and grammatical exercises), the material on which texts are
written (potsherds and limestone tablets for instance are traditional surfaces for school-exercises in
Egypt), and the poor quality of writing and grammar. I believe we sometimes take it too easily for
1. Recent studies on Demotic school-exercises, with ample bibliographies: Kaplony-Heckel 1974, pp. 227-46;
Devauchelle 1984, pp. 47-59; J. H. Johnson 1990, pp. 86-96. The general treatment of Erichsen (1948) is still
valuable. In Brunner, 1957, the then known Demotic material is placed in the overall context of Egyptian
education, see especially pp. 78-80. Demotic grammatical exercises in the context of the study of ancient
linguistics are discussed by Swiggers and Wouters 1990, pp. 10-46, especially pp. 20-24.
Recently published school-texts are: O. Cairo inv. 12461, O. Cairo inv. 12462 (C), O. BM 86591, and O. BM
86596; cf. Nur el-Din 1987, pp. 199-204 and pls. I-11. P. Hamburg 33; cf. Brunsch 1987-88, pp. 5-9, with important
corrections by Zauzich 1990, pp. 163-66. The Demotic ostraca excavated in El Kab seem to contain several schooltexts, cf. Quaegebeur, (forthcoming B). The geographical list of O.Ashmolean 956 (cf. M. Smith 1988, pp. 78-84)
is perhaps also a school-text.
2. Although the first edition appeared in 1948, the best general treatment of Greek education is still Marrou (6th ed.,
1965; this edition was reprinted in two volumes in 1981 and the paging slightly differs from the original
publication). The papyrological sources' have been extensively used. Lists of Greek school-exercises: Zalateo
1961, pp. 160-235; Debut 1986, pp. 251-78. A recent publication of Greek school-texts is Harrauer and Sijpesteijn
1985.
311
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granted that particular texts are school-exercises. For example, if we would find dreambooks with their fixed pattern of introductory clauses - out of their context, there is a good chance that
they would be considered as school-exercises. Maybe some texts which are now classified as
school-texts ought to be reconsidered. 3
We will now turn to three aspects of Greek and Demotic school-texts that have recently been
discussed: word-lists, grammatical exercises, and the apparent absence of Demotic literary ostraca.
The use of word-lists as school-texts is well attested, both in Demotic and in Greek. In Greek
there are lists of gods, personal names, occupations, and so on, which are sometimes classified
alphabetically. 4 On the Demotic side, we possess lists arranged according to subjects: gods, 5
geographical lists, 6 occupations, 7 et cetera. For this practice we find many parallels in ancient
Egyptian (cf. Gardiner 1947). In a way related to these texts are lists with compound nouns
indicating persons and occupations: 8 compositions with rmt "man," 9 s-n "man of,"10 etc. On the
other hand, we have some texts in which the words are arranged by the first sound: e.g. personal
names beginning with h,1 word-lists beginning with d.'2 These texts stem both from the Ptolemaic
period and from the Roman period. It has been suggested that this arrangement can be attributed to
Greek influence (Kaplony-Heckel 1974). This cannot be excluded, but I do not exclude the
possibility that the Egyptians have come to the principle of arrangement by the first sound on their
own initiative.
An important piece of evidence in this respect is P. Saqqara 27, probably a school-text, where
we apparently find a fixed order for the consonants (cf. now, Kahl 1991, pp. 33-47). In the text,
birds are first said to be sitting on a plant; the first sound of the bird-name and of the name of the
plant are each time the same, and each consonant is used only once. This can be compared with the
manner English children learn their alphabet: a is for ape, b is for ball, c is for cat, et cetera.
Further in the text, birds are said to fly to a place, and again the same principle of matching
sounds is used. The order of the consonants is partially different, but the text is very fragmentary.
Anyway, it seems important that this text stems from the fourth century B.C., when Greek influence
in these matters is even more difficult to assess than in the Ptolemaic or Roman periods. So,
already in this period, the Egyptians knew the principle of arranging words with the same sound
together. 13

3. Compare e.g. Bresciani 1984, pp. 1-9 and pls. 1-2. Are all these lexical fragments to be considered school
manuals?
4. E.g. in the well-known teaching manual "Livre d'6colier" (Pack 1965, no. 2642) we find in lines 38-47 a list of
gods and in lines 58-66 a list of rivers. Pack 1965, no. 2716 is a list of personal names arranged alphabetically;
Pack 1965, no. 2654 is an alphabetical list of occupations.
5. E.g. P. Cairo 31168 recto, cols. 1-6; P. Cairo 31169 recto, col. 4, line 10 - col. 10. Perhaps also P. Hamburg 33
verso, following the reconstruction of Zauzich 1990, pp. 163-66.
6. E.g. P. Cairo 31169 recto, col. 1, line 1 - col. 4, line 9; see also Zauzich 1987b, pp. 83-91. O. Ashmolean 956, cf.
footnote 1, above.
7. E.g. P. BM 1Q856 fr. b.; cf. Bresciani 1963, p. 18 and pl. VII B. P. Berlin 23572 and P. Carlsberg 23; cf. W. J. Tait
1984, pp. 211-33 and pl. 31.
8. J. H. Johnson (1990, p. 88) catalogues these texts as grammatical exercises.
9. E.g. O. Cairo s.n.; cf. Hess 1897, pp. 147-49. O. Karnak LS 2; cf. Devauchelle 1984, pp. 47-49 and pl. 10.
10. E.g. P. Sorbonne 1318 a and b, to be published by M. Pezin; cf. Devauchelle 1984, p. 53.
11. P. BM 10852; cf. Bresciani 1963, pp. 15-16 and pl. VI.
12. P. Carlsberg 12 verso; cf. Volten 1952, pp. 496-508.
13. For the problem of an "alphabetical" arrangement of sounds, see the discussion of P. Saqqara 27 in the publication
of the text: Smith and Tait 1983, pp. 209-13.
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An important part of the corpus of Demotic school-exercises is formed by grammatical texts.
There exists a great variety: verbs conjugated in different persons,14 grammatical forms conjugated
in one person in different sentences,'" relative forms,16 et cetera. In Greek, we find many examples
of similar grammatical texts, for example complete conjugation schemes of verbs 17 and words and
sentences declined in all cases.' 8 That the Greek exercises served as an example for Demotic ones
has been rejected because we have one or two examples of grammatical conjugational schemes
from the Ramesside period. 19 Although these are isolated examples, the principle of these kind of
texts would have been known (Brunner 1957, pp. 72-73; Kaplony-Heckel 1974, p. 232). There is,
however, another and perhaps stronger argument against the assumption of Greek influence on
Demotic school-exercises: Greek grammatical school-exercises are in fact a by-product of
theoretical grammatical treatises. The most important, the "Techne Grammatike" of Dionysius
Thrax, was written about the end of the second century B.C., and examples of conjugation schemes
were added later (cf. Wouters 1979, pp. 33-37). The use of these schemes as school-exercises is
only attested from the third century A.D. (Marrou 1965, pp. 255-57; Wouters 1979, pp. 17-18). At
first, they were not even intended for beginners, but later they were indeed used by starting pupils.
It has been suggested that this was due to the deterioration of the knowledge of Greek in the
Roman period (Maehler 1983a, p. 201).
At any rate, as we possess grammatical school-exercises in Demotic from the Ptolemaic period,
Greek influence is extremely doubtful. Influence the other way round, from Demotic grammatical
texts on Greek texts is very improbable. But I think these facts show us that we have to reconsider
perhaps part of the Demotic grammatical school-exercises. Maybe we have to ask ourselves if at
least some of these texts are not in fact kinds of grammatical treatises, 20 in a way comparable to the
systematic hieroglyphic sign-lists we know from the late period.2 1 This does not exclude that
material from these grammatical texts was also used in schools.
The last problem I want to touch upon briefly is the apparent absence of literary texts among
school-texts. Already in a quite early stage, young pupils in Greek were confronted with classical
Greek texts; fragments were used as reading and writing exercises, and in a later stage, the authors
were intensively studied (Marrou 1965, pp. 231-32 and 243-54). When we turn to the pharaonic
period, we learn for example from the mass of ostraca found at Deir el-Medineh and other places
that in the Ramesside period literary texts formed the most important part of the curriculum, also
for beginners (cf. van de Walle 1948; Brunner 1957, pp. 86-91). The pupils had to copy fragments
of classical texts such as the "Kemit" (cf. Chappaz 1989, pp. 33-43) - the traditional school-book
for beginners - the "Instructions of Amenemhat," the "Satire of the Trades," and so on.
The situation for Demotic is quite different. Apart from the ostraca from Medinet Madi,
discussed below, there are some sixty literary ostraca - and texts on related materials, such as
writing-boards - known. But of these, only a few are literary in a strict sense. There are the

14. E.g. O. Ashmolean 726; cf. Reich 1924, pp. 285-88 (number of the ostracon kindly provided by Dr. M. Smith). P.
Vienna 6464; cf. Kaplony-Heckel 1974, pp. 244-45.
15. E.g. P. Berlin 13639; cf. Erichsen 1948. P. Carlsberg 12 verso, fr. a, lines 1-11; cf. Volten 1952.
16. E.g. O. Bodleian 683; cf. Kaplony-Heckel 1974, p. 246.
17. E.g. Pack 1965, nos. 2162-2165.

18. Pack 1965, nos. 2661, 2705, and 2706.
19. O. Petrie 28; cf. Cern9 and Gardiner 1957, p. 3 and pl. VII, no. 7. O. Cairo 25227; cf. Daressy 1901, p. 55.
20. The conjugation lists of P. Vienna 6464 (see footnote 14, above) could be taken into consideration.
21. P. Carlsberg 7; cf. Iversen 1958. The Sign Papyrus; cf. Griffith and Petrie 1889, pp. 1-19 and pls. I-VIII.
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Krugtexte (Spiegelberg 1912c), there is a drawing board with a fragment from the Petubastiscycle, 22 and a few wisdom-texts. 23 The religious and funerary texts on ostraca 24 are maybe partly
school-texts, but may also have been written down for other purposes, which is certainly also true
for magical 25 and astronomical 26 ostraca. On the other hand, texts as word-lists, grammatical texts,
calculating exercises, and so on form the bulk of the known "literary" ostraca.
The Medinet Madi ostraca pose specific questions. 27 A great part of this material seems to
originate from a school, but the interpretation of the texts is far from certain due to the difficulties
in deciphering them. 28 Some appear to contain something like admonitions to the pupils, 29 but
literary texts as tales or wisdom literature 30 are absent.
So, it seems that literature had not an important part in the "Demotic curriculum." Naturally,
our picture of the situation may be blurred by the defective tradition of these kind of texts and
excavations or finds in museums may compel us to alter our views. Yet, I would like to put forward
an explanation based on the present evidence. In the Ramesside period, we found that literary texts
were extensively used for instructional goals. It is important to note that the classical texts are
written in Middle Egyptian, which means that they were grammatically obsolete in the Ramesside
period. We have evidence that many pupils - and teachers - did not understand what they were
writing down (cf. Brunner 1957, pp. 89-90). One of the important reasons why these texts were still
taught is the fact that they were indeed "classical," venerated texts, already used for ages as
school-texts (cf. Assmann 1985, pp. 35-52).
I believe that for Demotic the situation is quite different. First of all, we may assume that
Demotic was in its early stage mainly a script for official and legal purposes. For narrative
literature, religious texts, and so on, hieratic was still the script to use. 31 When Demotic was to be
taught, there were simply no literary texts available. When a Demotic literature later emerged,
from the fourth century B.C. onward, as we now know from the Saqqara papyri, this "new"
literature perhaps did not have the same prestige as the classical tales in pharaonic Egypt - or as
Homer and Euripides in the Greek schools. One could even suggest that texts such as word-lists or
grammatical texts - if these are indeed texts meant to be used as teaching material - or texts

22. In the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge; cf. Ray 1972, pp. 247-51 and pl. XLIII. Another limestone board with
perhaps parts of a narrative text is published by Spiegelberg 1912a, pp. 32-34 and pl. I; and 1913, pp. 137-38.
23. O.BM 50627; cf. R. Williams 1977, pp. 270-71 and 1981, p. 3, note 3. O.El Kab 5 T 004; cf. Quaegebeur 1981, pp.
531, 536; and forthcoming B.
24. E.g. O. Corteggiani 1; cf. Menu 1981, pp. 215-16. 0. Naville; cf. M. Smith 1977, pp. 115-49 and pl. XVIII. O.
Uppsala 672; cf. WAngstedt, 1957, pp. 9-13 and pl. I.
25. E.g. O.Strasbourg 1; cf. Spiegelberg 1911, pp. 34-37. O.Karnak LS 7; cf. Devauchelle 1987b, pp. 139-40 and pl. I.
26. Compare Neugebauer 1943, pp. 115-26; Neugebauer and Parker 1968, pp. 231-35; Parker 1984, pp. 141-43 and
pl. 23. O. Karnak NMB 2; cf. Devauchelle 1987b, pp. 137-38 and pl. I.
27. This bilingual archive from Medinet Madi in the Faiyum is only preserved in photographs. Some forty Demotic
texts are published: Bresciani, Pemigotti, and Betro 1983; Parker 1984, pp. 141-43 and pl. 23; Gallo 1989, pp. 99120 and pls. I-III. An edition of a part of the Greek ostraca is in preparation by R. Pintaudi and P. J. Sijpesteijn.
28. Gallo (see Chapter 12), for example, has demonstrated that some texts seem to be instructions for itinerant priests.
29. So O. Medinet Madi I 10, 12, and 13; see Bresciani, Pernigotti, and Betr6 1983.
30. Although a few ostraca seem inspired by wisdom-texts, so O. Medinet Madi I 25 and 26; cf. Bresciani, Pernigotti,
and Betr6 1983.
31. The Papyrus Vandier, edited by G. Posener (1986), seems to confirm this. The language of this hieratic papyrus,

written towards the end of the sixth century B.C. or at the latest in the fifth century B.C., is similar to Demotic.
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such as the bird-list of P. Saqqara 27, were by then fully established as school-texts, so that
literature was no longer needed for elementary educational purposes. 32

32. Professor W. J. Tait mentioned, in his paper given at this conference ("Aspects of the Orthography of the Saqqara
Demotic Papyri"), the existence of some fragments in the Saqqara papyri (S.H5-DP 11 and S.H5-DP 285,
excavation numbers kindly provided by Prof. Tait) that contain probably a list of personal names, written in a
really large hand. Professor Zauzich also told him that in the Carlsberg collection in Copenhagen, there is a
papyrus with personal names, also written in a large hand. These could indeed be some sort of calligraphic
exercises.
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CHAPTER 39

GREEKS OR COPTS?: DOCUMENTARY AND OTHER
EVIDENCE FOR ARTISTIC PATRONAGE DURING
THE LATE ROMAN AND EARLY BYZANTINE
PERIODS AT HERAKLEOPOLIS MAGNA
AND OXYRHYNCHOS, EGYPT
THELMA K. THOMAS
The University of Michigan
Art historians of Byzantine Egypt confront a state of desperate confusion over basic
terminology. Whereas "Coptic" as used by philologists refers to the last phase of the Egyptian
language, and "Coptic" as used by theologians refers to the Christological doctrine of Egyptian
monophysite Christianity, art historical usage encompasses all that and more. Art historians employ
the term to designate the arts of a rather open-ended historical epoch comprising late Roman, early
Byzantine, and even later Arab rule of Egypt. Consequently, pagan arts are often identified by the
"Coptic" label. The title of this presentation, however, reflects my concerns with a very specific art
historical sense of "Coptic," which stands in contradistinction to "Alexandrian" stylistically,
iconographically, ethnically, and culturally: whereas "Alexandrian" indicates Greek, or at the least
Hellenistic, steeped in pagan learning, possessed of wealth and urban sophistication; "Coptic"
indicates Egyptian, Christian, poor, and rustic. 1 The state of the art historical question is this: are
our interpretations, chiefly of artistic style, accurate in elaborating upon the as yet untested notion
of "Coptic" Egyptian versus "Alexandrian" Greek art? Are we correct in our assessment of, for
example, all fourth-century A.D. Egyptian sculpture as responding negatively to Alexandrian
artistic ideals, as being "anti-Hellenistic," therefore "Coptic" in style?
My investigations suggest that the artistic remains do not fit within the given art historical
dialectic. Specifically, sculptures bearing pagan subjects which may be attributed to Greek urban
centers are impossible to understand within the given Coptic, zealously Christian, poverty-stricken,
rural setting. This paper focuses on such artistic remains from the cities of the interior of late
Roman and early Byzantine Egypt: a group of limestone reliefs from monumental tombs from
cemeteries associated with two of Byzantine period Egypt's most well-known metropoleis Herakleopolis Magna and Oxyrhynchos (see pls. 39.1 and 39.2). I present here some old and

1. Badawy 1978; Beckwith 1963; DuBourguet 1964; Duthuit 1931; Farag 1976-77, pp. 22-42; Gayet 1902a;
Strzygowski 1904; Torp 1969, pp. 101-12; and Wessel 1963.
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readily available evidence for artistic patronage. What is new and noteworthy is that this evidence,
2
chiefly documentary, has never been studied in association with the artistic remains.
Before presenting the written evidence, two problems complicating the study of Byzantine
period Egyptian art must be stated, and the funerary reliefs from Herakleopolis Magna and
Oxyrhynchos in particular. In the first place, the hundreds of limestone sculptures from
Herakleopolis Magna, Oxyrhynchos, and other similar sites were excavated quickly, and without
adequate archaeological documentation. Often their place of discovery is unknown, and attributions
must be made on the basis of technical affiliations. The excavators sought the remains of earlier
periods or, at best, written records of all periods. As a consequence, although these late Roman and
early Byzantine funeral complexes are now nearly impossible to reconstruct, the minutiae of the
3
daily lives of their artisans and patrons were saved from rubbish heaps.
Secondly, after their discovery and subsequent dispersal to museum collections throughout
Egypt, Europe, and North America, these limestone sculptures began to deteriorate at a rapid pace.
Detailed comparisons of chronologically arranged photographs point out the extent of damage suffered by each relief. A very few, exceptionally well-preserved sculptures indicate how completely
the addition of polychromy transformed the visual effect of these sculptures. In other examples, the
original appearance of these polychromed reliefs has been reduced to hard edges, harsh highlights
and shadows, bereft of any of the softness originally imparted by the texture, coloring, and added
detail of the polychromy. In more frustrating, poorly preserved examples, such photographic comparisons document how finely chiseled surfaces have deteriorated to the point of illegibility. I have
dealt with polychromy and problematic surface damage on other occasions. It should be sufficient
in this context to mention only that the stylistic evidence upon which we have based the Greek vs.
Copt premise is misleading, and entirely inadequate (T. K. Thomas 1989, pp. 54-64 and 1990).4
My analyses of the physical evidence indicate that the manufacturing processes of the niched
tombs could not have varied greatly between Oxyrhynchos and Herakleopolis Magna. Through
several generations, between the late third and late fifth centuries, niche decorations of the same
size were produced to fit into tombs constructed on the same basic scheme, consisting of a small,
rectangular, niched chamber decorated with polychromed friezes and niche heads which were set
into the walls at or above eye-level. Structural types, consistent dimensions, carving and painting
techniques, and subject matter all indicate that we are dealing with a regularized genre of architectural decoration. It is clear, however, that no two tombs or decorative programs are exactly alike.
And, it is significant that these frieze and niche decorations were, quite clearly, crafted by artisans
willing to produce these large decorated tombs for individual patrons of any faith - so long as the
patrons paid.
Although there is not enough archaeological evidence for the detailed reconstruction of individual niched tombs, there is enough documentary evidence to formulate a generic description of
the historical circumstances behind their creation.
For the present purposes of this presentation, the papyri collected at these sites are more important than the contested stylistic evidence. The papyri offer a more complete picture of the multicultural setting. They preserve evidence of continuing traditional Greco-Roman arrangements in

2. This documentary information and the results of my physical analyses of the reliefs are presented in full in my
dissertation (T. K. Thomas 1990).
3. Important excavation reports include Almagro and Presedo 1976, pp. 3-5; Breccia 1932, pp. 60-63, and 1933, pp.
36-44; Naville 1891 and 1894; Petrie 1905a, 1905b, and 1925; Petrie and Bruntun 1924; Presedo Velo 1976, pp.
94-96; Severin 1981; Wilcken 1903, pp. 294-336; and, of course, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (1898-1990 [and
continuing]; published in the series Graeco-Roman Memoirs by the Egypt Exploration Society).
4. The first discussion of this distressing phenomenon appears in Boyd and Vikan 1981.
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the processes of artistic production and commissioning. Documentary texts record how craftsmen of
diverse skills and training were contracted individually to work the limestone, baked brick, plaster,
5
and paint from which the niched tombs were constructed.
The documentary papyri further indicate that each tomb was constructed ad hoc according to
specific orders placed by the patron who commissioned the tomb. The patron (or overseer, who
might be one individual or a group of persons) undertook three separate activities: financing,
6
supervising construction, and planning the decorative program.
These and other documents specifying or suggesting costs entailed by the construction of the
monumental tombs indicate that the "lower classes" who have been identified in previous art historical literature as the patrons of these monuments could not have afforded them. 7 Further damaging
the "Coptic" claim to patronage is the fact that these documents are written in Greek, and the
craftsmen - of the "middle classes" are often noted in these documents as being illiterate
(possibly meaning illiterate in Greek). It is difficult to specify which of the main forms of
Christianity the Christian patrons tended to follow. The imagery in the Christian funerary reliefs
offers no clues as to Christological doctrine. The pagan imagery is clearly drawn from the traditional Greek repertory. The only possible commissioners of the niched tombs, then, were the
wealthier, educated pagans and Christians who shared a common Greek or Hellenized outlook.
This, then, is the rub of the Greek or Copt question: whereas these reliefs have been termed
"Coptic" because of art historical readings of their (incompletely preserved) style, on the basis of
the written evidence their patrons must be identified as Greek, whether wholly Greek, of GrecoEgyptian descent, or Hellenized Egyptian.
Late Roman and early Byzantine monumental tombs at other metropolitan Egyptian sites are
clearly related to the tombs at Herakleopolis Magna and Oxyrhynchos. The second century "Tomb
of Isidora" in Hermopolis Magna consists of a small rectangular chamber with a niche inserted into
the north wall just above eye-level. The crown of the niche is decorated with a shell. At the bottom
of the niche is a shelf painted with the form of a lion-footed funerary couch or kline. To either side
of the niche is an epigrammatic inscription composed in honor of the deceased, Isidora (E. Bernand
1969). The niched tombs at Herakleopolis Magna and Oxyrhynchos, and the other sites, bear similar inscriptions and/or decorations concentrated at their niches. Common to the Byzantine period
Christian niched tombs at these, and other sites, are low shelves under the wall-niches: some seem
to have served as funerary couches while others, defining the floor of the niche, are very small. 8
Thus, archaeological and documentary evidence indicates that the Greco-Roman background
for the construction and shaping of these tombs was pervasive in the metropolitan centers. Artisans
and patrons carried on the traditions of their predecessors in the production and commissioning of
these expensive niched tombs. Other written sources, chiefly literary, describe for us the funerary
beliefs of these wealthy urbanites, explaining why - in the precursors and in the early Byzantine
period Egyptian niched tombs - the niche received such attention which, coincidentally, has some
5. A select few are: P. Oxy. VII 1049 (second century A.D.) on specialized categories of stonemasons; P. Oxy. XLVI
3308 (A.D. 373) "Undertaking an Oath" taken by a stonemason as to where he might legally practice his trade; P.
Fay. 36 (A.D. 111-112) "Tender for a Brick making concession"; P. Oxy. XX 2285 (A.D. 285) mentioning payment
for bricks; P. Oxy. XII 1450 (A.D. 249-250), costs for plastering and painting; and P. Oxy. VI 896, (A.D. 316)
"Painter's estimate" for a large project.
6. See, for example: P. Oxy. III 498 (second century A.D.) wherein overseers negotiate for redecorating parts of preexisting overall programs; P. Oxy. XXII 2348 (A.D. 224) "Greek version of a Roman Will" wherein the deceased
designates overseers for the tomb project and the expense to be bomne by his estate; P. Grenf. ii.77 (third-fourth
centuries A.D.) "Letter from Melas to Serapion and Silvanus" on expenses for a less grandiose burial.
7. Additional references are gathered together in T. K. Thomas 1990.
8. Similar examples from other Roman and Byzantine period Egyptian necropoleis may be found in, for example, von
Bissing 1950, pp. 547-76; Donadoni 1938, pp. 493-501; Gayet 1902b; and Salmi 1945, pp. 161-69.
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bearing on its requiring a considerably larger portion of the expense. The first of two inscriptions in
the "Tomb of Isidora," for example, testifies that the architectural elements of the niche were more
than strictly functional. They were symbolic as well. The niche and its architectural decoration
formed a sanctuary for the deceased, much as temples formed sanctuaries for gods. The second
inscription makes clear that, upon her death, Isidora was metamorphosed into a nymph.
Like their Greek and Roman period predecessors, the early Byzantine period Egyptian pagan
funerary niches were frequently decorated with images of gods, heroes, and nature divinities and
with motifs associated with those divinities. Half-shells, nymphs and Pan, Nile and Earth,
Dionysius, Heracles, and Aphrodite are common images associated with the deceased in the pagan
niche decorations. The pagan imagery has often been misinterpreted within a Coptic, entirely
Christian setting, as lacking meaning, or as having willfully and subtly subverted the original pagan
intentions, or as being syncretistic despite the lack of a single overtly syncretistic composition or
motif. The explicit evidence from, for example, the inscriptions in the "Tomb of Isidora," suggest
that these images retain their obvious import as attributes or portraits of the deified deceased. The
formal devices employed to make the pagan scenes appear to emerge from within the crowns of
the niches created an effective visual reference to the deification of the dead, as if the niche contained a cult statue looming out over the altar and sacrificers below.
The Christian niche decorations, treated to the same formal devices, would have appeared as
windows presenting vivid visions of the paradise to which the deceased had ascended, and would
have stressed the relationship between the shelf or altar below and the vault above as a path of
communication between paradise and earth. The significance of the Christian funerary niches
stems from the different tradition of church architecture in which the decorations commonly offer
visions of the heavenly paradise, Christ, and the cross.
In conclusion, the written evidence and comparative monuments here introduced into discussions of "Coptic" art offer necessary information for discarding indiscriminate use of the term. The
costs and unique qualities of the polychromed funerary niche decorations, in particular, argue that
the patrons demanded specific products fitting their views of themselves: they commissioned and
received niched tombs like those of their peers throughout Egypt, and, indeed, throughout the
Empire, constructed according to the traditions of their ancestors and the laws of the realm. The
evidence for artistic patronage, I believe, asks us to recast the Greek versus Coptic stylistic
question, and asks us to confront such phenomena as why Western European art historians, usually
so quick to appropriate anything Greek, have given this art to the Copts.
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Niche Decoration from an Early Byzantine Period Tomb at Herakleopolis Magna Depicting a Nymph on a Sea Monster.
The Brooklyn Museum, 41.1226, Charles Edwin Wilbour Fund. Photograph courtesy of The Brooklyn Museum.
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Fragment of a Niche Decoration from an Early Byzantine Period Tomb at Herakleopolis
Magna Depicting an Angel (or Angels) Presenting a Cross in a Wreath.
The Coptic Museum, Cairo. Photograph after G. Duthuit (1931).
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CHAPTER 40

LITERACY AND THE ADMINISTRATION IN
EARLY PTOLEMAIC EGYPT
DOROTHY J. THOMPSON

Girton College, Cambridge University
In the Oriental Institute in Chicago is a black basalt statue base from Upper Egypt in honor of
Arsinoe, the wife of Ptolemy II Philadelphus. On the top is a detailed hieroglyphic dedication while
on the front, in fine lettering, a briefer Greek dedication reads: Arsinoes Philadelphou, 'of Arsinoe
Philadelphus.' Accepting the suggestion of Jan Quaegebeur that this dedication, from a priestly
context, illustrates the receptivity of the native priesthood to the language of their new Macedonian
rulers, I want here to explore further some of the implications of this suggestion (Fraser 1960, pp.
133-34; Quaegebeur 1988, p. 47). For the fact that an Egyptian dedicatory statue from the mid third
century B.C. may, on the front face of its base, proclaim this dedication in Greek shows to what
extent the language of the new rulers had become accepted during the first century of the
Ptolemaic dynasty.
The general question with which I am concerned is that of literacy in Egypt in the period following Alexander. What happens when the long-established tradition of Egyptian literacy, a
priestly and scribal literacy which was both highly valued and closely confined, is brought into
contact with the more open, secular tradition of Greek literacy?' The context for such an exploration must be the reality of the Macedonian conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great followed,
on his death, by the satrapy of his general Ptolemy, son of Lagus, who, as Ptolemy I Soter, later
became king of Egypt and all its people. Unlike the Persians earlier, the Ptolemaic rulers formed a
resident dynasty with a closely controlled administration. How far that administration was based on
Egyptian, Persian, or Greco-Macedonian models has already been the subject of much study, and
there is more to do. Here my interest is more limited. What I want to look at is what happened in
terms of language and literacy in the first hundred years of this new administration. How far can
the language of the documents produced - ostraca, papyri, and inscriptions - and the identification of those who wrote them add to our understanding of the process by which Greek rule was
established in this new Hellenistic kingdom? How important was literacy in this process? How was
Greek literacy spread? What were the reactions of different groups within Egyptian society to this
new state of affairs?
In a previous study (forthcoming) I concentrated on the first fifty years where surviving documentation is predominantly Demotic. In these early years, Greeks and Egyptians needed each
other's cooperation and, as earlier under the Persians, collaboration came from the Egyptian
1. Egyptian literacy: Baines 1983, pp. 572-99, especially p. 581 and 1988, pp. 192-214; Goody 1986, pp. 32-35, 6465 and 1987, pp. 30-44; and Finnegan 1988, p. 42. Greek literacy: . Murray 1980, pp. 91-99.
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literate classes, the priestly upper classes - men such as Manetho from Sebennytos, the historian
of Egypt who wrote in Greek (Jacoby 1958, no. 609; Fowden 1986, pp. 52-54; and Mendels 1990,
pp. 91-110), Nectanebo, a Ptolemaic military commander from the old royal family (de
Meulenaere 1963, pp. 90-93), or the priest Wennofer whose sarcophagus lid (in Cairo) andstatue
(in Vienna) have both survived: "I spent my life on earth in the King's favor, I was beloved of his
courtiers" and "at the time of the Greeks I was consulted by the ruler of Egypt, for he loved me and
knew my intentions" are his boasts.2 The Greeks would need to recognize this help -and
so they
did. Alexander's general Peukestas, in a terse order posted at Saqqara, put sacred buildings out of
bounds (Turner 1974, pp. 239-42), and the so-called Satrap Stele records endowments returned by
Ptolemy to local temples in the neighborhood of Sais (Urk. II, pp. 11-22, note 9 and Bevan 1927,
pp. 28-32, for translation). And there are other examples, both Greek and Egyptian, on stone and
on papyrus, from the reign of Ptolemy I (Thompson, forthcoming, note 19).
This then, a picture of collaboration between the existing literate classes and the new rulers, is
how I would characterize the first generation of Ptolemaic rule. There were, of course, administrative innovations (for instance, the Greek financial officers in early Theban Demotic texts
[Quaegebeur 1979a, p. 47]) but it is only from the reign of Ptolemy II that evidence survives for the
intensification of the bureaucracy which later characterizes Ptolemaic administration. And with this
intensification came the growing use of Greek. The organization and collection of the salt-tax may
serve as an illustration. 3 With very few exceptions, this tax was charged to all and levied by local
tax collectors. In preparation came a series of household declarations with individuals listed
(together with their animals) and, on the basis of these declarations and also their own research,
lists of taxpayers recorded topographically were compiled by the tax collectors. In addition, analytical records were drawn up, grouping the local population by profession and status (kat -ethnos)
and forming the basis for summary compilations with the information simply in cash terms. When it
came to tax payments, individual receipts were issued to the taxpayers and the collector kept dayby-day accounts of what he got in. Taxes were then paid over to the local bank at ten day intervals
and separate accounts were kept of these drafts. Sometimes the same records could serve for other
local taxes - especially the obol-tax paid by most adult males - and sometimes separate lists
were made for different taxes. The form of these operations differs by area and over time, but
overall the system is just as complex, involving as many written documents on either papyrus or
ostracon, as that, say, of the regular land survey. The operation was recorded, at least in the third
century, in either Demotic or Greek, and, as in the issue of receipts, sometimes both were used
together. Indeed, the use of a rush, the standard Demotic writing implement, for the Greek records
of CPR XIII shows how these local offices might function in both languages.
How far the nature of this Ptolemaic bureaucracy depends on a growth of literacy in the new
Greek language with its more easily accessible script, or indeed the effect of this on the uses of
Demotic, is something I am not yet ready to answer, though the question must surely be asked.
What I do want to bring into the discussion here is the program of education which accompanied
this gradual change of language. The problems of personnel and access to local information essential to successful control are among those faced by all imperial powers. And when Ptolemy son of
Lagus, supported by a contingent of Macedonian troops from Babylon and by the corpse of the
Conqueror, established himself in Egypt, these were among the problems he faced. Like the
Persians before him, with their use of Aramaic, Ptolemy, it seems, determined to exercise rule in a
new language. What he lacked at the start were sufficient administrators fluent in Greek to

2. For the sarcophagus lid, see Lichtheim 1980, p. 55. For the statue, see Quaegebeur 1980, p. 78.
3. Ulbel 1966, pp. 325-68 and 1969, pp. 62-66; Shelton 1976, pp. 35-39; and Bagnall 1978, pp. 143-46. P. dem. Lille
III and CPR XIII add important new evidence in both Demotic and Greek.
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exercise this rule. Education (as always?) was the answer to the problem, and from the reign of
Ptolemy II Philadelphus on there is a growing body of evidence to suggest the scale of what I take
to be a royal initiative.
Tax breaks played an important role in the process. Our earliest evidence to date is the Greek
Dikaiomata papyrus which records a letter from Apollonios, dioiketes under Ptolemy II
Philadelphus, to one Zoilos, passing on a royal decree to exempt from the salt-tax (the Ptolemaic
form of the poll-tax) teachers of letters, physical education teachers, and the victors of certain,
designated, national games (P. Hal. 1.260-64). Later documents suggest the exemption may have
been extended more widely, 4 but under Philadelphus it is the privileged position of school teachers
that is striking; the value of education, of Greek education, was thus recognized. The scale of this
early literacy drive is now becoming clearer, as more of the third century tax documents in both
Greek and Demotic are published. The texts recently edited in volume XIII of the Greek Rainer
papyri, together with the Demotic texts of volume III of the Lille papyri from Gh6ran, well illustrate the scale of education in the villages of the Faiyum. We may excerpt the following figures
from the reign of Ptolemy III.
In Trikomia (Themistes meris) there were three registered teachers, all male, in a total adult
(taxable) population of 331, that is one teacher to 110 adults. Of these 331 adults, 170 were male
which means that, on the assumption that only boys received Greek formal education, there was
one teacher to fifty-seven adult males (CPR XIII 1.10, 12 [254-44 B.C.]). From neighboring Lagis
with a total adult population of 323, three teachers are registered of whom two were men. The density here is 1:161 overall or 1:82 males (CPR XIII 2.30 [254-44 B.C.]). From the village of PerHemer near Apias in the same division, two teachers (a man and his wife) were registered for salttax exemption. The density here was 1:398 overall or 1:218 males (P. dem. Lille III 99, verso, col.
ii.15 [229/8 B.C.]). And for the whole area of which Per-Hemer formed part, with a total adult
population of 10,876 there were twenty-four persons under the heading of teachers, fifteen of them
men. The density here was 1:725 adults or 1:350 adult males (P. dem. Lille III 99, verso, col. iva.17 [229/8 B.C.]). What such figures may mean in terms of actual staff to student ratios is less easy to
know. In the absence of information of certain basic facts - life expectancy rates, the length of
elementary schooling, and indeed the ages between which this took place - it is difficult to be
more explicit.
Since some villages had no teachers at all (Athenas Kome, for instance, with a total adult population of 153 [CPR XIII 11.11], or Lysimachis with only eighty [CPR XIII 2.4 (254-244 B.C.)]) this
final density of 1:350 may perhaps be taken as a guide for the area as a whole. The Arsinoite nome
of course was an area of quite intense Greek settlement, so how far this picture is representative is
impossible to know. We lack comparable figures for the Delta or the Nile valley. 5
Such a number or teachers is, I think, worthy of note. And if the contemporary school book,
probably from the same area, can be brought into the discussion we may also have some idea of the
content of this schooling (Gu6raud and Jouguet 1938). Besides the Greek alphabet and numbering
system, pupils learned lists of months, gods, and rivers (both Macedonian and from the world that
Alexander had conquered) before being introduced to Homer, the tragedians and new comic
writers, and finally the elegists of Alexandria. Pupils learned to read and write, to count and
calculate with the new Greek denominations, and their education was also cultural, based on the
Greek classics with more recent Alexandrian poetry added. Such a system of schooling was, in my
view, the Ptolemaic answer to the needs of the new administration.
4. P. dem. Lille III 101.ii.7, pastophoros pays half rate; v.26-28 and vi.20 (244/3 B.c.), payments instead of the salttax made to temples; P. Petrie III 59b, hiera ethne exempt, perhaps from salt-tax.
5. From Upper Egypt it is mainly tax receipts on ostraca that have survived; Petrie 1907, p. 33, no. El, from
Shashotep may be a second century B.C. Demotic example from the valley of Middle Egypt.
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I shall venture further. In these same tax documents there are listed two further privileged
classes - the Hellenes and, in Demotic, the Medes, or Persians as they are called in Greek. 6 These
two classes paid the salt-tax but, like teachers, they were not liable for the obol-tax which other
men paid. Who were these Hellenes? Some, of course, were cleruchs, the Greek soldiers settled in
the Egyptian countryside; others are specified as doctors, teachers, fullers, priests, and so on (e.g.
P. dem. Lille III 99, verso [229/8 B.C.]; SB XII 10860). And from the summary figures of one
composite record of five tax districts it appears that in 228 B.C. Hellenes here formed 16% of the
total number recorded, 1,756 out of 10,876 (P. dem. Lille III 99, verso, iiia.8 and 17 [229/8 B.C.]. It
is, of course, well known that the Faiyum, from where this document comes, was an area of high
Greek settlement, but even so the percentage and number both seem very high for those of
immigrant Greek origin.
Another Gh6ran document, P. dem. Lille III 101 (244/3 B.C.), may suggest an explanation. This
is a person-by-person list of tax payments which records most men paying both the salt-tax and the
obol-tax (and, being in Demotic, the Egyptian system of calculation was used, with the one
drachma salt-tax for men recorded as 1 kite). Scattered among the Egyptian names and family
groups are men with Greek names who pay only the salt-tax and not the obol-tax (P. dem. Lille III
101.ii.5, 26; iii.1, 7; iv.12, 13, 18, 29; v.5, 20). Some may be cleruchs and one at least has been
identified as belonging to an Alexandrian family known from the Petrie wills;7 others are otherwise
unknown. But what is striking about these men is not that their fathers or wives are often Egyptian
by name - that should cause no surprise - but that in two cases their Egyptian-named brothers,
who are listed together with them and even recorded as native soldiers, pay the full rate of both the
salt-tax and the obol-tax, while the brothers with Greek names pay only the salt-tax. 8 Well
integrated in their village, as de Cenival noted in her edition of this text, these men with their
Greek names apparently enjoyed a fiscal privilege, immunity from the obol-tax (see de Cenival
1984, p. 52). Perhaps indeed these individuals are numbered among the Hellenes of the village?
The tentative suggestion I should like to make is that it was a Greek education which fitted a local
villager for a career in the administration, and this in turn allowed him to change both his name and
status. 9 It was a Greek education or maybe the job which followed which made him a 'Hellene,'
and with the status of Hellene came exemption from the obol-tax. It was, on this hypothesis,
through investment in education, with the combined inducement of status and tax break, that the
Ptolemies were able to move over to an administration run mainly in Greek. Isocrates' earlier
claim for Athens that community of culture, paideusis, was more important than common origin,
koine physis, in the definition of a Hellene would thus in Hellenistic Egypt have become reality in a
wider world (Panegyricus 50, 15.293).

6. E.g. Hellenes: CPR XIII 1.18; 2.5, 15, 32; 4.109; 11.13; P. dem. Lille III 99, verso, ii.11; iiia.11. Medes: P. dem.
Lille III 99, verso, ii.12; va.1 Persians: CPR XIII 2.5, 32.
7. For Monimos son of Kleandros (P. dem. Lille III 101.iii.1) as related to Kleandros son of Monimos in P. Petrie III 1
(237/6 B.C.) see Chapter6 by W. Clarysse above.
8. P. dem. Lille III 101.iv.27-29, Peisikles is brother of Padiou, son of Nehemesise, a soldier; P. dem. Lille III
101.v.18-21, Diodoros is brother of Padiou, son of Paher, a soldier.
9. BGU VI 1213 (third century B.C.), record of a legal extract concerned with change of patris and onomata. For the
somewhat similar recognition (on application to the Governor General) of educated Indonesians as 'Dutch' in the
Dutch East Indies during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, see Geertz 1983, p. 227; Hooker 1978,
pp. 197-98, article 163 (5) of the Indische Staatsregeling.
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L'ARMEE DE TERRE LAGIDE: REFLET
D'UN MONDE MULTICULTUREL?
B. VAN'T DACK
Katholieke UniversiteitLeuven / Koninklijke Academie van Belgii!
II est superflu d'insister, croyons-nous, sur le caractele multiculturel - nous pr6rons ce
terme-l' l'hybride polyculturel - de 'arme lagide. Pour s'en convaincre, ii suffit de consulter
'ouvrage de M. Launey et en particulier les listes dressees par lauteur. Ses Recherches sur les
armees helkenistiques (1949-50) ont connu une reimpression avec une mise a jour de Garlan,
Gauthier, et Orrieux (1987) en postface. Ceux-ci ont retouch6 autant que possible quelques
conceptions perimees de l'auteur qui, influence par l'atmosphere des annees d'apres-guerre, 6tait
inevitablement en quelque sorte prisonnier de son epoque. "A un momentoii l'6mancipation des
peuples colonises ... pouvait encore etre simplement consideree comme un effet limite et conjoncturel de la seconde guerre mondiale,"' Launey (1949-50, cf. p. 16, pp. 4-9, pp. 57-59) ne s'6tait
pas trop attarde au rfle de l'Egypte et des autochtones dans leffort militaire des Ptolemees. Cette
lacune, si nous osons dire, a efe largement comblee e.a. par notre propre maitre Peremans, qui,
dans sa monographie Vreemdelingen en Egyptenaren in Vroeg-Ptolemaesch Egypte, parue en 1937,
avait lui aussi donne un aperqu hatif de ce meme secteur aux pp. 70-73, mais qui, dans une serie
d'articles, y a accord6 ensuite toute 'attention requise. 2
Si nous reprenons ce sujet at present, c'est que peut-e~tre certains aspects de l'enque-e pourraient
etre mis en e-vidence de fagon plus explicite.
11 y a, entre autres,, le milieu dans lequel l'arme~e devait operer. 11 va de soi que la situation e6tait
tre's diff6rente pour les militaires e6gyptiens selon qu'ils e6taient envoyes a 1l'etranger, par exemple,
dans une des possessions exterieures des Lagides, ou qu'ils se trouvaient dans la capitale,
Alexandrie il tpo; At~i'rntq, voire 'a la cour, ou qu'ils e6taient installe~s dans la chora.
Commengons par les soldats lagides 'a l'etranger et plus particulie'rement dans le monde grec,
mais non en Nubie par exemple. Grace 'a J. K. Winnicki on pourra dore'navant utiliser un nouveau
crite're pour d~tecter les IEgyptiens dans ce secteur: l'allusion 'a un repatriement d'objets cultuels
revelerait l'engagement d'autochtones dont le role dans le cadre de l'expe~dition reste difficile 'a
preciser. 3 D'autre part, il nous semble dangereux de doter sans plus le titre de oixtiio; d'9une,
connotation ethnique; il nous faut d'autres elements avant de pouvoir classer ces ga6xljiot parmi les
Pgyptiens (Van't Dack 1988, p. 21, note 112; p. 67 avec la note 11).
1. Garlan, Gauthier, et Onjieux 1987, p. xxi d'apre's E. Will; cf. Bingen 1989c, pp. 473-77, surtout pp. 474-76.
2. Voir la bibliographie, avec les contributions de W. Peremans et d'autres, dans Van't Dack 1988, pp. 4-6, pp. 4243. A la bibliographie on ajoutera e.a. les contributions de J. K. Winnicki mentionnees ici me~me pp. 327-28, 337.
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Ceci dit, parcourons les donnees disponibles, qui nous menent depuis le debut de l'6poque hellenistique jusqu'a la fin de la dynastie lagide. En 312 av. J.-C., 'a Gaza, Ptolemee I se pr senta avec
18.000 fantassins et 4000 cavaliers, ainsi qu'avec un Ai'yinttiow nfiCo;; plusieurs de ceux-ci
n' taient sans doute pas armes mais plut6t destines ' d'autres taches; ii y avait pourtant aussi parmi
eux un groupe, ntXifo;, KcO7LoXt(YE'vov Kcct npo; jic~ijv Xpiyjngov, arm6 et pr& " se battre (Diod.
XIX 80.4); on peut rattacher la restitution de statues divines, mentionnee dans la "stele des
Satrapes," 'a ces memes 6venements (cf. note 3). Plus tard, vers 274 av. J.-C., la stele de Pithom
(Her66npolis) situe une campagne de Ptoleme II Philadeiphe en Syrie et encore une fois ii est
question du repatriement de statues divines (Winnicki 1990, pp. 157-67). Puis au debut de la
guerre de Chremonide's, probablement au printemps de 264 av. J.-C.,4 Patrokios nose se mesurer
sur terre avec les troupes d'Antigonos Gonatas sans l'appui prealable des Spartiates, ses propres
hommes n'6tant qu' Aiyinntiom ... K1 vx&'x; (Paus. III 6.4-6); le decret de Rhamnous 5 d montre
qu'au moins une partie de ceux-ci taient consideres comme des [(Tp]ti"rct. Ptolemee III
Ivergete, engage dans la 3e guerre syrienne, est l'objet de louanges dans le monumentum
Adulitanum 6 et la stle de Canope, 7 pour avoir restitu des kpa
e
sA f
3e siecle, en 217 av. J.-C., " la bataille de Raphia, les Egyptiens representaient moms d'un tiers sur
un total d'environ 75.000 hommes; ils taient actifs aussi bien dans la cavalerie que dans
l'infanterie. 8
Pour le 2e siecle av. J.-C., retenons seulement deux tnmoignages certains. Apres 163 av. J.-C.
une liste de noms - tous 6gyptiens sans exception - nous permet de conclure que nous avons
affaire, en l'occurrence, 'a un contingent de soldats indigenes, envoyes par Ptolemee VI 'a Gortyne
pour combattre 'adversaire, sans doute des Kvwxnot 9 aux cotes des troupes de la yule. Et 'a la fin
de ce siecle, de 103 'a 101 av. J.-C., se situe un conflit judeo-syro-6gyptien, que nous avons 6tudi6
ailleurs et auquel des Egyptiens prirent part, enrles dans un corps expeditionnaire de Cleopatre III
et de Ptoleme X Alexandre I en territoire seleucide (Van't Dack 1989, cf. pp. 127-36); ce qui
explique le caracte're polyglotte du dossier dont nous disposons concernant cette "guerre de
sceptres."
Dans ce dernier cas ii s'agit d'un conflit dynastique opposant Ptolemee IX Soter II 'aCleopatre
III et Ptoleme X Alexandre I. Depuis ce moment et jusqu'aIl'arriv e des Romains, ii ne faut plus
s'attendre 'a des exploits lagides 'a l'tranger.
Bien str, il faudrait preciser davantage la situation concrete de ces troupes. Tous les militaires
susmentionne's prennent apparemment part a*'une exp edition e6phemere; mais existe-t-il, parmi eux,
aussi des troupes d'occupation 'a long termne? S'agit-il d'unite~s uniformes - comme apparemment
les a{u'cXxot 6gyptiens de Gortyne - ou de. corps mixtes - comme les troupes de Ckeopatre III et
de son fils Ptolemee X Alexandre I?
Dans ce dernier cas, les autochtones ne sont pas seulement des simples militaires ou des grade~s
ou des officiers d'un grade inferieur ou encore des membres du personnel adjoint de
l'administration, mais uls occupent parfois un rang tre's 6leve6 (Van't Dack 1989, surtout pp. 13134).
\

9. Inscr. Cret. IV 195; cf. Bagnall 1973, pp. 124-27.
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qu'en dit Polybe, qui visita la capitale dans la seconde moiti6 du 2e siecle av. J.-C. 1I en esquisse
l'ambiance dans un fragment de son livre XXXIV, fragment qui nous a 6t6 transmis par Strabon
XVII 1.12 (C 797); en voici une traduction: 10
Lors de son s6jour ' Alexandrie, Polybe ressentit quelque d6gott pour l'6tat de choses
existant alors dans cette cit6. Il y avait, nous dit-il, trois cat6gories d'habitants: les
1gyptiens indigenes, impulsifs et [inaptes??] a la vie civique; les mercenaires, formant une
masse de gens brutaux et indociles - depuis longtemps, en effet, on entretenait des soldats
6trangers, qui avaient appris ' commander plut8t qu'a ob6ir, " cause de l'incapacit6 des
rois; enfin, en troisieme lieu, les Alexandrins, qui n'6taient pas, eux non plus et pour les
memes raisons, doues de sens civique, mais qui valaient tout de meme mieux que les pr6c6dents. En effet, bien qu'ils fussent d'origines tres diverses, ils taient d'ascendance
grecque et n'avaient pas tout oubli6 des coutumes des Hellenes. Mais cette partie de la
population avait 6t6 presque aneantie, en particulier par l'action de Ptol6mee Evergete dit
Physcon, sous le regne duquel Polybe visita Alexandrie, et qui, se voyant en butte a une
opposition populaire, langa ' plusieurs reprises ses mercenaires sur les foules et les fit
d6cimer. Telle tait des lors la situation dans cette ville, le vers du poete apparut des lors
conforme a la realit6: 'Se rendre en 1gypte est une expedition bien longue et bien p6nible'
(Odyssee IV 483).
R6duisant l'arme alexandrine a une masse de mercenaires, Polybe n'a certes voulu donner
qu'une impression personnelle. Dans une parade (iogni') de Ptol6m6e II Philadelphe, Kallixeinos
de Rhodos signale 57.600 cavaliers et 23.200 fantassins avec leurs armements sp6cifiques a cot6
d'autres troupes difficiles ' d6nombrer (Ath6n., Deipn. V 202f-203a); plusieurs ont du appartenir a
des unites de mercenaires (Rice 1983, surtout pp. 123-26; Winnicki 1989a, p. 221; et FOrtmeyer
1988, pp. 90-94). Examinons done cette arme de plus pres.
Ii y a d'abord la cour royale. D'apres Winnicki (1985, pp. 41-55, plus sp6cialement p. 42, p. 49
avec la note 41; 1989a, pp. 228-29), Ptol6me II Philadelphe aurait repris une tradition pharaonique en introduisant dans sa garde en 271/70 ou 270/69 av. J.-C. une unit6 de militaires 6gyptiens sous le commandement de leurs propres chefs. Le passage en question de la stale de Mendes
est toutefois interpret6 de fagon diff6rente par Derchain (1986, pp. 203-04). La traduction traditionnelle en est la suivante:
Alors sa Majest6 choisit (?) ses gardes parmi les beaux adolescents, parmi les enfants de
militaires d'Jgypte. Leurs chefs (furent choisis) parmi les enfants (d'Jgypte) et Elle en fit
ses gardes du corps.
Mais Ph. Derchain propose:
Sa Majest6 avait lev6 ses recrues, beaux jeunes hommes, parmi les enfants de l'arm6e
d'Egypte, les premiers de celle-ci 'a tre n6s en Egypte, car ils 6taient ses favoris.
La garde 6gyptienne disparait ainsi et est remplac6e par des recrues, apparemment des descendants de la cl6rouchie grecque. L'auteur d6fend sa these en soulignant: "Cette traduction tient
compte du sens ordinaire de mnfyt dans les d6crets trilingues, correspondant au d6motique mnc et
au grec Xoa6g, oii l'on reconnait l'arm6e, comprenant 6galement les frxtc~~oi y~opyoi, c'est-h-dire
les anciens mercenaires mac6doniens."
N'6tant pas 6gyptologue, nous ne pouvons nous prononcer sur le fond du problime.
Remarquons seulement que le titre d6motique de mr mf peut 8tre applique en effet h chaque strathge et non seulement aux chefs d'unit6s autochtones. D'autre part ii nous semble que le mot mnfyt
dans la stble de Mendbs est pr6cis6 par le vocable d6signant le pays de l'Egypte; or, le mot grec
Xc6; dans ce sens sp6cifiquement militaire ne se retrouve que dans un seul titre, celui de XwipD19
qui indique en principe les commandants des machimoi.
10. Polybe, Histoire. Texte traduit, present6 et annot6 par Roussel 1970, p. 1149: fragment 14 du livre XXXIV.
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De toute fagon, c'est pre~cise~ment ce titre de laarque que l'on retrouve dans une inscription
grecque1 1 du tout d6but du re'gne de Ptolemee V Epiphane avant son maniage avec Cle~opatre 1
(194/3 av. J.-C.). 11 y designe incontestablement les chefs d'une unite" de la garde royale: [----]o6tes,
le fils de HOros, et Tearoos, son fre're,. laarques et ilyyFjivsq xtv lrFp~tia(XAiv ERtXEt(OV
JgXX41V. 12
Mais quittons la cour et cherchons ailIleurs. Dans la yulle, on rencontre des machimoi et d'autres
soldats, appartenant apparemment "'ades contingents mixtes de militaires de carrie're. En effet, dans
l'UPZ 1 110 de 164 av. J.-C., on lit des formules telles que:
t CP+][F]'o ~q
Fv 'AXc. cv6[p]ccutr&w I r t'irX ICT(0V i-xdt' (ET0Cpo'Upw0V) icct
(ivt~pi~wv jxx~o iuiI ~v'r
'80p1)XKi)V
[T]eTCCyRnV(0V VCCUuKXrI~politX'l~
lignes 20-23
-Tc6v 7a0pE pI~p~u)6v-cov E~v 'AXe,4cv~pEialt TW
t iXF-T0)V I MAcdT(OV (F',nTapoUpwOV) KC
(7E'PI'(0~ipv) J0Ctiwov iwl w &cXowv -Wv I(a'v)Fti~tfv: lignes 195-98
Xiomq(sic) 8&Ka'i ToW V
O 'K

e%(Yt

N 9
rlOI(IPEpoj0vo'K(1.%TV

%VtP(P1

& tot; iuX~to0Uq: lignes 103-06
All gPov0)(sic) - -'ti; pXitol;t, &XXKaIT[t'i]q I&'X~tqo0t; (titpuXt[E]W0'optvq(sic) iX~t oi tqYp~xtryoi; Iaboti: lignes 174-76
22wIt&v~ixt~t
t1%
*-%vXx
vK Pt&wuxIivKt
,
TCv" ,[V] I w tn
lignes 131-33
oi Ev trfl IIEo'xcl g&Xttot: lignes 198-99
tous ceux-ci font partie r-Wv E'v t 7r6'X& (ligne 91), t(0V [E']v t noitXct nxpE(PttpEUovITowv
(sic) (lignes 206-07)
Ce que ces contingents peuvent representer dans des moments de crise interne, l'auteur du de
bello Alexandrino nous l'apprend lorsqu'il de~crit la levee de troupes qui s'opposeront 'a Cesar:
nam in omnes partes per quas fines Aegypti regnumque pertinet, legatos conquisitoresque
dilectus habendi causa miserant magnumque numerum in oppidum telorum atque tormentorum convexerant et innumerabilem multitudinem adduxerant. 3
11 y a certes quelque exag e-ration dans ce recit. On ne voit pas tre~s bien ce que les omnes partes,
per quas fines Aegypti regnumque pertinet, representent encore "'acette date tre*s tardive et dans ces
circonstances en dehors de l'Egypte. 11 faudra re'duire aussi 1'innumerabilem numerum 'a des proportions bien plus modestes. L'essentiel paraflt assez net: les legati conquisitoresque ont mobilise"des
catueques et des machimoi dans les clerouchies de la chora; en me~me temps ils ont amen6 'a la
capitale des miliciens de carrie're, dej~a casernes dans des garnisons ou nouvellement enro~les dans
les me~mes lieux.
Bien souvent ces IEgyptiens, envoyes 'a Alexandrie, ont du^i y rester casernes pendant une assez
longue pe~riode. Leur situation ne semble certes pas enviable ai en juger d'apre's 1'UPZ 1 110.
11 ne faut pas uniquement tenir compte des militaires sans grade et de leur administration;' 4 il y
'aXXov

--

-

pourrait parfois douter de la datation de quelques cas.
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.Les sources nous font connalitre, par exemple, un Dionysios Petosarapis qui souleva Alexandrie
contre Philometor, ou un Pa6s qui commanda les troupes envoy6es en 131/30 av. J.-C. contre les
"impies" d'Hermonthis (cf. Peremans 1972, pp. 67-76, surtout pp. 69-70). Celui-ci fut d'abord
stratege de plusieurs nomes en Th6bade, puis gouverneur de toute la Haute-1gypte.16 Et l'un de
ses successeurs dans cette derniere charge, Phommous, ne serait-il pas envoy6 d'Alexandrie en
Thebalde pour revenir en Basse-Egypte a la fin de sa carrire?17 Et que penser du gen6ral
Petimouthes, originaire de Tell el-Balamoun, qui "atteignit le pays de Khor en compagnie de la
reine" sans doute en 103 av. J.-C. et qui fit 6riger sa statue dans le temple de Karnak (cf.
Quaegebeur 1989, pp. 88-108)? On est en droit de supposer que ces g6nraux et hauts fonctionnaires aient t6 d6tach6s d'Alexandrie; Platin, par exemple, un des successeurs de Phommous,
appartient manifestement ' une famille alexandrine (Cf. Mooren et Van't Dack 1981, pp. 535-44).
I n'est pas possible de pr6senter ici un aperqu plus dtaill6. Et les rapports de cette couche de
la population locale avec la royaut6 ou les immigr6s du meme niveau exigeraient une 6tude
sp6ciale qui ne peut etre entreprise dans le cadre de la pr6sente communication.
Assez pour Alexandrie; entrons dans la ch8ra oii la documentation devient plus abondante et
nous permet d'aborder des problemes que nous devions passer sous silence dans les pages pr6c6dentes. Prenons d'abord la cl6rouchie.
En g6neral on la pr6sente comme un milieu cloisonn6. Les unit6s, dont les unes sont constitu6es
par des immigr6s et les autres ouvertes aux machimoi, semblent nettement s6parees. Il faut toutefois tenir compte de certains facteurs, qui pourraient modifier quelque peu cette conception.
En premier lieu il y a les facteurs particuliers. Les cl6rouques/catceques, pour une large part
descendants de militaires du premier Ptol6me (cf. Bagnall 1984, pp. 7-20), ne se privaient certes
pas de mariages mixtes. Nous pensons ' Esoeris, la compagne de l'Alexandrin Monimos, qui se
situe dans un milieu cl6rouchique du Fayoum en plein troisieme siecle (cf. Clarysse 1988a, pp.
137-40), ou ' Neoptolemos, aussi d6nomm6 Onn8phris sans doute par sa mare indigene Haiinchis,
quoique tant lui-meme originaire d'un meme milieu grec, a la fin du 3e ou au debut du 2e siecle
av. J.-C (1988b, pp. 7-10).
D'autres militaires, qui d6tiennent un kl6ros, r6sident sans doute ' Alexandrie ou dans la
metropole d'un nome, en tout cas dans un centre plus ou moins urbain; en tant que "habitually
tierce personne qui souvent la sous-loue. Par
absentee landlords," ils louent leur tenure aune
'
contre, des le 2e sicle av. J.-C., plusieurs cl6rouques sont yccopyo' exa oi de leur domaine; quelle
que puisse etre la signification pr6cise de ce terme, il t6moigne au moins d'une participation plus
active dans l'exploitation de leur domaine.' 8
A cot6 des facteurs particuliers, il y a, bien sftir, les structures impos6es par Alexandrie. Un
papyrus du Memphite de l'an 273 av. J.-C. nous fait connaitre un E'Kctov5Exc'po1poq, un
EionwovpoFpo;, un icovropoupo;, des r(Tcpccovrcpoupot.19 Certaines de ces cat6gories

16. Pros. Ptol. 1197 et VIII add.; cf. Mooren 1975, pp. 91-92, no. 054, p. 117, no. 0120; Idem 1977, p. 116.
17. Pros. Ptol. I 202 et VIII add.; cf. Mooren 1975, pp. 94-95, no. 058; Clarysse et Winnicki 1989b, pp. 73-74 comm.
no. 6, ligne 10; Van't Dack 1989, p. 132.
18. Sur tous ces problkmes concemnant la residence des cl6rouques, la location ou la sous-location des kl6roi, la participation active dans l'exploitation en tant que ycopy6bcai'rr6;, cf. exempli gratia la documentation r6unie par Ubel
1968, passim. Voir encore Braunert 1964, pp. 38-40, p. 80, p. 85; Crawford 1971, pp. 76-77, pp. 84-85, pp. 147-54,
tableaux I, II, III; Bingen 1973. pp. 215-22; Keenan et Shelton 1976, intr. pp. 10-12, p. 15; Bingen 1978b, pp. 7480 (non vidimus); idem 1979, pp. 87-94; Brashear, BGU XIV, 1980, pp. 225-55; Bingen 1983, pp. 1-11.
19. P. Cair. Zen. I 59001. Pour les cl6rouques d6sign6s par un nombre d'aroures, cf. provisoirement Pros. Ptol. IV pp.
57-89; mais voir de6ji VIII 4188f.
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Plus tard, en ce qui concerne les
cavaliers grecs, on a affaire surtout aux EKhcXovt(poupot. puis aux oyorovt'poipot et aux
,P60RlrlvtoTp01Jpot. Les h6katontaroures sont apparemment les premiers 'a faire partie d'une hip-

pourraient etre fictives par suite du systeme des

KXqpot

parchie numerotee. Quant aux ogdoe'kontaroures, dont le titre en demotique vient d'etre retrouv6
par Vleeming (1983, pp. 97-99), il n'est pas exclu qu'a' lorigine ils aient et6 des jiiyo8popot
whvpoioi}' Les hebdomkontaroures ont dfi appartenir 'a une hipparchie a nom ethnique2 avant
d' tre enroles - des la premiere moiti6 du 2e sie'cle av. J.-C. (vers 170) - dans une hipparchie
numerotee (cf. Daniel 1977, pp. 76-82 [P. Mich. inv. 3236 = SB XIV 12101]). Mais en quoi ces
trois categories se distinguaient-elles l'une de l'autre apres l'introduction de chacune dans une
hipparchie numerotee? Sans doute ne faut-il pas attacher trop d'importance 'a la superficie
nominale d'une tenure qui souvent ne concorde pas avec la superficie reelle, reprise dans les
cadastres antiques. I est vrai que parfois on a affaire 'a des tenures dispersees, dont les parties se
situent dans deux ou plusieurs villages et qui, prises dans leur ensemble, approchent de la valeur
nominale. Mais s'agit-il vraiment d'un "split-holding" dans tous les cas oii l'on constate une diff6rence notoire entre la valeur, indiquee par un titre, et celle, enregistree dans les cadastres? 23 Ces
6carts pourraient reveler aussi un certain declin, encore occasionnel et pas encore generalise, du
syste'me clerouchique grec. En tout cas, on constate au moms un essai d'uniformisation technique et
simplificatrice. En outre, une ordonnance de Ptoleme VI Philometor, dans sa 32e annee de regne
(150/49 av. J.-C.), precise que dorenavant les terres cultivees ne peuvent plus etre affectees 'a la
clerouchie. Les nouveaux venus doivent donc se contenter en principe d'une terre v titoXyp,
normalement yfi X6po. 24 La decision semble concerner uniquement les catoeques grecs, les
machimoi n'en seraient pas touchs. 2 5 Meme si la superficie d'une nouvelle tenure correspondait a
la valeur nominale d'antan, sa qualit6 ne serait plus comparable 'a celle d'une dotation anterieure; a
elle seule, elle a dfi abaisser le niveau social de maint nouveau catoeque.
Passons aux ptaKovt6poupot, clerouques grecs qui a lorigine 6taient tous fantassins. Dans le
quatrieme volume de la ProsopographiaPtolemaica, leur liste contient un assez grand nombre de
Macedoniens tiw oiSntw tp'iyyEgva 2 6 a Tholthis dans l'Oxyrhynchite ou ailleurs (Heracleopolite,
Arsinoite) sous le regne d'Evergete I ou celui de Philopator. Une reorganisation se prepare-t-elle?
ECtV
X
trf'1 KWOK
Quoi qu'il en soit, bientOt on enregistre des gF-,txcPF4311Kot,;
28
27
tait en fonction sous le regne de
I)
o;. Cet officier 6ponyme Phyleus
('upwcoov-uxcpo'pow) (DuXF'I
20. En 273 av. J.-C. les aUyicXiipot sont p~re et fils; plus tard on a affaire aussi 'a deux fre'es a{ryiOXipot; cf. Crawford
1971, p. 57, note 5,pp. 65-66.
21. Pros. Ptol. 111902 et VIII add.
22. Pros. Ptol. II12735-2746 et VIII add.
23. Sur ces proble'mes, voir par exemnple Crawford 1971, pp. 59-60, p. 62, p. 69, pp. 74-75, pp. 148-54, tableau I1I;
Keenan et Shelton 1976, intr., p. 10, p. 15.
24. Voir par exemple KieBling 1938, pp. 213-29, surtout pp. 218-19; Preaux 1939a, pp. 469-70; Ubel 1968, p. 173,
2
note 3, p. 177, notes 1-2, p. 261, note 4; Crawford 1971, p. 58, pp. 63-64; C. Ord. Ptol. 44; 53, lignes 36-48; 54,
ligenes 3-5;-All. 49, 68, 69, 78; C. Or-d. Ptol.* All. 54*.

I
et VIII add.
28. Pros. Ptol. 12020
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Philopator et au d6but du regne d'Epiphane; sous celui-ci ii y a eu un transfert itifv KOT~lKUXV
qui ne peut signifier qu'une promotion (sic) de 'infanterie 'a la cavalerie. 29 Ces triakontaroures
,u~txI 3 4rnKctE; ont-ils vu augmenter de fagon substantielle la superficie de leur kleos, comme-J.
Lesquier l'a suggere jadis sous forme d'hypothese (1911, p. 179, note 6)? Meme en admettant que
les 18' aroures, attribue~es dans Kerkeosiris 'a un descendant de ces gtPF43Eic6TE;, constituent un
supplement " sa tenure de quelque 30 aroures dans un autre village, le montant total n'en resterait
pas moins tres inferieur aux valeurs nominales qui figurent dans la titulature des cavalierscatueques. Ou faut-il plutOt supposer qu'il n'y a eu aucune compensation pour les nouvelles charges
qui leur incombent dorenavant en tant que cavaliers? Dans cette hypothese leur situation serait
comparable 'a celle des rptoc ovt(poot
XEpo(Eptptuntot.
Ceux-ci ont ete class s sous la rubrique reservee ' la police. Presents 'a Kerkeosiris des le regne
de Philopator, ils semblent etre "charges de garder les endroits piot et probablement les limites
du desert et de la terre cultivee contre les incursions des nomades." 30 Nous ne connaissons qu'un
seul membre: Pantauchos qui appartenait aux (ptaKov-rxpoIepwv) yFpvcpbutov et 'a qui succeda
son fils Menandros; le kleros en question comporte 34' aroures et dpasse donc legerement la

valeur nominale prevue.31 A cot6 de ces yFp Yptnnot montes, les Lagides ont manifestement cr66
des unites de yXpc6vtnot a pied, que l'on retrouve deja en plein 3e siecle. Dans ce secteur aussi
nous n'avons que deux temoignages: Aitxivx; ETX6; &ov 'AXKitluol) 'yp(3)xvt7Eoto;
RevTodia[p~oc t(V hic T';(?) XUpcOV iaoliu roi") 'Ap(ivotou ainsi que Nikostratos, simple
xFP-PvlOtnto;; 3 2 la titulature d'Aischinas nous fait penser aux structures de larmee. En serait-il de
meme pour les XEpac'ptuot, dont la situation sociale serait proche de celle des
9;
tdjV KcotKUv E1CoWv (rptKovrcxpoIpwv) 4DuhAw;?
Ce n'est d'ailleurs pas seulement ce dernier transfert de linfanterie ' la cavalerie 'a linterieur
de la milice grecque qui est en jeu. I faut tenir compte en outre de la promotion (sic) de la police 'a
la KiaotKia.
Nous pensons aux ephodes 3 3 ou aux phylacites 3 4 dont la tenure, agrandie en compensation du transfert, leur permet de depasser les triakontaroures ou de se rapprocher de ceux-ci.
Il y a aussi des ere^mophylakes occupant 10 aroures a peine 'a lentree dans la KXOrKuX. 3 5 11 se
pourrait meme que ladite compensation n'ait 6t6 qu'un cadeau empoisonn6: le transf6r6 aurait
consenti 'a prendre 'a charge un lot de terre de moindre qualit6 et 'a le rendre cultivable (cf.
Crawford 1971, p. 69, note 6). Tous ces transferts ont d'ailleurs eu lieu apres lordonnance de

Philome~tor en 150/49 av. J.-C. concernant la qualite6 des terres reserve~es aux nouveaux catoeques.
C'est precise~ment dans la cate~gorie de ces derniers transferts que le changement de statut s'accompagne parfois de l'adoption d'un nom grec. 36
Parmi les ephodes transf6re~s on retrouve ApollOnios, le fils de Ptolemaios. Rien n'y trahirait le
phe~nome'ne de la metonymie, si l'on ne connaissait pas Ptolemaios o; Kot Petesouchos, fils

29. Cf. Crawford 197 1, pp. 60-6 1.

36. Sur les prostagmataroyaux concenant le changement de nom et d'ethnique, voir C. Ord.-Ptol., All. 34 et 47.
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d'ApollOnios 0 Kcai Haruotes, HprnT; tig; iFntyovig;, qui pourrait tre son fils.37 En serait-il de
meme dans le cas de Petran, le fils de Theon, IEpoii; lui aussi? De toute fagon, il est promu ' la 5 e
hipparchie des h6catontaroures quoiqu'on ne sache rien de I'accroissement de sa tenure. 38
Quant aux anciens phylacites, signalons surtout Nek(t)saphthis ou Necht)saphthis, le fils de
Petosiris, dot6 de 10 aroures. II est promu ' la katoikia en recevant en surplus un lot de terre tonopo;, non cultiv6 - de 15 aroures. I reste jusqu'a un age avance
yFpoo;, desert, ou en tout cas
yuopyb; ar6;, mais dor6navant ii pourra se parer du titre de ('Krtovrtpoipo;). En meme temps il
se d6cide a prendre le nom de Mar8n, fils de Dionysios, et l'ethnique MMEK&V. 39
Le transfert des eremophylakes a la katoikia ne semble pas toujours donner lieu ' une m6tonymie. Ainsi Nektenibis, le fils d'H8ros, dont le kl6ros de dix aroures n'a apparemment pas 6t6
agrandi ' l'occasion de sa promotion, n'a pas, pour autant que nous sachions, jug6 utile de s'arroger
un nom grec. 40
Le ph6nomene de la "m6tonymie" gr6cisante a 6t6 mis en relief par Clarysse (1985, pp. 57-66).
Selon lui l'emploi du nom d6pend du caractere - grec ou non - de la fonction et en ce sens "the
value of the onomastic criterion in establishing the ethnic origin of persons in government service
would be seriously diminished. It certainly points to the Greek (or Egyptian) character of an office:
if an Egyptian entered a Greek office he tended to adopt a Greek name and no doubt also tended to
Hellenize in other ways" (p. 65).
Quant aux machimoi indigenes, d6jh en 253 av. J.-C. ils oprent sous le commandement d'un
iYE7 hy, ce qui, d'apres J. K. Winnicki, 6voque un contexte militaire. 4 1 Plus tard les cavaliers du
laarque Chominis se rapprochent du niveau social de certains catoeques puisqu'ils regoivent un
kl6ros de 20, voire de 30 aroures. 42 Les machimoi fantassins, dot6s de 10, de 7 ou de 5 aroures, 43
restent fig6s dans leur position sociale. Ceux d'entre eux qui sont d6tach6s ' Alexandrie, se trouvent dans une situation lamentable, comme nous l'apprend l'UPZ I 110. I faut, bien sfir, tenir
compte 6galement des "EXXfv wxwot; 44 mais c'est 1 un autre probleme. Faut-il donner au mot
machimos le sens que certains auteurs anciens lui attribuent (cf. supra p. 339 avec la note 3)? Ou
avons-nous plut8t affaire a des miliciens, provenant d'un milieu grec mais entres dans la cl6rouchie

37. Pour Apoll6nios, fils de Ptolemaios: Pros. Ptol. II 2607 = IV 9129; pour le fils: Pros. Ptol. IV 9500 = 9939? Voir
depuis lors: P. Tebt. IV 1108, lignes 35-36; 1110, lignes 80-82; 1113, lignes 34-36; 1114, lignes 55-57; 1115,
lignes 37-39. Cf. Ubel 1968, p. 178, no. 608; Crawford 1971, pp. 64-65, p. 135, pp. 150-51, p. 168.
38. Pros. Ptol. 112682 et VIII add. = IV 8707; P. Tebt. IV 1110, ligne 132; 1114, ligne 104; 1115, lignes 180-81; 1117,
ligne 48; 1118, lignes 90-91. Cf. Crawford 1971, p. 68, p. 121, p. 152, p. 167.
Pour Asklepiades, fils de Ptolemaios, promu - lui aussi - a la 5 e hipparchie des h6catontaroures et d6tenteur de
24 aroures ckijpouO(1voypoOpoA), cf. Pros. Ptol. 112617 et VIII add. = IV 8613; P. Tebt. IV 1110, lignes 80 et
83; 1113, lignes 34 et 37; 1114, lignes 55 et 58; 1115, lignes 37 et 40; 1116, ligne 65; 1118, lignes 131-32; 1147,
lignes 190 et 193; Obel 1968, p. 178, no. 609; Crawford 1971, pp. 64-65.
39. Par exemple Pros. Ptol. II 2674 = 4692 et VIII add. = IV 8683; P. Tebt. IV 1108, lignes 45 et 48; 1110, lignes 13334; 1114, lignes 106-07; 1115, lignes 80-81; 1118, lignes 106-07 et 114-15; 1120, ligne 123; 1144, ligne 13; 1147,
lignes 189-90 et 195; cf. Ubel 1968, p.180, no. 616; Crawford 1971, p.22, p.63, p.69, p.79, p.134, note 5, p.135,
p.154, p.165.
40. Pros. Ptol. II3756 = IV 9403; P.Tebt. IV 1108, lignes 39-40; 1117, lignes 154-55; ef. Ubel 1968, p.179, no. 611;
Crawford 1971, p.65, pp. 150-51.
41. Pros. Ptol. 114752 et VIII add.; cf. Winnicki 1985, p. 49, 1989a, p. 228.
42. Pour les tenures de 30 aroures, voir Pros. Ptol. II 2047; II 2725 = IV 8120. On y ajoutera les r6f~rences P. Tebt. IV,
p. 161 concernant I 84, ligne 78; 1103 (= 1110 verso), ligne 269; 1108, lignes 69-70; 1110, lignes 141-43; 1115,
lignes 88-90; 1120, ligne 96; 1124, ligne 18; 1147 (= P. Tebt. I98), lignes 10, 58-59 et 76.
43. Cf. P.Tebt. I 5, lignes 44-46; pour les machimoi dot~s de 10 ou de 7 aroures; pour ceux dot6s de 7 ou de 5 aroures,
voir, par exemple, UPZ 1110, mentionn6 et cit6 plus haut, p.342.
44. P. Tebt. I, p. 552 (sur les "EXkjveq [tiptiot).
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6gyptienne? En tout cas, les listes des g&Xltgot signalent 9a et la' quelques noms grecs de pref6rence
parmi les cavaliers (Winnicki 1985, p. 52 avec la note 57).
De toute fagon, ces changements et ces transferts, allant de pair avec un rapprochement des
diff6rents niveaux sociaux, ont dfi favoriser 'a la longue la creation d'pne ambiance plus ou moms
mixte dans certaines couches de la socit. On pense au P. Moscou 12345 et ' It,
a
clerouque parmi les catueques," peut-etre un hecatontaroure; il garde son nom.6gyptien et s'exprime
dans sa langue demotique quoique son testament ait pu contenir quelques elements de droit grec.
Au moins deux de ses fils, l'ain6 et le puin6, destines ' succeder 'a leur pere en tant qu'enfants dun
cavalier-clerouque parmi les catoeques", le puin6 portant un double nom grec et 6gyptien74 6
reprendront chacun 191 aroures du kleros apres la mort de leur pee. Ainsi ils entreront dans la
meme categorie sociale que certains transf6r s de la police 'a la KxroKtc ou les machimoi-cavaliers
de Chomenis au Fayoum. Et pourtant, dans le cas de Ht], on se trouve en Haute-Egypte, plus
precisement ' Panopolis.
Parlant de groupements mixtes, ii faut accorder une attention particulliere 'a creation par les
Ptolemees d'une sorte de milice de carriere. Il s'agit de misthophoroi ou taktomisthoi, "hommes qui
regoivent une solde," sans attaches directes ni avec la clerouchie en tant que guifopopoi
KkTqpouXot,
ni avec les mercenaires enrols t l'aranger ( FvoXoyqO-vt5); pour des raisons que
nous ne devons pas developper 'a present, ils sont enrlls~s 'interieur du pays des le regne de
Philometor; des descendants d'anciens clerouques ou d'autres immigres et des autochtones y marchent cote " cote. C'est ce secteur qui nous a fourni des archives ou des dossiers assez fournis qui
nous permettent de suivre de plus pres une personne, voire une famille, jusqu'au debut du Ier sicle
av. J.-C.
Pour la Th6baoide, 'a Pathyris,4 7 on s'instruira dans les archives de Dryton, le fils de Pamphilos,
et dans le dossier concernant un Erbstreit.4 8 Pamphilos susmentionn6, Cretois d'origine, doit avoir
reside en 1gypte, puisque ses deux fils - Dryton4 9 et son free 5 0 -se
trouvent dans la chora
egyptienne; tous deux sont devenus citoyens de Ptolema's Hermiou, capitale de la Haute-1gypte.
C'est 'a la garnison de cette ville que Dryton fait son service; a un moment donne il est d6tach6 a
Diospolis i gKpj' 5 1 Il a ete promu au rang d'hipparque et Porte de ce fait le titre aulique T
6uxt6x
ov. Son frere serait cavalier misthophore. Esthladas, le fils de Dryton d'un premier manage,
Htox
t comme son Pere, a fait caire, lui aussi, dans la cavalerie Puis Dryton apsen
secondes noces
~i Apollonia
iocd SenmOnthis, Cyre~neenne d'origine lointaine et entoure~e de
militaires de carrliere dans sa propre famille. A en juger d'apre's lemploi de noms doubles, son
arrie're-grand-pe're s'6tait dej~a install6"en 1 gypte; son grand-pe're5 et son Pere 54 6aettkoito
45. Pros. Ptol. VIII 2712a. Cf. Clarysse 1985, p. 65 avec la bibliographie anterieure.
46. Cf. Bingen 1968, pp. 421-23, surtout p. 423: Hermn noqKit Twt.
47. Voir en general Pestman 1963, pp. 10-53.
48. Pour la bibliographie concernant 'Erbstreitet Dryton, voir provisoirement eta"i titre d'exemple: Plaumann 1910, pp.
49 Pros.IPtol

54. Pros. Ptol. 112977

I.112206letIVMII-add.
2884.et VIII add.-=-IVI11343

=

IV 10998; lisez Ptolemnaios 3;q i

'

Pamen6s.

A
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ou misthophorci, deux termes qui sont rendus en demotique par le meme titre et nous semblent plus
ou moins synonymes; en outre sa tante avait 6-pous6 un fantassini 5 Des lors, rien d'etonnant a ce
que deux filles de Dryton et d'Apollonia/Senmo~nthis aient 6pous6, lune un misthophore' 5 6 lautre
un cavalier.57 Une etude plus attentive de ces dossiers revelerait linfluence de lentourage 6gyptien
sur la famille d'Apoll6nia/Senmgnthis; son mariage avec Dryton, dont la famille avait sans doute
immigr6 plus tard que la sienne et qui faisait d'ailleurs son service 'a un 6chelon plus 61ev6, non
dans l'infanterie mais dans la cavalerie, a pu quelque temps freiner l'volution et promouvoir le
recours a la langue grecque, mais la generation suivante emploie de nouveau le demotique.
Les dossiers de quelques notaires grecs, agoranomes, proviennent 6galement de Pathyris et de
la voisine Crocodilopolis. Ces gens ont apparemment vecu dans un milieu egyptien avant d'acceder
' la fonction de notaire: leur double nom ou le nom 6gyptien de leur femme ou de parents et mme
leurs ecrits en temoignent. Deux d'entre eux, Ammonios/Pakoibis et Hermias, 6taient d'abord
H1pxt 'rvow
9o(ppovowi av,
une carriere qui leur a permis sans doute de se familiariser
davantage avec la langue grecque. 58 Les deux freres d'Hermias se sont d'ailleurs engages, eux
aussi, dans l'armee: Ptolemaios tait [fl]prl TOv t[Gke9o'pcpv) in(n'ov)] et t1K[t]ogt(oo);59 il
serait interessant d'6tudier de plus pre's Nechoutes, denomm6 aussi Eunous ou Eunomos ou vice
versa, qu'il faut situer sans doute dans l'infanterie. 6 0
A cette famille se rattache encore par alliance HOros, dont le pbre Nechoutes avait 6pous6 la
tante d'Hermias. Ce HOros m riterait 6galement d'etre tudi6 ' fond dans son entourage; mais pour
ce faire, il faudrait exploiter toutes les donnees d'un autre dossier bilingue, 6dit6 e.a. dans P.
Adler.%1 Ce Lkpyrl; (tiS
)trovi')
ou "Grec ne en Egypte", homme d'Assouan, "m et serviteur
d'Harsemtheus, est enrol6 dans la compagnie de Lochos comme le precedent Nechoutes/Eunous/
Eunomos. II figure encore parmi les correspondants de soldats, ses compagnons sans doute, qui
s'expriment tantOt en grec tantot en demotique lorsqu'ils font campagne en Syrie et dans le Delta
de 103 'a 101 av. J.-C. Apparemment H6ros se trouve sous les ordres de Pates et de Pachrates; tous
ces miliciens se conside'rent comme
opt
opccatXixvuc, fervents partisans de la royaut6 legitime 'a
Alexandrie, ennemis des habitants impies d'Herm6nthis.
On pourrait encore s'en ref6rer ' la famille de Peteharsemtheus, le fils de Panebkhounis, 62 dont
au moins deux membres font partie de la force arme dans l'tiOpov de Crocodilopolis: Horos, le
fils de Pelaias, 63 et Panebkhounis, le peare de Peteharsemtheus; Panebkhounis lui-meme est LPcGi
tij; F'RiiYOVINou HJ1rn Tov lEpoaypOwPCow. 4
55. Pros. Ptol. 11 3447

=

IV 10778: Kallime~de~s "'q ic& Patous, fils d'Apollo~nioso3; imi Psemmo~nthe~s.

56. Pros. Ptol. 114139.
57. Pros. Ptol. 11 2889; lisez [Psenen]oupis au lieu d'[Eri]enoupis (Winnicki 1972, p. 350, note 61); ce maniage a fe
dissous.
58. Ct. Pestman 1978, pp. 203-10, arbre ge~nealogique p. 208. Cf. Pros. Ptol. 11 2535 et VIII add. = 111 7650 et IX add.
(on y ajoutera Messeri 1985, p. 79: P. Lond. III 686d, ligne 5); 1I12545 et VIII add. = III17689 et IX add. (on y

64. Pros. Ptol. 114035 et VIII add.

=

IV 11572 et 12259; cf. Pestman 1963, pp. 38-39, no. 50.
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En dehors de ces quelques families, on connait, bien sfr, des militaires de PathyrisCrocodilopolis qui appliquent la metonymie 'a la maniere de certains policiers taP T1Kti;
%iv
faxouav
' Kerk'osiris. 6 5 Mais citons plutbt quelques exemples 'a d'autres endroits de la
Haute-Igypte. Esaroeris ou Esoroeris, fits de Petosiris, 6'Cpovtet~fglo; jadis kalasiris de fnt], 6 6
caserne a Syene, ne retouche 6videmment pas son nom, mais Neoptolemos, fils de Neoptolemos,
Cyreneen en garnison 'a la meme Syene,6 7 a 6pouse une dame qui se presente sous un double nom:
Isias i' Ka Sennesis, fille de Patepnebteus, 0CcpjvrtG~o. 6 8 Et ailleurs dans lancienne capitale de la
Thebaide, Diospolis Magna ou les environs, on retrouve ApollOnios O icA Psemmonthes
(Psenmonthes), fils d'Hermias
Koti. Petenephotes, cavalier misthophore, ou AmmOnios ;
Harpaesis, fils de Patron ; iced Phibis, Wynn misthophore sous l'officier Eumenes, inscrit 'a la rs.t
de Rs-nf. 70
Outre le comportement de quelques families ou individus, on aimerait connaitre la composition
des unites armees. Partant de certaines lettres ecrites en demotique comme le P. Erbach
(Spiegelberg 1905, pp. 44-47), oii plusieurs auteurs et/ou adress s sont mentionnes explicitement,
on a 'impression que tous les miliciens de ces troupes proviennent d'un milieu 6gyptien. On ne
peut toutefois perdre de vue qu'il s'agit d'une correspondance entre amis issus d'un meme
environnement; on ne parvient maiheureusement pas 'a identifier le toponyme Sgntn, oii des
militaires de la garnison de Djeme ont et6 detaches. A cot6 des papyrus, nous disposons d'inscriptions qui parfois contiennent plusieurs noms de militaires et qui illustrent de cette fagon la composition de l'unite. Nous pensons, par exemple, aux basilistai qui se sont reunis Fv Eirt rtrob
AiovUoiu v1i'jot et qui honorent - au nom du roi, de la reine et de leurs enfants tLFiRt oii
7
1
Katup6CKtou 8iotoaitv presentes chaque fois sous un nom double; au moms un sixkeme de ces
nomina renvoie a' un milieu 6gyptien. Une autre dedicace de Ptolemafs Hermiou, la nouvelle capitale de la Haute-Egypte,72 t moigne de la composition heterogene d'une unite qui s'est transforme
en association sous la presidence d'un hipparque E'n' 06v~pv. Constituee de cavaliers, elle dedie un
temple aux dieux locaux. A cot6 de noms perses, semitiques et thraces, on y lit une majorit6 de
noms grecs ou peut-etre grecises, mais aussi quelques noms nettement indigenes (cf. Peremans
1972, pp. 67-76, surtout p. 74); ces derniers militaires, apparemment dorigine 6gyptienne, nont
pas encore cede a la mode d'une m6tonymie grecisante, tandis que d'autres ont pu en profiter pour
camoufler leur origine. A premibre vue on serait enclin de signaler aussi les listes imposantes
d'Apollbniatai, cantonne~s dans la garnison d'Hermoupoiis Magna; 73 mais ceux-ci ou leurs unite~s
65. Par exemple: Pros. Ptol. 11 2540 et VIII add. = IV 11257; cf. Pestman 1963,9 p. 31, no. 4; Pros. Ptol. II12215 = 2549=
IV 1237 1; cf. Pestman 1963, p. 35, no. 27; Pros. Ptol. II12561 = 3909; cf. Pestman 1963, p. 49, no. 116; Pros. Ptol. 11
3997 et VIII add. = IV 10796; cf. Pestman 1963, p. 36, no. 34; Pros. Ptol. VIII 3844a. Au moins dans les trois premiers cas, ii s'agit de IVI-put.
66. Pros. Ptol. II13046 et VIII add.; dans BGU VI 1247, ligne 2 le me~me personnage est predsent6"comme 'Erop[6Thmi
6 o' ac(F[i]pto; nj; Enyovijq. Pour d'autres aphodnteis voir Pros. Ptol. II13045 et VIII add.; 3049 et VIII add.; 4061
et VIII add.; VIII 3050b (avec la bibliographie); voir surtout Winnicki 1977, pp. 265-66 avec la note 38. On
coprr vcds omlstle
ue hmdIlpAn--ne_(W-nnik 96,Ip.
1-;
edAho hile

(80/79 av. J.-C.), V 8066 (78 av. J.-C.); 'a ce sujet on lira surtout Zucker 1938, pp. 279-84.
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sont design s par les qualificatifs Uvoq ou Evtu6; qui pourraient souligner qu'ils se considerent
"als Auskinder," "als staatsrechtlich den Ptolemaern nicht untertainige Personen. Das wllrde
bedeuten, daB sie nicht eine in Agypten angesiedelte Gruppe oder Nachkommen eine-r soichen
sind."174
A Hermoupolis nous avons deja quitt6 la Thebaide au sens strict du mot pour entrer en
Moyenne-Egypte. Jetons-y un coup d'oeil.
A Thnis/Akaris du Mbchites, toparchie de l'Hermopolite, on a retrouv6 les archives de
Dionysios B; Kai Plenis, le fils de Kephalas/Kephalos. 7 5 BwXuc6; yFxOPY
ies
comme son frere Paesis o; id Pates(?). Tous deux se font miliciens de carriere, mais alors que le
frere a opte pour la cavalerie des misthophores, 7 7 Dionysios rejoint linfanterie. Leur pere
s'il exprime sa crainte
utCIt
g
oa 0
appartenait d'ailleurs, lui aussi, aux Ev 'Wi 'Epion
v1' 'XEu)o'pO 6oiXog yFv 'oaXt,79 ii ne faut certes pas prendre ses mots au pied de la lettre. On
peut ranger la famille parmi les gens ais s du village. Ce qui surprend surtout dans ce dossier, c'est
un melange constant de mercenaires et de cl rouques-catceques des environs
La documentation papyrologique concernant les misthophores ne s 'arrte certes pas 'a la frontiere nord de l'Hermopolite. Dans d'autres nomes de la Moyenne-Egypte, et surtout au Fayoum, les
ref6rences - meme celles renvoyant 'a un militaire en campagne au nom egyptien - ne manquent
pas. Faute d'archives d6taillees concernant une personne ou une famille, ii est toutefois difficile de
savoir-dans la plupart des cas s'il s'agit d'un misthophore au sens strict du mot ou d'un clerouque en
service actif. 81
Arrtons-nous toutefois ' Memphis, oi l'on a retrouv6 une inscription comparable 'a celles
d'Hermoupolis Magna.8 2 Cette ancienne capitale nous a fourni en outre et surtout le dossier de
XoTOiUmieux connu comme le reclus du
ti ;
t~ w eKToi Hpw
Ptolemaios, MKEo'W xitiyovijg
Serapeum ou plus precisement de l'Astartieion. 8 3 Apoll6nios, le plus jeune de ses freres, 84 6tait, lui
important dans la
; Mgqp i pzy6Xoi
KWoeii v -Wn lp 6q1v
aussi,
constitution du dossier; au sujet de ses relations avec la population locale, sa connaissance de leur
langue et d'autres caracteistiques, on lira l'expose d'U. Wilcken. Depuis 157 il s'est engage,.en
tant que MCKE8&Dv, dans une aqrjjio de Dexilaos (Dexeilaos, Dexelaos), notamment une Y
Irp(OIJ

11 Tb TEtiyjmRvov

EXEt EV

ME'gup&t.

I a t6 en service actif, du moms pendant quelque temps,

85
et semble avoir entretenu des relations assez etroites avec la gendarmerie de l'Anoubieion.
L'unit6-, dont Apollonios a fait partie, etait e.a. constitue'e d''entiyoVot. 86 Le pe're d'Apollo~nios-

Glaukias

-

T(w
Ov6'-Wit'I-pxKXcoltoXi'~tll

WyEVVWKCCXtjK(OV87

etait jadis detenteur d'un kle~ros

74. Cf. Zucker 1937, p. 27. Pour les nomns gre'o-e6gyptiens ou egyptiens, voir pp. 54-55.
75. Pros. Ptol. 11 2544, 2553a, IV 8141. Voir l'examen approfondi de Boswinkel et Pestman 1982. Cf. Lewis 1983b, pp.
55-58; 1986, Chapter 8.
76. P. Reid. 18, ignes 2-4

=

P.L. Bat. XXIIA 11; P. Rein. 19, lignes 1-2, ligne 6 = P.L. Bat. XXIIA 12.

77. Pros. Ptol. I112553.
78. Pros. Ptol. I112550

=

V 14392.

87. Pros. Ptol. II 2577 et VIII add.
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aux environs de Psychis (Psichis) du Coite. D'apres F. Ubel, son fils aurait plutOt rejoint la milice
de carriere.
En est-il de meme de Philippos, le fils de S8genes, apor[T]rg EK ti'j oUmsitr rou
Vu..p&to;? 89 Nous le connaissons surtout comme ami intime de '6gyptienne Nephoris, la mere des
jumelles du S6rap6um. Nous apprenons bien des d6tails sur la fagon dont il maltraita le pere des
jumelles; mais sur sa position dans l'arm6e nous sommes mal inform s. Tout aussi clairsem6es sont
les donn6es concernant la situation militaire de Demetrios, le fils de SOsos, Kpil; -Wv
O p6rEpov
90 Ubel (1968, p. 122, note 4) voudrait le classer
Ptolemaios.
du
reclus
I'ami
E,6il'Xoi txict6ztoo;,
parmi les clrouques, mais il ajoute: "die Belege fiir ihn geben keinerlei Anhaltspunkte dafiir, daB
er ein Kleruche wire." Comme on le constate, meme en se basant sur le dossier de t'eYKctoxo;
Ptolemaios, on est loin de recueillir autant d'informations que dans les archives bilingues provenant
de contrees plus m6ridionales.
En ce qui concerne le Delta, nous avons d6ji fait allusion ' la pr6sence de militaires, sans doute
originaires des environs de Pathyris-Crocodilopolis, a P6lousion et ' Mendes en 102 av. J.-C.91 Plus
a t'int6rieur du pays on pourrait signaler des troupes, cantonn6es Naukratis, mais il s'agit ici d'une
ville grecque et on a pu enr8Oer des g vot a l'6tranger. 92 Revenons plutot ' t'UPZ I110, que nous
avons d6ja cit6 en examinant la situation ' Alexandrie.
D8rion, I'hypodicecete responsable au moins pour t'ouest du Delta en 164 av. J.-C., regoit une
lettre du dioechte en chef concernant les napepe8pauov-T; v 'AXe vCpit~, parmi lesquels nous
avons retrouv6 des machimoi et des miliciens de carriere. Certains d'entre eux ont du provenir du
district relevant de la comp6tence de D8ri8n; toutefois, dans la derniere partie du texte, une lettre
adress6e ' Theon, 6pim6tete uWv Kdfot (sic) t6ow rou Laitou (lignes 193-213), il n'est plus
question que de la plainte des v tift I 1 6X1 t eipxtot (lignes 198-99). La situation des misthophores
n'y est pas comparable a celle de leurs collgues du Sud. II est dommage que les sources ne nous
r6velent meme pas leur nom et ne nous permettent pas de pr6senter une prosopographie de quelque
ampleur pour le Delta. A fortiori ii nous manque l'information n6cessaire pour 6taborer des "case
studies" pour cette partie de la ch8ra.
Ce sont pourtant les riches archives de personnes ou de familles qui nous r6velent des "split
personalities" qui, selon la situation dans laquelle elles se trouvent, ont recours tantot a la langue et
aux coutumes indigenes, tantot a la koine grecque et aux usages des Hellnes. It s'agit d'une
assimilation occasionnelle, dictee souvent par les circonstances variables et concretes de la vie
quotidienne dans un milieu plus ou moins mixte qui tend 'a une symbiose de deux cultures diff6rentes. Parfois on a sans doute affaire a une acculturation partielle mais plus constante. Ainsi on est
encore loin d'une transculturation qui conduit ' t'osmose de deux cultures diff6rentes dans un
nouvel ensemble de quelque envergure.
Mais sur quoi reposent ces conclusions? It est vrai que la documentation est souvent analytique
et certes fragmentaire; elle est, de plus, assez disparate selon que nous d6sirons nous informer sur
le monde ext6rieur, y compris Alexandrie, sur la Moyenne-Egypte ou sur la Haute-Egypte. Nous
voili confront6s avec te problbme 6pineux de ta repr6sentativit6 de nos sources. De fait, it s'agit
d'un problbme Aidoubte aspect. It y a ta vateur de ta documentation pour t'anatyse de t'arm6e en
soi; it y a, en outre, ta repr6sentativit6 de t'arm6e pour ta soci6t6 dans son ensembte.
88. Voir la plainte contre le tiripkrrj Argeios, Pros. Ptol. II 2437 et VIII add., Ubel 1968, p. 88, note 1, p. 279, no.
1178 avec les notes 3-9. D'autres epigonci pourraient 8tre eicturevtipovpor; cf. Pros. Ptol. IV, pp. 80-81; Ubel
1968, p. 422, index 3a, s.v.
89. Pros. Ptol. II 4123.
90. Pros. Ptol. II13872.
91. Collectanea Hellenistica, I, les papyrus nos. 4-6 et 'inscription no. 1.
92. Zaki Aly 1948, p. 79 = SB VIII 9747.
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Jetons d'abord, a titre d'exemple, un bref coup d'oeil sur 'arm6e romaine d'Egypte de 30 av.
J.-C. a 284 apres J.-C. H. De Kuyffer y a consacr6 une these de doctorat a la Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven en 1989. Compte tenu des effectifs sous les empereurs successifs et dela dur6e
normale du service militaire, le total pour toute cette 6poque d'environ 300 ans est estim6e
quelque 200.000 personnes. Or nous en connaissons 3130, officiers compris, done peu pres 1,5%,
ce qui d6passe le pourcentage habituel des enquetes statistiques contemporaines. En outre les historiens des institutions romaines ont soulign6 a plusieurs reprises que la structure de l'arm6e est un
decalque fiddle de la societ6 romaine en g6n6ral. L'6tude de l'arm6e serait donc un domaine id6al
pour d6montrer la validit6 des recherches prosopographiques. Sans doute devra-t-on 9a et l att6nuer la port6e des conclusions : non seulement les pertes nous semblent avoir 6t6 sous-estimees,
mais la prosopographie nous informe surtout sur les militaires, n6s en Egypte ou installes
d6finitivement dans cette province, bien plus que sur les militaires de passage, ce qui doit
d6s6quilibrer I'enquate sur certains points.
N6anmoins le chercheur se sentira plus A l'aise a l'6poque romaine qu'a celle des Lagides.
Personne n'oserait affirmer que les ph6nomenes d'une symbiose ou meme d'une certaine acculturation dans les unit6s lagides refltent une tendance gen6rale, perceptible dans tous les secteurs
sociaux et a chaque niveau. Loin de 1a. Laissons ' d'autres, plus comp6tents en la matibre dans sa
totalit6 - la documentation hi6roglyphique, d6motique et grecque a la fois ainsi que l'approche
sociologique - de se prononcer sur ces questions globales mais d6licates et confinons-nous prudemment dans les cadres militaires.
Nous n'oserions gubre plus 6valuer le nombre total des miliciens qui ont rejoint l'arm6e pendant les quelque 300 ans de la domination lagide. Trop d'6l6ments restent incalculables pour se risquer au jeu: les fluctuations des effectifs depuis Ptol6me I Soter jusqu'a Cl6opatre VII; la part d'un
mercenariat mobile, avec des militaires enr6l6s pour une seule campagne et quittant l'empire par
la suite (cf. Lesquier 1911, pp. 17-18); la dur6e normale du service pour les autres, depuis l'^ge de
leur enrOlement jusqu'a leur mort. A quoi pourraient nous servir les trop rares et d'ailleurs discutables points de repbre: les 250.000 Kalasiries et les 160.000 Hermotybies qu'H6rodote attribue a
l'apoge de l'6poque pharaonique (H6rodote II, 164-166; cf. Winnicki 1985, pp. 42-47), ou les
240.000 hommes de l'arm6e de terre de Ptol6m6e II Philadelphe qu'Appien (Chapitre 10) mentionne dans l'introduction 'a ses 'Pwjuc, ou les quelque 75.000 soldats que Ptol6m6e IV
Philopator oppose 'a Antiochos III 'a Raphia en 217 av. J.-C. (Polybe V 65, 79.2) et qui n'atteignent
meme pas le nombre de plus de 80.000 fantassins et cavaliers dans la tognl' de Philadelphe? 93
Nous ne pouvons donc proposer un pourcentage raisonnable qui repr6senterait les cas connus
par rapport au total pr6sum6 des effectifs pour toute l'6poque ptol6maoque. De toute fagon on s'attend 'a un total d6passant de loin celui de la p6riode romaine.
Il n'en reste pas moins vrai que le nombre absolu des donn6es ptol6maiques d6passe apparemment les 3130 cas de l'6poque romaine. Le volume II de la ProsopographiaPtolemaica, consacre a
l'arm6e de terre et a la police, contient 3159 numeros dont 459 seulement se rapportent a la police.
Au volume IV, qui a trait Atl'agriculture et Atl'61evage, 1094 num6ros sont r6serv6s aux cl6rouques,
mais il faut pr~ciser qu'un certain nombre figure d~ji au volume II. N'insistons pas sur les donn6es
concernant la flotte au volume V oii l'on comptera, par exemple, quelque 40 navarques. Les officiers, les intendants et les militaires op6rant h l'6tranger sont r6unis dans le volume VI oii ils occupent 544 num6ros. Et on n'oubliera certes pas les addenda - plus de 250 num6ros - group6s dans
le volume VIII. R6sultat final: 4488 num~ros au momns, y compris les r~f6rences doubles du volume
IV, mais hormis toute la documentation sur la police, de la flotte et de toutes les donn6es dont le
caractbre militaire n'est pas 6tabli par un titre explicite.

93. Athen., Deipn. V 202f-203a. Cf. supra p. 341
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A cot6 de ces donn6es prosopographiques, ii y a les informations plus globalisantes fournies par
des auteurs anciens et quelques papyrus comme UPZ I 110, sources que nous avons utilis6es e.a.
pour la description de l'arme a l'6tranger et ' Alexandrie.
Mais revenons a la prosopographie. A. E. Samuel (1989, Chapter III, pp. 35-49) a soulign6
combien nos connaissances se limitent somme toute t l'histoire de quelques familles ou personnes
aisees. "To understand the bottom 70 or 80 percent of the population we must develop some creative means of using our evidence to learn something about them. We would like to know how much
upward mobility existed, in fact, for people born into the peasant life. And we would like to know
if, at this level, at least, the Greeks in Egypt merged with the vast mass of Egyptians, to bridge, at
least at that level, the two solitudes in which the cultured carried on their separate lives" (p. 49).
Voici quatre remarques au sujet de cet avertissement. D'abord il est vrai que les dossiers plus
fournis appartiennent a des familles ou ' des personnes ais6es que l'on peut ranger parmi les 10 a
20% de la population. Mais c'est ici qu'on peut se risquer a des "case studies."
En second lieu, nous avons l'impression qu'une prosopographie exhaustive, groupant sans
exception tous les cas connus d'apres leur fonction ou leur situation sociale, nous permet de pousser
notre enquete au delh de la limite, trac6e par A. E. Samuel, et d'6tendre nos recherches ' des secteurs du niveau inf6rieur. Les machimoi fantassins et certains transf6r6s de la police se situent sans
doute parmi les 70 ou 80% des appauvris. La documentation concernant chaque individu se fait
plus clairsem6e; mais aussi fragmentaire qu'elle soit, nous pouvons poser avec succes quelques
questions fondamentales. Par quelle voie peut-on aboutir ' une promotion sociale? Celle-ci
conduit-elle a une sorte d'assimilation?
En troisieme lieu, la combinaison des deux cat6gories de recherches - les "case studies" et la
prosopographie exhaustive 94 - nous permettra d'6valuer en quelle mesure les resultats acquis peuvent etre g6n6ralis6s de part et d'autre. La confrontation de l'esquisse d'un milieu de catceques,
dot6s de 20 ' 30 aroures au moins en Moyenne-1gypte au 2e siecle av. J.-C., d'une part et de
l'image plus d6taille qui ressort des "case studies", entreprises a la meme 6poque dans une r6gion
plus m6ridionale parmi les miliciens de carriere, d'autre part peut sugg6rer des parall6lismes au
sujet du niveau de vie ou des phenomenes d'acculturation.
Enfin, soulignons tout specialement - a l'encontre des hellenistes d'antan qui croyaient
pouvoir s'en tenir a la documentation grecque - qu'il est exclu d'aborder ces problemes
fondamentaux sans avoir recours a la fois aux sources hi6roglyphiques, d6motiques et grecques.
Quant aux 6gyptologues, le moment est venu de s'associer davantage aux efforts des hell6nistes.
C'est l'union qui fait la force. La 'Koninklijke Academie van Belgie' y contribuera par l'6dition
d'archives bilingues de l'6poque lagide.

94. Sur les diff6rentes cat6gories de prosopographie, voir par exemple Van't Dack, dans Proceedings of the Nineteenth
International Congress of Papyrology, Cairo, ' paraitre.
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CHAPTER 42

THE TITHE OF THE SCRIBES

(AND) REPRESENTATIVES
S. P. VLEEMING
University of Leiden
I propose to deal here with the transfer tax known from the Greek texts as EyK,)Ktov, usually
translated as 'tax on sales. ' l Perhaps the necessity of this uninspiring task may be admitted, if it is
recalled that the last presentation of the Egyptian material was given by E. Revillout in 1892
that is, now more than one century ago.
We have among the Egyptian texts documentation concerning the transfer tax in hieratic and
Demotic which goes back into the seventh century B.C. I hope to have collected most of the citations of the transfer tax in the following pages. They consist of statements of the payment of the tax
within sale contracts, listed here in §A. These range from the seventh to the third century B.C. Then
we have actual tax receipts. Those of the third century feature the transfer tax of -, listed in §B;
and those of the second century the transfer tax of , listed in C. Our §D, to conclude, contains
two citations of the payment of the tax from the second century, its rate again at .
(A) P. Choix 9 (635 B.C.) line 13: 'We have received from you these 3 kite of silver, of the
Treasury of Harshef, in exchange for them (= the sale's object), as their money, ......[line
15:] besides the 1 of the xxxx-scribe of the Domain of Amun: A kite of silver, total 3
kite
of silver.
P. Choix 10 (620 B.C.) line 9: 'I have received from you these 5 deben of silver, of the
Treasury of Harshef, in exchange for them (= the sale's object), as their [line 10:] money,
besides the 1 of the xxxx-scribe of the Domain of Amun: 1 deben of silver, total 51 deben of
silver, as their money.'

* I should like to thank Dr. W. J. Tait for correcting the worst defects of the English of my paper in Chicago, and
more defects again afterwards in Huntingdon.
1. For the tax, see Pr6aux 1939a, p. 331ff., note 1, and the references given there. The exact translation of the tax
seems to escape us, as reflected in F. Ll. Griffith's grumbling note: "'trafficking-tax' ... or 'current tax' or 'ordinary
tax', ... a tax on sales ... whatever its etymological meaning may be" (1901, p. 301, note *). Wilcken 1899, p. 184,
had argued, possibly with good reasons, against the translations by 'current, ordinary', as well as 'yearly', which
had been proposed previously, but his proposal to regard the word as reflecting the 'values in circulation' seems too
modern to be true. The word apparently acquired a specialized meaning in Egypt, and as such the current
translation by 'tax on sales' is practical. The word is to be found in Demotic transliteration once, see below, in the
Postscript.
343
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P. Br. Mus. Reich 10117 (+540 B.C.) line 6: 'You have contented my heart with their money,
besides the i of the accounting(?) scribes 2 of the Temple of Amun in the district of Koptos.'
P. Choix 11 [= P. Tsenhor 10] (510 B.C.) line 3: 'You have contented my heart with its money,
besides the ' of the representatives in Thebes, to give it to the God's Domain of Amun.'
P. Philad. 2 (314 B.C.) line 4: 'You have contented my heart with its money, besides the ' of
the scribes (and) representatives in Thebes.'
P. Schreibertr. 15 (243 B.C.) line 6: 'I have received their price in money from you, it being
complete and without remainder; my heart is contented therewith, besides the 1 of the
scribes (and) representatives in Thebes.'
Pap. Choix 9-11: Malinine 1953; P. BM Reich: Reich 1914; P. Tsenhor: Pestman (Papyrus Tsenhor [in press

B]); P. Philad.: el-Amir 1959; P. Schreibertr.: Zauzich 1968.
(B) Pap. BM Glanv. 10537 and 10536 (284 and 278 B.C.): 'FN has brought such-and-such an
amount for the tax of the house, which she had bought from NN,'
10537: 'before Xenanthos(?), the commissioner, the representative of the Chief of the
3
Army.'
10536: 'before Zenodoros, the commissioner.'
Scribe:
10537: 'Peteesis, son of Psenkhonsis.'
10536: 'Sminis, son of Phibis, who receives the tax,4 this representative of Phibis, son of
Harnouphis.'
Pap. BM Glanv. 10529 (274 B.C.) and 10530-535 (281-277 B.C.): 'There issuch-and-such an
amount of money that FN has given' for 'the , of the scribes (and) representatives in
'
Thebes, on account of the house ....
Scribe:
10529: 'The scribe of the land in Thebes, Amasis, son of Dd-Hnsw-iwf- ni, the scribe of
the phyle.'
5
10530-535: 'The scribe of the land in Thebes, Osoroeris, son of Spotous, the First Priest.'
6
O.Berlin P. 890 (yr. 15 = 268/232? B.C.): 'NN [has brought] the tax of 16 for this cow.'

2. One is tempted to equate the abnormal hieratic title of Pap. Choix 9 and 10 with the early Demotic title occurring in
P. BM Reich 10117. Malinine read the early Demotic title as hsb-it, 'accountant of grain' (1953, p. 70, note 16).
Reading from the published photo, I concur in reading h sb, written notably in alphabetical manner,
SI
z I r (as if the orthography was no longer available in Demotic, which suggests a proper Theban origin
of the title), but I unfortunately fail to recognize which signs Malinine read as it, 'grain': to my mind the
problematical sign at the end of hsb should be its determinative. Such a reading suggests an evolution in the shape
of the title through the seventh and sixth centuries, but not necessarily an evolution in the office, if the titles are to
be equated, a thing I should not be unwilling to accept.
3. The editor (Glanville 1939, p. 40) read p? rt(?) p? &m,"the agent(?) of the harvest," instead of our p? rdp? hry-mF.
4. Adopting the reading nti id n proposed by the editor (Glanville 1939, p. 42, note 2 §2) and takingply rd n P?-hb as
an apposition to this function description (cf. below, footnote 22).
5. Adopting the reading proposed by Hughes and Nims 1940, p. 261.
6. Supplementing [in], 'has brought,' after Pap. BM Glanville 10537-10536 and Louvre 2441, and adopting the reading dni, 'tax,' proposed by the editor (Zauzich 1986a, p. 131 §4).
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Scribe: 'PhagOnis son of Paretis [who is] responsible for the grain revenue(s) (?) (prosodos
sitinon?).'7

P. Louvre 2441 (> 227 B.C.): three rather damaged receipts similar to Pap. BM Glanville
10537-36?
[For unpublished Pap. Bruxelles 8255 and 8256, see footnotes 15-16.] Pap. BM Glanville: Glanville 1939; O.
Berlin P. 890: Zauzich 1986a, p. 131; P. Louvre 2441: Revillout 1880, pp. 288-89.
(C) Et. Pap. 8, p. 60 (yr. 5, IV &mw 14 = 176 B.C.): at the foot of a contract: 'NN has brought the
1
tax of for this document written above in year 5, 4th month of the smw season (Mesor')
(day) 14.'
Scribe: 'Harsiesis son of Khestefnakht who is responsible for the

in Jme in this year 5.' 8

P. Berlin 3111 (yr. 6, I1 ?f.t 14 = 176 B.C.): at the foot of a contract: 'NN has brought the tax
of 1 for this document written above in year 6, 2nd month of the Nz.t season (Pha6phi)
(day) 14.'
Signed: 'PsenamenOphis son of Snakhyti who is responsible for the

[of year] 6.'9

P. BM Reich 10226 (yr. 20, III pr.t 18 = 185 B.C.): at the foot of a contract: 'FN has brought
such-and-such an amount for the of [the] above document.'
Scribe: 'Phabis son of Kluj (= the Notary) who is responsible for the~, in year 20, 3rd
month of the pr.t season (Phamenoth) (day) 18.'1o
[See also the additional material indicated below, in the postscript.] Et. Pap. 8, p. 60: el-Amir 1957, p. 60; P.
Berlin: Spiegelberg 1902; P. BM Reich: Reich 1914.
(D) P. Berl. 3112 (175 B.C.) lines 15-16: note at the end of this copy of a contract: 'They paid its2
into the bank of Pharaohl.p-h..'
P. Bibl. Nat. 218 (146 B.C.): note at the foot of a copy of a contract, referring to the original of
UPZ II175 c: 'They paid its , into the bank of Thebes.'
P. Berlin: Spiegelberg 1902; P. Bibl. Nat. 218: Revillout 1880, pp. 62-84; UPZ II: Wilcken 1935.
If we confront this information with that of the Greek texts, it transpires that the Greek documentation seems to commence only in the middle of the third century, and that it is very meager
indeed: it really starts to flow in the second century, notably in a long series of tax receipts at the
foot of documents, which I have not listed here. 11

7. Reading hr rather than hr in view of the regular idiom in §C (cf. below, footnote 8). The words 'grain revenue(s)'
are written alphabetically prshwts tysnn (sic), and, I think plausibly, explained as prosodos sitinon by the editor.
8. The editor omitted to read a sign that may be read as t&y, 'this,' between 'J~me' and 'year.' This function finds its
exact translation in G. Vitelli 1929, doc. 1014, line 5, 6 tp6 tit (e lcoatiflt) t-riv Met(voveiov), whereas the tax
farmer is usually called 6 ltp6g rift Avift; see Pestman, Theban Choachytes (in Press A, loc. cit. in footnote 11,
below; see now also below, Postscript).
9. The signature may be an autograph, whereas the receipt itself seems to have been written by the hand of the
Notary.
10. The scribe wrote confusingly the date of the payment instead of naming the year for which he farmed the tax as in
the other instances of this expression.
11. See e.g. the texts listed in P. W. Pestman, Theban Choachytes (in press A, Chapter III, §9, tables 18-19).
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Table 42.1. Comparison in the Rate of the Transfer Tax from the
Seventh through the Second Centuries B.C.*
MIDDLE EGYPT &

635

P. Choix 9

1
iT

620

P. Choix 10

1

+540

110

510

P. BM Reich 10117
P. Choix 11

314

P. Philad. 2

284274

P. BM Glanv.
10529-10537

243

P. Schreibertr. 15

1
10

232?

O. Berlin P. 890

1
10

>227

P. Louvre 2441

210

Gr. SB 15729

209

Gr. P. Lond. III 1200

B.C.

B.C. REVENUE LAWS

B.C. THEBES

1
10

1

1
10

259 Rev. Laws

20(?)

230/ Gr. P. Hibeh I 70a,

228

raised to:

70b, and 163

1

1

10

+1
-12

l

205 UPZ I 112

(?)

209 Gr. P. Lond. VII 2189
201 Gr. P. Petrie III 57 b

Second Century B.C.:
+130

FAIYUM

1

* The Demotic texts in the above table are those listed above in §§A-B. SB I: Sammelbuch 11915; Gr. P.
Lond. III: Kenyon and Bell 1907; Rev. Laws: Mahaffy 1896; UPZ I: Wilcken 1927; Gr. Pap. Hibeh I:

Grenfell and Hunt 1906; Gr. P. Lond. VII: Skeat, ed., 1974; Gr. P. Petrie III: Mahaffy 1905.
Another thing one can glean from Table 42.1 is the fair amount of fluctuation in the rate of the
tax, which amounts basically to this: that from its original , or 10 percent, it was changed to -, or 5
percent, at about the turn of the third and second centuries B.C. I do intend to make this the major
concern of my paper, but to arrive there in good order, we ought perhaps to turn to the earlier
Demotic documentation first.
Looking over the texts in §A, above, one is struck by the long time span covered by these citations of the- transfer tax, running apparently without a break from the middle of the seventh to the
middle of the third century B.C. In the early period, all contracts are sales and concern landed
property.12 In the Ptolemaic period this was to be changed: the tax was then paid for various
transactions, among which were donations, and also on a wider range of sale objects, as for example on the cow in the Berlin ostracon (§B). Its relative rarity in the contracts of the Ptolemaic
period, when the tax has apparently been found only in two out of the numerous sale contracts collected in Prof. Zauzich's Schreibertradition,13 may imply that the scribes forewent to mention the
transfer tax, because separately made-out receipts similar to those of §B usually sufficed. The
growing number of receipts of the tax written in Greek at the foot of contracts in the second century
B.C. (see footnote 11), then, possibly reflects no more than a change in scribal practice. The new
12. Thus Pestman, Papyrus Tsenhor (in press B, Chapter II, doc. 10, note V), contrasting P. Choix 11 = Tsenhor 10 with
P. Tsenhor 9 = unpublished P. Turin 2123, a donation of a building plot bordering on that acquired by P. Tsenhor 10
= Choix 11. The only text by which this could be tested, so far as I know, is P. Loeb 68, a sale of land, which is
unfortunately too damaged in its middle portion to allow of any certain conclusion.
13. P. Philad. 2 (= P. Schreibertr. 2) and P. Schreibertr. 15; see above, §A.
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practice of having the receipts at the foot of the contract does show plainly that a sale was not
legally complete without acquittal of the transfer tax. As a consequence, in the second century
Demotic receipts listed in §C, the tax was regarded as relating to the sale's contract, rather than to
the sale's price as previously.
The attestations of the tax in §A connect the properly Egyptian institution with the Greek sales
tax yK
,icXtov,
and suggest that the Greeks never changed much in the organization of the collection of the tax, at least not in native eyes. In the early period, between 540 and 510 B.C., the
'representatives in Thebes' were made to replace scribes of the Temple of Amun. The reading of
the title of Amun's scribes is, unfortunately, not certain, which is only balanced by the fact that we
also do not know by exactly whose 'representatives' they had been replaced in the administration
of the tax in 510 B.C. As the 'representatives' were most likely, in the final analysis, pharaoh's representatives, the change was plainly brought about to assure the civil authorities a better grip on the
tax. Please note that P. Choix 11 piously added that the 'representatives' were 'to give it,' that is
the transfer tax, 'to the God's Domain of Amun'; however, we cannot believe that they would have
handed over all they received.14 I intend to come back to this point shortly.
If we now turn to the early Ptolemaic period receipts published by Glanville (§B), it is to be
noted that they represent two different formulas, one the ordinary 'this or that person has brought so
and so much money,'15 the other an apparently unknown formula, reading 'there is so and so much
money that this or that person has given on account of the . .16 All the scribes have Egyptian
names, but in the latter type of receipt, they are characterized as temple administrators by their
titles: one is a scribe of the priestly phylae,' 7 and the other even the first prophet, who happens to
be known from hieroglyphic sources (see Quaegebeur 1974b, pp. 41f.). Their role in these receipts
is that of sh-?st 'scribe of the land,' an otherwise unknown function in which ?st was perhaps a
conscious archaism (Glanville 1939, p. 41, note d).
In the receipts of the common type, one of the scribes is said to be the regular recipient of the
tax, supposedly of the transfer tax."8 It is interesting to note that this man is probably identical

14. See Pestman, Papyrus Tsenhor (in press B, loc. cit. in footnote 12, above).
15. Pap. BM Glanville 10537 and 10536. Cf. unpublished Demotic Pap. Bruxelles E. 8255 A (311 B.C.) and E. 8256 AB as described by Quaegebeur 1979a, p. 45: "La premiere taxe (E. 8255 A), dont le montant est de 2,5 kite (les
honoraires de 0,5 kite pour le scribe inclus), est pay6e a un fonctionnaire (p? shn) 6gyptien qui s'appelle
Nekhtharmais." p. 46: "les deux regus de paiement de taxe sur la vente de tombes (E. 8256 A-B). Quant au
formulaire et au montant (2,5 kite dont 0,5 pour la redaction du document), ils sont a comparer avec le premier
requ (E. 8255 A)."
16. Pap. BM Glanville 10529, 10530, and 10535. Cf. unpublished Demotic P. Bruxelles E. 8255 B (311 B.C.) as
described by Quaegebeur 1979b, p. 726: "une quittance d6motique de la taxe d'un dixibme sur l'achat d'une
maison .... Le paiement est effectu6 en pr6sence de fonctionnaires financiers 6gyptiens et le requ est sign6 par le
premier prophhte d'Amon," Spotous, probably the father of Osoroaris of Pap. BM Glanville 10530-10535; see
Quaegebeur 1979a, p. 45, and also 1974b, pp. 41f.
17. The title is perhaps not securely read as sh s2?(?), one expects sh s2.w or sh n p? IV s?.w, 'scribe of the phylae,' or
'scribe of the 4 phylae.'
18. Sminis in P. BM Glanville 10536, line 3. I understand from Bogaert's recent article (1988, p. 137, note 112), that
we cannot reckon with the presence of bankers at this early date, the more so as these scribes have Egyptian
names, so they were supposedly exactly what the one scribe calls himself, 'recipient of the tax.' This was perhaps
the same office as that first attested in P. Choix 11 of 510 B.C. (cf. footnote 12 above).
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with a Notary known from a fair number of Demotic documents:19 this points to the same mixture of
activities as found in the second century texts of §C. More excitingly, in these texts the payments
were made before two men with Greek names, both said to have been shn, 'commissioner,' a
rather vague title. One of the two, however, was 'representative' of the hry pi m ', 'Chief of the
Army' (P. BM 10537, line 3). This title was described as a 'high military and court rank' (see
Smith and Kuhrt 1982, p. 203), and so one is tempted to translate it as 'strategos' here. The
stratgos, originally the highest military commander in a district, is known to have replaced the
nomarkhes, 'governor of the district,' as head of the civil administration by about 230 B.C.; developments in the preceding decade leading up to this change have been noted (see J. D. Thomas
1978, p. 192, note 37), but our text dates to 284 B.C. If one is not prepared to view the strategos as
encroaching upon the competence of the civil administration at such an early date, there may be
any number of ad hoc explanations for the occurrence of the stratigosin our text. I should think that
the scribe of this text may have had nebulous ideas about the Greek administration, and just possibly he regarded the stratigosas the highest local authority because of the position of the Greeks in
the southern provinces which may have been different from that in the better documented Faiyum.
For the purpose of my paper, however, the important thing is to note that there seem to have been
two distinct collecting institutions concerned with the tax of 'the scribes (and) representatives in
Thebes,' 20 the one derived from a temple, and the other from a state milieu. I hope to come back to
this point shortly.
Central to every discussion of this piece of fiscal history is the fluctuation in the rate of the tax.
From the seventh through the third centuries, the rate was apparently or ten percent. Through
most of the second century, the 'yiccXitov was 1, that is five percent. 21 For completeness' sake I
might add that the yK{A)K1tov was raised to in the last decades of the second century, 22 but for our
purposes this is a secondary matter. From the above table 42.1, it is clear that in the last decades of
the third century there was some vacillation between the third century rate of ten percent and the
second century rate of five percent. Possibly Mlle. Pr6aux was correct in suggesting that the rate
"varie non seulement selon les exigences du budget royal, mais selon la nature des mutations et
des objets transmits. Il se pourrait aussi qu'il varie selon les r6gions, la 16gislation des Lagides
n'6tant pas uniforme dans toute l'Egypte" (1939a, p. 333). This view may well explain any odd fact
that resists harmonious interpretation, but the puzzling fact remains that the third century rate of ten
percent was halved in the second century. Or, as Grenfell and Hunt put it in their comments on the
Greek Hibeh papyri: "It is very unlikely that the Ptolemies lowered a rate which they found already

19. From 304-264 B.C.; see Clarysse 1981, p. 261, §7738, taken up from a suggestion by de Meulenaere 1959b, p. 249,
note 2. A puzzle is created, at least for me, by Sminis' relation to the Phibis mentioned at the end of the text. De
Meulenaere conjectured that Phibis was a nephew of Sminis, 'probably already aged' in 278 B.C. Differently from
what he thought, however, I think the first editor of the text was mistaken in making Phibis also the representative
of Phibis (translating, "the agent being Phib son of Harnufi," cf. above, footnote 4), for the text seems to make
Sminis the representative of Phibis, who must have been most gratified to have had his notary uncle as assistant.
20. The nexus in this expression (§ §A-B) is susceptible of various interpretations: 'the scribes of the representatives in
Thebes' (genitive: thus Glanville 1939 p. 41), 'the lieutenant scribes in Thebes' (apposition: thus Reich 1936, p.
15, line 4 end, "scribes bailiffs"), and my 'the scribes (and) representatives' (coordination: thus el-Amir 1959, p.
11). The interpretation of sh.w as 'writings,' first proposed by Revillout (1880, p. 271), has to be rejected in view of
the early parallel expressions in §A.
21. See Pestman, Theban Choachytes (in press A, Chapter III, §9), who studies the transfer tax in the second century
B.C.

22. See Pestman, Theban Choachytes (in press A, Chapter III, §9, note 4): "probably between 137 and 131 B.C.," with
reference to Pestman, Theban Choachytes (in press A, Chapter III, §8 c, note 7).
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established; the tendency of their taxes was rather in the opposite direction." 23 The obvious answer
would seem to be that the rate was indeed lowered, supposedly by Ptolemy V or VI, in response to
the unrest in the country and the economic decline we assume to have resulted therefrom. This is in
fact the position Revillout took (1892, p. 121). I should like to envisage another solution, however.
There are two Greek receipts from the Faiyum of 126 and 125 B.C., both of which relate to a
single sale, for which the one certifies the £yK1cXtov tax payment, and the other the payment of a
similar tax due to the Temple of Soukhos, which apparently had similar rights on the property
traded.24 The noteworthy thing is that the buyer had to pay the transfer tax to the state as well as to
the temple, which apparently had equal sovereign rights concerning the property in question.
If we now think back to P. Choix 11, only four centuries older, which suggests a similar division, and to the early Ptolemaic period receipts of §B, also apparently deriving from twin administrations, a picture emerges in which the transfer tax of ten percent was shared by the state and the
temple. At a certain point between the last of the early Ptolemaic period receipts (274 B.C.) and
the earliest well established yr,,tiXov payment (230 B.C.), the part that went to the state was
fixed at five percent. Not much later, the civil administration may have endeavored to raise the rate
temporarily, 25 but it was soon dissuaded, and left it at the portion of 4, or five percent, which it had
determined previously.
The exact proportion of the division of the transfer tax between the temple and the state in the
Saite and early Ptolemaic periods remains unfortunately obscure. In the early Ptolemaic period
receipts (§B), it seems as though the state received a fixed sum of 21 kite (= 5 drachmas), but one
does not know whether these were full or partial payments, whereas the temple received 'the of
the scribes (and) representatives' (see above, footnote 16 and below, footnote 25). As the formula
in the contracts (§A) refers only to this-, one is left to wonder whether the state's 21 kite was
comprised therein, or perhaps simply ignored. The temple tax, in turn, frequently went
unmentioned, or so I suppose, and it just may be that it was always levied at its rate of ten percent,
from the early into the Roman period (see footnote 24), whereas the state tax grew from its early
Ptolemaic fixed sum of 21 kite, via the five percent of the late third and most of the second centuries
(see footnote 21), to the ten percent of the late second century B.C. (see footnote 22).
All this is a reconstruction, of course, but most of the facts seem to fit. The Greek Hibeh papyri
apparently concerned only the state's part of the tax, or perhaps they concerned property that lay
outside temple claims. 26 The rate of the tax in the Revenue Laws of 259 B.C. does now accord with
the assumed 'half rate' of five percent of the period. That of ten percent in 205 B.C., however, is at
23. Grenfell and Hunt 1906, p. 220 (ad doc. 70 a). As none of the Demotic sources listed for the third century were
known in reliable editions at the time of her writing, Prdaux, being of a different generation from Grenfell and
Hunt, did not reckon with Revillout's paper of 1892, and thus she had to admit that the Ptolemies did not
immediately adopt the Egyptian rate of one-tenth due on transfers (1939a, p. 334): "Les Lagides n'ont pas adopt6
tout de suite, notons-le, le taux 6gyptien de la dime due sur les mutations. Tout se passe comme s'ils ne s'dtaient
pas avis6s tout d'abord des droits fiscaux que leur donnaient leurs droits souverains sur les immeubles de leurs
sujets."
24. Pap. Tebt. II 280 and 281. They were found rolled up inside Demotic P. Cairo 30620, with which they apparently
have nothing to do; thus Spiegelberg 1908a, p. 71, note 2. Spiegelberg 1903b, doc. 748 from the Faiyum (A.D. 48).
See Wilcken 1899, p. 360, §152.
25. See Gr. Pap. SB I 5729, Lond. III 1200 and VII 2189, with their rate of 83 percent (cf. above, p. 348, after footnote
22). I think that Skeat (1959, pp. 77-78, §2), in his commentary on this last text, has correctly connected this rate
with a tax operation started in about 209/208 B.C. in order to collect the tax on property 'in previous possession' (its
proclamation is mentioned in both Pap. Lond. III 1200 and VII 2189). This rate might have had a punitive
character, accordingly. Be this as it may, the Pap. Hibeh show that the tax on sales was not instituted at the time of
these papyri as Skeat suggested.
26. I, nos. 70 a, 70 b, and 163, listed above, in table 42.1.
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variance with our theory. These two rates are followed by question marks in the above Table 42.1,
because the transfer tax and its rate were not expressly stated in these texts, but they were inferred
by modern commentators to explain certain passages. 27 I think the simplest solution is to free
ourselves of the illusion that the relevant passages from these texts concern the transfer tax: there
is no difficulty in assuming that the function of the in the earlier and that of the in the later
Revenue Laws was that of a premium pure and simple. 28
Postscript.Professor Pestman points out to me that the subscriptions of Catalogue numbers 9,
41, and 42 (Andrews 1990) contain some more examples of the Demotic sales tax receipts listed
above in §C; and, more interestingly, that the subscription of Catalogue number 18, of 209 B.C.
(previously studied by Zauzich 1986b, pp. 161f.), mentions an official nti hr p ?ggryn n p t n PrH.t-Hr, 'who is in charge of the enkyklion in the nome of Pathyris,' not of the aggareion,
'requisitioning for traveling officials' or for the 'posting system,' as had been suggested by Zauzich
1986b, and Clarysse 1987a, p. 21, note 67, nor of the archeion, 'town hall,' as suggested by
Andrews 1990, p. 57, note 22.

27. See Wilcken on p. 511 of his edition of UPZ I 112, referring to Bouch6-Leclerq, who apparently invented the
theory; it is adopted by Pr6aux 1939a, p. 332, note 4.
28. This explains why the text differentiates between the premium and the /yxcktov, which distinction Wilcken failed
to grasp (1935, pp. 516f., note 5).
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DEMOTISCHE STELEN AUS TERENUTHIS
J. K. WINNICKI
University of Warsaw
Jeder, der sich auch nur ein wenig ftir die Kultur des alten Agyptens interessiert, kennt die
Terenuthisstelen, publiziert in zahireichen Werken ibet die digyptische, griechische oder koptisehe
Kunst und aufbewahrt in alien gro"Beren Sammiungen der alten Kunst. Die Stelen besitzen charakteristische Merkmale, dank denen sie leicht von anderen Objekten iinlicher Art zu unterscheiden
sind. Die meisten von ihnen stammen aus Terenuthis oder eigentlich aus dessen Nekropole Kom Abu
Billu. Manche dieser Denkmaler wurden allerdings in den Nachbargebieten gefunden (Parlasca 1970,
S. 178-79; Bingen 1987, S. 4). Alle enthalten Auskiinfte tiber die Bevdlkerung des stidwestlichen
Teiles des Deltas, ibet ihre Kultur und Sitten zur Zeit der Griechen und ROimer. Ihre Bedeutung ist
umso groBer, als das Delta keine umfangreichere Menge von Denkmalern geliefert hat. 2
In der griechisch-ri*mischen Periode war Terenuthis eine am Wtistenrand gelegene Provinzortschaft, die zum Gau Prosopitis geho*rte. Durch sie str*mten aus dem Wadi Natrun Natrontransporte, die im weiteren auf ganz Agypten verteilt wurden. Der vorbeiflieBende Rosettanilarm
lieferte den dortigen Einwohnern Beschdftigung im Fischfangwesen und Flultransport. Jahrhundertelang war die Ortschaft ftir ibren Kult von Hathor, der Herrin von Mefkat, bekannt. Ptolemaios 1.
baute ihr einen Tempel, dessen wenige zerstreute Blk*cke heute in den Museen Europas und Amerikas
aufbewahrt sind. Spter trat der Kult der Schlangengtittin T?-Rnn.t in den Vordergrund, von der der
von uns gebrauchte griechische Name Terenuthis und der des jetzigen Dorfes Tarranah stammen2.
Die Terenuthisstelen sind gek'ennzeichnet dutch unregelma-i3ige Steinraoinder, was mit dem
Umnstand verbunden war, daB3 sie nicht freistehend aufgestellt, sondern in die Grabnischen eingebaut
wurden', was die Unregelma**1igkeiten verhillilte (vgl. Hooper 1961, S. 2; Parlasca 1970, S. 176). Die in
die Stelen gehauenen Reliefs stellen den Toten meistens als Oranten oder auf einer

Organisatoren des Kongresses in Chicago und besonders Frau J. Johnson, sowie Herren E. Cruz-Uribe und L.
Koenen mochte ich hiermit ftir ihre Untersttitzung, die mir die Teilnahme an diesem KongreB ermi~glicht hat, und
Hermn H. Heinen fuir das Korrigieren der deutsehen Fassung,-meinen herzlichen Dank aussprechen.

*Den

1. Vgl. die von J. Bingen 1987, S. 3, Anmerkung 1, angegebene Bibliographie.
2. Das griechische epigraphische Material aus dem Westdelta steilte A. Bernand 1970, zusammen. Fuir die hieroglyphischen Inschriften siehe Munro 1973, S. 17 1-72. Eine Liste der demnotischen Texte lieferte Devauchelle bei Abd
el-Al, Grenier, und Wagner 1985, S. 87.
3. Kees 1934, S. 7 18-19; Satzinger 1983, S. 243-45. Vgl. die Bemnerkungen von Kramer 1985, S. 253-55; Griffiths, LA
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Kline auf der linken Ki*rperseite liegend mit einem Becher in der rechten Hand dar. Es sind Elemente
aus den griechischen Grabvorstellungen. Manchmal wird der Tote in die Fassade eines griechisehen
Gebaiudes eingeschrieben, dessen Sdiulen jedoch digyptisch sind. Den Toten begleiten oft em Schakal
und ein Falke, die mit der digyptischen Religion verbunden sind. Zusammenfassend koinnen wir
sagen, daB die Reliefs dieser Stelen sowohl aus den griechischen als auch aus den digyptischen
Grabvorstellungen stammende Elemente enthalten.4
Diese.Denkmaler sind schwer zu datieren. Die Vorschlage der einzelnen Forscher, die die
Zeitspanne zwischen dem 1. und dem 5. Jh.n.Chr. umfassen, zeigen, daB bis jetzt keine sicheren
Datierungskriterien ausgearbeitet worden sind. Im Lichte der letzten Bemerkungen von Bingen (1987,
S. 3-14) sind wohl die meisten Stelen in die Zeit des 1.-2. Jh.n.Chr. anzusetzen.
Ubet die Bevijlkerung selbst ko*nnen wir aus diesen Texten wenig ablesen. Selten enthalten die
Inschriften mehr als den griechischen oder igyptischen Namen des Toten, sein Lebensalter und das
Datum seines Todes, wo das Regierungsjahr immer anonym ist. Die einzelnen Stelen nennen nut eine
Person, oft ohne Vatersnamen, so daB wir fiber die JFamilienzusammensetzung niclts erfahren. Die
einzigen verftigbaten Quellen dartibet verdanken wir einer Katastrophe, die in Terenuthis oder dessen
Umgebung am 11. Hathyr des 20. Regietungsjahtes eines unbekannten Hetrschets geschehen ist. Eine
Reihe von Angaben laft vetmuten, daB diese am 8. November 179 stattgefunden hat, als viele Leute
ums Leben gekommen sind. Die einzelnen Familien haben ihre Verwandten in em gemeinsames Grab
gelegt und ilre Namen auf einer Grabstele geschrieben. Auf diese Weise kennen wit die Namen von
Mitgliedern von fiinf Familien:
-KapiJti)grj (50 Jahre alt) -"AptFCgtq (47) -'In&epa (8).
-Atovwo6cptv (45) -At8I&6rjx
-NeFatxua
-EiYatigovt
-O4up

(40) -OeF,&(pa

(60) -Hpat&;c'C
(53) -Atoalopoli

a-zrt (56) -T'Hpuckiq

(19) -'AO?-; (1)

(40) -'AoXdwvaptv (35) -N
(30) -Hp6'Kieux (30) -n6;
(7) -oraCrihrSj

rxFigaov (?).
(11) -e-va (2).

(3) -"Hpow (),

Diese Familien sind nicht komplett. Es sind nut diejenigen Mitglieder, die der genannten
Katastrophe erlegen sind. Es ffillt dabei die Dominanz von Frauen und Kinder auf. Es.hettschen auch
gtiechische Namen vot. 6 Es ist schwer anzunehmen, obwohl nicht ganz auszuschlieBen, daB aus
irgendwelchen GrUnden nut Griechen Opfer dieser Katastrophe geworden sind. Wahrscheinlichet ist,
daB die in den Stelen vertretene Gesellschaft in Witklichkeit ethnisch differenziert war und
wenigstens emn Teil der dort genannten Menschen neben den hier belegten griechisehen auch
iigyptische Namen fiihrte. Der Gebrauch der griechischen Namen ko~onnte damit zusammenhaingen,
7
daB die Texte der Stelen in ebendieser Sprache verfaBt waten.
Der obige SchiuB steht in innetet Beziehung mit einer anderen in den Stelen vorkommenden
Erseheinung. Der aigyptische oder griechisehe Name auf der Stele steht in keinemn Zusamnmenhang mit
der Auswahl der auf dieser Stele ausgeftihtten Reliefelemente odet mit dem Gesamtcharakter der

5.ff*
Dies Anabe stlit Bigen198, S 6-4, usamen

Pestman 1978, S. 203-10.
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griechisch-digyptische Kuftur dieser Geseilsehaft wenigstens im Bereich der Grabvorstellungen
widerspiegein.
Die meisten Terenuthisstelen enthalten griechische Inschriften. Em Teil von ihnen ist nicht
beschriftet, obwohl die im Stein geschnittenen Linien zeigen, daB eine Inschrift geplant war, und em
roter Fleck auf der Stelle, wo die Inschrift gewihnlich vorkommt, scheint darauf hinzuweisen, daB
diese mit Ocker niedergeschrieben, aber spater verwischt wurde.
Nur wenige Stelen enthalten demotische Inschriften. Unter den zahireichen aus dem Antikenhandel stammenden Denkmalern ist keine in dieser Sprache beschriftet. Von 200 aus den Ausgrabungen der University of Michigan stammenden Stucken sind nur drei demotisch (looper 1961, Nr.
11, 17, und 45). Dieses Verhaitnis der beiden Stelenarten ist fur die aus den iigyptischen
Ausgrabungen stammenden Stiicke nicht festzustellen. Man nennt zwei Zahien: 146 (el-Nassery und
Wagner 1978, S. 234) und 450 (Hawwass 1979, S. 80) ffir alle aufgefundenen Stelen, aber die
Inventarnummern (TS = Terenuthis Stelen ?) ilbersteigen die Zahi 2000 Exemplaren. Fur die
demotischen Stelen wird die Zahi von 40 Exemplaren angegeben (Hawwass 1979, S. 82). Von dieser
Gruppe hat D. Devauchelle fuinf Stelen herausgegeben TS 1069 (el-Nassery und Wagner 1978, S.
250, Nr. 36, Tafel 78)8 und TS 226, 1067, 1107, und 1110 (Abd el-Al, Grenier, und Wagner 1985, Nr.
34, 35, 40, und 60) und ich konnte dank der Freundlichkeit von H. Riad, der mir Photos zur
Verfilgung gestellt hat, sechs weitere lesen. Diese m*i*chte ich hier mitteilen [Leider habe ich von
gyptischen Kollegen die MaBe der Steine nicht erhalten.]:

STELE I
TS 1661. (P1. 43.la)

-rig

Rechteckige Stele mit unregelmaif3igen Randern. Der linke Rand ist stark korrodiert, die linke
Oberecke abgebrochen. Der Einschnitt in der rechten Oberecke macht den Bindruck, daB die Stele
urspriinglich mit einem eingeschnittenen Bogen abgeschlossen war.
Dargestellt ist eine stehende mannliche Gestalt mit Chiton und Mantel. Beide Arme sind betend
erhoben, wobei die Handflachen nach vorne gewendet sind. Die Figur ist frontal wiedergegeben,
doch die Fuffe sind in Schrittstellung nach rechts gewendet. An jeder Seite der Figur ist je emn
hockender Schakal eingeritzt.
Darunter befinden sich zwei Linien. Uber der oberen die Inschrift:
P- r-Hr(?) iw:f ir rnp.t 5O hrwa h-?.t-sp 10 ibd 2 [... b SW ... 1
"Psenyris. Er lebte fiinfzig Jahre. Der Tag (seines Todes erfolgte) im 10. Regierungsjahr, 2.
Monat der [ ... I-Jahreszeit' d [am ... Tag]."

Namen als "lls) Wn-... oder P3-11 s3? Wn-... zu lesen.
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lebte" (Stele Kairo 31122a, 1; Spiegelberg 1904 S. 48, Tafel XI). Fur dihnliche Wendungen
siehe die Stele in University of Michigan (Ann Arbor; Spiegelberg 1928,S. 37, Tafel l0b)
und Mumientfelchen (vgl. Pestman 1965a, S. 50).
d.

Mechir oder Payni.

STELE II
TS 1678. (P1. 43.lb)

Rechteckige Stele mit unregelmdfigen Randern.
Die Tote ist mit ausgestreckten Beinen auf einer Kline gelagert. In der Rechten halt sie einen
zweihenkligen Becher, die Linke ist ohne Attribut. Der rechte FuB der Verstorbenen, irnProfil
dargesteilt, ist tiber den linken geschlagen, der nach vorne gerichtet ist. Das summarisch wiedergegebene, in der Mitte gescheitelte und nach hinten gekammte Haar falit beiderseits auf die Schulter.
Auf dem Reliefgrund ist skizzenhaft ein hockender Schakal eingraviert. Die Kline enthalt eine
Matratze und zwei Kissen, alle mit Zickzackdekor verziert. Die Klinenbeine sind unverziert und
verjtingen sich nach oben. Vor der Kline -von links nach rechts sind em BlumenstrauB oder eine
Getreidegarbe, 9 eine Amphora in Stander mit Schdpflbiffel und em DreifuBtisch mit zwei Bechern
eingeritzt.
Darunter drei Linien, Uiber den zwei oberen folgende Inschrift:

a.

1.
2.

H 'brt (oder: H 1drt) S>a Th -r.t p [..jb iw - s ir rnp.t 48
hz.t-sp 33 fwjc
sw 20

1.
2.

"H qbrt (oder: H qdrt),d Tochtei der Senpa[...]. Sie lebte 48 Jahre.
33. Regierungsjahr,f Sebastos, am 20. Tag."

Lies ta. Die Figur (Scheitel und langes Haar, vgl. Hooper 1961, 5. 5; Abd el-Al, Grenier, und
Wagner 1985, S. 58-59) und iw-.s im weiteren Text zeigen, daB wir es mit einer Frau zu tun
haben. S.? "Sohn" ist daher unrichtig. Solche Fehler finden wir auch auf Mumientafeichen.
Vgl. z.B. F(orrer) 34 und 37 (Spie.gelberg 1901, Tafeln 12 und 13); Leiden F 1949/4.2
(Pestman 1977, vol. I, Nr. 19; vgl. auch 5. 116-17).
b.Die Oberfiache des Steines ist hier bescha**digt.

c.

Die ganze Zeile 2 enthalt das Todesdatum. Nach dem Regierungsjahr finden wir jedoch
weder einen tiblichen Monatsnamen noch den der Jahreszeit. Die vorhandenen Zeichen sind

haben.
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d.

Die aiphabetisehe Schreibweise und das Fremdlanddeterminativ weisen auf den Fremdnamen
hin.

e.

Normal kommt nach s? oder ta der Vatersname vor, hier haben wir aber mit dem Anfang des
Muttersnamens zu tun. Die Auslassung des Vatersnamens findet sich z.B. auch in dem
Mumientdifelchen Louvre 610 und B 10396 (Baratte und Boyaval 1974, S. 181, Nr. 45 und S.
245, Nr. 232). Ahnliche Ru*le beobachten wir in den Papyri, wo diese Benennung eines
Mannes oder einer Frau mit ihrem Rechtsstatus verbunden war; in dieser Weise konnten
Sdhne und Thchter der r-mischen Bfirger, besonders der Soldaten waihrend ihres
Militardienstes, bezeichnet werden (vgl. Youtie 1975, S. 723-40, bes. 737-38). Es ist aber
nicht sicher, ob diese Deutung sich auf Tote beziehen kann.

f.

Wegen des hohen Regierungsjahres kommen hier wohi nur die Kaiser Augustus und
Commodus in Frage, also die Jahre 3 oder 192 n.Chr. Die Herrschaft von Diokietian (316)
scheint zu spuit zu sein. Vgl. den ailgemeinen Kommentar unten.

STELE III
TS 1706. (P1. 43.lc)

Rechteckige Stele mit unregelma"Bigen Rindern. Der linke Rand ist glatt gesagt.,Das Relief ist mit
trapezoidaler oben bogenfdjrmiger Umrahmung umgeben.
Dargestellt ist eine stehende Frau mit Chiton und Mantel. Beide Arme sind betend erhoben,
wobei die Handflachen nach aufen gewendet sind. Das Haar, nach hinten geka*immt, fiillt auf die
Schulter. Die Ohren sind sichtbar. Die Figur ist frontal wiedergegeben, die FU1e jedoch in Schrittstellung nach rechts gewendet. An jeder Seite der Figur hockt je emn Schakal.
Darunter folgende Inschrift:
1iw iw --s ir (rnpjt)a 17
"lW. b Sie lebte 17 (Jahre)."

fig

a.

Fuir diese Wendung s. Kommentar zu TS 1661 (c).

b.

Der Name ist mit einem Fremdlanddeterminativ abgeschlossen. Ahnliche Formen -?rl., ?ll
ohne dieses Determinativ sind als mii*nnliche Namen der Pi-mischen Kaiserheit bekannt (vgl.
Dem.- Nb. I, S- 29 uind 316). Vgyl. aber P-?-Nl1w mit dies.em Determinativ (De.m. Nb. I, S. 1'55).

Schuler. sihtba.

ie
Ohen eeae
Di
Figu
snd
aun

iw-

ia.vsnar

too)icennc
-- Now___erg
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Die Stele verjtingt sich nach oben. Ihr Oberteil wurde zurickgeschnitten, so daB em bogenftrmiger Vorsprung entstanden ist.
Dargestelit ist eine stehende mannliche Gestalt mit Chiton und Mantel. Beide Arme sind betend
erhoben, wobei die Handflachen nach vorne gewendet sind. Die Figur ist frontal dargestellt, doch sind
die Fui-e in Schrittstellung nach rechts gewendet. Links ist em hockender Schakal und hinter ihm
woll eine stehende Mumie, 10 rechts ein Falke mit feinem Strich dargestelit.
Darunter sind zwei Linien geritzt. ljber der oberen folgende Insebrift:
P.?- im s-> Hr (mw.t:f)a T.?-sr(.t)-iijb rnp.t 7 hrw ibd 4 mw sw 26
"Pachomis, Sohn des Horos, (seine Mutter war) Senaies.c Sieben Jahre. Der Tag (seines
Todes erfolgte) am 26. Mesore."
a. Der senkrechte Strich nach Hr bildet dessen Determinativ (vgl. TS 2025). Direkt danach
beginut der Muttersname. Es fehit hier das iibliche mw.t4 "seine Mutter."
b.

c.

Die mainnliche Form dieses Namens P?-sr-iNz] "Der Sohn des i~j (des jugendlichen iorus)"
notiert Dem. Nb. I, S. 227. Auf Grund der bilinguen Texten (BGU VI 1342; 0. Edfu In. 2,
Devauchelle und Wagner 1982, S. 99-100) weiB man, daB ihr griechisches Aquivalent
If FVCC fig ist,
Die hier. gebrauchte griechische Form ist von der obengenanuten mainnichen abzuleiten.

STELE V
TS 2003. (P1. 43.2b)

Rechteckige Stele mit unregelmdi~igen Randern. Relief und Inschrift sind von einer Umrahmung
umgeben.
Dargesteilt ist eine ma**nnliche Gestalt mit ausgestreckten Beinen, auf einer Kline gelagert. In der
Rechten halIt sie einen Becher, die Linke is t ohne Attribut. Der rechte FuI3 ist im Profil Olber den
linken von vorne sehr skizzenhaft dargestelit. Auf dem Reliefgrund ist emn liegender Schakal
dargestellt. Auf der Kline liegen eine Matratze und zwei Kissen, alle mit schraigen Kannelen verziert.
Die Klinenbeine sind gedrechselt. Vor der Kline von links nach rechts sind emn BlumenstrauB3 oder
eine Getreidegarbe, emn Dreifu~tisch und eine Amphora in einem Stainder dargrestelit.

10. Vgl. Ainliche Darstellung in TS 1049 (el-Nassery und Wagner 1978, S. 247, Nr. 28 und Tafel LXXVI).
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rnp.t n nz >X"N. ist gestorben, als er (sie) im X Lebensjahr war" (vgl. z.B. Stele Kairo
31151, 2-3; Spiegelberg 1904, S. 60, Tafel XVIII); Mumienta-felchen Berlin 10630 (M*ller
1913, Nr. 23). Uber diese Wendungen siehe Spiegelberg 1901, S. 17; Mdller 1913, S. 6.

STELE VI
TS 2025. (P1. 43.2c)

Stele mit unregelma"Bigen Randern. Der recite Rand ist glatt gesaigt. Das Relief und Inschrift sind
von einer trapezoidalen Umrahmung umgeben.
Dargesteilt ist eine stehende mannliche Gestalt mit Chiton und Mantel. Beide Arme sind betend
erhoben, wobei die Handflaichen nach aul3en gewendet sind. Die Figur ist frontal wiedergegeben, die
Fiifle sind in Schrittstellung nach rechts gewendet. An jeder Seite der Figur hockt em Schakal.
Darunter folgende Inschrift:
Hr-tj iw=fir rnp.t 12
a.

0Hr-tjf aEr lebte 12 Jahre."
Der Name ist bei EDG, S. 658, notiert.

Es bestehen keine Kennzeichen, die uns diese Denkmaler eindeutig datieren lassen. Eines von
ihnen (TS 226) gibt aber als Todesdatum ihres Besitzers das 35. Regierungsjahr an, das sich nur auf
die Herrschaft von Augustus, also auf das Jahr 5 n.Chr. beziehen kann. Eine der oben besprochenen
Stelen (TS 1678) nennt das 33. Regierungsjahr. In diesem Fall ist das Datum nicht sicher, weil hier
auch die Herrschaft von Commodus, also das Jahr 192 n.Chr. in Frage kommt. Das von Pestman
(1967, S. 109) angefertigte chronologisehe Verzeichnis der demotischen Texte nennt eine griechischdemotische Grabstele aus Theben aus dem 21. Regierungsjahr des Commodus (180/181)," aber sie
ist die einzige datierte Stele aus einer so spaten Periode. Dieser Umstand scheidet die so spate
Datierung der Terenuthisstelen nicht aus, er kann aber darfiber Zweifel erregen, weil die demotische
Schrift bekanntlich seit dem 2. Jh.n.Chr. im Schwinden begriffen ist (Pestman 1967, S. 2-3). Da wir
auf Grund der zuganglichen Fotos feststellen, daB die tibrigen demotischen Terenuthisstelen weder im
Charakter Inoch in der Ausfifirung von der aus der Zeit des A ugustus aiweichen, ko-nnen wir mit
grol~er Wahrscheinlichkeit annehmen, daB auch sie im 1. Jh.n.Chr. ausgefihfrt worden sind.
Diese Stelen enthalten dieselben Darstellungen und weisen dieselbe Werkstatt auf wie die
griechischen Stelen. Ainlich wie die griechischen Texte nennen die demotischen den Namen des
Toten, gelegentlich den des Vaters oder der Mutter, sein Lebensalter und Todesdatum, wo das
Apice
aBignwlcer.giseasdn
Reirnsah me nny
As.E fltaf

12. Das Formnular dieser Stelen eiiiwtert Menu 1974, S. 69-70.
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Die Agypter bildeten sicherlich die Mehrzahl der Bevoi*kerung von Terenuthis. Die kleine Zahi
der demotischen Stelen gibt deshaib zu denken. Sie ergibt sich nicht aus ihrer Herkunft aus dem
gyptischen, nicht genauer untersuchten Teil der Nekropole; ja, wir wissen nicht einmal, ob-em soich
reina-gyptischer Teil U-berhaupt bestanden hat. Vielmehr erlauben die identischen Darstellungen und
die gemeinsame Provenienz der griechisehen wie der demotischen Stelen aus der gleichen Werkstatt
den SchluB, daB wir -es mit einer einheitlichen Sozialgruppe zu tun haben. Die Ursachen der
genannten Disproportion sind nicht in Terenuthis selbst zu suchen. Die Kenntnis des Griechischen
gab waihrend der Ptolemaerzeit und spa**ter manchen Schichten der a**gyptischen Bevo-lkerung die
MO*glichkeit eines sozialen Aufstiegs. Wir beobachten auch eine Empfinglichkeit der Agypter fuir die
Hellenisierung, indem sie griechisch-a*igyptische Doppelnamen annahmen. Eine andere
Erscheinungsform desselben Prozesses war wohi der Gebrauch der griechisehen Sprache auf denmeisten Stelen. Es scheint naimlich, daB3 ihre Besitzer weder Griechisch sprechen, noch die auf den
Grabsteinen angebrachten Namen gebrauchen multen, zumindest nicht im Familien- oder
Freundeskreis.
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PLATE 43.1

b

c

Demotische Stelen aus Terenuthis: (a) TS 1661; (b) TS 1678; (c) TS 1706.
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PLATE 43.2

ab

Demotische Stelen aus Terenuthis: (a) TS 1736; (b) TS 2003; (c) TS 2025.
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CHAPTER 44

BIN ZUG NACH NUBIEN UNTER AMASIS
KARL-THEODOR ZAUZICH
University of Wiirzburg
Unter dem Titel "Erwaihnung eines Zuges nach Nubien unter Amasis in einem demotischen Text"
hat Erichsen (1941, S. 56-61) ein kleines Papyrusfragment von 21 X 15 cm publiziert (P. Berlin
13615). Dieses hat trotz seines kurzen Textes eine erhebliche historisehe Bedeutung, weil es die
einzige Quelle iber eine sonst unbekannte Expedition nach Nubien im Jahre 529 v.Chr. ist (vgl.
Kienitz 1953, S. 129f.). Zu diesem Fragment konnte ich vor etlichen Jahren zugehoSrige Stticke in der
Papyrussammiung der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin entdecken, die teils unter anderen Nummern
inventarisiert waren, teils noch ohne Inventarnummern in Kisten lagerten. Nach kurzen Mitteilungen
hiertiber (Zauzich 1969, S. 46-47; Zauzich 1971, 5. 40) konnte ich 1990 die Zusammensetzung der
Fragmente abschiielen, wobei mir die Papyrusrestauratorin der Sammiung, Frau Mirjam Krutzsch, in
freundlicher Weise behilflich war und ein paar "joins" selbsttindig entdeckt hat. Dafir mtichte ich ihr
auch hier vielmals danken.
Nach der Zusammensetzung hat der Papyrus, der auch ktinftig unter der Nummer P. 13615 zitiert
werden soil, eine Uinge von rund 120 cm. An vielen Stellen ist die voile Ht*he der Papyrusrolle mit
24,5 cm erhalten. Insgesamt umfa3t der Text jetzt neun Kolumnen, von denen sechs annahernd youstai*ndig bewahrt sind.
Bei dem Symposion mit dem Titel "Life in a Multi-Cultural Society" in Chicago habe ich den
gesamten Text in einer mii*glichst genauen Abzeichnung vorgelegt, den Aufbau des Textes demonstriert und einige ausgewa*'hlte Probleme diskutiert. Davon kann ich hier aus Platzgriinden nur weniges
wiederholen. Zugleich sol dies eine Vorschau auf die Publikation des Gesamttextes sein, die ich in
baldiger Zukunft vorzulegen hoffe.
1. Durch die neuen Fragmente werden einige Korrekturen zu Erichsens oben genanntem Aufsatz
mdglich. Davon greife ich die Titel der an der Expediti'on beteiligten Personen heraus.
a) In Zeile 4a ist das von Erichsen ungelesene Wort nach mehreren anderen Belegen als t.>y-mtn
-

"Wegfihfrer" (vgl. rntn Wb. 11,176 sowie Al MOCIT CD, 188) zu erkennen. Er

triigt emn Epitheton rmt dm1

das ich mit einigem Zweifel als "Mann der Jungmann-

schaft" auffasse.
1. Hier abgezeichnet nach Kolumne 11, 1. Vgl. d_?m > ACOM Wb. V,523. Die Ubersetzung "Jungmannschaft" ist nur emn
Notbeheif. In unserem Zusamnmenhang soilte rmt din, wenn denn die Lesung stimmt, eher "Offizier" oder "Mann der
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b) Das von Erichsen in Z. 6b als rmt qnqn verstandene Wort ist nach anderen Stellen als

f

zu erkennen und m.E. als swrt zu lesen. Dieses Wort ist bereits aus den Papyri Louvre B 3333,3
und B 3334,1 bekannt (Ray 1977, S. 97ff.; Zauzich 1979, S. 122). Es ist dort der Titel eines-fir
die Angelegenheiten des Ibis zustandigen Mannes. Im hier diskutierten Papyrus steht in Kolumne

11,8 die Verbindung

#Vt

/3

ttJP

4's'A

swrt n t.? irpy. Leider ist aui die Bed eutung

sicher,2

von irpy (EDG, 392) nicht
so daB die Berufsbezeichnung vorlaufig nicht genau bestimmt
werden kann. Ob swrt etwas mit dem "Tralger" des EDG, S. 442 zu tun hat, ist ganz ungewig.
c) Das von Erichsen in Z. 7b ms Cgelesene Wort ist nach dem Vergleich mit anderen Stellen (z.B.
Kolumne I,14b) eindeutig als hyt' t**A
"Matrose" (EDG, 269) zu bestimmen.
d) Schlielglich bietet das in Z. 8b von Erichsen erkannte rmt n pt- nhs Probleme, da an einer Miiita-rexpedition gegen Nubien eigentlich keine Nubier teilnehmen soilten. Das fragliche Wort
kommt melrfach in den neuen Fragmenten vor und lu*St sich aus verschiedenen Stellen (Kolumne
1,16b; Kolumne 11,13 u.a.) so

94ys.

(

:,' rekonstruieren. Eine Lesung stm-mn; erscheint

mir danach zwingend. Das Wort ist jedoch vbllig neu. Da es in unserem Text wiederholt nach
anderen Auslinder wie rmt Hr und IHwr erscheint, stelle ich zur Debatte, ob stm-mn; nicht eine
unetymologisehe Schreibung ftir st.t](w) "Asiat" (Wb. IV,348) und mn.tj(w) "Asiat" od. (Wb.
11,92) ist, also etwa st(]) n mnt > stm-mnt. Mehr als eine Vermutung kann dies freilich zur Zeit
nicht sein.
2. An zweiter Stelle mi*chte ich ein Paar Worte zum Aufbau des Gesamttextes sagen. Die Aufzeichnungen waren ohne Zweifel daftir bestimmt, die Zahi und auch die Namen der Teilnehmer an
der Expedition festzuhalten. Dabei wurde minutiiis registriert, weiche Personen zu den einzelnen
Schiffen gehdrten und weiche an bestimmten Orten von Memphis bis Syene hinzugekommen oder
abgegangen sind. In den ersten beiden Kolumnen erscheinen die Personen jedoch nur mit ihren
Titein, u.a. "Manner, die vor Pharao stehen" (rmt iw:4 1h "m-b-?h pr- '3), zu denen anscheinend auch
emn "Schreiber des Lebenshauses" (s/i pr- "niz) und emn Arzt (swnw) gehd*ren. Einzig der "Wegfiirer"
wird mit seinem Namen I 'rh-ms S-? Wd?>-hr-rsn aufgefiihrt. Dieser muB ohne Zweifel emn wichtiger
Mann gewesen sein, doch konnte ich ihn bisher nicht in anderen Quellen wiederfinden. Von Kolumne
III an sind dann einzelne Schiffe 3 aufgelistet, die jeweils durch den Namen eines einzelnen Mannes
naher bestimmt werden. Es folgen dann immer Listen mit Namen von Personen, die diesen Schiffen
zugeordnet sind, wie z.B. 12 Schildtrager (rmt sb~'y, Kolumne 111, 11 ff. ) oder 10 Schildtrager
(Kolumne V, 2ff.), 14 Matrosen (hyt, Kolumne IV. 6ff.) oder 10 Matrosen (Kolumne V. 14ff.). Auch

dem mit rms (EDG, 247) identisch sein.
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Von groBem Wert an diesen Listen sind die Personennamen, die zum Teil im demotisehen
Schrifttum neu sind. Als Beispiele hierfir seien erwaihnt:
Wn-mtw ,--nhtr (Kolumne 111, 14r4
N l-n z~f-b5st.t (Kolumne III, 18; vgl. V, 17)5)

A

Ns-n-y s s (Kolumne IV, 10)6
DaB sich unter den Namen auch Problemfille befinden, wird niemanden tiberraschen. Dafir
erwahne ich die beiden sicher miteinander vergleichbaren Namen in Kolumne IV, Zeile 12 und 15:

Soilten dies womi*glich entstellte Schreibungen ffur Y?-sb--n-nw.t (Psusennes) sein (vgl. PN I
117.1 und Bonh~me 1987, S.73)?
3. An dritter Stelle meiner Ausfiihrungen mb'chte ich kurz auf die Namen von 14 "Assyrern"
(Is'wr) zu sprechen kommen, die in den Kolumnen VI/VI einzeln aufgeftihrt werden. Diese Namen
sind wahrscheinlich der interessanteste Teil des ganzen Textes und zugleich der schwierigste, weil die
Bestimmung der den demotisehen Transkriptionen zugrundeliegenden semitisehen Namen vielfach
problematisch sein dtirfte7 Alle Namen sind, wie jiblich, in der Form A s-> B, d.h. "A, Sohn des B"
angegeben. Dabei lassen sich drei verschiedene Falle unterschieden:
a) A und B sind fremde Namen
b) A igyptischer Name, B fremder Name
c) A und B sind aigyptische Namen.
Da man davon wird ausgehen dti*rfen, daB emi "Assyrer" erst dann einen digyptischen Namen
erhielt, wenn er in Agypten geboren wurde, kann man schliefen, daB3 z.B. emn "Assyrer" namens WLhr-rsn, Sohn des P.?-r.dy-wsir (Kolumne VII, 3), mindestens in der 3. Generation in Agypten ansissig
war. Rechnen wir ffir eine Generation rund 25 Jahre, so kommen wir vom Datum unseres Textes 529
v.Chr. auf 604 v.Chr. zurti*ck, d.h. in die zeitliche Na**he zum Untergang des assyrisehen Reiches. Man

7. Ich werde hierfur die Hilfe anderer Kollegen erbitten, da meine eigene Kompetenz tiberschritten wird.
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Die Bestimmung der fremden Namen stelit, wie gesagt, in vielen Rillen noch aus. Daftir einige
Beispiele:

Mvkmt (Kolumne VI, 21)8

Namn
stAM
den

Mbkr (Kolumne VII, 1)9
Srtr (Kolumne VII, 2)10

Bei der bekannten Grol3ziigigkeit, mit der die Agypter Auskinder unter manchmal wenig passenden Sammelbegriffen zusammengefaf~t haben, muB natfirlich nicht in jedem Fall wirklich em assyrischer Name zugrundeliegen. So scheint ein yr (Kolumne VI, 22)

£Adoch wohi zum hebrai-

schen Wort 1)V 'junger Esel" zu geho-ren, 1 1und "gbr (Kolumne VII, 7) A../*...~w
zu 1:), "Maus" oder besser 1iZU

kdnnte

geh*ren, was ebenfalls em mehrfach im Alten Testament vor-

kommender Name (Septuaginta: AXofop u.a".) ist, aber auch phdnizisch belegt ist (Kornfeld 1978, S.
66).
Die vollstaindige Publikation dieses singukiren Textes diirfte neben der historischen Information
unsere Kenntnis fiber die Personennamen in der 26. Dynastie und fiber die seinerzeitigen Transkriptionsregeln fir die demotische Wiedergabe fremder Namen ein gutes StUck voranbringen.

8. Zumn eigentiimlichen Fremddeterminativ s. Hughes 1984, S. 76-77.
9. Auch Nbkr ist m6glich.
10. Solite dies etwa Sarru-dfiri "der Kbnig ist meine Schutzmauer" sein? Vgl. Kornfeld 1978, S. 75, s.v. gRDR.
11. Der Name Xl) ' wurde von einemn Priester Davilds getragen (2. Sam. 20,26) und kommt auch sonst im Alten
Testament vor.
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439
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q :-f m-hnw - sn,

'w,

75

75

Adulitanum, 328
Aegean,273

Cg-shn, 295

Agypter und Amazonen, 308

Ct, 245
Ct mh, 245
Ct rs, 245
't-rsj, 124
't rs t hny Mr-wr, 245

Aegyptus, 47

Oth.w tws b>h Hnm p> m? t wm th.w tws,
211
'(.wy).w, 244, 245
'(.wy).w bnr, 245
'yr, 364
- w, 74
Abaton, 212; see also Bigge
Abraham, 213
Abusir el Melek, 41, 42, 134; see also Busiris

Aelius, 212
Afneti, 12
Africa, 148
afrits, 53
Agathinos, 11, 153
Agathon, 54
age
for poll tax liability, 133, 135
Agesilaos, 76, 88
aggareion, 350
aggryn, 11

Abyssinia, 78

agoranomos, 12, 188, 193, 202
agoranomoi, 182, 185-86, 188, 195,
197-98,202

acceptilatio,5

Agreophon, 51

accounts, 237-38

Achilleus, 43, 51, 181, 185, 188-89, 201-02

agriculture
crop estimate, 153
harvest, 153-54
seed loans, 150, 152

Achillin, 181, 201-02

Ahmose, 48

Achmim, 272, 308

Aischinas, 333

Achoapis, 154
Anchoapis, 168-69, 171

akatia, 72
akatos(-oi), 80

Acta Alexandrinorum, 134

akh, 60

Actisanes, 47

Akoris, 338; see also Tanis

Actium, 77

ALEAS, 212

actuariae,80

Alexander,47, 51, 73, 74,76, 77, 138, 159,
160, 207, 278, 285, 323, 324-25

Abydos, 273

Achaean league, 78

adjudication
absence of state, 2
ecclesiastical, 4
out of court, 4
adjudicators, board of, 1ff.
administration, 323-26
of temple estates, 220

Alexander II,73, 85
Alexander the Great, 85, 162, 265, 283, 285,
323; see also ?rgstris
Levantine campaign of, 74
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Alexandria, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 41, 76, 80,
133-35, 137-40, 151,162, 185, 187,204,
207, 210, 227, 240, 285, 287, 325, 327,
328-31, 334, 336, 339, 341

Ankhtaoui, 219

al-Hiba, 244

Annibas, 181, 200, 203, 204

al-Qais, 243

anomie, 229

Algeria, 80

Antigonos, 52, 71, 74-76

Alkippos, 345

Antigonos Gonatas, 328

Althiburus, 80

Antigonos Monophthalmos, 70, 72
attempted invasion of Egypt by, 70-73

Amanitere, 17
Amasis, 47, 48, 67, 81, 82, 84, 85, 87, 344,
361; see also Ahmose

ankh-sign, 19, 22

Ankhwennefer, 10, 12

Antioch, 285
Antiochus III, 340

Amenemhat, 313

Antiochus IV, 81

Amenemhet II, 48
Nencoreus, 48
Nubkaure, 48
Pheros, 47, 48

Antipatros, 11

Amenemhet III, 48
Marrus, 48
Mendes, 48
Nemare, 48
Amenope, 251
Imn-ipy, 251
Amenothes, 173, 176
Ammenneus, 43
Ammonios, 11, 181-85, 200-04, 209, 210,
213, 280, 336, 337
Pakoibis, 336
Ammonitis, 76
Amois, 192
Amoitas, 201
Amun, 11, 273, 293, 343, 344, 347
Andreas, 213
Andromacheios, 52
Andromachos, 152, 202
Andrytos, 10
Anemurium, 228
Ankhhep, 218
Ankhrenef, 219

Anti-semitisms, 134, 138-40
Antoninus Caesar, 195
Antonius, 212
Antony, 77, 277, 283
Anubis, 53, 223, 224-26, 230;
see also Inpu
Anubieion, 338
as canine, 224-25
as psychopompos, 224
dominance of the image of, 224
popular cult of, 224
"Who is upon his mountain," 225
Anuket, 209, 211, 212
Anukis, 209
Apameia, 88
apartheid, 290
Apelles, 137
Aperos, 192, 193
aph6nteis, 337
Aphrodisias, 76
Aphrodite, 320
Aphrodite Arsinoe, 51
Apias, 325
Apion, 201-04

441
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of Ptolemaios tyctroog and his brother
Apoll6nios epigonos, 338-39
of the Erbstreit,335
of Zenon, 137
tax archive of Philadelphia, 133, 135-40
private accounts in, 137-45

Apis, 160, 217
Apollo, 192, 266
Apollonia, 134, 289, 335, 336
Senmonthis, 335, 336
Apoll6niatai, 337
Apollonios, 15, 52, 53, 137, 152, 154, 174,
176, 201, 212, 257, 284, 325, 333-34,
336-38

Areos kome, 124, 128, 129
Ares, 128, 129
Argaitis Canal, 64

Apollonopolis Magna, 1; see also Edfu

Argeios, 339

Apollos, 143, 144

Aristarchos, 150-55, 157

Apophis, 65

Aristeas, Letter of, 76

apotheosis, 229, 230

Ariston, 273

Apries, 84, 85, 87
use of kbn.t vessels, 84-85
use of Levantines/Asiatic Greeks, 84-85

Aristonikos, 77, 78, 82
operations off Arados, 77-78

Arabes, 133, 136, 137, 138, 139
Arabia, 137
Arabic language, 293
Arab invasion, 2
arabotoxotai(desert guards), 137
Arados, 77-78, 82, 88

arkheion, 12, 350
army
land army of Ptolemy II, 340
Ptolemaic army (prosopographical
information), 340
Roman army (prosopographical
information), 340

Ara Pacis, 230

aroura(-ae), 12, 136, 143-44, 152, 169-70,
174-76, 194, 276-78,333-35
hebdomekontarourae, 332
hekatontaroura(-ae),332, 334-35
ogdoekontarourae,332
tessarakontarouros,331
triakontaroura(-ae),332-33

arbiterex compromisso, 3

Arsaphes, 218

arbitration, 3
in Roman law, 3

Arsinoe (Geo.), 43, 124, 237, 238, 239-40

arakos, 276
Aramaic language, 324
documents, 259
loanwords in Demotic, 259

arcana,229
Archias, 212

Arsinoe (Per.), 55, 323
Arsinoe II, 22, 160
Arsinoe Philadelphus, 323

archives or files, 251
bilingual, 149-57
of agoranomoi,336
of Dionysios 8; KoXi Pl~nis, 338
of Dryton, 335
of H~ros son of Nechoutes, 336
of Pausiris, son of Pausiris 181-204
of Peteharsemtheus, 336

art
classicizing, 230
Coptic art, 317-20
early Byzantine art, 317-20
Egyptianizing, 226-27
Greco-Egyptian, 229
Helleno-Roman / East Roman, 229

history of, 15-26
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pseudo-canonic, 226-27, 229
"stylistic dualism," 226, 229
Stil-Dualismus, 229

Ayuala, 212; see also Lower Nubia
b?, 93

artaba(-ae), 12, 70, 219, 276

Babatha, 199

Artaxerxes I, 295, 297

Bab el-Amra, 79

Artemidora, 53

Babylon, 297, 324

Artemidoros, 54

Bagapat, 298
Bgbyt, 298, 300

Artemisia (G), 273

artemon, 80

Bagohay, 298
Bigvai, 298
Bgy, 298, 300

artist, 21-22, 24-25

Bahr Yussef, 63-64

Asepsio, 183

Bakakhuiu, 20

Ashkalon, 80

Bakenrenef, 48
Bocchoris, 48, 305

Artemisia (P), 289

Asia, 74, 79, 85, 87, 362
Asia Minor, 77, 137, 228
Askaikhet, 20
Asklepiades, 209-10, 334
Asklepios, 15, 16
Aspheus, 54
Assyrians in Egypt, 363
Assyriologist, 264
Astartieion, 338
"astral judgement," 229
Aswan, 12, 147, 210-12, 336; see also Syene
Asyit, 243-44; see also Syw.t
Athena, 128
Athenas kome, 128, 325;
Nj- Tmtjs, 128
P- - Tmtjs, 128

balsamaria,222
bank/banks, 237, 240
at the Serapeum (Oxyrhynchus), 182-84,
185-199
acting as public notary, 183-84, 186
of Ammonios, Sarapion and Co., 182,
184
role in marriage loans, 182, 199
banquets
of the dead, 224, 226, 228-29
accoutrements of, 226, 228
of the gods, 229
"Baptism of Pharaoh," 58
Barak, 298
Brk, 298, 300
Bar Punesh, 259
basilistai,337

Athenieus, 128

Bastet, 219

Athenion, 11

Bd, 54

Athens, 249, 285, 326

Beamtentitel, see officials, title of

Atreus, 43

Bel, 251

audientiaepiscopalis, 4

beliefs
afterlife, 228
apotheosis, 229
"Charon's obols," 223

Augustus, 22, 41-42, 133-34, 167, 170,
211-13, 255, 257, 279-80, 355, 357
Octavian, 277

443
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Belle (?), 298
Br (?), 298

Busiris II (Per.), 47

Belles, 176

Byblos, 76, 78

Berenike (Geo.), 237, 240-41
Berenikis-on-shore, 239

by.w, 77

Berenike (Per.), 51, 160, 280

by zy lbnn bd w -mh m -n nh wprzl lbw'
w 'bwr zy thikh ly, 262

Berenike I, 207

bw2.t, 65

Berenike IV, 277, 280

by zy lbnn ksp wdhb nhi wprzl 'Mbd w mh scrn
kntn wkl zwn zy tkh ly, 262

Besas, 192

C. Aeterninus Fronto, 204

Besenmut, 264
Bs(-n)-Mw, 264

cadeucas, 224, 231

Bienkhi, 210

Caesarion, 281

Bigge, 210, 212; see also Abaton

Cagliari, 80

Birket Qarun, 64

calendar; see also chronology
Egyptian month names, 239
Choiach, 16,42
Epag., 204
Epeiph, 140, 201
Hathyr, 42, 143-44, 193, 352
Mecheir, 138, 140, 144, 186, 201,
203, 238-40
Mesore (Kaisareios), 138, 140, 143,
203, 345, 356
Pachon, 70, 138, 140, 143, 186,
203-04
Pauni/Payni, 70, 143, 202, 280, 354
Phamenoth, 201-03, 212
Phaophi, 42, 143-44, 185-86, 201,
203
Pharmouthi, 70, 186, 202-03
Thoth (Sebastos), 138, 143-44, 201,
279, 354
Tybi, 42, 138, 144, 186, 203-04
regnal years of Roman emperors, 138,
140-41, 143-45

bk, 121
bn-iw rz, 260
bn-iw rh hrt.w sn.w rmt nb n p- t? ink
h( y) mit.t ir sh.t n-im =w py -k bnr,
260
bn-iw( y) r dd ti( -y) n.k it ms
[n].1imw iw p.y sh n-dr.rt.-k, 262
bn-iw( y) rh in dm'is d[m 'mwy], 263
Boethos, 210
boghaz, 71
"Book of the Dead," 224-25
br, 68-69, 72, 80, 88
Brbry, 300
brewers, 53-54
br.w, 80
bsmy, 261
bsm rq zk, 261
bimy 1 rq ' zk, 261

Caesar, 212, 283-84, 330

btnw, 161

calque, 264

burials
contexts, 221-22, 225-26
customs, 223, 228

camel, 17

Busiris (Geo.), 41, 42; see also Abusir el
Melek

canal, 63ff.
of Euergetes, 64
of Suez (eastern) and kbn.t vessels, 78,
85-86

Busiris I (Per.), 47

Caracalla, 21
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Caria, 51

civic institutions, Greek, 133

catoecs, 41-43, 331-35, 338, 341; see also
katoicics

Claudius, 134-40, 201
Gaius, 138-39

cattle declarations, 151
cavalry, Syro-Palestinian, 76

clause of renunciation, 6ff.
in Ramesside period, 7

census lists, 52

Cleomenes, 84

Chababesh, 85, 87
defensive measures against Persian kbn.t
vessels, 85

Cleopatra, 81, 209, 275, 277-81, 283-84, 286

Chaireas, 210

Cleopatra III, 210-11, 328

Chairemon, 202

Cleopatra VII, 277-81, 340

Chairemonis, 195
Charon, 223, 228

cleruch(-s) 51-53, 152, 208, 256, 326,
331-32, 335,338, 340

cheiristai, 140

codification of Jewish scripture, 273

cheirographon,202-04
cheirographondiekboles, 203
cheirographonkai diagraphe, 203

Coele-Syria, 76; see also Syria

Chephren, 22
choachytes, 251
choes, 226
Chomenis, 334-35
Chonsu, 269
chora, 52, 134, 139, 228, 276, 327, 330, 335,
339

Cleopatra I, 330
Cleopatra II, 210

Coite, 244, 339
colonialism, 286
Commodus, 355, 357
completio, 5
compromissum, 3, 4
Constantine, 4
Constantinople, 6
contractor, physical description, 10

Chremonides, 328

contracts, clauses in, 260ff.

chronology, 46, 47; see also calendar
Egyptian, 48
Sothic cycle, 47

contradictio, 2

Chrysaoris, 210
Chrysos, 202-03
Cilicia, 76
citizenship
Alexandrian, 133, 138
in the chora, 51-52
metropolite, 133, 135
politeumata (ethnic organizations in
Alexnadria), 134
Roman, 133, 135
city life, 133

contrapposto, 224
Coptic language, 291-94
Old Coptic, 292-93
Coptic script, 293-94
costume, 15-26
Crete, 51
Crocodilopolis, 127, 237-39, 306, 309,
336-37, 339
crown land, 238
cult
initiation, 58-60
of the immortal ancestor, 224, 226-28
of mummification, 224, 228
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cult (cont.)
paraphernalia
coffins, 224
dining vessels (pierced), 226
kantharos for libations, 224
mummy masks, 224
mummy shrouds, 224
culture
assimilation of, 51-55, 273, 331, 333-35,
337-41
biculturalism, 133-34, 136-39
"Biological Model," 284
decline of Egyptian, 284
Greek, 325-26
multiculturalism, 135, 139

Deir el-Medineh, 3, 11, 59, 173, 175, 313
deliveries
of foodstuffs, 218-19
of money, 218
Delphi, 10
Delta (Nile), 68, 70, 72, 80, 87, 133, 227,
246, 325, 336, 339, 351
defense of by Ptolemy V, 68-73
Demeter, 52, 123
Demetria, 52
Demetrios, 70,71, 211, 339
attempted landings on Delta coast by,
70-73

cultural superiority, 287

Demetrous, 189

cultus, 228

"Demotic Chronicle," 160, 161-62, 309

customs of resident aliens, 223, 228

Dd-hr, 298

Demotic language, 91-94, 224, 227, 291-94
abstract, 10
Aramic loanwords in, 259
early Demotic, 91-94
examples, 92-93
forms, 92-93
origins of, 91-92
parallels, 92
signs, 91-92
style, 91
Demotic script, 136
Faiyumic dialect, 307
herbal texts, 309-10
literary texts, 13-14
distribution of genres, 234
project for catalogue, 233, 235
mathematical text, 13
originals, 92
ostraca, 249-51
palaeography, 305, 307-08
spelling, 240
subscription, 10, 11
writing (style), 237

"death industry," 229

Dendera, 20, 104-05, 108-09

deben, 10, 198, 343
dedication, 24
self-dedications, 52-53

Dexilaos, 338
Dexeilaos, 338
Dex8laos, 338

Deir el-Bahri, 86, 165

diadochos, 210

Cyprus, 77, 84, 89
dm, 361
Dakhla Oasis, 165, 229
Damietta, 71
Damon, 10
daneiou syggraphe, 202
Darius, 148, 297
Darius I, 85, 87, 295
exploration of eastern canal by, 85-86
Darius II, 297
David, 364
dd, 92, 93
dd srm my dd-w n f, 297
dd w n1-(?) 5rty rh, 297
Dd-Hnsw-iwf- 'nz, 344
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diagraphe, 182, 184, 189, 191, 193, 196,
201-03, 204; see also xetp6 ypwpov KcN
dialysis, 2, 5-8
dialysis-instrument inRoman law, 6
Didymos, 201-02

Doloaspis, 296
dolon, 80
Domus Aurea, 230
donatio ante nuptias and "unwritten
marriages," 189, 197

diekbole, 202

donatiopropter nuptias and "unwritten
marriages," 197

Dieuches, 187, 203

donationes ante, 197

Dime, 16-20, 63, 66, 306-07; see also
Medinet Habu and Soknopaiou Nesos
Dimay,221
Dimeh, 162
Djeme,9,174, 245, 251, 337
Jeme, 345

Doppelurkunde, 12

Diocletian, 355
Diodoros, 52, 135, 298, 326
Diogenes, 150-53, 155-56, 181, 189, 202
Diomedes,43
Dionysias, 153
Tjwnss, 153

dorea, 52, 152
Dorginarti, fortress at, 147
Dorion, 339
dp(.w) nw hr, 69
dp.w(t) nw itr, 87
dromonaria,72
dromos, 212-13
Druton, 51
DRYMOS, 63-64

Dionysios, 181, 185, 192, 201, 204, 320, 334,
338

dryrsy, 259

Dionysios Petosarapis, 331

dykes, 64

Dionysius Thrax, 313

dyn bd 'm, 262

Dionysodoros, 135

Eastern Empire, 228

Dionysos, 43, 209
Dionusios, 54

eastern religion
fatalism, 229
retrenchment of, 226

Dioskous, 181, 185, 187-88, 191, 200-04
Dioskourides, 181, 201
Diospolis, 335
Diospolis Magna, 337
discoi, 222
discrimination, 52
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Dryton, 134, 289, 335-36

Edfu, 1-2, 23, 65, 79-81, 244, 307;
see also Apollonopolis Magna
education, 311-15
Greek, 324-26
Egyptianization, 273

Djehuty, 83

Egyptian influence in marriage in GrecoRoman Egypt, 197-99

Djura, 74

Egyptian language, 134, 136-37

dmd s 2 wz w r w', 263

e-ir, 121

dmj Sbk Qs hn t dnj.t Tmjsts hr 't-rsj [ Mr]wr n pl t ?rsjni, 124

ekdosis, 194-95
absence of, in "unwritten marriages," 198

dni, 344
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El Kab, 311

Faiyum, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 56-57, 60, 63-64,
66, 119, 124-29, 134-36, 139, 149-51, 153,
155, 165,221,223,228,243-45,250, 254,
269-72, 289-90, 307-09, 314, 325-26, 331,
335, 338, 346, 348-49

embalmers, 9-10

Faiyum portraits, 20

enchoric law resuscitated, 8

false door (analogue of), 226

ephodes, 333

family structure, 273

epigonelEpigone, 51, 184, 188, 191, 193-94,
196, 200-04
epigonoi, 339

Fenekhu, 78-79

Elephantine, 67, 69, 84-85, 87, 209-15, 245,
247, 249-50, 262, 273,337
elephants, transport of, 78

Epimachos, 202

flock animals (sheep, goats), 137-38, 140-44
commerce in, 137-38, 140-44
tax declarations for, 138

Epinikos, 201

flood control, 64

epoe, 24

foreign influences
funerary accoutrements, 226
iconography, 226
openess to, 228-29
painting styles, 226

epoi(ei), 24
epoikion, 139
eremophylakes, 333-34
Erienoupis, 336
Eron, 121
Esaroeris, 337
Esoroeris, 337
Esna, 23
Esoeris, 52
Esthladas, 335
estrateumenoi (enlisted men) of Philadelphia,
135
ethnic diversity
in Alexandria, 133
in Philadelphia, 136-38
ethnic tensions
in Alexandria, 134, 138-39
in Philadelphia, 134, 138-39

foreigners
afterlife beliefs, 229
burial customs, 228
buried at Kom Abou Billou, 227
superstitions of, 229
frescoes, 222-23
funerary beliefs
changes in, 223,
from Eastern Empire, 228
ibis (as soul), 229
"justified" dead, 229
G2ig?ntsy, 271
gainele, 86
gamele, 86
ganguemele, 86
Gaius Julius lollas, 135

ethnicity, 52, 289

gal, 86

Eudaimon, 187, 203-04

Ganymede, 230

Euhemeria, 223; see also Kasr el-Banat

Gau, see nome
Gauftirst, see nome governor

Eumenes, 209-10, 337
Eunous, 336
Eunomos, 336

Gaza, 74, 76, 328

Ezekiel, 273

Gebel Silsileh, 72

Gebelein, 9, 165, 168-69, 175, 244, 246
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Gebel Tingar, 212-13

hirw, 91

gens, 227

hfrs, 63, 65

georgos, 136

?-st, 74

gesso, 237

ht--y mtr.w,264

Gharaq, 149-50

hZ.t-sp, 253
hi-t-sp 30 bd-2 ?ht sw 16(?), 296

Gh8ran, 149, 156-57, 325-26
Gizeh, 46
Glaukias, 338
gnomon, 225

IHl.w-Nbwt, 74-77, 79, 84-85, 87-88
H-w-Nbw, 74
Hiwnbwt, 161

Gnosis, 294

Hqbrt, 354
H drt, 354

Gortyn, 328

Hadrian, 231

grapheion, 194-95

Hakor, 298
Hgr, 298, 300

Gre, 296
Greco-Egyptians
dress affected by, 227
hierarchy of, 224, 227
hairstyles of, 227
leading families, 224
town culture/society, 225, 226-27, 229
Greece, 78, 285
Greek dress, 226
Greeklanguage, 133-36, 291-93
ostraca, 250
with Demotic subscription, 250
subscriptions to Demotic documents, 220

Harit, 223; see also Theadelphia
Harkhebis, 153
Hr-hb, 153
Harnouphis, 344
Harnufi, 348
Harpaesis, 181, 202, 337
Harpagathes, 17
Harpalos, 204
Harsaphes, 162
Harsemtheus, 336
Harshef, 343

greengrocers (karponai), 137

Harsiese, 280

Grgr.&y, 298, 300

Harsiesis, 173, 204, 345

grh, 260

Harsiotef, 147

Grmgrt (?), 300
Grwbg, 298, 300
Grwny, 298, 300
Gurob, 64
g-w-l, 86
Gyg, 298, 299
h,92, 93
biFmh, 65
ir, 75

449

Harthotes, 172-73
Haruotes, 334
hastae, 231
Hathor, 59, 103-05, 108-09, 165, 351
Hathor of Byblos, 68
H.t-Hr, 104-05, 108-09
Hwt-Hr, 103, 105
"the Hathor," 59
Hatshepsut, 48, 84, 86-87
use of kbn.t vessels in Punt expedition, 84
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Haiinchis, 331

Hermopolis Magna, 319, 337-38

Hawara, 57, 63, 66, 223

Hermotybies, 340

hb-sd, 298

Herodes, 15-16, 22

hd n ir hm.t, 190
hd n ir hmt, 198

Heron (?), 265
Hl-wn, 265

Helene, 201

Heroonpolis, 328

Heliopolis, 66

Heryshef-Re, 74

Helladios, 51

Hestia, 209

Hellenes, 326

Hfn, 298, 300

Hellenism, veneer of, 134-35

hiera ethne, 325

hemiolia, 154, 184, 187-88, 191-92, 197, 203

Hierakonpolis, 254

Heqawemsaf, 83

Hiera Nesos, 277

Hera, 192, 209, 266

Herakleopolis Magna, 317-19, 321-22

hieratic, 91-94, 314
abnormal hieratic, 91-93
examples, 93
influences, 92
late hieratic, 94
stelae, 91
style, 94
Neo-Egyptian hieratic, 93
cursive, 91, 94
signs, 93
writing, 93-94

Herakleopolite, 275-79, 281

Hierodulieurkunden, 53

Hergeus, 16

Hierophilus, 287

Herieus, 173

Hindi language, 293

Herkunftsbezeichungen, 41

hipparches, 335, 337

Hermaion quarter, 201

hipparchia(ethnic or numbered), 332

Hermaiskos, 54

Hippeon Campus quarter, 201

Hermes, 224-25, 231, 273
as Anubis, 224
Hermanubis, 224, 231
Hermes Psychopompos, 224
juxtaposition with Anubis, 225
psychopompos, 224-25

Hippeon Parembole quarter, 201, 204

Heracles, 266, 320
Heraklas, 202-04
Herakleides, 126, 135, 139, 151, 154, 174,
195
Herakleopolis, 41-43, 83, 162, 218-19, 243;
see also Hnes and Megale
Quay of, 218-19

Hermias, 211, 336-37

Hippodrome quarter, 188
histiokopoi, 80
historical sources
Egyptian, 46-47, 49
Greek, 45

Hermonthis, 9-10, 12, 331, 336

historiography, 45
Egyptian, 46
Greek, 45
modern, 45, 46

Hermopolis, 8, 150, 163, 308, 338

Hjrgs-P3- m, 110

Hermokrates, 335
Hermon, 335
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Ijmnw, 253-54
h.'zmt, 271
Hmt-sn.w, 267-68
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tr p5>lys'n (pr- ->)-> I 10

(zrp h('z>s.wt I-L>,w-Nbwt, 83
wirp-qnw, 69
[irp qq.t, 82

Hne~s, 162; see also Herakleopolis

hrpy, 362

hn n5>ptr.w, 10

hrpy.t, 362

hn Pa-/cs, 9

Hrsm/n, 298, 300

J-nsw-Dhwty, 280

Hr-tg], 357

hn.t, 63-66
hn.t n Mi-wr, 66

hrw, 120

hnw, 65

(zrw-b->'k Msp!, 297

holocot(-s), 1-2, 5
homology, 182, 184, 194-96, 202

('ry, 246
hr.y Nw.t, 245

HONE, 63, 65

(wy n 'ch

Hor, 83
Hjor, 217-18

hryp.? ms". 348

hrw(?) r-dd4:fMspj, 297

n nb-T->wy, 82

hsb-it, 344

Horion, 135, 201,)212
Horkhonsu, 218

hr,tj 120

Hormis Exo Pseur, 151

Htj, 335

Horos, 181, 202-04, 213, 330, 334,)336-37,
3561

frt nb(.t) pr(.t) m W->'d-wr I-L>w-Nbwt., 82

Horus, 17, 21, 105, 108-09, 305, 356;
see also Hr
Horus-sm5?-taui, 104

(itp, 226
Htr, 266
Hw .w, 82

House of Bastet, 219

(zw], 354

House of Sothis, 219

Hwny, 298, 300

house-property, If.

hwtbt Ibby, 260

(zq?,78

hypodiciketes, 339

Hr, 91-93, 104-05, 108-09, 297-98, 300,,
356; see also Horus

hypographai, in loans, 182
hypognrapnhe,

202(I
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ibd2 prt, 173, 177-78

innumerabilem numerum, 330

ibd 3 prt, 173, 177

Inpu, 225
Inpu tpy dw.f, 225

ibd 4 prt, 177-78
Ibion, 126
ibis comata, 229
idia, 137
Ihj, 104
iitrpny, 296
ii n= s Fnhw hr inwsn, 79
i-iwd, 264

inscriptions
bilingual, 291
Demotic, 224
epitaphic style, 227
Latin, 227
painted (stele of Isidora), 224
integration, 51-55
interpraetatio graeca, 129

illiteracy, 23

interrelation of Greek and demotic
documents, 1, 8

Imet, 81
im.t, 81

irrigation, 64, 152
Iohannes,2,4-5

Imhotep, 22
Imhotep, 218-19

lonomemphites, 273

immigrants, 273

loudaios, 137-38
Ioudaioi, 133, 136, 139, 273

Imn-rw', 250
imponderabilia,43
Imuthes, 292
imy-r t .w, 82-83
imy-r 91h.w m wd-wr, 83
imy-r Ih'.w n hi? nswt m wkd-wr, 82, 87
imy-r I#'.w (n) nb T?.wy, 82
imy-r pr (n) nswt, 82
imy-r 9'.hw nswt, 82
imy-r hw .w nswt, 82-83
imy-r 9'I .w nswt n 9h? m w-d-wr, 83
imy-r kbn.wt nswt, 81-84, 87
imy-r pr.wy-hd n Ijnw, 83
in, 344

ir,
93
ir,
262
irqnb.t irm, 262
262
,82
, irsh,
irsi.t, 260
ir-f rnp.t nh, 353
ir], 24
ir mwt iw -f (iw:s) hn rnp.t n 'nh, 356
Isak, 138, 142, 144
Isakis, 278
Ischyrion, 201
Iseion, 161

Inaros, 310

Isias, 337
Sennesis, 337

Inaros texts, 234, 308, 310

Isidora, 55, 224, 226, 229, 231, 319-20

incunabula, 222

Isidoros, 183, 228

India, 76

Isis, 58-60, 104-05, 108-09, 128, 161, 209,
212, 228
Isis-of-Chemmis, 58
Is.t, 104-05, 108-09

Indian Ocean, 69, 85
ink 1-ir td n %fnak,261
ink ti(zy) s nak, 262
in-n? rmt sit rmt r qt, 263

isotimos tois prdtois philois, 210
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Issos, 74

jurisdiction, 1ff.

itrw, 63, 65

"justified" dead, 228

Iudaeus Apella, 137

Justinian, 5-6

Julia, 212

Kabrit, 85-87

lulios, 213

Kadesh, 46,49

Julius, 212

Kalasiris, 213, 279-80

iw,

rq n f iw w ti1 wy f

263

iw zf (1'r) n - t pj hp n jily shAhm.t, 262

kalasiris, 337
Kalasiries,340

iwz-f (iw -.s) hn rnp.t (n) 'rzb, 356

Kallikrates, 11, 209

iw

Kallimachos, 279

'pf hbs /in n? rmt.w rd.wy4%f, 10

iw -f tn rnp.t 25 dnf slm d-?d-? r t? (dn.t hr
py-fsme 1'by, 10

Kallimedes, 336

iwz-f mwt iw -f ir rnp.t, 353

Kanopos, 160, 207, 328

iw s, 354

kantharos, 224, 231

iw w ddp? ikd, 14

Karanis 19-20, 165, 221;
see also Kom Ouchim

iw w n p? rmt 1-r ir p)'sh, 263
ft?5y t (n) im.t mtwz.y mstpt mtwzy fn
k.t s.hm.t hm.t r.hr.t tit n..t.264

iw

iw(zy r) di n %zf(r)-hr[-tnl,
261
(-y) r ti n-k i(.t)sh tps>ysst
h(.t) 1263

IW(Iy) tm 7ti wy :f r-hr.tn, 261
iwmtw.-.k "n sdtA 261

Kallixeinos, 329

Karnak, 79-80, 88, 147, 251, 331
Kasr el-Banat 223, 237; see also Euhemeria
karsh, 263
Kastor, 43
kat -'ethnos,324
katoicics, 276, 278; see also catoecs

tiw p-->y::msd wnm wzf, 10

katoikialkatoikos, 330-35, 341;
see also tFJlipF~ico'r,,t~~; tiqv ictav
syngenes katoikos, 338-39

iwt dcl qnb.t nbt (md.t nbt) n p--?>t.>> bin- k, 262

Kaunos, 137

Jehoishma, 264
yhwysvm, 264

kbn.t, 67-69, 72-73, 76-80, 82-89
kbnt, 74
kbn.wt, 67, 69, 72-89
kbn(.wt) '-§>w, 75

iwn.t t? ntr.t, 104

Jeremiah, 273

453
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Kerkesoucha, 120, 125, 128
P?-glg-Sbk, 120, 123
Kerkethoueris, 120, 128;
see also Kom Shamsin
(P?-)glg-T?-wr.t, 124
P-glg-Ti-wr.t sm, 120

Kom Ouchim, 15, 18-20; see also Karanis
Kom Shamsin, 124; see also Kerkethoueris
Koptos, 243, 344
Qb.t, 243
Kore, 192

Khapokhrates, 12

Krekis, 41

Kharga Oasis, 165, 167, 293

Krition, 79

Khensthotes, 11

Krkin (Carians), 296

Khestefnakht, 173, 345

Krokodilonpolis, 52, 151

Khnubis, 209

Ksyn, 298, 300

Khnum, 209, 211, 213-15

kubaia, 80

Khor, 298, 331
Hr, 298, 362

Kush, 147

Khufu, 46, 48
Chemmis, 48
Cheops, 48
Knomkhufwey, 48
kinglists, 46-48
kite, 10, 326, 343, 347, 349
kj-dd, 120
Kleandros, 52, 326
Kleinodoros, 52

Kuku, 298
Kwrks, 106-07, 109
ky n-dr.t, 218
n-dr.t, 218
kyrios, 52, 202, 289
kyrii, 201-04
l

khl klInk lmbnh ... hn klytk "ntn 1k ksp,
263

l 'It- In lyk mn dmy -, 263

kleros, 278, 331, 333-35, 338

1' -ty ly br wbrh -'hrnn-'hw hh w -nth w 'ys
>hrnRlyft b -rq zk lhn -nty wbnyky Id qm,
260

klerouchia, 331-35, 339-40

l' ykl, 260

kline, 228, 231, 319, 352, 354, 356

l ykhl, 260

Klodios, 213

p'yk(h)lyhnpq Vyk spr hdt w 9yq, 263

kl snn wyrhn[, 262

laarches, 329-30, 334-35

kl tryn kpm hd, 263

Lagis, 325

Kluj, 345

lake, 63

ki zy 'yylh 9l 'npy +r> klh, 260

"Lamb-Prophecy," 162

koine physis, 326

land survey, 324

kdm, 221

language, 273, 291-94
alphabets, 291
dialects, 292
translation. 291-92

Kleoboulos, 10

Kom Abou Billou, 221, 223, 226, 228, 230,
351; see also Terenouthis
Kom Madi, 126
K~m Ombo, 210

lapidarius, 227
lashane, 3
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Laterculi Alexandrini, 42
Latin inscription, 227
Latopolite, 279
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"written marriage" mentioned in,
193-96, esp. 195
see also marriage
security for, 1

Laura Hippodromou, 201-02

Lochos, 336

law suits, 260

logos, 45

leasing of land, 219

Longinus, 135

legati conquisitoresque, 330

Lucius, 60, 135-36, 138, 140, 142-43

Leo, 72

Lysimachis, 325

Leonidas, 51

Lysimachos, 111

Leto, 239

m? 0.w, 245

Letous kome, 239

Maat, 225

Leukios, 192

machimos, 327, 329-32, 334-35,339, 341
dekarouros,334
Hellenes machimoi, 334-35
heptarouros,334
machimos (cavalry) eikosiarourosor
triakontarouros,334-35
machimos (infantry), 341
pentarouros,330, 334

Levant, 73-74, 79-80, 83-85, 88, 147-48;
see also Syria and Palestine
libations to the underworld, 226
ligature, 92-93
LIMYN, 63-64
linen, 16
loans, 261f.
from wives to husbands, in marriage,
181-204
gi-F'xrTotvrLg clause in, 193-96
cancellation of, 185, 187-88, 195,
197
fictitious payment and repayment in,
185-86, 189, 197
hemiolia penalty in, 184, 187-88,
191-92, 197
no-additions clause in Egyptian
marriage contracts and in, 189-92
open-ended, 185, 188, 192, 197
period for repayment after recall in,
184, 187-88, 191-92, 196-98
pregnancy stipulations in, 187, 191
repayment of, 182, 184-85, 187-88,
193-97
renewal of, 186, 195, 197
satisfaction clause in Egyptian
marriage contracts and in, 189-92
social function of, 191, 197
valuables and their evaluation in,
184-86, 190-91, 195-96

Maimachos, 150
"mains supines" motif, 227
maintenance contracts
stipulations in, 190-91, 198
relation of, to loans from wives to
husbands 198-99
Makarios, 213
Mandulis, 212
Marcus Aurelios Apollonios, 123
Marea, 85
Mareotis, Lake, 227
Marios, 213
Maron, 51, 135, 346
Marres, 54, 265
M? c-R <,265

marriage
and divorce, 187-88, 197-98
and dowry, 194-97, 199
Egyptian 181-82
mixed, 51-53
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marriage (cont.)
stipulations in Egyptian contracts of, 190,
198; see also maintenance contracts
trial period in, 188, 192, 197
see also Egyptian influence and loans

Menna, 169

marshland, 63-64

metal objects (with Demotic inscriptions),
103

Maspat, 297
Msp, 297, 299
Maximos, 135

Menneia, 52
meris, 55, 123-28, 150-51, 153-54, 237, 240,
325

metretes, 183
metretai, 184

m-b'h pi n hry ?r'm, 297

metropolis, 134, 221
metropoleis (district capitals), 133, 317

Mbkr, 364
Nbkr, 364

mh-ib n nswt hr iyis.t nb(.t) 1w.w hry(.w)-ib
nyw wid-wr, 83

mdw, 7
bn mdw - i, 7
mn m-di. i mdt nbt, 7
m-tw . i mdwlpn -r-mdwt, 7

mh-ib n nswt m hrs.wt H?w-Nbwt, 83

Medes, 295, 326
Mdy.w, 295

military colonies, 12

mediators, council of, 2
Medinet Habu, 165-68, 171-72, 176, 245,
251; see also Dime and Soknopaiou Nesos
Medinet Madi, 119, 123, 304,313-14;
see also Narmuthis

Middle Toparchy, 278
Migdol, 11

misthophore(-s), 336-39
misthophoroi, 51, 335-36
misthophorosklerouchos, 332, 335, 338
misthophoros taktomisthos (professional
army), 330, 335-39, 341
Mithridates, 54

medicine, 287
in the temples, 53

mlh, 74

Mediterranean Sea, 69

mnfyt, 329

Mefkat, 351

[mn] mtwz k sp i-ir-n-y n-im w, 263

Megale, 162; see also Herakleopolis

Mn-nfr, 124

megistos theos Ares, 124, 129

mns, 83

Melas, 201, 210, 319

mn.tj(w), 362

Memphis, 47, 53, 68-69, 71-73, 80, 88, 160,
209, 224, 296-99, 338, 362

m p tg n Nw.t, 244

Menandros, 333
Menas, 48
Min, 48
Mencherinus, 48
Mycerinus, 48
Mendes, 160, 329,339
Menes, 47-48
Uchoreus, 48

Mnevis, 160

Mochites, 338
modular grids, 226
Moeris, Lake of, 63-65, 124, 151, 237, 240
Momemphis, 85
money, 237, 239-40
conversion rate of, 239
copper money, 239-40
silver, 238-40
silver standard, 240
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Monimos, 52, 326, 331

Gn>
(.Wy .w mht(w),
. "( 244
n? '(.wy).w

Monkores, 279

n-? (.wy).w mhtw, 245

Mons Claudianus, 213

n? hd.w 1-Ir 1w, 238, 240

Mons Porphyrites, 213

n? hn.w... hr mtk, 264

Mont(h), 250-51, 266, 268
Mnt, 250

n3?j(w), 127
njw.t, 127-28

Montesouphis, 110

n Mdy.w, 295

mortgage, 1

n? mr.w, 11

mr, 65

n? wpti.w, 7

mr->h.w Pi(-n '-hy/P5(-n)-sy(?) s->rtk§, 298

n-> wpjy.w, 296

mr his.t, 250

n-? Wy[nn.w], 296

mr-m& , 107-08, 295, 329-30
mr-ms wr, 108

N '-n f-bst.t, 363
N'-nf-imn, 363

mr sn, 250

Nabaireh, 68-69, 72-73, 80, 88

mS 7, 69, 121, 329, 362

names, 22-23
compound, 224
Coptic, 213
Demotic-derived, 224
Egytpian, 133, 137, 140-44
Greek, 51, 133-34, 136-37, 140-44
Greek-Egyptian double names, 53-55
rendering foreign names in Demotic
script, 363
Roman, 135, 140-44, 212f.
royal names, 47-49
theophoric, 240

mS -,sn, 75
Mkmt, 364
Ms-wr, 166, 171
mtn, 361
mtw oksn _ty(n) p hrwr-hryv'dt, 263
mtw- k s.t, 260
mtw sk s, 260
mtw (y) ti .t n --k9 262
mtw dd p- ikd, 14
mummy cartonnage, 149, 151, 237
Musta, 52

Napatan kingdom, 147
Narmer, 18

m wid-wr, 82

Narmuthis, 119-24, 126-29;
see also Medinet Madi
Nj-Rnn.t, 127
Niw.t-Rnmwtj.t, 119, 127
Niw.t-Rnmwtt, 120

mw.t&f, 356

narratio, 2,5

myriaroure, 152-53

Natakamani, 17

mysterium, 228

Natho, 127
Nj-t?-hwt, 127

Mut, 79-81, 88, 208, 278
mutatis mutandis, 195

"Mythus vom Sonnenauge" (= Kufi), 305-06,
308
Mytri? (?), 296, 299
n? *(.wy).w, 245

Naukratis, 77, 82, 127, 133, 339
N2()-Krt, 127
dmd Krd, 127
Naunakhte, 7
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nb, 86

Nesmeimis, 123

nb.t im.t, 81

nft mw byn, 362

nb.t kbn.t, 68

nfr, 92

Nbw, 74

nh, 92

Nb.wy, 74

n ibd nb rnp.t nb.t nt-iw w ir w ir-n y, 262

neaniskoi, 152

Nikanor, 53, 79, 135

Nebuchadnezzar, 363

Nike, 204

Necho, 67, 69, 148, 363
construction of triremes, 67
Elephantine stele fragment of, with list of
vessels, 69

Nikon, 11

Nechoutes, 336-37
necropoleis, 319
Nectanebo, 77, 160, 284, 292, 324
Nectanebo II, 70, 161
Neferhotep, 68
Nefertiti, 48
Nehemesise, 326
Nehtihur, 297
Neith, 128

Nikostratos, 210, 333
Nile, 2, 59, 64-65, 68-73, 77, 80, 87-88, 123,
136-37, 147, 211,221-22, 231,276-77,
325; see also Delta and ships
dangers of boghdz and navigation at
mouths of, 71-73
flood, 211
ocean going vessels on, 72-73
optimal time of navigation on, 70-71
representation of nature divinity, 320
sources, 211
Nileus, 47
nilometer, 211
Nitocris, 48

Nekhtharmais, 347

Nitsi-ta-nebti-taui, 225

Nek(t)saphthis, 334
Nech(t)saphthis, 334

Niwt-Imn, 128

Nektenibis, 334
Nemesianus, 212
Nemesion, 135-36, 138-40, 144
Nemesis, 23, 25
Neoptolemos, 52-53, 331, 337
Neoptolemos I, 53
Neoptolemos II, 53
see also Onnophris
Nepherites I, 76, 88

Niw.t-Nj.t, 128
Niw.t-Sbk, 128
Niw.t-Sth, 128
nksn zy yhwwn byn tmt wbyn Inny, 264
nkt.w n s.hmt, 190-91,198
nntn lk byt ldmt bytk, 263
nolentes volentes, 160
nomarchy, 150-51, 153-54
nome, 149-50, 152, 243-47
nome governor, 247

Nepheros, 135
noses, 283-84
Nero, 138-40, 144, 201-02
Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus
Germanicus, 143

Noumenes, 244

Neshor, 12

n pl ]rgn n Pr-Hw.t-Hr, 12

notary, 2, 5, 7
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n rn n, 261
n rn(.y), 261
nsm.t, 68
Ns-nly . s, 363
Ns-n?-is.t, 363
nt hry, 261
nti hrrp- ?ggryn n p? t§ n Pr-H.t-Hr, 350
nt i-iwd f i-iwd Bs(-n)-Mw, 264
nti 9d n, 344

overseer of the necropolis, 250
phylacite(-s), 152-54, 333-34
represntative, 250
of the estate of Mont, 250
satrap/Satrap, 296-98; see also hgtrpn
and iftrpny
strategos, 11, 104-11, 135, 209, 210, 244,
246-47, 255-57, 277, 280, 348
thebarch, 246
titles of, 243, 245-47
toparch, 245-46
oikonomos, 55, 255, 257-58

ntj, 93
nt nb (n nk.w) np. t. (dr

459

f),

260

Old Kingdom, 221

n-tr.t, 253

Olympus, 230

nt sh hrp sh n s 'nh, 262

olyra, 276

nt sh hry, 261

Ombite, 279

nty hrp- -rgn, 12

omnes partes, per quasfines Aegypti
regnumque pertinet, 330

Nubia, 147,327, 361-62
Lower Nubia, 212; see also Ayuala

Onias, 278

Nun, 58

Onne, 41

nw, 86
n(y) Hirw, 75

Onnophris, 53, 331, 356
Wn-nfr, 53, 356
see also Neoptolemos II

obelisk, 25-26

onomata, 326

obol(-s), 10, 223, 228, 240, 290, 324, 326

Onuris-Shu, 129

oecumenism, 229

orans, 228, 230
orans-figure, 227-28
orans-thuratos,227

officials
Alabarch, 138
amphodarch, 204
Arabarch, 138
chief engineer, 152
dioiketes (finance minister), 3, 52, 152,
154, 257-58, 325
epistrategos, 138, 210, 279
financial, 324
(finanzbeamten), 246-47
komarch, 152, 246
kdmogrammateus (village scribe), 135,
153
majordomo, 250
meridarch, 246
myriaroure, 152-53
nomarch, 149-54, 246-47
nomarkhis, 348

Orestes, 51
Orpheus, 43
Oserapis, 289
Osiris, 16, 59, 219, 224-25, 273
Osiris-Apis, 298
Osirian judgement, 224
Osirian religion
astral judgement, 229
mysteries of, 228-29
revival of, 227
Osorapis, 218-19
Osoroeris, 344, 347
Otokulis, 43
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Oxyrhynchos, 1-2, 150, 167, 181-85, 188-90,
192-93, 195,197, 199-200, 202, 205, 309,
317-19
P2?>-3-sn.w, 266
P- -Brng?>, 237-38

P.?- chm-rrt-bhdt,I1l0
P .>-KIgwr, 153

P-

-sn(.t), 54

P2?-bjk, 266
P2?-dl>-2?>St p2?

p2?.jz-f, 91, 93
P2? mr-ms

,

108-09

p-? mr Twtrs, I11

P-?(-n)- y, 298, 300
P2?-(-n)-Nt, 298, 300
p--? ntr, 253-4
p-->rd n >->gynws Sstrtws mty fr p3 2ggryn n p2?
dn Pr-Hw.t-Hr, 11I
p->- rd p2?>hry-ms". 344
PR?r.dy-wsir, 363

49&'trpny, 296

p-->rii, 120

P?>-di-Imn-nsw-t?.wy, 250

p-->>rn nfr n, 212

P2?>-d].w, 52

p-->rt(?)p.? 'm,344

(P2?>-)ftw-Mnf, 267

p5> rwd 2?>pwrns p.>-,154

(P2?>-)ftw-sn.w, 267

PR>-sb2-[z 'n-nw.t, 363
Psusennes, 363

p->?

hb p->? ntr, 254

p-->hd(?) r-dc >-rsvmp2i>my dw, 297

P> -stin, I111

p->- tim, 271

p-->shm, 347
pJ szn p.? 't mht, 154
p.? stin t.? q z, 244

p5> hm-ntr Hr, 108-09
p.?

hm-ntr H.t-Hr, 109
ntrw nbw, 108

p->- hm-ntr Is.t., 108-09
P.2-!mt-iry.w, 267-68
(P2?>)-izmt-sn(.w), 267
P2-tzmt-sn.w, 267, 270-7 1
Pa-izmt-sn.w, 267

P-) snjns, 108
p5> snjnsp-->>shn nPr- , I 10-11
I11I
p-? sngnsp5>sn nPrP.? sn n Pr- "?,108-11
P>-Vr-B2?st (Psenobastis), 104, 107-09
P.>-Vr-B2?st, 106

p-->
hrzdp2?>m&v , 296

P2?>-sj, 120-21, 125;
Pa-si, 120; see also Ptolemais
Melissourgon

pn->hr y,?246-4A7

PR?-sn-2, 278
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p? t§ 2rsyn2?, 243

Pamphilos, 335

p---'g -Iwr, 1

Pan,320

p? t n Ist, 244

Pa-n2?-sn.w, 270

p5> t§ n im, 243

Panakestor, 51

p.? t§ n p5>Ihwr,244
p5> t§ n Pr-Hwt-Hr, 243

Panas, 104, 106, 108, 111, 280, 335
P2?>-n-niwt (Panas), 107-08

p5> w2j, 172

Panebkhounis, 336

P--whr, 167

Panechotes,7201

p-?wr Mtymw, 14

Panekhati, 10

p5>wr Plm, 13

Panephromis, 184

p2y k MnrmtSwn, 12

Pa-n-Is.t, 52

p2?y rd n P2-hb, 344

Pankestor, 256

Pabos, 142-43

Panopolis,335

Pachomis, 356
P;- hm,356

Panouphis, 152
P2?>-nfr, 152
Pa-Inpw, 152

Pachrates, 336
pactum compromissi, 3
Padiou, 326
Pa-en-merit, 20
Paesis, 338
pagi, 245
Paher, 326
paideusis, 326
Pakhnfibis, 212
Pakhnuim, 212
Pa-hnm, 212
Pa-ks, 9
Pakeis, 9
Pakesy, 9

Pantauchos, 333
Pa-ntr, 266
Paophis, 153
Paos,210,331
Papontos, 135, 1871,202-03
Papos, (or Papes), 16
Pappion, 184
Paptah, 218-20
papyrus scroll(s), 16, 24
from Ghoran, 325-26
Saqqara Demotic Papyri, 217, 304-05,
308
Paretis, 345
parsfamiliaris,224

461
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pastoralism, 138, 140-44
Past6ys, 181, 201-02
Pest6ys, 181, 201
Patepnebteus, 337

Persia, 14, 85, 87, 162
Mty mw, 14
Persian incursion, 1

Pates, 336, 338

Persian of the Epigone, in loans from wives
to husbands, 184, 188, 191-94, 196

Pathyris, 244, 335-37, 339, 350

Persian period, 147-48

Pathyrites, 243-44, 247, 279
Pr-Hwt-Hr, 243

Persians, 323, 326

Patous, 336

Petamenophis, 173

patriapotestas, 194, 198

Petaus, 271

patris, 326

Peteesis, 16, 21-22, 24, 212, 292, 296, 344
Petisis, 296
P?-d-st,296

Patroklos, 328
Patron, 135, 337
Patseous, 336
Paus, 172-73
Pausiris, 181, 184-87, 189, 191, 200-04
Pax Romana, 140, 227
Pediamun, 296
Peftumonth, 280
Peisikles, 52, 326
Pekysis, 212
Pelaias, 210

Pestenemenophis, 11

Peteharpres, 176
Peteharsemtheus, 336
Petekhonsis, 11
Petenephotes, 337
Petesouchos, 53, 333
Petetriphis, 267
Petimouthes of Tell el-Balamoun, 331
Petosiris, 17, 135, 229, 334, 337
Petubastis texts, 314; see also Inaros texts
Peukestas, 324

Pelem, 13
Plm, 13

ph, 263

Pelils, 280

Phabis, 345

Pelusium, 74, 81, 137, 339

Phagonis, 345

penalties, 154

Phagonis the Younger, 174-75

Peran, 278

Phanesis, 54

Pergamon, 285

pharaoh, 10, 12-13, 22, 47, 64, 67, 78,
99-100, 110, 159, 160-63,239, 255-57,
298, 345, 347
king, 17, 47-48, 55, 58, 69, 74, 78, 80-81,
92, 105, 108-10, 125, 147, 209-11, 297,
305, 310, 323-24
Pr-9, 239
queen, 17, 46, 48, 86, 209-11, 277, 280,
310

Per-Hemer, 325
Perikles, 212
Peri Polin, 278
Perithebes, 279
Peri Tilothin, 278
Persea, 151
Perses, 54

Pharbaitha, 151
Phatres, 203-04
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Phebichis, 278
Pherendates, 259
Phibis, 174, 337, 344, 348
Phib, 348
Philadelphia, 52-53, 63, 66, 134-40, 152,
270-71

police (prosopographical information), 340
ephodos, eremophylax, phylakites, 333-34
transfer to army: see ~tLet4rPlKoEte i;t
'IV ictot icv
polis, 133
poleis, 328

Philae, 74, 160-61, 209-10, 212-13,337

politeuma, 134
politeumata, 134

Philemon, 1-2

Polyclitos, 76

Philippos, 174, 339

Polydeukes, 43

Philo, 138

Polykrates, 267

Philon, 11

Pompeios, 135

Philoteris, 54

Pompey, 22, 277

Phoenicia, 75-76, 78-79, 81, 84, 88
association with kbn.t vessels, 73-78
timber from, for ship construction, 88-89

"Potter's Prophecy," 160, 162-63

Phoenicians
and construction of Egyptian ships, 75-76
building ships for Antigonos, 75-76
evacuated to Egypt by Ptolemy I, 75-76
Phoinikaigyptioi,273
serving in Saite forces, 84

pr, 91-93

Phommous, 331
phorologia, 276
phrourarchos,210
phw, 64
phyle, 344
phylae, 347

Pou iris, 142-44

praktor, 135, 138
praktorargyrik6n, 138
praktores argyrik6n, 135
Pramenis, 22
praxis, 201-03
Pr-grg,66
Pr-grg-Dhwty, 63-64, 66
Pr-grg-Sw, 66
pr hm hm.t sry r.t ht hmt hbs nh bt, 262
Priamos, 51

Phyleus, 332-33

Priene, 273

Pikos, 280

Plutarche, 181, 188-89, 202

priests, 23-24
corporation(s) of, 224, 228
Egyptian, 159-63, 324
Egyptian/Greco-Egyptian, 223-24,
229
lesonis-priest,250
psychopompos (Hermes, Hermanubis,
Wepwawet), 224

pmtn, 259

Primos, 135

Pnepheros, 16, 21, 138, 140, 142,-44

privileges, 133-34

Polemon, 73, 77, 123-25, 127-28, 150, 237

Prm, 296
Prm/h, 296

Pindar, 43
Pithom, 78, 84, 87-88, 328
Platon, 331
Plenis, 338

Poliantes, 43
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proceedings, legal, 2

P'am'ek, 297

propter nuptias, 197

Psosneus, 266

proskynema, 212
proskynemata, 212

Psychis, 339
Psichis, 339

prosodos sitinon, 345

psychopompos, 231

prostagmata, 150-53, 333

psychostasis, 225

Protarchos, 52

Ptah, 209, 219

Proteus, 47

Ptahhotep, 294

protos philos, 210

Ptolema, 183

provision of documents in a law suit, 219-20

Ptolemaic, early, 92
period, 92

proxenoi, 10

Prstw.w (Philistines?), 297, 299

Ptolemaios, 10, 104-09, 111, 174, 280,
333-36, 338-39
Ptolemaios-p-r-p--zj, 106
P?-sr-p-[j, 104, 106-09
Ptwlmjs, 110
Ptlwmjs, 104-05
Ptwlms, 108

Prt, 103

Ptolemais, 125, 133; 244

pr.t, 345, 353
Prtsygw, 271

Ptolemais-Akko, 125
pt t n H3r, 125

Ps, 66, 124

Ptolemais Hermiou, 335, 337

Psais, 17, 21, 212

Ptolemais Hormou, 151

Psammetichus III, 81-82

Ptolemais Melissourgon, 125

Psansnos, 212

Ptolemais theron, 78, 84, 88

Psemminis, 175, 251

Ptolemy, 55, 71, 76, 209-10, 239-40, 280,
324, 331
Ptrwmys, 238

ProzeBurkunde, 6, 8
ProzeBvertrag, 6, 8
Prs (Persians), 297
prshwts tysnn, 345

Psemmonthes, 174, 336-37
Psenmonthes, 337
Psenamenophis, 345
Psenatymis, 174, 176
Psenenoupis, 336
Psenkhnomis, 213
Psenkhonsis, 344
Psennesis, 175
Psenpoueris, 212
Psenthotes, 173
Psenyris, 151,353
P?-&r-H, 353

Ptolemy Lagus, 70, 72-73, 75-76, 85, 87,
323-24
defense of Delta, 70-73
operations against Antigonos
Monophthalmos, 73-77
Ptolemy I Soter, 46-47, 69, 75, 87, 207, 257
323-24, 328, 340, 351
Ptolemy II Philadelphus, 53, 69, 72, 74, 78,
84, 87-88, 150, 152-53, 257, 323-25,
328-29, 340
establishing of a native Egyptian
bodyguard by, 74
martial epitheta of, 69
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use of kbn.t vessels by, 78, 84
Ptolemy III Euergetes, 12, 47, 64, 79, 153,
207, 238, 240, 325, 332
Ptolemy IV Philopator, 12, 240, 332-33, 340
Ptolemy V Epiphanes, 12-13, 68-69, 77, 82,
88-89, 210, 240, 330, 333,349
operations near Arados, 77-78
use of kbn.t vessels by, 68-70
Ptolemy VI Philometor, 13, 70, 78, 160,
169-70, 172-73, 177, 210, 328, 331-33,
335, 349
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (Physcon), 13, 78,
79-81, 88-89, 160, 172-73, 178,210, 329
"controller of kbn.t vessels in the sea,"
78-81
Ptolemy IX Soter II (Lathyrus), 160, 210-11,
328
Ptolemy X Alexander I, 280, 328
Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysus (Auletes), 161,
277-81

qtj, 121
qtj hr p rh, 120
Quadratus, 212
r'-, 125-26
r, 125-26
racial animosity, 286
Ra-djed-ef,48
Chabryes, 48
Ramses II, 46-49
Osymandias, 48
Rhampsinitus, 48
Remphis, 47-48
Usimare, 48
Ramses III, 72, 80
use of mnv and br vessels by, 72
Raphia, 328, 340
Re, 58-59, 105, 108
R ', 105, 108
receipts, 249-51

ptr.t, 10'

receptum arbitri,3-4

Punt, 78, 84, 86-87

Red Sea, 69, 78, 85-88, 138, 148
navigation of, 69, 78, 85-86

Purrias, 55
Pylades, 135
pyramids, 46-47
"Pyramid of Queen Amanitere," 17
"Pyramid of Theodoros," 11
Pyramid Texts, 58
qh, 243,244
q h.t, 243
qh Hn-Mnw, 247
qh Qb.t, 247
qh Syw.t, 247
qnh ntr, 259
qnh nty, 259
Qos, 120
Qs,120, 124
qpp 1 zy hwin tht lblyh, 264
qp zy (q 1 tht hmryh, 264
qq.t, 69
q(?)q(?).w, 69, 87

465

registration of documents, 220
religious authority, 224
religious revivals
cult of mummification, 224
in Egypt, 226-27
in Roman East, 226-27
sun cults of Egypt and East, 226-27
Renenut,221
Renenutet, 119, 127
renovatio, 231
rents, 238
repatriation of hiera agalmata, 327-28
revolt in the Thebaid (205 B.C. to 186 B.C.),
249
rh, 93
Rhamnous,328
Rhodos, 329
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r zsfkbn(.wt) nt Stt r Km.t, 85

rs, 153

r hw.t-ntr, 250

rsj, 93

r-in w, 254

Rs-nf, 337

r in p- hb 6tpr pj f wd? rmnw pj-ff
.wj-htp, 254

rs.t, 337

r in.w r

H.mnw,

253

rynkm 'hr Pyltm, 263

rme, 362

rt, 250
rt n pr Mnt,250

rms, 362

r-tr.t, 254

rmt, 296, 312
rmt dm, 361
rmt Hr, 362
rmt Iwr, 362
rmt iwaf 4i'm-b5hpr- ', 362
rmt km,10
rmt np3 t? nhs, 362
rmt Prm, 13
Srm, 13
rmt Prs, 297
rmt qnqn, 362
rmt .rm. Dd-hr (si) Gre, 296
rmt sbhy, 362
rmt Swn, 12
rmt.t, 52

s-, 354-55, 363

Roman census, 135
Roman Egypt
"good emperors," 225
social hierarchy 227
Roman emperors, 23-24
Julio-Claudian emperors, 133-34, 138
Roman legions in Egypt
camps, 133, 135
Rome, 77, 134, 135, 140, 226, 228, 230, 290,
292
Ro-senti, 120, 122, 126
R '-snt, 120, 125-26

s n, 91,93
sw,125
§?y, 272
s t, 121

vItn sm, 121
C-tw-f
tw mh w n ply:f h:zt nt hry hn nly w
ms.wt, 262
Sais, 47, 324
Saite period, 147-48
Sakolaos, 143
salvatorische Klausel, 8
Sambas, 144
Sanhur, 126
Saqqara, 217-18, 220, 224, 295, 305, 308-09,
314-15, 324
North Saqqara, 220, 295, 304
Sacred Animal Necropolis, 217, 220, 295
Saraeus, 189-91
Sarapeum, 182-84, 187-89, 193, 200-04,
338-39
Sarapias, 53, 139
Sarapion, 139, 18 1-84, 193, 197, 200-04

Rosetau, 219

Satet. 209. 21 1-12

Rosetta, 71, 73, 110, 221, 351

Ibyt, 259

royal court, 329-30

Iby;t, 259

royal treasure, 153-54

school-exercises, 311-15

r-rhzzw, 169-71, 173-76
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scribe/scribes, 3, 5, 11-13, 91, 94, 108,
120-21, 128, 135-36, 140, 143-44, 161,
182, 195-96, 200,237-38, 250, 256-57,
259, 261, 279-80, 290, 307, 343-49
basilikos grammateus,255-57
basilikoi grammateis, 256-57
scribal error, 240
tabellio, 5

467

Setemnaikhnim, 212
Stm-n j-hnm, 212
Seth, 129, 305
Seti I, 47-48
Ketes, 47-48

scripturacapitalis, 227

Setna, 300, 315-18, 321
First Setna text, 304-06, 309
Second Setna text, 306, 308

§d.t, 65

§f, 77

Sebennytos, 151, 153, 324

§fnw, 74
§fn.w, 77

selbstaindige, 191
selbstdindige Bankdiagraphe, 183
Seleukos, 55, 277
Sematawtefnakht, 74, 82-83
description of Alexander' Levantine
campaign by, 74
semea, semeia, 338-39
Semites, 137-40
Semtheus, 54
Senaies, 356
Ti-r(.t)-ih, 356
P-&r-ihj, 356
Senammonia, 204
Senmonthis, 134
Sennuris, 126
Sentheus, 152-53
Smi-t?.wy, 152
Sentheus Paophios, 153
Smi-t?.wy s3 Pa-IHp, 153
Seqenenre, 65
Serapion, 319
Serapis, 23, 59
Serenus, 212
Sesostris, 46, 48, 168-69, 171-74, 176-77
Senwosre, 48
Sesoosis, 46, 48
S-n-Wsrt, 171
Sesostris I, 48
Sesostris III, 48

Sgntn, 337
sh, 218, 253-54
sh-]st, 347
Shashotep, 325
Shepseskaf, 48
Sasychis, 48
Asychis, 48
sh-dmj, 153
Sheshonq V, 91, 99-100
ships
cargo vessels, 78-81
Coptic 61NOYHX, 86
Crusader ships, 86; see also gainele
exploration/expedition ships, 78, 85-86
kbn.t vessels, 69-73, 81-84
merchant galleys, 78-81
ocean-going vessels, 70, 72-73
rams of warships in determinatives of the
word kbn.t, 78-81, 88
river vessels, 69-73
ship's crew, 362
trireme(-s), 67
shim,77
slim /b, 77
shn, 246, 348
shn m? ', 246

sh-n-wy, 8
sh n pH Vs?.w, 347
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sh Pr-15 iw f ip, 11
sh n Pr- "' iw -f ip, 111
sh Kjsrs iw-f ip, 111
shi pr- nh, 362

sh s?.w, 347
sh s5(?), 347

soap, 287
Sobek, 124, 128, 162, 309
Sobek-Hapi, 55
Sobekneferu, 48
social hierarchy, 227

sh.w, 348

Soeris, 181, 185, 188-89, 202

shw knbt, 159

Sogenes, 339

Sidon, 76

Soknebtunis, 309

Silvanus, 292-94, 319

Soknopaiou Nesos, 19, 134, 162;
see also Dime and Medinet Habu

Simon, 153
Sinkepha, 123
Sintotoes, 181, 188, 201
sitologoi, 275
sip kbn.wt, 81
Siut, 8,219
Skopas, 51
Ikr, 296
slaves, 262
lyft, 260
flyft b

'rbny ... wtlqh 1k ... w bwr zy thkh

ly, 263

Sosibius, 84
Sosipolis, 53
Sosippos, 143-44
Sosos, 339
Sostrate, 52
Sostratos, 11
Sotades, 202
Soteles, 277
Soteres, 207
Soterichos, 184
Sothis, 219

sm, 121

Soukhos, 349

sm?=sn, 74

Sousse, 70

Smgrt (?), 298, 300

Spartiates, 51, 328

Sminis, 344, 348

Spotous, 344, 347

sm pw 1r.nf,76

Srm-i/h, 296

smsm -.sn, 75

Srtn, 254

smw, 345, 353
s-n, 312

Srtr, 364
Sarru-dfiri, 364

Snakhyti, 345

st, 92

sn nKjsrs, 111

state monopoly
oil, 153-54

sn nPr-i9, 110-11
sn-nsw, 108
int, 259
int?, 259
sntj, 154

staters, 10
status quaestionis, 42
stele/stelae, 9 1-94
hieratic, 91
hieroglyphic, 91
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inscriptions
biographical data, 224
Demotic, 227
Latin, 227
Memphite, 92
Syrian (North) funerary, 227
Serapeum, 91, 93
Stephanos, 52
stereotype of peasant populations, 134, 139
Stht, 298, 300

469

symbols, 240
Symmachos, 204
synchoreseis, 41
syncretism
in Egypt, 229
of Isidorus, 228
tolerance of Egyptians, 228
trends of mid 2nd century A.D. and later,
229

st(j) n mnt, 362

Syria, 13, 73, 76, 79-81, 88, 125, 137, 328,
336; see also 1Iwr
Syria-Palestine, 74, 76, 79, 81, 83

stm-mnnt, 362

Syron Kome, 153

stm.w- 9, 254

Sytrh (?),296, 299

stmw n n5 hb.w, 254

t?, 74, 160
t? hn.t Mi-wr, 63

stipulatio Aquiliana, 5, 8

Stratippos, 52-53

ti hn.t n Mi-wr, 63-64, 66
6t? Ihn.t n Mr-wr, 63
t?-ntr, 79
t qh Qb.t, 243
tL qh Syw.t, 243

Stratippos I, 53
Stratippos II, 53
Stratonikos, 201-04
Streitbeilegungsurkunde, 6
strkws, 11
Stt, 74
st.tj(w), 362
s.t.w, 121
stwt, 74
stwt, 74-75
Sudan, 147
Suez, 85, 87
sun cults, 226
SW, 120

Swd3 zf, 107
Swdb' zf-pi?-ljlw, 105-09
Sw?f-p-- 9, 105--09, 111

T3-hmt-hbr, 267
T?-hmwdn (THMWSN), 296-97, 299
T?-Iry, 298, 300
tL hyt, 259

T31-n.m w, 298
t

i-r n Prstw.w, 297
>.s

t iw[t] 1nni Winy, 296

_j-n-im. w, 254
ti my.t, 259

t? my.t ntr, 259
T.?(-nt)-hs, 300
Ti(-nt)-grmn, 298
ti qbt, 259
T~i-Rnn.t, 351; see also Terenouthis

swnw, 362

Li'

swrt, 362

ti ry.t rs, 259

swrt n t? hrpy, 362

T?-id-rs, 244-46

Syene, 12, 246, 337, 362; see also Aswan

Li

ry.t, 259

shr.t, 259
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T-r-.t-hmt-sn.w, 267-68
tiy, 345
_tiy-mtn, 361
ta, 354-55
tabourios ("hay man"), 136, 145
tabula ansata, 212, 214
Taby, 298
T-by, 298
Taharqa, 48, 91, 101
Tearco, 48
"Taking of Joppa," 310
taktomisthoi, 335
Talit, 150
Tamet, 264
tmt, 264
Tanebtunis, 53
Tanis, 151, 338; see also Akoris
Ta-resi, 119
Ti-rs, 119
taricheutai,224
Ta-Thoth, 103
Ta-Dhwtj, 103
Tauris, 181, 183-87, 191,200, 203-04
taxes, 122, 138, 160, 188, 249-51, 276-77,
280, 296;
see also oknogopopa and nrtpoi
artabia(artaba tax), 145, 276
bath tax, 141, 143
beer tax (hd hnk.t), 141, 143, 250
burial tax (hd mr ri's.t), 249-51
capitation tax, 41-43, 133-34, 137, 140,
144; see also 'tKc
chomatikon/dike tax, 133, 135;
see also

uopxtry6v

exemptions from, 133-34
forced labor tax (hd rt), 249-50;
see also via'ta
fruit tax (hd tgy), 250
hemiartabion(half-artabatax), 141, 143
huik? (pig tax), 133
house tax (hd "wy), 249-50

ivory tax (hd nhy), 249-50
Jewish tax, 139
laographia(poll tax), 41-43, 52, 133,
138, 201,204, 325
nitrike tax (soda tax), 54, 250;
see also vttptifi1
obol-tax, 52, 324, 326
price of oil (swn nhh), 249-50;
see also iXoiox
salt-tax (hd hm), 52, 249-50, 289-90,
324-26; see also &CXAnKc
scroll tax, 249
&kr,296
tax collectors, 250, 324
cheiristai (assistants to tax
collectors), 140
praktores aryrik6n (collectors of
money taxes), 135, 138-39
tax districts, 326
tax documents, 276, 325-26
tax farmers, 201, 249
tax of month X, 250
tax receipts, 119, 249, 275, 325, 343,
345-46
tax registers/lists, 42-43, 135, 137, 139,
250
taxation rates in Roman period Egypt,
133-34
taxpayers, 42, 135, 137, 140, 249-51
transfer tax, 343-50
enkyklion, 350; see also yK)KXtoV
sales tax, 10, 343, 347, 350
used by the Ptolemies to gain favor with
the Egyptian clergy, 159
veil tax (tn in-in), 249-50
weavers' tax, 201
wool tax, 250; see also EpeiOv
yoke tax (hd nhb), 249-50
Taysoreus, 193, 195-97
tbn, 136
tbr, 136
teachers, see education
"Teaching of Silvanus," 293-94
Tearoos, 330
Tebessa mosaic, 80
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Tebetnu, 125, 150
Defednu, 124
T?-btn, 124-25
T-nb-Tn, 124
T3-nb-T?-Tn, 124

thb, 123

Tebtunis, 13, 20, 63, 66, 124, 128, 135, 161,
183, 194, 265, 267, 278-79, 281, 306-10

Thebes, 7-8, 10-11, 125, 127, 169-70, 176,
225, 246, 249-51, 275, 279, 283, 308, 344,
346-48, 357
Niw.t, 251
Nw.t, 246
East Thebes, 170-71, 174, 176
West Thebes, 170-71, 174-76

Tell el-Balamoun, 331
Tell el-Maskhoutah, 85, 87
Tell el-Yehudiyeh, 83
Tem, 120
temples, 229, 324
temple-domains
of Imhotep son of Ptah, 218-19
of Osiris, 219
of Osorapis, 218-19
of Sothis, 219
temple libraries, 307
Teos, 54
Tephnacht, 48
Tnephacthus, 48
Terenouthis, 221-23, 225-27, 229, 231,
351-53, 357-58
Ta-Renenat, 221
El-Tarrana, 221, 351
see also Kom Abou Billou and Th-Rnn.t
Teres, 204
terminus ante quem, 212
terminus post quem, 140
Tesenouphis, 17, 21-22, 24
Teuxon, 53
Tewosret, 48
texts
abbreviations in, 240
alphabetical classification of, 312
grammatical texts, 313
Greek influence on Demotic, 312-13
literary texts, 313-15

Theadelphia, 54, 194, 223; see also Harit
Thebaid, 138, 210, 222, 249, 275, 279-80,
331,335,337-38

Thekla, 1-2
Themistes, 55, 66, 123-26, 128, 150, 153,
237, 240, 325
Theodoros, 11, 152, 298
Theogonis, 150
theoi Euergetai, 161
Theon, 136, 143-44, 174, 181,201,334, 339
Thermouthion, 181, 185, 187-89, 191-92,
201-02
Thermouthis, 136, 181, 202
Thoeris, 128
Tholthis, 332
Thoonis, 181, 200, 203
Thot(h), 126, 162-63, 224-25, 273
Ibis-Thot, 126
Thot-Ibis, 126
Djehuty, 224-25
Thrasymedes, 151-52
tht, 264
Thwtj, 254
Thwtj-i-ir-tj s, 254
thyt, 259
tl k mtr ht z y, 260
tisk n 1, 262
ti%(y) n k, 260

tgm, 259

Tiberius Claudius Balbillus, 135

Thaesis, 181, 192, 200, 202-04

Tiberius, 17, 20, 280

Thaisous, 181

tib libbi, 264
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Timarchos, 209
timber, Phoenician
gift of, by Nepherites I to Agesilaos, 76,
88
used in Egyptian maritime construction,
88-89
Tinteris, 276-77
Tirsa, 126
T-rsj, 126
T-rsj(t), 126
t? rb.t, 126

relief stele in niches, 224, 352, 357
tables of offering, 226
in the pharaonic period, 226
tomb chapels, 11, 222
"Tomb of Isidora," 224-25, 229, 231,
319-20
"Tomb of Neferhotep," 68
"Tomb of Petosiris" (Dakhla Oasis), 229
"Tomb of Petosiris" (Tuna-el-Gebel), 17
toparchy, 244-45
Topo, 212
topos, 211

titulary, 23
royal titulary, 48
Ramses II, 46

Tosh, 119-20, 122-23, 127
T9, 119-20, 122, 127

Titus, 139

Totoes, 173, 175

T(itus) Helvius Tacitus, 227

tp rJ?, 162

ti wy -f r-r.k, 261

tqbt/tqbh, 259

Tjaienimou, 218-19

tqm, 259

Tjainufe, 306

Trajan, 139, 213

tmw -nty, 259
tmy, 259
tmy/tm-, 259

Triadelphos, 213, 278
tria nomina, 135, 212
trieres, 68

tny.t, 245

Trikomia, 325

tombs, 9, 11, 16, 25, 221-31, 251, 317-22;
see also burials and pyramids
barrel-roofed, 221, 224, 226
builders of, 226
ceremonies at
banqueting, 224, 226
incense offering, 224
invocation, 225
libation, 224, 226
ritual of ancestor cult, 226
decorators of, 226
facades of, 222-23, 226
false door of mastaba-tomb in the
pharaonic period, 226
half-tympana (frescoed), 224
jambs (frescoed) of niche, 224, 226
mudbrick construction, 221-22
niches of, 224, 226, 351-52
podium-tombs, 222
pyramid-roofed, 221, 224, 226

Trimunthon, 229
Tripolis, 76
try, 259
try rsy, 259
Tryphon, 184, 189-91, 197
t6, 243-44
t(>)v, 243
t§ frsyni, 247
tg Db, 247
tl Hmnw, 247
t&Mn-nfr, 247
tJ n Hb, 247
tl n Hwt-nn-nsw, 247
t n im, 247
tJ n Nb, 247
tJ n Nw.t, 244-45
tJ n Nw.t Ti-&d-rs, 244-45
tl n Pr-Hwt-Hr,247
t n Whe, 247
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t n Wn-hm, 247
ta &'r, 247
Tsenent, 127
T?-st-nj-Niwt, 127
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Winy (Greeks), 296
w 'b, 261,298
w b n,254

tshr?, 259

w b.w, 254

Tsoker, 2

w '.t crb, 12

Tualis, 43

Wadi Natrun, 287, 351

Tuna-el-Gebel, 17, 253-54

wadjet, 58

Tutankhamen, 283, 285

Wadjyt, 79, 81

tw-s n-? nkt n-nt.e &wtj, 121

war

Twt, 335
Twtw, 250
Tyrannos, 213

Battle of Raphia (Ptolemy IV), 328, 340
Third Syrian War (Ptolemy III), 328
War of Chremonides (Ptolemy II), 329
"War of Sceptres," 328, 339

Tyre, 76

washermen, 53-54

Tyrtaios, 298
Twrts, 298, 301

Wd-hr-rsn, 362, 363

Udjahorresnet, 81-83, 87
naval titles of, 81-83

weavers (gerdioi), 137
weaving, 145
wool, 142, 144

Urdu language, 293

Wenamun,80, 88

Ursos, 212

Wenkhem, 296

Ursus, 212

Wennofer, 324

ushabti, 222

Wepwawet,224

Uto, 79-80

wet nursing, 189

Valerius, 212

wh' znh h1q' zy m tk bhlq, 263

Vergleichsurkunde, 5

Wi, 8

Vespasian, 202-04

Widdaps, 297

villages
economy, 134, 136-37
life in, 134-35, 139-40
people
elite, 134-36, 139-40
peasants, 135-36, 139-40

"Wisdom of Ptahhotep," 294

violence, 134

wn, 9 1-92

Vita Alexandri, 160-6 1

wn sn hr 9Ii hn c ,75

w, 243

Wn-mtw 4f-nt, 363
Wn-mdjas-hs.t, 363

wid-wr, 73, 77-78, 82, 88
wi?h, 93
wlh-mw, 251

wl'-kl mr Ik Im lmtk bkspk wmrbyth wspr'
znh bydk, 262
wl -dyn wl -dbb, 262
Wmgrt,298, 300

wn mtwsk 'rtb sw 10 ...

i-r-nsy, 263

wn n Imn-ipy n pr-imnft Niw.t, 251
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word-lists, 312

yhbt 1k, 260

wrh, 11I
writing imp lements, 324

yhbt ly, 262
ntnt ly, 262

Wrwb&', 298, 300

yin, 73

Wsi'r-I-p 1in->n? ntr.w nt h~tp 1'm

4, 289

yin y ly

...

wrh~qt mnky, 263

Wsir g?->-hb p5> ntr, 25 3-54

[ ... ]yrnd~iy, 298, 300

Wspyr, 298, 301

Ywni (Greeks), 296

W~fn, 296, 298, 301

Zenodoros, 54, 344

ww, 86

Zenon, 51, 53, 79, 137-38, 149, 256
Zeus, 192, 230, 269, 273

WY, 8

WY -inr Jnyt 1"nuy yhwys'm 1l thwh ly -ntt ksp

sn -h br Ih, 264

Zmanres, 175
Zoilos, 325

wy Ibd lh dyn spr-znh, 262

Zoilos, 135, 138

Wynn, 337

Z~ilos, 202-03

Wynn ins Kiny, 10

zy ktyb q1 spr -nttkcy, 262

Wynn.w (Greeks), 296

zylk hw, 260

Xenanthos, 344

zylky hw inn ywin-) znh I'd qli, 263

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES
'APO'rt, 210
&cy&Xjgovt, 162
&cyitto, 244
"Ayqgoc 09m), 244
"Ayrg~ ~o),
ocm244

cX6(OoxTov, 77
Aiyiu'tov &vOpcoiov I YRIPCo
pccatkx,
Aiyunr'riou;

160
...

Kcc' oa cuyu;,

6CyopOC~Voo;, acting as public notary, 182,
186, 188, 192, 195

Aiyuwrifow,)42

&cypocpoq yccgo; ("unwritten marriage"),
189-92, 197-98
patria potestas in, 198

Aic(TXivc; E)E(YTcON;, 333

&cypocqxoc, 189
&ypwcpot, 197

328

Ai'yiun-ri'ow ni~o;, 328

Aic(yXivcc; E&(TFoxo; t~ov 'AXi1'Mol)
yF-p(T&vwrlo; iEEvtwCCOoic~pxo; T(OW £K T1;
(?
pw (ojpTl; -roi) 'ApnTvotou, 333

aypmp~oc cuvF-ivai, 193

'Aiciutvii &~tptgvF-iex, 2
&g~plgv~iu'A' ktuxvi',5

"Aypwv Hloucopexo(c), 137

'AX43pXrc, 138

'AOO';. 352

'AXF-wav5pcixi, 339

q KO)JI1], 128

'AW"tp, 141-42, 192

'Xtuc';, 250
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"AXKlgo(c) 'Apq~xi'(ctoc), 137

"Aprttpi, 352

'Akiidu, 333

'Appcdlcic "Ekkqivoc, 137

'Aggiovio-o, 182, 200, 209

'Appcicic M'uc~ou, 137

'Agiotoc, 192

apy~tov, 12

'AvvifPawroc, 200
avogfrai, 162

&pX~ov, 246
I 'fTau, 162

'AvoiK1;, 209-10, 266

auj-eig, 162

avltypwpov 5uxypa~pflc, 183

'AGTrk2~1nu65r, qq209

'Avrwovivou Kaicapoc, 195

ocnopo;, 334

&XVT'FXF~OF'pot 58oiXo; ye(TOOxt,

ccvw,. 245

338

IcpaXUcta, 193
'Atrpiqc c cK(xc) At8,ut,(oc), 137
lu'~qr'qi, 42

'Ani'XXflc 'Iwc'pou, 137

dWpparrta, 72

'Ani-pc'itoc, 192

&~povmT; &pioato;, 337

anootwulKov,

288

337

mpovmaaa,

'AitoXXvapt, 352

'A~Xt-uc rHctwix'oc, 189

'AiroXX6O(vtoc) MiU'c9(ou), 137

A~of~op, 364

'AntoXX('wlvc MiJ'c~ou, 137

Bay&'oa, 298

'Ait6XXovoc, 192

p3&ptq, 68-69, 72

'A1EoXX'O-roc, 141, 145

BWItllK6; yeopy6;, 338

&2toX(iU'cltoc), 137
3utogoipa, 250
anotoyo, 335

f 3aatktityF-xopyoi,

appofroo',6t, 137
'Apo'jou, 137, 142-43
"Apxj, 137

55-56

01%atktKO' ypaggann~;,

paaX1KtiO' ypxpjuxtgi, 255, 257-58

~ 277

&itoyjj,202

'Apa~pa'pX'c, 138

329

BE-pE-vtKitc Aytocoi?,

237

BFpF-vtictoc Aiytxoiv, 238, 240
BF-pF~vtKCctc coyo6ou,

Ppa8F'&o), 203
yw'uoi5o, 43

237
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ycpi'Ap6 Piov, 137
yaopyo; clor6;, 331, 334
1 6py
ti,331
1
&i'vF-tov, 192, 198
5

CVE1AXc, 187

Airgfnitou, 211

A'o 'A&X(po, 269
FPoj~ovTopoupot, 332
085ojiimovT6'cpopo;, 331
eyKccToXo;, 339
E-yKWucxtOV, 343, 347-50
EtKouYl7Eerapou.pot,

339

6uxypi', 182-84, 186
5wrcypwp'v, 188, 193
5iacypocpat', 183

aicntpa~lc, 199

AtuiceXpo;, 269

e-q~il ic rtuciav, 333

8a6Xuat;, 2, 5

F,'acUV8-rov~cpoupo;, 331

8ta' Xrtpoc, 183

EKcaTortapo1)pog,
FKr,

At&ui,1352

334

ortrXpou)pot,332

Ati&4n;, 266

"EKrop &&8FXp(c), 137

Ai&ugo;, 266

e/EK'rcop Hlave'i4p(F(Utoc), 137

8tqpfoX , 183
6u-ypoXi~v, 182, 188
5ieAypo2%i, 184, 186
&lEKI3OX

, 184, 186, 188

&teKpOXat, 183

AXaiou,250
'EXF-pavrtvii;, 209-10

"EXXilv 'Appa'(ctoc), 137
"EXXi(v) Cap3(&toc), 137

5tK~yauta,2
8 I Kpotl,

'EXXicv,

72

42

Fv ay a202

Atoy'Vic, 193
Atovucra'ptv, 352
Atovucta6oc, 184
Atov'Ucou/Atovuaou, 192, 337
Atov&,
aot,209-10
Ato6c, 192

EV KalrxtO jEV trlt

lpatEt~on,338
F~vfl~rEit toi Aovrou
u
viot,337
ev

Halcie~VS,

9

Fv tiji I ii6x~t

Rwixitot, 339

FvtopvF-ia, 76
1) ^ i'EpjioioXit'

Ato~yKopo;, 2
Atoo~otpipr;,

pO; MERupa R yaX(O

269

icOqpw
332v,33t~yp,
3
E31Kotp
eO

Ev

rttoX

Firioot,

33

3
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E' oi5 uEvJnhOc")pa adpX~to-o,12

dcv~p(-v, 337

477

Oc6Xxauc, 73, 82
Eocupociyat,

352

£pE(O, 250

Ococ&Xpti,

54

"Epgp{6]piXo[;] fhxjipiko- o t~r'pEog], 335

E)E&c'pa, 352

ERu4O

9~gauq, 271

'EpgtoyFvoix, 184

eF-pgo)O'ovo;, 245

"EpgioioXtif, 338

EF'pjioU,0ov, 189

'Ecop[6Thpt;, 337
TEana, 266

E)e#Oo
v a,352

ECtUpaywpgvot,

eF~ovoc, 141, 145

135

Oi4 3pa'pi;, 246

EctpaEr)JiEvot, 135

eo6'ovtoc, 200

EU&xijiovi';, 352

taU UpiKov, 53

E{&8aigov, 266

iOrp6q, 42

E'U'EvoD';, 209

ifaooco,12

E~ugiq'Xou, 339

'Iouv aKlcLVtu'rpovpWov, 126

(ovopopot, 162
i1Y~gOVE; tdv Rt
gacov, 330

i&6oypwpoc c-)vypwffl
iWX6ii'v EIR1x~xK ov

iy~~,334
,q JgtrpX, 335

9

ti';,
f 42

,

195

i&6oypwpoc ctryypawpi', 196
te~pa &y6jgata, 328
'I*cpa4, 266
ir~pF~i, 159
"Innarp~cot, 152

fl ntpo; Aiyort, 327
"Hpx, 266

'Innio~pogou, 188
mn1oKcogog, 42

"'Hput, 209-10

'k(cKa'Iou6ai'ot, 141-42

'Hpaicketa, 352

"Iact, 209

'Hpackaoiioki-oi, 338
'Hpwcki;, 352
HpaxkX(ic)

HpC,

-192n

Oocfictc, 192

(&jioiwc) "I~ic, 137

'hi

)c~pO, 352

'Icbcltoc, 137
Kat'iTpoq, 41, 212
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kXawoon(O'bjq, 42

10

c~tc,4kXX,

icatU43oOM, 10
cT2anebac,

Arciot, 192

121

Arproic, 240

Kccrat'6~Kou, 337
Aritroik ic6O'gi,
237-38
AriToibc IE6Xc, 239

333, 335

K(X rOtict,

K(XurticOLKV,42-43

Aiyr&',239
-KccTW tonccxtci, 245
KWUO r~o n,
244
Kc~X1g,

A43ofthi, 212

AtO16;, 212

80

Xiviopog, 42
Aouwdoiu, 140-41, 145

KEpxEOoijpt;, 124
KE-PicrIYoi)xa,

MaKE&8('V,

'Hpa~kX~o7oktou, 338

KXFone'rpat, 209-10
CXljpo'U

(imKaovtapo1upou), 334

iott,72
KOtOtX

334, 338

123

%

MccKF,&('V tOW Vv(Ftku 6E'X

t

-KX'qpou'X~oV. 52

wxxpai, 68
9O"~l~~~p
XXa, 72

Ko'pflc, 192

ji&citio;, 327
ga~tgot, 327, 335

Kvo'xFtot, 328

M6Xcavoc/ME'kavo;, 184, 210

Kpiq;, 339
Kil wtv tpotcpov EuiglijXou

Mguptq, 124
Mg~pq t338
Ji-pi;, 245

tccKTogtGOO, 339

Kpoico8EiXow nt6X;, 128
Kporco&XOW Jt 6XELt, 238, 240
Kpo'vo;, 266
K4u~1 5 1-ov,

79

Kc)plOc, 192, 194, 198

iduptot, 52

M uco pifl} , 141, 145

~I~~f11Kt*4,333
t4~e~311K

t,~; tijv icmoudxov, 337

RT(Xk11JKo'~Ftq
&~t1]V K1C3t'lKWCV -1 tOW

(tlucovTxpo'pow) (DoFi'oq, 332-33
transfer from police to army, 335, 337,
341
transfer from Greek infantry to cavalry,

KG4IT1C,40

33-3
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bgokoyou~ct, 184

jiovoypocpoi, 159
g~OVOrpo~tl,

479

ogokoy&', 182

72

w-ptapolupo'u, 152

bjioXoyaoi iX~lv, 190

Mluc0(cc) aiXXo(c),137

4viXa'tij,

NJxO, 127

Ovvt',f;, 41

42

'OupuyX~v, 185, 188, 200

vectarot, 211

Napgoi^0Ot;, 127

'O4UpivXov, 182
o iupb; ti(FtiicocyrijL) r(WV M~ji(vovuiw(v),

vuIu,250

Naou'pxt;, 127

o n~po; rit(ovft, 345

valu, 68

otiw ix1)p'
iyyF-govaq332

N ,KT ppio(c) HIFtrcoA'X(ovu), 137

9 'iX~c, 194

Ne~gaiya',

Ox r))KX1IOatlkrKOV,

352

Nr~E~yaijgiov, 352

'Oxupbo, 48

NF-edofrov xvc4(FDioc), 137

F.Xo(YvFm, 266

N~Jecft'oval Tit-voc, 145

fh436toc, 141

Nc'*powoc, 145

Hap('Otoc, 145

NF#povoc KXau~tioij Ka'capoc Cr43actoi
FFpjiavtxoi)A1broipakopoc, 140-41, 182,

HaOovuti;, 271
FlaKF-;, 9

HliCiVt;, 9
HwKEv&, 9

NF'%ctou, 139
N'5ug~oc, 139

Hcagov~yvw;, 268

vi'F~;, 68-69, 72, 88
Ntlco~y-rpo'Vo,

287

11cqiovtuvo;, 268

210

Huavc,(v~u;,

vt~rtwi;, 250

IhavFtp@F-Uc) UXo(c), 137

voii6;, 243-44
CvoXoyr1OF~i;, 4Fvtix6q,

4Fvo;, 335, 337-39,

cf. 329
4EvoXOyqhO'VrW,

270

flwriitovoc, 183
iRxpavogov, 162

335

napawwak6a{[-

I o;

napExPF-8pF-i1ovm
c; v
oOr11KOVtxopo'upot,

332

1rapFpE-8pF~?Xw, 335

7E02 [{ I ]t,
162

'AX - v~pial, 339

345
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Hol'uciptc, 200

HlToXF-wxaN; MFXtu ~o-py('jV, 125

HlaXFvtrave~uq, 267-68

HtoXF~gaft, 209-10

fhcX(')v, 141-42

nupoi), 250

Fhxac'xpto;, 152

F1XagitFp,

flF~pl~ki, 212

Hl~cgavw;u, 267

HIEp~yfl;, 334, 336
Hepaca, 336

HnqitRp1F, l-o,267

fFrTak, 271
He-rF(te

T,

352

,268

nX~rijii, 271
TPOJ1OwK6, 340

~Xtou, 339

HI,,Et'] pto;, 337

CaicoXa'o-o'loD8(aiou), 141

JlEts~pgiO(t;), 270

Cap3(&c) MErtwpo(c), 137

Hiaxic', 124

Cap(&c) (D'cto(c), 137

nxfi8o;, cx0o)1LxlaYREVOV K4X1 iup6; gcxlv

Cctgfa&roc, 142-43

Xpilatov, 328
ntooia Oaka'ut, 72
ntooiov, 68

H-Xou~ra'p~fl, 189
7no4Ulv,

42

7EoX1t1rKov,

ItoXA)61K0v,
1on',

288

288

329, 340

Hloat;, 352
FloTagt,,iv, 352
7oogoqlXar~, 72
HooxpFoc,

141-43, 145

IvFpF~pO'itoc, 140-42, 145

lvavF~i;, 269-7 1
Eavovco;, 267, 269
Cxpwwi'o, 5200
Xapwntthol, 338

Capand'Owoc, 182
Ce.PacT(";, 141-42, 200
Ji~,Xvav~n.;, 267-68
levOc'og, 152
EXF(vF~v

q, 268

EvXyvxe~ iimu, 268
vuXuvyocv, 268

~EFvXovYvE,'h, 268
a~g a,338

Hlpa~ia;, 270

inpautg, 2
lnp 6 ;

Aiyi'rT, 328

MF'ljtpe,338
E2i'jte, 337
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rogoc cvyicoXkicijoc, 194
339

troocp~pjq, 244

atpouril 'q, 246-47, 257
acr peutfyoi, 211
moyypwpii i&6oypwpo;, 195

trolrxpXio, 244-5
toonotpXioamv, 245
,Tonct~XaX KXTC, 245

cwuyypwpi1 bgoXoyixc, 194

to;o, 245

rnroyypwpii Yg~t16Tx;, 194

trlnov &iiokx43o'ri, 212

C1YYYPCC(Pf1 CUOVO1KtCLO1),

194

pledged in a dowry receipt, 195
xYUYypwCpiI xFeipoypawpo;, 195
uuyKX11po;, 332

aYxcoPl'

tronot lwaoXtl/iPotic, 212, 214'
troi vogioi,

256

Tpta'&Xpo;, 265-67, 269-72

7

Tpux F*Xq, 267

Xr'jviq, 210

,rticovtapoupot,332

cuRtocfu&oc cuyypawpfl, 194
augga~ot, 328

,rticovtapoupoi X~EpaTEpmto,,333

(rtuxcovtrapolupov) Xpepiirirpnov, 333

CAt16tu~cgct, 190
lup(OVK(.lirn;,

Towr, 212

333

,rtprpsq, 67
Thejt, ,271
TaeFv ev'j, 127

CwcilL(lr)ou, 141, 145

txaK[tr]o6t(aTOo;, 336

Ti4pi, 42, 55, 141-42, 183, 192
Ti4'pt &XXiq; Xoyiy;, 42
T-opo'vtot, 162

taplqut, 42
Tauptoc, 200

TFE"Evxu, 124-25

(Wv 5io&6cov, 335
t

Hp~KaFo1Eoxtrt mnyevv
KcaTroKWv, 338

t6rv v VUt

t~ro'n o rI5

tUFIctcov, 42

tCiv MUM
O~(sic)

TTvFmu, 269

trcv giYOo(pow iii'tn,c~ov, 336

tua~ypacOVtapou)pot, 331

-Wiv oiuo ip

'yijgva, 332

tij; rnyovij;, 334, 336-37

-Wwo
7poyypa~pov, 336

Ttx0priomu, 266

,tmcf, _133

itt, 3
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(DcgFvwO,142, 212
(IDxpgoi)Ot, 142

XEPcvt7[7Eo , J333
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333
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(DouYv o,267
(DX'8Eo,270
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(Pxoociuwtu Ot, 336
(p
p~cp, 211

hDiXE'o;, 332-33

Xatpi'(gov) 'Apqco'(ctoc), 137
Xcc1K~'ze,

42

x~lpo~ypawpov, 182-84, 186, 189-93
x~&poypwccpa, 196
x~tpoypc~pov &8KPrcpxiq182-84, 186
~EipoywpoV i8d 5uypopi' , 18 1-84; see
also diagraphe
XFetp~ywcyppwCC1Vp(I'j,195

XEpcJOq, 334
XFpat,333
Xgvtavipo, 268

Xguycflu, 268
Xvou'4et, 209
Xvol'4pt&, 210

Xot&'X, 142

Xop~rt

X'Xyv, 121

XpmuaaopFo;, 210
Xpi~coXoi;, 42
sa ra-pavdn, 296
Xwo)IicKov, 133

Pavavow;, 266-67, 269
TFvxPVl, 356

TFvww;o, 269

Xqig(t)iTvw;, 269

TP~vcyov;, 269

XF-[WVvEm, 268

WevOvF~u, 267, 270-7 1

X1EvF-ix, 268

'Po(v)GYvF~u,

Xcgvip;, 268

'Po/F-iv~u;, 269,

Xiig(v~;, 267-68, 27 1-72

Poitro;, 266

X~gvflt;, 268

Towcviouq,270-71

X~JiuovE1n;, 268

WoguyvE-oq, 270-71

XRrTcv~u;, 268

'PogOvE~u, 271

Xt-~rovcu, 271

X~gtoyvu,), 268
XOivrm

;, 268A

269

1 Povyvaxuq,

269-70

1 Pov(Yvcii;,

269-1

Tovav~uq,2671
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CM
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WILBOUR
WISCONSIN
I
4

201

YALE
175c
177

VANDIER

345
190
293,3051,314

VIENNA
6464
10157
D 12003

313
263
8,92, 97-98

64
ZENON PESTMAN
12
13
18
A

1849,189-90, 192
258
.258
256, 258
256
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OSTRACA
ASHMOLEAN
726
956

313
311-12

BERLIN
P. 890

344-6

BODLEIAN

FLORENCE
2620
GALLO (1989)
A
c
E

121
122, 131
121

GARDINER
683

313

1342

356

23
104
182

BGU
VI
BRITISH MUSEUM
31874
43553
43555
50627
86591
86596

GENEVA
12550

280
177
179
314
311
311

CAIRO
s.n.
25227

312
313

12461
12462

311
311

51253
51457

178-79
172-73

KARNAK
LS

2

314

LEIPZIG
UB
2021
2022
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

JdE

314

LICHTHEIM (1957)
121
122

7

LUND

DeM
56

312
314

NMB

INV.

CORTEGGIANI
1

2
7

4

EDFU
2

356

EL KAB
5T004

314

FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY, CHICAGO
175, 178-79
3 1.632-161

172
172-73, 177, 179
172
172,177,9179
172
172
172
172-73, 178-79
178-79
43

MATTHA
81
275
MEDINET HABU
137
1480

280
280
175
178-79
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MEDINET HABU (cont.)
1621
173,178-79
2686
178-79
2806
178-79
4085
173, 176-77, 179
4210
172,)176-77,5179
6979
175,9178-79
7003
175,9178-79
MEDINET MADI
I
10
12
13
25
26

314
314
314
314
314

NAVILLE

314

ODN
3
15
17
27
28
0MM
ARCH. PISA
4
821
VOGLIANO
431
661
990
PACK (1967)
2716

119, 130
121
128
120-2 1
121

122,1131
120, 130
119, 130
120, 130
120, 131
312

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM
171
906.8.629
D 259
280-81
SAQQARA
75/6
7

296

STRABBURG
1
674
687
1Q88
1992

314
176, 178-79
178-79
172, 177, 179
175-76

TAIT
11
562

269

18
19
20
21
23
24
DEMOTIC
1
6
7
22
23
24
25
43
82
100
103!

174
174
174
174
174
174

THEBES
GREEK

30

173-74,177,9179
174
173, 175, 177, 179
279
172, 174, 177, 179
280
178-79
174
280
280
280
280

TURIN
6672
UPPSALA
672

314

VOGLIANO (1953)
1

121

WANGSTEDT
60

280
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OBJECTS
KEY TO THE OBJECTS INDEX
BO =
BU =
BZ =
CA =
CI
CO
HI
GO
GR
HS
IN
LD
I'I

2:

ALEXANDRIA
3193
3196
3197
3198
3199
3201
3203
11261

MI
MT
NA
PA
PG
PR
PT
Sn
SL
ST
TA
TC

Bowl
Bust

Bronze
Cartonnage
=

Coffin Inscription

=

Codex

=

Figure; Figurine

=

Gold

=
=

Graffito
Headstone (for burial)

=Inscription
=

Leather Document
!:nrrln

(ST)
(ST)
(ST)
(ST)
(ST)
(ST)
(ST)
(ST)

AMSTERDAM
7876 (ST)
ANN ARBOR
8281 (ST)

=Mummy

Tag

=Naos

Palette
= Pictorial Graffito
or Paper
=Parchment
=

=Painting.
=Shroud.
=
=
=
=

Stele; Stele Fragment
Statue
Tablet
Terracotta

18,34
19, 39
161,30
18,35
16,28
16,29
18,36
22

BRITISH MUSEUM
886 (SL); see HARRIS STELE
20
22750 (ST)
57371 (BZ, TA) 104, 106-07, 111
57372 (BZ, TA) 105-07
BROOKLYN MUSEUM
36.161 (ST)
37.1356E (ST)
54.1 (BU)

21
22
59

BUCHEUM
13 (IN)

22

280-81

CAIRO
18,37

22074 (SL)
31103 (SL)
31122a (SL)
31151 (SL)
50048 (SL)
57057a (SL)

BERLIN
(H,7 TC)
(MT)
(MT)
(SL)
(SL)

Mirror

In.cr.rlnrlnn

BAB EL-AMRA TEMPLE
79
INSCRIPTION
10333
10628
10630
14400
22468

=

17
356
357
69,87
110

BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE
111
126 (C48) (SL)

353
353
353
357
75
357

JdE
77-78, 88
44901 (SL)
NAUKRATIS STELE OF NECTANEBO
77, 80, 82,127
34002 (SL)
CARPENTRAS STELE

273

CEML
788 (MT)

268
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COFFIN TEXTS
I
Spell 61

6839 (CA)
14716 (PA)
22182 (SL)

68

COLLECTANEA HELLENISTICA
1 (SL)

22183 (SL)

339

COPTIC MUSEUM, CAIRO
4091 (PR)
293
DAKKA
33 (GR)

354

DECREE OF MEMPHIS, Nabaireh version,
see EGYPTIAN MUSEUM CG22188
DEIR EL-BAHRI
.Punt Reliefs (IN)

84

DETROIT
51.83 (ST)

20

DRIVER (1954)
Letter 6 (LD)
Letter 7 (LD)
Letter 12 (LD)
Letter 13 (LD)

22188
31083
31092
31093
31099
31130
31137
33269
50044
50045
50047

(SL)
(SL)
(SL)
(SL)
(SL)
(SL)
(SL)
(PT)
(SL)
(SL)
(ST)

44048
44305
45390
46320
46375

(ST)
(SL)
(ST)
(ST)
(MI)

57-59,61
18
73-77, 8-5, 87,7
324, 328
78, 84, 87-88,
328
68-73, 80,88
104, 110
104, 110
104, 111
111
104
111
59
104, 111
104, 111
110

JE
298
297
297
297

EDFU
p. 240, line 14(IN) 79
p. 241, line 11Ip. 242, line 2 (IN)78-8 1,88
v
p. 99, lines 2-12 (IN) 81
VII
p. 165,line 13(IN) 79
EGYPTIAN MUSEUM, CAIRO
6/6/22/5 (ST)
20
10/5/50/1 (SL)
104
CG
22
14 (ST)
105,9107
690 (ST)
85-87
1182 (SL)
1190 (ST)
17, 31
1191 (ST)
17,922,932-33
18,738
1192 (ST)

15
104
105-07, 109
110
104-108, 111,
113, 1167-17
15,27
49370 (ST)
20
67094 (ST)
KING FAROUK COLLECTION
292 (MI)
104, 112, 115
ELEPHANTINE STELE OF
AMASIS
67, 84-85, 87
FAYUM
III
205 (IN)

280

HITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, CAMBRIDGE
SE. 103.1911 (CA)
59
FLAMINIAN OBELISK

292

FORRER
34. (MT)
37 (MT)
GEBEL SILSILEH
158 (PG)

354
354
72
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233 (PG)

72

17 (CT)
157 (CT)
158 (CT)
159 (CT)
160 (CT)
183 (CT)
201 (CT)
210 (CT)
270 (CT)

157
156
156
156
156
157
157
156
156

11
Plate 68 (IN)
77
GRAFFITI (SEE EDGERTON 1937)
44 (GR)
279

GHORAN

HARRIS STELE

74

I. TH. SY.

513

MENDES STELE

329

MUSEES ROYAUX D'ART ET
D'HISTOIRE, BRUSSELS
103, 114
E 1856 (MI)
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS., BOSTON
59
54.993 (SH)
MUT PRECINCT AT KARNAK,
79-81,188
PTOLEMAIC GATE
OGIS

303 (IN)

337

INSCR. CRET.
IV
195 (IN)

328

KABRIT STELE OF
DARIUS

85-87

KANOPOS STELE

328; see also
OGIS 156

KELSEY MUSEUM OF ARCHAEOLOGY,
ANN ARBOR
227
21194 (HS)
231
4-4205 (SL)
230
4-4206 (SL)

176 (SL)
54
56
130 (IN)
PARIS GLOSSARY
44 (CO)
54b (CO)

610 (MT)
C 101 (SL)
C 123 (NA)
E 10396 (MT)
E 13074 (SL)
N 4541 (ST)
N 713 (BO.)GO)

355
92-98
69,87
355
111
22
83

328
328; see also
Kanopos Stele
266
86
86

PHILAE
54 (GR)
57 (GR)
273 (GR)
317 (GR)
Second Decree (IN)

LEIDEN"
F 1949/4.2 (MT) 354
LOUVRE

284

212
212
354
354
74

PITHOM STELE OF PTOLEMY 11
PHILADELPHUS; see EGYPTIAN
MUSEUM CG 22183
ROSETTA STONE

110

SATRAP STELE OF PTOLEMY LAGUS;
see EGYPTIAN MUSEUM CG 22182
SB

MEDINET HABU

18

357

Vill
Plate 46 (IN)

72

9747 (SL)

339; see also
Zaki Aly (1948)
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SERAPEUM
30(SL)
33 (SL)
42(SL)
58 (SL)
159 (SL)
160 (SL)

91-92,996-97
91,993, 95-96,998
9-1-92, 95-98
91-92, 95,998
92, 95-96
92, 95-96, 98

STATUE OF UDJAHORRESNET
(VATICAN 158)
81-84, 87
STELE OF NAPLES
(1035)

74

STOCKHOLM
MME 1970:2 (SL,)

105

SUEZ STELE OF
DARIUS

85,87

TELL EL-MASKHOUTAH STELE OF
DARIUS; see EGYPTIAN MUSEUM
CG 1182
TERENOUTHIS
226 (SL)
1049 (SL)

353,357
356

1067 (SL)
1069 (SL)
1107 (SL)
1110 (SL)
1609 (SL)
1661 (SL)
1678 (SL)
1706. (SL)
1736 (SL)
2003 (SL)
2025 (SL)

353
353
353
353
353
353, 355, 359
354, 357, 359
355, 359
355,9360
354, 356, 360
357, 360

THEBAN TOMB 49 (Tomb of Neferhotep)
(IN)
68
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM, PHILADELPHIA
E. 976(ST)
21
YEAR 23 STELE OF PTOLEMY V
EPIPHANES, see CAIRO JdE 44901
ZAKI ALY (1948)
p. 79 (SL)

339; see also
SB VIII.9747

